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PREFACE:

The main outlines and most of the details of the way in which the Celtic group of languages developed, as regards its sound-system, from the parent Indo-European, and subsequently grew into the mediaeval and modern Gaelic, Welsh, Cornish, and Breton, are by now fairly well understood and defined. Without entering into bibliographical details, these things may be found set out in Holger Pedersen's great Vergleichende Grammatik der keltischen Sprachen (Göttingen, 1909–13), and in the English translation and modernisation brought out by himself and Henry Lewis as A Concise Comparative Celtic Grammar (Göttingen, 1937). Other books which between them cover the historical phonology of the early Celtic languages are R. Thurneysen's A Grammar of Old Irish (Dublin, 1946); Sir John Morris Jones' A Welsh Grammar (Oxford, 1913); and J. Baudis' Grammar of Early Welsh, Part I (Oxford, the Philological Society, 1924). In all these works the question of what phonetic changes took place, and how they took place, has been thoroughly canvassed; but what the authors have omitted to do in any very detailed and systematic way is to investigate when they took place. The purpose of the present volume is to attempt just that, for the group of the Celtic languages commonly known as Brythonic or Brittonic (namely Welsh, Cornish, and Breton), from the period of our earliest written sources for the parent British, which mostly date from and after the Roman occupation of Britain in the first century, down to the time when the separate mediaeval languages of Middle Welsh, Middle Cornish, and Middle Breton were established, and written material begins to become ample, in or about the twelfth century. That is to say, this is a chronological history of the sound-system of the British language and its descendants during the Roman period and the subsequent Dark Ages, until the influences of later mediaeval
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Continental culture began to make themselves strongly felt, through English and French contacts, in many aspects of what had hitherto been a rather isolated Celtic civilisation.

The book is confined to the subject of phonology, of sound-changes, and does not deal with grammatical forms (morphology). It is possible, by a comparison of Middle (and to some extent Old) Welsh, Cornish, and Breton, to arrive at some conclusions about the development of British morphology at the period when those languages were separating; but these conclusions are meagre, the nature of the evidence allows no real dating, and it is not easy to make any significant links to the history of the British people on this basis (as I hope to show may be done with the phonology). Hence this aspect of the question is left to others. In Part II of this book the major and most of the minor sound-changes which occurred within our period will be discussed, but there is no attempt at completeness (for this the works referred to, particularly Pedersen's, must be consulted); the intention is to deal chiefly with those changes which can be approximately dated, and to show what their dates may be, not to set out in full what the changes were or how they happened. Of course it is usually necessary to do the latter briefly, but as there is, for the most part, no controversy about it, there is no need to elaborate. Only in comparatively few cases have I entered into detailed discussion of the nature of sound-changes, those which it seems to me have not been correctly explained or fully understood in the past.

In the course of working out these problems, a number of questions of a historical nature entered in, and are examined here for the information they give on the development of the British language. A certain amount of light appears to the writer to be reflected back into some of the darker corners of early British history. For instance, the lingua franca of the Roman Empire, Vulgar Latin, was widely spoken in the Roman province of Britain; some conclusions are offered here about the special character of Vulgar Latin in Britain, of a kind ignored by previous writers, and about the extent of the spoken Latin language there, and the people who used it. It
is sometimes said that but for the Anglo-Saxon invasion we should have been speaking a Romance language in England now; how far this is true is considered here. Then, the loan-words which were borrowed from Britain, mainly from British Latin, into Irish in the two centuries after the end of Roman rule are explored for what we can learn from them about British and spoken Latin—and, incidentally, about the Irish language at this period. In Chapter V the Latin inscriptions of western Britain in the Dark Ages are dealt with, and it is shown that they tell us something not only of the language but also of the history of native Britons and Irish settlers in the west in the fifth to seventh centuries. The great migrations which set up the British colonies in Brittany are an important landmark for the development of Primitive Cornish and Primitive Breton, and the relation of both of these to Primitive Welsh; in discussing this matter, certain conclusions are drawn concerning the date and character of the Breton emigrations. Lastly, the Anglo-Saxon invaders, gradually spreading over a large part of Britain, conquered and absorbed or drove out the native population, and in doing so borrowed many place-names and some personal names from the Britons; the history of the conquest is sketched here, and the evidence of these borrowed names examined for what can be deduced about the nature of the occupation and the relations of Britons and Anglo-Saxons in the fifth to eighth centuries. Part II, where the individual sound-changes are described and so far as possible dated, is intended to supply the answer to the question what form a British word would probably have taken at a given date. This is a matter of the utmost importance to students of English place-names, and indeed until these things are settled much of their work when dealing with British sources must be doubtful in detail, particularly since none of those who have written extensively on English place-names have been primarily Celtic scholars.

As has been already remarked, no minute and thoroughgoing exposition of all these matters has ever been published. Discussions of the probable date of various British sound-changes are of course to be found in the works already referred
to, and also in articles scattered through learned journals and elsewhere. A good many of these were the work of Joseph Loth; in particular, the introduction to his \textit{Vocabulaire vieux-breton} (Paris, 1884); his \textit{Chrestomathie bretonne} (Paris, 1890), pp. 32 ff., especially pp. 50-77; and his \textit{Remarques à l’Historia Brittonum dite de Nennius}, § B, in \textit{Revue Celtique}, li (1934), pp. 1 ff. But many of Loth’s results are vitiated by his ignoring part of the evidence (for instance the inscriptions, and English place-names), and by his tendency to take written forms absolutely \textit{au pied de la lettre}; not to mention his self-contradictions over the years. Loth did much valuable work in this as in all other fields of Brittonic philology, but his handling of our problem, so far as it goes, was not adequate, and his detailed opinions on dating in \textit{Revue Celtique}, li, are largely worthless. A much more systematic and far better thought-out treatment was envisaged by Sir Ifor Williams in his important lecture “When did British become Welsh?” in the Transactions of the Anglesey Antiquarian Society and Field Club for 1939, pp. 27 ff., but naturally he had space there to deal with only a few points. The fact is that little can be done unless the evidence of English place-names is thoroughly scrutinised. Eilert Ekwall was the first to do this, chiefly in his introduction to \textit{English River Names} (Oxford, 1928), pp. lxii-lxxix. This little study is of the utmost value as the pioneer work on the subject; but again, consisting of seventeen pages it is necessarily limited; moreover, in some points it is controversial and unsatisfactory, and his terminology (e.g. the “Old Welsh” used of the language of the settlement period) is confusing. Since Ekwall, the only, and by far the most thorough, serious work on British linguistic chronology from the Anglo-Saxon standpoint has been Max Förster’s monumental \textit{Der Flussname Themse und seine Sippe, Studien zur Anglisierung keltischer Eigennamen und zur Lautchronologie des Altbritischen} (Munich, Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historische Abteilung, Jahrgang 1941; published in 1942). When I began writing the present work, in 1944, I knew of Förster’s book only by the first six words of its title, which told very little.
The circumstances of the war prevented any copies from reaching scholars in England and America at that time and for some years. It was not until 1946 that I even learned of the sub-title, when I realised at once that this must be a study on the chronology of the British sound-changes which might make my book superfluous; and it was 1947 before I was able to see a copy, through the kindness of Miss Dorothy Whitelock. By this time my own researches were far advanced and my preliminary conclusions formulated. On reading Förster's volume, however, I soon realised that far from rendering my views obsolete, it made it the more desirable that they should be expressed. True, in some matters Förster had anticipated my own results; but we disagreed fundamentally over others, and still others had not been touched upon by him at all. Moreover, the scope of my work is, to a considerable extent, different from that of Förster's; he deals primarily with the relations of British and Anglo-Saxon, and makes little or no use of some of the other classes of information drawn upon here. If I have had to differ from the opinions of the great Anglist rather often, this is because, as a Celticist, I believe the evidence demands it, and because his arguments in these cases cannot simply be passed over in silence.

Indeed there has been too great a tendency on the part of some writers to make assertions about various matters of Brittonic philology without carefully considering, stating, and adequately disproving the theories of other scholars of standing. In a work like the present one, which breaks a good deal of new ground and puts forward a number of new ideas, it seems to me that it is the duty of a scholar to register the views of other authorities, unless they are trivial or worthless, and, where necessary, to refute them. This principle has involved here what may appear to some a rather disproportionate degree of controversy; and in apologising for this I wish to say that I have felt myself obliged to enter into the discussions in question out of a sense of duty. Those from whom I have ventured to differ will, I am sure, prefer this to the insulting alternative of being ignored. I am fully aware that various of my own theories and proposals put forward here may seem
doubtful to some, and, if so, I would ask them similarly to consider carefully, before rejecting them, the character of the facts advanced and whether any other hypothesis can be found which will explain them better; remembering that in offering a date for any given linguistic change different from the one proposed here it is necessary to examine how this ties in with a number of other phenomena whose position may be indirectly affected by it, and not merely the evidence bearing directly on the case.

I should point out that the present book was sent to press at the beginning of 1950, and that owing to the unavoidable post-war difficulties of the printing trade it has not been possible for it to appear till now. This means that a small number of articles, and one or two books, bearing on the problems discussed here, have appeared too late to be dealt with in the text; however, it has been possible in all cases to add footnotes (distinguished by square brackets) in which I hope they are adequately treated.

I wish to thank very warmly in the first place Professor Max Förster for his continual kindness in presenting me with his book and with offprints of publications which have greatly facilitated the writing of the present volume; and for discussing certain points with me by letter. Then, my thanks are due to Mr. V. Nash Williams for examining with me various questions about the dating of the early inscriptions of Wales, and for his generous aid. Also to my colleague, Professor Angus McIntosh, and to Professor F. P. Magoun, Jr., of Harvard, for their ready help with certain matters in the phonology of Primitive Anglo-Saxon and the forms of some early English names; and to Mr. Peter Hunter Blair, of Emmanuel College, Cambridge: for reading part of Chapter VI in typescript and giving some valuable hints and suggestions in connection with the Anglo-Saxon Conquest.
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CHAPTER I

THE BRITTONIC LANGUAGES, AND THE BRETON MIGRATIONS

Until fairly recently, the term Brythonic, coined by Rhys, was regularly used to describe the language brought to Britain by the bearers of that variety of primitive Celtic speech known as P-Celtic, spoken there all through the Roman period, and subsequently divided into the Welsh, Cornish, and Breton of mediaeval and modern times. Of late there has been an increasing tendency to use Brittonic instead. It is not a matter of any consequence, the one term is as good as the other; Brittonic will be employed in this book. Since this is primarily a discussion of linguistic history, it is essential to deal in precise terms to describe languages and their chronological periods. This has not been done in any detailed way in the past (though of course the general divisions are familiar), for the reason that chronology has not been a matter of great importance in the researches of most writers. Some, for instance, speak of Old Welsh or Early Welsh, others of Celtisch, Britisch, Urbritisch, and Altbritisch, in an inconsistent and imprecise manner. To start with, then, we must define a set of terms. Most of them are not new, and are well known to philologists, but some are either proposed here for the first time or are given a more limited meaning than they have hitherto borne. The abbreviations for them are added in brackets.

Indo-European (IE.), the hypothetical ancestor of a large family of languages, including the Celtic, has its normal sense. Common Celtic (CC.), rather than the more usual "Old Celtic", refers to the time when Celtic had come into existence as an

1 This is an objectionable name, for the reasons given on Old British below. Besides, Common Celtic stresses the fact that it is a linguistic stage from which all the Celtic tongues derive their common characteristics.
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IE. sub-group but was not yet differentiated into the separate Celtic languages; the stage when IE. ē became CC. i, o became ā, p was lost or changed to a spirant, and so on. CC. later divided into Q-Celtic and P-Celtic, in which IE. qʰ was respectively preserved or changed to p; from Q-Celtic is descended Goedelic, the parent of Irish, Scottish, and Manx Gaelic, and from P-Celtic comes Gallo-Brittonic (Gall.-Britt.). This last describes the group of P-Celtic languages spoken on the Continent, presumably in the Iron Age, by widely scattered Celtic tribes, some of whom invaded Britain and brought with them the variety known as the Brittonic (Britt.) speech (and probably the Iron Age culture) as defined above, while others remained on the Continent. Those who did remain were called by the Romans Galli, the Gauls, and they spoke Gaulish (Gaul.), a language or group of dialects extending widely across Europe in the last few centuries B.C. and the first few centuries A.D. In practice Gaul. applies here chiefly to the Celtic language of France, the Low Countries, the Rhineland, Spain, and Northern Italy at this time, since much less is known about it farther East. Our information on Brittonic begins with the first contacts of the Greeks and Romans with this island, and becomes much fuller during the Roman domination here from the first to fifth century A.D. In this book British (Brit.)¹ is used as a general term for the Brittonic language from the time of the oldest Greek information about it (derived from Pytheas of Marseilles, c. 325 B.C.) down to the sub-Roman period in the fifth century and on into the sixth. Where it is necessary to be more precise, a distinction is made between Early British, during the Roman occupation and as far as the coming of the Saxons in the middle of the fifth century, and Late British (Late Brit.), from that time until and including the earlier half of the sixth century. As we shall see, the earlier period of British coincides with the oldest dateable Brittonic sound-changes, beginning in the first century B.C.

¹ Some writers employ Old British, and in German Altbrötisch, but this is meaningless, because in linguistic usage Old implies a Middle and Modern, and there is no such thing as Middle and Modern British. The adjective is unnecessary and is therefore omitted here, in accordance with the usual practice.
and the first to second century A.D., and consisting mainly of certain modifications of vowels and diphthongs; and Late British covers a number of important transitional phonetic developments, from lenition through final vowel affrication down to the loss of final and unstressed internal syllables. Since some of the special features of the separate modern languages reach right back into the British period, it is necessary to postulate a West British dialect, that of Wales and the Midlands (and Late West British, Late W.Brit.), and a South-West British (and Late South-West British, Late SW.Brit.), that spoken in the peninsula of Devon and Cornwall. Romano-British (Rom.-Brit.) is confined to forms of the language reported by Roman writers in Latinised spelling; and the term is stretched to include those given by Greek authors, chiefly derived from Latin sources, in Greek spelling, e.g. by Ptolemy. British Latin on the other hand is something quite different, the variety of Vulgar Latin spoken in Britain during and for some time after the Roman occupation.

With the drastic changes which occurred during the Late British period we reach an entirely new stage; the ancient language, with its final syllables, its case terminations, and the rest, gave place to what is really a mediaeval one, and to the rise of what will be called here the Neo-Brittonic tongues, Welsh, Cornish, and Breton. From the middle of the sixth century we can begin to speak of these as separating languages, and from the end of the century as separate. In this period, and down to the time of their earliest written records (other than inscriptions and a few names in sixth- to eighth-century Latin sources), the new terms Primitive Welsh (Pr.W.), Primitive Cornish (Pr.C.), and Primitive Breton (Pr.B.) are used here. With these written records we enter upon the stage of Old Welsh (OW.), beginning with the later eighth century, Old Cornish (OC.), from the late ninth century, and Old Breton (OB.), from the early part or middle of the ninth century. It is important to make clear the boundary of the Primitive and Old periods, particularly since previous writers

4 Except for a few charters in the Cartulary of Redon, which are late copies of documents belonging to the end of the eighth century.
have treated it rather vaguely. "Primitive Welsh", etc., has not been used before, and the period has either been left undefined, or called "British" or "Archaic Welsh", etc., or even "Old Welsh", etc. Details of the sources for OWCB, and their dates will be given below, pp. 42 ff. In addition to the above names, we shall occasionally employ *Primitive Cumbric* (Pr.Cum.) for the Brittonic dialect of Cumberland, Westmorland, northern Lancashire, and south-west Scotland from the end of the Late Brit. period and as long as that dialect lasted. "Old Cumbric" does not occur, because, except for the three legal terms mentioned below, there are no contemporary written records; and to call it Pr.W. would be inaccurate. *Middle Welsh* (MW.) will be taken to begin with the second half of the twelfth century, the oldest sources being the Black Book of Carmarthen and other MSS. belonging to about 1200; so that the Book of Llandaff (c. 1135-40), which is really transitional, comes under the heading of Old Welsh. MW. lasts until the fourteenth to fifteenth century, when *Modern Welsh* (Mod.W.) begins. *Middle Cornish* (MC.) is usually reckoned as covering the miracle plays of the fourteenth to sixteenth century, which means that the Vocabulary Cornicum, compiled about 1100, is counted as Old Cornish, though in certain respects it corresponds rather to early MiddleWelsh in its stage of development. *Modern Cornish* (Mod.C.) is the language of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, at the end of which time it became extinct. *Middle Breton* (MB.) extends from the eleventh or twelfth century to the sixteenth or seventeenth, and Modern Breton (Mod.B.) from the seventeenth to the present day.

For the Goedelic branch of Celtic, reference to which will frequently be made, *Goedelic* itself is used here as the generic name for the whole group at all periods, and *Primitive Irish* (Pr.I.) for the time of the oldest written source (Ptolemy, second century A.D.) down to and including the "Ogam" inscriptions of the fourth or fifth to early seventh century; forms actually occurring in these inscriptions are referred to as *Ogam Irish*. *Archaic Irish* is the language of the oldest MS. material, from the seventh to the first quarter of the eighth
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century; *Old Irish* (Ol.) from then to the middle of the tenth century; *Middle Irish* (MI.) from the latter part of the tenth to the thirteenth century; and *Modern Irish* (Mod.I.) from the later thirteenth century to the present day. *Scottish Gaelic* (Sc.G.) is not divided chronologically because it all belongs to Modern times, from the fifteenth century on; and *Manx* from the seventeenth century to the present (it is now practically extinct).

Hypothetical linguistic forms, not actually occurring in any document, are marked with an asterisk; > means "developing into", < "derived from"; and : means "related to". Phonetic transcriptions are enclosed in square brackets. The special phonetic symbols used are as follows: [ə] = the a in "hat". [ɔ] = German ö, French eu. [œ] = French oe. [ɔ] = a reduced variety of [œ], see p. 660. [u] = u in French une; but retracted. [i] = a retracted [i]. [i] = a lowered and reduced variety of the same; see p. 666. [ə] = the e in "hammer". [i] means an open vowel, [ə] a close one. The other vowel symbols, as [a], [i], have their Latin or Italian values, not their English.

[u] = a semi-vowel u, a light w. [i] = a semi-vowel i, like y in lightly stressed "yes". [i] = y in emphatically stressed "yes". [θ] = th in "thin". [χ] = ch in Scots loch, German doch; [x] = ch in German nicht; on [Χ⁹] see p. 538. [z] is the spirant g in Germanauge. [b] = bilabial v, German w. [v] = English v.

[d] = th in "then". [n] = a strongly nasal [b], and [v] a weakly nasal one; see §§ 94 ff. [l] = the Welsh ll, see § 91. [p] = the Welsh rh, see § 92. [ŋ] = the ng in "singer". [ʃ] = sh in "shoe". [z] = z in "azure". Σ is a variety of s, see p. 517. [tʃ] = ch in "church". [v] under a consonant means that it is voiceless; [o] under a consonant, that it is syllabic; [?] after a consonant, that it is palatalised. [ ] marks syllabic division (or between vowels, hiatus).

The British language was spoken throughout the island of Britain, with the probable exception of parts or all of Scotland north of the Firths of Forth and Clyde, a problem which need not be entered into here. Over so large an area it is natural to suppose that there must have been some degree of dialect
differentiation. If so, we have no direct contemporary evidence for it in Roman times, nor does the nature of our sources allow any real inferences for the eastern parts of Britain in the succeeding period; we cannot know what the Late British of, for instance, Kent was like in anything but the broadest terms, since the only remains are place-names. In considering Brittonic etymologies for place-names in widely separate parts of the country, we must always bear in mind, then, the possibility that there were local dialects, and that linguistic changes deduced from Welsh, Cornish, and Breton may not necessarily have occurred at all in the East or North, or at any rate not at the same time as in the West and South-West.\(^1\) We need not go so far as Förster does \(^2\) when he proposes that some apparent differences in the Anglo-Saxon treatment of Brittonic intervocal \(m\) in the fifth to seventh century A.D. may depend on the distinction between the Britons of the Iron Age A culture, who invaded the country about 450 B.C., and those of the Iron Age B, who came in the third century B.C. As a matter of fact, the information to be gained from place-names about the Brittonic speech of the parts of Britain settled by the English up to the seventh century gives little warrant for inferring the existence of dialects and suspecting dialect forms. It is convenient to suppose, as a practical working measure and in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that Late British did in fact develop in much the same way and at much the same rate in the eastern parts of the island as in the western as long as it continued to be spoken; but when a single place-name from somewhere in the East seems to point to a date for a given sound-change inconsistent with that established by the accumulation of evidence from the West, it would be wrong to strain the facts to reconcile the two, and the reason may be simply a question of dialect.

For the West, however, it was a different story. The

\(^1\) So Förster remarks (FT. p. 680) that demasalisation of \(\text{[v]}\) was probably not simultaneous over the whole Brittonic area.

\(^2\) FT. p. 136. This is not mentioned again in his lengthy treatment of the subject in op. cit. pp. 632 ff., and is indeed in contradiction to the thesis there developed.
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English conquerors during the Dark Ages spread their occupation gradually westwards, eventually reaching the Irish Sea, as described in detail in Chapter VI; but for a long time three Brittonic areas preserved their independence and their language—namely Cumbria, Wales, and Cornwall.

Cumbria is the northernmost of these regions. Early in the seventh century it comprised Scotland south of the Firth of Clyde and west of the central Southern Uplands, and England west of the Pennines and north of the Ribble. The most northerly section was Strathclyde, the valley of the Clyde, with its capital at Dumbarton; south of that in Scotland, and probably reaching into England far up the Eden valley, was the kingdom celebrated as Reget (Mod.W. Rheid) in the oldest Welsh poetry. In the course of the seventh century the Northumbrians conquered the whole of the English half of Cumbria and most of Rheid, but Strathclyde remained independent, and for several centuries of rather obscure history Englishmen and Strathclyde Britons disputed their boundaries; indeed the latter re-established themselves for nearly two hundred years in Rheid and the north of Cumberland, until they were driven back and the present Border was fixed in the year 1092. Just how long these people continued to speak Cumbric is unknown, but perhaps as long as Strathclyde was a separate kingdom, that is, until the early part of the eleventh century, when it was finally merged in the kingdom of Scotland.1 At any rate, the language was in use comparatively late, and some signs of this lateness will be noted below. All the same, we know very little indeed about Cumbric. There are three words, three legal terms, preserved in the Leges inter Brettos et Scotos2 drawn up by David I of Scotland between 1124 and 1153; namely galnes or galnys, mercheta, and kelchyn. The first is the Cumbric for the MW. galanas, "blood-fine"; the second is a derivative of the stem

1 Cf. Loth, BC, xlvii, 388-9, 400; Watson, CPNS. p. 132. Compare Forster's note on the place-name Glendue in Northumberland, just over the border from northern Cumberland (FT, pp. 27-9); he shows reason to think it was borrowed from speakers of Cumbric in the eleventh century. See also pp. 218-19; and cf. Glen Dhu in Eskdale (Cum.), EPNS. xx. 61.

2 See Loth, BC, xlvii, 389 ff.
seen in W. merch, "daughter"; and the third is related to W. cîlch, "circuit". These tell us nothing of any Cumbric dialect peculiarities except that gâlnes or gâlnys seems to have syncope of the Pr.Cum. unstressed syllable, whereas Welsh lacks it. These words are no proof that Cumbric was still a spoken language in the first half of the twelfth century, as Watson thought, since they may easily be archaic fixed terms surviving in a legal context, as many Norman-French legal phrases still survive in English law. The only real information we can gather on the Cumbric dialect is to be found in the place-names borrowed into English; and even this is meagre. Cumbric seems to have agreed closely with Welsh, even over peculiarities like the development of the voiceless ll (see p. 479). On the other hand, there is some reason to think that the assimilation of mb to mm happened later in Cumbria than farther south, if at all (see p. 511); and the name Tallentire appears to contain the Brittonic definite article in the form en, agreeing with Cornish and Breton as against the OW. ir.

East of Strathclyde, in the Lothians, Brittonic survived no doubt at least as late as the conquest by the Bernician Angles in the early part of the seventh century. One of the oldest of all Welsh texts, the Gododdin poem, which dates perhaps ultimately from about A.D. 600, tells of the Britons of Edinburgh and the Lothians at this time in such a way that it has all the appearance of having been originally composed by one who lived there and knew the people concerned. Whether it was in Pr.W. from the beginning, or whether it was first composed in the Brittonic speech of the Lothians and later "translated" into OW., one cannot tell; if the latter, however, this northern dialect cannot have been so fundamentally different from Pr.W. that the metre of the poem would be destroyed in the process unless indeed the "translation" were a very free adaptation to Welsh.

1 Loc. cit.; and so evidently H. M. Chadwick, Early Scotland (Cambridge, 1949), p. 52, and Förster, FT. p. 112; but cf. Loth, loc. cit.
2 See Ekwall, Dict. p. 438. But in Penmawr in Cumbriesshire we seem to have the form in r; cf. p. 539, and see also Watson, CPNS. pp. 358 ff. So also with Trérmaw in Cumberland, -W. trê'r wern, see EPNS. xx. 116.
3 See Antiquity, 1939, pp. 23 ff.
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Coming to the South, there is no reason to suppose that the Brittonic spoken in the west Midlands until the English settlement there differed at all from the contemporary Pr.W. But south of that, in the border areas of Gloucestershire, Somerset, Dorset, and Devon, the problem is more difficult. A priori, on geographical grounds, one would be inclined to think that at least in Somerset, Dorset, and Devon the Brittonic speech of the fifth to seventh century would have gone with that of Cornwall rather than with that of Wales. For Gloucestershire and Somerset I know no certain evidence.¹ We shall see (§ 5. 1) that for Dorset the AS. form of the name Dorchester does indeed support this view.² On the other hand, in the matter of reduction of pretonic ı and ʊ the Brittonic of Dorset seems to have agreed with Pr.W. rather than Pr.C. For Devon, considering the history of the Breton migrations as set out below, no one would be ready to doubt that its language was substantially the same as that of Cornwall, and there is some slight positive support for this in the matter of original ʊ in inscriptions (p. 274, n. 2). But the reduction of pretonic ı and ʊ mentioned above may possibly have penetrated even into Devon, and is seen in that very name itself (cf. p. 681). We may conclude then, quite tentatively, that Dorset was a border district where we may expect to find characteristics of Pr.W. side by side with those of Pr.C.; and possibly that the same is true of parts of Devon, though there the likeness to Pr.C. is certain to have been far greater.

The relationship of Cornish and Breton is one of these problems on which we are by far the best informed; it is also by far the most interesting of them, though a little baffling too. There are numerous ways, both in phonology and morphology, in which Cornish and Breton agree closely with one another

¹ Förster tries to show that south-west Gloucestershire belonged to the Cornish type (FT. p. 702), but the evidence is quite inconclusive.
² Asser's Duranquir, c. 40, is OW., not OC., and so is his Frantu for the Frome and Coet Mau for Selwood, as Förster notes, FT. pp. 700-1; but the reason is, as Förster points out, not so much that the language of Dorset was Pr.W. as that Asser the Welshman used the OW. equivalent for the local forms—in fact, translated.
and differ from Welsh. Indeed, whereas Mod.W. and Mod.B.
are not mutually intelligible,¹ there is little doubt that a
Cornishman and a Breton could have understood one another
without great difficulty as long as Cornish was a living language.²
This means, of course, that Cornish and Breton are especially
closely connected together and less closely connected with
Welsh; but whether we can put the situation so simply as to
say that they are sister languages whereas Welsh is only their
cousin, is another matter. The reason for this close relationship
is held to be that the great mass of British emigrants who
crossed to Brittany came from Cornwall, Devon, and perhaps
south-western England in general, rather than from Wales and
the Midlands. Very important elements among them must
unquestionably have come from Cornwall and Devon, because
the names of two of the three early tribal divisions of Brittany,
those of the Domnonii and Cornovii, are identical with the
British tribe-names Dumnonii and Cornovii from which come
our modern Devon and Corn-wall.³ There are some grounds
for believing that the numbers of those who left from Devon
were so great that when the English arrived there they found
the country sparsely populated (see p. 206).

What can we know about these emigrations to Brittany,
and in particular what evidence is there about the dates? In
the first place, historical evidence. This was summarised by
J. Loth in his L'Émigration bretonne en Armorique du Vᵉ au
VIIᵉ siècle de notre ère ⁴ (Paris, 1883; abbreviated EB.).
What seems to be chronologically the first traceable movement
is described by Gildas in his De Excidio Britanniae (c. A.D. 540),
chapter 25. In a highly rhetorical passage he tells how in the

¹ In spite of the popular belief among Welshmen and Bretons who have
never tried it. Cf. also W. F. Skene, Celtic Scotland (Edinburgh, 1886), i, 196,
n. 54.

² Compare Giraldus Cambrensis, Description of Wales, i, 6, who treats
Cornish and Breton as identical in his day.

³ Cf. Loth, EB. p. 180; Lewis, LLC. p. 1. The British name for Cornwall
and the Cornish does not occur in Classical sources, but they must have been
Late Brit. *Cornovii and *Cornovii (see § 47. 2 A). Whether these could
have been an offshoot from the British Cornovii of the Welsh Marches, as

⁴ See also A. de La Borderie, Histoire de Bretagne, i (Paris, 1896), pp. 227 ff.
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first shock of the Saxon invasions some of the Britons were killed, others enslaved, others fled to the mountains, the forests, and the coasts, and others "sought lands beyond the seas with great lamentation, as if singing under the bellying sails, instead of a chanty, as follows: Thou hast given us like sheep appointed for eating and amongst the gentiles hast thou scattered us". Gildas does not say where these refugees went, but it could be nowhere else than Brittany. He treats this as having taken place before the victories of the Romano-British chief Ambrosius Aurelianus over the Saxons, which Myres dates very tentatively at about A.D. 470 to 480. The presence of a British bishop, Mansuetus, at the Council of Tours in 461 is perhaps a direct result of this movement; it is significant that Brittany was in the Archbishopsric of Tours, which would make it probable that Mansuetus was a Breton rather than a Briton. The first Continental author who describes anything like an immigration of a body of Bretons as such is Jordanes, who, writing in the year 551, says that the Emperor Anthemius asked the help of the Britons against the Visigoths, and that their king Riotimus came with 12,000 men by sea and established himself in the province of Berry, but was defeated and fled to Burgundy. This occurred about A.D. 470. It does not seem clear whether this means that Anthemius sent to Britain for help, or to an already strongly established colony in Brittany. Loth believed the latter, and that the reference to ships means that he sailed from the coast of Brittany and up the Loire. But 12,000 fighting men would be a large number for the young colony to raise, and would leave it dangerously

1 RBES. p. 319.
3 De La Borderie, Annales de Bretagne, iv, 312-13, notes that the emigrations must therefore have begun at least the year before.
4 The two words are not distinguished by mediaeval Latin writers.
5 See Loth, op. cit. p. 154.
7 Op. cit. p. 155. But in ML. p. 21 he implies that they had come from Britain, "and had doubtless already touched land in Brittany, never to return there".
8 This was also the view of de La Borderie, op. cit. pp. 252-3.
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depopulated. On the whole, the probability is rather that they were one of the mass migrations of Britons who must have been seeking their fortunes across the seas at this time, and would be eager to take mercenary employment with the Continental rulers, rather than that they were recruited from the settlement in Brittany. ¹ We need not suppose, however, that they were actually summoned from Britain, but simply that they were a body of transients, perhaps a turbulent nuisance to the Romans in Gaul unless employed by them in warfare. Sidonius Apollinaris, who died c. A.D. 489, mentions Britons settled on the Loire (Epistles i, 7; Britannos super Ligerim sitos), and calls their chief Rictahomus ² (op. cit. iii, 9); this would seem to refer to the same company at the time of their arrival in Berry.

So far, then, we have clear evidence for the first movements of emigrants from Britain to Brittany as having taken place roughly between 450 and 470. By the next generation we may suppose that the Breton colony was already established. Soon after the death of Clovis in 511 one Riwalus came from Britain with a large fleet and occupied Brittany, according to the compiler of the Life of St. Winnoc.³ This seems to represent the foundation of Domnonia. A letter from the bishops of Tours, Angers, and Rennes, written between 509 and 521, and threatening to excommunicate the Breton priests Lovocatus and Catilernus,⁴ seems to imply the presence of enough Bretons in the Domnonian province at this time for their religious practices to be a matter of grave concern to the Gallic ecclesiastical authorities. Loth notes (EB. p. 159) that

¹ De La Borderie’s objection to this, loc. cit., is not to be taken seriously.
² The name was really Late Brit. *Rizodagon*; on which see p. 657. This would be spelt normally in fifth- or sixth-century Latin as *Rigotamus* or *Riotamus* (see ibid.). The *th* is simply a Merovingian spelling of the letter *t*; and *Riithhlimus* a corruption by scribal error. There is absolutely no ground for regarding the *th* as a form of Gaulish (*t*) lenition, as Gray does, Language, xx, 225.
³ See KB. p. 159.
⁴ Printed by A. Jülicher, Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte, xvi, 665, and by Duchesne in Recueil de Bretagne et de Vendée, 1885, pp. 6-7; on the date see op. cit. p. 9. The letter clearly shows that the heresy was regarded as a foreign importation by the priests’ compatriots. It was of a distinctly Celtic type, see L. Gougaud, Les Chrétientés celtiques (Paris, 1911), p. 95.
the chief British missionary saints to Brittany, as Samson, Paul Aureliam, Tudwal, Maglorius, and Briouc, arrived there in the first years of the sixth century; being missionaries, there must have been colonies of Bretons for them to work among. According to Loth (op. cit. p. 158), the Bretons were settled on the Continent in large numbers from the middle of the sixth century. The Waroc who founded the third great Breton state, Bro Werc, was active there in the last quarter of the sixth century, as may be seen from the Historia Francorum of his contemporary Gregory of Tours, v, 16, 26, ix, 18. His uncle, Conomoris, joined forces with Chramne, the revolted son of Clotaire, and fought against Clotaire in 560. The fullest extent of the Breton colonisation seems to have been reached with the establishment of Bro Werc. Gregory of Tours does not refer to the country and its people as Armorica and the Armorici, the old Gallo-Roman name of the land, but as Britannia and Britanni; though at the Second Council of Tours in 567 the Bretons and Gallo-Romans of Armorica were still distinguished. The last insular British saint who came as a missionary to Brittany was Yvi, at the end of the seventh or beginning of the eighth century.

Thus the historical evidence seems to show that the Breton migrations began in the middle and third quarter of the fifth century and had probably reached their climax by the middle or second half of the sixth, although prolonged into the beginning of the seventh. We may regard the settlements as virtually complete by the first half of the seventh century. As for the superior limit, Collingwood appears to wish to place them earlier than the testimony quoted above would allow. He says the Britons were beginning to pour into Armorica about the time of Germanus' missions, i.e. 429-49, and that "the movement went strongly forward between 450 and 550, but it began earlier"; and he speaks of the British exodus

---

1 Cf. Loth, ML, p. 22; Gregory of Tours, iv, 4.
2 EB. p. 158.
3 EB. p. 160.
4 Cf. EB. p. 158.
5 Lewis, LLG. p. 1, says that there were two great migrations, one about 450 and the other in the last half of the sixth century and in the seventh. But he quotes no support for these statements.
6 RRES. p. 312.
as a "mass migration" in the time of Vortigern in the middle of the fifth century.\textsuperscript{1} But he gives no proof that the emigrations began any earlier than, say, about 450, nor is there the slightest solid evidence in support of it; and in fact the discussion above seems to indicate that one cannot talk of "mass migrations", or at any rate mass settlement, before the late fifth century.

One of the most difficult problems concerning the history of the Breton emigrants is the question why they abandoned Britain. If they had come from south-eastern Britain it would be easy to understand why they began to leave when they did, for the Saxons were settling in those parts in force in the second half of the fifth century, and Gildas' picture of the British refugees would fit this excellently. But the linguistic and other evidence already mentioned would appear to show that they must have come from the Devon-Cornwall peninsula, if not also from the neighbouring districts to the east. If so, it can hardly have been as the result of Saxon occupation of their territory, for the Saxons did not settle in Devon till the end of the seventh century and in Cornwall till the beginning of the ninth (see pp. 205-6). The early English kingdom of Wessex, established at the end of the fifth and beginning of the sixth century, hardly expanded into the West Country before the battle of Dyrham in 577 and the occupation of Gloucester, Cirencester, and Bath. Hence Collingwood is forced to regard the Breton emigrations as not caused by the Saxons at all,\textsuperscript{2} but he omits to explain what he thinks the cause was.\textsuperscript{3}

Now such "mass migrations" do not take place without a reason, but it is probably a mistake to suppose too narrowly that an exodus only occurs when a territory is occupied or

\textsuperscript{1} Op. cit. p. 315.
\textsuperscript{2} Op. cit. p. 312, "certainly not due to Saxon pressure in Britain."
\textsuperscript{3} P. Cahrol and H. Leclercq, Dictionnaire d'archéologie chrétienne, xi (Paris, 1933), col. 962 (following F. Lot), the enemy were Irish raiders, not the Anglo-Saxons. But the period of the Irish raids was over by the time the Breton migrations began. The purpose of this Irish theory is to explain why there should have been an exodus from Devon and Cornwall when the invaders were so far away; but it does not account, for instance, for the much later movement led by Riwalus, when the English were little nearer. Cahrol's own account of the migrations is unreliable.
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about to be occupied and not before. Gildas' words make it clear, if they can be trusted, that the earliest emigrants, apparently in the third quarter of the fifth century, were in fact fleeing from the Saxons; and calling the first invaders a "fire of vengeance", he describes it as blazing from sea to sea, devastating all the neighbouring cities and lands, and not quenched until, having burned almost all the island, it reached the western ocean. These are rhetorical words, of course, but they serve to remind us that at any given stage the invaders may easily have raided far outside the areas which they had permanently conquered and settled. It is surely not at all impossible that thousands of Britons from what was to become Wessex may have fled directly across the seas before the occasional raids and before the fear rather than the actuality of permanent conquest by the Saxons, in the middle of the fifth century; and many far-sighted people even in the West Country, Devon, and Cornwall may have foreseen a time when the Saxons would seize their lands too, though for the moment there was apparently no danger, and may have decided to settle abroad while they still could. Such organised mass movements are indicated by the story of Riotimus. As we shall see (pp. 199, 201 ff.), there seems to have been half a century of peace in southern England after the nucleus of the Saxon kingdom of Wessex was established, between the end of the fifth century and the middle of the sixth. Then the Saxons began the western expansion which carried them to the Bristol Channel, and it is very likely that this would set off fresh waves of emigration out of the West Country, from the battle of Old Sarum in 552 to the battle of Dyrham in 577, when the Saxons seized southern Gloucestershire and reached the borders of Somerset and Dorset. Hence we may perhaps envisage the Breton emigrations as beginning with a panic flight from a wide area of southern England before the invading Saxons in the third quarter of the fifth century; then for the next two or three generations taking the form of bodies of emigrants going over to join their relatives in the new colony. The exodus of what must have been a large section of the Dumnonii under their chief Riwalus soon after 511 may
represent the alarm which must have been felt in the West Country in the period immediately preceding the battle of Mount Badon (see pp. 199, 202), assuming that it was later than that date; or if the migration occurred after the battle, men may not yet have realised its temporarily decisive nature. This was followed possibly by a comparative calm, and then by a renewed and perhaps larger stampede when the men of Wessex broke the fifty years' peace and began to push aggressively towards the West Country and the Bristol Channel, doubtless accelerated by the British defeat at Dyrham, and finally tapering off at the end of the sixth century and in the first half of the seventh when the expansion of Wessex had been halted for the time being at the forest of Selwood.

How does this reconstruction of the historical evidence suit what we know of the linguistic? As a general principle when dealing with the separation of sister languages one from the other, it is clear that changes common to all of them should have occurred before the separation, and changes peculiar to the individual languages should have taken place after it. Obviously, from the linguistic standpoint, it would make a neat and tidy picture if we could show that there was a definite dateable period when Late West British and Late South-West British existed side by side as independent dialects, during which time the peculiarities which distinguish Welsh from Cornish and Breton were in process of formation; and after that a clean break when the Bretons all at once in a single mass emigrated from Devon and Cornwall, from which point Cornish and Breton became distinct languages. For instance, if the Breton migration took place during the second half of the sixth century, that would be our turning-point, and the West British versus South-West British dichotomy could be taken to have existed during the previous century or couple of centuries as might seem most likely.

Unfortunately, such a simple scheme suits neither the historical nor the linguistic evidence. For the historical, the Britons of the West and South-West were not cut off from contact with each other by land until the campaign of Dyrham in 577; and until they were thus cut off, the formation of two
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utterly distinct dialects would be improbable, since one would suppose that as long as the two areas were linked by land through the west Midlands and western Wessex, linguistic innovations in the one could spread easily to the other. But in that case there might seem to be very little time left at all for the consolidation of the south-western dialect before the Breton migrations came to an end. Besides, the Breton exodus had begun more than a century before the battle of Dyrham. As to the linguistic side, the evidence for the dating of the sound-changes mentioned here is presented in Part II of this book; those whose dates are quite doubtful are omitted here, and only those are listed the dates of which can be corroborated by information other than the mere fact that this or that change must have taken place before or after the Bretons left for Brittany, so that no argument in a circle is involved. The points of significance for the present purpose may be summarised as follows:

I. One or two indications of a possible dialect division between West and South-West Brittonic go back far into the British period:

(a) Certain variations in the history of st and s have their roots in the first century A.D. or before; see § 122.

(b) Rarely, Brit. ḷ did not become d in South-West Brittonic, though normally it did so. This is probably older than the fourth to early fifth century; cf. § 38 A 1, 3.

Nevertheless, there is no real accumulation of divergences between West and South-West Brittonic until the sixth century.

II. West and South-West Brittonic both innovate, but in different ways:

(a) Vowel affection of o by final ḷ differs very slightly in the two; late fifth to early sixth century; p. 586, n. 3.

(b) Brit. ǭał > xįałą gives Pr.W. ǭa but Pr.CB. ǭa, perhaps in the second half of the sixth century; cf. p. 359.
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c) Late Brit. gives W. au when stressed, in the eighth century, § 11, >e when subsequently unstressed, late eleventh century, § 12; but CB. when stressed (C. second half of the tenth century, B. tenth to eleventh), >e when subsequently unstressed, later eleventh century; § 13.

III. West Brittonic innovates, South-West Brittonic preserves:

(a) o, e > u, i before certain consonants in W. only, first half of the sixth century; §§ 4. 1; 6. 2.
(b) Pretonic u, i are reduced to o, e in W. only, mid or later sixth century; p. 680.
(c) lɪ>ll in W. only, eighth century; § 54. 1.
(d) ou>ōu, eighth century, >e̞u by the later tenth century, in W. only; § 46. 2.
(e) mp, nt, nɛ>mh, nh, ɛh in W. only, eighth to early ninth century; § 108.
(f) Prosthetic ɔ began in the ninth century and was fully established in the eleventh, in W. only; § 119.
(g) r-, l- became completely set up as the strong voiceless varieties, in W. only, by the tenth century; § 93.
(h) Internal r5, l5 give r̩, l̩ in W. only, twelfth century; § 88.

IV. South-West Brittonic innovates, West Brittonic preserves:

(a) u>u or ə, i>i or e, in CB. only, first half of the sixth century; §§ 5. 1; 7. 2.
(b) Final nasals cause gemination of stops in external sandhi, in CB. only, first half of the sixth century; §§ 187, 189.
(c) r5, l5 begin to develop towards rch, lch apparently in the first half of the sixth century, in CB. only; § 88.

V. Welsh and Cornish innovate, but not Breton:

(a) Svarabhakti is fully established in OC., and is beginning in OW., but never takes place in B.; § 33.
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(b) ð loses nasalinity in W. and C. but not in B., by the early twelfth century; § 100.

VI. Welsh and Breton innovate, but not Cornish: apparently no instances.

VII. Cornish alone innovates:

(a) -nt, -lt > -ns, -ls, second half of the eleventh century; § 110.
(b) -l > -s, beginning about 1100; § 52. 1.

VIII. Breton alone innovates:

(a) Secondary vowel affection by i, i̯, tenth to eleventh century; § 176.
(b) ʒ->ch-, beginning with MB.; p. 435.
(c) th > s, eleventh century; fully voiced to z, twelfth century; § 53.
(d) d > z, early twelfth century; § 68.

IX. For the other side of the question, there are the changes which are found in all three languages, from the middle of the fifth century (earlier ones may be ignored here as irrelevant), as follows:

(a) Lenition, second half of the fifth century; § 142.
(b) ð > ð, later fifth and early sixth centuries; § 9.
(c) Final i-affection, later fifth and early sixth centuries; § 169.
(d) mb, nd > mm, nn, end of fifth to end of sixth century; § 112.
(e) ʒ > y in certain circumstances, beginning of sixth century; § 75. 8.
(f) Final consonants cause gemination of stops, first half of the sixth century; § 185.
(g) ʊ (< older oi, ɔ, Latin ʊ) > ʊ, probably in the first half or middle of the sixth century; § 22. 3.
(h) Loss of final syllables complete by the middle of the sixth century; § 182.
(i) Syncope of composition vowels, mid sixth century, and of other vowels, middle or second half of the sixth century; §§ 195, 197.
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(j) \( \Sigma > h \), middle or second half of the sixth century; §§ 115, 116.

(k) Double tenues, and tenues after \( l, r \), become voiceless spirants, middle or second half of the sixth century; §§ 147, 149.

(l) \( z \) before \( l, r, n \) is vocalised, second half of the sixth century; § 86.

(m) Internal \( i \)-affection, seventh to eighth century; § 176.

(n) Loss of intervocal and final \( i \) in various positions at varying dates; § 89.

(o) \( y \)-fully \( > wy \)-, in Wales already by the late eighth century, in Cornwall in the tenth century, in Brittany in the ninth; § 49.

(p) Unstressed \( \ddot{u} = i \), later tenth century in Wales, early eleventh in Cornwall and Brittany; § 36, 2.

(q) The accent shift, eleventh century; § 207.

A glance at these dates will show that they are very far from supplying a chronology which will fit neatly and conveniently into a scheme which postulates an instantaneous and complete break at the time of the first Breton migrations. It is obvious that we cannot say that Primitive Breton as a separate language begins when the Britons started to flee overseas about A.D. 450. The categories listed above must be interpreted with care in trying to reconcile them with the historical evidence, to arrive at some precise picture of the situation. Section I tells us that a few of the dialect distinctions between West and South-West Brittonic go back a long way; II, and especially III and IV, show an acceleration of new divergences beginning in the late fifth and early sixth centuries. Nevertheless, we cannot simply say that West and South-West Brittonic split permanently apart at any of these periods, because, on the other hand, IX gives clear proof that all through this time and later other changes were occurring which were shared equally by the two, being plentiful throughout the sixth century. The last five listed date from the seventh to eighth century on, and are probably on a different footing from the rest, since on no historical theory is the
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rupture between West and South-West Brittonic likely to be quite so late as this. They are probably either late and independent expressions of tendencies inherited in common, or coincidences due to the like nature of the premise. So the oldest of them, IX (m), is clearly the result of a nuance or tendency which goes back to the sixth century but did not work itself out until much later, and significantly at dates which differ somewhat in Welsh, Cornish, and Breton. IX (o) is quite certainly another case, since there is reason to think that initial y- was developing some degree of velarisation as early as the sixth century (cf. p. 390), though it was not usually observed by the speakers of the three languages until much later, and again at rather different dates. IX (n), loss of intervocal -s-, varies a good deal, and is evidently on the whole a coincidence due to the inherent instability of the sound in Pr.WCB. IX (p) is another coincidence arising out of a natural development from a common basis; IX (q) must be so too, and it is noteworthy that it never happened at all in the Breton dialect of Vannes.

That independent but identical developments do take place among sister languages, based upon faint tendencies already beginning or phonetic situations already existing in the parent language, is well known. It is seen, for instance, in early West Germanic, where though Anglo-Saxon and Old Frisian must have separated not later than the time of the English invasion of Britain, yet both developed some centuries afterwards a similar iumlaut because the inherent possibility and favourable background for this existed already in the common ancestor. Or to choose parallels from nearer home, we shall see (§ 132) that the lenition which occurred both in Goedelic and in Brittonic in the fifth century A.D. probably grew out of an ancient nuance inherited from Common Celtic; and as cases where independent coincidental developments of common phonetic situations are the cause rather than common pre-existing nuances, one may point to the way in which short vowels before certain liquid and nasal groups became diphthongs, and long [â] became [ia], in Southern Irish and Northern Scottish Gaelic when no contemporary causing factor
shared by both is at all probable. 1 Finally, an even more apt illustration is the fact that identical or closely similar sound-changes continued to grow up both in Welsh and in Breton many centuries after the period under discussion here. 2

From VII and VIII it is plain that no clear and accurately dateable differentiations took place in South-West Brittonic as between Cornish and Breton until the tenth and eleventh centuries. The fact that Pr.CB. ʒ became ʒ in both about that time, and then e when unstressed after the accent shift (II e), must be another coincidence. It is significant that there are no new evolutions common to Welsh and Breton from which Cornish is excluded; the migrations, once they were completed, effectively cut Brittany off from Welsh linguistic influence, and vice versa, though not necessarily from Cornish. In theory, after the Breton movement was over, one might think it possible that innovations in Wales might spread to Cornwall and others from Cornwall to Wales, in spite of the fact that the connection between the two by land was severed; and that these would therefore appear in Welsh and Cornish but not in Breton. Group V might constitute examples of this, especially V (a), which looks as though it began in Cornwall and spread to Wales, but this is by no means necessarily so. It may be a coincidence, as V (b) very probably is.

Looking, then, at this analysis of the linguistic situation, it seems that in a certain few respects West and South-West Brittonic were diverging into two dialects as early as the first century A.D., and that this increased considerably in the late fifth and sixth centuries; but that in spite of this they remained in many ways one language unit, over which new developments could spread everywhere, until at least the

1 See T. F. O'Rahilly, Irish Dialects Past and Present (Dublin, 1932), pp. 49 ff. and 194.

2 As T. H. Parry-Williams has shown in his Some Points of Similarity in the Phonology of Welsh and Breton (Paris, 1913), e.g. pp. 39 ff., etc. Compare O'Rahilly's words in his Early Irish History and Mythology (Dublin, 1946), p. 334, about "the parallel developments that occurred in Breton and Welsh after these two British dialects had ceased to have any contact with each other ".
latter part of the sixth century. After that time the probability is that any new changes common to Welsh on the one hand and to Cornish and Breton on the other are independent though not ultimately unconnected phenomena. It is clear, therefore, that on the one hand the period of the language when we can speak of a common Brittonic tongue as existing comes to an end roughly about A.D. 600, while on the other hand a division into West and South-West Brittonic sub-dialects, faintly beginning very early indeed, was going on at an increasing rate from the late fifth century. After that, no definitely dateable distinction proving the existence of separate Cornish and Breton languages is to be found before the tenth and eleventh centuries; there may or may not be some reason to see a few new changes of common origin affecting both Welsh and Cornish but not Breton about that time.

Then how is this reconciled with the historical picture as it has already been described? First, with regard to the division of western Britain into the West and the South-West, the divergences between W.Britt. and SW.Britt. in the fifth and sixth centuries show that it had indeed begun in earnest not long after the first Saxon settlements, and went on at an increasing rate; but the continued common innovations until the later part of the sixth century indicate on the other hand, as we should expect, that there was no actual break between the two until the campaign of Dyrham in 577 and the subsequent Saxon occupation which destroyed the Brittonic continuity by land. This was the final rupture in the history of the evolution of Welsh on the one hand and Cornish and Breton on the other, and is to be dated in the generation immediately following 577, so that c. 600 may be given as the terminus. Secondly, there is the bearing of this on the Breton emigrations and the origin of the separate Cornish and Breton languages. We have seen that the Bretons began to leave, probably from wide parts of southern England, in the

---

3 In theory, of course, if these changes are independent, so might some or all of the earlier ones be; but there is such a mass of identical innovations shared by WCB. in the sixth century that this is not probable or credible; the later ones are by contrast very few, and some have demonstrably a common origin in the sixth century.
middle and third quarter of the fifth century, to be followed by other waves from Devon and Cornwall in the next two generations. But our linguistic data make it perfectly clear that we cannot speak of Breton and Cornish as beginning their separate careers from 450 on; on the contrary, they were certainly one language until the end of the sixth century at least. But if so many emigrants left a century and more before, how can that be? Why did they not set the pattern of the Breton language from that point forward? The answer must be that whatever may or may not have happened in the comparatively archaic Brittonic speech of the overseas settlements in the century from about 450 to 550, that of the last emigrations of the second half and end of the sixth century swamped it; the variety of Brittonic they brought with them, with all its new developments since the older emigrants had left, must have become the universal form of the language in Brittany. This should surely mean that these late migrations were crowded, equal to or more numerous than the previous ones put together; and that it may therefore be correct to envisage two wave-crests in the Breton flight, one in the second half of the fifth century and another in the second half of the sixth (especially in the generation after the battle of Dyrham), the latter being the greater. As the Saxons were now drawing uncomfortably near to Devon towards the end of the sixth century, that is what might be expected. Moreover, this will explain why it is that though the first emigrations must surely have come from much farther east than Devon and Cornwall, yet the language of Brittany is so very closely related to that of Cornwall. It was not the first-comers who established the character of the future Breton speech, but the converse, the pattern for Breton as we know it was set by the latest emigrants, who certainly came from Devon and Cornwall. This does away with the necessity for any hypothesis that the movement in the fifth century was caused by the Irish, not the Anglo-Saxons. The theory was supposed to explain the South-West Brittonic character of Breton at so early a date; but now it appears that nothing whatever is known of the language of

1 Compare p. 15, n. 5.
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the fifth-century emigrants, who may therefore very possibly have come from Eastern England or anywhere in the South. In any case, the definitely South-West Brittonic character of the migrations was no doubt already established at least as early as the important colony led from Devon by Riwalus shortly after 511.

In the period following the fading away of the overseas movement in the seventh century, the speech of Brittany and Cornwall seems to have remained without any real changes until the tenth to eleventh century, when the inevitable tendency to drift apart begins to manifest itself. Naturally it could have begun earlier, from the seventh century, and may indeed have done so; but there is no definite evidence for this. It is likely that continued intercourse by sea between Cornwall and Brittany may have helped to preserve the unity of the Cornish and Breton varieties of SW.Britt., at any rate until the Saxon conquest of Cornwall in the ninth century;¹ and the presence in Brittany of missionaries from Britain as late as Yvi at the beginning of the eighth century shows that such intercourse did still exist for a considerable time. A colonial language need not begin to diverge the moment the last emigrants have left. In a similar way, early Irish colonists brought the Irish Goedelic language to Scotland at the end of the fifth century A.D., but (as I have shown elsewhere)² the Gaelic of Ireland and that of Scotland did not begin to separate at all until the tenth century, and cannot be regarded as reaching the stage of distinct languages until the twelfth and thirteenth; this is evidently due to the fact that all this time Ireland and the Highlands of Scotland formed a single unified culture province, with continual intercourse across the sea. And this is a much more extreme instance

¹ Cf. Loth, RC. xxxix, 304, "l'Armorique était une simple province du Celtisme, en rapports continus et intimes, à tout point de vue, avec les pays celtiques d'outre-mer". He is referring to the middle of the seventh century and even a century later. The same, RC. xxxv, 272, "du Vᵉ au IXᵉ-Xᵉ siècles, l'Armorique est une dépendance du Cornwall," etc.; ibid. p. 273, "les relations par mer entre le sud-ouest de l'île, et de l'Armorique ont été, on peut le dire, journalières jusqu'à la fin du moyen-âge".

² "Common Gaelic"; the British Academy Rhy's Lecture for 1951.
than the case of Cornish and Breton. Here is the reason, then, why early Old Cornish and Old Breton are so very much alike, and why it is so difficult to decide solely on linguistic evidence whether a document like the Smaragdus glosses (see p. 59), of the late ninth or early tenth century, is to be regarded as Old Breton or Old Cornish. Nevertheless, considering the historical situation, we may reasonably speak of the separate Cornish and Breton languages as going back to the seventh century, even though, linguistically speaking, we cannot point to any definite and dateable distinction before the tenth.

(N.B.—Fürster dates the Breton migrations 450 to 550 (FT. p. 157, probably following Collingwood; cf. FT. p. 424), and consequently puts the vowel-lengthening common to all Brittonic back into the fifth century; which, as we have seen, by no means necessarily follows (this, by leading to a number of other datings, seriously vitiates his whole chronology; see p. 343). On the other hand, since the diphthongisation of ę, likewise common to Brittonic, is on other grounds clearly later than the fifth century, he is forced to make it not before the migration begun but before it ended (as he implies) in about A.D. 550 (FT. p. 160), and therefore dates it sixth century (ibid. p. 174). But if vowel lengthening must be older than the beginning of the migrations because it is common Brittonic, so should diphthongisation of ę be. Elsewhere Fürster allows that some sound-changes common to W., C., and B. may have arisen independently out of common causes (op. cit. pp. vi, 170-71), and treats the question less rigidly (and inconsistently with his opinions as just described); he even goes so far as to put the final separation of W., C., and B. as c. 700 (p. 178). This is too late, depending on sound-changes which should be dated earlier.)

[The publication of F. Falc‘hun’s L’Histoire de la langue bretonne d’après la géographie linguistique (Rennes, 1950-1951) unfortunately came too late for it to be used in writing the present work, except for the addition of
some footnotes. Falc'hun has made a thorough study of the Breton dialects as they appear at the present day, and decides that they began to differentiate themselves as soon as the Britons settled in Brittany, thus disagreeing markedly with the conclusion above, and with Loth's that this did not happen until the sixteenth-seventeenth century. In the course of a number of subtle arguments Falc'hun shows brilliantly the development of the four great Breton dialects, but as to their absolute dating the evidence for the early period is inferential. It consists of (a) some supposed Gallo-Romance features in southern Breton borrowed from the Armorican natives at the time of the invasions, and (b) of a theory about the date of what Falc'hun has shown to be the Cornouaille colonisation of Belle-Ile and effect on its dialect. In approaching the problem chiefly from the point of view of the modern dialects and working backwards, the author pays comparatively little attention to the solid evidence of the earliest written Breton, of the Glosses and Cartularies, which however sometimes conflicts with his conclusions, as will appear below; and still less attention to that of Pr.W. and Pr.C. The degree of Gallo-Romance influence seems to have been exaggerated (the statistics on the distribution of place-names are rather misleading), and one would like to see the nature and history of the neighbouring mediaeval French dialects explored as a preferable explanation for possible Romance features in the Breton dialects. A fuller enquiry into the history of Gallo-Romance would probably show that some of them cannot be as early as the fifth century in Breton. One or two characteristics, such as south Breton palatalisation, may be very old and perhaps due to the Armorican substratum, but this class of evidence for early date strikes one as overestimated. As for the Cornouaille influence on Belle-Ile, which is made a cardinal point in Falc'hun's chronology, the proof that it took place in the early eleventh century (p. 51) is so
slender as to be illusory; the most that can be said is that it happened between the eleventh and sixteenth centuries. The attempt to demonstrate that the Breton dialects are as old as the migration period, or significantly older than, say, the eleventh to twelfth century, cannot therefore be said to succeed. On the other hand, the treatment of the later history of Breton, which constitutes nine-tenths of the book, is of the very greatest value, and will stand as a vigorous and most important contribution to Celtic studies, marked throughout by a keen historical sense. The above remarks concern only a small part of it, where it impinges on the present work.]
CHAPTER II

WRITTEN SOURCES

The remaining chapters of Part I will deal, among other things, with the sources from which we derive our knowledge about Brittonic at the whole period under discussion. Much of it is the result of inference, the rest comes from actual documents containing Brittonic words and names. Except for the post-Roman inscriptions of the West, which must have a chapter to themselves, this documentary evidence will be dealt with in the present chapter.

Apart from the coins of some of the pre-Roman kings, with their brief inscriptions in Latin letters, direct information on the language during the Early British period is confined entirely to Classical sources. These begin early, with the story of the voyage of Pytheas of Marseilles (c. 325 B.C.), whose lost account of his travels is quoted by later writers; and continue with references to place and personal names in the writings of Caesar, Strabo, Pomponius Mela, Pliny, Tacitus, Dio Cassius, Ammianus, and others. In addition to these, there are several specifically geographical works which demand particular notice.

First, the Geography of Ptolemy (Ptol.), composed in Greek about A.D. 150. The standard edition is that by Otto Cuntz, Die Geographie des Ptolemæus (Berlin, 1923); but Cuntz did not include the section on Britain, and for our purposes we have to rely on the less satisfactory edition by C. Müller, Claudii Ptolemaei Geographia (Paris, 1883). The oldest MS., which was not used by Müller, was written about 1200, and

1 See Sir John Evans, The Coins of the Ancient Britons (London, 1864–90), and numerous articles in the Numismatic Chronicle between 1891 and 1908.
2 See W. Diman, Monumenta Historica Celtica, i (London, 1911), pp. 52 ff.
3 For a careful discussion of the text of Ptolemy see Förster, FT. pp. 228 ff.
the many other MSS. date from the thirteenth to sixteenth century, so that over a thousand years passed between the composition of the work and the earliest extant MSS., during which time many gross corruptions crept into the text. Ptolemy himself says ¹ that his chief source was the lost material gathered by Marinus of Tyre about A.D. 100, and that he corrected and enlarged this from accurate maps and from the information of travellers. Hence, as some of Ptolemy’s matter is older than his time, the forms of British names which he gives need not be those of the middle of the second century, but may be older, though hardly before the Roman conquest of Britain in A.D. 43, and probably not much before the end of the first century.² J. Macdonald has shown ³ that Ptolemy did not know of the existence of Hadrian’s Wall, constructed in A.D. 122, and therefore that his information at least for northern Britain would be older than that time. The maps mentioned were probably attached to Roman itineraries; and the travellers must have been merchants and Roman soldiers and officials, who learned the names from the Britons and told them to Ptolemy, so that oral corruption has to be taken into account. In fact, Ptolemy’s sources for Britain are in general Roman rather than Greek, and in a number of cases this is directly apparent. So there are some place-names which he gives ending in -ων, obviously really the Latin -um, as well as others like Οἰκτόρεα = Victoria, or translations from Latin like Πτέρων Στατιότος = Pinnata Castra.⁴

After Ptolemy, the next geographical work, and a very important one for the map of Roman Britain, is that known as the Antonine Itinerary ⁵ (AI), a gazetteer of the cities and towns along the chief Roman roads, with the mileage between them; obviously derived from official Roman sources. Its

³ JRS. ix. 137.
⁴ Ptolemy’s Greek rendering of British names is printed in this book always without accents, since they are quite fanciful, have no bearing on the British, and would be liable to cause confusion; cf. Förster, FT. p. 247.
⁵ Edited by O. Cuntz, Itineraria Romana, i (Leipzig, 1929).
date is about A.D. 300.¹ Then there is the Peutinger Table (Peut.),² a pictorial map of the Roman Empire with place-names, dated by its editor, Miller, as derived from a source of about A.D. 365. This again comes from Roman official documents. Unfortunately it includes only a small part of Britain, in the South-East. Next is the material given by the Anonymous Geographer of Ravenna, or Ravennas as he is called (Rav.),³ a list of British place-names jumbled together and preserved in an exceedingly corrupt form. This was compiled about the year 670, but the British section goes back, like the Peutinger map, to a source of the fourth century, showing no trace of post-Roman influence; not an itinerary but a full description of the land, according to Miller, op. cit. pp. xxvi ff., but Richmond and Crawford, op. cit., have made it seem probable that it was mainly an itinerary. Finally, there is the Notitia Dignitatum (ND.),⁴ an official list of the disposition of the Roman forces in Britain at the beginning of the fifth century.⁵

With all these authorities the question of the text is, of course, a fundamental one. These Continental compilers were dealing mostly not with names which were familiar household ones to them, but with those of a remote half-barbaric island about which they probably knew very little. Some of the forms may have been incorrect in their original source, and certainly in the subsequent history of the MS. tradition all sorts of corruptions crept in. Frequently these can be controlled by our knowledge of the Brittonic languages, but this control often fails us; and moreover, though the etymology of a name may be known, the most essential point for the present study, namely what stage a given sound development

¹ Collingwood says (RBES. p. 241) "generally ascribed to the early third century"; but this is probably incorrect, and it belongs to the time of Diocletian; see K. Miller, Itineraria Romana (Stuttgart, 1916), p. liv. So Förster dates it c. 300, KW. p. 230 and FT. pp. 210, 228.
² Edited by K. Miller, op. cit.
⁴ Edited by O. Seeck, Berlin, 1876.
⁵ Collingwood dates it in the year 428 (RBES. p. 289); Förster in 426 (FT. p. 210); Miller, op. cit. p. lxxvi, as c. 400.
had reached at a given period, may still elude us. The most corrupt of the above documents is the Ravenna Geography, with Ptolemy a close second; the least so is the Antonine Itinerary, which was evidently compiled on the spot.

The character of the MS. tradition of Ptolemy’s Geography, and the nature of the textual variations, have been the subject of an analysis by Max Förster, *FT.* pp. 228 ff. The archetype must have been an uncial MS., and Förster shows how in consequence there are confusions of ι with τ, τ with γ, δ with γ, δ with λ, κ with τ, μ with κ, ο with σ, γ with σ, and so on. Further, most of the errors are due not so much to carelessness in writing as to late Greek popular pronunciations which deceived the scribes, who were writing from dictation. In Ptolemy’s own time η, ι, ει, υ, and ο were not yet confused, but later they all came to be pronounced ι, and so one of the commonest mistakes in the MSS. of Ptolemy is the wrong use of some one of these letters, as e.g. in 'Οταδήται for 'Οταδίνων, or Ειτίος and Ἰτίος, which are both spellings for Ἰτίος. Similarly, confusions of vowel quantity set in in later Greek speech, so that η and ει, ω and ο could be substituted for each other in writing; examples are Δημήται for Δημώται, Ἀτεδίδινοι for Ἀτεδινών. Since short ι was written ον in Hellenistic times as well as long ι, an ον in Ptolemy need not mean a long vowel; e.g. in Ἰτωνα it is certainly short. Dialectically a became o; and o was often pronounced ι, particularly in unstressed syllables, with the result that ον was often written for ο and vice versa. Hence errors like Δηνωνα, Μαρινωνον for Δηνωνα, Μαρινωνον; and 'Εβορακον for 'Εβουρακον. In Ptolemy’s time ι was still a diphthong, but soon afterwards it became an open e, and so British e is often written ai, as in Αἴδουδα for Εἴδουδα, and compare the variants Καλιος, Καλιος, and others. The Celtic diphthong [ou] presents a difficulty; Greek ον meant ι or ι, but the Celtic sound may be rendered with ον in Ptolemy’s Greek (though one would expect οον). In the same way, Greek ον is used to spell [u], and for [ou] οον is used; but the first o could easily be dropped, as in Ὀρδούκες for Ὀρδούκες. The Greek β had become a bilabial [b] in pronunciation before
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Ptolemy's day, and consequently the Celtic [u], a similar though not identical sound, is often spelt with β, as in Βεροβίουμ = Verubium, Κορνάβιοι for Cornavii. In 'Αλονων for Albion the reverse error is found.

As already remarked, the accents on the names in Ptolemy mean nothing. They were put in according to the fancy of the scribe or dictator, and are quite capricious. A circumflex accent, therefore, does not mean that a vowel is long, nor does an acute mean that it was short. An accent is often put absurdly on ou when it means [u], as in Δεώνα, which is Dēva, not Deōna. In this book Ptolemy's accents are therefore omitted. Nor are the genders which Ptolemy ascribes to British names to be taken as a safe guide to their real ones.¹

As to corruptions in the Latin sources, these are of the usual scribal kind, such as n for u, and vice versa, ni for m, and the rest; but again, since the scribes were dealing not with well-known Latin words, but with unfamiliar barbaric names, it was very much easier for mistakes depending on Vulgar Latinisms to enter in than it was in the case of ordinary Latin words the traditional classical spelling of which they well knew. The late Latin confusion of written i and e, u and o, must be taken into account.² One common error is the use of e for g, and vice versa, which is a familiar one in Latin MSS. and Vulgar Latin.³ Hence we have Cleevum for Glevum, Galleia as a variant of Calleva, in the Antonine Itinerary; Galgacus as a variant of Calgacus in the MSS. of Tacitus' Agricola; the place called Glanoventa in Al. is Glannibanta in ND., and the correct form is probably Glanoventa or Glannaventa. Another very common mistake is the confusion of b and v, arising from the fact that in Vulgar Latin v in all positions, and internal b, had both come to be pronounced [b], the bilabial v; see p. 88. Examples are fairly frequent, especially in Ravennas, who has, for instance, Bindogladia for the Vindogladia or Vindocladia of Al., and the opposite error Avalana for Aballana; while ND. reads Aballaba. In certain positions an x became s in Vulgar Latin,⁴ and consequently s was sometimes spelt x or xs or sx.

¹ Cf. Förster, FT. p. 321. ³ See Grandgent, IVL., pp. 84, 87.
LANGUAGE AND HISTORY IN EARLY BRITAIN

(for examples of this see p. 192). Since the Latin documents in question had gone through a process of copying in comparatively late times, even late VL. sound-changes may need to be reckoned with, such as the voicing of intervocal t (fifth or sixth century, Grandgent, op. cit. p. 121), which is probably responsible for the second d in the Anderidos of ND., a variant of the more correct Anderitos (cf. p. 549, n. 1).

Apart from the manuscript authorities described, we have another type of information about the British language at this time, namely the Latin inscriptions belonging to the Romano-British period in the Imperial province. Those known up to 1873 were edited by E. Hübner, Inscriptiones Britannicae Latinae (Berlin, 1873), volume vii in the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum (Berlin, 1863 and following; abbreviated CIL). Since then further discoveries have been published in the Ephemeris Epigraphica (Eph.Ep.), volumes iii, iv, vii, ix; in the Journal of Roman Studies (JRS.), and the Bulletin of the Board of Celtic Studies (BBCS.) and elsewhere. A new edition of the inscriptions is badly needed. However, they do not tell us as much as they might about the British language. British place-names are very rare in them, and personal names are not nearly so common as might be expected. Moreover, many of them are Latin, and others, though Celtic, are by no means necessarily British. Some are those of Gaulish immigrants, like the Bruscus and Carssouna of CIL. vii, no. 191, who came of the Senones of Gaul. Others are the titles of Continental Celtic gods whose cults were introduced into Britain under Gallo-Roman influence. Still others are names on pottery and other objects of Continental manufacture, such as the so-called "Samian" ware which was imported from France. Linguistic theories about British drawn from such sources are, of course, misconceived; and indeed except in the case of names on artefacts of a type known to have been made in Britain, and dedications to gods whose cults are certainly native, it is usually impossible to be sure that a Celtic name in a Romano-British inscription is really British rather than Gaulish. Further, these inscriptions are not found evenly distributed in place or time. Most of those on stone
belong to the Roman military areas of the North, and the vast majority date from the second century, becoming very rare by the middle of the third.\(^1\)

Greek and Roman writers and Latin inscriptions between them supply us with some picture of what the language was like in the Early British period. As it happens, however, though sound-changes were certainly occurring at this time (see the chronological table, p. 694), some of them were of such a nature as not to be noted in the spelling; e.g. \(s > \Sigma, i > j, \chi^s > X^s\), so that we do not find much in the way of a definite progression from earlier to later material. Besides, it is necessary to bear in mind that an apparent sound-change in a British name may be simply a question of the variant Greek and Latin spellings described on pp. 34-6; e.g. the spellings *Ixarninus, Ixarminus* are not to be taken as evidence of any change in the \(s\) of *Ixarninus* as Morris Jones believed they were (see p. 522, n. 1). Then, too, the value of some of these sources is difficult to assess when dealing with a given form; for instance, we do not know when Ptolemy was copying from Marinus of Tyre and when he was quoting a contemporary traveller. The Antonine Itinerary, presumably going back to a road-book made up on the spot, is probably the most useful in this respect, as well as being textually the best preserved, but even here we cannot be sure that the compilers did not use (particularly for very well-known and important places) forms of town names as they had been taken into official government Latin early in the history of the Roman administration, and not the contemporary pronunciation of the British natives. It is likely enough, *a priori*, that they sometimes did the former, and indeed since the Latin authorities quoted, as well as Ptolemy in part, all derive from official Roman documents, this would tend to be true of all of them. This is probably the reason why late sources like Ravennas may still, for instance, distinguish *au, ou,* and *eu* (as *Alauna, Cruacingo, Leuca*) when these diphthongs had probably already fallen together in \(\check{\alpha}\) in the late first century and \(\check{\rho}\) had become \(\check{\alpha}\) by the end of the third; cf. *Clôta* in Tacitus and Ptolemy,

---

\(^1\) Cf. Collingwood, *RBES.* p. 262.
Pennocrācium in AL. (see §§ 18; 22. 1). Consequently, providing that it appears to be textually sound, an early occurrence of a changed form in these Roman documents is of more value for dating than a late occurrence of an unchanged form.1

Names appearing in Greek and Roman writers were always given Greek and Latin terminations, so that it would be correct to speak of them as Graeco-British and Romano-British. For instance, British masculines in -os, feminines in -ā, neuters in -on, plurals in -i and -es, appear as Greek -os, -a, -or, -on, -es, Latin -us, -ā, -um, -i, -es. Some Latin documents, particularly AL. and Rav., use the ablative, really a locative, for some place-names, both singular and plural; in the plural, this is probably because the British name was itself plural, as is fairly certainly the case with Dubris (AL., Peut., ND., Rav.) for a British nom.pl. *Dubrās or *Dabrā (see pp. 243, 577, 629). A certain number of British town names are apparently derived from those of the rivers beside which they were built. Thus Rom.-Brit. Conovium (AL.), the Roman fort at Caerhun, is taken from the British name *Conoquiā, the Conway River.2 W. Conway; Rom.-Brit. Leucarum (AL.) is probably from *Leucarā, the river on which it stands, as this is an obvious river name and one known elsewhere.3 Similarly Ekwall thinks that Brit. *Isurion (Ptol. *Iσουριν, AL. Isurium), Aldborough in Yorkshire, comes from the Brit. name of the river Ure, which he believes must have been *Isura. (see RN. pp. lxxxii, 428).4 Then, too, town names and district names

1 Note also that even a source so corrupt and so very late as the final composition of Ravennas (c. 670) may preserve very old forms, older even than those in AL.

2 Cf. R. J. Thomas, BRCs. vii, 132. The name is perhaps rather *Cānoquiā, see Williams, En.l. p. 37.

3 It consists of *leuk-, "bright" and the -arā suffix seen in the names of some Gaulish rivers, as Sansara, Isara, etc. The Ayrshire river Lugar is probably from *Leucarā (see Watson, CPNS. p. 433, who gives the later form *Lowarā).

4 Förster is of the opinion that names derived from rivers are due to the Romans so calling towns built by themselves, and not to a Celtic habit at all (PT. pp. 5 ff.). This may or may not be so; it is true that it was an ancient Italic custom to make feminine or neuter town names from river names; but, in any case, this makes no difference to the facts discussed here.
may go back to those of the tribe to which they belong, as *Cantium* very likely from the *Cantii* (see JRS. xxxviii, 55); R. J. Thomas notes the Welsh town of *Deganwy*, probably Brit. *Decantyon* (called *Arx Decantorum* in AC. 812), as coming from a local tribe whose name is preserved in *Decantorum* and in the MW. *Dygant*, and compare the *Devanant* of Scotland in Ptolemy (see BBCS. vii, 119). Another type of name is very common in Gaul, though rare in Britain, namely those with a suffix in *-*acon*, Latinised *-acum*, which is added to a personal name to designate an estate belonging to the man in question.\(^1\) An example is the Gallo-Roman *Juliacum*, whence French *Juillac*, *Juillé*, etc., meaning "estate of Julius". The Romano-British *Eburacum* (Al., Rav.), York, may be such a form, meaning "estate of Ebusuros".\(^2\) The Celtic adjectival and derivative suffix *-*io- is used in Gaulish in a similar way;\(^3\) this is probably to be seen in Britain in *Branogenium* (Rav.; Ptolemy has *Branogenon* and *Branogenon*, the latter being accepted by Müller but less correct). This looks like a place-name derived from Brit. *Branogenos*, "Born of the Raven (-God)", a common type of Celtic name. So too with Rom.-Brit. *Lugualium* (Al.; var. *Luguallum*; Rav. *Lugubaliwm*), Carlisle, which, as I have shown elsewhere,\(^4\) is probably from a personal name Brit. *Lugualos*, "He whose strength is like (the god) Lugus", or "Strong in (the god) Lugus".

The main written source for the three centuries immediately after the end of the Roman occupation is the inscriptions which will be discussed in Chapter V. Apart from these, our information in the shape of direct written material is meagre, consisting of a few Latin works which contain Brittonic names, and were either actually composed during the fifth to eighth centuries or derive some of their contents, including names, from documents of that date. These are now no longer itineraries and other such geographical works, but religious

---

\(^1\) See Arbois de Jubainville, *Recherches sur l'origine de la propriété foncière et des noms de lieu en France*; RC. viii, 90, 302; ix, 36, 208, 301.

\(^2\) Cf., however, Bertoldi, *Wörter und Sachen*, xi, 149; Williams, BSRC. p. 33.

\(^3\) See Arbois de Jubainville, RC. x, 153 ff.

\(^4\) See JRS. xxxviii, 57.
and historical compositions, chiefly lives of the saints of the early British church. To begin with, there is the *De Excidio Britanniae* (DEB.) of Gildas, composed about 540, a diatribe on the wickedness of the Britons which brought on the Anglo-Saxon invasions and subsequent oppression. This gives a few Latinised names in the Late British of Gildas' own time. Next is the Life of St. Samson (LSS.), the Welsh saint who played such an important part in the early Christian world of Brittany. Samson died probably in the year 566, and the compiler, a monk of Dol in Brittany, says that he used information given him by an octogenarian who was a nephew of Samson's cousin, Henoc; the latter had written a life of Samson which the old man read to him. Hence our Life of Samson was presumably put together in the first quarter or first half of the seventh century. An important source is the *Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum* (HE.) of the Venerable Bede, who died in A.D. 735; it was completed in 731, and the oldest extant MS. was written in 737. The Brittonic names in HE. are sometimes obviously taken from older Latin writers, such as Orosius, who themselves used regular Romano-British forms as given in official Roman documents of the kind described above; Bede was trying whenever possible to give the old "Latin" name of a place, though his forms naturally tend to be more corrupt than those preserved in such authorities as the Antonine Itinerary. Thus the *Rutupiae* of Ptolemy is *Rutupi portus* in Orosius and *Rutubi portus* in Bede. But in the majority of cases Bede gives Brittonic place and personal names as they had been borrowed into Anglo-Saxon and were

---

2. Ed. R. Fawtier, *La Vie de S. Samson* (Paris, 1912); see criticisms by Loth, RC. xxxiv, 269 ff.; xxxix, 301 ff.; xl, 1 ff.
3. See Loth, RC. xl, 15.
6. As Förster notes, the *b* in Bede's form is due to the VL pronunciation of a copyist of Orosius, whose MS. Bede must have used (*FT.* p. 255); cf. p. 394, n. 1 above.
pronounced in his own day, thus providing us with our oldest direct testimony on the treatment of Brit. names in AS. Sometimes these appear together with the "Latin" forms, as in HE. I, i, where Bede says Rutubi portus was corrupted by the English into Repta-caestir. In such cases Bede would, of course, give the AS. form of his time, but with older personal names he sometimes appears to draw on lost Latin documents of English origin which contained Brit. names rendered roughly as an Englishman would have pronounced them at that date. For instance, the Dinoot, abbot of Bangor, of HE. II, ii, who met Augustine in a.d. 603, would have been *D índl in Pr.W., and Dinoot is an attempt to spell the sound as heard by English ears. There is reason to think that Bede must have got it from a written source of that period rather than from an oral one of his own day (cf. § 11).

After this come a number of lives of saints composed in Brittany. First Maclovius (St. Malo), a sixth-century Welsh monk who worked in Brittany. His Life, put together about 869 or 870 by one Bili, a Breton, was edited by F. Lot, Mélanges d'histoire bretonne (Paris, 1907), pp. 340 ff. The Life of St. Winwaloe (St. Guenolé) was written by Wrdisten, another Breton, about 880; he lived in the fifth or sixth century. The Life of Paul Aurelien (St. Pol de Leon), a Briton who worked in Brittany in the sixth century, was composed by Wrmonoc, a Breton, in 884. The last important sources of this type are the Ruys Life of Gildas, an eleventh-century Breton production which was perhaps a remodelling of a ninth-century original; and the Life of St. Brieuc, a Welshman who lived c. 440-530 and laboured in Brittany, the Life being a composition of the eleventh century. Though these Lives of Saints are of late date, they all appear to have used much older written material, some of it probably dating from living memory of the saints in question, and hence more or less contemporary with the Life of St. Samson. It is not

---

1 Edited by C. de Smidt, Analecta Bollandiana, vii, 167 ff.
2 Edited by Ch. Cuisard, RC. v, 413 ff.
3 Edited by H. Williams, op. cit. ii, 322 ff.
4 See Williams, op. cit. ii, 319-20.
5 Edited by Fr. Plaine, Analecta Bollandiana, ii, 161 ff.
surprising, therefore, to find in them forms of names which clearly belong to the sixth century, such as Maglus Conomaghi filius in the Life of St. Winwaloe, Tigernmaglus in the Life of Paul Aurelien, and Arecluta regio in the Life of Gildas. Such things are of equal value with the De Excidio Britanniae and the Life of St. Samson, as they can only come from contemporary manuscripts.

The last period of Brittonic dealt with in this book is that when written documents in the vernaculars begin, the period of Old Welsh, Old Cornish, and Old Breton, from the eighth and ninth centuries to the eleventh and twelfth. Actual continuous texts are, however, very rare in OW., and in OC. entirely and in OB. almost entirely non-existent. For the most part our sources consist either of Latin documents with Britt. names, or of Britt. glosses on Latin texts, these being single words in the vast majority of cases. There follows here a bibliography of the MS. sources for OWCB.

Beginning with OW.,¹ the oldest text we have is the so-called Suroexit-memorandum, and somewhat later the Ostenditur hic entry, both in the Book of St. Chad (and abbreviated respectively Chad 2 and Chad 1), a MS. of the Gospels now in the Cathedral Library at Lichfield, probably written in Wales in the eighth or at the end of the seventh century.² Both documents, which are on p. 141 of the MS., are edited by J. Rhys and J. G. Evans, The Text of the Book of Llan Dav

¹ The two chief authorities for the script and dating of OW. MSS. are (i) Henry Bradshaw, Collected Papers (Cambridge, 1889), pp. 281 ff. (a few notes, dated 1871), and pp. 453 ff. (on OWCB. MSS., written 1877 and corrected 1882); abbreviated here Coll.Pap. (ii) W. M. Lindsay, Early Welsh Script (Oxford, 1912); abbreviated EWS. The Vocabulaire vieux-breton of J. Loth (Paris, 1884; abbreviated VVB.) is a kind of dictionary of OW. and OB. words, with a few OC., but is untrustworthy and entirely out of date.

² Dated eighth century by the best and most recent modern authority, E. A. Lowe, Codices Latini Antiquiores, Pt. II (Oxford, 1935), p. 12, no. 159. Lindsay, op. cit, p. 3, quotes without disapproval the opinion that it was c. 700. Morris Jones, Cymru, xxviii, 277-8, thinks mid-seventh century, but is trying to make it seem as early as may be; p. 268, he says Lindsay does not absolutely exclude the possibility of its being referred to Teilo’s time (d. 580), but actually Lindsay gives no such opinion. For a bibliography of the MS. see J. F. Kenney, The Sources for the Early History of Ireland, 1 (New York, 1929), p. 639, and Lowe, op. cit. pp. 47-8.
(Oxford, 1893), pp. xliii-xliv; by Lindsay, *Early Welsh Script*, p. 46; and by Morris Jones in *Y Cymmrodor*, xxviii (1918), 269 ff. All three give photographic facsimiles. Chad 1 is a short note in Latin, with OW. names, written at the top of the page, recording the presentation of the Gospels to the church of Llandaff by one Gelhi son of Arihtiud, signed by him and by one Cincenn son of Gripiuud. Bradshaw, *Collected Papers*, p. 460, dates the script early ninth century, and on p. 457 says that it and that of the A scribe of Juvencus are the nearest to the Liber Commoner (written in 820, see below). Morris Jones (op. cit. p. 274) very properly rejects Evans' absurd attempt (op. cit. p. xlvi) to date it as being earlier than 814 on the ground that the death of a man Gripiuud son of Cincen is recorded in 814. Lindsay mentions the identification without disapproval on palaeographical grounds (op. cit. p. 2), so that he cannot have objected to the approximate date for the script; and on p. 45 he calls Chad 1 an entry of the ninth century.1 Lowe apparently puts the writing in the early ninth century (*Codices Latini, loc. cit.*), and as such it will be regarded in this book. Chad 1 has been treated first here, not because it is older than Chad 2, but because the discussion which follows requires it.

Immediately below Chad 1 comes Chad 2, the *Surexit*-memorandum, a short text in OW. and Latin telling of a lawsuit between Tutbulec son of Liuit and Elcu son of Gelhig, and purporting to be signed by St. Teilo himself. Bradshaw took it for granted that since this came below the other it was later, and dated it tenth century (op. cit. pp. 460, 484). Lindsay considered it older than Chad 1 on palaeographical grounds, and thought it a very early copy of a document of Teilo's time, but gave no definite date (op. cit. pp. 2-3). His language ("a relic of the earliest Welsh script"; etc.) makes it quite clear that he regarded it as very appreciably older than Chad 1. On p. 45, in giving the titles of two facsimile pages, he speaks of them, however, as containing "entries of the ninth century" (including Chad 2), but this must be for the sake of brevity, as

---

1 Förster is mistaken in saying that Lindsay actually dates the document 817 (sic; FT, p. 854).
it is evident that he really thought Chad 2 older than this. Morris Jones, who was anxious to make the text out as ancient as possible, takes up Lindsay's theory and shows pretty conclusively that the position on the page and other features prove that Chad 2 was written in before Chad 1 (op. cit. pp. 268 ff.). He admits that the MS. itself is later than Teilo's time (mid-seventh century, he thinks), and hence Chad 2 cannot be the very document to which Teilo himself put his name; but he takes it to be an early and faithful copy of an original really signed by Teilo, and therefore to represent the language of the sixth century (op. cit. pp. 277 ff.). In spite of all this, Loth (who was no palaeographer) later described Chad 2 as "sûrement du IXe siècle", without comment or explanation (RC. xl, 1923, p. 25). Henry Lewis says that it was written at the end of the eighth century but is a copy of a text of the sixth; Dathbygiad yr Iaith Cymraeg (Cardiff, 1931), p. 98. The most valuable opinion on palaeographical grounds is that of E. A. Lowe, whose words imply that he puts the writing in the eighth century (op. cit. p. 12). It should be remarked here, because evidence drawn from Chad 2 forms an important element in his chronology, that Förster's date varies considerably in various parts of FT. On p. 610 he gives it as c. 850 and on p. 624 as c. 910, but in neither case with any discussion of the reasons; on p. 623 he mentions Lindsay and says he put it at about 810, which Lindsay nowhere does. Before he wrote his Corrigenda Förster subsequently came upon Morris Jones' article, but he seems to have read it hastily, because in FT. p. 854 he declares that Lindsay dates Chad 1 about 817 (which is not the case) and Chad 2 before it, and that Morris Jones also gives a ninth-century date (the implication being apparently that Morris Jones does so for both documents); agreeing with this, Förster accordingly (danach) himself dates Chad 2 about 810. He seems not to have seen that at least Morris Jones put Chad 2 not merely before Chad 1 but a good while before. In FT. p. 177 the date 810 is given in the footnote, which is evidently a late alteration in proof as a consequence of the change of opinion made on p. 854; and on p. 629 the same 810 is actually in the text, although
the footnote there and that on p. 643 will only make sense if we assume that 810 is a change from some tenth-century date (probably 910) carried out in proof while he forgot to alter the footnotes. That on p. 629, incidentally, says that Lindsay dates it before 850, which is again untrue and misleading.

In view of all the palaeographical evidence, especially the opinion of E. A. Lowe, we may accept that the Surexit-memorandum was written into the Book of St. Chad in the eighth century. But how about the language? The real basis for thinking that it is a faithful copy of a sixth-century document is as follows: (1) As Morris Jones has shown, there is some slight reason, deduced from the nature of the set-out, to think that it is a copy. (2) It purports to be signed by St. Teilo. (3) It would be a fine thing if we could have a sixth-century Welsh text, and one which would prove that Welsh, as distinct from British, already existed. For (1), if it is a copy, it may easily be one of a contemporary document nevertheless. (3) is, of course, not worth discussing. As to (2), it all turns on the significance of Teilo's name at the head of the list of witnesses. Morris Jones examines the view that this means only a pious invocation to the long-dead founder and patron saint of Llandaff that he should witness an important document which indirectly concerned his church. Loth quotes parallels where other documents are witnessed by Deus omnipotens testis (RC. xv, 1894, p. 369), but Morris Jones refuses to take these seriously, and regards it as "not inherently probable" that Teilo's witness means "the saint long at rest". He has to admit that the Book of Llandaff also contains (Latin) deeds witnessed by Teilo (which are, of course, copies), but asserts that these are likewise from originals of Teilo's day; the objection that in these Teilo is called sanctus or archiepiscopus (which he never became) is waved aside. Incidentally Morris Jones believed that Chad 1 itself was a copy too (to explain how Chad 2 could have been written at Llandaff before Chad 1 which records the presentation to Llandaff), and of an original deed older than the writing of Chad 2. But he makes no attempt to claim archaic forms for the names in Chad 1, which means that if Morris Jones is
right this is an entirely modernised copy. Yet if this, and the names in the documents in the Book of Llandaff referred to, are completely modernised, why should not the Surexit-memorandum itself be too? Morris Jones' arguments are an instance of special pleading, arising really from (3) above. It is certain that his case is unproven and improbable in itself, and that the considerations raised by Deus omnipotens testis and by Teilo sanctus and archiepiscopus cannot be disregarded. To go on to say that the language of Chad 2 cannot possibly be so old as the sixth century would be, at this stage, an argument in a circle; but we shall see in Part II of this book that it is utterly out of the question. Certainly, it seems a little older than that of the ninth-century glosses, but not very much older, the differences consisting in a few preservations of 3 and absences of internal vowel affection in rather greater concentration than later sources can show. Indeed the affection in guetig (three times) is actually later in form than the lack of it in quotig in the De Mensuris et Ponderibus written in 820. If this were really the language of the sixth century, the word law would have to be at least lom, if not loma. In short, if we allow that it may be a copy of a document actually signed by Teilo, we must nevertheless say that the text was entirely modernised by the eighth-century copyist. We shall date it, therefore, eighth century; and, as will appear in Part II, internal considerations of language suggest that it was rather late in that century, which does not conflict with the palaeographical evidence. This question has been dwelt on at length because it is obviously of the very first importance to the chronology of early Welsh. The Surexit-memorandum is our oldest OW. text.

There are other entries in the Book of St. Chad, edited by Rhys and Evans, op. cit. pp. xlv-xlivii. Chad 3 and 4 are two charters in mixed Latin and OW. recording grants made by one Ris; and Chad 5 tells, in Latin with Welsh names, about the manumission of a slave called Bleidiud, and is written by a scribe Sulgen. According to Bradshaw, 3 and 4 are written by one man, and in a hand closely similar to that of Sulgen (Coll.Pap. p. 460). The names of some of the witnesses show
that all three are more or less contemporary. Bradshaw dates them all mid-ninth century. Lindsay notes (EWS, p. 5) that Chad 3 and 4 must be prior to 5 because Nobis is a clericus in the first two but episcopus Teilian in the last. He doubts Evans' attempt to identify this Nobis with the one who became bishop of St. David's in 840 (cf. J. E. Lloyd, HW. i, 215), but appears not to disapprove of Bradshaw's date. Chad 6 gives in Latin and OW, the boundaries of a manor near Llandybie; see Sir Ifor Williams, BBCS. vii, 369-70. Bradshaw dated this tenth century, op. cit. pp. 460, 483; but Evans says end of the eighth or beginning of the ninth, op. cit. p. xlvi. The spelling retinoc makes the late eighth century probable, see p. 293 below. Chad 7 is a single line in OW. and Latin; Bradshaw and Evans give the same dates as they do for Chad 6. Chad 8 is the title given to a considerable number of names scattered through the margins of the book, often in pairs (sometimes with the Latin gen. sg. endings masc. -i and fem. -e added). Bradshaw dates these ninth to tenth century, op. cit. p. 484, and Evans end of eighth to beginning of ninth, op. cit. p. xlvi.

Next we have the OW. material in the Liber Commonei, part of the MS. known to Celticists as Oxoniensis Prior (Ox.1), really Bodleian MS. Auct. F. 4. 32. This was a miscellany put together in A.D. 820 for the use of one Commoneus, and consisting of (1) the Alphabet of Nemnivus, a Latin text giving invented Welsh names for the letters of the alphabet; (2) calculations on the moon, and a nineteen-year cycle calendar in Latin only; and (3) various Latin notes dealing with weights and measures, known as De Mensoris et Ponderibus (abbr. MP.). This last is glossed in Old Welsh. The latest and best edition and discussion of MP., with a facsimile, is that by Sir Ifor Williams in BBCS. v, 226 ff.; other bibliographical references will be found there. For the Alphabet of Nemnivus and the Calendar see Williams in BBCS. vii, 380 ff., where he establishes the date 820 for the whole Liber Commonei.

Almost contemporary is the Historia Brittonum (HB.) of "Nennius". This is a Latin history of Britain, the oldest
traceable recension of which was composed probably in the year 826, 829, or 819, but drawing in part on older written material the kernel of which may be as old as the end of the seventh century. The standard edition is that of Th. Mommsen in *Chronica Minora Saeculi IV, V, VI, VII*, iii, 111 ff. (Berlin, 1898), being volume xiii of the *Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Auct. Antiquiss.* The best text is that of the so-called Harleian recension, the one made by Nennius himself, but the two MSS. of it (Mommsen’s H and K) are both late, the former, Harleian 3850, which contains also the Genealogies and Annales Cambriæ described below, having been written about 1100. Other MSS. go back to other recensions; two of these appear to have been later compilations by Nennius himself, the MSS. being of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and inferior to H and K. A third, the Vatican recension, was apparently compiled in 944; the two MSS., Mommsen’s M and N, are respectively of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. For full details see Mommsen’s introduction; Thurneysen, ZCP. i, 157 ff. and xx, 97 ff.; Sir Ifor Williams, BBCS. vii, 383 ff., xi, 43 ff.; and the other authorities there mentioned. The OW. in HB. consists of place and personal names and one or two commoons. The fact that the MSS. are so late would theoretically throw some doubt on the reliability of the forms. It is true that certain minor latenesses of spelling, such as the use of y in diphthongs for i, do appear in them, but this does not render them of doubtful value by any means; a comparison with OW. sources actually of contemporary ninth-century date shows clearly that Nennius’ names are mostly correct representatives of the language of his time, and makes it easy to detect divergences. Moreover, in the section immediately following the “Saxon Genealogies”, which deals with sixth-to seventh-century Northumbrian history and is believed to date from the end of the seventh century (chapters 62-5), some of the spellings might be even older, though there is little actual reason to think that they are. Some have held

---

1 See Thurneysen, ZCP. xx, 106-7; Williams, BBCS. vii, 383 ff.
2 *Abert Iuden*, c. 65, “The Restoration of Inchkeith”, apparently contains *Mod.W. edryd*, with r for i as sometimes in OW.; see p. 283, n. 2. If
that the section on the Twenty-Eight Cities of Britain contains early forms, but again this is not based on anything certain. Loth tried to show in his article on Nennius in RC. li, 1 ff. that the language belonged to the eighth century (e.g. op. cit. p. 8), but his discussions of the linguistic evidence are inadequate, as will appear in Part II. In fact, we may say in general that the OW. forms and spellings in Nennius are those of his own time, in the first third of the ninth century, except for a few minor and easily detectable changes due to the late scribes, and possibly for rare older forms derived from his sources.¹

The Juvenecus MS., Cambridge University Library, Ff. 4. 42, is another matter which needs discussion. This is a copy of Juvenecus’ poetical version of the Gospels, written by a scribe whose OW. colophon is arant di Nuadu, “a prayer for Nuadu”.

Because this name is Irish, and because there are some Irish glosses,² Nuadu has been taken to have been a Welsh-speaking Irishman writing in a Welsh monastery. Bradshaw dates his hand ninth century (op. cit. p. 484), and says that the nearest approach to it is the script of the Liber Commonei (a.d. 820, as we have seen) and that of Chad I (op. cit. p. 457). Apart from this main text the MS. contains various short Latin articles, two OW. poems, and a number of OW. glosses, in various hands. First, the glosses (abbr. Juvenc.). These were

¹ Hence Förster’s doubts about the value of Nennius, expressed in various places in FT. (e.g. p. 162), are unwarranted.
² Ed. by W. Stokes and J. Strachan, *Thesaurus Pulachibernicus*, ii (Cambridge, 1903), p. 44; see also Thurneysen, RC. xi (1890), 91 ff., and Parry-Williams in BCRS. i, 120 ff. Thurneysen thinks that apart from the definitely Irish glosses, others may be a sort of hybrid Welsh-Irish, but admits the uncertainty of this, and it cannot be proved. Parry-Williams accepts this thesis and proposes other examples, but, in fact, most of these can pass perfectly well as Welsh, and no really decisive case can be made for any of them.
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edited by Stokes in TPhS. 1860–61, pp. 204 ff., with corrections pp. 288 ff.; and in KBr. iv (1865), pp. 385 ff., with further corrections in vol. vii (1873), pp. 411 ff. Individual glosses are discussed by Sir Ifor Williams, BBCS. vi, 115 ff. In TPhS. p. 204 and KBr. iv, 384, Stokes dates the MS. as a whole eighth or ninth century, and Loth follows him in VVB. p. viii and elsewhere; but in KBr. iv, 390 Stokes mentions three hands among the glosses (not described), and says that none are later than the tenth century. Bradshaw attempts to distinguish palaeographically a number of hands, though his account is not very clear. He does not credit Nuadu with any of the glosses, not even the Irish ones, but unfortunately he was writing before the fact of their Irish character had been noted. Unfortunately also Thurneysen, who first pointed out the Irish nature of some of the glosses, does not seem to have known Bradshaw’s work, which was published the year before, and consequently assumes that the whole was written by the Irishman Nuadu. According to Bradshaw, op. cit. p. 484, the scribes who wrote the glosses are as follows: (1) his B, ninth century, wrote seven (unspecified) glosses on ff. 3a-4a. An examination of the MS. shows that he must have meant arta, difficuo, scamuhegint, nou inn guotricusegetichon, istlinnu, glanstlinnim, and strutiu, which are in a paler ink than the rest; of these, arta is Irish. (2) his E, tenth century, the writer of thirteen glosses on ff. 2a-6b and 15a (including, therefore, all the other glosses on ff. 3a-4a). Of these, aud i, mput bethleum, and funid, are Irish. (3) his F, wrote eight unspecified glosses on ff. 24a-42b, in a rough clumsy hand which he dates tenth century and considers Breton or Cornish rather than Welsh. Which these are is unclear to me, after examining the MS., except that roenholt is probably one of them, and perhaps o discel and gulip; there is no linguistic reason to suspect that any glosses on these folios are OC. or OB., as Bradshaw thought on palaeographical grounds. (4) his G, tenth to eleventh century, wrote 120 Welsh glosses from f. 8b to f. 54b. Nine of these are Irish—lobur twice, ar,

1 Compare his words on his careful study of the MS. and familiarity with the hands, op. cit. pp. 454-5.
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archiun, fodeud, fodeut, ur, lar ur, and fodiud. If Bradshaw's treatment of the hands is correct, it follows that apart from Nuadu himself we must suppose that three Welsh-speaking Irishmen wrote Welsh and Irish glosses in this MS. at dates varying from the ninth to eleventh century; which must have taken place in some monastery in Wales where Irish influence existed over a long period. That there was such Irish influence on the early Welsh church, especially at St. David's, is well known.

Lindsay is much more cautious about the Juvencus MS. than Bradshaw, though he admits the existence of different hands and says they show that Welsh minuscules were capable of great variation of type (op. cit. p. 16). He does not himself discuss the supposed Breton or Cornish character of F; and his only personal opinion on the details of the glosses seems to be that the main body recalls the hand of the scribe of Chad 5 (which, however, belongs to the middle of the ninth century). Lindsay then gives Bradshaw's list, ascribed to him by name; and one would suppose that he agreed with Bradshaw's opinions, since otherwise he would hardly have quoted them without comment. It is odd, however, that in comparing the main body of the glosses to Chad 5 he did not mention the discrepancy with the date given from Bradshaw, tenth to eleventh century. On p. 45 he describes ff. 7v and 1r as of "the ninth and tenth centuries", which is very vague in view of the fact that 1r consists of the Juvencus text and of glosses by the chief glossator, and 7v in part of the Nine verses discussed below. Which parts are ascribed to which dates is unclear. Since that time no one seems to have dealt with the date of the Juvencus glosses. Förster speaks of them as being tenth to eleventh century in FT. p. 624, but, strangely enough, elsewhere in his book he takes there to be a complete blank in OW. material between c. 950 and c. 1150.¹ In the present volume Bradshaw's (and apparently Lindsay's?)

¹ E.g. FT. pp. 676-7, "Leider besitzen wir nun für die Zeit von 950-1150 keinerlei Denkmaler für Kymrische". The inaccuracy of this will appear below. Moreover, Förster himself dates the Life of St. Cadog as c. 1075; FT. p. 376.
opinions on the hands and dates will be accepted as the last definite word on the subject of the Juvenecus glosses up to the present; and they will be quoted as *Juvenec*, followed by Bradshaw’s date of the hand in which the gloss in question is written.

Apart from this, the Juvenecus MS. contains two poems in OW., one consisting of three verses (abbr. Juv.3) and one of nine (abbr. Juv.9). The former was edited by Stokes, TPhS. 1860–61, pp. 228 ff. (and see p. 292), and KBr. iv, 410, vii, 414; also by Rhys, Cymm. xviii, 103-4; and best by Ifor Williams, BBCS. vi, 101 ff., with a facsimile. The other poem was edited by Stokes in TPhS. 1860–61, pp. 204 ff., with corrections p. 288, and in KBr. iv, 385 ff., and vii, 410, with better readings derived from Bradshaw. Lindsay gives a facsimile in EWS. plate VII, and on p. 52 prints Bradshaw’s text as published by Stokes. The latest and best edition is Ifor Williams’, BBCS. vi, 205 ff. Stokes included these poems in his general date of eighth to ninth century for the whole MS., followed by Loth as noted above. Bradshaw, however, dated the script of both poems (his hand C) as ninth century, op. cit. p. 484; on p. 284 he said that they are in a hand which cannot well be later than the second half of the ninth century. Lindsay, purporting to quote Bradshaw, gives him as dating Juv.3 ninth century; and as taking Juv.9 to be in the same hand as that of the writer of the thirteen glosses on ff. 2a-6b and 15a (Bradshaw’s E), all tenth century (op. cit. p. 16). The reason for this curious unacknowledged discrepancy from Bradshaw’s own published opinions is not stated. If these are Lindsay’s personal views, he does not admit them to be such, but merely ascribes them to Bradshaw. He does not mention his source, and it is not known to me; whether Bradshaw ever really said this seems questionable. Lindsay’s words on “the neat, compact script of fol. 1r and of fol. 55v col. i” sound as if he himself regarded the two poems as written by the same hand. Williams took Lindsay’s arrangement without question to mean that Bradshaw dated Juv.9 tenth century (BBCS. vi, 205); and himself says that he cannot see much difference in the forms of the letters between
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Juv.3 and Juv.9, though he accepts the tenth-century date for the second. However, in his *Lectures on Early Welsh Poetry* (Dublin, 1944), p. 28, Williams seems to have changed his mind, and dates Juv.3 as first half of the ninth century, and describes Juv.9 as being in a "similar" hand, apparently regarding it as of the same period. Juv.9 will be dated here ninth or tenth century, the former being taken as a good deal more likely than the latter.

The OW. glosses in the Corpus Christi College (Cambridge) MS. of the *De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii* by Martianus Capella (abbr. M.Cap.) were edited by Stokes in KBr. vii (1873), pp. 385 ff.; see also some notes by Henry Lewis, BBCS. vi, 110 ff. Stokes dated the glosses eighth century, apparently following the unpublished opinion of Bradshaw. Bradshaw had thought them at first eighth century because they were similar to certain glosses in the Book of Cerne, which he put at that time; then he changed his mind about the Book of Cerne, taking it to be not older than the ninth century, but still thought the bulk of the M.Cap. glosses as old as any known Welsh remains (*op. cit.* pp. 453-4). On p. 484 he changed again, distinguishing a hand A, the text and most of the glosses, belonging to the ninth century, and a hand B which wrote a few unspecified glosses in the tenth century. Lindsay believed there were a number of scribes (EWS. p. 19), and assigned Bradshaw’s A to the end of the ninth century (p. 22).

Williams, *Lectures on Early Welsh Poetry*, p. 30, says that the glosses may belong to the same period as Ox.1 (A.D. 820) or even earlier, but he gives no support for this. They will be regarded here as ninth century, without attempting to be more precise. It should be noted that in this MS. internal and final OW. *p*, *t*, *c*, and *s* are often written double, apparently without reason (but see LP. p. 149).

The Latin Life of King Alfred composed by the Welshman Asser, bishop of Sherborne, about A.D. 890, has some OW. names in it. It is edited by W. H. Stevenson, *Asser’s Life of King Alfred* (Oxford, 1904); abbreviated here Asser.

Another part of the "Oxoniensis Prior" MS. already mentioned, really a separate MS. bound together with the rest, is
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a copy of Ovid's Ars Amatoria, Book I, with OW. glosses (abbr. Ovid). These were edited by Stokes, TPhS. 1860–61, pp. 234 ff., with corrections p. 292. Rhys printed some comments in KBr. vii, 230 ff. In KBr. viii, 374 n., Ebel published three more glosses discovered by Bradshaw. The latter says that the hand of the text is later than that of the Liber Commonei, and that most of the glosses are of the same time, a few later, but that nothing can have been added after it passed, as he thinks, into English possession in the second half of the tenth century (op. cit. p. 457). Later (p. 484) he was more definite, and put the text and most of the glosses in the ninth to tenth century, and a few other glosses in the tenth, Lindsay remarks that there is no clue to its date except that it is prior to the time when St. Dunstan (d. 988) acquired it (EWS. p. 8). Förster gives it as c. 850 (FT. p. 628), but without mentioning any authority for this. The date ninth to tenth century is accepted here.

The next important text is the longest continuous piece of OW., the so-called Computus Fragment (Comp.), in the Cambridge University Library MS. Add. 4543. This is a piece of twenty-three lines on the calendar, entirely in OW. It was edited by Quiggin in ZCP. viii, 407–10; Lindsay in EWS. p. 53; and best by Sir Ifor Williams in BBCS. iii, 245 ff. The first two give facsimile photographs. Lindsay describes the hand as not later than the beginning of the tenth century, op. cit. p. 45; Williams hints at a date about 920.

The MS. often called Oxoniensis Posterior (abbr. Ox.2), really Bodleian MS. 572, includes a section which is a series of Latin conversations and other such material entitled De Raris Fabulis. The glosses in it were edited by Stokes, TPhS. 1860–61, pp. 238 ff., with corrections p. 293; and additions in KBr. iv, 422–3, and further corrections vii, 415. There are notes by Rhys in KBr. vii, 235 ff. and 466. Some improvements in the readings of the glosses were printed by Craster in RC. xi, 135–6. The whole was edited by W. H. Stevenson, Early Scholastic Colloquies (Oxford, 1929), pp. 1 ff. Notes on the glosses by Sir Ifor Williams are to be found in BBCS. v, 1 ff. This is evidently a Brittonic composition, since some of the
glosses are an integral part of the text, though others are interlinear; moreover, the anti-Saxon feeling in the account of the battle, ff. 45b-46a, shows this. The use of non difficile in the answers to questions is not necessarily Irish, as Lindsay thought; cf. nit abruid, "not difficult," in Comp. Bradshaw calls the script thoroughly Continental, while some of the glosses have distinctively (Hiberno-)Saxon letters (op. cit. p. 470); he thinks the hand Cornish or Breton rather than Welsh; and (p. 486) describes the glosses as Cornish and dates the whole tenth century. Thus Bradshaw is responsible for the theory that the Ox.2 glosses are Cornish. Lindsay thinks all the hands of Ox.2 fairly contemporaneous, tenth century (EWS. p. 26); and says that the script is mostly Continental or mixed (p. 27), the De Raris Fabulis being in a Continental hand (p. 28). It must have come from a scriptorium where this was beginning to replace the insular type. In his introduction to Stevenson's edition, p. ix, Lindsay quotes Craster as saying that the glosses are in the same hand as the MS., tenth century. Craster himself notes that a secunda manus has scratched with a dry stylus some AS. glosses and two Brittonic ones on ff. 42a and b, in a hand of the early tenth century, nearly contemporary with the MS. (RC. xi, 136). There seems no doubt, then, that the glosses are of the tenth century, and apparently early. As to the language, Loth has made it clear that it is not Old Cornish (RC. xiv, 70), though his arguments drawn from the presence of vowel affection are worthless (cf. § 165).

We must admit that there are peculiarities about these glosses. The language is evidently Old Welsh, but many of them are unknown or very obscure, and some of the spellings are more like OC. than OW. So laiðber is characteristically Cornish in orthography (cf. p. 68); iot and iotum agree better with OC. iot, Mod.B. iod, than with Mod.W. ied; the svarabhakti in e in tarater and torcigel is more OC. than OW.; and e is used for [a], b d ɟ for lenited p t c, and d for th, more

---

1 Pedersen gives further points of a Welsh character not noted by Loth, in VKGl. i, 13; and to these we may add braečaut, bracaut, dinaut, tauvel, and guillihim as being definitely W. and not C.
often than is normal in OW.\textsuperscript{1} On the curious spellings \textit{hloimol} and \textit{isehulinn} see p. 479; they prove nothing. Loth did not note these points (\textit{loc. cit.}), but tried to solve the palaeographical problem by the theory that the MS. was written in a border district linguistically close to Wales but not identical with it, such as Gloucestershire or Somerset. A border district of some sort might indeed seem indicated because of the Anglo-Saxon glosses mentioned by Craster, which Loth did not know. But Loth did not stop to consider that in the tenth century there \textit{were} no such "border districts" where Brittonic was spoken; the boundaries of Wales and Cornwall by then were much as they are now. The following solution may be proposed. There are features such as the script, aspects of the spelling, and the presence of AS. glosses, which are more typical of Cornwall than of Wales. Is it not, therefore, most probable that the text and glosses were written by a Cornishman in Wales or a Welshman in Cornwall? We have seen something similar with the Irish scribes of the Juveneus, and shall see it again in the \textit{Vocabularium Cornicium}. Since the script is Continental it is more likely to have been written in Cornwall, where the Continental hand was already in use in the early tenth century; cf. p. 60. In either event, the glosses are fundamentally Welsh, though they may seem to have a Cornish veneer in some cases.

The \textit{Annales Cambriæ} (abbr. \textit{AC.}) and the Old Welsh Genealogies (abbr. \textit{Gen.}) were written as an accompaniment to the copy of Nennius in the Harleian MS. 3859, about 1100. They are edited by E. Phillimore, \textit{Cymm. ix}, 141 ff. Phillimore shows that both documents were probably put together in A.D. 954 or 955, perhaps at St. David's. The spelling is of the same type, i.e. with a few late features like \textit{g}, as in the Harleian Nennius written in the MS. by the same scribe, but essentially the forms are perfectly consistent with a date in the middle of the tenth century.

The eleventh century is barren of OW. material, except, as we have seen, for the main glossator F. of Juvene., tenth to

\textsuperscript{1} The gloss once read \textit{stiream} and taken for OC. is really \textit{stiream} and not necessarily C. at all.
eleventh century, and for the following small items: (1) a single gloss (curbanam gl. tuic) in Bodleian MS. 865, f. 93, edited by Quiggin in RC. xxxviii, 15, and dated by him eleventh century; (2) some verses in the Corpus Christi College Augustine De Trinitate; (3) the earliest Lives of the Welsh Saints; and (4) certain inscriptions (see p. 58). The De Trinitate is in Corpus Christi College (Cambridge) MS. 199, one of two or three written or illustrated by Ricemarch, Johannes, and Ithael, the sons of Sulgen, of the school of St. David’s.¹ This one was written by Johannes, apparently at Llanbadarn in Cardiganshire between 1085 and 1091 (see EWS, pp. 32-3). It mentions Rycymarch sapientis. On f. 11a there are some obscure OW. verses, mutilated by the binder; these were edited by Silvan Evans, from a copy sent him by Bradshaw, in Arch.Camb. 1874, p. 340.² A better and fuller text is given by M. R. James, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the Library of Corpus Christi College (Cambridge, 1909-12), i, p. 482. Ifor Williams has printed a facsimile, and added an edition, translation, and full discussion, in The National Library of Wales Journal, ii (1941-1942), 69 ff.

The Lives of the Welsh Saints were edited very badly by W. J. Rees, Lives of the Cambro-British Saints (London, 1853), and better by A. W. Wade-Evans, Vitae Sanctorum Britanniarum et Genealogiae (Cardiff, 1944; abbr. VSB.). They are in Latin with Welsh names generally having Latin terminations. The most important of them for our purpose are (1) the Life of St. David, written by Ricemarch at St. David’s; about 1090, Wade-Evans; (2) the Life of St. Cadog, dated c. 1100 by Wade-Evans, but using older material; (3) the two Lives of St. Carannog, the first being the earlier, but both of the

¹ Others are the Ricemarch Psalter, Trinity College (Dublin), MS. A. iv, 20, written by Ithael between 1064 and 1082, with letters painted by Iohannes, and mentioning Ricemarch Sulgeni genus; and British Museum Cotton Faustina C, i, ff. 66-93; Macrobius In Somnium Scipionis, preceded by a poem called “The Lament of Ricemarch”. Lindsay, who describes these MSS., notes in EWS. p. 32 that Sulgen was bishop of St. David’s 1072-78 and 1080-85, and died in 1091.

² The version given by Evans in The Text of the Book of Llân Dav, p. xxv, is apparently copied from this.
beginning of the twelfth century. Other Lives belong to the first half of the twelfth century.

The last source for OW. is the Book of Llandaff (abbr. Lland.), edited by J. Rhys and J. G. Evans, The Text of the Book of Llaw Dew (Oxford, 1893). The bulk of it seems to have been written between 1135 and 1140 (cf. I. Williams, PKM, p. xvi), though there are later additions. This is a great collection of Latin charters and other documents connected with the church of Llandaff, with Welsh names, and in many cases land boundaries given in Welsh. Some of them purport to be of very early date, but if this is true the Welsh must be entirely modernised. Loth discussed this question in RC. li, pp. 23 ff., and was of the opinion that the OW. parts were redacted in the tenth to eleventh century (also RC. xlvi, 308; but RC. xli, 31 he said eleventh to twelfth century). He remarked that there is no noticeable difference between the charters on pp. 182, 188, which are ostensibly of the eighth century, and those on pp. 268, 272, which are supposed to be of the end of the tenth (leg. eleventh). The papal bulls, three of which are dated respectively 1119, 1128, and 1129, are particularly important, as there is no doubt about the late date of the Welsh in these. There do not seem to be any satisfactory grounds for asserting the existence of early forms in the Book of Llandaff, in spite of efforts in that direction on the part of Loth; and comparing the Lives of the Saints (and the unquestionably late documents in Lland. just mentioned), there is no good reason to think that any are much older than the beginning of the twelfth century, while some are certainly later.

A body of written OW. which must finally be mentioned is the Latin inscriptions with Welsh names set up from the eighth to twelfth century. References to their publication will be found on pp. 149-50, where books and articles which include both these and the Late British and Primitive Welsh and Cornish inscriptions are listed. Those relevant here are engraved in just the same kind of script and spelling as is used in the handwriting of the MSS., and may be considered conveniently for present purposes as part of the written sources.
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for OW. As it happens, very few contain material of importance for the grammatical part of this book, but it should be noted that a number of them belong to the otherwise rather blank period of the eleventh century. They are referred to throughout by their numbers in Macalister’s Corpus Inscriptionum Insularum Celticae

In addition, OW. names are found in contemporary AS. documents such as charters, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, and so on. One of the most interesting of these is the list of names of Welsh monks at Lindisfarne recorded in the Durham Liber Vitae, about A.D. 840 (abbr. DLV.; see Förster, KW. pp. 176-7). They were clearly written down for the most part by an English scribe as he heard them pronounced, and not by the owners of the names themselves as they would have spelt them. For instance, Cundigeorn is a (partly Anglicised) pronunciation spelling of the name which in OW. would be written regularly *Cintigern.

This concludes the sources for OW. The earliest known body of Old Cornish is the sixteen glosses on Smaragdus’ commentary on Donatus (abbr. Smarag.) in the Paris MS. Lat. 13029 (Bibliothèque Nationale), edited by Arbois de Jubainville in RC. xxvii (1906), pp. 151-4. Arbois stated that the MS. is ninth century, and believing that Smaragdus, who was abbot of St. Mihiel near Verdun, himself wrote it, thought the glosses Breton. Loth, however, showed that they are Old Cornish, and quoted A. Thomas that the MS. is late ninth or early tenth century and was written at Corbie; and that the glosses are contemporary with the MS., though it is not quite certain that they are in the same hand (ACL. iii (1907), 249 ff.).

Next, Part II of Ox.2 (see p. 54 above) contains a Latin text of the Book of Tobit with three OC. glosses; it was written in the tenth century, according to Bradshaw, Coll.Pap. p. 486, and Lindsay, EWS. p. 26. The glosses are printed by Stokes in his Old Breton Glosses (Calcutta, 1879), p. 21, and by Loth, VVB. pp. 68-9, 113, 129.

The Bodmin Gospels (abbr. Bodm.), also called the Bodmin

1 On the Munich Soritiega see p. 67.
MANUSCRIPTS OR THE GOSPELS OF ST. PETROC, is a Latin MS. of the Gospels (British Museum Add. 9381) written in the Frankish minuscule at Bodmin at the beginning of the tenth century. It contains a number of Latin and some AS. marginal notes, belonging to the tenth to twelfth century, the great majority to the second half of the tenth century, of which the oldest are 941–6. These notes record the manumissions of slaves; their names, and those of the clerical witnesses, are mostly Cornish, whereas those of the manumittors and the lay witnesses are mostly Anglo-Saxon. Since Cornwall was by this time in the hands of the English ruling class, this is what would be expected. It is noteworthy that in the AS. texts the scribe sometimes tried to render OC. names phonetically in AS. spelling, but in Latin texts the proper OC. form is kept, subject to the use of certain AS. letters. The manumissions have been printed several times; Stokes' edition in RC. i, 332 ff., is still worth consulting, but it is outdated by Förster's "Die Freilassungsurkunden des Bodmin-Evangeliers" in A Grammatical Miscellany offered to Otto Jespersen (Copenhagen, 1930), pp. 77 ff. The references to sections and their dates given in the present book are those of Förster's edition.

The largest OC. document is the Vocabularium Cornicium (abbr. Voc.C.) or Old Cornish Vocabulary. About the year 1000 an English monk at Cerne called Ælfric drew up a Latin-AS. glossary (edited by J. Zupitza, Ælfrics Grammatik und Glossar (Berlin, 1880), pp. 297 ff.). Voc.C. is a version of this in which the AS. glosses are substituted by Cornish ones, at a stage of the language which is really transitional between OC. and MC., though usually counted as OC. The Cornish glosses are much influenced by the AS., even to the extent of being led astray on the meaning of the Latin, and they include a number of English and a few Anglo-Norman loanwords; see Schuchardt, ZfRPh. xxxiii, 643 ff.; Förster, AStNSp. cxxxxv (1916), 285 ff.; Jackson, JCS. i, 73 ff. The only MS. is British Museum Cotton Vespasian A. xiv, ff. 7a-10a, dated by Evans end of the twelfth century (see Williams, BBCS. xi, 1), but this is generally regarded as being a copy from an older
source. According to Förster, *op. cit.* p. 289, Ælfric’s language would hardly have been understood much later than the beginning of the twelfth century, and (p. 286) the several Anglo-Norman loanwords suggest a date not before the end of the eleventh century. He concludes that it is wisest to regard the Cornish version of Ælfric as having been made at the beginning of the twelfth century. Later, in *Reliq.* p. 134, he speaks of the archetype as already existing in the eleventh century.¹ We shall not be far wrong if we give the date c. 1100 for Voc.C. Apart from the edition in Zeuss’ *Grammatica Celtica*, it was edited by E. Norris, *Ancient Cornish Drama*, ii (Oxford, 1859), pp. 311 ff., who printed the glosses in alphabetical order and made use of Zeuss’ opinions. The only subsequent publication is that in Ebel’s second edition of Zeuss’ *Grammatica Celtica* (Berlin, 1871), pp. 1065 ff. Loth pointed out in *RC.* xiv, 301-4, that a few of the words in Voc.C. are not Cornish at all but Welsh. Others are noted by Pedersen, VKG. i, 17; by Sir Ifor Williams, BBCS. xi. 99-100; and by K. H. Jackson, JCS. i, p. 73. The most satisfactory explanation of this is that the scribe of the Cotton MS. was a Welshman, who occasionally substituted or added ² his own forms in copying the OC. words. In *FT.* p. 57 Förster quotes the opinion of Robin Flower that the MS. was written at Brecon Priory in Wales, though no reason is given; presumably this is based on the fact that it contains an account of Brecon. Discussions of individual words will be found in the articles by Schuchardt, Förster, Williams, and the present writer, already referred to; as well as, of course, in Zeuss-Ebel and Norris, Pedersen’s VKG., and elsewhere. It should be noted that the spelling is chronologically more advanced than that of any other OC. document.

As in Wales, so in Cornwall, there are some inscriptions belonging to this period, though they are few and happen to

¹ Förster’s theory (*loc. cit.*) of a MC. intermediary between this archetype and the Cott. Vesp. text depends upon his interpretation of *lēfiste*; but Williams has shown independently that this is a ghost word (BBCS. xi. 11-12).

² E.g. *frater* gl. *broder* l. *brand*, or *caseus* gl. coc l. *case*, where the first gloss in each case is C. and the second W.
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contain almost nothing of importance to the present work. For bibliographical references to their publication see pp. 149-50.

This small list represents the whole of our knowledge of Old Cornish, apart from a few names in Anglo-Saxon charters and in Domesday Book. For Old Breton we are better informed. To begin with the Venice Orosius (Ven.Oros.), this MS. of Orosius' Historia Adversus Paganos at Venice (Marciana Zan. Lat. 349) belongs to the middle of the ninth century, and has twenty-seven OB. glosses in various hands. They are edited by Sir Ifor Williams in ZCP. xxi, 292 ff.; he thinks they may have been copied from an older exemplar.

Other glossed manuscripts belong to the ninth century, but seem to be less closely dated in it than the preceding one. The Paris Hisperies (abbr. Paris Hisp.) in the Bibliothèque Nationale MS. Lat. 11411 contain three leaves in a hand of the ninth century with eight OB. glosses, edited by Loth in RC. v, 469-70. The Sedulius glosses (abbr. Sedul.) are in Orleans MS. 302 (255), nine OB. glosses on Sedulius; both these and the MS. are in the same hand, a ninth-century one. They are printed with a facsimile by Loth in RC. xxxiii, 417 ff. The manuscript at Gotha, Herzogl. Bibl. Mbr. i, 147 (abbr. Gotha), a text of Isidore's Etymologies, has three OB. glosses in a ninth-century hand, which are edited by Williams in ZCP. xxi, 305-6. The Paris Computus (abbr. Paris Comp.), Bibliothèque Nationale MS. Nouv. Acq. Lat. 1616, is a ninth-century MS. with OB. glosses. They have never been properly edited, but three are quoted by L. Delisle, with notes by Arbois de Jubainville, in the former's Catalogue des Manuscrits des Fonds Libri et Barrois (Paris, 1888), pp. 76-7. The Leiden Leechbook (abbr. Leid.Leech.) is four pages of a Latin medical treatise forming part of the Cod. Vossianus Lat. in Folio no. 96, in a ninth-century hand. On p. 2 there are about seventy OB. names of plants and trees, etc., not glosses but part of the text; they were edited by Stokes in ZCP. i, 17 ff. These glosses regularly spell e as æ, but this is purely scribal, with no linguistic significance. The Merseburg Alcuin (abbr. Mers.) is a text of Alcuin's grammar, at Merseburg, MS. i, 204, probably
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written at the end of the ninth century. The five OB. glosses are edited by Gerhardt, with comments by Thurneysen, ZCP. xxi, 346 ff.

Other OB. sources belong to the ninth or tenth century, the dates being less certain than with the preceding. The first section of the Oxoniensis Prior MS. (see p. 47 above) is a text of Eutychius' grammar (abbr. Eutych.) in Carolingian minuscules with Breton glosses, dated ninth or ninth to tenth century by Bradshaw, Coll.Pap. p. 457 (p. 487, ninth to tenth century), but ninth century by Lindsay, EWS. p. 7. The glosses were edited by Stokes, TPhS. 1860-61, pp. 232 ff., with corrections p. 292, and further notes in KBr. iv, 421 ff. In KBr. viii, 374 n., Ebel published three more glosses discovered by Bradshaw. Rhys printed some comments on the Eutychius in KBr. vii, 228-30; and Ifor Williams in BBCS. v. 1 ff. Loth includes the Eutychius among the Welsh glosses of the ninth century, RC. li, p. 27, but this must be a slip, as they are certainly Breton. The Paris 12021 Collatio Canonum (abbr. Paris 12021 CC.), Bibliothèque Nationale MS. 12021, is a text of a body of monastic ordinances drawn up by two eighth-century Irish monks. Several MSS. of it, of which this is one, contain OB. glosses. The Paris copy is dated ninth or ninth to tenth century by Bradshaw (Coll.Pap. p. 473), and was written by a Breton, Arbedoc, for his abbot Haelhucar. There are eleven OB. glosses, edited by Stokes in his Old Breton Glosses (Calcutta, 1879), and in RC. iv, 327-8. The Luxemburg Folios (Lux.), MS. 89 in the Luxemburg Ducal Library, contain portions of the well-known Latin "Hisperica Famina" and Latin glosses derived from it, with Breton glosses as well. They are dated ninth to tenth century by Bradshaw, Coll.Pap. p. 488; and edited by Rhys, RC. i, 346 ff., with some additions in RC. ii, 119-20, and corrections in RC. xiii, 248-51. Rhys thought the glosses were copied from an older MS. See also Bradshaw in RC. xi, 219-20. The Berne Virgil (Berne), codex 167, is a MS. of scholia on Virgil with OB. glosses belonging to the ninth to tenth century. They were edited by Stokes, Old Breton Glosses, and RC. iv, 327. The Harleian Nonius, British Museum Harl. 2719, a manuscript of the ninth or
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tenth century, has a single OB. gloss; see Lindsay, ZCP. i, 26. The Corpus Christi Collatio Canonum (Corp.CC.), Corpus Christi College (Cambridge) Parker MS. 279, written in a Continental hand of the ninth or tenth century with Irish glosses, has one Brittonic gloss; see Stokes and Straehan, *Thesaurus Palaeohibernicus*, ii (Cambridge, 1903), p. xii. In view of the nature of the hand, and of the popularity of the Collatio Canonum in Brittany, this is probably Breton, though it might be Cornish. The Hatton Collatio Canonum (Hatt.CC.), Bodleian MS. Hatton 42, has OB. glosses dated ninth to tenth century by Bradshaw, Coll.Pap. p. 487, and edited by Stokes, *Old Breton Glosses*, and in RC. iv, 328. The Leiden and Berne Logical Fragments, as they are called by Lindsay (EWS. p. 22), respectively part of Boethius' translation of Porphyry's *Isagoge* and part of Augustine's *Categoriae*, have each one OB. gloss. According to Lindsay they belonged originally to the same MS. (p. 23); he compares the Ox.1 Ovid and less closely the Sulgen entries in Chad (p. 26), which would suggest the tenth or ninth century. The MS. seems to have come from Fleury, which makes a Breton origin likely.

Glossed manuscripts which belong probably to the tenth century are as follows: The Vatican Reginensis 49 Homily on the Evangelists. Loth dates the MS. in the last part of the tenth century, and quotes Lindsay that the characters are the Continental minuscule used also in Britain in that century (RC. xxxvi, 411). In RC. i, 357-8, Loth prints a letter from Wilmart in which the latter puts the MS. in the tenth or at earliest the end of the ninth century, and says it is a copy of a source belonging probably to the eighth; written in Cornwall or Wales, or at Fleury, or most likely in Brittany. There are three glosses, edited by Loth, *loc. cit.*, and it is doubtful whether these are OB. or OC.; Henry Lewis, in LCC. p. 2, says the gloss guorcher may be Cornish, but does not mention the other two. The St. Omer Hisperics (St. Omer), MS. 666, written in the tenth century, is a Latin alphabet poem of the "Hisperic" type; there are a dozen glosses, edited by Thurneysen, RC. xi. 86 ff., apparently OB. The Codex
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The greatest body of Old Breton glosses, three hundred and twenty of them, is that in the MS. of the Collatio Canonum at Orleans (Orl.CC.). These were printed by Stokes in The Breton Glosses at Orleans (Calcutta, 1880); in KZ. xxvi (1883), pp. 425 ff.; and again, and much better, in TPhS. 1885-87, pp. 539 ff. Loth published an article on them in RC. v (1883), pp. 104 ff., and gave some corrections and suggestions in RC. vii (1887), pp. 492 ff.; see also Ernault in RC. viii, 504 ff. Stokes quotes Bradshaw as dating the MS. tenth or eleventh century, KZ. xxvi, 425 and TPhS. 1885-87, p. 540; but Loth gives it as end of the ninth century or beginning of the tenth, without naming his authority, in RC. xxxiii, 419. In RC. v, 113, he dates the main body of glosses at the end of the tenth or beginning of the eleventh century, but on grounds of orthography, not palaeography; he thinks the secunda manus glosses at least a century later. ¹ Many are abbreviated, and there is an extraordinarily high proportion of doubtful or unintelligible ones. The later tenth or early eleventh century seems a probable date for the prima manus glosses. The Cotton Collatio Canonum (Cott.CC.), in the British Museum Cotton Otho E XIII, a manuscript dated by Bradshaw tenth to eleventh century (Coll.Pap. pp. 476, 487), contains nineteen OB. glosses edited by Stokes in Old Breton Glosses, and in RC. iv, 328. The Paris 3182 Collatio Canonum (Paris 3182 CC.),

¹ RC. v, 106. According to Loth these are adi, aimseuctical, umpar, arga, corn, dienoe, elaeu, enneudterno, erdih, frece, quierhter, guper, guparol, guerlet, huisiioc, imfer, liusiu, pis, pus, red, seul, testoner, and troncaissent.
Bibliothèque Nationale MS. Lat. 3182, is dated by Bradshaw as eleventh century. Coll.Pap. p. 473. There are three OB. glosses, edited by Stokes, *Old Breton Glosses*, and RC. iv, 328. The Vatican Reg. 691 Orosius is a copy of Orosius' *History* belonging to the twelfth century; the three OB. glosses are edited by Stokes, *Academy*, January 1890, p. 46. They may have been transcribed from an older MS.

Apart from the glosses, there are two very important MSS. of Latin charters and other documents which contain many OB. names. These are the Cartulary of Redon (Cart.Red.) and the Cartulary of Landevenneec (Cart.Land.). The former is edited by A. de Courson, *Cartulaire de l'abbaye de Redon* (Paris, 1863), with an Appendix of some other early charters not in that MS. It was written in the eleventh century, but consists of copies of older documents dating from the end of the eighth century on, though the great majority are of the ninth; some later additions were made in the twelfth century (see Loth, Chr.B. pp. 102 ff.). On p. 112, in a document dated 821, there are four lines of text which are mostly OB., giving an appearance very much like the OW. boundaries in the Latin charters in Lland., and constituting the only piece of what may be called continuous Old Breton in existence. Otherwise the only Breton in Cart.Red. is the very many place and personal names and a few technical terms. In regard to the dates of charters in Cart.Red. it must always be remembered that they are those of the *originals*, and that what we actually have are eleventh-century copies, capable of having been modernised in spelling. Cart.Land. is edited by Le Men and Ernanlt, *Cartulaire de Landevenneec*, in the *Collection des documents inédits sur l'histoire de la France (Mélanges historiques)*, v, 535 ff., Paris, 1886; with a preface by Arbois de Jubainville. This is nothing like so large or important a text as Cart.Red. According to Loth it belongs to the eleventh century, and documents in it purporting to be older are largely spurious or rearranged (Chr.B. pp. 103 ff.). Bradshaw says eleventh to twelfth century, Coll.Pap. p. 487.1

1 The Cartulary of Quimperlé is not included here, since it belongs to the MB. period, not the OB., and so falls outside the scope of this book.
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The inscriptions of the Old Breton period from Brittany are negligible, and have not yet been properly edited; they are of no special importance to this book. They are briefly described by Loth, Chr.B. pp. 82 ff. The Lives of the Breton Saints have already been discussed, pp. 41 f. above.

Finally, there are a couple of sources (apart from those doubtfully reckoned as OB. above) which cannot be assigned with certainty to Welsh, Cornish, or Breton. These are the following. The Munich Sortilegia, Munich MS. 14846, edited by Thurneysen, *Sitzungsberichte der k. b. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu München, Phil.-Hist. Kl.*, 1885, pp. 90 ff. The MS. appears to belong to the eleventh century. The last two bindings contain two collections of sortilegia, copied by a scribe who did not understand what he wrote; the second includes Old Irish and Brittonic glosses, which are much distorted by miscopying and misplacement. Thurneysen held that the Brittonic glosses were not OW. because of the form *galanasoc* instead of *galanasauc*, but in RC. xi, 90, he accepted Rhys' emendation of or parocleo to or bard cedl, which he took to prove that they are Welsh. But *guolt* in *hi guolt uchel* is hardly Welsh, nor is *galanasoc*; and Rhys' emendation is not certain.

O. Schlutter has noted that British Museum MS. Harleian 2276, which is glossed in AS., has also a few Brittonic glosses (Anglia, xxxiii, 137). The language is doubtful, but the form *guohioc* is not OW., and the presence of AS. glosses would make it probable that the others are Cornish.

It is a significant fact that the system of spelling used in these Old Welsh, Old Cornish, and Old Breton sources is in all important respects identical; and it does not change in any radical way between the earliest documents in the eighth century and those of the end of the eleventh, so that it is practically impossible to date an OW., OC., or OB. text by its orthography. With very late material like the Book of

1 Except, of course, where there is a linguistic difference; e.g. OW. has *uu* in certain cases where OCB. have *o*. But this is not really a difference of spelling.
Llandaff, some of the charters in Cart.Red. and Cart.Land., and especially the Vocabularium Cornicum, we are on rather different ground, however, since here the Anglo-Norman, English, and French influences which commenced to affect the spelling in the late eleventh and particularly the twelfth century begin to show themselves. In Cornwall, English influence is older and fuller than in Wales, as is natural considering the history of Cornwall; so that we find as early as the tenth century the use of AS. letters such as ð, þ, and þ, which are very rare in OW. and lacking altogether in OB. The Bodmin Gospels is an instructive MS. in respect of AS. influences in Cornwall.

The inference is that the spelling of OW., OC., and OB. goes back to a common insular British origin. Before this point can be explored, we must look into certain peculiarities of the orthography. The spelling of individual sounds will be dealt with in Part II where necessary, but there are some wider aspects of the matter which must be examined here. The letters are, of course, the usual Latin ones (except for the occasional AS. forms just noted), and their usage agrees apparently with Latin in most respects; really in almost all. The chief apparent difference is the fact that in OWCB., whereas p, t, c, b, d, g, and m at the beginnings of words mean as they do in Latin [p, t, c, b, d, g, m], internally and finally they frequently mean [b, d, g, b, d, ʒ (or j), ð]. So OW. bleuporthetic, Cathodu, dometic, Cunedag; OC. Iudprost, Petroc, Arjanbri, budin, Unquist, anam; and OB. mothrop, atanocion, morgablou, ethinam are spellings for what were pronounced respectively as [bleubordig, kadbodig, dovedig, kunedig, jübröst, pedöig, aržanbri], büdin, iünjust, anař, modřeb, adanôgion, morgablou, edbinař]. That is to say, the linguistic change known as lenition (see §§ 131 ff.) is apparently not

1 The letters þ and þ were, of course, very liable to be confused with each other and with ð, particularly by scribes who did not know the language. This is very apparent in Voc.C. Stokes attempted to make use of it to amend obscure OB. glosses in a number of cases, but the only one for which there is any colour of probability is arlu in Orl.CC., which is perhaps to be taken for arluþ.

2 Or rather [arjanbri], see § 87.
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normally recognised in spelling. The exceptions are few, but are significant. Note in OW. scribl (MP., A.D. 820); gubenmid, hendat, modrepel (Ox.2, early tenth century); which have b and d for [b] and [d], the lenition of p and t. In OC. lenition is regularly shown internally in Voc.C., which in this respect agrees with the spelling of MW., but in older sources note among other examples the following: Anaudat (Bodm. § 45, second half of tenth century), Wendeern (§ 40, 959-93); Cahuucic (§ 47, 959-75), Wurfo on (§ 50, 959-75), Wincuc (§ 33, second half of tenth century), Ae on (§ 50, 959-75). These have d for [d], u or f for [b], and f for [v]; f for [d]; and Wendeern shows loss of [y]. Gudt on Smarag. appears to have ld as an attempt to indicate [d]. For OB., examples of lenition shown in the spelling are very rare in the glosses, except for the loss of [y], carried through everywhere and implying lenition. However, there are caubal (Berne), mabcauvelou (ib.), blinder (Amal.), doodl 1 (Cod.Leid.Voss.), medot (St. Omer), rad (Orl.CC.), and others with d; cornigl (Berne), inues (St. Omer). These have b, d, g, w for [b], [d], [g], [b], the lenitions of p, t, c, b.

In spite of these significant exceptions, grammarians used formerly to concentrate on the regular spellings, taking them literally, and to argue that lenition could therefore not yet have occurred, or at any rate not fully. There is no need to discuss that point here; there is no question that lenition had taken place, and completely, long before our OWCB. documents.2 The explanation must therefore be different; and we ought to bear in mind that the scribes of those documents were not men endeavoung to spell Brittonic words for the first time by ear, like a phonetician transcribing Hottentot, but were trained in the use of an orthography with which they were thoroughly familiar. Indeed a common assumption at present seems to be that a spelling like bleuorthetic is entirely traditional, following rules of Brittonic spelling which were fixed before the time when lenition took place, and that afterwards no attempt was made to bring the orthography into line

1 See JCS. i, 72.
2 See §§ 133 ff., where this is shown at length.
with the pronunciation.¹ This might have some truth in it, but the objections are grave. As we shall see, lenition took place in the second half of the fifth century. The theory mentioned implies, therefore, that the spelling was already rigidly fixed, and presumably by being based on a considerable written practice, before the middle of the fifth century; but it is fairly certain that there was no real written language so early as that time other than Latin,² and the few British names in Latin inscriptions of this date would hardly represent such an extensive practice, though it might possibly have been enough to have played some small part. Besides, if the spelling of OWCB, depended on tradition alone, and not on a solid linguistic basis, there would be far more cases of pronunciation-spellings betraying lenition than the few which do exist. There must be some other explanation, and it is probably this. As we shall see,³ to the Britons of the fifth and sixth centuries, at least to the members of the clergy who were responsible for almost everything concerned with writing, Latin was a spoken oral language just as much as British was. When the loosening of articulation which was the cause of lenition began to affect internal consonants in the native British speech of these people, it inevitably affected also, and equally, their Latin pronunciation. This need not surprise us in this country, for many of us still remember the "unreformed" pronunciation of Latin once taught in our schools, which produced such monstrosities as [meitu, spairitjñai, orejñ³] for mater, spiritui, and oratio. The reason for this was, of course, that in the mediaeval English schools Latin was pronounced like Middle English, and hence when the great sound-shifts which caused the diphthongisation of most long vowels took place in English, they took place also in spoken Latin. Similarly, the American who pronounces duty as [dudd] makes catena into [kadêna]. The result was then that the Britons in the later fifth century came to pronounce caper, socius, locus, medicus, platanus, ago, primus as [kaber,

² Cf. pp. 117 ff.
³ Ibid.
sogius, logus, medigus, pladanus, a3o, prius], though naturally they continued to spell them as before. By a coincidence, the pronunciation of Vulgar Latin on the Continent (though apparently not in Britain, see §§ 50, 52, 56, 64, 68, 73) was going through certain similar if by no means always identical changes, partly before and partly about this time and later; so that a Gallo-Roman of the fifth or sixth century would also have pronounced for instance [kaber, logus, pladanus]. Hence to the Britons of the sixth and subsequent centuries the Latin letters p, t, c, b, d, g, m at the beginning of words meant [p, t, k, b, d, g, m] as before, but in certain positions in the interior of words they now meant [b, d, g, b, d, 3 (or j), μ]. When they wanted to spell a native word such as for instance the one they pronounced [adanogion], they were therefore obliged to write atanocion, since adanogion would have meant [adanogion]. The few exceptions mentioned above, like subennid, where lenition is shown, are easily explained as due to the influence of the pronunciation in initial non-lent position. Whether or not these peculiarities in the spelling of OW., OC., OB. derive in part ultimately from a tradition handed down from a time before lenition, it is clear that they are firmly based on the pronunciation of spoken British-Latin in the sixth century; and by that time, in so far as there was any contact between the British and the non-Brittonic Continental churches, and any influence by the latter on the former, the Continental Latin pronunciation would in

1 But the pronunciation of Continental VL. differed considerably in important ways, e.g. socius was [sotzju], or [sodzju], and for further cases see p. 74 below. Hence the system of spelling discussed here, and the form of the second-group Latin loanwords in Irish described in Chapter IV, cannot arise from Continental VL. pronunciations but only from British ones.

2 Compare Rice, PhGCL. p. 10, "the phonetic basis on which the Old French scribes used the letters of the alphabet was naturally their own pronunciation of Latin; for since during the Middle Ages the vulgar tongue was not considered worthy of special study, reading and spelling were learned in Latin only. Thus it came about that the scribes used the letters with the phonetic value which they had in Latin; or, if the sound which they wished to represent had no exact equivalent in their Latin, they chose the letter which they pronounced in their Latin with the sound nearest to the vulgar sound to be indicated."
certain cases reinforce the British,¹ though in others it would disagree.

There is another sound-change which is reflected in the orthography and concerns the present problem. The geminates *pp, tt, cc* were evolving into the single voiceless spirants [f, θ, χ] in the second half of the sixth century (see §§ 145-7). These are normally spelt *f* (in OW, sometimes also *ph*), *th*, and *ch* in OWCB.; but rarely *pp* and *p* (these only in OW.), more commonly *t* (in all three), and occasionally *e* (in all three) may be found; see more fully § 150. These spellings may be traditional, going back to the early sixth century when [f], [θ], and [χ] had not yet arisen and the sounds were still stops.² In any case, [θ] and [χ] were not yet very firmly established in Latin at that time as pronunciations of the *th* and *ch* which occurred in loanwords from Greek, though the spellings were, of course, common, mostly pronounced [t] and [k] (see §§ 55, 62); so that a hesitation of this sort in Brittonic about the spelling would be natural.

Looking at all the above evidence, we may take it that the probability is that the orthography of Old Welsh, Old Cornish, and Old Breton is not to be regarded as based on a tradition going back to the earlier half of the fifth century or before, but on the spoken Latin of Britain as it was pronounced in the sixth century and later. Unlike the first of these views, the second does not imply the existence of an extensive practice of writing British before the end of the fifth century. We know that in the sixth century the problem of how to spell Brittonic names was being forced upon the attention of the learned to a greater degree than before. Up to this time it had

¹ Thurneysen puts forward a curious theory (Gr.OI. p. 566). He appears to believe that OWCB. are spelt as they are because the Latin loanwords in Brittonic retained their Classical spelling with internal *p, t, c*, etc., though pronounced (like the rest of the Brittonic vocabulary) with [b, d, g]. But this is to assign an altogether disproportionate importance to the relatively few Latin loanwords, which were in any case fully absorbed into British. Thurneysen misses the fact here, as elsewhere in this section of Gr.OI., that not merely Brittonic (including the Latin loanwords therein) but also the Latin language itself in Britain, was pronounced with these consonant changes. This matter will be discussed further in Chapter IV.
² Cf. Lath, ML. pp. 87-8.
involved a few scattered inscriptions, perhaps at least in part
the work of men with the tradition of monumental masons
derived from Roman times; but now, as we can see from
Gildas and the Life of St. Samson, clerics, a different class,
were beginning to write large works in Latin dealing with
Britain and Brittany, and consequently were having to try to
spell many British names for which they had no Roman
tradition. It is not probable that such works were composed
in the dark age of the fifth century, they are the product of
the awakening of the Celtic church in the sixth. Incidentally,
it should be remarked here that there is absolutely no reason
to suppose that literature in the vernacular was ever written
down at this time, or indeed for a couple of centuries at soonest;
considering the general character of the early Celtic literary
tradition, it is not in the least probable that it was.

It appears likely, then, that the superior limit for the
fixing of the regular OVCB. orthography is to be put in the
sixth century. For the inferior limit, the following points are
to be considered. It must have been well established by the
time when frequent intercourse between the Celtic churches of
the three Brittonic areas was greatly reduced, probably towards
the end of the seventh century. Secondly, it is well known
that the spelling of Old Irish derives from the orthographical
ideas of the British monks whose relations with the early Irish
church were of such importance in the sixth century. The
written tradition of Old Irish goes back certainly to the seventh
century, quite possibly to the later sixth. Thurneysen thought
at one time that the writing of early Irish was established one
or two generations before the end of the seventh century
(KZ. lix, 9), but later he came to think that it may have been
as far back as the second half of the sixth (ZCP. xix, 193).

1 Compare KZ. xxxii, 568, where Thurneysen says that the Irish medae
were spelt as tenues because the British missionaries brought the alphabet to
Ireland and the British tenues were already medae; cf. Gr.OL. p. 566.
Förster in FT. p. 417 proposes that the spelling of Brittonic is derived from
Irish, which is in contradiction not only to the probabilities and to the
opinions of previous authorities like Thurneysen and Zimmer, but also to
Förster himself, since he says in FT. p. 666 that the Britons learned their
writing from the Romans.
Thirdly, Morris Jones has noted that the OW orthography can be traced back to the (late) seventh century in the "Saxon Genealogies" in Nennius (Cymm. xxviii, 234); though we should add that it would hardly be safe to suppose that the early ninth-century recension made by Nennius really preserves the exact spellings of that time (cf. pp. 47-9). Lastly, the theory outlined above assumes that Latin was still being pronounced in Britain in the way described when the orthography was fixed, so that, for instance, British-Latin \textit{ratio}, \textit{Caesar}, \textit{ancilla}, \textit{plangere}, \textit{viverra} were said as \{radiō, kēsar, ankJilla, plangere, uįgerra\}, and not as \{ra'dzo, tsiesar, a'ntsella, plan'zer, viviera\} as they probably were in Gallo-Latin in the sixth century. The early Brittonic church for a time retained the pronunciation which it had inherited from the spoken British-Latin of the fifth century, no doubt all during the period when it was hostile to Continental ecclesiastical innovations coming from the Roman church through England, that is to say, up to the eighth century. Just when the Continental Latin pronunciation began to displace the native in Britain is hard to say, but it seems that it may have done so (presumably under the influence of the English church) by the eighth century. The reason for thinking so is this. Latin MSS. written in Wales from that time on, such as the Book of St. Chad, the Liber Commonei, the Oxoniensis Posterior, etc., as well as the Latin inscriptions of the ninth and subsequent centuries, sometimes show the typical Continental confusions of spelling between \(v\) and \(b\), \(i\) and \(e\), \(u\) and \(o\), \(t\) and \(s\), and so on. Such confusions imply a basis in pronunciation. We may conclude from this that the characteristics of OWCB. spelling were firmly laid down before the eighth century.

Taking all the evidence together, it is a fair assumption that those characteristics were indeed established in the sixth and (probably early) seventh century, while the whole Brittonic

\footnote{Meaning by this the pronunciation of the Britons when speaking \textit{Latin}, not the pronunciation of such of these words as had been taken into \textit{British}.}

\footnote{Because of the date, and because the contacts with Gallic Christianity through Brittany in the sixth and seventh centuries mentioned on pp. 163-5 had evidently not affected the British pronunciation of Latin.}

\footnote{See Lindsay, EWS. pp. 3, 10, 32, etc.}
church was still united; and therefore that a tradition must have existed from that time, fortified by enough Latin documents with British place and personal names and perhaps glosses to keep the principles of Brittonic orthography settled, right down to the period of our oldest Old Welsh, Cornish, and Breton sources.
CHAPTER III

BRITONS AND ROMANS UNDER THE EMPIRE

During the time when Britain was a province of the Roman Empire, a large number of words were borrowed from the spoken Latin of the Romans into the Celtic language of the Britons. Once borrowed and absorbed, they became British words and developed in exactly the same way as the native words did; but before they were adopted they formed part of the living language of the Romans in Britain, and it is possible to deduce from them something about what that language must have been like, as will appear below. Approximately eight hundred of these Latin words have survived among the three Brittonic languages; so that if a Romance language is one which has developed by the ordinary processes of linguistic growth from the colloquial Latin of a province of the Roman Empire, a small but not negligible part of the Brittonic vocabulary may be said to form a fragment of a Romance language; a fact which has been almost entirely ignored by Romance scholars.

The period during which these words were adopted is some-

---

2 See J. Loth, Les Mois latins dans les langues brittoniques (Paris, 1892; abbr. ML.); H. Lewis, Yr Effon Ladin yn yr Iaith Gyfuneg (Cardiff, 1943; abbr. EL.); Pedersen, VKG. i, 189 ff., LP, pp. 56 ff. Also J. Lloyd-Jones' review of EL. in Cymru. Trans., 1942, pp. 194 ff.
3 There are 925 listed by Loth, ML., pp. 233-43, though he himself gives the figure as 600 to 700, op. cit. p. 31. A fair number of these are wrong or doubtful, but others have been pointed out since. Lewis, EL., pp. 49-53, gives a list of 527 for Welsh alone, which is certainly incomplete: about 600 might be roughly the figure. A fairly generous estimate for additional words in CB, would be about 200, giving in round numbers some 800 Latin words borrowed into British. Williams, TAAS, 1939, p. 30, says 1000 in Welsh, but this is probably intended loosely.
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times referred to by writers as the second to third century, or the third to fourth, particularly when it suits their theories to make it seem a narrow one. Now the Roman occupation of Britain extended from A.D. 43 to 410 or perhaps about A.D. 425 (see p. 113, n. 1). Granting that the state of the country might probably prevent much in the way of linguistic interchange for a generation after the conquest, nevertheless by the close of the first century conditions existed which were perfectly suitable for such interchange. At the other end, there is no reason to push the final limit so far back as the fourth century; it is impossible to deny that loanwords may have been taken into British as long as the Roman organisation existed here in some form, that is to say, at least to the middle of the fifth century, and in the case of ecclesiastical words very likely even in the sixth century. For, as we shall see, there is good reason to think that at least some degree of Latin speaking continued in Britain through the fifth century and (especially in the church) as late as the sixth. However, since effective communication with the Continent was cut in the fifth century, it is not necessary to take much account of linguistic changes which took place in Continental Vulgar Latin after that time when dealing with that of Britain. Consequently we should be quite unjustified in describing the period of the main body of Latin loans in British in any terms narrower than "from the end of the first to the fifth century".

As would be expected, the Latin words borrowed are in many cases the names of objects or ideas belonging to the higher civilisation, for which the Britons could only use the foreign terms because they had none of their own. Such would be abecedarium, grammatica, papyrus, calendae, (dies) Lunae, and so on. In other instances, though the Britons probably had a similar object, the Latin word expressed a better or at least a different variety. So pontem drove out briva, perhaps because the Roman bridge was an impressive work of engineering whereas the Celtic one would be a rough affair, and all the main bridges on roads and in cities would

1 E.g. Förster says principally second to third, FT. p. 159, but second to fourth, op. cit. p. 172.
be of Roman construction. Often, though, it is hard to see why the Latin name should have been borrowed at all, when the Britons had a perfectly good one already; why, for instance, piscis should have come to be the exclusive word for "fish" instead of the British one which was probably *pisos.¹

Some idea of the general nature of the Latin loanwords in British may be obtained from the rough groupings which follow, containing a selection of the more striking examples which enter into each category. Those given are chiefly nouns, since adjectives and verbs, which are by no means lacking, are harder to classify. To avoid explanations which are unnecessary at this stage, they are usually given in their Classical forms if they have one.

Agriculture, trees, and plants: brassicae, calamus, calcem, castanea, cippus, cultrum, faba, facta (terra), fagus, falcem, fenum, fossa, fructus, furca, fustis, gregem, laurus, lignum, linum, molina, oleum, pinus, pirus, praesepe, rasculus, saccus, scoparum, secule.

Animals, birds, and fish: admissus (equus), asinus, bestia, cattus, columba, draco, leo, mulus, ostrea, piscis, porcellus, serpens, vepra, viverra.

Arts and crafts: adorno, aurum, coctus, durus (steel), gemma, margarita, plumbum, stagnum.

Building: columna, cuneus, fenestra, maceria, murus, parietem, ponem, porta, postis, scula, stubellum, transtrum, vitrum.

Calendar and time: antetertiam, calendae, diurnata, hora, matutina, nona, occludo (of sunset), pullicantio, septimana, sera, tempus and temporis, vesperum; (dies) Solis, Lunae, Martis, Mercurii, Iovis, Veneris, Saturni; (mensis) Januarii, Februarii, Martis, Aprilis, Maii, Augusti.

Clothing: fibula, manica, pannus, peza, serica.

Daily life: antecentium, baculum, beneficium (loan), capistrum, catena, cena, cena, cingula, corrigia, denarius, flamma, focus, fontana, flagellum, fenum, fucus, funis, gemellus, habena, hospes, humilis, latro, mercatus, monumenta, mutus, opera, palmatus, pensum, piscatus, pluma, postilena, prandium,

¹ Cf. Ifor Williams, En.LI. pp. 38-9.
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purpura, puteus, rete, solidus (coin), spatium, (equos) sternere, stratura, taberna, tabula, venatio, venator.

Education and intellectual life: abecedarium, astilla, auctor, capitulum, discipulus, disco, doctorem, doctus, grammatica, graphium, historia, intellectio, Latina, lectio, legendum, legere, liber, littera, magister, memoria, oratio, orator, papyrus, pugillares, schola, scribendum, scribe, versus.

Household, kitchen, food, and furniture: baiula, caessellum, calidaria, candela, caseus, cathedra, cavella, caulis, cisellus, cista, coagulum, confessio, coquina, coquus, culcita, cutellus, cupa, furnus, iuscellum, mensa, modius, pulsum, salsica, seacellum, scannum, scopo, sextarius, spongia, torta, vinum.

Military life: arma, castellum, castra, fuga, imperator, legionem, lorica, miles, militaris, papilio, pedestris, pedites, sagitta, spolium, strata, vagina, vigilia.

Officialdom, administration, and communal life: cancellarius, captivus, captivitas, carcerem, civitas, civitatem, extraneus, fur, maior (steward), medicus, pagus, plebem, populus, privatius (married), testis.

Parts of the body: barba, brachium, bucca, cubitus, palma.


Religion: abbatem, altare, angelus, apostolus, baptizati, baptizo, benedictio, caritatem, christianus, Christus, clericus, clerus, clocca, confessio, contrarius (the Devil), creator, crux, crucem, diabolus, diaconus, ecclesia, eleemosyna, episcopus, evangelium, excommunio, inferna, initium (Shrovetide), laicus, maledico, maledictio, martyrem, martyrium, monachus, Natalicia, offerenda, paeniteo, pax (kiss of peace), papa, paradisus, Pascha, peccatorum, peccatum, peregrinus, praedico, presbyterum, propheta, psalma, psalterium, quadragesima, sacramenta, sacrificium, sanctus, scriptura, spiritus, templum, Trinitas, Trinitatem.

Religious and Biblical names: Abel, Adam, Daniel, David,
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Jacobus, Iohannes, Judas, Maria, Mattheus, Salomo, Samuel.
Seafaring: anchora, carenum, longa, oceanus, remus, vela.

The number of Christian words is large, as would be expected; but so is the number of those connected with various aspects of secular life (the above lists are, of course, only a fraction of the whole), and it is quite plain that these were taken into British as part of the general Romanisation of life in the Imperial province. That the great mass, if not practically the whole, were borrowed from spoken Latin is a point which needs to be stressed. These are for the most part not "learned" loans from book Latin and written sources, but popular borrowings from the living Latin language used in Roman Britain. Consequently they have on them a number of the marks of colloquial Vulgar Latin as it is known in other parts of the Empire. The development of Vulgar Latin on the Continent has been thoroughly studied by Romance scholars,¹ but very little attention has been paid to what must have been the nature of the Latin of the British province; and on the other hand, Celticists have very largely ignored the facts of chronology in the living Latin tongue, and have tended to treat the sources of the loanwords as if they were the Classical language of Caesar's day. In the following pages an attempt will be made to point out the chief characteristic features of general Vulgar Latin which evidently existed also in Britain, with their approximate dates; and also to show how in other respects the Latin of Britain from which the loanwords come differed considerably from the Vulgar Latin of the Continent known to Romance scholars; and an explanation of the causes and historical circumstances will be offered.

On the whole, the phonetic and morphological systems of Latin and British were unusually similar to each other.

¹ Still the most convenient handbook is C. H. Grandgent's Introduction to Vulgar Latin (Boston, 1907; abbr. IVL.); but this is out of date in some respects, and a more modern authority is E. Richter, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Romanismen, i, Chronologische Phonetik des Französischen bis zum Ende des 8. Jahrhunderts, Halle, 1934 (Beihefte zur Zeitschrift für romanische Philologie, no. 82); abbreviated CPF.
Consequently it was easy for the Britons to adopt Latin words into their speech with very little change. When two languages with widely differing sound-systems come into close contact, the one can only borrow from the other in one of two ways—either by learning to pronounce the strange sounds, or by substituting the nearest native ones. For example, the phonologies of English and French are extremely unlike, so that English people always have great difficulty in pronouncing French correctly, and sound-substitutions are frequent. Such are the [jʊ], which is commonly used for French [y] in words like une, too often mis-pronounced "yoon" by English speakers. In some cases the borrowing language actually possesses the sound in question, but not in the particular part of the word in which it occurs in the lending language; and, if so, there is quite often sound-substitution here too. It is regular, for instance, in British names borrowed by the Anglo-Saxons; see p. 195. This matter of sound-substitution is important, because the failure to understand its scope, and the too rigid application of ideas of direct borrowing, has led some astray in dealing with Celtic.

For the reasons stated, substitutions for Latin sounds are rare in British. The chief are as follows: (1) IE. ď in final syllables became CC. ā, and in British this was already -ā(¬) by the time of the Latin borrowings (see §§ 14-15). Latin words with -ā, like latro, were treated by changing it to the native -ā, and this later developed regularly into -ē. In a very similar way the Gauls turned Latin -ō by their CC. -ā, as in the name *Frontu. (2) The pronunciation of VL. au was apparently not identical with any British sound; it was partly identified with Brit. ēu and partly (probably later) with Brit. au. See § 25. (3) IE. ļt became ĵt in CC., so that Latin ct was a foreign sound to all the Celtic peoples, and all used their ĵt for it, both in Gaulish and in insular Celtic. So *factus was pronounced *fajtus in Gaul and Britain. In reverse, Latin had no ĵt, and in British names it is normally spelled ct in Latin sources, e.g. *Vectā in the Antonine Itinerary for Brit. *Uekiusta. (4) CC. had no pt, the nearest sound being the same ĵt, which was therefore substituted for Latin pt; hence in Gaul and
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Britain, Latin captivus was treated as captivus, giving French chêtif, Welsh ceithiu. (5) The accentual system of Brit., at any rate in its later stages, was to give a strong stress on the penultimative syllable (see § 1). Hence, for instance, Latin episcopus became accented episcopus in British. (6) By the end of the first century A.D. British no longer had any true single s, because the native s had recently become the sound written Σ in this book (see § 114). Now this was close enough to [s] for the Romans to render it by their s when they heard it, as in Subrīna, and so too did the English in their turn, when they called the same river Sefern, the Severn. But for the Britons the similarity was not so evident; Latin s seemed to them quite different from Σ, and instead of substituting this they generally introduced the hissed [s] or [ss] which they had inherited from older st, ns, etc. So saccus was borrowed as s(s)accus, not Σaccus, and hence gave Welsh such, not *hach. (7) As an example of the Britons' having learned to pronounce a foreign sound, though not one which was in any way repugnant to the genius of their language, Latin x, which was χs or χ's in the VL. of Gaul, was taken into British as χ's. The Britons had formerly had χs themselves, from IE. ks and ps, but by now it had become a sound which was felt by the natives as something quite different from the Latin one and hence was not substituted for it (see § 126). To the Romans, however, their own x seemed the nearest sound, and it was always used in spelling British names, e.g. Uxellodunum.

It has already been said that since Latin was a living spoken language in Britain under the Empire, a number of the characteristics of spoken everyday Imperial Latin, i.e. Vulgar Latin, as it is known in other parts of the Empire (and, of course, especially in Gaul, the nearest province), can be traced in the loanwords from Latin in British. The most noteworthy of these are as follows:

(1) Certain vowel harmonies are pointed out by Richter, CPF, pp. 98-9, as having taken place in VL. in the second to fourth century. Among these is occasio > *accasio, whence OFr. achoison. The same happened in Britain, giving MW. achaws, OL. accus. But in Britain other Latin words in occ-
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must have become *acc-, as in occludo > W. aehludd, occupo > W. aehub; B. ac'hubi; and vowel harmony will not explain these. Possibly Richter’s alternative explanation for *accasio, namely that occasio was popularly taken for *adcasio, may apply also to occludo and occupo in Britain. Monachus > *manachus, whence W. manach, B. manac’h, is a vowel harmony which seems limited to Britain, and even here there was also monachus > W. mynach, B. monac’h. Compare orätio, orätor > *orätio, *orätor, > W. arawdl, arawdr; see p. 308.

(2) Latin er becomes ar, whether before a consonant or not, in certain cases in VL.; see § 6. 3. Richter treats these also as vowel harmonies, loc. cit., but admits the significance of the fact that the e is in contact with r. Some of the British examples quoted below, loc. cit., such as sternere > W. ystarn, serpens > W. sarff, suggest that the latter is the real explanation; and it may be that er > ar was more characteristic of the Latin of Britain than of the Continent.

(3) Latin post-consonantal i and e in hiatus lost their vocalic nature, giving i, by the first or second century, cf. Grandgent, IVL. pp. 93-4. Richter, p. 76. This always occurred with i, and often with e, in Britain; so spolium > spolium > W. ysайл, solea > solja > MW. seil, cuneus > cunjus > W. cyn. But there was another treatment of e, peculiar to British Latin, see p. 366.

(4) After a consonant, u before stressed a, o, e, i was dropped in VL. in the first to second century, as in Ianarius, Febrarius; Richter, CPF. pp. 65-6. So in Britain, whence W. Ionor, Chwefror.

(5) Latin ê in initial syllables is often spelt i in Gallic inscriptions, and according to Grandgent (IVL. pp. 96-7) this may indicate a close pronunciation. There is some evidence to think that it existed in Britain, e.g. cên-are > W. cinio; see § 28. A special case is VL. di- for dé-, which is common for instance in Gregory the Great; Grandgent thinks this may be due to the influence of dis-, loc. cit. Latin dé- regular appears as di- in British, e.g. desertum > W. diserth, dêscendo > W. disynu, MC. discynnu, B. diskenn. This must be a Vulgar Latinism, since Brit. ê does not give i in Britt.; unless it is
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due entirely to the analogy of Brit. *dī-, as some (not considering the VL evidence) think, see § 28.

(6) Latin i in unstressed syllables might become e by dissimilation if there was stressed i in the next syllable, Grandgent, IVL. p. 97; cf. Richter, CPF. p. 131, who dates it third to fifth century. Hence divinus>*devinus>W. devin; diviso>*deviso>W. dweis. See § 17.

(7) Classical ae became an open short e in VL. by the first to second century, and is borrowed in British, therefore, always as e; see § 29. E.g. VL. praesuepe>W., B. preseb.

(8) In regular non-rustic Latin the Classical au probably became in VL. a diphthong with a back and somewhat rounded first element; cf. Richter, CPF. pp. 212-13. This seems to be the reason why in many cases it fell together with Brit. ou or ay (which had a similar kind of u) rather than with ay; see § 25.

(9) In Vulgar Latin there was a constant tendency to syncopate unstressed internal syllables; see § 2. 1, 2. This is reflected in the Brit. borrowings, e.g. populus>*poplus>W., B. pobl; monumenta>*monmenta>W. mynwent. Loanwords which lack syncope, such as W. calaf<calamus, are derived from a more careful pronunciation; contrast VL. *cal'mus>OFr. chaume.

(10) Pretonic long vowels seem to have been shortened in VL. rather early, most of all with ā, less with ē and ō, and least with i and ā, i.e. in accordance with the height and aperture of the vowels. The reasons for thinking so are based upon Latin loanwords in British and Germanic, and the matter seems to have been little discussed by Romance scholars, presumably because within Romance itself these shortenings are obscured by the nature of the evidence. See § 2. 3.

(11) On the common loss of Latin internal e in certain positions in VL. see § 44. This is seen in Brit. in pavōnem>VL. *paonem>W., B. paun; but the word was also pronounced in Britain with the e preserved, whence MW. pawin, older *paicun.

(12) Latin qu was early reduced to q in VL. before u and o, e.g. coquus>VL. *coquus (spelt cocus). Later, in the second
to fourth century, the same happened before a, e, and i. So in British; e.g. *questio > VL. *gastio > W. gor-chest; *coquus > W. cog; coquina > VL. *coquina > WCB. cegin; quadrāgēsima > VL. *quar(r)yagēsima > W. caravys. See § 56. There are, however, a few traces of Latin qu in Brit., as described below.

(13) In the VL. of Gaul, Latin ct and to some extent pt were sound-substituted by the native o, as we have seen. This happened also in Britain. But Latin et became tt in the VL. of Italy, and pt did the same in much of the western Empire. These changes to tt are reflected to some extent in the loanwords in British; such words very likely reached Britain from the Continent already having tt, as this is not a natural Celtic treatment of ct, nor probably of pt. See §§ 50, 58. In upper class or ecclesiastical Latin in Britain pt may have remained; see § 50.

(14) Latin nct became ντ in the VL. of Gaul, and evidently something similar in Britain. But in Italy it gave nt early, and this is found in at least one loanword in Brit., namely sanctus > VL. santus > W.B. sant, C. sans. The same word was also taken in with the regular Gallo-Latin and British Latin pronunciation *santius; sanctus must have reached Britain through some connection with the church in Italy. See § 59.

(15) It has already been noted that Latin x became χs in Gaul, and that Latin words came to Britain with this Gallo-Romance variety of VL. pronunciation and were adopted with it as such. The subsequent development is closely parallel in Gaul and Britain; with VL. *laux'sare > French laisser compare VL. *lux'sus > W. llaes. See §§ 125, 126. There was occasionally metathesis of x to s in VL.; Grandgent mentions, for instance, axilla > VL. ascella (IVL. p. 108), and this metathesis takes place in this very word in Brit., as W. asgell, C. ascall, B. askell. Before a consonant Latin x regularly gave VL. s by the second century (cf. Grandgent, loc. cit.; Richter, CPF. p. 79), which was also the case in Britain; e.g. extraneus > VL. *estranius > W. estron, C.B. estren.

(16) The simplification of the group ns to s(s), with compensatory lengthening of the previous vowel, is one of the
earliest known features of Vulgar Latin, e.g. *consul > cōsul. This was naturally the rule also in Britain, so that we have *transrum, mensa, *Constantinus > VL. *trāstrum, *mēsa, *Cōst
istantinus > W. trawst, C. troster, B. treust; W. mwys, C. moys; and W. Custennin. In native words ns also gave s(s), but not with compensatory lengthening, so that it is the VL. develop-
ment which is concerned in these and other such cases. See § 130.

(17) Latin dr gave VL. rr in the fourth to sixth century, see Richter, CPF. p. 160. So quadrapi:ta > quarranta in a fourth-century inscription. W. carawys, B. koraiz, from Latin quadragesima, is clearly from a VL. intermediate *qar(r)ágēs'ma; see § 71. 1.

(18) An analogous assimilation is that of Latin dm to VL. mm, and at the same period. This is evidently the reason why admissus (equus) gave W. emys, not *eddfys as it would have if the word had entered British with the dm intact; cf. § 71. 4.

In marked contrast to the picture just presented, there are certain other ways in which the Latin loanwords in British show that the spoken Latin of Britain from which they were derived differed completely from that of the western Empire in general and of Gaul in particular. Some of the changes in the Vulgar Latin tongue well known from Continental sources appear not to have taken place in the Latin speech from which these words found their way into British. In the following list no attention is paid to developments which happened on the Continent significantly later than the early fifth century, or whose beginnings cannot be traced back to that time or before, since the virtual isolation of Britain during that century must have meant—in fact did mean—that later Vulgar Latinisms would not penetrate there to any noticeable extent.

(1) Short stressed Latin i and u became respectively ë and ù in VL. The former change began as early as the first century B.C. in rustic speech, though grammarians were trying much later to enforce the more elevated pronunciation: it was general in ordinary VL. by the third century. See p. 283. The second, u > ù, goes back to the first century, though its spread was slow; it was regular at least as early as the fourth.
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century or before. See p. 274. In Britain, however, i and u evidently remained unaffected, hence e.g. fides > W. ffydd, plumbum > W. plum. The only exception seems to be that there is some reason to think that iq became eg in British Latin before i, t, n, and v; see §§ 77 and 85.

(2) The normal history of -eus, -ea, -eum in VL. is that they became -ius, -ia, -ium, as already stated, and the same thing took place in British Latin. But in Britain another treatment was also to be found, whereby the endings remained disyllabic, and the hiatus was filled with a consonantal y; since British words were stressed paroxytone the e then took the accent. It was probably an open e, like all stressed VL. e. The result was therefore -eius, etc., as in puteus, oleum > *puteius, *oleium > W. pydeu, oleu, B. oleo. See p. 366. It is clear that this feature is not of British origin, yet nothing of the kind is known in Continental Vulgar Latin, so that it must have been peculiar to the province of Britain. Since it must have arisen from a desire to preserve carefully the two syllables of the older Latin -eius, etc., it would have come from the speech of an educated or conservative level of society.

(3) Hiatus-filling y occurred in other contexts too in British Latin, as in u|i, u|ê, u|o. Here, at least in u|i, u|ê, it is not entirely without precedent in VL., but so far as the evidence goes it must have been much more prevalent in Britain than on the Continent. Moreover, in Britain when the uy was unstressed it appears to have become ay, presumably through an intermediary oy, and this is to be regarded as a Latin development, not a British one. See p. 365. These insertions of y described here and in the preceding paragraph are evidently a peculiarity of British Vulgar Latin: the traces of a similar insertion in ui, uc in Continental VL. would suggest that there is nothing foreign to the genius of the language in such a glide, but again its frequency in Britain implies careful speech, since u|i, u|ê, u|o normally lost the u altogether in VL. in the first and second centuries,¹ and ∗ui gave ∗yi, ∗i, or ∗u,² at least in the ordinary colloquial tongue, though there

¹ E.g. passuerunt > passeron, see Richter, CPF, pp. 65-6.
² See Richter, op. cit. pp. 66, 70; Grandgent, IVL, pp. 93-4.
was a certain tendency among grammarians to try to preserve
the syllabic vetica.1

(4) The Classical Latin system of vowel quantity, whereby
a vowel was long or short according to its inherent nature, was
replaced in VL. by a different one through which the length
of a stressed vowel depended upon the character of the syllable
—long in open syllables and short in closed ones, all unstressed
vowels being shortened. So dixi > dixi, vales > vales. The pro-
cess seems to have begun with unstressed syllables, as early
as the second century, and to have become established there
by the third or fourth; in stressed syllables it was general
by the fourth and fifth centuries. The grammarians warned
against such quantitative mistakes. There is no certain trace
of any of this in British; with one or two possible except-
tions, the loanwords show that the Classical quantity system
was preserved, even with unstressed vowels, in the Latin of
Roman Britain. See details, § 2.4.

(5) It has been pointed out above that in accordance with
general VL. usage qu was normally de-labialised in British
Latin. But there are a few traces of the survival of the y
among the Latin words in Britt. ; see § 56.

(6) Initial groups of s plus consonant ("impure s") came
to be felt as difficult in VL. and were made easier by prefixing
an on-glide i or e. This is found from the second century on
(e.g. iscolasticus in a second-century inscription), and was
common by the third and later, though the grammarians
ignored it until the seventh. The Latin loanwords in British
show no sign of it. See § 119.

(7) One of the best-known characteristics of Vulgar Latin
is the way in which the Classical Latin v, pronounced [y], gave
way to the bilabial spirant [b], probably in the first century;
and intervocal b became the same [b], beginning about the
same time and being well established by the second century.
Since the two were now the same sound, they were regularly
confused in writing, e.g. vibe, invente for vice, iabente. Accord-

1 Cf. Grundgent, p. 93; the cases of u, uc > uci, are quoted by Richter,
op. cit. p. 70, are very likely attempts at elegance, though she admits they
may be purely scribal.
ing to Sturtevant, we must assume the pronunciation [b] (possibly already labiodental [v]) for both letters by the third century even in standard as distinct from colloquial Latin, but the older use of [u] for v seems to have been known as late as the fifth century. See § 43. None of this is reflected in the loanwords in British, where Latin v and b were kept quite distinct. Hence they develop in Brit. exactly as native y and b, the former to w (later initially gw), e.g. *Veneris>W. gwener, civitas>W. ciwed. The latter did indeed become [b]>[v], but this was part of the regular lenition of all British intervocal b in the fifth century, both in native words and in Latin loanwords; see § 64. Hence plebem was borrowed with [b] and became later *plebem (MW. plowy), just as Brit. abona became *abona (MW. avon). As to Latin r, it might be supposed that the Brit. pronunciation [u] was a sound-substitution for what would be at that time the alien [b]; but if so, Latin intervocal b, being equally [b], should likewise have been substituted by [u], leading to a complete confusion of the two in British as in Vulgar Latin. But this did not take place; Latin v and intervocal b remained rigidly distinct in British, clearly because they were pronounced in British as [u] and [b] respectively. It is significant that neither in the Latin inscriptions of Roman Britain nor in the later inscriptions of the Dark Ages described in Chapter V are there any

---

1 For a few cases where Latin b gives W. w see § 65. This is, however, a late change affecting British words also, and has nothing to do with the nature of the b in VL.

2 There appear to have been sporadic examples of initial Latin v—becoming the media [b] in VL, e.g. *Vesontio>Besangon; it is common in inscriptions, but there it is probably mainly graphic, as a result of the confusion in the spelling internally. See Grandgent, IVL. p. 133, Richter, CPP. pp. 60-63. This is not found at all in loanwords in Brit. According to A. Mawer, The Place Names of Northumberland and Durham (Cambridge, 1920), p. 22, Vinesia became Bincester in this way; but the absence of any parallel to Latin v—giving Brit. b—and the fact that in any case the phenomenon presupposes Latin v—first>[b], which did not happen in Britain, is strongly against it. Moreover, the name is, after all, Brit., not Latin, and initial Brit. y—never became b. Ekwall gives a quite different and perfectly satisfactory derivation for Bincester, Dict. p. 41. See, however, p. 280 below.


4 On CHIC. no. 355, see p. 364, n. 1.
examples of confusion of $v$ and $b$; nor does the traditional orthography of Old Welsh, Cornish, and Breton fail to keep them separate, derived as it is from the British Latin of the sixth to seventh century.\(^1\) We can be reasonably sure, then, that $v$ and intervocal $b$ retained their earlier values in British Latin; and it is to be noted that this seems to agree with the pronunciation of the more educated among the Continental speakers of VL, by contrast with that of the mass of the population.\(^2\) Cf. p. 364.

(8) Aside from the history of $v$ and $b$, the other most striking of all the phonetic developments of Continental Vulgar Latin is the way in which the stops in $\tilde{t}_i$, $d\tilde{j}$, $c\tilde{i}$, $c_e$, $c_i$, $g\tilde{i}$, $g_e$, and $g\tilde{i}$ were palatalised and assimilated. Their history varied somewhat in different parts of the Empire; the description which follows is that of the position in Gaul, as the most relevant to Britain. For $\tilde{t}_i$, it began to be assimilated to $t\tilde{e}j$ first when after a consonant, in the first to second century; intervocally somewhat later, beginning in the first to third century and becoming full $t\tilde{e}j$ by the fourth, voiced to $d\tilde{e}j$ in the fourth to sixth century (so $r\tilde{a}tio$ became first $r\tilde{a}t\tilde{e}jo$, later $r\tilde{a}d\tilde{z}jo$); see p. 396, n. 2. Such pronunciations were censured by Servius in the fourth century, but had become the rule in educated speech by the fifth. $D\tilde{j}$ gave some kind of $[\tilde{z}]$ in the first to third century initially and after certain consonants ($>[d\tilde{z}]$ in the fifth to sixth century), but $[j]$ elsewhere; see p. 424, n. 2.

1 The only real exceptions in OW. before the time of Lland. seem to be Iacou for Jacob in Chad 2 and dervaid for *dervaid in Comp. Eloiscoli in HB. p. 143 occurs only in MSS. later than the OW. period. Iacou and dervaid are probably due to the influence of Latin writing in Wales, in which $b$ and $v$ were sometimes confused, see p. 74. On OW. Deur see § 67. 6. OW. 9. is, of course, never written $b$; Iob in the Ovid glosses is clearly under Latin influence. In OC. the use of $u$ and $j$ for $b$ (but never of $b$ for $y$) came in earlier than in OW., owing to AS. spelling practice. In the OB. glosses the only case of $u$ for $b$ is inacs (St. Omer).

2 It is remarkable that early popular loans from Latin in Germanic also show $[y]$, e.g. vinsus $>$ OHG., AS. vin, melus $>$ AS. melus, and only the later ones have $[v]$. Cf. Pogatscher, Lautl, p. 172 (whose quotations from British place-names are, however, irrelevant, because they are from Brit., not Latin). The same is true of Latin loans in Irish, e.g. vinsus $>$ Pr.I. *glimn $>$ OH. fën, not *bëin. As most of these are, however, from Brit. Latin, this is simply further evidence for the nature of Latin $v$ there.
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The history of *gj* and the *g* in *ge, gĩ* was the same, so that they all fell together with *dĩ*. The intervocal [j] resulting was lost in some circumstances. See p. 433, n. 1. Examples: *diurnus* > *ţurnus, hordeum* > *horţum, radius* > *rajus, regione* > *rejone* > *reone, gingiva* > *ţinziva, pagense* > *pajese* > *paese. Cj, and the *c* in *ce, ci* were palatalised to [k'j] and then further advanced to [t'χ'j], beginning first with *cj* in the second century and following with the others by the end of the third; the full assimilation, *tšj*, was reached by the end of the fourth century, thus falling together with *tʃ* at that stage and sharing its subsequent history; see p. 402, n. 1. E.g. *uncia* > *ntsja, civitate* > *tsjivitate, radicem* > *raditsjem* > *radidzjem*. In educated speech the palatalised [k'j] stage remained, however, in the fourth century, but had given way to [tsj] by the fifth to sixth.

Though some of these changes were completed late, all had their beginnings, and some their full development, while Britain was still a part of the Roman Empire. Nevertheless, there is no certain evidence for any of them having occurred in Britain. On the contrary, the *t* and *d* in *tʃ, dʃ*, and the *c* in *cj, ce, ci*, retained their characters as dental and guttural stops, without assimilation, though intervocally the *t* became *d*, the *d* became *d*, and the *c* became *g* through the British lenition in the fifth century. Thus *ratio, diurnata, radius, Patricius, cingula, necesse* gave W. *rhaid, diwrnod* (here, however, the *i* remained vocalic), *rhaidd, Padrig, cengl, neges*; not *rhats, *siwrnod*, etc., or the like. Welsh *tengl* may possibly stand for the *t'χ'j* stage of *ci* (see p. 402, n. 1), but that is not certain, and it is in any case quite isolated. Nor is there any evidence for the *t* from *gj* and from the *g* in *ge, gĩ*. As for [j] and its loss, the latter coincided in some cases with the natural development in British, as, for instance, where the *g* is completely gone in *pagenses > W. Powys*; but this is more likely to be due to the regular Brittonic obliteration of *g* in such a position as the result of lenition; see p. 433, n. 1. For a possible instance of VI. *gĩ > j* in Britain, see pp. 449-50. Once more, then, we seem to have in the spoken Latin of Britain pronunciations which we know in some cases and can suspect
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in others to have been those of the more educated level of society on the Continent, or at any rate to be more archaic than the ordinary contemporary VL. there. ¹

(9) The Latin tennes p, t, c were voiced in VL. intervocally and before l, r, giving b, d, g (the two latter in those cases where they were not palatalised and assimilated as just described): p>b, t>d in the fourth to sixth century (see pp. 394, n. 1, 396, n. 2), and c>g, including c from older qu, at the same time, but later in ca than in co, cu. In *licu, however, it was older, third to fifth century. Grandgent dates the voicing of p, t, c as fifth to sixth century, IVL. pp. 108, 121, 132. Pogatscher argues for full voicing as early as about 400, or at latest in the first half of the fifth century; Lautl. p. 196. Loth tries to prove that it did not occur in Gaul before the second half of the sixth century (ML. pp. 21 ff.), but his arguments are forced and unnecessary, see § 134. 2. There is almost no trace of this in the Latin loanwords in British, where Latin p, t, c were borrowed as [p, t, k], not as [b, d, g].² A probable exception is stipula>VL. *stupula>W. softl, C. zoul, B. soul, which implies a VL. pronunciation *stubla; see pp. 394, n. 1, 531. A possible one is reliquus>VL. *relicus>W. rhelyw, through a stage *reliquus, which would be reached in the third to fifth century; see § 56. These are likely to be late strays from Continental Latin or very colloquial pro-

¹ The same absence of assimilation is found in early popular loans in AS.; e.g. pates, cista, ceres, VL. acidum, uneia, pellicia, angelus, spongia>AS. pyt, cist, cires, eced, gnce, pilice, engel, spynge. These are old, since assimilation is found in the later uneia>gate, which is itself older than AS. i-umlaut. See Luick, HOES. § 661; Pogatscher, Lautl. pp. 175, 184; and pp. 250 ff. below.

² Pogatscher, Eng.St. xix; pp. 339 ff., suggests that Brit. and Latin voicing of p, t, c was a continuing process contemporary in both, and the reason therefore why e.g. a Latin t which gave d was not borrowed in Brit. as d and then lent to d was that at each stage the same sounds in the two languages had reached just the same forms; so that e.g. Latin t>d followed exactly, step for step, the growth of Brit. t>d, and hence whenever borrowed would share its fate. This is ingenious, but puts a strain on one’s credulity, which is unnecessary in view of the history of Latin b, d, g, m in British and especially of t, c, ce, ci, where Latin never developed d, g, but Brit. did. It is quite clear that all these sounds were borrowed with their original pronunciations unaffected, and were subsequently lent as part of the whole phenomenon of lenition in British.
nunciations in Britain. \textit{W. aedur, OL. auctar} both appear to be very late loans from a VL. \*\textit{anydorem}, see p. 323, n. 1. The Latin intervocal \textit{p, t, c} were subsequently voiced to \textit{b, d, g} in British, but this was as part of the general phenomenon of lenition, which affected equally both native words and Latin words borrowed into British. Hence \textit{catena} became \textit{W. cadwyn}; if it had been \*\textit{cadena} in the VL. of Britain it would have given \textit{W. cadwyna}. The explanation of the first group of British loanwords in Irish given in the next chapter again proves, if further proof were needed, that British lenition had not yet caused the voicing of intervocal \textit{p, t, c} in the middle of the fifth century; but the fact that, for instance, \textit{Patricia} was taken into Irish from Britain with \textit{t} and \textit{c} intact at that time shows nothing for the date of their voicing in Continental VL. (as Pogatscher thought it did), where indeed in any case the \textit{c} would by now be \textit{[tsj]}, not \textit{[k]} at all.\footnote{Hence Pogatscher's arguments concerning the date of VL. voicing and assimilation, Lautl. pp. 184-5, 198, fall to the ground.}

(10) Intervocal Latin \textit{g} other than in \textit{ge, gi} remained in VL. until the fifth to sixth century, when in \textit{iga, ega, uga} it became \textit{[j]}; and in \textit{oga, uga}, and in \textit{go, gu} after any vowel, it was lost. This applies not only to original \textit{g} but also to the new \textit{g} from \textit{c} described in the last section. But in some cases of \textit{gu} the dropping of \textit{g} was much earlier, first to second century. It is difficult to say whether any of this existed in Britain, because the history of British \textit{g} was so similar that the situation is obscured. However, the Latin loanwords with \textit{g} in British are perfectly satisfactorily explained by assuming that they were borrowed with \textit{[g]} and later developed together with native \textit{g}; and indeed the late date of the above changes of VL. \textit{g} would strongly support this. A case of the early disappearance of \textit{g} in \textit{gu} is no doubt present in \textit{Augustus} > VL. \textit{Agustus} > VL. \textit{Austus} (both of which forms exist) > W. \textit{Awst}, though even here it is perfectly possible phonologically, from the British standpoint, that the name entered British with the \textit{g} intact. See p. 433, n. 1. Before \textit{l, r}, Latin \textit{g} (original or from older \textit{c}) became \textit{jl, jr} in the third to fifth century; and while the history of Latin \textit{gl, gr, gn} in British is quite naturally.
explained by supposing that the \( g \) was still a stop, there are
two or three words in which a VL. \( jl, jr \) (and perhaps also \( jn \))
seem the probable reason for a development different from the
normal British one; see § 85.

(11) Latin \( ij, nj \) became palatalised \( l', n' \) (\( l, n \ " mouillé " \))
in the third to fifth century; they evidently did-not do so in
Britain. See §§ 91, 102.

(12) Latin \( l \) plus consonant gave \( u \) plus consonant about
the same time, in Gallo-Latin; e.g. \( sileaticus > * sauvatigus. \) It
did not do so in Britain. See § 91.

These two contrasted lists of the features of Vulgar Latin
in Britain create a very strange impression. On the one hand,
it seems, the language agreed closely with that of the western
Empire in general, and Gaul in particular, during the first
four or five centuries of our era; which is just what we should
expect. But on the other hand it appears to have differed
very markedly over a good number of points of phonology,
the accumulation of which gives a peculiar look to the picture
of Vulgar Latin in Britain. Before attempting to account for
this, and to explain its relation to the historical setting, it is
necessary first to examine what that setting was, and to show
what the nature and extent of the spoken Latin language in
the British province may seem to have been.

Various opinions have been expressed on this matter in
the past, but until fairly recent years there was not much real
evidence. Sixty or seventy years ago little was known of the
daily life and the economic circumstances of the population of
Roman Britain. Since it was a Roman province, like the others,
the natural tendency was to assume, \( a \ priori \), that Latin was
the regular language everywhere, except for a few remote
half-barbarous peasants who may have clung to their Celtic
tongue in the East and (because of the existence of Welsh and
Cornish) admittedly must have done so in the West. This
attitude was fortified by the then very general ignorance about
Celtic linguistics and history, and by the prejudice rife among
some English historians against everything Celtic. Later, the
modern study of archaeology grew up, increasing rapidly and
of more recent years enormously our knowledge of this as of all other aspects of early British history. At first, as the extent of the Romanisation of Britain came to be understood, the belief in the widespread speaking of Latin appeared to be reinforced. The discovery of the fact that city potters and tilemakers could actually write Latin made Haverfield in 1906 take it as proven that the urban lower classes spoke Latin, not British (on this question see p. 99); but though Haverfield's treatment of these problems was on the whole very fair, his approach was coloured unconsciously and no doubt inevitably by the general prejudice against things Celtic, and it is clear in his writings how he tended to minimise these and underestimate their importance. A summary of this attitude towards the language of Roman Britain is to be seen in some words by Zachrisson (evidently deriving from Haverfield), published as late as 1927: "There is ample evidence that the Latin language was spoken by all classes of the population, not only in the towns but also in the rural country houses and the farms. Everybody who was able to write spoke Latin. . . . In spite of the lacking evidence, it is, however, probable that the Romanised Britons were to some extent bilingual—exactly as the well-to-do classes in Norman England about one thousand years later—and that Keltic was the only or chief language spoken by the poor inhabitants of the hut-dwellings." Zachrisson did not detail the "ample evidence", and Haverfield himself was considerably less positive; the article from which this quotation is taken is throughout far from satisfactory from the Celtic standpoint since, like Haverfield, Zachrisson did not pay sufficient attention to the existence of the British language. Meanwhile, as the great surge of activity in archaeology since the First World War progressed, historians began to take more and more interest in the Celtic side of all questions. It is very significant that Ekwall, whose English River Names was published in 1928 and Oxford Dictionary of English Place-Names in 1936, and Förster, whose Der Flussname Themse had been in preparation for many years before it appeared in 1942, hardly ever seem

RKS. p. 25.
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to consider seriously even the possibility that a place-name borrowed by the Anglo-Saxons might have reached them from the lips of speakers of Vulgar Latin rather than speakers of Brittonic; so much has the pendulum swung since the time when Zachrisson’s ideas were formed. Possibly it has swung a little too far, as will be discussed later in this book.

In the following description of the background of Romano-British life and the relations of Britons and Romans, there is, of course, no occasion to enter in detail into archaeological and historical discussion. The reader may refer to a number of well-known books,¹ of which *Roman Britain and the English Settlements*, by R. G. Collingwood and J. N. L. Myres (second edition, Oxford, 1937; abbr. RBES.), is still the best.

Historians and archaeologists of early Britain make frequent use of the concept that the island falls geographically into two great areas according to the configuration of the country, the altitude, the nature of the soil and climate, and so on, which in turn have been fundamental to the civilisations which have grown up in them.² The first of these areas is the Lowland Zone, roughly south and east of a line drawn from the Vale of York past the southern end of the Pennines and along the Welsh border to the fringes of the hilly country of Devon and Cornwall, including most of the comparatively low-lying, fertile, easily cultivated land, and wide open to invasion from the Continent. The other is the Highland Zone, to the north and west of the line described, consisting largely of mountain or infertile moorland country, poor, unsuitable for agriculture, supporting in early times populations less settled and less civilised than those in the Lowland Zone, and more easily able to hold out against invasion. This is a generalisation, and one which has sometimes been too loosely applied, but it works well as an explanation of some aspects of early British history.

¹ See bibliography in RBES, pp. 462 ff.
² This is one of Sir Cyril Fox’s many brilliant contributions to British archaeology; for a convenient exposition see his *The Personality of Britain* (fourth edition, Cardiff, 1947).
BRITONS AND ROMANS UNDER THE EMPIRE

In Roman Britain the Lowland Zone was comparatively thickly settled,¹ a country of peaceful agriculture and of the great rural estates of the well-to-do (the "villas"), of the poorer villages and hamlets of the peasantry, of cities and market towns, of civilian government and a considerable degree of Romanisation. The Highland Zone, on the other hand, was much less thickly inhabited, almost entirely lacking the large towns and great rural villas of the South; with a population of "natives" living to a large extent in their hilltop villages remote from the Roman centres, relatively little Romanised, themselves apt to be turbulent, open also to the raids and attacks of the barbarian peoples from outside the Province to the North and West, and hence under permanent occupation and control by units of the Roman army. The few towns were military headquarters rather than centres of peaceful Roman-British civilisation.

The following account of the probable situation in regard to the Latin and British languages and their mutual relations may now be proposed. The evidence is, of course, still largely of an a priori nature, but there is a good deal more to base conclusions on now than there used to be.

(1) Throughout the Province, Latin must have been the language of government and the administration of law, of the whole population of Roman officials, and especially of all those who were Romans or of recent Roman extraction. The native upper classes came to play a part in local self-government and official life, and were encouraged to do so; Emperor-worship, with its concilium provinciae for the wealthy provincials, was early instituted as an instrument of policy. Certain privileged towns had a constitution of Roman type, with a senate called the ordo controlling public affairs, whose members were ex-magistrates called decuriones; and the magistrates themselves were elected from the general citizen body. Even small non-privileged communities and towns had to some extent a similar constitution, with a body of councillors (miciusi) and

¹ Particularly south-east of a line from the Fens to the mouth of the Severn; the West Midlands and Welsh Marches seem to have been more thinly inhabited, probably because they were densely forested.
elected magistrates, and enjoyed certain rights of self-government. Whatever may have been the daily language of these people, for official purposes they must have used Latin. Tacitus gives us a glimpse of them, and of their eagerness to acquire Roman civilisation, in a well-known passage in the Agricola, chapter 22: *Iam vero principum filios liberalibus artibus erudire, et ingenia Britannorum studiis Gallorum anteferre, ut qui modo linguam Romanam abnuebant, eloquentiam concupiscerent.*

(2) The same would be true of the administration of the army, itself an instrument of Roman government. The numerous Latin military inscriptions illustrate this. As regards the rank and file, Collingwood shows that in the first century the occupation brought to Britain some 40,000 foreign soldiers, recruited chiefly from Gaul, the Danubian provinces, and Spain; and that later reinforcements were almost exclusively from Germany and to a less extent from the upper Danubian provinces. There was a very considerable influx of German soldiers in the late second and early third centuries. Of the auxiliary regiments, over half came from northern Gaul and the Rhineland, a quarter from the Danubian provinces, and almost all the rest from Spain. Burgundians and Vandals from northern Germany were introduced in the third century, and Alemanni from the upper Rhine in the fourth. It is obvious that under such conditions the lingua franca of the great mass of the army must have been the general Vulgar Latin of the Empire, though very likely the German units would speak Germanic among themselves. We know from inscriptions that they continued to worship their own gods. As time went on, however, there appears some degree of modification. The troops settled down where they were quartered, and once settled, apart from the fresh drafts from various parts of the Empire they recruited themselves largely on the spot. There must have been a fair degree of intermarriage with the British natives. The evidence seems to be that the predominantly Alpine physical characteristics of the central Europeans had little real influence on the native

---
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population; and by the time that inhumation had become the regular method of burial, in the third century, the skeletons from the legionary cemetery at York show that the army had become assimilated to the general British physical type. In short, fresh Continental troops apart, the Roman army in Britain went native and gradually became part of the native population. What effect this had on the speech of both groups we cannot tell, but it is probable enough that through intermarriage and local recruitment the rank and file became not only British in blood but to some degree British in speech, particularly in the little-Romanised Highland Zone where the army was chiefly concentrated.

(3) The language of all large-scale trade and commerce would again be Latin, though it is likely that for purposes of petty huckstering with the low-class Britons the Roman merchants would have to learn some British. The evidence of inscriptions shows ¹ that the traders came chiefly from Italy, northern Gaul, and Greece; and clearly Latin would be the common language used among these people. Collingwood estimates the numbers of traders, camp-followers, and all the other elements which arrived in the company of the invading army at over 100,000.

(4) In the Lowland Zone all education and writing, and such Roman literature as was composed, would be in Latin. But here a caution is necessary. As already remarked, Haverfield ² made much of the fact that graffiti scratched by tilemakers in the process of their work were written in Latin. Such are Auctulis dibus xiii vagatur sib(i) cotidim, from London, or fecit tubul(um) Clementinus and Pertacus perfidus Campester Lucilianus Campanus, conticueru omnes, both from Silchester; and so on. He concluded from this that the urban lower classes spoke Latin and not British. This may or may not have been the case, but the evidence in question will not prove it. It should always be borne in mind that British was

¹ RBES. p. 182.
not a written language, and that the only language of writing was Latin; it would not occur to anyone to write in British, nor would they know how to do so. One tends to forget that to write down in an alphabet the sounds of a speech (even though it is one's own) which one has never been taught to write is a very considerable intellectual feat. In Roman Britain those who had enough education to know the alphabet had enough to know some Latin, and those who had none did not write at all. We, who learn to write almost as soon as we learn to speak, are so much penetrated with the idea of writing our spoken language that we cannot easily disassociate the two; and are usually not aware of the fact that it is quite possible for one and the same man to speak a language which he cannot write and (when he has to) write a language which he cannot easily, or does not habitually, speak. This situation is quite familiar among the old people in the Gaelic-speaking districts of Ireland to-day. They were educated before Gaelic was systematically taught in the schools, and so they never learned to read and write their native language, but they did learn some English as a literary half-foreign language; and now, if they have to write a letter, they do it in a rather stilted book English, although they may rarely speak, and are barely able to speak, a word of anything but Gaelic. Writing and English are synonymous terms for them; a man who calls himself and is called by his proper Gaelic name Seán Ó Catháin would not, until fairly recent times, have thought of signing himself anything else but John Kane.

1 From the beginning, of course, even before the occupation, Latin letters had been used for writing British names; first on the coins of British kings like Cunobelinus, then occasionally in Latin inscriptions under the Empire, and in imperial documents like AL.; and finally quite often in the Latin inscriptions of the West in the Dark Ages. But names are an irreducible minimum, the context is always Latin, and they no more prove that British was a written language than the Red Indian names in early New England sources prove that the civilised Indians who learned to read and write a little English also wrote Algonquin.

2 Compare J. Whatmough on the situation in Roman Gaul, Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, iv (1944), p. 30: "There was no common practice of writing before the Latin language was introduced, and with it the free use of the art. Hence, when people began to write at all, they did so, with hardly an exception, in Latin and in the Latin alphabet."
Britons and Romans Under the Empire

An analogous situation may well have obtained in Roman Britain, and hence Haverfield's evidence by no means necessarily proves that the lower urban classes did not speak British, nor does it even prove that they could speak much Latin, though at least one of the men whose scribbles are quoted above had learned a little grammar-school Virgil. Even Haverfield himself admitted, speaking of the Latin graffiti at Caerwent, that "This does not of course mean that only Latin was spoken, doubtless Celtic was often heard, and many were bilingual, as in parts of Wales to-day". 1

(5) The cities and towns of the Lowland Zone were always the stronghold of Romanisation. They were the centres of local government, the markets for the surrounding countryside, and the homes of the craftsmen and artisans who manufactured and supplied goods for the use of town and country alike. It is self-evident that the governing classes in the towns must have used Latin for official business, and doubtless also as their daily language; the purely Roman official element would certainly speak only Latin. Very likely the middle classes, the merchants and shopkeepers, used Latin too, as the foreign immigrant traders must have done; we may guess that the Britons among them were bilingual. The shopkeepers would probably have to be so, to be able to deal, if not with the townsfolk, at least with the country customers in from the hills for market, though perhaps like their counterparts in some western Irish towns to-day they may sometimes have affected not to understand the native language, which they despised as ignorant and low. Whether the industrial and other lower-class British population in the towns was really Latin-speaking is more problematical. In Collingwood's opinion, 2 no doubt based upon Haverfield's, even the poorest and humblest of the townspeople learned Latin. Perhaps they did, and indeed the evidence quoted by Haverfield shows that they must have known it to some extent, since they could write it; but, as we have seen, whether they made any great

2 RBES. p. 194.
daily spoken use of it in preference to British is quite a different
question, and in the nature of the case insoluble.

(6) The language of the western Church was everywhere
Latin, and when Christianity became the state religion this
made it part of the official life of the country. During the
Empire, Christianity in Britain was chiefly an affair of the
town centres, and it probably did not extend into the backward
rural areas among the pagani, especially, of course, in the
Highland Zone, in any very thorough way at this period. In
so far as it did, the missionaries would have to use British,
but nevertheless, the Christian religion was an urban and
Romanising factor in British civilisation, and, as we have seen,
an important source of Latin loanwords in the native language.

(7) Collingwood has shown that the great expansion of
town life in the Flavian (and later in the Antonine) period
had the effect of separating British society into two culturally
distinct classes, a partly Romanised urban population and a
very little Romanised rural one. As a kind of cultural bridge
between the two we may envisage the situation of the large
rural landowners of the villas. In so far as these were people
of foreign origin settled on the land, they would naturally
speak Latin, but this was rare, and in most cases they were
evidently British, the native country aristocracy of the kind
who must have sent their sons to Roman schools, as Tacitus
tells us. These rich landowners would often be members of
the ordo, magistrates and so on, and as such they would keep
their town houses and remain in close connection with the
Romanising influences of the towns. On the other hand, they
were farmers, landlords or country gentlemen running their
own estates, in close touch with the very much less Romanised
peasantry, whence they must have drawn the house servants
and farm labourers who lived and worked in the self-contained
unit of the villa. The villa owners would be quite familiar
with Latin, we may suppose, and would very likely speak a
good deal of it among themselves, though it is probable that
they would have to use British with their tenants and servants.

It would seem that for these people spoken Latin was a language

1 RBES, pp. 194-5.  2 Cf. RBES, p. 18, n. 1, and p. 215.
which had to be acquired as a part of their school education, and was not picked up from infancy as a truly native tongue; therefore, that the parents did not speak Latin with the young children. Such, at least, may be the inference from the story of St. Patrick, who was a member of a well-to-do rural upper class Romano-British family (his father was a decurio), and was stolen away as a boy of about sixteen years by a band of Irish robbers, at the beginning of the fifth century. In after life he felt it necessary to apologise for the badness of his Latinity, saying that he could not write it like those who had spoken it from earliest childhood; and we may fairly conclude that Latin was not the regular home language at least for the children in his family, but had to be learned as part of a gentleman's education—which he partly lacked. One may compare the way in which in Czarist Russia the upper classes, whose native language was Russian, spoke nevertheless a good deal of French in the adult family but always Russian to their servants, and to some extent pretended to despise Russian as an uncultivated speech. Their children learned spoken French during the course of their education, and not usually as a second language from infancy on.

(8) Apart from the villas, the agriculture of the Lowland Zone was carried on by a peasant population living in scattered and rather remote villages of one-roomed circular huts clustered within some kind of embankment. The curious thing is that villa and village economy seem to have been almost mutually exclusive, as if depending on a fundamental difference of agricultural system or local tenure. In the Lowland Zone the inhabitants of these settlements, even the humblest, had undergone some degree of Romanisation; for instance the villagers of Cranborne Chase bought articles of Roman manufacture such as furniture, glass, spoons, jewellery, and tools. Yet though they may have visited the towns for the purposes of marketing, buying supplies, voting, and the rest, nevertheless their life and manners were not really Romanised, and they

were much less affected by Roman ways than even the lowest classes in the towns. For instance there is no trace of Roman influence on the plan and construction of their houses. These people made up by far the largest body of the population of the Lowland Zone, even when the prosperity of town life was at its height, and with the decline of the towns in the middle of the third century the consequent movement to the country exaggerated the inequality. As regards the language of these peasants, Haverfield, speaking of some small settlements in Wessex, says, "These villages were obviously native. None the less the material life of the villagers was Roman. Perhaps they did not speak Latin fluently or often." Collingwood puts it more cautiously: "That many of them spoke Latin is not certain; evidence that, even in the most prosperous villages, any one could read and write is singularly scanty". Collingwood was probably following Haverfield here. Having regard to what he says about the great cultural division between the towns and the countryside, the remoteness and lack of Romanisation of peasant life, it would be a more probable view of the situation to say that in most cases the peasants of the Lowland Zone hardly knew Latin at all, or at most only a smattering as the speech of a superior class useful for business dealings with tax-collectors, traders, and shopkeepers. One might compare the relative position of Gaelic and English in seventeenth- to eighteenth-century rural Ireland; and it is noteworthy that even in Gaul, which was Romanised so much earlier and more completely than Britain, and was always more under the influence of Rome, the Gaulish language lingered on in remote areas among the peasants until as late as the fifth century. On this point and the evidence of borrowings in Anglo-Saxon see further pp. 246 ff.

1 Cf. RBES, locc, citn. According to Zachrisson, "More or less outside the pale of Roman civilisation was the poor peasantry, who lived in settlements on hilltops, or in other inaccessible places... aborigines whose relations with the Romans have been aptly characterised as similar to those between the Englishmen and the natives on the northern frontier of India" (RKS, p. 24). This is an exaggeration for the Lowland Zone, and would apply better to the Highland, but there is some truth in it.

2 Roman Occupation of Britain, p. 218.

3 Cf. Whatmough, op. cit. pp. 70-73.
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(9) Lastly, in the whole Highland Zone, where Roman life was confined almost entirely to the military encampments and garrison areas, it is fairly certain that the inhabitants knew and used practically no Latin, except what little was necessary for relations with the occupying army. As Myres says,\(^1\) beyond Aldborough to the North, Roman culture made little impression on the natives "whose main contacts with southern civilisation lay through the blockhouses of an increasingly barbarised army". Hodgkin, too, notes \(^2\) that the hilltop villages of Dartmoor and Cornwall have yielded so far no traces of Roman culture at all. According to Collingwood, the only thing which distinguishes the Romano-British villages of the Highland Zone from those of the prehistoric period is a few odd potsherds of recognisably Roman type. The highest and wildest parts, like the Lake District and the Pennines, were scarcely inhabited at all.\(^3\) We cannot suppose that such people would really know any significant amount of Latin. Later on, in the fifth and sixth centuries, there is good reason to think that a kind of Romanisation did penetrate the Highland Zone to an extent unknown before (see pp. 117 ff. below), but that is not relevant to the present discussion.

The linguistic situation in Britain during the Empire seems, then, to be somewhat as follows: Latin was the language of the governing classes, of civil administration and of the army, of trade, of the Christian religion, and very largely (but perhaps not entirely) of the people of the towns. The rural upper classes were bilingual; the peasantry of the Lowland Zone, who constituted the great bulk of the population, spoke British and probably knew little Latin; and the language of the Highland Zone (apart from the army and its native camp-followers) was to all intents and purposes exclusively British. Haverfield himself summed up in a way which is by and large acceptable so far as it goes: \(^4\) "The townsfolk of all ranks and the upper classes in the country may have spoken Latin, while the peasantry may have used Celtic. No actual evidence

---

\(^1\) RBES. p. 413. 
\(^2\) HAS. i, p. 40. 
\(^3\) RBES. pp. 222, 177. 
\(^4\) *The Romanisation of Roman Britain*, p. 34.
has been discovered to prove this.” Since he wrote, some
evidence has accumulated to help us to understand the broad
outlines of the situation in respect of the languages of Roman
Britain, and Whatmough’s description \(^3\) may reasonably be
preferred to Haverfield’s: “There can be no doubt that the
people of Roman Britain generally spoke not Latin but British.
They did not write it down, however. In Britain the speaking
of Latin, among the officials and perhaps as a second language
—a polite tongue of the upper classes—coincided roughly with
the ability to read and write.”

Now it can hardly be doubted that the very considerable
number of Latin loanwords in British were borrowed chiefly
in the setting of the Lowland rather than of the Highland
Zone. One cannot imagine the natives of a remote wild
Romano-Celtic mountain village like Tre ‘r Ceiri in Wales,
nor even the petty British chieftains of Cumberland or Strath-
cyde, having any very great opportunity for borrowing the
Latin names of the days of the week or the months of the
year, of education or administration; nor were their circum-
stances suitable for them to abandon many Celtic names of
common household furnishings in favour of Latin ones. Any-
one who looks at a list of the Latin loanwords in British must
get a strong impression that they found their way there
through a close intermingling between the two cultures, such
as was surely to be found only in the Lowland Zone, both in
town and country; although it would be as well to protest
here against too rigid an application of these Zones, which are
primarily a matter of archaeology, to questions of linguistics.
If so, one would assume that the British of the Lowland Zone
contained a far higher proportion of Latin words than that of
the Highland, which may very well have been the case; most
of those Latin words which exist in Welsh, Cornish, and
Breton could easily have penetrated to them in the Highland
area from the British of the Lowland Zone at various times
during and after the Roman period, especially when the
disasters of the fifth and sixth centuries drove so many of
the Lowland population to the West (see p. 120 below).

BRITONS AND ROMANS UNDER THE EMPIRE

The problem of the peculiarities of British Vulgar Latin may now be seen in its historical perspective. Though it agreed in a number of more or less important ways with the spoken Latin of the Continent under the Empire, there are several striking points in the phonology over which it differed very definitely; and the difference consists almost exclusively in this, that in these respects the sound-system of Latin in Britain was very archaic by ordinary Continental standards, still clinging in the fifth century to pronunciations which had gone out of colloquial use elsewhere as early in some cases as the first. One obvious explanation would be that Britain is an island, cut off from the mainland, and therefore particularly liable to foster an individual dialect. But British Latin did share many of the new developments, and on the other hand it betrays hardly any fresh ones of its own,¹ its peculiarity lying rather in its conservatism; moreover, Britain was not really much more isolated culturally than, for instance, Spain. Besides, most authorities are agreed that dialects played a small part in the growth of Vulgar Latin in the Empire period; various factors such as the frequent movements of troops, settlements of colonists, the constant coming and going of traders, and all the other causes which gave the Empire its cosmopolitan character, created a sort of lingua franca all over the Roman world at least during the first few centuries of our era. As Grandgent says, "The variations probably came to be no greater than those now to be found in the English of the British Empire".² We must consider what is

¹ The only important one is the use of hiatus-filling u.

² IVL. p. 3. K. Sittl, Die lokalen Verschiedenheiten (see p. 89, n. 3), argued for the existence of dialects in the Empire, against the received opinion, but his evidence consists largely of native sound-substitutions rather than true locally-developed differences. We have already seen that there were such substitutions in Britain, but they were of small importance, and, besides, also existed in Gaul and the other Celtic parts of the western Empire. Sittl's treatment of the Celtic areas is made useless by the fact that he knew nothing about Celtic. He was refuted by Muller (op. cit. below), pp. 94 ff., who believed that VL was more or less identical all over the western Empire until the eighth century. Muller was not speaking for Britain, however (the eighth century is too late; some of the peculiarities of Gallo-Romance are certainly older).
really meant by "Vulgar Latin". It is the name given to the common ordinary everyday language of the Empire, the speech of the middle classes as it grew from the older Classical Latin of the Republic; it is not a low patois, a Cockney, nor yet the elegant speech encouraged by grammarians. In Grandgent’s words, "It is distinct from the consciously polite utterance of cultivated society, from the brogue of the country, and from the slang of the lowest quarters of the city, though affected by all three". Our information on it is drawn in the main from two sources—from unofficial private inscriptions, usually by no means in the purest Latin, and from inferences based on the Romance languages. The grammarians and rhetoricians, like Quintilian, Servius, Constantius, and others, sometimes comment on Vulgar pronunciations of their own day, and usually inculcate more archaic and Classical ones. In fact, it is now recognised that side by side with the ordinary lingua franca of the mass of the population which is regularly called Vulgar Latin, there existed another, a literary and conservatizing one, spoken by the highly educated classes and those who educated them, namely the grammarians and rhetoricians of the legal and other schools. This upper level of speech is of small importance for the history of the Romance languages, which grew up from the great middle or lower level of Vulgar Latin as the term is generally understood.

It is here, I think, that the clue lies. To the ordinary speaker of Vulgar Latin from the Continent, the language from which the loanwords in Brittonic were derived must have seemed stilted and pedantic, or perhaps upper-class and "haw-haw". In the list of British Latin peculiarities on pp. 86 ff. it is remarkable that time and again they tend to agree with the pronunciations recommended by the grammarians as distinct from those of ordinary colloquial Vulgar Latin. A. Dauzat, noting some similar conservatisms in Gaulish and Spanish Latin, says that in those provinces "Latin was still felt to be an acquired language, and one to be better acquired"; and that schoolmasters and grammarians succeeded in eradicating certain popular pronunciations and in

1 IVL. p. 3.  
2 Cf. Richter, CPF. pp. 4-5.
enforcing certain archaisms—in other words, in making the vulgar tongue conform to some extent with the speech of the learned classes. Similarly, H. F. Muller considers that the more conservative and Latinising character of Italian and Spanish as contrasted with French is due to the greater influence on the vulgar speech of a Latin-speaking aristocracy in Italy and Spain in the ninth and subsequent centuries. Here, of course, we are dealing with something much later, and the parallel with Dauzat’s case is not exact, but it is significant. The stabilising, not to say petrifying, influence of the schoolmaster on a living language is a well-known fact.

What relevance has this to the situation in Roman Britain? What class of people would speak, or be anxious to learn, the semi-artificial Latin of the learned and upper classes and at the same time be in a position to transmit words in their pronunciation to the British language? Hardly the members of the army, nor the merchants, nor the middle and lower classes in the towns, all of whom no doubt spoke various types of the ordinary standard Vulgar Latin just as their counterparts did on the Continent. Surely it must have been the well-to-do landowners of the Lowland Zone, the native upper classes of town and country, who owned the villas and had their town houses too, who formed the concilium provinciae, gave members to the ordo, acted as magistrates, and the rest; the people described above under section (7) and partly under (1). To them, Latin would be “an acquired language, and one to be better acquired”, in a way that it would not be to other sections of society. As Tacitus tells us, they sent their sons to Latin schools, where they would doubtless be taught, and insist on having, the best Latin available. This would, of course, be full of ordinary Vulgar Latinisms in such provincial schools, but it is likely enough that over a number of

1 Histoire de la langue française (Paris, 1930), pp. 36-7.
2 A Chronology of Vulgar Latin; Beihefte zur Zeitschrift für romanische Philologie, no. 78 (Halle, 1929), chapters 16-17.
3 Except, no doubt, the high Roman officers, but these would have little direct contact with the peasants.
specific points such as the distinction of \( v \) and internal \( b \), or
the non-assibilation of \( t \), \( c \), and the rest, the schoolmasters
would impose the archaic pronunciations which their colleagues
on the Continent also recommended. Are not these high-class
schoolmasters and grammarians the very "rhetoricians"
whose criticisms of his Latin style were so much feared by
St. Patrick, whose knowledge of Latin had been little formed
at their hands before he was carried off to Ireland? That the
standard of Latin language, thought, and culture in Britain
was capable of being a high one is clearly shown by a work
like Fastidius On the Christian Life, composed here between
420 and 430; and if Gildas, about a century later, can be
taken as some index of the level reached by educated Britons
under the Empire, they were familiar with some of the Classical
poets and especially with Virgil.

It has already been suggested that among this class of
Britons, particularly in the country, the natural language was
British, but that when they had learned it the adults made
frequent use also of Latin; and that the situation may have
been analogous to that of Russian and French among the
upper classes of town and country in Czarist Russia. Surely
it is probable, then, that the way in which so many Latin
loanwords got into the native language in an educated pro-
nunciation must have been through the agency of this class,
rather than from the middle and lower urban classes, the
rank and file of the army, or the other speakers of common
Vulgar Latin? From them, many Latin words for objects of
Roman manufacture and ideas of Roman thought would find
their way into the speech of the rural lower classes, in the first
instance through the house serfs and labourers of the villa.
Though these probably spoke nothing but British, as their
Russian counterparts spoke only Russian, yet many individual
words might easily reach them. For instance, the steward
who called his own rushlight in the servants' hall by some
British name would learn that the family's wax tapers were
known as candela (whence W. conwyyl, C. cantal, B. kantol);
or the gardeners and labourers would have to tend new types
of fruits, vegetables, and crops, such as what they were told
were *pira* (CB. per, "pears"). We must remember, after all, that the Latin element in British consists of a number of separate words, largely nouns, and is not a whole language learned *en masse*. Then, too, the pronunciation in which these words would be acquired by these people would be on the whole the educated semi-classical one of their masters, much as it is said that the correct educated English often met with among American negroes was learned in the days of slavery from the old Southern landowning gentry. When a peasantry learns a new language it does not follow that it must do so in a low-class pronunciation, it all depends on the source. Loth pointed out long ago 1 that French words borrowed into Breton are spoken with a good Parisian pronunciation, not a vulgar provincial one, because they are learned through the schools; and for another Celtic parallel, the English of the Gaelic-speaking Highlanders of Scotland is often said to be more literary than that of the English-speaking Scots of the Lowlands, because the Highlanders got their English in school, whereas the Lowlanders have inherited colloquial dialects. These comparisons are relevant to the learning of Latin by the British upper classes as well as to the picking up of Latin words from them by their retainers. If Russian house serfs acquired any French words from their masters, it would inevitably be the French of Paris, not that of Provence or Gascony.

It is not easy to say why a good number of Latin words should not also have entered British from the normal Vulgar Latin speech of the towns, the army, and the rest. In one or two cases apparently they did so, or may have; see on VL. *stubla* and *religus*, p. 92. But these are quite exceptional. For the army, the reason may be that in the Highland Zone there was not much intercourse between the half-barbarian hill-dwellers of villages like Tre 'r Ceiri and the Roman garrison at a fort like Segontium; and for the towns of the Lowland Zone, that the mass of the rural peasants who were the true storehouse of the British language passed most of their lives very much cut off from urban influence, whereas

1 ML. p. 65.
their connections with the country gentry may have been closer, since the servants and labourers of the villas were recruited at least partly from them. However it is to be explained, the fact seems to be, at any rate, that the many Latin loanwords in Brittonic came ultimately from educated speakers of rather stilted school Latin, and not from the standard Vulgar Latin of the middle and lower classes in the Roman Empire.

In Chapter VI we shall consider the question of the contacts between the Anglo-Saxons and the British population of this island. Before doing so, it is necessary first to define what was the probable linguistic situation in Britain in the first half of the fifth century, at the very end of the Roman period and just before the Anglo-Saxon invasions began about the middle of that century.

One of the most striking facts about the later history of Roman Britain is the decline of town life. As Collingwood has shown, the building of towns under the Flavians and Antonines was overdone, they became economically top-heavy, and by the middle of the third century they were falling into an irredeemable decay and a bankruptcy which was partly the product of the inflation which affected the Empire at this time. Doubtless the whole process was aggravated by the barbarian raids to which the island was subjected in the fourth century, but the cause was much more internal than external. As a consequence the town population diminished markedly, and the rural population increased as men took refuge in an economy which was largely independent of trade and money. So by contrast we have a picture of country life and the villa economy flourishing and even expanding slowly in the third and fourth centuries. One may reasonably conclude that the decline of the towns, those centres of Romanisation, must have lessened the proportion of Latin to British spoken in the province by the end of the fourth century.

Coming to what is regarded as the end of Roman administration in Britain, generally taken as having occurred in the

1 RBES. pp. 193 ff., especially pp. 198-9, 201-7.
year 410,\(^1\) there is, of course, no need to pay any attention to
the old notion that all that was Roman in the civilisation,
including the Latin language, immediately vanished with the
withdrawal of the legions, leaving a helpless mass of Celtic
barbarians supine to the assaults of the invader. What
happened was simply that the units of the Roman army were
transferred to where they were badly needed on the Continent,
and with them the higher Roman officials. According to
Collingwood,\(^2\) the Comes Britanniarum took with him his staff
and some 5000 soldiers "much more barbarian than the upper
classes, at least, in the country they had been protecting".
The Vicarius also left, with his staff, and such of the provincial
Praesides as still remained. "But", says Collingwood, "there
was no general exodus of the Romanised people. . . . The
Departure of the Romans" contributed very little to the
cessation of Roman life in Britain." We know now that there
was by no means an immediate or complete collapse of the
Roman type of administration. True, the island was thrown
on its own resources, but after centuries of a considerable
measure of self-government this would not mean an utter
chaos. When St. Germanus visited Britain in 429 he found
indeed a state of disorganisation; but he met for instance
at St. Alban's an official described as vir tribuniciae potestatis,
probably the chief magistrate of the town, which therefore
had some kind of responsible government. No doubt it was
not unique in this.\(^3\) In 446 the civitates of Britain still had
enough corporate existence to be able to despatch a joint
appeal for help, as official bodies, to the consul Aetius; and,
as Hodgkin remarks,\(^4\) when St. Patrick was writing about the
middle of the century, it seems that the system of decurions
was still a functioning one.

\(^1\) But there is reason to think that the final rupture did not come in 410,
but that reinforcements were sent to Britain about 417, and that these were
not finally withdrawn until some time before 429. See RBES. pp. 292 ff.,
especially 301.

\(^2\) RBES. p. 313.

\(^3\) Compare the "Magnus the magistrate" whose cousin died in North
Wales about the end of the fifth century; see CHIC. no 393.

\(^4\) HAS. 1, p. 64.
LANGUAGE AND HISTORY IN EARLY BRITAIN

As for the intellectual and religious life in Britain at the end of the fourth century and in the first half of the fifth, religious thought was active enough to foster one of the great early Christian heresiarchs, Pelagius, who left the country about 380. Later, between 420 and 430, Fastidius composed in Britain the work referred to above, On the Christian Life, addressed to a British woman. By the end of the fourth century Christianity, which had begun among the poorer town-dwellers, had, in fact, made considerable progress in all ranks of society; even the upper classes were partly converted, as in the case of St. Patrick's father, who was a deacon. Every large town must have had its bishop. There was, no doubt, still a good deal of paganism in the early fifth century, but it flourished now chiefly among the country people; and it is significant that a century later Gildas, for all his rhetorical castigations of the sins of the Britons, never once mentions heathenism amongst them. The visits of St. Germanus in 429 and about 447 for the purpose of putting down Pelagianism show that the Britons had enough organised Christianity to be alarmed at the existence of heresy among them. In 455 Pope Leo I made certain modifications in the system of calculating Easter as set up by the Council of Arles, and the new method was that which was practised by the Celtic church for more than two centuries, so that Britain must have been still sufficiently in contact with Rome to be able to learn and adopt innovations which came from there.

The conclusion is that the state of Britain in the first half of the fifth century was not one of complete breakdown of the Roman administration and religion, and of the Roman way of life. It was a period of decay, of a people cut off from close contact with its metropolis, though still in distant communication with it; a people whose standard of material life was falling, whose towns were half-empty slums, who were subject to frequent raids by barbarian robbers (Picts, Irish, and Saxons); but a people who were still essentially Roman in their civilisation. We cannot doubt that Latin was still the official language of Britain at this time, as it had been before.

The true date for the beginning of the final collapse of
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Roman Britain was not so much 410 as about 450, when the Saxon pirates turned from transitory raiding to organised settlement. Collingwood points out \(^1\) that from the middle of the century there were no more men like Pelagius and Fastidius; and though the new Easter regulations of 455 duly came to Britain, subsequent reforms did not.\(^2\) A new age begins now for Britain; on the one hand with the increasing encroachments of the Saxons, which will be described in Chapter VI, and on the other with a great change in methods of administration in the still British parts of the island. "By 450 the system of government by which Roman Britain ruled itself as a loose federation of civitates with elected magistrates of the Roman municipal type was breaking down."\(^3\) What was replacing it was a Celtic organisation, that of tribal units under the rule of chieftains whom Gildas calls tyranni; people such as Vortigern, the Celtic chief who was traditionally credited with having opened the gates to the Saxon invasion. "These men are drawn not altogether from the most romanized class of its population, but largely from the Celtic peoples of the less romanized fringe, in which case their political traditions are not those of the city but those of the tribe."\(^4\) What had really happened was that with the decay of Roman life and the impact of the barbarian raids, Britain had ceased to be a country of civilian government by a municipal and Imperial organisation, and had reverted to a state of military rule by the traditional barbarian type of hereditary king or chief, the pattern of which had existed in the petty head-men and chieftains of the Highland Zone under the Romans. Yet traces of Romanism remained. Gildas tells us of Ambrosius Aurelianus, "the last of the Romans", evidently a man of good family,\(^5\) and no doubt a Lowlander, who organised apparently successful war against the Saxons about 470–80.\(^6\) He seems to represent a last effort to assert the true Roman

\(^1\) RBES. p. 315.  
\(^2\) However, there was evidently still some degree of influence from the Christianity of Gaul on that of Britain, presumably through Brittany, as late as the seventh century; see pp. 103-5.  
\(^3\) RBES. p. 314.  
\(^4\) Ibid.  
\(^5\) DEB. c. 25.  
\(^6\) RBES. p. 319.
organisation, and it would appear that the "tyrants" were opposed to him, to judge from the traditions that he and Vortigern were enemies and that he quarrelled with Vortigern's kinsman, Guitolin (Vitalinus). Somewhat later the struggle with the Saxons seems to have been carried on by the shadowy figure of Arthur, but whether he too was a leader of the official Roman kind, as some think, or whether he was only another "tyrant" like Vortigern, we cannot really know; and nothing useful can be said about him here.

Can anything be learned of the language of the tyrants and of the new order of society? It is obvious that a man like Ambrosius Aurelianus would have spoken Latin, but what about Vortigern and his fellows? They stand for a recrudescence of all things Celtic in British life. It is very likely that their traditions were derived from the Highland Zone, and indeed we know that several of the Dark Age kingdoms of Wales were founded by a dynasty from southern Scotland which seems to have been moved there, under their chief Cunedda, as Roman foederati, at the end of the fourth century by a piece of deliberate Roman policy. Vortigern himself may have been a local Welsh king, and if so, this is another and a striking example of the Highland element in the new polity of Britain. We must consider, too, the way in which certain features of Celtic civilisation connected with the institution of chieftainship and tribal government had managed to survive four hundred years of Romanisation. It is beyond

1 See RB. v. 42, and the Exordium of the Annales Cambriae, Cymn. ix, 152.
2 See Collingwood, RBES. pp. 320 ff., who ably defends the former view.
3 Cf. RBES. pp. 289-90.
4 RBES. p. 314. But the evidence is not very good. Collingwood mentions none; clearly, however, he bases his statement on the fact that the later kings of the petty Welsh kingdom of Gwrtheyrnion traced their descent from him, and the name itself is derived from his. It must strike one as strange and suspicious that a little Highland chief of this sort should negotiate with the English and settle them in Kent, at a time when the whole of the Lowland Zone was still intact and still more or less a Roman country. One suspects that Vortigern was really a much more important person than this, and a Lowlander, and that his connection with Gwrtheyrnion is secondary, as indeed Nennius clearly shows. But this may be simply because of our ignorance of conditions in Britain in the middle of the fifth century. Cf. C. E. Stevens, English Historical Review, lxi. 366.
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doubt that the whole literary tradition of mediaeval Welsh eulogistic poetry addressed to chiefs and princes goes back to ancient Celtic times; and the early laws and customs of Wales, and mediaeval Welsh social and political life, belong clearly to a native Celtic system very little affected by Roman influence. This whole tradition was of course not a written one, but was from the earliest times essentially oral, as the Celtic tradition everywhere was; and Roman culture had no part in it, not even to the extent of supplying it with the art of writing. How it had managed to be handed down unbroken through all those centuries of Roman rule seems not altogether clear. It could hardly have been in the Lowland Zone, where all such matters were purely Roman. In Scotland beyond the Wall of course it could flourish undisturbed;¹ and we may suppose that further south in the Highland Zone the petty local chiefs who controlled the native mountaineers under the hand of the Roman military organisation must have kept alive the old customs. Probably, in spite of the squalor of their material life, each supported his family bard to keep his praises sung and his memory handed on in the British language and the traditional Celtic way, just as did the chiefs of mediaeval Ireland and the Highlands of Scotland, whose material civilisation was often little better. Nearly a century after Vortigern’s time we see one of the later generation of tyrants, Maelegwn the king of North Wales, eulogised by bards in the true Celtic manner.² It is fair to conclude from all this that with the rise of the tyrants and the vanishing of the old Roman aristocracy, the British language came into its own among the upper classes in the Lowland Zone, as it had always been among the lower.

It would be wrong, however, to go on to suppose that Latin was suddenly forgotten at this stage. Celtic though they were, the Highland chiefs at the end of the Roman period, or some of them, were nevertheless identified with Rome. If the story of Cunedda is correctly interpreted, most of North Wales

¹ Is this why the earliest extant Brittonic poetry, and most of the oldest historical traditions, belong to southern Scotland?
² Cf. DEB. c. 34 ad fin.
at the end of the fourth or beginning of the fifth century was occupied by leaders moved there as allies of the Romans, who were therefore probably semi-Romanised people. There is some slight reason to think that the British kingdoms of southern Scotland in the Dark Ages had been founded by the Romans, under the rule of Romanised Britons, late in the fourth century, as a defence against the Picts and Scots.\(^1\) It is probable that such Celtic chieftains and their descendants laid claim to inherit the power of the Roman Empire, and with it naturally the language of that Empire. As we shall see in Chapter V, the funerary monuments which were set up by the well-to-do of the Highland Zone, both in the West and in the North, in the fifth and sixth centuries, are invariably inscribed not in British but in Latin—often a rather barbaric Latin, but still Latin. One of them\(^2\) is actually composed in rough hexameters. Another speaks of a *magistratus* in North Wales at the end of the fifth century, as already noted; and still another, belonging to the middle of the sixth century, applies to the man it commemorates the high Roman imperial title of *Protector*. One is even dated in the year 540 by a reference to the consulate of Justinus. Many of these people bore Roman names, such as Vitalianus, Turpilius, Eternus, Caelestis, and so on, though some of them were not even Britons at all but Irishmen or of Irish extraction, as will appear in Chapter V. Gildas, writing about 540, refers constantly to his compatriots as *cives*, and the same appears on a monument of the early sixth century in Anglesey;\(^3\) it is evident that the free Britons of the first half of the sixth century, even in the Highland Zone, still regarded themselves as Roman citizens. Moreover Gildas, who wrote in Latin,\(^4\) calls it *nostra lingua*; and since part of his work is a sermon reproving the vices of several of the chiefs of west and southwest Britain and intended for their ears, it would seem either

---


2 CHIC. no. 360, early or mid sixth century.

3 CHIC. no. 325.

4 It would not have occurred to him to use British, which was still not a written language.
that they could themselves read some Latin or, more probably, that they had men about them who could read and if necessary interpret it to them. Again, while Gildas' Latin is certainly not that of Cicero, it is not merely barbarous. He could write a good swinging style in the flowery taste of his age, very much superior to the clumsy manner of Nennius at the beginning of the ninth century. He knew something of the classical poets, and was indeed an inheritor in a small way of the direct Roman tradition of the time of Fastidius; if he had been alive in St. Patrick's day the latter would have regarded him perhaps as one of the critical "rhetoricians". This was the period when Christianity, that expression of Roman culture, was winning its last battles in the Highland Zone, and the language of the church was Latin; this, then, was one more way in which the Roman civilisation was increasing in that area in the fifth and sixth centuries. It is worth noting here that the Latin spoken by the clergy must have been of the same type as the old upper-class language of the Lowland Zone as already described, because the Christian loanwords in Brittonic, the great mass of which must have entered the language between the fourth and sixth centuries, mostly differ in no essential way from the secular ones. In its earliest period the Roman church on the Continent used the low-class Vulgar Latin of the common people whose religion it chiefly was. That it did so also in Roman Britain would seem probable a priori; but however that may be, as Christianity spread to the upper classes there towards the end of the fourth century, its language must have taken on the pronunciation and standards of the aristocracy—at least that seems how the facts are most simply interpreted.

It appears, then, that during the fifth and sixth centuries the upper classes and the rulers of the Highland Zone had some knowledge of Latin; and were eager to make themselves out to be the inheritors of the Roman culture which had very largely broken down in the Lowland Zone (in spite of the fact that great parts of it were not yet occupied by the invaders) owing to the collapse of Roman government and the general

3 Cf. Richter, CPF, p. 7.
unrest of the times. In fact it may be that the level of Roman civilisation was now higher in the Highland Zone than in the Lowland. The former, from having been the home of wild semi-barbarous hillmen kept in subjection by the Roman garrison, had now become the last refuge of Roman life in Britain, and the sphere of powerful half-Romanised Christian chiefs. Many of the inhabitants of the Lowlands had fled here, bringing with them no doubt some remnants of their Roman civilisation, and very likely now introducing to the West many of the Latin words borrowed centuries before into their British speech, so that in this way they survived into medieval Welsh, Cornish, and Breton. Their Latin was still the Latin of the old British educated classes, and was now also that of the British church; so that when the clergy, the leaders of the western Brittonic Roman culture in the Dark Ages, came at this time to fix a system of orthography for their language, it was based upon a Late British pronunciation of that same upper-class insular Vulgar Latin, as was shown in Chapter II. For all this, the life and background of the Highland Zone remained fundamentally Celtic; British (and, as we shall see, in some cases Irish) must have been the daily language of all classes except the clergy. The tyrants were Celtic chiefs of the old type, whose family bards sang their praises in British, and who carried on the tribal laws and customs of their remote ancestors. Indeed this Latin flowering in the Highland Zone, such as it was, did not last very long nor strike very deep, especially the secular side of it. The Welsh and Cornish princes of the later Dark Ages are not likely to have known any Latin, nor did the claim to be Roman citizens and the representatives of Roman rule long outlast the sixth century. Cadfan, king of North Wales, the Catamanus rex sapientisimus opinatisimus omnium regum of the Llangadwaladr inscription,1 who died about 625, was the last of the princes of the Highland Zone to have a real Latin epitaph. Latin became the language of the church alone, and even there it ceased to be any longer a truly living language, and declined into a dead tongue taught and practised in monastic

1 CILC. no. 970.
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schools. We may assume this from the fact that at least as far back as the beginning of the ninth century, the monkish scribes or owners of Latin manuscripts felt it necessary to gloss many words, often quite simple ones, in their native Welsh. The same thing is to be inferred from the way in which Nennius wrote Latin at this time, not handling it like Gildas as a flexible living tongue, but laboriously thinking first in Welsh and then translating.¹

DURING the first few centuries after the conversion of Ireland to Christianity a considerable number of words were borrowed into Irish from Latin through the influence of the church, and therefore chiefly terms of a religious and ecclesiastical nature. The history of the conversion shows that it is in general likely that these words came from the spoken Latin of the British church, since the beginning and early development of Irish Christianity was fostered mainly from Britain. There is some reason to think that small communities of Christians may have existed in parts of Ireland already by the beginning of the fifth century, presumably founded by British missionaries; but, if so, they were of little importance in a nation whose religion was still overwhelmingly pagan. The real conversion of Ireland began with the mission of St. Patrick in 432. Patrick was himself a Roman Briton, and it is likely that some of his companions were Britons too, but his religious education had been in Gaul, chiefly at Lérins and Auxerre, and he had visited Italy. One or two of his fellow workers seem to have been Gauls. After his death in 461, and especially in the sixth century, the connection between the British and Irish churches grew even closer and more important. The great monastic movement in sixth-century Britain was paralleled by and was largely the cause of a similar movement in Ireland at the same time; and the presence of Irish scholars in British monasteries, more particularly at the "Menevian" school of St. David's during a large part of that century, was a significant factor.

1 For a list of these loanwords see J. Vendryes, De Hibernicis Vocabulis quae a Latina Lingua Originem Duxerunt (Paris, 1902).
THE BRITISH LATIN LOANWORDS IN IRISH

A few early-looking Latin loanwords which are of an apparently secular nature, like fin from vinum or dr from aurum, may quite possibly be older than the period of Christian influence, having reached Ireland through trade or from the British slaves captured by Irish robbers in the course of their raids on the Roman province in the fourth century; or very likely also through the intermediary of the Irish colonists in western Britain at that time, especially perhaps those who were driven back to Ireland by Cunedda about A.D. 400. But for the most part it is clear that the Latin borrowings are of ecclesiastical origin, and in a great many cases their phonology shows that they actually reached Ireland in a British pronunciation. It is important to note at the outset that even those loanwords which show British phonetic characteristics came in the main from spoken British Latin rather than from the Late British or Primitive Welsh and Cornish vernaculars, because it seems to be a common assumption that the mass of later borrowings, particularly those that have lost their final Latin syllables, reached Ireland through British rather than directly from Latin; so that for instance Irish scrin would come not from Latin scriinium but from the British borrowing of it, namely from Pr.W. *sgrin (W. ysgrin). The reason for this belief is that the nature of British Latin, and the relevance to our problems of Vulgar Latin in general, as already noted in the previous chapter, have not been duly considered. It was pointed out above that Latin was a living spoken language in Britain in the fifth century, and probably still in the sixth, especially among the clergy. The British missionaries and the Irish monks who in later times visited Britain in such numbers are not likely to have spoken British or Irish together to any great extent, but Latin—the common language of the Christian church both in early Ireland and

---

1 So Pogatscher, Eng.St. xix. 344, but he over-estimated the importance of this source. Some words, incidentally, may have been brought at the beginning of the fifth century by those Gaulish rhetoricians, refugees in Ireland, of whom Zimmer and, following him, Meyer made so much. They seem to have dropped out of sight nowadays (Zimmer and Meyer probably exaggerated the case), but if there is anything in the theory they are a possible source. See K. Meyer, Learning in Ireland in the Fifth Century (Dublin, 1913).
early Britain, as throughout western Europe in the Middle Ages. In neither country were Christian writings composed in the vernaculars during the first few centuries of the church, but in Latin. We may start, then, with the general principle that these predominantly religious and learned Latin words probably came into Irish from Latin, not from British, though of course it could not be denied that some may have entered through the vernacular. In fact it is possible actually to show in some cases that Latin and not British was the source. But this too must be emphasised, that it was British Latin, that is, Latin pronounced (up to a point) as if it were British. This has already been explained, pp. 70 ff. One of the outstanding points about British Latin in the late fifth and sixth centuries must have been that intervocally p, t, c, b, d, g, m were pronounced [b, d, g, b, d, ʃ, ʒ], because this was so in British; and another, that Latin ǝ was now a back and rounded sound, ə, just as the older British ǝ was. But the influence of the written language, so strong in the case of Latin but non-existent in the case of British, operated to prevent the process from going too far, and so British Latin did not follow British in developing ǝ into ai or ə into â, or ɛ (pronounced cht in British Latin) into ith. Hence the fact that in a loanword

6 There are a fair number of Brittonic, i.e. not Latin, loans in Irish, on which see Pedersen, VKG. i, 22 ff. Some may be late; others, if O’Rahilly’s theory is correct, are not British at all but derived from an old Brit. population in Ireland. Still, some may have come from Britain to Ireland in the fifth and sixth centuries. Yet this would not prove that the Latin loans of this period got into Irish through British, because if they had, the proportion of Latin loans to purely Britt. ones in Irish would surely have been far smaller than it is.

6 Ir. sceub “broom” must be from Brit. Lat. *scēba, not Late Brit. *scība (see § 22. 2). OL. precept is from precepta, not from the VL. *preccēta which gave W. pregeth; see § 50. Mt. trinulād has its palatalised -d from the Brit. Lat. oblique case *trinulādēm, *trinulādēs, *trinulādē, *trinulādē; the -d would not be palatalised in Brit., and this Irish feature shows the word is from a Brit. Lat. case with -dē(·) or -dī(·). See § 158. Mt. orūd: must be from Brit. Lat. *orōldi, as the MW. arched shows that the Late Brit. was *orōldi. But OL. cathair “chair” is taken not from Lat. cathedra but from Brit. *catāira; cf. Thurmesen, Gr.Ol. p. 569; and OL. scehtmon is probably from Pr.W. *scēptun rather than from septimun; see p. 395 below.

6 So Lat. scepā gave Brit. Lat. *sēpha, whence Ir. sceub, but in Brit. it passed through *sēpha to *ṣeyb, W. *esyb. On the other hand, Ir. lāirech, from lūrīca, may imply a Brit. Lat. *lūrīca; see p. 315.
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in Irish some form is preserved which developed further in Brittonic is no proof that the development had not already occurred in Brittonic at the time of the loan, at any rate provided that the change is a drastic one not likely to have been accepted in British Latin. For instance, if OI. lacht is a borrowing from Latin lactem, etc. (which is not certain), this does not of itself prove that the Brittonic form was not already *laith, since the word came into Irish from Brit. Lat. *lachtem, etc. It is not probable that the Britons ever pronounced the word in Latin as *laithem, etc. In any case, the Irish learned their Latin in the main from the British clergy, and with it learned the British pronunciation of Latin, which would no doubt be overlaid with certain inevitable Hibernisms such as the distinction of quality of consonants and so on.

This question of the pronunciation of British Latin has been emphasised here because most writers, with their eyes fixed on Classical Latin, have taken it for granted that the Latin loanwords in Irish which show British features must have come from British and not directly from Latin. Thurneysen so treats his "early" group (see p. 134, n. 2 below), Gr.OL. p. 565. MacNeill, however, realised the true situation: "The main body of loanwords which Old Irish derives from Latin shows the distinctive marks of the British pronunciation... In many cases it is possible and likely that they passed direct from the Latin language into Irish, but from a Latin which the Irish had learned to pronounce after the British manner" (Studies, xx, 40-41). MacNeill's account makes it clear he saw that the factor was the British pronunciation of Latin, not the Continental Vulgar one; cf. p. 73 above. He says that it is demonstrable that the British type of Latin pronunciation was established in Ireland before the first manuscript Irish, and lasted till the fourteenth century in the Irish schools. ¹

It was first pointed out in 1000 by Chr. Sarauw in his

¹ Unfortunately he neglects to demonstrate it. It may be noted, though, that rhymes in early Irish macaronic verse support it; so in Mael lau's Hymn Latin sit is rhymed with Ir. gribh, i.e. was spoken as sid. According to O'Bahilly, The Two Patricks (see p. 144 below), p. 44, Latin was read as if it was Irish throughout the Old and Middle Irish periods—though he too fails to quote any evidence.
Irske Studier (Copenhagen; pp. 3-20) that a number of phonetic features seem to combine to separate the Latin loan-words into two groups. Bringing Sarauw's arguments up to date, in the first group are: (1) Words in which Latin *p* appears as *c* in Irish; *pascha>*caisc, *purpura>*corcor, *pluma>*chún, *planta>*cland, *pateus>*cuithe, *pallium>*caille, *presbyter>*cruimther, Patricius>*Cothriché, VL *panna>*cann, and vesper>*fessor. (2) Those in which Latin intervocal -i- and -e- are rendered in Irish as -th- and -ch-, such as *cuithe, cruimther, Cothriché,* and others. (3) Those in which VL -ius, -ia, -ium and -eus, -ea, -eum give Irish -e, and Latin -iō gives Irish -(i)u, as in Cothriche, cuithe, caile, and MI. ortha from OL. *orthu from oratio. (4) Those in which Latin *nt, ne* were taken over as *nd, ng,* such as *planta>*cland, *uncia>*unge. (5) Words in which Latin *ā* gives Irish ā, like *cāeus>*cāise. (6) A number of words where Latin *f-* is rendered in Irish as *s-,* namely *fenestra>*senester, *fustis>*súist, *frenum>*sriam, *furnus>*sorn, *flecto>*slecht-, *flagellum>*VL frigellum>*srogell, *fibula>*sibal. In the second group are: (1) Words in which Latin *p* remains as *p* in Irish, as *pater>*pader, *spiritus>*spirud, *purgatorium>* purgadóir, *pācem>*póg, *Patricius>*Pádrig. (2) Those in which Latin intervocal -t-, -c- (and -p-) give Irish -d-, -g- (and -b-; normally written with *t, c, p* in OL, see footnote); for example, Pádrig, purgadóir, pader, spirud, póg, scópa>*scuab, sacrificium>*sugarbaig. (3) Those in which VL -ius and the other terminations mentioned above are simply dropped altogether, as in Pádrig, purgadóir, sugarbaig. (4) Those in which Latin *nt, ne* (and *mp*) are kept, as gentes>*gent(i), templum>*tempul. (5) Those in which Latin *ā* is Irish ā, as orātio>*oróid, altāire>*altóir, etc. (6) Those in which Latin *f-* appears in Irish as *f-,* such as *figura>*fizor.

1 Probably through a British Latin form *premītēr.
2 Sarauw gives Cothrice, which is a later form showing the regular development of palatalised *ch* to *ʒ* in an unstressed syllable; thus he misses the *c>*ch here.
3 The sounds [b, d, g] which are regularly written *p, t, c* in internal and final position in Old Irish are given here throughout as *b, d, g* in spelling to make their character clear and avoid confusion. Also long vowels are marked with the macron, to keep the acute accent for indicating stress. Thus OL writes normally *pater, spiritus, purgatōir, pōs, sceop.* Pátric(c) for the above words.
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Sarauw's explanation of these facts is that the first group of words was borrowed chronologically earlier than the second group, the first before and the second after certain phonetic developments had taken place in Irish; but he did not realise that changes had also happened in British (and therefore in British Latin) about the same time and are themselves reflected in the second group. So (1), as Sarauw rightly notes, the explanation of the Irish c for Latin p is that these words were borrowed at a time when the Irish as yet had no p, and were unable to pronounce it. Hence they substituted the nearest sound they had, the still strongly labialised Irish q$. When later all Pr.I. q$ developed into c (see p. 139 below), it did so likewise in the Latin loanwords. So planta was borrowed first as *q$slanda, whence Ol. cland. Traces of the labial quality of the q$ can be seen in the rounding of the neighbouring vowel in a few words; hence Patricius, borrowed as *Q$ataricius, became not *Cathrice but Cothrice, passing first through *Q$otricius. This, of course, further demonstrates that these words were taken in before Irish q$ had become c; and the name Cothrice shows that the q$ still existed in the time of St. Patrick. On the other hand, later the Irish learned to pronounce p, and hence were now able to keep it in Latin loanwords, as in the later borrowing Pádrig.

(2) Pr.I. intervocal -t- and -k- became -th- and -ch- by lenition. Sarauw interpreted the appearance of Latin -t- and -c- in the form of -th- and -ch- in the first group of words as meaning that these words were assimilated before the period of lenition in Irish, and took part in it when it occurred; and he was undoubtedly right. As for the second group, he was

1 I.e. by unconscious sound-substitution. Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 370, seems to prefer the older theory of Schuchardt, Güterbock, and Zimmer that this was a conscious analogical device; that the Irish monks knew that many obviously identical Celtic words had p in British and q$ in Irish, and so deliberately changed the foreign p to their q$. This is very much less probable than Sarauw's explanation. The Irish would naturally either try to say p and succeed, or, as happened, try and fail; their try being the nearest they could get, namely q$.

2 A native p arose secondarily by syncope bringing together b and h; but they may well have mastered the p sound independently before that; see p. 135 below.
confused by the OI. spelling of internal [b, d, g] as p, t, c, and so supposed that in words like the name written in OI. Pátríc Latin -t- and -c- were preserved unchanged,¹ because Irish lenition was by now over. In point of fact, though Irish lenition was indeed complete by the time these words were borrowed, British lenition must also have taken place, turning British and British Latin intervocal -p-, -t-, -c- into b, d, g, and so they were adopted as b, d, and g in Irish, though spelled p, t, c exactly as in Britain (see pp. 70 ff.). Consequently *Patricius was borrowed as Pádrig² but spelled in OI. Pátríc. It should be emphasised here, incidentally (though the point is not discussed by Sarauw), that in both groups of borrowings original Latin intervocal -b-, -d-, and -g- appear in Irish as -b-, -d-, and -g- (so written here, though OI. spells them b, d, g). For example, the first-group loanword faba > seibh, and the second-group loan figura > fíor. This happened because in the first group the Latin -b-, -d-, and -g- were lenited to b, d, and g by and together with the subsequent general Irish lenition; and in the second group -b-, -d-, and -g- had now become b, d, and g already in British Latin and were borrowed, therefore, in that form. Since OI. spells b, d, and g as b, d, and g, exactly as Old Welsh, Cornish, and Breton do, this fact has escaped the attention of some writers, including Sarauw. As to Latin intervocal -m-, it was lenited in the first group borrowings in the same way, because Irish -m- was lenited; hence British Latin *premiter gave Pr.I. *gremiter, which by lenition and rounding became *gropither, subsequently OI. cruipither. Latin -m- is also the lenited -p- in second-group loans, and we must conclude that through British lenition intervocal -m- was lenited in British Latin just like the rest.³

(3) Primitive Irish had case-endings and other terminations very similar to the Latin ones, including nominatives in -as,

¹ This is, of course, incorrect; see Thurneysen, Gr.OI., pp. 566-7.
² The fact that Latin -m- remains in a couple of instances in British may mean that the words in question are learned loans, borrowed after British lenition was complete. Paulmar> W. salm may well be a purely book word, but this is less likely of Germanas> W. Garmun, since it shows the characteristic VL. or plus consonant>or; see p. 281.
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-ā, -an, -is, -us, -ā, and -iās, -iā, -iān, -iā. The terminations without ā were later lost altogether, but those with ā were preserved—the first three as -e, the last as -(i)u. Sarauw saw that the first-group borrowings were taken in early enough for their endings to fall together with the Irish ones before this loss, and that when it afterwards took place, Latin -us,1 -u, -um, -is, and -o vanished with the closely similar Irish endings;2 but Latin -iās, -iā, -iām, and -iō behaved like the Irish terminations with ā and remained in the same form as they did. On the other hand, in the later group all Latin endings were lost, including those with ā. This means that the Irish loss of final syllables was by now complete; and the Irish, instead of keeping the superfluous Latin endings in their colloquial speech, where they would have no close pattern in the now almost terminationless language, simply dropped them off and so assimilated them to the native model.3 So British Latin *trinidiēdem was treated in Irish as having no ending, whence trindōid. Those who think of the second group of loanwords as coming exclusively from British (not directly from Latin), explain the lack of endings by the fact that British itself lost its terminations; so Sarauw, op. cit. p. 8.

(4) Original Goedelic nt and nc became dd and qq at some time in the Pr.I. period (see p. 138). It must have happened before the first group of loans, and Sarauw reasonably explains the treatment of Latin nt, nc as nd, ng in these words as being due to the fact that Irish had no nt, nc at the time; nd and ng were the nearest sounds and were therefore substituted. Later on the Irish learned to say nt and nc,4 and in the second group of loanwords the Latin sounds remain.

1 The absence of u-quality, and the presence of u/o-affection, in these Irish borrowings from Latin words in -us shows that the termination was not pronounced with [u] in Irish Latin but with [o] or [a]; cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 104.
2 Cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OL. p. 568.
4 If not before, at any rate by the time when such groups arose secondarily through syncope. Thurneysen, Gr.OL. p. 567, quotes aiccead and argumint beside aiccead and argumint as examples of -nd in late loans (he says "after syncope", but this applies only to argumint). There is nothing in the phonology of aiccead to show that it is late, and the existence of forms with -nt in both cannot be ignored.
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(5) Sarauw saw that the treatment of Latin ă as ő in the second group was due to British influence; but he did not realise that what must have happened was that the earlier words were borrowed while British (and therefore British Latin) ă was still ă, but the later after it had already developed to ę. In some words apparently of the late type, such as strātā > strāid, ă is found nevertheless, which troubled Sarauw, but the reason may be quite simply because the various changes within the two groups need by no means have synchronised exactly; lenition in British is older than ă > ę, so that this Latin word was probably heard as (gen. sg.) strāde.

(6) The borrowing of Latin f- as s- is regarded by Sarauw as a thing apart, presumably because the evidence that the contrasting development is later is not so striking, and also because the date of the earlier treatment does not fit precisely with the other words in the group. Pr.I. had no f of its own until the time of lenition. The sound did not exist in original Goedelic; native y- did develop into f-, but this happened a good while after the period in question, and though the lenition of y ultimately appeared as f, it was probably a late analogy. The only f- in Pr.I. before this was the one which arose from the initial lenition of sy-; so Pr.I. *syesur, "sister", and *mau' syesur, "my sister", became later siur and mo fiur respectively. Sarauw saw that when the Irish of this period heard a Latin word like fenestra, their natural unconscious reaction was to think of it as one having initial lenition, and so they made a form *senestra for non-lenited position, whence Ol. senester. It should be noted that this implies a period

---

4 The Irish ő from Brit. ę must have been an open sound in early Ir., since otherwise it would have been lost together with Ir. (and Lat.) ę in un-contrast pōcun > *pōcun > Ir. p̪ed with scēpa > *scēba > Ir. *scēb > scēb.

5 See § 8.

6 He rightly preferred this to the older view that the substitution was a conscious analogy.

1 Or perhaps first *senestra if their sy- had not already become s-; it may still have remained, cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OI, p. 372, on scrogell. But MW. also had ę in this word, frowyll, and the form frowyll is later; cf. Llloyd-Jones, Cynon. Trans., 1942, p. 195; so that we may have to postulate a Brit. Lat. *frowellum.
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of borrowing somewhat later than other words in the early group, since it postulates the existence of lenition already, while the others were adopted before lenition. Sarauw did not discuss the later group, and, of course, it cannot be asserted that any given loanword with _f_, like *figura* → *fígor*, must necessarily be later; it might be an early loan in which the analogy simply failed to work, or the "lenited" form was generalised. But at any rate the _s_-forms are evidently comparatively speaking old; see p. 135.

Such is Sarauw's interpretation of the evidence, with additions and modifications as indicated. Since he wrote, the dual grouping of the loanwords into earlier and later has become more or less accepted as a general proposition, along the lines he laid down, though scholars have differed about the cause and explanation, as described below. An advance was made in an important article by Éoin MacNeill in _Studies_, xx (1931), pp. 39 ff., "The Beginnings of Latin Culture in Ireland". MacNeill added a number of further criteria to the two groups, and attempted a firm dating for both. As already said, he believed that British Latin, not British, was the chief source for the Latin loanwords at all periods; and made the significant point that first-group words borrowed with British Latin intervocal _-t_, _-c_ giving Irish _th_, _ch_ meant that they were taken in before lenition occurred in British; and second-group words having them as Irish _d_, _g_ (and _p_ as _b_) meant that British lenition had happened in the interval. He introduced the convenient custom of calling the first the *Cothriche group* and the second the *Pádraig group*. They will be so described here from this point on.

MacNeill's more valuable additional points are as follows, omitting a number of others which are uncertain or unimportant for one reason or another:

(1) Irish normally stressed all words on the first syllable. In the *Cothriche group*, Latin long vowels in syllables which became unstressed *when they were borrowed into Irish* were shortened, whereas in the *Pádraig group* they retained their length. For example, the Latin suffix _-ārius_, _-ārium_, the _ā_.

1 But on Thurneysen's views see p. 134, n. 2 below.
being unstressed in Irish, gave -(a)ire in Cothriche words; but in Pádraig words, with the change of ō to ő and the total loss of the ending, it appears as -(e)őir.¹ So (marking the Irish stressed syllable by the acute accent) ostiārius > āslīre, tabellārius > tāblāire, but candelārius > cāindleōir. Other examples of preservation of length in unstressed syllables are scriptūre (gen. sg.) > scriptūrī, corōne (gen. sg.) > cōrōin, purgatōrium > purgādōir, trinitātem > trīndōid. With orātio there is an interesting double borrowing. As a Cothriche word it was borrowed as orātīō in Latin pronunciation, giving Pr.I. *ōrāthin by lenition; the ō was then first shortened, as described, whence *ōrāthin, and later syncopated, giving OL. *orthu, ML. ortha. But it was borrowed again later as a Pádraig word, now pronounced orādpō in Latin, and so appearing in OL. as orōid. MacNeill’s conclusion is that Pr.I. shortening of unstressed long vowels took place between the two periods. This is evidently correct, but needs modification; see pp. 135-7 below.

(2) In Pr.I., original u and i became o and e respectively when followed in the next syllable by a or o; and original o and e gave respectively u and i when followed by i or u in the next syllable (subject to certain exceptions which need not concern us here). These phenomena are called u/o-affectio and i/u-affectio.² In early Latin borrowings these vowel affections are found, but in the later ones they are not. E.g. furnus > Pr.I. *s(y)urnas > OL. sorn, molina > Pr.I. *mulina > OL. mulenn, but (hi)storia > OL. stoir. Therefore stressed vowel affection occurred in Pr.I. between the time of the Cothriche and Pádraig groups.

(3) After its loss of final vowels, Pr.I. dropped the unstressed second syllable of words, and the fourth also if there was one, the third bearing a secondary stress marked here with the grave accent. For instance, *éncsámālīi > *ěgossąpuli dropped the unstressed ō and second a, giving ěsapuli, spelt in OL. esamli. This is known as syncope. MacNeill finds that

¹ But -(a)ire became a productive suffix in Irish, and could be added to Pádraig group words, as in pilaire, or to native ones, as in rèchtaire.
² See Thurneysen, Gr.OL pp. 46 ff.
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Cothriche words syncopate and Pádraig words do not, as in the case of oratio giving ortha as an early loan and oróid as a late one; or purgatorium giving purgadóir in the Pádraig group. He inferred that syncope also happened between the two groups (but on this see pp. 136-7).

MacNeill's general conclusion is, then, that all the changes in Primitive Irish which affected the Cothriche words and not the Pádraig ones took place in the interval between the two periods of borrowing. He went on to the important corollary that the Cothriche group of loanwords was a direct consequence of the mission of St. Patrick, and is therefore to be dated in the middle of the fifth century; it is a small one because the development of the Irish church in Patrick's time was limited. The Pádraig words he believed to have been introduced in the sixth century, a result of the very close relations between the monasteries of Ireland and Britain during that century; and it was a larger group because the British influence was by now much fuller. Both groups come from British Latin, but the characteristic Britticisms of the Pádraig group are lacking in the Cothriche because they had not yet occurred in British or British Latin. Hence the second half of the fifth century and early part of the sixth was the great period of linguistic change in both languages.

MacNeill also assumed a third and still later group of Latin loanwords in Irish, borrowed at a time when Latin was no longer a truly spoken language, and therefore taken primarily from books. These are of a learned nature, words used in ecclesiastical and grammatical treatises; they are often

1 It has been objected to MacNeill that the Irish Christians were hardly likely to change the name of their national saint, and the words for common ideas in their religion, just because some Irish monks studied in Wales. But we should remember (a) that Irish Christianity was not widely and securely established until the sixth century, when it became so actually under the influence of the British church; and (b) that that church must have had immense prestige in Ireland as the true source of the new religion, so that, for instance, Pádraig could be accepted without question as "more correct" than Cothriche. Irish religious particularism of the seventh century was directed against the Roman church, and did not exist within the Celtic church in the sixth. Besides, Patrick was not at this time the national figure he later became.
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shortened in an arbitrary manner like adiectivum > adiecht, masculinus > mascul, or show confusions of quantity.¹ These borrowings do not concern the present discussion.

Like so much of MacNeill’s work, this article shows his brilliant capacity to co-ordinate a mass of evidence into a persuasive synthesis. For the present writer there is no doubt that MacNeill (and before him Sarauw) was fundamentally right,² and that the two bodies of loanwords correspond to these two periods of influence by the British church on the Irish. But there are one or two matters which need qualification, and indeed the whole structure seems to be capable of greater subdivision. Before attempting this, it should be remarked, however, that it would be a mistake to insist too rigidly on the exact boundaries of each type. In some cases it is not possible to say to which group a given word belongs, because of the absence of any characteristic criteria. In others the evidence is contradictory. This may sometimes be explained by the influence of analogy or by suffix substitution:

¹ Cf. Thurneysen, Handbuch des Altirischen, pp. 516, 518. Cearnacht and léiged, which he quotes, are, however, not due to confusion, but to the quantity system of late Vulgar Latin, which was continued in the ecclesiastical Latin of the Carolingian renaissance. The same thing is found in late learned ecclesiastical loans in Anglo-Saxon. O’Rahilly, The Two Patricks, pp. 78-9, notes equinoctium > ecenacht, grammatic > grammantic, metropolis > metropoil, tabernaculum > tabernacul. These are obviously entirely book words. But he points out that quite late loans are still sometimes found modelled on the Pàdraig type, though direct British influence had long ceased, e.g. muduir < natura.

² The theory of Sarauw and MacNeill has been undeservedly obscured by the unfortunate fact that Thurneysen paid little attention to Sarauw either in his Handbuch or in his Grammar, and apparently had not read MacNeill when he wrote the latter. He dealt with the loanwords in his Handbuch, pp. 516 ff., and his Grammar, pp. 565 ff., in an Appendix which is diffuse and unclear in its treatment of the evidence. He differentiated an “early” group, by which however he meant all those words which reached Ireland under British influence, whether of our Cothriche or Pàdraig types; and a “later”, namely those “learned” words called by MacNeill the third group. Still he did allow that some words of his “early” group were older than others (i.e. the Cothriche type). For Thurneysen the “early” group was borrowed primarily from spoken British, not Latin, and the “later” directly from Latin. Thurneysen’s authority has tended to confuse the situation over the years, though nevertheless Celtic scholars by and large have given general assent to Sarauw’s theory. If Thurneysen had read MacNeill’s article he might have modified his views.
Sarauw himself so accounts for the th (d) and the gh, instead of d and g, in the Pádraig words *peccatum* > *peccath*, *peccad*, *meretricem* > *merdreich*, and *praedicare* > *predach*-. Another factor may well be that the various criteria do not exactly coincide chronologically. It must be remembered that in a period of rapid linguistic evolution, as this was, one cannot look for rigid consistency and clear-cut partition of linguistic changes in loanwords. They may have taken place at different rates in different parts of the country. For instance, the Irish very probably learned to accommodate their lips to the sound p during the Cothriche period, well before the Pádraig borrowings began and a long time before they acquired a p of Goedelic origin by the syncope of b plus vowel plus h. So one may account for Latin *paroecia* > *pairche*, which, as O’Rahilly points out, conforms to the Cothriche type in everything except its p. This might also be the explanation of *peccath*, though the analogical substitution described above is equally probable. In the matter of q versus p, then, one may perhaps postulate a time before the end of the Cothriche period when the Irish, or some of them, had already learned to say p. One or two other possible intermediate factors must be pointed out before attempting a general chronological survey.

First, as stated above, the borrowing of Latin f- as s- means that Irish lenition had already taken place, which would date such words later than the Cothriche group; yet, on the evidence of *sorn*, they are earlier than a/o-affection, as is the Cothriche type as a whole. Presumably, therefore, they represent a late stage of the first group. Again, there are some words which do not preserve the Latin long vowels in Irish unstressed syllables but shorten them as the Cothriche type does, and yet appear from other aspects of their phonology to belong to the Pádraig type, either by dropping final *-ius*, etc., or by rendering Latin p, t, c by b, d, g. Such are VL *eclesiā* > *eglais*, *Latīna* > *Laiden*, VL *accāsio* > *accuis*, *ma(tu)/tīnā* >

---

1. By the influence of all the verbal nouns like *salad*, etc. Cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OL. p. 375, but contrast p. 366, which is inconsistent with it.

2. The Two Patricks, p. 80. Sarauw’s explanation of pairche is unsatisfactory.
maiden, psalterium >saltair, tribulatio >treblaid, consummatio >cosmaid. The two last may easily be explained as having suffix substitution by the Irish ending -(a)id, but the others cannot be so disposed of.¹ They contrast noticeably with Pádraig words like oróid which preserve the Latin length. Now, after the time when long unstressed vowels were shortened, Primitive Irish for a while had no long vowels in such syllables. Later (presumably by the early sixth century, see p. 143) new long vowels arose from short ones in unstressed syllables by compensatory lengthening from the reduction of c or g in the groups cr, cl, cn, gr, gl, gn. For instance, Pr. I. *cūlēzn (from older *colēgnos) became cūlēn, *Dallāzn became Dallān, and so on. It is likely, therefore, that words like oróid belong to a later stratum of the Pádraig type, after the development of these long vowels in Irish, and kept their unstressed long vowels because the Irish were now familiar with them in their own language. On the other hand, words like eglais <*eglēsia <VL. eclesia would belong to the earliest stratum of that group, borrowed before the time of compensatory lengthening, and in them the vowel is shortened by sound-substitution under the influence of the general fact that at that period the Irish had no long vowels in any but initial syllables. That words like eglais have lost their final -ia etc. entirely shows that they are later than the loss of Irish final syllables, like all Pádraig words. It would follow that the mere presence of shortened long vowels in the unstressed Irish syllables of Latin loanwords is not, after all, by itself a criterion of the Cotriche group, as MacNeill thought, but of the Cotriche group plus an early part of the Pádraig. Thirdly, the existence of syncope in a word is not proof that it belongs to the Cotriche type and not to the Pádraig. A number of words which are otherwise clearly of Pádraig type show syncope, and were therefore adopted before it took place, so that again MacNeill’s definition would not be exact. Such are candēlarius >caindleor, Nātālicia >British Latin *Nātālīgia (with ĕ reduced in the British pretonic syllable, see § 10) >OL.

¹ Persōna > persona might be another case of a possible early borrowing of p, as perhaps in paireche above; but it is more likely to belong here.
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Noël(a)ig.¹ The explanation is simply that syncope, one of the latest of the developments which changed Primitive into Archaic Irish, happened not before the beginning of the Pádraig period, as MacNeill thought, but during the course of it; some words of this group were borrowed before syncope, others after.

It remains now to try to settle, so far as possible, the all-important point of the absolute as well as the relative chronology of all these changes in Primitive Irish. As to the relative chronology, Pokorny, in an article in ZCP. xii. 415 ff., has discussed certain of them and has convincingly demonstrated that they took place in the following order: (1) a/o and i/u-affection in stressed syllables; (2) a/o-affection in unstressed syllables; (3) loss of final syllables; (4) compensatory lengthening with reduction of cr, cl, cn, gr, gl, gn; (5) syncope. To this it may be added that "infection" (the setting up of palatalised, velarised, and labiovelarised consonant quality) must have happened before the loss of final syllables; Vendryes has attempted to show that it was later than vowel affection, but the evidence is inconclusive.² Reduction of long unaccented vowels took place before a/o-affection in unstressed syllables, as Pokorny shows,³ and probably therefore before the same affection in stressed syllables, which cannot long have preceded the other. Since the Cothrîche words exhibit all the above developments, one may reasonably conclude that they all took place after the first period of Latin borrowing.

The only documents contemporary with the Primitive Irish stage are the inscriptions written in the Ogam alphabet discussed in Chapter V. These inscriptions cannot be dated with any precision, but there is reason to think that the practice of setting them up was hardly older than the end of the fourth century (see pp. 152-3), and that the majority belong to the

¹ MW. Neolgo, C. Nudelik come from a VL. form Nudilicio, with pretonic reduction of a already in Vulgar Latin; see pp. 289-90.
² MSL. xiv. 402. The fact that words like Ol. mid, etc., may be written mid, etc., is purely a matter of Ol. orthography, and can have nothing to do with Primitive Irish.
³ Otherwise, e.g., *torimâ would not have been affected to Ol. timirâm.
fifth and sixth centuries. Those of the above changes which are capable of being shown in the Ogam spelling actually appear in the inscriptions; and it is possible, therefore, to some extent, to trace a linguistic progression in them; some inscriptions are more archaic in their forms, according to the table given below, than others, and hence are presumably older. Thus some preserve final syllables and some do not. This evidence is unfortunately made very indecisive by the fact that there is certainly some degree of archaisation to be reckoned with; the engravers practised a traditional craft, and their spellings were apt to be conservative, and to lag behind the rapid changes taking place in the spoken language at the time (on this matter see further p. 153). Nevertheless, it is possible to say within wide limits that if a given inscription is consistent in having very old linguistic forms, it is probably early, say fifth century; whereas one which betrays any late features is therefore certainly late, sixth or in some cases seventh century, and occasionally even later, regardless of whether it may also contain early-looking traits (which would be merely traditionalisms).  

Now in the Ogam inscriptions the change of original $nt$ and $nc$ to Pr.I. $dd$ and $gg$, described above, has already occurred, and $nt$, $nc$ are not preserved anywhere in them. Indeed if Thurneysen (following Pokorny) is correct, Gr.OI. p. 127, the process was taking place in the first and second centuries. It had certainly happened before the Goethric words were borrowed, as we have seen, and therefore before all the above changes just enumerated; and it may be put down as the oldest of the developments marking off Primitive Irish from the original Goedelic. Again, the Ogam alphabet had not and never developed any means of showing the Irish lenition, any way of distinguishing from their non-lenited forms the sounds $th$, $ch$, $b$, $d$, $g$, and $m$, which developed internally in Pr.I. from older $t$, $c$, $b$, $d$, $g$, and $m$. Since the alphabet was invented for the purpose of spelling the Irish language of its

1 See ECNE., pp. 200 ff.
2 Except that $V$ was rarely and exceptionally used as an approximation for this; see Études Celtiques, v. pp. 165 ff.
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day, it is surely clear that if lenition had existed at the time the inventor would have devised some means of spelling these sounds. Therefore lenition is later than the creation of the Ogam alphabet, which probably means that it is later than the fourth century.¹ Since, as we have seen, the Cothriche group of words is earlier than lenition, it appears that we may construct a beginning to Pokorny's list of changes in chronological order as follows: (a) *nt, *nt > *dd, *yy; (b) Cothriche group; (c) lenition; (d) *a/o and *i/u-affection of stressed syllables.

The early loanwords which render Latin *f- by *s- appear to be later than lenition and earlier than *a/o-affection,² as has already been shown; and are to be regarded, therefore, as belonging between (c) and (d), and as constituting a late subgroup of the Cothriche type.

The Cothriche words were borrowed while Pr.I. still had a *qš sound, and most of them before its speakers had acquired the capacity to sound a *p. Now *qš seems to have become *c before back vowels in the first half of the sixth century.³ An example of this is seen in the Voteporix inscription, CHIC. no. 358, dated about A.D. 550, where the Ogam Irish equivalent (not borrowing) of the British VOTEPORIGIS is spelt VOTECORIGAS, from older *Voteporígas. Before front vowels the change, which may have begun earlier through the resolution of the *qš, seems to have been completed later. By the phenomenon of "infection" already mentioned, consonants before front vowels became palatalised: for the Pr.I. *rűtis, "fort", > *rűthis by lenition, became *rűth'is by infection, and after final syllables were lost the resulting *rűth'

¹ See ECNE, p. 203, and p. 156 below. Lenition is common to all the mediæval Celtic languages, both Goedelic and Brittonic. Nevertheless, except as a nuance it cannot go back as such to Common Celtic (see § 132), and cannot be older than the fifth century, as is shown in this chapter for Goedelic and in §§ 133 ff. for Brittonic. Thurneysen does not appear to make a clear statement anywhere as to how he saw the date of Irish lenition, but he seems to have thought it ancient. There is no evidence for such a view.

² They are certainly older than syncope, since Irish developed an *f of its own by syncope of the group *b plus vowel plus *h.

³ O’Rahilly, The Two Patricks, p. 81, says qš became c some time in the sixth century, but gives no reasons.
developed a glide vowel, giving rāith', which is the Old Irish (written rāith). In the case of a word like Pr.I. *maq$q^i$, "of a son", common in Ogam, the palatalisation would destroy the velarised double $q^u$ sound, no doubt breaking it up first into a double palatalised $c'$ plus $u'$, so *mac$c'u'y$. With the loss of final syllables this would become *mac$c'u'y'; and that is what we actually find in a number of Latin transliterations of Irish names in sixth-century bilingual inscriptions in Wales. The Pr.I. compound name Maq$q^i$-Decēddas (gen. sg.: the nom. sg. is *Maq$q^u$as-Decēddas) occurs in several Ogam inscriptions;¹ it became by lenition *Maq$q^u$-Dechēddas, by palatalisation *Mac$c'u'y'-D'ech'eddas, and by loss of final syllables *Mac$c'u'y'-D'ech'edd. This last is spelt in Latin letters in CHIC. no. 326, early to mid sixth century, as MACCVDECCETI (with Latinising gen. sg. termination; the first element has nothing to do with OL moceu, mucceu);² which evidently points to an attempt to write the difficult group -c'$c'u'y'$d'-, and shows that by this time Irish $q^u$q before front vowels had already become $c'$'$u'$. On other Latin inscriptions with this name see pp. 181-2. Just the same thing happened with the Pr.I. name *Maq$q^u$as-Trēni, which occurs in the genitive, MAQ(Q)I-TRENI, in Ireland (CHIC. no. 86) and in Britain (no. 341, end of the fifth or beginning of the sixth century, and no. 428, early seventh century). The two last have also in Latin letters MAC(q)(C)V-TRENI (which proves, incidentally, that MACCV is the equivalent of Ogam MAQQI, not MUCCOI); and add no. 425, early or mid sixth century, MACVTRE(NI) in Latin letters without an Ogam. Compare CHIC. no. 442, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, Latin MACCVDICCL FILIVS CATIVVVS with an illegible Ogam; the Irish name is unknown elsewhere, but is clearly another in *Maq$q^u$as-. The c'$c'u'$ sound appears also in no. 433, early or mid sixth century, where the Latin FILI is spelt in Ogam MACV, with consonantal $y$, which means again mac$c'u'y'. In the Latin-letter inscriptions no. 364, mid-sixth century, QVENVENDANI, and no. 462, mid or later sixth century, QVENATAVCIL, both of which are certainly

¹ CHIC. nos. 20, 56, 159, 184, 203.
² See ECNE. p. 211.
Irish, the QV is probably an effort to write the sound c'y'. As the former shows syncope, the final stage ce- there should be later than the time of syncope. Thus the evidence is that q² became c before o (and no doubt a, u) by the first half of the sixth century, and that before e and i it developed first into c'y' through infection by the early sixth century, and subsequently into c, perhaps in the late sixth century.

With all this material it is possible now to try to construct a table of absolute datings. The latest important change dealt with is syncope. This is fairly certainly to be put in the sixth century, probably about the middle. Consequently the others will all be earlier (except c'y' > c before e and i). The phenomenon of the loss of final syllables seems to belong to about the turn of the fifth and sixth centuries. We have already seen it in the first element of Irish compound names written MACCV- in Latin letters at about this time and later, and in MACCVDICCL, the termination of the second element is likewise missing. The loss is actually found again in the Lewannick inscription (CIIIC. no. 466), dating from the end of the fifth or early sixth century, where the Latin MEMORIA, borrowed in Irish (OI. mebiur'), is rendered in the Ogam as MEMOR (i.e. mebor'), meaning that like the Pádraig group of words it was borrowed after Irish had lost its final syllables; cf. p. 183.

1 The Ogam engravers continued to write MAQ(Q)I long after the loss of final syllables and the change of q² to c (also MAQ after the latter); an intermediate form MAC(C)I is sometimes found. But these are simply archaisms; see p. 153, and ECNE. p. 201.

2 Note that the forms VEQREQ, VEQRC(1) in nos. 118, 227, for older *Ukôtotiques show complete confusion of q² and c in Ogam writing. These inscriptions are post-syncope and clearly late; MacNeill thinks the first late seventh century, PRIA. xxxix, c, 42.

3 Cf. Thurneysen, Beitr.G.D.Sp.Litt. lxii, 198, and ZCP. xix, 207; O'Rahilly, Æ ruins, xili, 119. In EJHM. p. 404 O'Rahilly thinks it may have continued later, but the evidence is inconclusive as the name Celin may have been borrowed earlier than he assumes. No, 364 just quoted shows Irish syncope had occurred by the middle of the century. [O'Rahilly now quotes examples to suggest that syncope had not yet come into effect in the third quarter of the sixth century; Celtia, i, 366. They are not very decisive. Brúide's father was a Pict, whose name can hardly be used as evidence of Irish sound-changes. The examples belong to sources from the North; possibly syncope may have been slightly later there than elsewhere. It may be safer to say "middle or second half of sixth century", for syncope.]
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Compare also CHIC, no. 10, which has three Irish words without final syllables, and is generally supposed to belong to the early sixth century (see MacNeill, PRIA. xxvii, c. 332), though the evidence is not very good either for the identification of the person or for the date of his death. In any event, loss of final syllables must be distinctly later than the first group of Latin borrowings.

Turning to the beginning of the table below, apart from the change of *nt*, *nc* to *dd*, *gg*, the date of which is vague, the oldest item is the Cothriche loanwords. It is pretty clear, as MacNeill and others hold, that these belong to the period of the earliest important missionary activity in Ireland, namely to the efforts of St. Patrick and his fellows between 432 and 461. This gives a date for the beginning of the list in the second quarter or middle of the fifth century. Lenition, which is later than the Cothriche group and earlier than the loss of final syllables, can therefore be put in the second half of the fifth century; and since it is the earliest change after the Cothriche words, would be near the beginning of that half-century. That it had indeed happened by the end of the century is confirmed by the inscriptions CHIC, nos. 362 (late fifth century) and 432 (late fifth or early sixth century) and perhaps no. 399 (late fifth century); note also no. 431 (early to mid sixth century). On these inscriptions see pp. 180, 186.

Enough evidence has now been collected to draw up a tentative chronology of the main sound-changes which took place in the Primitive Irish period, through which the original Goedic language was transformed into what is called Archaic Irish:

(1) At some time between the first and early fifth centuries, the change *nt*, *nc* > *dd*, *gg*, with compensatory lengthening.

(Late fourth or early fifth century, the oldest Ogam inscriptions.)

(Mid fifth century, the main body of Cothriche loanwords.)

¹ Cf. ETHM. p. 398.

[¹ The form *Catbhosta* in AU. 456 may possibly come from a contemporary source with the final syllable preserved (OI. *Catbhoth*); cf. Celtica, i, 396.]
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(2) Second half of the fifth century, in the following order:
   (a) Lenition.
      \((f\rightarrow s\) sub-group of Cothriche loanwords.)
   (b) Reduction of unstressed long vowels.
   (c) \(a'o\) and \(i/u\)-affection of stressed syllables.
   (d) \(a/o\)-affection of unstressed syllables.

(3) About 500, loss of final syllables.

(4) First half of sixth century, reduction of \(er\), \(el\), \(cn\), \(gr\), \(gl\), \(gn\), with compensatory lengthening of short vowels.\(^1\)

(5) Mid sixth century, syncope.\(^2\)

(Exact position in the table uncertain: (1) infection of consonants, which is older than loss of final syllables; (2) \(q^2o\rightarrow co\), \(q^2e\), \(q^2i\rightarrow c'y'e\), \(c'y'i\), first half of sixth century; the two last \(\rightarrow ce\), \(ci\) perhaps second half of sixth century.)

The Pádraig group of borrowings is larger, and evidently covered a longer stretch of time, than the Cothriche group. All seem to be later than the loss of final syllables in Irish, some being taken in before the lengthening of short vowels, (4) above, and therefore perhaps at the beginning of the sixth century, others after; and some before and some after syncope. Consequently the Pádraig group may be dated throughout the greater part of the sixth century, the period when the intercourse between Irish and Welsh monasteries, above all at St. David's, and the influence of the British church on the Irish, were at their height. The result is to confirm MacNeill's hypothesis, with some modifications in certain respects and greater detail in others.

The matter might have been left at this point if it were

\(^1\) O'Rahilly, *The Two Patricks*, p. 70, dates this (without giving any evidence) as "probably in the first half of the fifth century". The context seems to hint that this is a slip (perhaps for first half of the sixth?), since the shortening of original long vowels which proceeded it affected (as O'Rahilly himself says) *all* loanwords of the first group and some of those of the second.

\(^2\) Or perhaps middle to second half of the sixth century, at any rate in northern Ireland; see page 141 note 3 above.
not for a controversy which began in 1942 with the publication of O’Rahilly’s *The Two Patricks* (Dublin, the Institute for Advanced Studies). It was O’Rahilly’s thesis, based on historical arguments, that there was not one St. Patrick but two; and he proposed to support it with linguistic evidence drawn from the whole question of the two groups of loanwords. His older Patrick, known also as Palladius, did missionary work in Meath and Connaught between 431 and 461; and his younger Patrick arrived in 461, worked in Connaught and Ulster, founded Armagh, and died about 492. The historical side of this is argued with brilliance and learning; it is enough to say here that it is still *sub judice*, and that so far Irish historians appear to remain unconvinced.\(^1\) As to the linguistic side, O’Rahilly accepts the existence of two groups of borrowings, and defines them in much the same terms as Sarauw,\(^2\) but he thought the earlier loanwords were brought by his older Patrick in 431–61 and the later by his younger Patrick in 461–92. This means a quite different chronology, with the second group crushed right back into the fifth century on top of the first. That all the Irish sound-changes described above (including those not noted by O’Rahilly) should have taken place between the middle of the fifth and the middle of the sixth century, in a hundred years or three generations, is surprising enough in itself, though by no means impossible or without parallel;\(^2\) but that they should have occurred in the narrow space of a few years at most, round about the year 460, is scarcely credible. O’Rahilly did indeed put forward a novel theory, described below, which, if correct, would do away with the difficulty of supposing that not only Irish but also British lenition must have happened in the brief time between his two groups, and hence would relieve the pressure

---


\(^2\) First group: ertia, erta, eth, ech; -ius, etc. > -i, etc.; p replaced by qt; shortening of unstressed long vowels. Second group: ertia, erta, eth, ech; -ius, etc., dropped; p retained; unstressed long vowels shortened earlier but not later. See op. cit., pp. 42-4, 79-80.

\(^3\) As O’Rahilly himself says, “the fifth and sixth centuries are known to have been a period of unusually rapid development in the Irish language” (RIHM, p. 495).
to that extent; but he gives no such explanation for the chronology of the other linguistic changes, and passes over in silence the perplexities which his hypothesis raises in this respect. He does not mention MacNeill’s fundamental theory, and so there is no attempt made to refute it.\(^1\) O’Rahilly’s proposal is that the Gothriche words show intervocal Latin \(t, c\) pronounced \([t], [k]\) because the older Patrick and his companions spoke Latin not with a British but with a pure Classical Latin accent, being educated Gauls and Italians;\(^2\)

\(^1\) We may remark that what was substantially the MacNeill enlargement of Sansw, with the two periods of British influence, was being taught by no less an authority than Professor Bergin to his Old Irish classes in 1933–34, when the writer was his pupil.

\(^2\) It must be pointed out that this is a hypothesis. Some of the earliest missionaries may have come from Gaul or Italy, but whether they predominated, or what their nationalities really were, we do not know. That the Patrick of this period was not a Briton depends, of course, on whether the theory of Two Patricks is correct. The argument about Classical pronunciation is designed to support it. But intervocal \(t\) and \(c\) were already becoming \(d\) and \(g\) in Gaul and northern Italy in the fourth to sixth century (see CPF, pp. 135, 155, 158); and \(t\) was \(t\) by the fourth century, \(dzj\) intervocally in the fifth and sixth (op. cit. pp. 114, 157); \(c\) had become \(t\) in the third to fourth century, \(tsj\) in the fourth to fifth (so muci \(>\) *ontecu*), intervocally \(dzj\) at the same time (op. cit. pp. 116, 135, 157). In both \(t\) and \(c\), even the upper levels of educated society had \(tsj\) by the fifth century (op. cit. pp. 6, 153). Consequently, not to mention other cases of \(t\) and \(c\), even O’Rahilly’s educated missionaries must have pronounced pataius, oratio, macia, and Patrius at least as pataius, ortaj, anoja, and Patriajus, if not more vulgarly with voicing to \(dzj\) in some cases; and hence OL cathe, *orthu*, anag, and Gothriche cannot possibly have reached Ireland from such a source and must have got there from British Latin speakers, who preserved all internal Latin \(t\) and \(c\) intact at this time (until Brit. lenition turned them into \(d\) and \(g\)). In any case, that Christian priests from Gaul and Italy in the middle of the fifth century must have been members of the upper classes and must preserve educated Classical pronunciations is highly doubtful, and incapable of proof; on the contrary, in such early times the Continental church used everyday VL. (cf. CPF, p. 7), and Classical education was suspect to them for its tinge of paganism. If the story of St. Patrick’s servant who reported his *deo gratias agamus* as *gratucham* really goes back to Patrick’s time, it might imply a pronunciation *gratexas*; if so, this would have been picked up by Patrick during his sojourn in Gaul and Italy; but the missionaries who accompanied him cannot have spoken predominatingly like this, for the reason just given, and must have been Britons. This is on the supposition that *gratucham* stands for *grat(i)as agamus*, and that it is authentic; but it might just as well be for *grat(i)as agamus*, assuming that it is genuine at all.
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and that the younger Patrick and his associates, being Britons, used a Latin of British type, with -t-, -c- pronounced d, g. So far as this goes, the two missions could even have been contemporary, though O'Rahilly's theory does not quite demand that. The validity of it rests, in the first place, on the question whether the existence of two Patricks is to be accepted at all; in the second place, whether the supposed pure Classical speech of the first mission is plausible or not; and in the third place, whether it is conceivable that Irish lenition, reduction of unstressed long vowels, vowel affinity, and loss of final syllables could all have happened in a few years around 460. None of these points has been proved. The first is not generally accepted; the second is dealt with in the footnote p. 145; and the third is intrinsically improbable, indeed impossible.

The controversy which arose on the publication of O'Rahilly's book included arguments drawn from linguistics; but no attempt was made by anyone to take the necessary preliminary step of refuting or vindicating MacNeill. In fact he was not mentioned, perhaps because O'Rahilly did not refer to him. This resulted, therefore, in a number of arguments which were really beside the point, or unnecessary, having been already dealt with actually or implicitly by MacNeill. For instance, it was objected to O'Rahilly that if the Irish borrowed a British Latin *scōba (≠ scōpa) it would have become in Irish not *scōb, scuabh but *scōb, *scuabh by Irish lenition.1 But in point of fact MacNeill's theory implies that *scōba was borrowed after Irish lenition was complete, and hence the -b- was not further affected. Similarly it is said that tribulatio could not give Irish treblaid as part of the second group loans, on the ground that here Latin b does become b, unlike the b in *scōba. But of course it does, because just as Classical Latin -p- gave British Latin -b- (as in *scōba), so Classical Latin -b- gave British Latin -b-, by British lenition,

1 Actually O'Rahilly's words do not warrant this criticism. He said, op. cit. p. 43, that *scōba was borrowed into Welsh as *scōb; in fact scōpa was taken into British as sōpa and developed regularly into Late Brit. *scōba, Pr.W. *scuub.
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in what was pronounced *tribulādiō or *tribulādiō; so that it is not a question of two British Latin b's becoming the one b and the other b. Cf. pp. 127-8 above. These and the other difficulties raised in the course of the controversy fall into place when seen in the light of MacNeill's hypothesis.

Father Ryan himself entered on the linguistic side of this question in the article referred to, pp. 246-7, with views of his own which were countered by Professor Murphy in Studies, xxxii, 305-6, and need not be detailed here. Father F. Shaw took up the matter in his "The Linguistic Argument for the Two Patricks", Studies, xxxii, 315 ff. Like the others, he accepts the existence of the two groups, one showing characteristic "British" features and the other not, and very properly objects that to try to date these loans within two successive periods of thirty years is "daring and not to be admitted without the strongest proofs". He appears to believe that the gap of time between the two was a comparatively long onep and would seem willing to agree that by and large the older group is probably fifth century, certainly that the later is mainly sixth (op. cit. p. 317). In general, he points out a number of linguistic illogicalities involved in the theory of the Two Patricks, and makes some telling criticisms of the attempt to push the whole thing back into the fifth century; but missing or ignoring MacNeill, some other arguments fail of their purpose. His belief that words of non-British Latin (i.e. Cothriche) type might, strictly speaking, have been borrowed into Irish quite late ("as late as 650 A.D.", op. cit. p. 315) is unexplained and is to the last degree unlikely, once the characteristic so-called "British" features of Latin pronunciation were established and had become the settled pronunciation in Ireland also (see pp. 124-5 above). There is no reason to think that the Latin sound-system of the Cothriche period in Ireland, belonging as it did to a time when the Christian church there was weak and struggling, had any vogue beyond the stage when the second and much more thorough-going wave of influence from Britain began in the sixth century. In fact Shaw's own theory would seem to support this, for he assumes that the older group of words was borrowed at a time

147
when the British hold was not particularly strong in Ireland, and the later when it was powerful and able to impose itself to the exclusion of the former treatment. The corollary, that in the earlier period Irish was independent enough to assert its own sound-system, while in the later the British influence was sufficiently weighty to force the acceptance of its phonetic pattern, depends on omitting to consider that the older pronunciation was just as British as the later, but British of an older time and of a kind which happened to coincide in a number of points with the Irish. Nor is it probable, if in the middle of the fifth century the Irish heard, for instance, the pronunciation Padrigius, that they would turn this into Quiotricius or Quiothrichius by making "the loans which it took from Latin conform vigorously to the exigencies of... the Irish phonetic system", when they already had in their language a perfectly good d(d) and g(g) (from older at and ne) which could be substituted here.

It may be said in conclusion that the most satisfactory explanation of the evidence is MacNeill's application of Sarauw's theory, and that unless and until this has been seriously criticised and adequately refuted it is useless to propose new hypotheses which ignore it.
CHAPTER V

THE EARLY CHRISTIAN INSCRIPTIONS

A very valuable source of information about Late British and Primitive Welsh and Cornish is the Latin inscriptions of Celtic Britain dating from the fifth to seventh century, of the type known to epigraphers as inscriptiones Christianae because they belong to that period of the Roman world when Christianity was already the accepted religion, though it does not follow that all are necessarily memorials of Christians. The "early Christian" inscriptions of the Celtic parts of Britain have formed the subject of a good many publications. The first real corpus was E. Hübner's Inscriptiones Britanniae Christianae (Berlin, 1876; abbreviated IBCh.), which comprises the whole of Britain. Hübner did not see the monuments himself, and relied chiefly on drawings sent him by Rhys and others; his illustrations are inaccurate and the readings sometimes badly mistaken. J. O. Westwood's Lapidarium Walliae (Oxford, 1876–79; abbreviated Lap.W.) was a considerable improvement, with careful drawings made by the author himself; but aside from the fact that it is limited only to Wales, it still leaves much to be desired. Sir John Rhys gave readings of many of the Welsh inscriptions in the Appendix to his Lectures on Welsh Philology (first edition, London, 1877; second edition, London, 1879, abbreviated LWP. 2); and again in 1905 in Y Cymroedor, vol. xviii, with revisions. The inscriptions of Cornwall are dealt with by A. G. Langdon in the Victoria History of the County of Cornwall, vol. i (edited by W. Page, London, 1906), pp. 407 ff., and in his Old Cornish Crosses (Truro, 1896); and by H. O'N. Heneken in The Archaeology of Cornwall and Scilly (London, 1932). The Scottish inscriptions are described by J. R. Allen, The Early Christian Monuments of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1903). A model
of epigraphic study is the treatment of the inscriptions of Anglesey by Ralegh Radford and Sir Ifor Williams in the Report of the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments and Constructions of Wales and Monmouthshire, entitled *An Inventory of the Ancient Monuments of Wales and Monmouthshire*, vol. viii, Anglesey (London, 1937; abbreviated AMCA.). Finally R. A. S. Macalister, in his *Corpus Inscriptiorum Insularum Celticarum* (Dublin, two vols., 1945 and 1949; abbreviated CIIC.), has given readings, drawings, photographs, bibliographies, and other notes for all the Celtic inscriptions of the British Isles down to about 1200 and later. This is by far the most inclusive work on them, but is still by no means perfect; the readings, drawings, and opinions are to be accepted with caution.\(^1\) Throughout the present book the British inscriptions are cited from Macalister’s CIIC, by the numbers he gives them. Apart from the foregoing special works, there are numerous articles on individual inscriptions in various journals, chiefly *Archaeologia Cambrensis* and the *Bulletin of the Board of Celtic Studies*; in particular the notes in those periodicals in the last fifteen years or so by V. Nash Williams,\(^2\) Ifor Williams, and others.

The early Christian inscriptions of Britain are almost all cut on stone, often on large monoliths. Some of them have been gathered into museums, especially in the National Museum of Wales at Cardiff, with a few in the Carmarthen Museum, the University Museum at Bangor, and others. For the most part they are more widely scattered. Many are in the open country, probably in their original positions, in fields, beside roads, and on mountain-sides. A good number are in churchyards, and these, if the foundation is an ancient one, may in some cases very well be in situ. Others have been removed for safety into church porches or inside the building, or into

---

\(^1\) Cf., the writer’s reviews in *Speculum*, xxi, 521-3, and xxiv, 598-601.

\(^2\) Especially *Arch.Camb.*, 1937, pp. 1 ff. (with Ifor Williams); 1938, pp. 31 ff.; and 1939, pp. 1 ff. The second of these contains some very valuable details on dating. [Since the present work went to press, Nash Williams’ very important *The Early Christian Monuments of Wales* has appeared (Cardiff, 1950), giving full details of each of the Welsh inscriptions. See further below, p. 160.]
the parks and gardens of country houses. Some have actually been used for masonry, and are to be seen built into the inside or outside of church walls; perhaps many more were so treated, but with the inscription facing inwards and consequently invisible.

In all there are in Britain close on two hundred Latin inscriptions of Celtic origin dating between the fifth and twelfth or thirteenth centuries, either actually now existing or recorded in the works of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century antiquaries. Of these a dozen belong to Scotland, chiefly to the British kingdoms of southern Scotland, whose possible Roman origin was noted on p. 117; one to Northumberland; four to the Isle of Man; two to Herefordshire; four to Dorset (at Wareham); one to Somerset; six to Devon; forty-one to Cornwall; and the rest to Wales. In addition to these Latin inscriptions there are in Britain a number of others in Primitive Irish, of a type well known in Ireland, belonging to the fifth to seventh century. They too are funerary, and on standing stones. Some are in Irish only, but in most of these cases in Britain (not in Ireland) an Irish and a Latin inscription occur side by side on the same stone, being almost always the one a rendering of the other.¹ The Irish inscriptions are written in the peculiar alphabet called the Ogam script, which consists of twenty letters made of straight grooves and notches carved at the angle of the face and the side of a stone slab. The twenty letters are divided into four groups of five; the first of each five consists of one mark, the second of two, and so on. The first group is made up of grooves cut on the face of the slab up against the angle, the second of the same cut on the side in the same way, the third cut right across the angle and diagonally to it, and the fourth (the five vowels) is a series of mere notches on the angle itself.² The origin of this strange alphabet has been much disputed, as have many other aspects of the matter, but of recent years opinion has been settling down to the view that it is based upon the Latin alphabet as

¹ These are not counted among the Latin monuments enumerated above.
² For a fuller account of the Ogam alphabet see Thurneysen, Gr.OI, pp. 9-11; J. Pokorny, *A Historical Reader of Old Irish* (Halle, 1923), p. 21; Macalister, CHIC, i, pp. iv ff.
taught in the grammar schools of the later Roman Empire and as classified in the fourth century by Donatus. The most satisfactory explanation of the system of grooves is that the inventor wished to adapt the Roman alphabet to the purpose of carving on short wooden message-sticks (for which Ogam was certainly used in ancient Ireland), and like the creator of the Runic script he knew that straight lines are carved on wood much more easily than curves. Whereas, however, the inventor of the Runes made the curved letters which he knew (probably some form of the North Italic alphabet) into straight-sided versions of the same, the Ogamist abandoned them altogether and based his new script on the very similar system of notches on wooden rods used in counting sheep, the well-known tally-sticks. There are still obscurities in all this, in particular just what is the relation between the Ogams and the curiously parallel Germanic cryptic writings based on the Runic alphabet.

The Ogam script and its various practical uses belong in the first place to ancient Ireland. There survive in Ireland to the present day a little over three hundred stone monuments with Ogam inscriptions, five-sixths of which are found in the three southern counties of Kerry, Cork, and Waterford, with an extension (amounting to another thirty-odd inscriptions) through Cos. Kilkenny, Carlow, Wicklow, and Kildare. About half the total of these southern inscriptions is in Kerry alone. It would seem, therefore, that the custom of setting up Ogams of this kind belonged in the main to southern, and chiefly south-western, Ireland, whatever the reason may have been;


2 This seems the most probable theory to explain the form of the Ogam letters: cf. Vendryes, op. cit.

3 H. Arntz, Beitr.G.D.Sp.Litt. lix (1935), 321 ff., and, following him, Keller (op. cit.), tried to show with a wealth of unacceptably complicated detail that the Ogams are derived from the Runic cyphers, but entirely failed to make out a case, if only on chronological grounds, not to mention others. Arntz believed the Ogam inscriptions of Pictland (see p. 153, n. 2 below) were the intermediary, but these are among the latest of Ogams, as their form shows. If anything, the influence is likely on all counts to have been the other way: cf. H. Meroney, Speculum, xxiv, pp. 19 ff.
but in addition to some few inscriptions, the ancient epic tales show us that this alphabet was current in the North too, both for funerary purposes and for messages on wooden rods and otherwise. It is not easy to date the Ogams of Ireland; the form of the letters makes any sort of palaeographical criteria impossible, and none of the people named in them has been satisfactorily identified. Moreover, though some arel linguistically certainly later than others, they cannot be ranged in detailed chronological order, because it is clear that the engravers attempted sometimes, and to some extent, to preserve archaic forms and spellings which had become part of the traditions of their craft. Consequently some inscriptions show a peculiar mixture of late and early forms; and with those others which appear to be entirely early one cannot be quite sure that they are not merely more successful archaisations, though the blundering nature of most of the mixed ones makes this unlikely. In general, there is reason to think that the practice of erecting Ogam inscriptions in Ireland, at any rate as we now find them, belonged chiefly to the fifth and sixth centuries, though it may have begun in the fourth century and certainly continued into the seventh. A few, pedantic pieces of antiquarianism (especially the peculiar type called "scholastic Ogams"), are later still, agreeing in form with the Old Irish language of the eighth century and later. These things are confirmed by those Ogam inscriptions of Britain which, being bilingual, have their equivalents in Roman letters, the latter being capable of dating, and which can be shown to belong to the period between the mid fifth and early seventh centuries.¹

The distribution of the Ogams in Britain is as follows: two in Scotland in Argyllshire opposite north-eastern Ireland,² six in the Isle of Man, forty in Wales, six in Cornwall, two in

¹ For a more detailed discussion of the evidence for the opinions advanced in this paragraph see the writer's article Notes on the Ogam Inscriptions of Southern Britain, in ECNE, pp. 199-213.
² This is not counting the so-called "Pictish" Ogams of north-east Scotland, which are evidently not in Irish at all, and mostly are late, as their "scholastic" form shows. See Macalister's edition in Essays and Studies Presented to Éoin MacNeill (ed. J. Ryan, Dublin, 1940), pp. 184-226.
Devon, and a stray at Silchester in Hampshire; a total of fifty-seven, of which forty-four are accompanied by a Latin inscription on the same stone, in almost all cases the more or less close counterpart of the Ogam in so far as both are complete and legible. E.g. CII. C. no. 433, Ogam ANDAGELLI MACV CAVE(TI), Latin ANDAGELLI IACIT FILI CAVE(TI). Of the forty Ogams in Wales, three are in the North and the rest in the South, chiefly in the South-West, the great mass being in Pembrokeshire.

This distribution in Britain is significant. The presence of the two Irish Ogams in Argyll is, of course, due to the fact that that district was colonised from Ulster at the end of the fifth century. Again, the Isle of Man must have been settled at an early period from Ireland or Scotland, and has been Goedic in language from the time of our earliest records. The Ogams in North and South Wales and the peninsula of Devon and Cornwall depend on the Irish colonies which, as is generally agreed nowadays, were established in those regions under the late Roman Empire, probably chiefly in the fourth century; the pirates and raiders who so much troubled Britain in that and the preceding century may have been settled down as foederati, colonists with a nominal allegiance to Rome, on the principle of setting a thief to catch a thief, as a bulwark against further aggression. The distribution of the Ogams agrees closely with what is known about these colonies. There was a dynasty of Irish kings established in south-west Wales,

1 Diack's attempt to show that they are the work of his non-Irish Goedels (Sc.G.St. i, 3 ff.) is a failure; the theory, which is in any case quite unnecessary, is without foundation.
2 For the existence of some evidence for a Brittonic-speaking population in the Isle of Man in the Dark Ages see p. 173 below.
3 See Collingwood, RBES. pp. 282-3, 310; J. F. Kenney, The Sources for the Early History of Ireland (New York, 1929), pp. 148-9; and pp. 169 ff. below. The older view (Rhys's) that the Goedic element in Wales and Cornwall was not Irish but the remnant of Goedic tribes who came from the Continent and settled in Britain, while others passed on to Ireland, has been abandoned. The theory of a Goedic substratum in southern Britain has recently been revived in H. M. Chadwick's Early Scotland (Cambridge, 1949), chapter v; but even Chadwick thought that these people had become assimilated to the Britons, and ceased to speak Goedic, by the beginning of the Roman period; see op. cit. pp. 76, 80.
where most of the Ogam inscriptions are concentrated, apparently from the end of the third century; they continued to rule there until the tenth, their pedigree being known from both Irish and Welsh sources. There is reason to think that they kept in touch with their homeland until at least the eighth century. These settlers had come from the Irish petty kingdom of the Déisi of Co. Waterford, a branch of the people called the Érainn who were widely scattered across southern Ireland, in the counties of Kerry, Cork, and Waterford, the very districts where the Ogam inscriptions are thickest.

Besides these, early Irish tradition has preserved a memory of Irish overlords in Cornwall and south-west England in the fourth and fifth centuries. We do not know much about these people from historical sources. A well-known passage in the Old Irish glossary of Cormac, who died in 908, tells how the Irish ruled over parts of Britain and mentions two of their places there: "Dind Tradui", belonging to Crimthann the Great son of Fidach, "king of Ireland and Britain as far as the English Channel"; and "Dind Map Lethain in the lands of the Cornish Britons". Cormac regards the latter name, like the former, as British, and translates it into Irish as Dun Mac Liathain, i.e. "the fort of the sons of Liathan". Dind Tradui is generally identified with the Din Draihow in Cornwall mentioned in the Life of St. Carannog, and perhaps

1 The extent of the Irish settlements in Britain is not, however, to be judged entirely from the distribution of Ogam inscriptions, see p. 171 below.


3 Not from Meath, as Collingwood gives it, RBES. pp. 282-3, and as Meyer implies, loc. cit. Cf. T. F. O’Rahilly, EIHM. p. 64.


5 Meyer prints Máitín, "of the son", but the MS. reading can mean equally Mair, "of the sons", as the name demands (see below). OWC. marp means "son", but in Pr.WC. was very likely genitive plural too. Meyer was probably influenced by the OW. In Pr.C. the name was doubtless Din Map Létain, which Cormac (who knew OW.) unconsciously partly Hibernised (OL. dind, Archaic I. Lébhais) and then translated. One MS. has, in fact, Létain, and one Létaini, and it is possible that we should read Létam or Létain, which would be nearer the Pr.C. It is significant in any case that Cormac seems to have had British sources of information here as well as Irish.
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in Nennius’ *Cities of Britain* section of HB. as *Cair Drait(h)ou*.1 This passage bears good internal evidence of going back to a genuine tradition. Crimthann, though very likely himself a legendary person, is said by Irish tradition to have been king of Ireland in the fourth century. The "sons of Liathan" are presumably the same as the historical Irish *Ui Liathain*, who were a division of the Érainn 2 living in East Cork, neighbours of the Déisi; and hence probably formed part of the same eastward movement as that which brought the Déisi to Wales. Nennius mentions the *filii Liethan* as settlers in parts of South Wales.3 The Irish colony in North Wales is less well evidenced, and may very likely have been less numerous. If the tale of Cunedda 4 is correctly interpreted by Collingwood 5 and others, the Romans transported a British force from the Lothians at the end of the fourth or beginning of the fifth century and settled them in North Wales as *foederati* to subdue the Irish there. Nennius tells us that Cunedda actually "expelled" them. The kings of North Wales in historical times traced their descent from him, and there is no good reason to reject the authenticity of the story.

In view of this situation, the following theory of the date and place of origin of the Ogam script may be proposed. An Irishman, a member of one of the colonies described and obviously a man of education, learned Latin and the Latin alphabet as taught in the Roman grammar schools of the later Empire, very likely at just such a school in Britain in the fourth century.6 He adapted the alphabet to the purpose of

---

1 See T. F. O’Rahilly, EIHM, p. 497.
2 T. F. O’Rahilly, op. cit. p. 81.
3 HB. c. 14.
4 HB. c. 62.
5 RBES. pp. 289-90.
6 Hardly before, because the Irish settlements were scarcely older, and also because the particular treatment of the Latin alphabet associated with Donatus, as postulated by Keller and Thurneysen, belongs to that time. Hardly later, because such schools would be dying out, and because some time must be allowed for the custom of setting up Ogam inscriptions to get established by the fifth century. The fact that Ogaens are mentioned in the ancient Ulster epic tales, which some believe go back to the first century, is no refutation, since in the first place these may be interpolations, and in the second place so early a date for the tales is improbable and without any real basis in the historical evidence. They (the tales) may well be as late as the fourth century, as I hope to show elsewhere.
carving on wooden rods by inventing a new one based on the system of tally-sticks. Owing to the connections still maintained between the settlers and their mother country, the invention was introduced into Ireland, perhaps first to the Déisi of County Waterford, from whom it had spread by the fifth century among the Érainn and other peoples of the south,¹ and thence all over the country; where, however, it had not become so firmly established for funerary purposes ² as in the south, by the time (probably in the seventh century) when this barbaric method of writing Irish was finally outmoded by the ordinary Roman letters first introduced in the fifth century by the Christian missionaries. The use of Ogam letters reached even further; they were taken by Irish colonists to south-west Scotland and to the Isle of Man, and very likely their vogue in Wales and south-west Britain is due to a re-introduction from Ireland rather than to their having been first invented there. We may suppose this, since none of the British Ogam is likely to be older than the middle of the fifth century, ³ and also because the use of Ogam inscriptions appears to be so much at home, so much more fully and widely adopted, in southern Ireland than in Britain. Indeed the theory described above by no means rules out the possibility that the actual creation of the Ogam alphabet took place in Ireland. The inventor might easily have learned his Latin in Britain and then returned to live in Ireland with his kindred, where he then composed this simplified script for the use of the unlettered Irish. In fact this is really more probable than the other, since those in Britain who wished to write belonged, however distantly, to a civilisation in which writing and Roman letters were synonymous, and widely taught.

The Latin inscriptiones Christianae of the fifth to seventh century, whether accompanied by Ogam inscriptions or not, are in Roman letters, written for the most part on rough stone slabs, either horizontally or perpendicularly. Almost all

¹ On further evidence for cultural influence by the colonists in Britain on the Irish see ECNE, p. 212.
² Setting up epitaphs on stone was in itself a Roman practice.
³ See ECNE, pp. 204-5.
are funerary, and the essential feature is the name of the dead man (rarely woman), usually followed by filius or filia and the name of the father, the filius or filia being sometimes omitted. Hic iacit is often included, or occasionally simply iacit. There may also be various formulae such as memoria, in pace, in hoc tumulo or hic in tumulo, the chi-rho monogram, or a cross. Other details, such as presbiter, sacerdos, medicus, faber, princeps, nepos, et uxor eius, et sua sancta coniux, the age of the deceased, and so on, may sometimes be found, but further elaboration is very uncommon. Inscriptions of any length, such as CTIC. nos. 325, 360, 515, are extremely rare. The only monument bearing a date is no. 396, IN TE(M)P(ORE) IVST(INI) CON(SVLIS), which puts it in the year 540. The inscriptions of the following period, eighth to twelfth century and later, referred to already (pp. 58, 61 f.), are not under discussion in this chapter. They represent a later stage of Brittonic language and civilisation, and are predominantly ecclesiastical, whereas the previous group is almost entirely secular. Moreover, they are by no means only funerary, but are of a more diverse nature. They are less important to the present book than the others, since they belong to a time (the Old Welsh and Old Cornish period) when we have a considerable body of manuscript evidence, of which they may be regarded as an extension, but the inscriptions of the first group are almost our only contemporary documents for the Late British and Primitive Welsh and Cornish languages.

So far no one has attempted to date the early inscriptions in a systematic way. Hübner, in IBCh. pp. xix ff., laid down some general and rather inaccurate principles, but most writers have avoided this difficult task. A foundation has been made in recent years by Ralegh Radford in AMCA, and by V. Nash Williams in Arch.Camb. (especially 1938, pp. 31 ff.), and a complete bibliography and corpus of the Welsh inscriptions, together with datings, is expected from Nash Williams, but up to the time of writing has not yet appeared. Hence, for the

1 The correct iacit is very rare.
2 Cf. Nash Williams, Arch.Camb., 1938, p. 36.
3 Since going to press, this has now come out as his ECMW.]
purposes of this book the author had to attempt the matter himself. In the summer of 1947, on a visit from America, the great majority of the early inscriptions were examined and their readings and the exact forms of the lettering were checked. The fundamental aid in the study of this question of chronology is the much better known and more easily dateable inscriptiores Christianae of Gaul,1 which, belonging to the nearest province of the Empire, are obviously of the first significance for those of contemporary Britain. A further help was the discussions of individual monuments by Ralegh Radford, Nash Williams, and others, referred to above. In addition to the unique dated stone no. 396, a few others can be shown with some probability to be the memorials of known people.2 But apart from these, the only way to date the rest of the British inscriptions is through the forms of their letters. In this respect they appear to fall into the following wide classifications: (1) Fifth to early sixth century, those written in more or less pure, if often rough and debased, Roman monumental capitals, with some vulgar and cursive forms.3 (2) Sixth century, those which show the continued use of capitals but with an increasing proportion of vulgar forms, and especially also with the appearance of certain uncial and half-uncial letters derived from Gallic epigraphy, becoming commoner as the century went on. (3) By the end of the sixth century and beginning of the seventh, those with fewer capitals and more of the uncials and half-uncials, but now also with a number of half-uncial letter forms evidently taken from manuscript writing; this continued in vogue to an undetermined date, possibly to the late seventh century. These three

1 See edition by E. Le Blant, Inscriptiores chrietiennes de la Gaule (Paris, 1856-65; abbreviated IChG).
2 See Nash Williams, Arch.Camb., 1938, pp. 31 ff. But I cannot agree with him that there is enough evidence to identify the persons mentioned in CHIC, nos. 360 and 396.
3 According to Nash Williams, the initial date for the development of the Welsh inscriptions in monumental capitals can hardly be later than c. 450, and may possibly go back as early as 400 (ECMW, p. 12). Perhaps so, but very few of the extant inscriptions are likely to be older than c. 450. As he notes, these inscriptions in pure capitals may occur as late as the middle of the sixth century, e.g. CHIC, nos. 358, 396.)
classes constitute the early group of British inscriptiones Christianae discussed in this chapter. (4) From the eighth to twelfth or thirteenth century, inscriptions of the later group referred to above, which are at first entirely in early manuscript uncials or half-uncials, and by the ninth century are in the full Hiberno-Saxon half-uncials, with various features (such as contractions) which properly belong to and were imitated from handwriting. Something very like this classification is proposed by Raleigh Radford, AMCA. pp. xciv-xcv.¹

After a careful study of the typology of the British inscriptions I have come to the conclusion that it is generally possible to define a narrower dating for any given monument than these wide limits. It is not easy to lay down any precise principles; the dates assigned throughout this book have been reached, within the above broad framework, by comparing all of them one with another and constructing a relative typological sequence which makes it possible to say, for instance, roughly "late fifth century" or "mid-sixth century", etc., of any given monument. I believe that few epigraphers would be disposed to assert positively that in any one example these datings are inaccurate by more than half a century. This would seem to be about as much as can be hoped for in the present state of knowledge.

There is one key inscription over which I differ slightly from other writers, with consequences a little more important to the whole problem than the few years' discrepancy would suggest. The great Catamannus inscription at Llangadwaladr in Anglesey, CHC. no. 970, commemorates the Cadfan, king of North Wales, who died about 625. Its lettering, almost pure MS. half-uncials, represents an epoch in the development of Insular Celtic epigraphy; and it has been shown by Hughes ²

¹ And by Nash Williams in his ECMW., though he subdivides the fourth group into three, and fuses the first two into one, distinguishing them however. Since his ECMW. had not appeared when the present book went to press, I have not been able to make use of his datings as given there in the body of my work, but it has been possible to add some footnotes where necessary. I think it is the case that in almost every instance my dates fall within the limits proposed by Nash Williams; if not, I have given reasons, etc., in the footnotes.

² Arch.Camb., 1924, pp. 39 ff.
that this date agrees well with the development of the Continental book hand of the time. *Typologically* it is the latest of all the inscriptions of the early group. This has led Raleigh Radford to conclude that it is therefore also *chronologically* the latest,¹ which would mean that all the others are earlier—in effect that almost all must be pushed back into the sixth century. This leaves a complete gap between the early and late groups of over a hundred years, and makes the sixth century overcrowded with inscriptions whose typology must have evolved at a speed that is hardly credible. If it had not been for the Catamanus stone the typologically latest would certainly have been dated seventh century. Now Cadfan was a powerful king among the petty princes of Wales, and it is very possible that his heirs were rich enough to employ, perhaps to import, an engraver who knew the latest fashions in Continental book script. On the other hand, the poorer or more uncultured, or perhaps more conservative, chiefs of Wales and Cornwall and elsewhere may have been ignorant of or unable to afford such new-fangled modes, and continued well on into the seventh century the gradually evolving monumental scripts of British epigraphy in the sixth. Again, there exist two other inscriptions with lettering reminiscent of this one (CHIC. nos. 968, 971), and both are in Anglesey; possibly, then, this represents a local epigraphic development which had no effect on the rest of Britain. Finally, it may even be doubtful whether the Catamanus stone was actually erected on the death of Cadfan. The church where it stands was founded by his grandson, Cadwaladr, who died in 664; and it is quite conceivable that the memorial was raised at the same time, say about 650, as part of the ceremony.² This would suit the epigraphy perfectly well, and would allow a whole fifty years of the seventh century as elbow-room for the latest of the typologically earlier inscriptions, if we *must* suppose them of necessity earlier in time. But it is clear

¹ Of the Anglesey inscriptions, but he would appear to think the same of Wales as a whole; see AMCA. p. cvi.
² Sir J. E. Lloyd, HW. i, 182, makes this suggestion about the date of the monument.
that the Catamanus stone cannot be used thus categorically as an endpiece to the history of the early inscriptions Christianae.

Do the Latin inscriptions of the early group in Britain represent a corrupt continuation of the monumental tradition of the Roman province, as might be a priori likely—all the more so since the "tyrants" of the fifth and sixth centuries seem to have wished to adopt an outward appearance as inheritors of the Roman power? It may well be so in the case of some inscriptions, especially the oldest; for example, the lead coffin, CIIC. no. 322, which is certainly fifth century and probably rather early in it. Such coffins are known in Britain dating from the Roman period, but not later, and the lettering of this is ordinary, if rough, Roman monumental capitals with a couple of cursive forms. The lettering of this and of some of the fifth-century stone inscriptions could very well derive directly from the debased Romano-British official type seen on the Ravenhill inscription from Yorkshire (IBCh. no. 185, p. 68), which appears to belong to the last days of the Empire at the beginning of the fifth century. But though there is probably some degree of truth in this view, it is far from representing the whole story. We must remember that the mass of monuments of Roman Britain are official military ones, quite different in purpose and form, not to mention their handsome monumental capitals, from those of the Dark Ages; and also that the custom of erecting them had practically died out in Britain by the fourth century. If we are to find a precedent in Roman Britain for the miserable and corrupt epigraphy of the almost entirely personal inscriptions of the fifth century, it would be rather to the inscriptions Christianae of the fourth century that we should most naturally expect to look. But such are practically non-existent; the early Christians of Roman Britain apparently did not set up tombstones for their fellows.

1 See Evans in Arch. Camb., 1888, p. 152.
2 Cf. RRES. p. 262. [Nash Williams notes that the absence of post-Roman monuments from the Imperial Roman centres of settlement implies a cultural break (ECMW. p. 1).]
3 The lead coffin just mentioned is, in fact, a Christian monument.
THE EARLY CHRISTIAN INSCRIPTIONS.

If parallels are wanted, we must turn to contemporary Gaul. All through the early period of the fifth to seventh century the British and Gaulish inscriptiones Christianae show certain close epigraphic similarities, though with a natural time-lag in Britain. For instance, the common use of vulgar and cursive forms in fifth-century British inscriptions agrees with the practice in the early Christian inscriptions of Gaul and the Rhineland rather than with the pagan monumental tradition of the Roman Empire,¹ and the appearance of epigraphic uncial letters in the sixth century, and of book letters by the late sixth and seventh, is a reflection of what happened in Gaul.² Further, the formulae which are found on the British tombstones are not those of pagan Roman Britain but of fifth- to sixth-century Christian Gaul. Thus the use of hic iacet, originating in Italy in the later fourth century, and specifically Christian, came into fashion in Gaul in the first half of the fifth century, particularly in the Lyon-Vienne area, and in the Rhineland above all at Trier.³ Again, in hoc tumulo is especially characteristic of Gallic Christianity in the fifth and following centuries, and so with in pace, mostly in southern Gaul. The chi-rho monogram of the earlier type with the X over the rho was largely replaced in southern Gaul at the end of the fifth century by the later type with a mere cross-bar, which is found there between about 400 and 540.⁴ The former type never occurs with post-Roman monumental inscriptions in Britain, whereas the latter is not rare. As a kind of negative parallel, Gallic inscriptions do not usually bear any date until the second half of the fifth century,⁵ though they then become common; and this agrees with the practically universal absence of dates in Britain. Now at the end of the fourth and beginning of the fifth century the Christian church was in close contact with that of southern Gaul, especially with that primary home of Gallic Christianity.

³ See Nash Williams, Arch.Camb., 1938, p. 34 (who thinks it reached Britain before 450), and Raleigh Radford, AMCA. p. cxi.
⁴ Cf. Le Blant, IChG. i. p. xiv.
⁵ Ibid. p. iv.
the Lyon-Vienne area. St. Ninian, the missionary of southwest Scotland, founder of Whithorn in 397, was the pupil and imitator of St. Martin of Tours. St. Germanus of Auxerre twice visited Britain in the second quarter of the fifth century to strengthen the natives against heresy. St. Illtud, the disciple of Germanus, was the first of the great Christian teachers of Wales, from whom the others derived. St. Patrick, another pupil of Germanus and of St. Victor of Lérins, is a further notable link between the Christians of Britain and those of south Gaul at that time. As Collingwood says,¹ "when the empire was splitting up, the unity of the church was asserting itself with increasing vigour. The temporal isolation of Britain by no means implied a spiritual isolation." Everything points to the view that the epigraphy of the British inscriptiones Christianae derives in the main from that of Gaul in the first half of the fifth century, while this active interchange of Christian culture was going on. It is significant that none of the British examples is older than this time. Indeed, the fact that new Gallic fashions in lettering seem eventually to have found their way to Britain all through the sixth and even in the seventh century, not to mention the tombstone which dates itself at A.D. 540 by a reference to the consul Justinus, would seem to support Collingwood's words, and to show that the breakdown of imperial unity, and the interposition of a great bloc of pagan Saxons, did not completely destroy the influence of Gallic Christianity upon that of Britain, in spite of the grave impairment of relations mentioned on pp. 73-4, 114-15. There was always the sea route between Cornwall and Brittany open and constantly travelled by the clergy; presumably the chiefs of Celtic Britain must have been able still to import men skilled in the art of monumental engraving in the sixth century, and books written in Gallic scriptoria in the seventh penetrated there and helped to form the Celtic epigraphy and palaeography of the British Isles at this time. As long as British and Breton Christians remained in close contact, all through the sixth and most of the seventh century and even later,² the possibility

¹ RBES. p. 311.  
² Cf. p. 73.
of Gallic influences reaching the former through the latter must be reckoned with.\(^1\)

If the question arises how it is that the setting up of monumental inscriptions in the fifth century is confined to the poorest and wildest parts of Celtic Britain, instead of being found in the still unravaged areas of the Lowland Zone such as Wiltshire, the Severn and Avon valleys, and so on, the answer is twofold, though ultimately really one. In the first place, it has been proposed above\(^2\) that the standard of culture in the Highland Zone became temporarily superior to that of the unconquered parts of the Lowland Zone in the later fifth and sixth centuries. The Highland "tyrants," undisturbed in their mountains, aped the Roman, while civilised life all over the Lowland country was collapsing with the cutting of communications and before the threat, if not everywhere the reality, of barbarian occupation. So, for instance, the inscriptions of southern Scotland, like those of Wales, belong to a part of the island where the Saxons had not come, and moreover where there is some reason to think that the power of the chiefs was based upon dispositions organised by the Romans themselves near the end of the fourth century. But more important—and this is another argument for the theory that Gaul was the chief source for the epigraphy of the British inscriptions—these were the parts of Britain in which Christianity, specifically Gallic Christianity, was most active in the first half of the fifth century and later, and for the very reason that this was where the breakdown of orderly Roman life was least apparent. In many cases it cannot be proved that the people commemorated in the inscriptions were really Christians, not pagans, nor is there any reason to suppose that they always were; but wherever there is a cross,\(^3\)

\(^1\) Compare Nash Williams, ECMW. p. 4, where he suggests that the distribution of the monuments points to influences reaching Wales from the western seas and passing inland by the Roman valley roads. He thinks this means evangelisation from Gaul directed to Wales as well as to Cornwall and Northumbria.

\(^2\) Pp. 117 ff.

\(^3\) Cf. Speculum, xxi, 522. [But Nash Williams seems now to have shown that, at any rate in some instances, crosses were added much later to monuments which previously bore only inscriptions of the fifth to sixth century (see ECMW, pp. 17 ff.). This is not true in all cases, however, e.g. no. 358.]
a chi-rho monogram, or a formula like *hic iacit* and the others, the assumption is that this was so. CHIC. no. 515, at Yarrowkirk in south-east Scotland, stands in an early Christian cemetery (see Archaeologia Aeliana, 4th series, xxv (1947), p. 24), and nos. 516 to 520, sixth-century inscriptions, are associated with the foundations of St. Ninian. No. 420, of the beginning of the sixth century, has been read HOMO CHRISTIANVS FVIT, the last to do so being Macalister, and this has been regarded as meaning that for a dead man commemorated on a tombstone to be a Christian was rare enough to be worthy of remark. However that may be, the more probable reading is HOMO PLANVS FVIT.\(^1\) In fact, though there were no doubt still many pagans in western Britain in the fifth century, it is not probable that they survived in large numbers, particularly among the ruling classes whose monuments these are, in the sixth, the great age of Christian expansion in Celtic Britain, when so many churches and monasteries were founded, missionaries sent to Brittany and Ireland, and students despatched thence to study in Britain. In any case, there seems no reason why a pagan chief should not imitate the funerary customs of his Christian contemporaries, who derived them from the admired civilisation of Rome.

There is more in this problem than would appear from what has been said so far. Certain features of these early inscriptions turn our attention again to the Irish element in Britain in the Dark Ages. Some remarkable coincidences are found. It is a constant characteristic of the Ogam inscriptions, whether in Britain or Ireland, that the name of the deceased is given in the genitive case, followed by MAQQI, the genitive of Pr. I. *maq₂q₂as* "son", and the name of the father in the genitive. AVI, "of the grandson", is sometimes substituted for MAQQI, and the man’s tribal affiliation is often given. These formulae vary very little, and there is never anything

---

\(^1\) The only person who ever really claimed to have seen the X, apart from Macalister, was the antiquarian Vaughan. A careful examination of the stone has convinced me that there never was any X, that this supposed letter is simply a few stray pebbles on the surface, not at all in the shape of an X, and that the true reading is PLANVS. Mr. Naas Williams tells me that he, too, sees only PLANVS there. [See now his ECMW. p. 174.]
o of any length; sometimes the whole consists of the dead man's name alone, always genitive. The nominative is practically non-existent in Ogam inscriptions. Examples: CIC. no. 246, CORBAGNI MAQI BIVITI, "of Corbagnas son of Bivitas"; no. 156, MAQQI-ARI KOI MAQQI MUCCOI DOVVINIAS, "of Maqqas-Iari here, descendant of the tribe of Dobinia"; no. 252, DUMELI MAQI GLASICONAS NIOTTA COBRANOR(IGAS), "of Dumelas son of Glasicu, nephew of Cobranorix". This regular use of the genitive in the first name clearly implies that some word is omitted on which it is dependent, meaning "(This is) the grave" or "epitaph", or "(Here lies) the body", of N. or M. In a few inscriptions the genitive is actually dependent on such a word, ANM, which means "name", but in the special context is to be interpreted rather as "inscription".

1 Now the use of the dead man's name in the genitive did exist in pagan Roman custom, where it is constructed with Dis Manibus expressed or understood, but it is not found in Gallic Christian inscriptions; whereas genitive plus FILI plus genitive (with or without HIC IACIT) is as characteristic of the British Latin inscriptions as genitive plus MAQQI plus genitive is of the Ogams.

2 Again, both the Ogams and the British Latin monuments continually give the name of the dead man's father, occasionally also of other relatives. It is not probable that this is derived from the Gallic and Roman background, since the old pagan Latin custom of naming the deceased's parents went out of use in Christian inscriptions owing to the precept in Matthew xxiii, 9, "call no man your father".

1 In Ol. uínn n-ogam, literally "Ogam name", is the regular phrase for the Ogam inscription or epitaph set up over a grave in the epic tales, but is also used of messages which are not epitaphs at all. According to Macalister (CIC. i, p. x), the use of ANM in inscriptions seems to be symptomatic of late date, but he gives no reasons. It is true that of the dozen Ogams with ANM which are complete enough to make discussion possible, some certainly have a late appearance, but most need be no later than the sixth century.

2 Cf. the lost stone from Tomen y Mur described by Westwood, Lap.W. pp. 156-7, and Macalister CIC. i, p. 397, D(IS) MANIBVS) BARRECTI CARANTI (sic leg.). Westwood's plate suggests the late fourth or early fifth century, but this is conjectural.

3 See further § 179.

4 Cf. Le Blant, IChG. p. viii; Raleigh Radford, AMCA. p. cxi.
other hand, to define a man’s name by adding his father’s is a formula absolutely typical of all the Celtic languages at all periods, and when the Irish began the practice of raising funerary Ogam stones they would inevitably use it. Lastly, Ogam inscriptions are of necessity written perpendicularly up the side of the stone, usually up the left-hand edge, and if long enough over the top and down the right. Many of the Latin inscriptiones Christianae of Britain are also written perpendicularly, sometimes apparently perforce because of the narrowness of the stone, which would suit an Ogam but not the traditional Roman epitaph, which required and used slabs wide enough for it to be written horizontally. When it was a Latin inscription there is no rational cause for choosing a narrow stone and carving it upright, but this arrangement is the only natural one for an Ogam.

Here, then, are three features typical of the Latin inscriptions of post-Roman Britain which do not agree with the epigraphic customs of the Christian Empire, and do seem to agree very markedly with those of early Ireland. The conclusion must surely be that in these respects the habits of the Irish colonists in Britain influenced and modified those of the natives, which were derived from Roman Britain and especially from Gallic Christianity. Some authors have noted the fact that the areas in Wales where Ograms are found coincide more or less

1 Some authorities, such as Hübner (IBCh. p. xx), take it for granted that the upright and horizontal arrangements of Latin inscriptions are a question of two different periods, and some regard the horizontal as the older because more Roman. No real evidence has been produced for this (though it is true that a number of early inscriptions like CHC. nos. 421, 445, and 479 are horizontal; but others, as 354, are perpendicular, and many horizontal are late, e.g. 436). It is not a question of different dates but of different strands of epigraphic tradition.

2 The Ogam ANM seems even to have been translated into Latin epigraphy in Britain in two early inscriptions; CHC. nos. 416, mid to later sixth century, EQUESTRI NOMINE, and 448, fifth century, RINACI NOMENAE. [Nash Williams, however, gives good reason to regard these as meaning "the person) by the name of Equester", etc., while suggesting that nomem may mean rather "relies" (ECMW., pp. 10, 109); but he appears to accept the possibility that the word is an adaptation of ANM (op. cit. p. 205).]

3 E.g. Lloyd, HW. i, 115; Rhys, Celtic Britain (fourth edition, London, 1908), pp. 249 ff. Both are thinking in terms of Rhys’s obsolete theory of pre-Brittonic Goedels and later Britons.
closely with those showing purely Latin inscriptions; and also that those parts (the central mass of Wales) which are barren of early inscriptions of any kind are exactly those where the Irish are not known to have settled. The inference made is that the custom of setting up gravestones belonged to the Irish in Britain and not to the Britons at all. But this is far too sweeping. For one thing, British and Latin names are frequent on Roman-letter inscriptions. Then, the coincidence in area is by no means exact, even in Wales, and still less so in Devon and of course Galloway and the Lothians at this time. Unquestionably the post-Roman Britons of the Highland Zone often raised inscribed monuments without regard to Irish practices. The fact that central Wales is comparatively empty may be due partly to chance, and partly to the uninhabitable moorland which makes up much of this part of Wales. This supposed coincidence in distribution, and the indubitable Irish influences pointed out above, should not make one forget that the large Gallic element in British epigraphy is not an importation from Ireland.

All this raises the question of what were the relations between the Irish settlers in Britain and the native inhabitants, how the former felt about the Roman civilisation in which they had come to live, and how long they continued to speak Irish. The history of the Irish colonies has already been briefly sketched above. One of the Irish kings of south-west Wales is known to us from Gildas, DEB. c. 31, who abuses him in angry terms. He probably died about 550, and most scholars agree that in CHIC. no. 358 we have his very tombstone, which reads in Latin MEMORIA VOTEPORIGIS PROCTORIS and in Ogam VOTECORIGAS (gen. sg.). The Latin inscription gives the British form of the name, nominative *Uoteporix, with the usual Brittonic *p where Goedelic has *q; and the Ogam shows us the change of older *q to c described on pp. 139-41, which was happening about this time (the nominative would have been earlier *Uoteporix). This inscription seems to prove that in Britain when an Irish king's name was to be written in Latin the British equivalent.

1 See p. 623, n. 1.
for it was or might be used, and this implies the existence of speakers of British in the community, and that the Irish identified Britons and Romans. It shows, too, that the Irish people themselves knew the correct Irish form of the name, and (as the change of $q$ to $c$ indicates) continued to speak their language as a living and evolving tongue in the middle of the sixth century. Since both forms are to some extent traditional spellings not exactly representing the spoken language of the time, it follows that neither can be taken as a mere "translation" of the other made on the spot; the names had been known each in its own tongue for some while, and a state of bilingualism is therefore implied. In the Old Welsh version of his pedigree this king's father was Aircel, which is the Latin Agricola—evidently his family was Romanised enough to adopt Roman names, like so many of their British neighbours and some of the Irish. Examples of the last are the Turpillius (no. 327, early to mid sixth century), Martius (no. 404, seventh century), Pompeius (no. 409, early to mid sixth century), Eternus son of Victor (no. 430, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century), and Vitalianus (no. 445, fifth century), all of whom were Irish-speaking enough to have their epitaphs in Ogam as well as in Latin. In the case of Pompeius we see the Ogam engraver struggling, with conspicuous ill success, to render the foreign names in Ogam letters.

Further evidence for the persistence of the Irish language in south-west Wales is seen in CIIC. no. 364, mid sixth century, reading in Latin letters QVENVENDANI FILI BARCVNI, with what may be the same name in the practically illegible Ogam. This was certainly an Irishman, as the QV proves, and, moreover, he belonged to a society in which Irish was still living and spoken, since both names show the syncope of unstressed vowels which was happening in Irish about this time (see p. 141). In early fifth-century Irish the names would

---

1 In the same way the ancient Germanic peoples failed to distinguish clearly the Romans from the Celts who formed so large a part of their empire, calling both by the name *Walboc.  
2 On all this see ECNE, p. 268.
be, in the nominative, *Qennouindagnas and *Barrocunas, "Little Whitehead" and "Doghead". A similar inference may be drawn from no. 449, early sixth century, where Latin SAGRANI beside Ogam SAGRAGNI shows the actual Irish pronunciation just developed (see p. 143), though the Ogam preserves the traditional spelling. Cf. p. 180. Special stress is laid here on such phonetic points as evidence for the living nature of the Irish language in Britain, since it might be argued that the mere existence of an Ogam inscription is not by itself proof that the people concerned spoke Irish, and that it might have lingered on as a ceremonial written language only, like the Latin still used in inscriptions to-day. This would mean that not only the regular MAQQI, "son", but also AVI, "grandson", the unique IXIGENA, "daughter" (no. 362), and MOSAC, a common-noun of unknown meaning rendered in the Latin of no. 327 as PVVERI, were all parts of a dead language. Actually in the circumstances this is not at all probable of itself, but it would be possible if it were not for the evidence adduced above. In any case, we may regard it as certain that the colonists of south-west Wales continued to speak Irish into the second half of the sixth century, and very likely as late as the seventh.

As for Devon and Cornwall, there are eight Ogam inscriptions between the fifth and the beginning of the seventh century.\(^1\) However, neither here nor elsewhere would it be right to judge the extent of the Irish colonies solely by the existence of Ogams, for Irish names in Latin letters only are also found, and are to be reckoned with. These are nos. 437, early sixth century, DVMOCATI and MESCAGNI (sic leg.); 462, mid to later sixth century, QVENAVCI; 472, end of fifth century, VLCAGNI; and 492, late sixth or early seventh century, MACCODECHETI. All these inscriptions are concentrated in central and northern Cornwall and south-west Devon. Of the group without Ogams, Quenatauci, Dunocati,
and Maccodacheti bear witness in their form to the persistence of spoken Irish.¹ Latin names in Ogam inscriptions, implying some Romanisation of these Irish speakers or intermarriage with the Britons, are seen in nos. 466, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, INGENVI (Ogam IGENAVI); 470, late sixth century, LATINI; and 484, end of sixth or beginning of seventh century, IVSTI. Apparently, then, in the Dumnonian peninsula as in south-west Wales, the Irish settlers persisted as a separate entity, and kept up their language, in the sixth and perhaps as late as the seventh century.

Even less well known is the Irish colony in North Wales. The Ogams there amount only to three: no. 380, mid to later sixth century, in Carnarvonshire, and nos. 399, late fifth century, and 401, mid sixth century, both in Denbighshire. In addition, a couple of Irish names also occur in Latin inscriptions. No. 319, beginning of the sixth century, CVNOGVSI, is probably Irish rather than British and shows the Irish development of st to ss in this stem (see p. 531); no. 326, early to mid sixth century, MACVDECCETI, is certainly Irish, a well-known name of pagan origin which, in the spelling here, shows the Irish loss of final syllables and a stage in the Irish evolution of qh to c which implies once more that the language was a spoken one.² Both these are in Anglesey. This meagre evidence for the Irish in North Wales may be a consequence of Cunedda's "expulsion" of them at the end of the fourth century;³ but it cannot have been at all complete, because their inscriptions show them still present, and still preserving their knowledge of Irish, in the sixth century.⁴

Just beyond North Wales is the Isle of Man. There are six

¹ If these names had been borrowed into British and represented a British context, we should probably have had Penau- substituted in the first, and Dine- in the second; on Maccodacheti see below.
² See p. 140, and ECNE, p. 211. MACCODECHETI above, and MACVDECCETI in no. 440 (sixth century?) are the same name.
³ Lloyd, op. cit. i, p. 115, suggests that as in Ireland, the southern part of Wales was the stronghold of the new Ogam fashion when it was imported, and that the people of North Wales "did not take kindly to it."
⁴ If any reliance is to be placed in the mediaeval Welsh tradition contained in the Triad of the Three Shackled Households, Cunedda's grandson Cadwallon was still fighting the Irish in Anglesey.
Ogam inscriptions there, testifying to the presence of Irishmen, or at any rate of Goedels of some sort under Irish influence. One of them, ChIC no. 500, is bilingual, belonging to the end of the fifth century. It reads in Latin letters AMMECATI FILLVS ROCATI HIC IACIT, and in Ogam ( )B( )CATOS M(A)QI ROC(A)T(0)S. As I have shown elsewhere, the Ogam is probably to be emended as IMBICATOS. This is an important inscription, because once again it bears witness to the existence of a bilingual population. *Imbicatus and *Rocatus are Goedelic names, the Irish Inchadh and Rochadh: the Gallo-Brittonic equivalent of the former is Ambicatus. Now in Late British at this time -mb- was beginning to be assimilated to -mm-, but not in Primitive Irish at all; hence this is a parallel to Voteporiquis-Votecorigas, except that the linguistic change in this case is in the British, not the Irish; and it is evidence that speakers of Irish and speakers of a living and evolving British lived side by side in the community which set up the inscription. Incidentally this suggests that the Goedelic population of the Isle of Man may not be very ancient, but probably goes back to an Irish colony among British speakers no older than the other colonies further south, destined, however, to absorb the indigenous population, whereas the others were absorbed. It shows too, again, that when the Irish wanted to write their names in Latin they used the British equivalent.

It would appear from the foregoing sketch that the Irish who settled on the western coasts of Britain, shortly before the end of Roman rule lived side by side with the British-speaking population on terms of close relationship. They kept their language alive until at least the later sixth century, probably into the seventh; but they also understood and doubtless

1 ECNE p. 209. [Or more probably AMBICATOS; a subsequent examination of the stone itself shows that there is hardly room for I, nor for Macalister's E. *Ambicatus for *Imbicatus would be influenced by the British form.]
2 Cf. Holder, AChSPZ 1, col. 120.
3 For further reason to suspect a Brittonic-speaking population in the Isle of Man see ECNE p. 210.
4 The Irish colony in Argyll, with its Ogams, is outside the scope of the present chapter, since we learn nothing from it about British and the Britons until later.
spoke British. They must have intermarried with the Britons. It is true that it is hard to demonstrate the existence of British names in their epitaphs, which would be proof of this, but that is partly because at this period the two written languages were closely similar. Still, the *Cunignos of no. 362 (end of the fifth century) is British rather than Irish, becoming regularly Cynin in Welsh, whereas the Pr.I. name corresponding to it is *Cunagnas, Old Irish Conán. Again, the name-stem Maylocun, which appears both in Ogam and in Latin in no. 446, mid or later fifth century, is well known in Welsh (Meilyg and Maelgun) but has no Irish equivalent.¹ Much better proof of the point is supplied by the Latin names already referred to as occurring in the Ogams, and also in genealogies like the Aircol mentioned above; these are unquestionably due to intermarriage or at least very close connections with the Romanised Britons. If one were to substitute "Norman-French" for "Irish", the situation would be not unlike that of Normans and Welsh in later mediaeval Wales.

Unlike their kinsmen in Ireland, the Irish who settled in Britain generally had their epitaphs written not only in Ogam but also in Latin. The reason is clear. These colonies of "barbarians" may have begun as settlements of raiders and robbers, but, like all the other barbarians who were shaking the Roman Empire at this time, they admired and imitated it as best they could for all that; the more so since these were actually living within the Empire, perhaps partly brought there with the honourable status of foederati by the Imperial authority itself. Such people would be anxious to prove themselves as civilised and as Romanised as their neighbours. Now Latin was the written tongue of Roman Britain, the official language of the administration and of the upper-class Britons, the language of civilisation; naturally, then, the Irish chiefs had their tombstones inscribed in Latin, to show how civilised they were.² The frequency of Latin names in

¹ On Bruniñe mac Maelchon or Maincon see ECNE, p. 208.
² In Ireland this did not apply. There, Latin was a foreign language beginning to be known only very slowly as the speech of the missionaries of the new Christian religion in the fifth century, and in this stronghold of
the Ogam may also be an expression of this, not due to inter-
marrige alone; compare the Rabinovitz who calls himself
Robinson, and names his children Shirley and Mortimer, when
he settles in New York. Doubtless the newcomers attempted
to learn to speak some Latin too; indeed no. 466 (end of
fifth to beginning of sixth century), which reads INGENVI
MEMORIA in Latin and IGENAVI MEMOR in Ogam, not
only shows the borrowing of a Latin word into Irish but also
bears witness to the characteristic British provincial pro-
nunciation of Latin ĥuī as ĥuī (see p. 366), which means that
Latin was known by these people as a spoken tongue. A
further example of the desire to seem very Roman is offered
by the Voteporigis inscription discussed above. This six-
century petty Irish king of south-west Wales was called on his
gravestone by the high imperial title of Protector, to which one
would scarcely suppose he could have had any right. This is
not the only tomb in the world which makes out a man to be
more important than he really was, but the significant thing
is that it took the direction of pretending to be a high-ranking
Roman. Further, Voteporix was a Christian of a sort, as
we know from the cross on his gravestone and from Gildas'
words about him. This too was an aspect of Romanisation,
though by his time no doubt all his friends and peers were
Christians. The Irish could hardly have been already con-
verted when they came first to settle in Britain, but in the
intervening period they must gradually have become so, thus

Celtic culture it had not the prestige it had in Britain; whereas the Ogam
alphabet was already firmly established among the learned exponents of the
traditions of pre-Christian Ireland, and was indeed probably invented in the
first place precisely because the Irish did not know Latin and the use of
Latin letters. Hence the Ogams of Ireland have no Latin equivalents. For
C. O’Rahilly’s different interpretation of the facts, and for the reasons against
it, see ECNE. p. 207.

1 The late Mr. M. P. Charlesworth pointed out to me that the Romans
often gave allied barbarian kings some sort of title, status, and insignia,
and suggested that the rank of Protector may have been bestowed on one of
Voteporix’s ancestors during the Empire, and that the family claimed it
hereditarily thereafter [cf. now ECMW. p. 107]. This is very ingenious and
plausible, and would explain the occurrence of it in Britain at so late a date;
but the point remains that this family of remote Hiberno-British princelings
wished to make clear its claim to Roman status.
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being assimilated to the Roman civilisation in still another way. In spite of all this, with true Irish respect for tradition the expatriates still clung to their native language and their alphabet, and continued to announce their names and family in Ogam letters side by side with the Latin ones. They probably retained this custom as long as they preserved any separate entity as Irishmen, right up to the seventh century, until at last they became merged in the native population.

The Latin and Irish inscriptions of post-Roman Celtic Britain are of especial importance as evidence for the chronological development of the Brittonic languages at a time when direct information of any other kind is almost entirely lacking. Moreover, as they are dateable within fairly close limits, what they tell us can be fitted roughly into its place and time. As with the written material in Old Welsh, Old Cornish, and Old Breton, it would be an error to take the form of these inscriptions simply at its face value, without considering what sounds the spellings are intended to represent. It has already been shown (pp. 70 ff.) that during the fifth and sixth centuries Latin in Britain, in so far as it remained a spoken language, changed to some extent with the linguistic changes which affected British; and that one of the most prominent of these developments was that not only British but also Latin inter-vocal p, t, c, b, d, g, m were lenited to b, d, g, b, d, ʒ, ɸ. The consequences of this for the orthography of Old Welsh, etc., have already been described, and we have seen how and why the lenited sounds in OWCB. were written as if they were not lenited, so that for instance an internal [d] would be spelt l (see p. 71). Now lenition took place in British in the second half of the fifth century (see § 142), and therefore near the beginning of our early series of monuments. Its effects are no more apparent in the Latin inscriptions than they are in the later manuscripts, so that the former, just like the latter,

1 There is no reason to suppose that there was anything about the Ogam script essentially repugnant to Christianity, and that an Ogam inscription means that the man commemorated must have been a pagan. Cf. Speculum, xxi, 522, and Lloyd, HW. i, 116.
use for example $t$ for the internally lenited [d] in the sixth and seventh centuries,¹ though in the oldest inscriptions an internal $t$ very likely means a still un-lenited [$t$]; and so mutatis mutandis with other letters. It is important to remember, then, that in a Latin inscription of the middle of the sixth century like VOTEPOREGIS PROTICTORIS the name was pronounced $Wodub^rIg\Sigma$ in spite of the spelling, just as when the sixth-century Gildas wrote $Maxlogune$ what he meant by it was $Maxlogune$. Other examples of the influence of British on spoken Latin, such as the change of $\&$ to $\&$, have also been described; p. 124.

The bilingual inscriptions ought to provide us with a good deal of information on these points; the efforts to spell Latin and British names in Ogam and Irish names in Latin letters should be instructive. But here again a caution is needed, of the same kind as before. The Ogam spelling as it is regularly transliterated in modern books does not by any means necessarily represent contemporary pronunciation. The Ogam alphabet was invented before Irish lenition took place, and hence it had no resources within itself to indicate the new sounds when they arose. Primitive Irish intervocal $t, c, b, d, g, m$ became now $\theta, ch, b, d, j, \mu$, but the Ogam engravers continued to write the symbols which we transliterate $T, C, B, D, G, M$ because they had no others which they could use for the purpose,² and did not invent any; besides, as with the Latin alphabet, the letter $B$ for instance had now come to mean [$b$] to them intervocally, and similarly with the other letters in question. In any case, Ogam was essentially a conservative script, and this practice went on as long as the Irish wrote funerary Ogam at all. The result is that in very early Ogam the name which we transliterate $CATUBUTAS$ would mean exactly that; but later, though it is still rendered by us as $CATUBUTAS$ because the Ogam letters are the same, it should

¹ Cf. MacNeill’s comment in PRIA. xxvii. c. 340, that both the inscription no. 492, MACCODCHEHETI, and the OL. $Dechet$ write $t$ for [d]; the OL does so, of course, because the Irish learned their spelling from the British; cf. p. 73.

² Rarely the Ogam letter $V$ is used for [$b$]; see my article in $Etudes$ céltiques, v, 105 ff., and p. 180 below.
now be read as *Cathubuthas*. This is to be borne in mind when dealing with the bilingual inscriptions of Britain. So, too, is the fact that in Ogam single internal consonants are freely written double, and double consonants single, without any apparent significance; so that *maqgq̣i* may be spelt as MAQQI or MAQI and *aq̣i* as AVI or AVVI.

Still another factor must be taken into consideration. It is by no means necessary that the engravers spelt Irish names in Latin, or Latin and British names in Ogam, purely by ear. It may very well be that they used a table, or learned a system, equating the Latin and Ogam alphabets, one which did not distinguish between initial and internal consonants, but simply gave one mechanical equivalent for each; or else one which was handed down from before the period of lenition. So when he wanted to spell a Latin or British written *t* in Ogam the craftsman could look up his list and find the symbol for *t*; and would very likely fail to realise that if it was intervocal he ought to have used the symbol for *d* to give the correct sound. Consequently in such a case a name like *Donata* would be liable to appear in Ogam of the sixth century as DONATA instead of, as it should be, DONADA or DONODA. A further complication which may be envisaged is the following: the Ogam craftsmen in the sixth century might be perfectly well aware that in general Celtic words, British intervocal *d* and *g*, the product of lenition of *t* and *c*, corresponded to *th* and *ch* in Irish, just as they unquestionably realised that the initial Irish *gʷ* (or *c<q̣g*) and intervocal *q̣vʰ* (or *ch<q̣vʰ*) were the equivalent of initial *p* and intervocal *b* in British. Thus they might know that Pr.I. *cathus*, later *cath*, was the same word as Late Brit. *cadus*, later *cad*. As a result, a British name written in Latin script MAGLOCVNOS and meaning [mazloγunos] could be turned in Ogam by MAGLOCUNAS, meaning [ma̱zloχunos]. Finally, of course, there would be some British names which had well-known and obvious equivalents in Irish, which would naturally be

---

1 The Pr.I. long ē was a close one, just like the Latin and British. Consequently, even when spelling by ear, an Ogamist might write A rather than O for the British and British Latin ē or ď.
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substituted. In all these respects, then, the Ogam rendering of British or Latin names is liable to fail us as an adequate guide to their actual pronunciation, at least when the proof of change is negative. The obverse, the testimony of Latin-letter inscriptions on the pronunciation of Primitive Irish, is correspondingly unreliable in the same ways but vice versa.

Bearing in mind these qualifications, we may now examine the bilingual inscriptions of Britain name by name. They must be treated under several headings.

(1) *Irish names in Ogam and Latin letters*

CII C, no. 467, fifth century, Ogam ULCAGNI, Latin (HI)C IACIT VLCAGNI. If older than lenition in Irish and British, it is to be taken as Ulcagni in both; if later, Ulcazni in both (perhaps Ulcazni in the British).

No. 341, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, Ogam MAQITRENI SALICIDUNI, Latin MACCVTRENI SALIGIDVNI. Lenition is presumed to have occurred by this time certainly in Irish and probably in British. Hence the Ogam means *Mac'c'yu'ithrēni Salichidūni*, the *Ś* being a lenited one, i.e. presumably already more or less [h], and therefore close to the contemporary development of ñ in British. On the MACCV see p. 149. The engraver spelt the Ogam T=th as T in Latin, presumably by consulting his table of mechanical letter equivalents; and for the C=ch we should have expected, therefore, Latin C.¹ Perhaps the name existed in British as well as in Irish, in which case the sound would now be [g] in British, and the artisan may have spelt this (abnormally) as G under the influence of g in initial position. Possibly it is not an Irish name at all, but British (the second element can hardly be regarded as certainly Celtic *dūno-, "fort"); and if so the Ogam C=ch was used on the principle of *cathus*: *cudus* as above, or by reversing the table of

¹ In any case, British had no [θ], [χ] of its own at this time, and in writing Latin letters for them an engraver would probably use T and C as the best phonetic approximation, as indeed continued to be done long after British developed its own voiceless dental and guttural spirants.
letters. But Macalister may be right that the G is a mere mistake for C (see CHC, i, p. 326).¹

No. 449, early sixth century, Ogam SAGRAGNI MAQI CUNATAMI, Latin SAGRANI FILI CVNOTAMI. As already shown, p. 136, Pr.I. 3r, 3n became r, n in the first half of the sixth century. Here the Ogam has GR, GN by traditional writing; the Latin equivalent shows loss of 3 before n but not before r—possibly the 3 was still audible in the latter case but not in the former, and the name was therefore *Sa3rānī at this stage in Pr.I. rather than *Sārānī.

No. 432, late fifth or early sixth century, Ogam DOVAGNI, Latin TIGERNACI DOBAGNI. Here gn is still written in both; perhaps it is earlier than no. 449. The Latin B means lenited [b], and b is original in the word (stem *dubu-); the Ogam V is an attempt at spelling lenited [b] instead of using B, which might be misunderstood as [b]. Exactly the same is found in no. 431, early to mid sixth century, Ogam DOVATACIS, Latin DOB(I)TVCI FILIVS EVOLENGI, and in some Ogams from Ireland with this stem; it is notable that the irregular use of V in Ogam is confined to this word.² In no. 431, Latin T and C are written as equivalents for Ogam T = th and C = ch, on the principle described above under no. 341.

No. 378, early sixth century, Ogam AVVI BODDI(BA)-BEVVE (in which the BA is apparently an error), Latin BIVADI AVI BODIBEVE.³ This inscription is interesting in

[¹ Nash Williams now reads and draws SALICIDVNI (ECMW, p. 81 and fig. 57), but his photograph (plate 1) appears to show the mark read by Macalister as the tail of the G. Nash Williams’ reading of the Ogams as MAQUITRENI is a mistake, as his own drawing and photograph show (read as MAQUITRENI in fig. 57, which is evidently intended for MAQUITRENI).]²

[² Nash Williams gives a different arrangement of the Ogams and a slightly different reading (ECMW, p. 118), apparently following the volume of the Ancient Monuments Commission for Carmarthenshire, p. 201; namely BIVVA! (AVVI BODDI[B ]), which is probably preferable. Whether he is right to fill the gaps as respectively [IDONAI(s)] and [EVVAI(s)] is, of course, conjectural. More important, he takes the Latin AVI as FILI, with conjoined FI. These are two serious objections to this. Pr.I. avi does not mean fili, and it is not in the least likely that it would be mis-rendered so in an inscription. Secondly, the supposed conjoined FI is quite unlike any other cases of conjoined or ligatured FI in these inscriptions, and is exactly like a debased A.
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that the engraver did not attempt to translate Pr.I. _aui_ (by _nepos_ as elsewhere) but simply transliterated it. Remembering that Latin _v_ was pronounced [u] in Britain (see § 43), we may take this as valuable proof of the character of the Pr.I. sound—that it was [u], not [b]. Also, the implication is that all the local readers of Latin knew Irish too, or at any rate enough to know what AVI meant. Here in both inscriptions the D's and internal B's mean [d] and [b]; the name in the nominative is Pr.I. *Boudibiyā, later fifth-century *Bōdibeyā, OI. _Buaidbēo._

No. 433, early or mid sixth century, Ogam ANDAGELLI MACV CAVE(TI), Latin ANDAGELLI IACIT FILI CAVETI. The first name is _Andazelli_ in both, the second Irish _Cayethi_ with the _th_ rendered _T_ in the Latin as in nos. 341 and 431. On MACV see p. 140.

No. 488, mid sixth century, Ogam ENABARR, Latin DOBVNNI FABRI FILII ENABARRI. The B in both is [b], the name probably being Pr.I. nominative *Etnobarros, "Birdhead ", later (by this time) *E_nabarr._

No. 428, early seventh century, Ogam TRENAGUSU 1 MAQI MAQI-TRENI, Latin TRENEGVSSI FILI MACV-TRENI HIC IACIT. On the second name see on no. 341, p. 179. In the first, G in both languages means [g].

An Irish name in Latin letters without any Ogam is the MACCVDECCETI of no. 326, early or mid sixth century; MACCVDECCETI in no. 440, perhaps mid sixth century; and MACCODECHETI in no. 492, late sixth or early seventh century. This is the Pr.I. *Magq̆q̆-Decéddus (older *-Decentos), by this time really *Mac'c'y'-d'ech'ed, found in various spellings in Ogams in Ireland. On the first element see p. 140. As for the second, the intervocal D is [d] in Irish and is naturally therefore spelt _D_ in Latin; the _T_ represents Irish _d(d)_ and is hence a phonetic spelling of the Irish sound, and valuable proof (if this were needed) that a Latin intervocal _t_ meant [d].

Also the supposed _L_ is more like a somewhat tilted _V_; cf. the last _V_ in CHIC. no. 408, wrongly read by Macalister as _L._

1 Or TRENAGUSI, according to Macalister, CHIC. i, 409; the reading is uncertain. [Nash Williams dates the inscription sixth century (ECMW, p. 184), but the high proportion of half-uncial letters suggests a somewhat later date].
Consequently it is on a different footing from the Latin T’s in nos. 341, 431, and 433. The Irish ch had no exact equivalent in British by the time of no. 326, but the engraver used CC as the nearest representation because British cc was perhaps already on its way to the ch which it subsequently became; in the later no. 492 there is actually CH, the sound having now developed in British. Thus Irish ch is treated here differently from the way in which it is in no. 431. This name seems to be spelt on a more purely phonetic basis than those which have been described before, as is natural since there was no Ogam to set a mechanical pattern.

(2) British names in Latin and Ogam letters

No. 446, mid to later fifth century, Latin MAGLOCVNI FILI CLVTORI, Ogam MAGLICUNAS MAQI CLUTAR. The first name is the British *Maglocá, genitive *Maglocunos, whence W. Meilyg and Maelgyn respectively; not an Irish name (see p. 174). If the inscription is older than British lenition, both forms stand for *Maglocun-. If later, the Latin is the natural spelling of *Mællogun-. The Ogam G then stands for [ʒ], but in a phonetic spelling one might have expected Ogam G for the [g] too, since the alphabet had an intervocal G from nc; once more, C here must be a mechanical transliteration, apart from the fact that the engraver probably recognised the Irish stem *cun- in the British name. If before lenition, the second name (W. Clodri) had [t] in both; if later, Ogam T for British [d] is the obverse of the British T for Irish [θ] in nos. 341, 431, and 433.

No. 362, end of the fifth century, British AVITORIA FILIA CVNIGNI, Ogam INIGENA CUNIGNI AVITTO-RIGES. Here Late British Cunigni (genitive; not an Irish name, see p. 174) is spelt naturally in both alphabets with GN = ʒn. On the other name see below, p. 185.

No. 449, as above (p. 180), British CVNOTAMI, Ogam CUNATAMI. The Latin letters represent regularly Late Brit.

\[^{8}\text{See loc. ; the V and N are meant to be ligatured, wrongly read by Maculater as VV. [Nash Williams takes the VNI as non-ligatured VN with reversed N and no I (ECMW, p. 197), which is improbable.]}\]
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*Cunodaμi (W. Cyndaf), from Brit. Cunotami. The Ogam T is therefore not a phonetic rendering but a mechanical written one; cf. p. 178.

(3) Latin names in Latin and Ogam letters

No. 445, fifth century, Latin and Ogam VITALIANI. This inscription has every appearance of being rather early, and is probably therefore older than British lenition. Whether this is so or not, in either case its T is parallel to that in no. 446.

No. 466, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, Latin INGENVI MEMORIA, Ogam IGENAVI MEMOR, meaning "the monument of Ingenuus". On the termination of the name see p. 366. The Ogam name must be a phonetic representation of spoken British Latin, except that the engraver omitted the symbol for n. MEMOR is the Latin word borrowed into Irish (cf. p. 141), and stands for Pr.I. *me̱pictures are not clear.Heart of the one loan, a Pádraig word, with palatalised r' in the same way as OL. orðid from Brit. Lat. orðid has palatalised d'; see p. 584, n. 2. This suggests that the inscription belongs to the sixth century rather than to the fifth.

No. 430, of the same date, Latin ETTERNI FILI VICTOR, Ogam ETTERN(i MAQI VIC)TOR. Since British lenition had occurred or was occurring something like a generation before this time, the name was already *Edernus in British and British Latin, and the TT of the Latin is anomalous, seeming as it does to stress the pronunciation [t]. Possibly Eternus's family were conservatives who consciously clung to the pronunciations of their childhood, and deliberately stressed this by having TT written in both inscriptions! A more

---

1 It might possibly be a loan from Late Brit. *me̱porja (itself from the Latin), whence MW. myfiπ in the sense of "monument" (cf. Lewis, EL. p. 43). This would not imply the loss of final syllables so early in Brit., since once Irish had lost its own it dropped those of loanwords whether British or Latin (cf. pp. 128-9). In any case, in the Ogam context the word is acclimatized Irish, not Latin or British.

2 Macalister draws an I for the first Ogam letter in CHC. i, 410, but reads an E on p. 411. On visiting the stone I found the letter so defaced that I could not decide between I and E.
probable explanation may be that the craftsman meant to write T (= [d]) in the Latin, but being an Ogamist and used to doubling consonants meaninglessly, he put TT even in the Latin form as well as in the Irish. In that case the Ogam TT (for T) would merely be the same T for Latin T = [d] as in no. 446. The Latin inscription seems to have nominative for genitive in the second name (see p. 620), and the Ogam mechanically copies; an example to show that the engravers could automatically transcribe Latin forms without consideration of grammar. The CT represents [xt] in both (§ 58).

No. 327, early or mid sixth century, Latin TVRPILLI IC IACIT PVVERI TRILVNI DVNOCATI. Ogam TURPILI MOSAC TRALLONI. Here rp had not yet become rf in British (cf. §§ 148-9), as the Ogam perhaps shows; though if it had, and if rp was still written in British Latin, the Ogam might be a mere transliteration. In any case, the engraver used the forfid, "additional symbol", which had been devised for p in Ogam, as a sound which did not exist in Primitive Irish, subsequently to the invention of the Ogam alphabet. Perhaps this letter was first used in Britain for the very purpose of writing British and Latin names. DVNOCATI is the genitive representing the Pr.I name *Dūnocatus, by this period *Dūnachath(us); the British cognate at this time would be *Dūnogad(us), so that the first vowel proves that the name here is the Irish one. Here C and T are written for Irish ch and th out of the traditional habit of transliteration, since as there is no Ogam it is not a case of mechanical copying of that. In any event, there was as yet no th or ch in British, and the natural way to write them would be T, C or TT, CC (cf. on no. 326, pp. 181-2).

No. 470, late sixth century, Latin LATINI IC IACIT FILLUS MAGARI, Ogam LA( ]NI. Since the first name would now be pronounced Ladini in British Latin, the Ogam may have read LADINI; but LATINI would have been possible, with T for Latin T = [d] as perhaps in no. 446.

Finally, as a Latin name in Ogam in Ireland, no. 265 is interesting, reading AMADU (no Latin inscription, and therefore undateable). This is, of course, the name Amatus in its
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British Latin pronunciation (not "an adaptation of the Latin" as Macalister calls it, CIIC. i, 260), and is a good example of the phonetic transcription of the new Latin -d-<-t- as D in Ogam.

(4) Names which are or may be both British and Irish, in Latin and Ogam letters

Here the name is spelt in the British way in the Latin and in the Irish way in the Ogam. A striking example is no. 358, the Voteporix stone already discussed, where the Latin stands for [Wodebrīʒ(όΣ)] and the Ogam for [Wodeayorίʒ(ος)].

No. 342, early sixth century, Latin CVNOECENNI FILIVS CVNOGENI HIC IACIT, Ogam CUNACENNIIVILVVETO, which should, no doubt, be read CUNACENNI (AV)T ILVVETO. The Celtic *Cunocennos gave Late Brit. *Cunogennos, MW. Cymgen, and late Pr.I. *Cunachennas, OL. Confenn. Here in the genitive the Latin stands for British *Cunogenni and the Ogam for Irish *Cunachenni.

Among these bilingual inscriptions a puzzle is provided by the Latin-letter AVITORIA, Ogam AVITTORIGES, in no. 362 discussed above. The former is nominative, and the latter is agreed to be genitive, though INIGENA, "daughter", in apposition, is apparently nominative. The name is not known in later British or Irish, though it does occur in the masculine form, genitive, in no. 396, AVITORI (A.D. 540). It is uncertain to which language it belongs and even what the name really is. In any case, the relation between the Latin T and the Ogam TT is the same as that in nos. 341 or 446, except that as often happens the consonant is doubled meaninglessly in the Ogam. Pokorny takes the name to be a Goedelic feminine t-stem, nominative *Agitor, Latinised as Avitoria; and Thurneysen

1 Macalister [and Nash Williams, ECMW, p. 81] separates the Ogam as CYNACENNI IVILVVETO (CIIC. i, 329; with V wrongly for U in the first syllable) without explaining the extraordinary termination which results. The enunciation above, supposing the A-notch to have been omitted by error, is easy and obvious. The second name has been identified with Elmct, which is more than doubtful; Sir Hor Williams temperately calls it "risky.", and gives a different and convincing explanation. Cymm. Trans., 1943-44 p. 155.

2 If. xxxv, 174.
as a Goedelic *iā*-stem, nominative *Aɣitorīā.* 1 Both explain the termination of the genitive here, -igēs, as possibly a spelling of *-iēs* from *-iēs,* though they have difficulty in reconciling this with what is known of the feminine nouns in Irish. If so, the Ogam G must be a spelling for [i]. By this time lenited and palatalised Irish g would certainly be a sound not very unlike [i]; but the use of G to express [i] in an Ogam inscription would be quite unparalleled, and is not very probable since I was always to hand. The history of post-consonantal -i- in final syllables in Pr.1, is that it developed first to -i-, and the -i- was weakened and lost, leaving vocalic -i-, which was affected to e before u (in -iā, -iás, etc.). In an inscription as late as this one the -i- would probably be lost already, 2 or, at any rate, is not likely to be confused with so strong a sound as [ʒ] or [j]. Perhaps we might get out of the difficulty by supposing that AVITORI in no. 396 is nominative and represents a British *Aɣitoriz* (see p. 625), and that the name in no. 362 is a feminine derivative in *-o-rīgā.* If so, the Latin would stand for [audiantia] or [αινιορία], with the lenited 3 or j lost or absorbed very early, or at least ignored, after the i (cf. § 79. 3); and the Irish would be genitive, representing [αινιορίιας]. This would still leave the -iēs termination unsolved, but that difficulty exists independently in any case. On the G in no. 380, mid or later sixth century, Latin ICORI FILIVS POTENTINI and Ogam ICORIGAS, see pp. 624-5; the case here is not parallel to the preceding. The C in both forms is the natural way of writing the Latin -g- and Irish -ch-.

No. 399, late fifth century, Latin SIMILINI TOVISACI, Ogam S(I)B(I)L(I)NI 4 (TO)VISACI. The second word is the

---

1 G.R.O.I. p. 188. Thurneysen rejects Pokorny’s view as improbable; but how else would a Celtic *Aɣitor* be assimilated to Latin (unless, perhaps, as Aviditor)?

2 Indeed II never appears in Ogams, so that the I which is written probably represents the late stage of vocalic i, not i.

3 So read by Nash Williams and Ifor Williams, Arch.Camb., 1937, pp. 2-3, though they agree that the first space is rather narrow for the five notches of Ogam I. Macalister reads S(U)B(I)L(I)NI, CHIC. i, 376; Ogam U needs only space for three notches.
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genitive of CC. *tojissācos, "prince"; as it existed both in British and Irish (OL. toisech, W. tywysog), the C of the Latin probably means British g and that of the Ogam means Irish ch. On the Latin M versus Ogam B see p. 483; the name is probably British *Similinos with μ, and the Ogamist wrote B = b by mistake for the not very different sound μ, unless, indeed, it is a simple error of engraving.

No. 500 has already been examined, p. 173; the MM of the Latin shows a British phonetic development, whereas the Ogam (M)B is the Pr.I. form. The name *Rocatus is either both British and Irish, in which case the C and T stand for g, d, and ch, th respectively; or it is Irish only, in which case the Latin C and T are spellings for ch and th.

The remainder of the bilingual inscriptions of Britain, eight in number, are not dealt with here, because the forms of the names are either too obscure or corrupt to make discussion profitable (nos. 353, 372, 450, 489 1), or too fragmentary (nos. 404, 409, 456); and in one case, no. 484, there is nothing to be said. Further comments on the phonology of these and the other early inscriptions will be found in the appropriate places in Part II.

For the morphology of the British and Irish names in the early inscriptions the following points are to be noted. In Latin inscriptions of the fifth to seventh century the Latin terminations are universally substituted, no matter what the British or Irish stem class may have been, sometimes coinciding with it and sometimes not; whereas in the Ogams the correct Goedelic termination of Irish names is kept. In the Latin, masculine nouns are regularly put into the second declension, hence nominative -VS and genitive -I. In many cases the word was an o-stem in British or Irish, and consequently had a genitive ending identical with the Latin, e.g. no. 467, where both the Latin and the Ogam are exactly correct for the Pr.I. genitive Ulecagni. The same was done with u-stems, so that in no. 500 the Pr.I. Imbicatūs and Rocatūs, genitives, though rightly represented in the Ogam, are made to end in -I in the

---

1 See MacNeill, Eria, xi, 133 ff.; and Thurneysen, ZCP. xii, 411-12.
Latin; and again in nos. 327 and 457, Pr.I. *Dūnocatōs is turned with Latin -I. A much nearer equivalent could have been got in Latin by making these into fourth-declension genitives in -ūs, but this does not seem to have occurred to the engravers. The identical practice is mostly followed with Celtic consonant stems. So in no. 446 the name which appears in the Ogam as MAGLICUNAS, which contains Pr.I. *cūnos, genitive of *cū, is Latinised as MAGLOCVNI (sic leg.); and in the Latin Maccudecceti inscriptions Ogam -DECEDDAS from older Pr.I. *Decento, genitive of *Decens, again has the termination substituted by the Latin -I. No. 318, ETTORIGI, does the same with what would have been Brit. *Ettrigicos, genitive of *Ettorix, and so with others in -RI; cf. pp. 626 ff. (on names in -RI, see pp. 624 ff.). Only in no. 358, VOTEPORIGIS, have we something nearer the British, and even in this case it is probably under the influence of Latin rēx : rēgis (see p. 627). We might have expected MACCVDECCETIS and ETTORIGIS, etc., treating them as third-declension Latin names; but as with the names in *-catōs, the engravers were too lazy or ignorant to use anything but the convenient all-purposes Latin -i.1 Celtic feminines are handled always in Latin as first-declension nouns, consequently with nominative in -A and genitive in -E. So nos. 362, AVITORIA; 461, NONNITA; 346, ADIVNE; 401, CAVNE; 451, TVNCCETACE; 454, CVNIOVENDE; 479, CVNAIDE; 511, CONINIE.

It is not until the seventh century that one finds Celtic names without any termination in the Latin (see § 178), as in no. 971, VIRLIN FILIUS CUURIS CINI (sic leg., see Ralegh Radford, AMCA. p. cvii), where all three names are Primitive Welsh without endings, the last two being MW. Cyrys and Cyng. From the eighth century on this is normal.

1 Sir Ior Williams takes VENEDOTIS in no. 394 as a British genitive of a t-stem "Uēnidos, "one of the Gwynedd tribe", with the gen. ignorantly used for nom. (TAAS., 1939, p. 36). But there is no proof that British, as distinct from Latin, cases were ever so confused, and the gen. in question would be *Uēnidotis anyway. It may surely be rather a British i-stem adjective, with the termination -īs as in Gaulish (cf. Vendryes, MSLP, xiii, 392-5), "Venedotian"; the context (VENEDOTIS ciec feit) needs an adjective. The MW. derivative is Gwynod, which would come equally from either the oblique cases of the noun or from the adjective.
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So CINGEN in no. 1033, seventh to eighth century;\(^1\) GURIAT in no. 1066, eighth to ninth century; though Latinising -I does occur, as in CATUOCONI in no. 427, eighth century,\(^2\) or GLIUISSI in no. 1023, about a.d. 1000. In all cases where a Latin termination appears in an inscription later than the time of the loss of British final syllables it is, of course, an addition, not a substitute; and examples of the use of -I where -as or -is would have been better could easily be explained in this way, providing the inscription is late enough. On this question see p. 621.

A thorough examination of the inscriptions, and of the chronology of the sound-changes analysed in Part II, shows that there is no reason to think that the forms of names in Latin letters are significantly more archaic than those of the contemporary British language. In trying to prove that Primitive Welsh was older than was generally supposed at the time, Morris Jones advanced the theory that the name of the prince whom Gildas addressed in the middle of the sixth century as MUGLOUCNE (Latin vocative) was really already "MAILCUN,"\(^3\) and he compared modern Latinisations in ceremonial inscriptions like HENRICUS, not HENRIUS, for Henry (Cymm. xxviii, 1918, pp. 28 ff.). But this is not quite how the situation is to be envisaged. Gildas was not using an archaic form, but was spelling as well as he could the name which was in his time something like "MAGLOUCUN\(\varepsilon\)\(^4\), for which MAGLOUCUN was actually a very exact rendering, considering that internal Latin written q and c meant [\(\varepsilon\)] and [\(\gamma\)] respectively. So it is with the inscriptions; if the spellings are correctly interpreted, it is seen that they are pretty exact renderings of the contemporary Brittonic, granting the substitution or addition of Latin terminations as described above. A good

\(^1\) On the reading and date see now p. 668, n. 1.
\(^2\) On the date, see p. 291.
\(^3\) See p. 291.
\(^4\) See pp. 624, 644.
example of a later inscription which closely represents the more evolved language of the seventh century is no. 490, DATUIDOCI CONBINOCI, which stands for contemporary Primitive Cornish *Dadyidog Conhinog, from British *Datuyidacii Cunosenaci. This is clearly not an archaising inscription, but corresponds to Henrius and not to Henricus. Indeed it is doubtful whether Gildas and the engravers of the sixth and seventh centuries could readily have discovered what the British, pre-lenition, forms would be; we use Henricus because we have a firm literary tradition that this is the proper archaic Latinising form, but no such written tradition is likely to have existed in Britain at that time. The very fact that Maglocune represents a contemporary confusion of British cases (see p. 624) implies that it did not. The situation was not quite the same when it was a question of Latinising Irish names, since the Irish had a fixed tradition of how to write Celtic, in the shape of the Ogams, which were much more widely used than merely for epitaphs; and it is certain that in the sixth century the form of Ogam inscriptions was often more archaic than the spoken language of the day. So in no. 428, early seventh century, the names are written in Ogam TRENAGUSU and MAQI-TRENI, though by this time they were really pronounced T'r'ēnūsū and Mac'e'-Th'r'ēn'. In this case the Latin rendering, TRENEGVSSI and MACV-TRENI, in copying the Irish epigraphic pattern, becomes an archaisation too.

The Latin orthography of the early monuments shows certain features other than those already discussed which call for comment. In certain ways the Latin spelling conforms not with Classical Latin, nor with that of the official inscriptions of Roman Britain, but with that of the private and comparatively low-class inscriptiones Christianae of Gaul and elsewhere under the Empire and later. Considering the influence of Gallic epigraphy on Britain, as already described, and the probability that the British monuments derive principally from Gaul, this is what we should expect; though if only we had a body of third- to fourth-century inscriptiones Christianae in Britain, some at least of the same features
would probably be found there. The peculiarities in question are all part of the development of living Vulgar Latin; however, some coincide with that of British, while on the other hand others do not agree with what we know of the spoken Latin of Roman and post-Roman Britain, and are therefore probably spelling habits introduced from Gaul without having any real phonetic bearing on British Latin pronunciation. For example, Latin $i$ and $u$ are commonly written $e$ and $o$ in Continental Christian inscriptions, because the sounds had actually become $e$ and $o$, though apparently it did not happen in Britain (see pp. 86-7). This appears very rarely in Britain. Examples are NOMENA for nonima in no. 448, EMERETO for emeritus in no. 445, R(O)STECE for Rusticae in no. 421, all fifth century. On no. 394 see p. 193. The use of $E$ for $i$ is found early three or four times even in British names (where $i$ never actually became $e$), under the influence of these Latin spellings; namely in no. 374, fifth century, CVNEGNI for Cunigni (which occurs in no. 382); no. 413, fifth century, MONEDORIGI, see p. 355; no. 352 A, late fifth or early sixth century, BRAVECCI for *Bravici; and no. 493, mid to later sixth century, CONBEVI for *Conbivi, cf. OW. Conbiu, Conviu in Lland. pp. 156, 178, 211. On the occasional appearance of $e$ for $i$ in OW. and in inscriptions of the OW. period, arising partly from the same causes, see p. 283, n. 2. Latin $\tilde{a}$ is commonly spelt $V$ in Gallic inscriptions, and this is regarded as representing a local very close pronunciation of the VL. $\tilde{a}$ in British Latin such a pronunciation was apparently not regular but did occur (see pp. 314-15), though it is naturally explained there by the British development of $\tilde{a} > \tilde{u} > \tilde{u}$. We have the spelling $V$ in Latin words in no. 520, beginning of the sixth century, NEPV, and no. 360, early or mid sixth century, SERVATVR. There is the analogous use of $I$ for $\check{e}$ in Gallic inscriptions, which is similarly thought to represent

---

4 This seems a probable reading of the obscure letter; cf. Rhyia, Cymn. xxvii. 90. Macalister's A (CIIIC, i, 399) seems to be less likely. [Nash Williams now reads (O), ECMW. p. 178.] Cf. the two sisters, Rustica and Rusticula, of sixth-century inscription near Vienne, Le Blant, IChG. no. 460A.

2 See Ifor Williams, Arch.Camb., 1943, p. 211.

a very close ę locally; the same thing may have taken place abnormally in British Latin (see § 28. 1), though it did not in British. An example is seen in no. 461, mid sixth century, TRIS for treös. It has already been noted (p. 84) that Classical Latin ae became e, and that the two are regularly confused in Vulgar Latin writing. E for Classical ae is common in British inscriptions, e.g. in R(O)STECE, as above. In no. 360 both are found; PATRIE for patriae and FIDAEI for fidei. Since Latin x before a consonant became ą in VL. (see pp. 522, n. 1; 535, n. 2), confusions of spelling such as mextum for maestum are frequent in Continental inscriptions. The same error is seen in no. 413, fifth century, CAELEXTI for Caelestis. Intervocal x is often spelt xs in Gallic inscriptions, e.g. viexsit, uexsor, probably representing the characteristic Celtic [xs]; so in Britain, no. 451, early or mid sixth century, VXSOR. On the other hand, the confusion between b and v, so common in Vulgar Latin (see pp. 88 ff.), never seems to occur in the inscriptions of Britain (on SILBANDVS, see p. 364, n. 1).

The Latin terminations were becoming increasingly weakened in spoken Vulgar Latin. Final -s was dropped early in some parts, and is commonly omitted in Continental monuments. It is true that it continued to be pronounced in Spain and Gaul, or perhaps was revived, but in any case second declension -ns spelt -u and -ô is by no means unknown in Gallic inscriptions. Examples of this in Latin words in Britain are: no. 445, fifth century, EMERETO; no. 394, end of the fifth century, (C)ONSÖBRINO. In the same way, for Latin -is there is -I in nos. 413, CAELEXTI (see above);
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320, MVLIERI, fifth century; 515, LIBERALI, early or mid sixth century; and 402, NOBILI, 408 ETERNALI, and 416 EQVESTRI, all mid or later sixth century (though in the last three, being genitives of names later than the probable time of the loss of British final syllables, the -I might represent the addition of Latin gen. sg. -i to British forms without terminations; cf. p. 189). No. 394 (see above) has CIVE as well as (C)ONSORINO, showing not only loss of -s but also the writing of e for i.

Owing to the weakening of endings in Vulgar Latin, and to other causes, the Latin cases fell more or less together in late Vulgar Latin and in Romance; cf. Grandgent, IVL. pp. 42 ff. Ignorant confusions of case and declension are common in Gallic inscriptions; note Le Blant, IChG. no. 59, HOC IN TVMOLO IACET BONOM MEMORIOM RAPSO, etc. (for bonae memoriae or bonememorius); no. 378, HIC REQVIISCVNT MENBRA AD DVVS FRATRES GALLO ET FIDENCIO QVI FOERVNT FILI MAGNO, etc.; no. 471, IN HOC TVMOLVM REQVIESCIT IN PACEM BONE MEMORIAE VRBICIVS, etc. Similarly in Britain; CHIC. no. 393, end of the fifth century, IN HOC CONGERIES; no. 391, early or mid sixth century, CVM MVLTITVDIEM. A mistake of declension is seen in no. 394, MAGISTRATI for magistratis. In Britain much the commonest confusion of cases is the use of nominative for genitive, and vice versa, but this question is complicated by other factors; see § 179.
CHAPTER VI

BRITONS AND SAXONS IN THE FIFTH TO EIGHTH CENTURIES

During the period of the conquest and settlement of England by the Anglo-Saxon invaders, a large number of place-names, some personal names, and a very few common-nouns, were borrowed by the newcomers from the speech of the subjected Britons.\(^1\) These constitute a most important body of evidence for the sound-changes of Late British and Primitive Welsh and Cornish, but it is a type of evidence which needs interpreting with the greatest caution, and cannot be handled without adequate consideration of the historical development of Primitive and later Anglo-Saxon at the time. Unfortunately there is, if anything, less known about this,\(^2\) at any rate in its Primitive period, than about that of Brittonic, so that it is sometimes a question of explaining *ignotum per ignotius*. Besides, in the majority of cases there are no very early AS. forms reported for the names, and often none till the Middle English period; even those which are ostensively AS. may exist only in copies of a later date, the reliability of which may be doubtful. The etymology and meaning are sometimes uncertain, and consequently what the language was. It is well known that place-names, and particularly river names,


\(^2\) The best historical chronology is Luick’s HGES.
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tend to survive migrations of peoples, and that therefore they may sometimes belong to the language of an ancient population which has completely disappeared. That this may be true of some names in Britain seems certain, though the fact appears to have dropped out of sight in recent works on place-names. The result of this last is that writers on the subject, when faced with a name which has no obvious etymology in Germanic or Celtic, have struggled to discover some Indo-European root from which it may conceivably be derived; and then, because those writers have been chiefly Germanic scholars, not Celticists, and could not bring themselves to treat the name as Germanic (knowing that nothing like it existed there), they have confidently labelled it Celtic. In all such cases the Celticists might claim with equal justice that it must have been Germanic.

Apart from the obscurities in the history of both languages, the subject is fraught with other difficulties. It has already been noted that on the whole the phonological and phonemic systems of Latin and British were like each other, and hence that sound-substitution in loanwords is rare. But the phonemes of Anglo-Saxon and Brittonic are often very different indeed, and in borrowing place-names the English had resort to extensive sound-substitution. For instance, there was no intervocal single  \( g \) in Anglo-Saxon, and where they met a Late British -\( g \)- of this kind, arising by lenition from British -\( c \)-, they would have had either to try to learn to say the sound or to substitute the nearest one of their own. They seem never to have gone to any trouble to acquire the British sounds, but always substituted; in the present instance normally either their own -\( c \)- or, in at least one case, their own double -\( gg \)-.

1 An example is the handling of the name Stour in RN. p. 381. There is no known stem remotely like it in the Celtic languages, and there is actually the very word in Norwegian, Dutch, and Low German; but because this happens to be lacking in Anglo-Saxon, Ekwall (who admits it might have belonged also to the early AS. vocabulary) rejects all these and invents a Celtic etymology for it. Pokorny's "Illyrian" hypothesis (Urg.) seems to have found little favour; yet we should not lose sight of the possibility that some names which have an IE. look and are not obviously either Germanic or Celtic may be due to non-Celtic Indo-European elements among the prehistoric immigrants to Britain.

2 See § 137.
LANGUAGE AND HISTORY IN EARLY BRITAIN

One of the most complicated points of all is the question of the i-affection of Brittonic and the i-umlaut of Primitive Anglo-Saxon. The two changes are very similar in their effects, and it is not always easy to decide which is involved in a given case, particularly as the date of the former has not previously been determined, and that of the latter covers rather a lengthy period. See §§ 168 and 174. Or again, had British lost its final syllables at the time of the Anglo-Saxon settlements? The evidence on the point to be gathered from place-names alone is contradictory and indecisive; see § 181. All in all, the Brittonic names in English are a very uncertain type of material, and the confident treatment they have received at the hands of some writers is unwarranted and deplorable.

The first serious attempt to relate the sound-changes of Brittonic to those of Anglo-Saxon through the information gathered from place-names was made by Ekwall in his River Names, pp. lxii-lxxix; this was an excellent beginning, though incomplete and not always altogether accurate. Much more material is to be found in the vast work of the great Anglist Max Förster, Der Flussname Themse;¹ in addition to a chronological table on pp. 172-8, the whole book consists of studies more or less closely connected with this theme. Unless he specifically disagrees, Förster generally follows Ekwall over the etymology of names. This is an indispensable work of the first importance.

In speaking of sound-changes happening before or after a name was taken into Anglo-Saxon, one must, of course, bear in mind that different names were borrowed at different times according to the date when the Anglo-Saxons came into contact with them. Before any of these linguistic questions can be discussed, therefore, it is essential to set out the bare outlines of the Anglo-Saxon invasion and occupation of Britain, particularly in regard to chronology. As a general rule it is obvious that the invaders must have taken over a given name when they first came into contact with the place and needed a name for it; hence, if we can fix roughly about the time

¹ For the full title see p. viii above.
when they reached that particular area we can give an approximate date for the loan, and base our linguistic deductions on this. There are, however, two important cautions to be made here. The first is that while what has just been said applies well enough to places of ordinary or minor significance, in the case of an important or well-known one it is very possible that the English knew of it, talked of it, and borrowed its name long before they reached that territory in their settlements. Thus places like London, Kent, and the Thames were certainly known to the Anglo-Saxon pirates back in the fourth century, perhaps a hundred years before they settled in Kent; and we must reckon with the possibility that such names in Anglo-Saxon may be very early loanwords. The second caveat is this: during the course of the conquest it sometimes happened, as we shall see, that enclaves of Britons might get left, in forests or moors, surrounded by the English settlements, and might continue to foster the British language long after the tide of conquest had swept far beyond them. Eventually they too became absorbed, and their place-names were borrowed, but both languages would by now have evolved further than was the case when the adjacent area was first occupied. So there are Celtic place-names in the wilds of the Pennines between Cumberland and Northumberland, or in the Yorkshire Moor country, showing a linguistic stage which is later than that which appears in the names on either side of them. The explanation is that isolated communities of Britons must have existed in the Pennines and Yorkshire Moors, still speaking British, after the English had absorbed the lower lands around them. Nor is it essential, for such a linguistic situation to exist, that the Britons should have been remote and semi-independent; where the Anglo-Saxon population, though widely scattered, was small (as perhaps in parts of Northumberland in early times) the subjected Britons may have preserved their language later than their fellows in the districts more thickly settled by the conquerors.
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In the following pages an attempt is made to describe, as briefly as possible, the history of the Anglo-Saxon conquest as it is now understood, from the beginning up to its widest expansion, so as to supply the necessary historical background for linguistic chronology. No attention is paid to the question, irrelevant here, as to where on the Continent the various groups of settlers came from, nor what particular peoples of the Germanic race they belonged to. For greater detail the reader may be referred to the most recent standard works on the subject, all of which employ the more newly acquired evidence of archaeology and place-names side by side with the older evidence of history.¹

Leaving aside for the present the history of Britain in the darkest age of the earlier fifth century, after the withdrawal of Roman administration and before the first Saxon settlements,² we shall look first at Britain about the middle of the century. Here is a country in which the Roman rule has practically broken down, and the whole Roman civilisation and order of life is in decay and confusion. Instead of an orderly government based on the Roman civil service in the cities and the Roman army in the military areas, we find a number of "tyrants", petty native dictators and chiefs, warring amongst themselves and against the foreign barbarian raiders, the "Picts" (i.e. the inhabitants of Scotland), the "Scots" (i.e. the Irish), and the "Saxons" (i.e. the Germanic pirates who had been vexing the eastern and southern shores of Britain ever since the third century). Then, within a few years of the middle of the fifth century,³ the fatal step was taken. According to Gildas, one of the "tyrants" invited a band of Saxons in to help him against the enemies from the North. Bede names him as Vortigern and the leaders of the English as Hengist and Horsa, and says that they were given lands in the East. The tale, if genuine, may represent another example of the Roman practice of settling barbarian allies as foederati.

² On this period see pp. 229 ff. below;
³ On the date see RBES. pp. 352 ff.
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For this period and the subsequent half-century our chief historical source is Gildas,¹ who, writing less than a hundred years after the time of Vortigern, tells how the supposed allies turned invaders, carrying out wide and destructive raids even to the "western ocean"; how "after a certain interval of time" the Britons, under the leadership of Ambrosius Aurelianus, organised armed resistance;² and how sometimes the Britons were successful and sometimes the enemy, until the great battle of Mount Badon in the year of Gildas' own birth, which was a resounding victory over the Saxons, so much so that the land had peace ever since up to the time of writing, and the Britons grew idle and luxurious again. Gildas' account is full of rhetoric, but it seems reasonable to believe that the main outlines of the tale, dealing with a period well within living memory in his youth, are correct. Unfortunately his language leaves the date of Mount Badon ambiguous, and the point has been much disputed,³ but at any rate it was somewhere approximately around the year 500. The site of the battle is unknown, though Badbury Hill above the Vale of White Horse and Badbury near Swindon are possible candidates. In any case the enemy was evidently the Saxon settlers of the South-East;⁴ the British leader may or may not have been the King Arthur of later tradition. We gather then from Gildas that the first stage of the invasion, beginning about 450, consisted of widespread destructive raids by marauding bands who penetrated even to the far West, but returned again to their bases in the East, rather than of any extensive permanent settlement; and that after a period of British collapse, followed by resistance with varying fortune,

¹ DEB. c. 24 ff. ² Perhaps about 470-80; see RBES. p. 319. ³ See Myres, RBES. pp. 460-61. ⁴ According to Hodgkin, HAS. i. 122, the Britons were probably those of the Cirencester region and the Saxons the people of the Upper Thames valley whose settlement is described below. It has been more usual to suppose that it was the Saxons of southern Wessex, but these were probably non-existent at the time, see pp. 203-4. Myres seems to envisage them rather as the men of Kent and Sussex, perhaps under the command of Ælle, the first king of Sussex (RBES. pp. 379 ff.). This is supported by the fact (for what it is worth) that Nennius, who seems to make Arthur fight the "Saxons" of Kent, gives Badon as one of his victories over them, HB. c. 56.
the enemy were finally stopped about A.D. 500 for over forty years.

Looking next at archaeology, and the supporting evidence of English documents, we find a much fuller picture, though in many ways an incomplete one, which is not inconsistent with the account given by Gildas. The earliest permanent settlements, as distinct from transitory raids, were being founded in several different parts of eastern Britain in the latter part of the fifth century. These began for the most part in the form of scattered bands of colonists who established themselves on the coast or penetrated some way up the navigable rivers, there taking land, or pushing still further into the interior. They followed certain definite lines of access, and hence the settlements tended to fall together into certain geographical groups, but on the whole they seem not to have coalesced into anything like coherent kingdoms until towards the end of the century.

One of the earliest kingdoms is that of Kent. Beginning very possibly with the grant of land made by Vortigern to Hengist and Horsa in the middle of the century, by its end the Jutes had occupied first the open country of the east and central North Downs, and then the western downs of West Kent and East Surrey. They did not venture far into the Weald Forest at this time, but an early offshoot seems to have been those Haestingas who occupied the district round Hastings, whose affiliations were with Kent rather than Sussex. Another early extension, by sea, was the Jutish colony in the Isle of Wight and southern Hampshire, as described below.

Somewhat later, in the last quarter of the fifth century, came the settlement of Sussex, traditionally under the leadership of Ælle, who landed, according to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, at Selsey in 477 and sacked the Roman fort of Pevensey in 491. Like the Jutes of Kent, the South Saxons seem to have left the Weald Forest alone in early times; and indeed the probability is that it was more or less uninhabited by anyone, since in the Roman period also it was largely a desert. There is no reason to suppose that there was any considerable British population surviving here in the fifth or
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early sixth century, both for this reason and because of the absence of Celtic place-names.

Early in the sixth century, or at the very end of the fifth, Jutish colonists, probably originating from Kent, occupied the Isle of Wight, the New Forest, and the Meon district of south-east Hampshire (where they were known as the Moonware). A tradition of this movement seems to be preserved in the story of Stuf and Wihtgar in the Chronicle, mixed up with the tale of the occupation of Wessex.¹

About the same time Saxons were penetrating to the slopes of the North Downs and along river valleys like those of the Wey, in Surrey. They seem to have come there up the Thames, and to have affinities with some of the men of Kent; but there is good reason to think that in the sixth century Surrey formed a southern province of Middlesex.

The colony of the East Saxons in Essex ² (and later in Hertfordshire), and that of the Middle Saxons in Middlesex, appear to have been established from early in the sixth century, though at first quite sparsely; the people were probably akin to those of Surrey and to the Saxon element in Kent. The first settlements were made chiefly on the coast and up some of the river valleys; occupation of the undrained heavily forested interior had not progressed far before the middle of the century. The woodlands of central and southern Essex between Colchester, St. Alban's, and London, which had been deserted in Roman times, were little disturbed by the Saxons at first; and in its beginnings Essex was a country of poor pioneers. With the revival of town life in London it gained in importance, and was a vigorous political unit by the beginning of the seventh century. Middlesex was dependent on Essex from the outset; it seems to have comprised the southern region of Surrey in the sixth century.

Meantime, the Saxons were pushing far up the middle and upper Thames valley. The settlement of the Oxford region goes back to the end of the fifth century, and was already considerable by the beginning of the sixth. The focus was round Dorchester, the earliest nucleus of the kingdom of

¹ Cf. RBES. pp. 365-6.
² See RBES. pp. 372 ff.
Wessex. The "deserts of Chiltern" to the east remained unoccupied, and may have continued to support a British population. An offshoot from here quite early in the sixth century was a colony around Bidford on the Warwickshire Avon below Stratford, which, together with the Angles coming down the river from Middle Anglia (see below), formed the first step towards the later province of the Hwicce. It may have been the Saxons of the Upper Thames valley who were defeated at Mount Badon; the great wall of Wansdyke, known to have been constructed during the fifth or sixth century, was perhaps a defence set up by the Britons of the South-West against them. This seems to make good sense when we try to reconcile Gildas' tale with the archaeological evidence. It is very possible that the westward advance in the Upper Thames and Kennet valleys, well under way late in the fifth century, might have been stopped about 500 by a great battle won over them by the Britons of the southern Cotswolds, perhaps at Badbury Hill above the Vale of White Horse; and was not resumed for another fifty years until the general western expansion of Wessex described below.

Among the very first colonists, beginning to arrive in the middle of the fifth century, were those who entered England through the Wash and up the chief rivers flowing into the Fens, the founders of the early kingdom of Middle Anglia. They came up the Little Ouse, the Lark, the Cam, the Ivel, and the Great Ouse, to central Bedfordshire; up the Nene through much of Northamptonshire, and the Welland into Rutland and Leicestershire; and probably over the watershed and down the Wreak and Soar towards the Trent, and down the upper Avon, where their further expansion was to some extent blocked by the Forest of Arden. To the North they came up the Witham and Slea to Sleaford, towards Ancaster and the south Lincoln Wolds. The colonisation of these lands around the Fens had already made much progress before the close of the fifth century.

By the end of that century the people of East Anglia were occupying the coasts of Norfolk and Suffolk and following inland the river valleys such as those of the Yare, the Wensum,
and the Tas. The Devil’s Dyke, between Cambridge and Newmarket, was probably their boundary against the Middle Angles in later times.

The history of Wessex begins with the colonies in the Upper Thames valley just described. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle preserves a tradition about the conquest of Hampshire and Wiltshire, and the foundation of the kingdom of Wessex there, at the beginning and during the first half of the sixth century, by the two chiefs Cerdic and Cynric who landed in Southampton Water and fought their way north. This tale conflicts with all the evidence of archaeology and early place-names, which show this part of Wessex practically a blank at the time, except for a few scattered individual burials in Salisbury Plain which may well be those of transient raiders. It seems clear that the country between the Jutes of southern Hampshire and the Saxons of the Thames was bare of permanent English settlement during the first half of the sixth century, and that this had made little progress before the end of the century. Indeed the whole tale of Cerdic and Cynric would make nonsense of the story of the peace after Mount Badon. Myres reconciles it with the other evidence by treating the supposed “battles” of these warriors as passing raids (“picturesque but not necessarily important incidents in the marauding careers of some professional bandits”) carried out by members of a shadowy dynasty which became established subsequently as kings over the Saxons of the Thames valley. The absence of early Saxon place-names has its counterpart in the presence of British ones in central Hampshire and Wiltshire, such as Micheldever, Candover, Andover, Salisbury, etc.

The second half of the sixth century was a period of great expansion in the power of Wessex. The story of the battles of Old Sarum in 552 and Barbury Castle near Swindon in 556 probably represent the beginning of the Saxon push into this area, though not necessarily any great degree of settlement. One of the Saxon chiefs at Barbury Castle was the Ceawlin who shortly afterwards became ruler of Wessex and built up a considerable kingdom round his base in the Upper Thames

1 See RBES, pp. 397 ff.
valley. According to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle one of his family, Cuthwulf, won a victory over the Britons in 571 at "Bedcanford", possibly to be identified with Bedford, and captured the towns of Limbury, Aylesbury, Benson, and Eynsham. This story appears to represent a victory by the West Saxons of the Upper Thames over a British population which may well have survived down to this date in the "deserts of Chiltern",¹ perhaps mingled with some English settlers of the valleys of the Thame and Ivel. The country between the Thames and south Bedfordshire is bare of really early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries, and has a rather high proportion of Celtic place-names. The whole Saxon area north of the Chilterns and White Horse Hills remained under the kings of Wessex until it was conquered and absorbed by Mercia in the seventh century.

The new advance of Wessex to the West, begun at Old Sarum and Barbury, was soon pushed forward again by Ceawlin and Cuthwine with their victory of Dyrham near Bath in 577, and the conquest of the territories of Bath, Gloucester, and Cirencester in the lower Severn valley and the southern Cotswolds. By this the bounds of Wessex were pushed up to the Severn along a broad front from northern Somerset to the country already occupied on the Warwickshire Avon; and the Severn was still apparently regarded as the boundary between English and Welsh at the time of Augustine's conference with the British bishops in 603. Thus practically the whole of Gloucestershire east of the Severn was now part of Wessex,² and the Welsh of Wales were divided by land from the Britons of the South-West.

Meanwhile, in 584 Ceawlin and Cutha fought a battle at a place called Fethanleag, which has now been identified with great probability as at Stoke Lyne in north-east Oxfordshire.³

¹ Cf. Myres, RBES. pp. 406, 408. For a different explanation of the battle see Stenton, ASE, p. 28.
² According to Förster the occupation of Gloucestershire took place at the beginning of the eighth century at earliest (FT, p. 682). This is contrary to the facts and to his own statement, op. cit. p. 382, that the settlement of Gloucestershire occurred about 600.
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The meaning of the battle is uncertain. Stenton thinks it was against the Angles of the uplands round the upper Ouse, and was a defeat for the West Saxons, foreshadowing the end of their power north of the Chilterns. Myres, who identified Fethanleag with a place near Stratford on Avon, took it as a victory representing the absorption by Wessex of the British and Saxon communities on the Warwickshire Avon.¹ Whatever the case may be, no doubt it was about this time that the territory of the Hwicce became organised in the lower Avon and Severn valleys, focused round Worcester, and reaching as far up as the Wyre Forest and the forests of Kinver and Morfe in northern Worcestershire. Wychwood in north Oxfordshire is thought to contain the name, and to mark the eastern boundary.

By the beginning of the seventh century the westward movement of Wessex had probably carried the Saxons over Salisbury Plain and up to the great forest of Selwood, on the borders of Wiltshire and Somerset, which was to remain a barrier to further expansion. It was half a century before this advance was resumed. In 652 Coenwulh won a victory at Bradford on Avon which was presumably the beginning, and in 658 at the battle of Penselwood he broke through the forest and drove the Britons in flight as far as the Parrett. The whole of Somerset up to the Parrett and perhaps the Blackdown Hills and the Vale of Taunton was now held by the English.² In 682 the Chronicle says that Centwine routed the Britons as far as the sea, which may mean the conquest of the rest of Somerset to the Quantocks,³ or perhaps the first stage in the attack on Devon. As to Dorset at this period the Chronicle tells nothing. There are no heathen cemeteries there, whereas Celtic place and river names are unusually frequent; it was probably not overrun any sooner than Somerset, and very likely about the same time or somewhat later.⁴ The lower

¹ RBES. p. 424.
² Cf. EPNS. viii, p. xvi; ASE. p. 63.
³ Cf. Hodgkin, HAS. i, p. 315.
⁴ Stenton thinks the seventh rather than the sixth century (ASE. p. 63), which seems certain. According to Förster there were remnants of a British-speaking population in Dorset at least as late as the beginning of the eighth century (FT. p. 697), but the evidence is speculative; cf. p. 239 below.
valleys of the Exe and Creedy in Devon seem to have been colonised when western Somerset was; whether by land from the Vale of Taunton, as seems probable, or by sea as Hodgkin thinks,¹ is uncertain. It may well be that south-east Devon and west Dorset were still in British hands. At any rate, the Saxon St. Boniface, who was born about 675, perhaps at Crediton, was educated at Exeter in an obviously English context, which suggests that this district had been for some time in Saxon occupation; possibly before the Exe valley had been opened up from Somerset by land. The great king of Wessex, Ine, who ruled 688–725, built the Saxon town of Taunton and in 705 founded the bishopric of Sherborne for Wessex west of Selwood. In 710 he fought with Gerent the British king of Devon and Cornwall, and this probably means the end of the independence of Devon, followed by a fairly quick occupation. The fact that there are so few Celtic place-names in Devon as compared with Cornwall, and that the former became rapidly English whereas the latter retained its Celtic language and character for centuries, is perhaps due to the emigrations from Devon to Brittany, which were possibly more extensive than those from Cornwall.² Stenton believes ³ that the battle of Hayle against the Cornish in 722 represents the completion of the conquest of Devon, but this is hypothetical. At any rate the subjection of Cornwall began under Egbert in 815, culminating in the battle of Hingston Down in 838, after which English occupation apparently went forward,⁴ though the Cornish seem still to have retained some measure of independence, side by side with the English, in the time of Athelstan a century later.⁵

Consequently, between the middle of the seventh and the middle of the ninth century the kingdom of Wessex absorbed the whole of south-western England beyond Selwood, which continued to be regarded as a traditional boundary between eastern and western Wessex. It is very probable that in this area the occupation was little more than a scattered settlement.

¹ HAS. i, p. 316.
² ASE. p. 72.
³ Cf. EPNS. viii, i, pp. xix–xx.
⁴ ASE. p. 233; and see EPNS. viii, i, p. xxi.
⁵ Cf. ASE. p. 337.
of Saxon masters among a population still fundamentally British. This was, of course, the case in Cornwall; but even in the Laws of Ine, which doubtless refer in this respect primarily to Somerset and Dorset, the existence of a considerable subjected population of Britons is clearly envisaged (cf. p. 239).

For the English occupation of the North, the great gateway by which the Angles penetrated into the north Midlands and Yorkshire was the estuary of the Humber. An old settlement, dating perhaps from the fifth century and shown by numerous place-names to go back to at least the earlier part of the sixth, was that which became the kingdom of Lindsey in the Lincoln Wolds and Lincoln Edge, bounded on the west by the Trent, on the north by the Humber, on the east by the sea, and on the south by the Witham and the Fens (the settlement of southern Lincolnshire, the districts of Kesteven and Holland, being due to the Middle Angles as already described). There is some very slight evidence that the royal family of Lindsey intermarried early with the Britons, and that the immediate neighbourhood of Lincoln may have remained in British hands rather later than the area further north; but it is going somewhat beyond the evidence to say that Lindsey was an independent British kingdom until the sixth century.

Much more important than Lindsey in English history was the kingdom of Mercia. Pushing up the Trent and its tributaries, the first Mercian colonists occupied the river basin from Newark to Burton and beyond, and thence to what became the focus of Mercia, round Lichfield and Tamworth. Since much of the Trent valley and the northern Midlands was covered with dense forest, the settlement was weak at first, politically dependent upon the Angles further north; in any case it was later and less thorough than the occupation of Middle Anglia, not much before the mid sixth century. It was not until the time of Penda, in the second quarter of the seventh century, that Mercia became a powerful kingdom.

1. Nevertheless, all over Cornwall, even in the west, all the manors were held by men with English names at the time of Domesday Book; see EPNS. viii, i, p. xxi.  
3. See p. 244, n. 3 below.  
5. As Förster does, FT, p. 845.
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The high land between Cannock Chase and the Forest of Arden, round the head waters of the Teme, had been reached by the first half of the seventh century, as heathen place-names like Wednesbury and Wednesfield show; and the Mercians were moving down towards the Severn until they came up against the forests of Morfe and Kinver. To the north they did not settle in Derbyshire, the Peak District, until probably the middle or second half of the sixth century.

Under Penda (d. 655) the power of Mercia was very greatly increased. He seems to have conquered Hwicce from the West Saxons in 628, and Wessex north of the Chilterns was seized in his time or that of his son Wulfhere. The western expansion of Mercia was now widespread and permanent. The district of the Wrecensætan, round the Wrekin and Shrewsbury, was absorbed at some time in the middle of the seventh century, beginning with a movement towards the plains of the Severn during Penda’s life. The story of the conquest of this district is probably preserved for us in the Welsh elegy on Cynddylan, the British king who was killed and whose home was laid waste by the English about 650. The history of the Mercian spread into the Cheshire plain and southern Lancashire seems obscure. It is usually said that the English reached the sea in this neighbourhood, and cut off the Welsh by land from the Britons of the North, at the time of the battle of Chester in 613 or 616. But a successful battle is quite a different thing from a permanent occupation, and in any case Chester

1 Perhaps the "boundary" implied in the name Mercia, as Stenton thinks, ASE. p. 40; but Myres suggests that it was the Trent, RBES. p. 410. Hunter Blair argues very convincingly that it refers to the boundary between Mercia and Northumbria, south-westward from the Humber; Archaeologia Aeliana, 4th series, xxvi (1948), p. 112.
2 Cf. Myres, RBES. p. 454; Stenton, ASE. p. 41.
3 ASE. pp. 44-5.
4 Cf. ASE. p. 41.
6 And cf. Hunter Blair, op. cit. p. 122, who thinks it perhaps "a successful raid into Welsh territory" rather than "a war of conquest which resulted in the addition of any substantial lands to Northumbria". We may add that there is no more reason to think the battle of Chester represents an English settlement of Lancashire than that Edwin’s attacks on North Wales and the Isle of Man not long afterwards mean the same thing there.
was a Northumbrian victory; there is really no solid evidence to show that the Mercians had penetrated as far as this in the heathen period. It is not very probable that they could have reached there in great numbers before the time of Penda. Wat's Dyke, the boundary earthwork running from the Dee to the neighbourhood of Oswestry, and apparently made in the seventh or early eighth century, may very well mark the line of the English border of the middle of the seventh century. The last important movement of the Mercians towards Wales at this time was the establishment of the province of the Magonsetan beyond the land of the Hwicee, the plain of Hereford north of the Wye and the south Shropshire hills. This was probably being occupied in the second half of the seventh century; the foundation of a monastery at Much Wenlock at its close indicates that fairly settled conditions existed there by that time. The boundary to the south was the Wye, which remained the demarcation of England and Wales till the Norman Conquest, leaving the districts of Ewyas and Ergyang or Archenfield in Herefordshire to the west of the river, as well as all Monmouthshire, still in Welsh hands. The great boundary dyke raised by the Mercian king Offa between 784 and 796 probably did little more than establish definitely the situation which had existed along the whole Welsh border for over a hundred years.

The colonists who settled Lindsey and Mercia from the Humber turned south. Others made their way up its northern tributaries to found the kingdom of Deira. The historical origins of Deira are obscure, and the first well-authenticated king is Aelle, who reigned from 560 to 588 if the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle can be trusted. But archaeology takes us back a hundred years before this. Beginning as early as the fifth century, the first focus was the open country of the Yorkshire Wolds, especially in the neighbourhood of Driffield, whence the newcomers spread into Holderness and the Vale of Pickering. At the same time they settled at York itself, where the Anglo-

1 Compare Myres' maps, RBES. facing p. 456.
2 Ergyang, though held by the Welsh, had been disputed ground for some centuries; cf. Stenton, ASE. pp. 336, 565.
Saxon cemetery is one of the earliest in the whole country. In both areas archaeological finds seem to indicate a more or less unbroken continuity of occupation between the late Roman and pagan Saxon periods. The early name Ripon, and scattered finds at Aldborough, Catterick, and Darlington, suggest a northerly movement up the Roman road, until the advance was held up by the wild hilly country in Durham beyond the Tees, which remained a barrier to early settlement. The story of the British heroic poem *Gododdin*, probably composed about 600, may very well represent a last effort on the part of the northern Britons to crush the advancing power of Deira, in a battle fought at Catterick at that time. The Yorkshire Moors, on the other hand, were left untouched at first, and a British enclave seems to have existed there for some time. Similarly in the Pennines to the west, behind the marshy barrier of the Plain of York, the British kingdom of Elmet remained unconquered until it was overwhelmed at the beginning of Edwin’s reign (617–33).

The northernmost English kingdom was that of Bernicia, which ultimately included the whole country between the Forth and the Tees. It was the latest of all the English settlements, probably because this poor and backward part of the Highland Zone did not attract the Anglian farmers. Deriving from Deira, and going north by sea, the earliest colonists appear to have landed and occupied a few very scattered sites on the coast about the middle and second half of the sixth century; Bamburgh, their centre, founded according to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle in 547, began perhaps as little more than a pirate stronghold. There are hardly any

---

1 In an ingenious article in *Archaeologica Acta*, 4th series, xxv (1947), pp. 1-51, Hunter Blair has tried to show that these earliest settlements in Deira represent a deliberate piece of Roman policy in the first half of the fifth century, bringing in Saxon mercenaries and giving them land in and around York, the military centre of Roman Britain, as a bulwark against the raids of the Picts and Scots. Indeed he thinks that the story of Vortigern as told by Gildas and Bede applies better to early Deira than to Kent. But it has yet to be demonstrated that the archaeological material in question can be so old as this; cf. Stenton, ASE, p. 74.

2 See ASE, loc. cit.

3 Cf. Myres, RBES, p. 454; and p. 197 above and pp. 238, 491, 680 below.
pagan cemeteries or other signs of early occupation, but what there is is taken by Myres to show two chief foci at the beginning; one in the valley of the Tyne, extending inland for some distance, and another on the coast between the Tweed and Coquet rivers, inland from Bamburgh and Lindisfarne. However, the archaeological evidence is so exiguous that little can be built on it. As already noted, the hills of Durham were probably still a wilderness at this time, separating Bernicia from Deira. The story in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle about the foundation of Bamburgh is generally accepted as representing roughly the date and nature of the earliest settlement in Bernicia; and the passage in Nennius (HB. c. 63) telling how the British king Urien of Rheged besieged Theodric, son of Ida, in Lindisfarne as late as about 575, is taken as an index of the weakness and smallness of the colony towards the end of the century. The settlement of the inland parts cannot have begun much before the last quarter of the sixth century. So, too, the fact that in the Gododdin story the British king of Edinburgh about 600 sent his armies not against Bernicia, which he ignored, but past it down the Roman road to Catterick against the much more dangerous realm of Deira, is a further indication of the same thing.

Yet almost immediately after this British defeat the power of the Bernicians underwent a spectacular expansion. Their king Æthelfrith (who ruled 593–617) married the daughter of the king of Deira and fused the two realms into the one greater one of Northumbria. In 603 he defeated the Scots of the Irish kingdom of Argyll under their king Aedan, apparently at Dawston Rig in Liddesdale. A few years later, in 613 or 616, Æthelfrith and the men of Northumbria made a great slaughter of the Welsh at Chester; what should have brought him so

1 However, it was not completely uninhabited by the natives, as the survival of some Celtic place-names there shows. For the seventh to eighth century see P. Hunter Illair in Archaeologia Aeliana, 4th series, xxvii, 50-51.
2 Cf. Stenton, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4th series, xxii, 21, who notes, however, that the place-names of Northumberland and Durham suggest a date somewhat earlier than the story in Nennius would imply.
3 The identification, latterly questioned, has been defended by Förster, FT. pp. 706 ff.
far to the South-West, against an enemy with whom his kingdom had no direct contact, is not known. His successor Edwin (617–33) continued the expansion of Northumbria, and under him it became a great kingdom with overlordship over the whole of England except Kent. It was probably in his time 1 or soon after that the south-eastern part of Scotland up to the Firth of Forth was overrun; the furthest point was apparently just beyond Abercorn, where a bishopric was founded in 680. A date so early, at any rate for the country as far north as the Lammermoors, seems demanded by the fact that St. Cuthbert was born somewhere in the Tweed valley or in the Lammermoors about 625, 2 and joined the monastery of Melrose in 651. It is likely that the whole of south-east Scotland from the Forth to the Cheviots east of the watershed between Clyde and Tweed, Liddel and Tyne, was in English possession by the middle of the century. 3 The question when the occupation of the country west of the Pennines began is a difficult one. According to Ekwall, Lancashire south of the Ribble was settled by the Northumbrians at the time of the battle of Chester or before; was then taken by the Mercians under Penda between 633 and 655; and was won back again in or after 655 by Northumbria. Lancashire north of the Ribble he believes to have been conquered earlier, already in the sixth century. 4 The reason for this dating is the presence of a few English place-names of early type which Ekwall thinks cannot be much later than about 600. Similar views are expressed by Stenton. In his opinion the separation of Wales from the British North had

1 The derivation of Edinburgh from Eadwine-burh has been abandoned (cf. Watson, CPNS. pp. 340-41); though defended, unconvincingly, by Förster in Anglia lxiv (1940), pp. 106 ff.
2 On the reasons for this date see W. F. Skene, Celtic Scotland, ii (Edin-
burgh, 1887), p. 205. B. Colgrave, Two Lives of St. Cuthbert (Cambridge,
1940), p. 5, gives the date as c. 634, but without satisfactory evidence. The
Anonymous Life, i, 7 (Colgrave, p. 72), shows that Cuthbert was a soldier
before he entered Melrose; if he was born c. 634 this would make him then
seventeen at most, whereas if it was in 625 he could be as old as twenty-six.
3 Cf. Hodgkin's map, HAS. i, p. 275.
4 See E. Ekwall, The Place-Names of Lancashire (Manchester, 1922), pp.
231-2.
certainly begun before the death of Æthelfrith and was not necessarily connected with the battle of Chester; and he bases this on the consideration that there are enough ancient place-names in Cumberland and Lancashire to suggest that these districts were in English hands, from the Solway to the Mersey, in Æthelfrith's time. Elsewhere he says, rather less definitely, that the place-names of Cumberland are clearly later than those of Northumberland and Durham, but include a (small) number of forms in -ing, which cannot reasonably be put later than about 625; and that it is probable that the occupation of Cumberland was part of the English advance under Æthelfrith.

For the present writer, the full settlement of Cumberland, Westmorland, and Lancashire so early as Æthelfrith's reign is quite incredible, and before that time even more so. Until the close of the sixth century Bernicia consisted of small and weak settlements on the east coast, no more; that they should have been strong enough to send colonists up the Tyne gap into Cumberland, as Stenton thinks, is very questionable. Once Bernicia was united with Deira, the power of the new Northumbria was, of course, much greater, but it is not probable that the English would have flooded through the Yorkshire Dales into Lancashire as long as the Pennine kingdom of Elmet barred the way; that is, till about 617. Indeed Stenton himself says that they cannot have begun to settle in the valleys of the Aire and Wharfe before the third decade of the seventh century. There is, in fact, no archaeological evidence whatever for English occupation of the country west of the Pennines in the pagan period, nor any place-names

---

1 A SE. p. 78.
2 Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4th series, xxi, 21.
3 A SE. p. 74.
4 Cf. the Ordnance Survey Map of Britain in the Dark Ages, North Sheet, p. 18. The conversion of Northumbria was begun under Edwin in 627, but was interrupted by his death, and was not resumed till 635. Cf. Miss Dorothy Whitelock, Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc., 4th series, xxxi, 83. "a story in the Life of St. Cuthbert shows the populace of Northumbria hostile to Christianity about the middle of the seventh century, and Bede's letter to Archbishop Egbert in 734 makes one wonder if Christian teaching could have been so thorough in the remoter districts as to eradicate all heathen practices". 215
showing the existence of pagan worship. 1 It will be noticed that the theory of Ekwall and Stenton is entirely inferential, based solely upon a few names, of which Stenton actually says 2 "although there are place-names which suggest that the Anglian occupation of these regions began in the sixth century, their rarity gives the impression that the settlers of this period can only have been few". True, the early types of -ing names are generally regarded as evidence of old settlement, 3 and Stenton takes their presence in Cumberland as going back to a time not later than 625. But in the absence of historical and archaeological support, and in the presence of definite historical contra-indications, this is at best a subjective criterion, based chiefly on the consideration of names in the Lowland Zone. We cannot really know that such forms might not still have been used in the remote wilds of the North-West later than in the populous South, where conditions were quite different; and they are probably to be looked on as representing a stage of development in a given area rather than an identical chronological point all over the country. As Myres remarks, 4 though the great majority of these names are contemporary with the use of pagan graveyards, a few may have been formed here and there as late as the second half of the seventh century. Of names in -ing plus a suffix (like Hensingham in Cumberland) Stenton says 5 that this type probably continued to be formed for some generations after those in -ing had become obsolete. It is a fair conclusion then that the theory of the occupation of England west of the Pennines in Æthelfrith's time rests on nothing solid and is unproven.

Moreover, there is positive historical evidence of another

1 Cf. the maps in RBES, facing p. 456; and the Ordnance Survey Map of Britain in the Dark Ages, North Sheet (Southampton, 1935), p. 18.
2 ASE. p. 74.
3 For a discussion of this point see Stenton in the Introduction to the Survey of English Place-Names, EPNS. 1, i, pp. 50-54.
4 RBES. p. 332.
5 EPNS. 1, i, 63. Mr. P. Hunter Blair points out to me (by letter) that the form Coldingham (Berwickshire) did not come into existence until the eighth century at earliest, since the Anonymous Life of St. Cuthbert has Colotesbyrig, Bede Coludeli urbe, and Eddius Coloathusbyr.
kind that this date is too early. Mr. Hunter Blair has drawn attention\(^1\) to a passage in Eddius' *Life of Wilfrid*, which he interprets very persuasively as showing that northern Lancashire was conquered not long before 670, and that the western boundary of Deira was the Pennines until after the middle of the century. He thinks the Northumbrians made sporadic attacks across the Pennines early in the seventh century, but that they did not penetrate the Aire gap permanently until about 650-70. Allowing that the reasons for the precise date 670 are not absolutely decisive,\(^2\) nevertheless the argument seems to show clearly that the conquest and settlement by the Northumbrians of the country west of the Pennines can hardly be dated as significantly before the middle of the seventh century. Further evidence that it can scarcely have been much later than 670 is supplied by the grant of king Egfrith (670-85) of land at Cartmell in Lancashire to St. Cuthbert, giving him *omnes Britannos cum eo*\(^3\).

As for Cumberland, Carlisle and therefore the whole Eden valley, if not the rest, must have been securely in English possession by Egfrith's reign, since Bede tells a story of how St. Cuthbert visited the sights in 685 while Egfrith's queen was staying there; and says that soon afterwards he ordained some priests in the city.\(^4\)

It seems, therefore, that the whole district in question was English by the last quarter of the seventh century, and was probably in the process of occupation from about the middle of that century. Whether the movement across the Pennines had begun in the expansionist reign of Edwin, or whether in the time of Oswald or Oswy, is uncertain (perhaps most likely that of Oswy, 641-70); but the time of Æthelfrith

---

2. At the dedication of Ripon between 671 and 678, Wilfrid read a list of lands in north Lancashire taken from the Britons and presented, then or previously, to him; none of the presentations can be older than about 660. But it does not necessarily follow that these lands were not conquered until then, though the implication of the wording does seem to be that they had not been very long in English hands.
is surely too early. How much further north the English rule extended at this period is not quite clear. In the second half of the sixth century the British kingdom of Strathclyde, namely the Clyde valley and neighbourhood with its capital at Dumbarton, and that of Rheged which seems to have included Galloway and Cumberland, were still independent and strong enough for their kings to wage war with the men of Bernicia even on the shores of the North Sea. But though Strathclyde (including probably Ayrshire) managed to remain free, the whole of the lands bordering the Solway on the north, comprising all Rheged, had evidently fallen to the English by Ecgfrith’s time, no doubt as a continuation of the movement into Cumbria just described. Indeed it appears from Bede that the hegemony claimed by Ecgfrith over parts of Scotland north of the Forth and Clyde was already established under Oswy. Thus England and southern Scotland, west of the Pennines, north of the Ribble, and all round the Solway estuary, may be regarded as having been absorbed by Northumbria roughly between about 650 and 670.

The history of the later relations between the Northumbrians and the Britons of Strathclyde is a matter of fluctuation. The lands north of the Solway remained English for a considerable time; the bishopric of Whithorn was established shortly before 731, and the Hoddom school of Anglian stone carving flourished in this area in the eighth century. Eadbert conquered most of Ayrshire from the Britons in 750, and attacked Dumbarton in 756; and they appear to have remained confined to the valley of the Clyde from then until the Viking period, when the Danish wars disrupted the whole of Northumbria. The Britons then reoccupied not only all south-west Scotland but also Cumberland as far as the Derwent and Penrith, probably

1 Compare Hodgkin’s opinion as set out in his maps, HAS. i, pp. 284 and 285.
2 HE. ii, 5; iv. 3.
3 Whithorn seems still to have been in Northumbrian hands c. 880, when the relics of St. Cuthbert were brought there by Eardulf and Eadred; cf. Raleigh Radford, Transactions of the Dumfriesshire and Galloway Natural History and Antiquarian Society, xxvii, 96.
early in the tenth century; and Cumberland was not finally regained for England until 1092, and then only as far as the present Border. Hence, while the southern part of south-west Scotland was held by the English for something like two and a half centuries after its first conquest, during which time many Celtic place-names would be borrowed and English names given, yet we must always remember that for close on another two hundred years not only this district but also much of Cumberland was in the hands of the Strathclyde Britons, and that fresh Brittonic place-names might have arisen in this period from such Cumbric-speaking settlers as may have taken over there. Consequently the possibility of finding place-names in northern Cumberland showing quite late Brittonic features is to be reckoned with, although they are not likely to be many. Glen Dhu in Eskdale, and Glendue just over the Northumberland border, may be one of these. How late the people of Strathclyde continued to speak Cumbric is unknown—possibly till the early eleventh century; the history of the kingdom suggests there was a good deal of English and Gaelic in use in south-west Scotland by that time. The by no means inconsiderable Gaelic element in the place-names of Cumberland cannot all be due to Norwegian settlers from Ireland, and must come in part from the Gaelic speakers among the immigrants from Strathclyde in the tenth and eleventh centuries. As to the survival of Brittonic in the old Bernicia, where, of course, it died out much earlier, Myres remarks on the striking persistence of Celtic institutions there, together with peculiarities of the agricultural system, which suggest that the early English settlements consisted of a military aristocracy ruling tributary Britons and leaving much of the farming in their hands, rather than of an extensive English colonisation.

With this historical sketch, it is possible now to discuss the many Brittonic place-names which were borrowed into Anglo-

---

2 See p. 9, n. 1.
3 See p. 9; if Glen Dhu and Glendue are from Cumbric-speaking immigrants from Strathclyde, they support so late a date; cf. p. 311.
5 RBES. p. 422.
BRITISH RIVER NAMES

Certainly or probably Celtic
Possibly Celtic
Saxon during the settlement period. When they are examined, one finds that by and large there is a striking correlation between the frequency of Brittonic versus English names and the periods of the conquest. The material for a satisfactory distribution map does not yet exist, and will not until all the volumes of the English Place-Name Society's publications are complete. One group, however, has been studied fairly thoroughly, the river names, which represent in any case the largest and one of the most significant classes. They have been worked out quite fully in Ekwall's *English River Names*. A map marking on it the river names which are fairly certainly Brittonic, and those which are possibly so, or at any rate likely to be pre-English, gives a picture which is of obvious significance in relation to the Anglo-Saxon conquest. Other types of Brittonic name fit well enough into this distribution to show that when the material is complete the total result will not differ seriously from that based on the river names.

The map of Brittonic river names on p. 220 seems to offer the following rough division:

*Area I*, everything east of a line from the Yorkshire Wolds to Salisbury Plain and the New Forest, including the East Riding, Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, eastern Berkshire, and southern Hampshire. Within this area Brittonic names are rare, and are confined almost exclusively to large and medium-sized rivers such as the Trent, the Thames, the Thame, and the Darent. Names whose Celtic origin is doubtful form the majority, including the Witham, the Soar, the Welland, the Ouse, the Granta, and the Stours. A comparison with the map on pp. 208-9 shows that this area corresponds fairly closely with the extent of primary English settlement down to about the first half of the

---

1. Ekwall's *Dictionary* is hardly satisfactory for the purpose, as it represents only a selection.
2. In the whole discussion of place-names which follows it is important to note that I confine myself almost exclusively to those whose Celtic etymology is reasonably certain (cf. pp. 194-5). Not only here but also in Part II I have avoided relying on material which is doubtful, unless it exists in some pre-English source.
3. These last are surely Germanic, see p. 195, n. 1.
sixth century; and in the South, roughly to what may have been the line along which the Saxons were halted for fifty years about 500 by the battle of Mount Badon.

Area II is an intermediate central strip, west of the line described and east of one running approximately along the eastern borders of Cumberland and Lancashire to the Ribble, and thence south-west to the flat country round Wigan, and to the sea. It is taken up again near Chester, passes up the valley of the Dee and south to the Severn, which it follows to the Bristol Channel; crossing which, it runs along the northern boundary of Somerset and down the eastern through Selwood to the south-west corner of Wiltshire, where it turns east down the Wiltshire valley, and thence along the division between Hampshire and Dorset. Here Brittonic river names are markedly commoner than in Area I, and the proportion of certainly Celtic ones is higher. They include more names of small rivers. It is noticeable that there seems to be a district specially thick in Brittonic names of rather small rivers between Tyne and Tees. Area II appears to agree pretty well with the movement of expansion of the Anglo-Saxon occupation which took place in the second half of the sixth century in the South and the first half of the seventh in the North. The hilly district between Tyne and Tees was probably one of the last parts of this Area to be settled by the Northumbrians (cf. the map, pp. 208-9; and Myres, RBES. p. 421), and should perhaps be included in Area III; the concentration of Brittonic river names shows it cannot have been entirely empty of population.

Area III consists of Cumberland, Westmorland, and Lancashire to the west of the line described; a strip between that line and the present Welsh border comprising most of Shropshire, western Worcestershire, all Herefordshire north and east of the Wye, and Gloucestershire west of the Severn; and all south-west England between the same line and the Tamar. Here Brittonic river names are especially common, including often those of mere streams, and the proportion of certainly Celtic names is highest of all. The sections involved agree remarkably well with the third and final stage of the
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Anglo-Saxon conquest; in the middle and third quarter of the seventh century in the North, the middle and second half of the seventh century on the Welsh Marches, and the middle of the seventh to the earlier part of the eighth century in the South-West.

*Area IV* is Wales and Monmouthshire, with the corner of Herefordshire south-west of the Wye; and Cornwall. Here, of course, the whole character of the nomenclature is overwhelmingly Celtic, since these lands all remained Brittonic in speech till at least the Norman Conquest; most of Cornwall until the end of the Middle Ages and part of it till the eighteenth century; and much of Wales till the present day. No rivers are marked here on the map, as this is unnecessary.

This division of Britain on the basis of names corresponds well enough with the opinions of previous writers, except that they have mostly not made an attempt to link it closely to the progress of the English conquest, no doubt because the material available for this is much fuller now than it used to be. In 1924 Ekwall, in the first volume of the English Place-Name Society's publications,\(^1\) described certain districts which show a larger percentage of Celtic names than elsewhere, not only those of rivers but also of places. His account of them suits our *Area III*. Ekwall notes that Brittonic names are particularly common on the north-east border of Cumberland; that in Yorkshire they are very rare except for rivers and hills;\(^2\) but that in Durham, and in Northumberland adjoining Cumberland, they are more frequent. He points out that in Lancashire they are a good deal more prominent than in Cheshire (where they are few), with clusters round Wigan and in Amounderness. The Brittonic element is not marked in Gloucestershire and Worcestershire except in their western parts. Ekwall comments on the group of stream names in south-west Wiltshire; in Somerset, Dorset, and Devon Brittonic names are common.

---

\(^1\) EPNS, i, i, pp. 27 ff.

\(^2\) He attributes this to the subsequent considerable superimposed Scandinavian population; but, if so, we should expect the same to apply to Cumberland.
Zachrisson discussed the question in 1927. He listed by counties the names of certain natural features such as hills and woods, with particular reference to the "borderlands between the Welsh and English settlements in the sixth century", and found the Celtic element well represented in Lancashire, Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Worcestershire, Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, Dorset, and the counties to the west. Except for the omission of Warwickshire and parts of Hampshire, this is very similar to our Areas I and II as far north as Yorkshire; Zachrisson seems not to have examined any of the northern counties but Lancashire. In addition he finds an intermediate area taking in Hampshire, most of Berkshire, south-east Buckinghamshire, most of north-east Bedfordshire, and probably some of Northamptonshire and Nottinghamshire. This peculiar boundary and the area it encloses cannot be said to be very convincing (the evidence on which it rests is slight and quite inadequate), and from the point of view of the Saxon conquest the date is a good deal too late for most of it.

Thirdly, the question has been taken up by Förster. He gives statistics of the numbers of British river names in England, county by county. Unfortunately, it is impossible to construct a rational map on this basis, as anyone who tries may see. Counties are an artificial starting-point, even more for rivers (which often belong to several counties at once) than for other types of name. It would only be of any use if the counties were all the same size, which they are far from being. Förster lists also figures for English and Scandinavian river names in each county, but as these represent only a random selection of the names of large rivers, they provide no means

1 RKS, pp. 47 ff.  
3 The map by S. W. Wooldridge in H. C. Darby's An Historical Geography of England before 1800 (Cambridge, 1920), p. 125, is of little value. It relies too heavily on Zachrisson, and the supposed early areas of Anglo-Saxon names lack proof.  
4 FT, pp. 99 ff.  
5 Because the largest number of Celtic river names of any county is found in Cumberland (with 39), and for instance Worcestershire (with 23) has less, we cannot draw any relative inferences whatsoever about the British and English populations, etc., from these figures, because Cumberland is much larger than Worcestershire.
of working out percentages (which Förster does not attempt). Thus he gives four Celtic river names in Huntingdonshire, three in Cambridgeshire, and no Germanic ones in either county, which would result in the absurdity of 100 per cent for the Celtic names of the two counties. There is no need to discuss these figures, nor Förster’s description, based upon them, of the relative thickness of Brittonic river names in the various counties.¹

We are now in a position to examine the character of the Celtic names borrowed by the English, and to see what light they may throw on the Anglo-Saxon conquest. They can be divided into those of towns, villages, rivers and streams, and natural landmarks like hills and forests. Roughly, names of Romano-British towns, the larger rivers, and some hills and forests are found preserved in all parts of England, even in Area I. Area II differs in including not only these but also more and smaller rivers, and more hills and forests. To these Area III adds, as Ekwall shows in discussing his high-percentage districts,² the names of villages, homesteads, and even small brooks; and it is significant, as he points out, that it includes also what he calls “compounds of the later type”. The toponymy of Britain as we know it in Roman times consists either of uncompounded names like Eburacum and Londinium, or of true compounds in which the defining element precedes the defined, as Letocetum, “Grey-Wood”, or Moridunum, “Sea-Fort”. Such have, of course, survived to the present time in Welsh, including the two examples quoted. But the mediaeval Brittonic languages make most of their place-names other than the old ones on a different pattern, in which the name is no longer strictly a compound at all, but a noun followed by a defining adjective or dependent noun, such as Coed Muser, “Big Wood” (literally “Wood Big”), or Penn

¹ I fail to understand what is meant by saying (FT. p. 103) that Cheshire, Herefordshire, and large parts of Shropshire and Gloucestershire belonged to the Welsh language sphere (Sprachgebiet) throughout the Anglo-Saxon period. This is true only of south-west Herefordshire and a few small border patches in Shropshire and Cheshire. The rest was English by the second half of the seventh century at latest, and Offa’s Dyke put the seal on the boundary at the end of the eighth century. This is a long way from 1066.

² Loc. cit.
Bryn, "Head of (the) Hill". The former, if it existed at all as a name in early times, would be British *Caiton Māron, the latter *Pennos Brunnī. These are not really compounds. The fact seems to be, at any rate so far as our evidence goes, that place-names of this sort were not given at all during the British period. On the other hand they must have become prominent by the time of the Breton emigrations, since they are as common in Brittany as in Wales and Cornwall. Ekwall shows that such names occur in Cumberland, as Blencarn, Carlisle, Cumrew, Powmaughan, and others; on the Cumberland border of Northumberland, as Glendue; in Lancashire, as Culcheth, Penketh, etc.; Shropshire (but here the names of this sort, in Clun Forest and the Oswestry district, are quite obviously very much later, and due to late Welsh immigration, as Ekwall suggests, e.g. Pant y Lidan, Nant y Gollen, Nant Mawr, etc., which are purely Welsh); Herefordshire west of the Wye, such as Clodock, Coedmoor, Daffaluke, while west of the Dore we have again some purely Welsh and obviously late names like Maes Coed, Tre Wern, Ty Cradoc, etc.; the border areas in Worcestershire and Gloucestershire, as Lancant, Penpole, Maisemore, Pensax; and Devon, as Clovelly, Dunchideock, and others. Ekwall does not note the fact that in some cases these names in English still preserve the main stress on the second element, which is characteristic of Celtic, and is a sure sign of Celtic origin; so in English Cumrēw, Blencārn, Glenderamācquin, Polthléدية in Cumberland; Glendūe in Northumberland; Lyvēnnet in Westmorland; Tretire in Herefordshire, Clovēlly in Devon, etc. It appears then that what Ekwall calls the compounds of the later type belong to our Area III, and need therefore be no earlier than the seventh century. The type in question is

---

1 It must be remembered that some of these might be due to the British reoccupation of Northumberland in the tenth and eleventh centuries.

2 Ekwall does not specifically remark on it, but two of the Celtic names in Cheshire mentioned op. cit. p. 30, Landican and Liseard, are also of this type.

3 The stress Carlisle and Peurith is spurious, on the analogy of the regular Welsh and Cornish type of name. The natives call these Ćarlīs, Pēurith.

4 Ekwall notes the Benfordium of ASC. 913, the river Beune in Hertfordshire, as a possible exception, but is rightly cautious about it (op. cit. p. 27).
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hardly likely to have come into existence later than the sixth century, however, considering the fact that such names are regular in Brittany.

The history of the town-names all over Roman Britain has been discussed by Zachrisson, _op. cit._ pp. 76 ff. He lists thirty-five, and says that "with very few exceptions, they have kept their old names to the present day".\(^1\) Of villages, British names are on the whole very rare except in Area III or, as Ekwall says,\(^2\) more precisely in Cumberland, Herefordshire, and to some extent Lancashire, Shropshire, Dorset, and Wiltshire. Many of the British village-names in England are not really such at all, but are those of rivers, hills, and woods which have become attached to villages, as Ekwall and Zachrisson remark.\(^3\) Such are Avon (Ha.), Winford (So.), Malvern (Wo.), Penge (Sur.). This is specially common in Dorset; cf. Ekwall, _op. cit._ p. 28. The name Eccles, either by itself or in compounds like Eccleston, is mostly derived from the British word for "church" \(^4\) (Pr.W. *eğlês), and implies, therefore, the existence of some sort of British population-centre with organised Christian worship; though Ekwall admits that in some cases Eccles might represent an unrecorded AS. name *Ecel.\(^5\) For Eccles in river names, however, he suggests a different etymology, from a Germanic stem.\(^6\)

It used to be assumed that names in _wall(l)_, especially Walton and Walcot, contained the AS. _Wealh_, "Briton", and were therefore evidence for a British population, though they would not, of course, themselves be British names nor even proof that their inhabitants still spoke Brittonic; nor would they necessarily mean that these villages went back to pre-Saxon times.\(^7\) However, already in 1924 Ekwall

\(^1\) _Op. cit._ p. 60. Actually only 28 of them are really certain.
\(^2\) _Dict._ p. xx.
\(^3\) _EPNS._ i., i. p. 26; and _RKS._ p. 54.
\(^4\) Cf. Ekwall, _op. cit._ p. 23.
\(^5\) See also _Dict._ p. 152, s.v. Eccles, Ecclesall, Ecclesfield, and p. 163, Exhall; Zachrisson, _op. cit._ p. 48; Förster, _FT._ pp. 582 ff.
\(^6\) _Dict._ p. 152 s.v. Ecchinswell.
\(^7\) Ekwall says that such names do not imply a large survival of Britons, rather the reverse, something exceptional (_EPNS._ i., i. p. 18). They seem to show that the Britons lived here separately from the English.
suggested that some of them contained AS. *weald, "forest", or *weall, "wall", rather than *Wealh. In 1927 Zachrisson analysed all the early Wal- names (op. cit., pp. 39 ff.), and concluded that the majority, if not all, of the places called Walton or Walcott contain AS. *weall, not *Wealh (ibid. p. 42); and he allowed only Walworth in Surrey and Walden in Hertfordshire to have *Wealh. Schram accepts both *weald and *weall, and of eleven Wal- names in East Anglia sees *Wealh only in Walpole in Suffolk and Walcott in Norfolk (Aberystwyth Studies, xi, pp. 36-7). See further Ekwall's Dictionary s.v. *wald, *waal, *wall, and examples of names in *Wal(l)-, pp. 468-72. The occurrence in the North of names in *Brett-, as Bretby, is taken by Ekwall to mean the existence of British communities still recognisable as such when the Scandinavians settled there, but Zachrisson thinks it points rather to Scandinavians of insular birth or origin (op. cit. p. 47).

Of river names, it has already been remarked how smaller rivers and streams with Brittonic names become increasingly prominent as we go west. In England as a whole most rivers and streams of some importance commonly have pre-English names, while smaller streams are chiefly English or Scandinavian; some counties, like Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk have very few old names.

Lastly, natural features like hills and forests. Here the common elements involved are Pr.W. *barr "top"; *penn "head"; "end"; or "hill"; *carreg "rock"; *creg "rock", *bre(5) "hill"; *brynn "hill"; *crig "ridge"; *mêl "bald hill"; *manid "mountain"; *ros "moor"; and *cid "wood". In many cases these have become the names of villages. Examples are Berkshire from *barrôg "Hilly" (borrowed in AS. as Beurac, the name of a forest); Penge (Sur.) from *Penn-gêl "Chief Wood"; Penkridge (Staf.) from *Penn-grig "Chief Ridge", Rom.-Brit. Pennocrucium; Mellor (Lanc. ; Derb.), from *Mêl-bre(5) "Bald Hill"; Malvern (Wor.) from *Mêl-brynn "Bald Hill"; Chideock (Dor.) from.

1 Loc. cit. 2 EPNS. i, i, p. 18. 3 See Ekwall, EPNS. i, i, pp. 23-5, and RN. p. lxxxvii. 4 See EPNS. i, i, pp. 25-6.
BRITONS AND SAXONS

*ceðdiog* “Wooded (Place)”; Chetwode (Buck.) from *ceðd* and AS. *wudu* “wood”; Ross (Heref.) from *ros* “moor”. Zachrisson has analysed the distribution of a number of names containing *penn, breʒ, crūq, mēl*, and *ceð*, but his results are not of any great significance, as noted above, owing partly to their rarity. It has already been remarked that such names are much commoner in the West than in the East.

The evidence of British place-names can tell us a certain amount about the relations between the Britons and the Anglo-Saxons in the different parts of England, though this must be controlled carefully by that of history and archaeology. A generation or two ago it used to be accepted without question that the Saxon invaders wiped out practically the whole of the British population, or such as did not flee for safety to the West or to Brittany. This was an expression of the hostility towards the Celtic peoples and their languages, and the admiration for all things Germanic, which then prevailed; cf. pp. 94-5. The proponents of this view, who could not, of course, deny the existence of British place-names in modern England, must presumably have imagined the Saxons as capturing a Briton, demanding of him the name of a neighbouring river or hill, and then slaughtering him on the spot, while being careful to remember the form he told them. More recently opinion has swung the other way, and it is no longer necessary to defend the opinion that a British population survived the first rush of the occupation in some form, to a greater or lesser extent in the different parts of the island.

The archaeological evidence shows that while some of the larger cities remained inhabited in the post-Roman period, with a very shrunken and de-Romanised population, others (such as Silchester) became entirely deserted; and complete abandonment is regular with the smaller towns. Gildas says that in his day the cities of Britain lay uninhabited, and though his knowledge was necessarily limited and this

1 RKS, pp. 47 ff.
2 Based primarily on Gildas, DEB. c. 24-5, and on Bede, HE. i, 15, who copied him. Gildas’ words are, of course, grossly rhetorical.
3 Cf. Förster, FT. pp. 697-8; Myres, RBES. pp. 444 ff.
is in any case a highly-coloured passage, it cannot have been wholly untrue. As Myres points out, both the early English historical sources and the British show us a state of affairs that was essentially non-urban. The decline and desertion of the towns had set in long before the coming of the Saxons, and it was by no means always due to them. The old picture of wild barbarians sacking Roman cities may be true in a few cases, as for instance in the story of Pevensey as told by the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, but certainly not in others. Some of them owed their existence solely to the Roman military garrisons, such as the forts of the Saxon Shore, and with the collapse of Roman organisation they would cease to exist. With others there is evidence for continuity of some sort of life from the Roman to the Saxon period, for instance at York or Cambridge, where the early Saxon cemeteries are in significant relation to the Roman centres; with still others, as London, no such association can be shown, though this does not, of course, of itself prove the absence of a sub-Roman population there. Apart from a few exceptions, such as Canterbury, the early bishoprics of the English church were based not on the great Roman towns, as in Gaul, but on royal villas and other places of later and entirely English significance; and this suggests that there was no flourishing survival of sub-Roman Christian life in the cities. In certain instances, as at York or London (where Bede speaks of the obstinate heathenism of the inhabitants as preventing Augustine from establishing a bishopric there), the townspeople in the sixth century may have been small bodies of English squatters who kept a trickle of urban life going, largely in the form of markets; but by and large the Anglo-Saxons were not town-dwellers but farmers, true pagani, and they would take no great interest in occupying and keeping up the decayed and in

1 RBES. p. 434.
2 Cf. Myres, RBES. p. 437, "In Kent itself the disappearance of organised British Christianity and the ruinous churches which St. Augustine found to repair in Canterbury, may serve to remind us that even here, under the most favourable circumstances, the continuity of urban conditions was by the end of the sixth century more a matter of moribund tradition than of vital fact."
many instances already desolate Roman cities. The raison d'être of London has always been primarily as a centre of foreign trade, and there can have been very little of that in the first half of the sixth century. London in the second half of the fifth century and earlier part of the sixth must have been a shadow of itself.

Yet as we have seen, the names of a good many Roman towns and stations have lived on in the form in which the English borrowed them. For this reason, but in opposition to all the archaeological evidence, Zachrisson argues that there was a far greater vitality of urban life than what has been described above, and that continuity of a name means continuity of the city. It has been objected to this that the mere existence of a name is not enough to show that a given city is more likely to have outlasted the dark period than those whose names were lost; "Roman towns, whether inhabited or not, must have been conspicuous objects in the Anglo-Saxon landscape, and the survival or loss of their names was in general determined by the same principle, or lack of it, as that which led to the survival or loss of the names of other prominent features of that landscape". In other words, the name of the town may still have been well known to the Britons of the neighbourhood without there necessarily being any inhabitants in it, or its being anything but a ruin—certainly not a flourishing urban centre. Nevertheless it is hard not to agree with Zachrisson when he says, "When a Saxon town is built on the very site of its Roman predecessor it is difficult to believe that there was not some kind of continuity, especially when the old name of the town has survived to the present day"; for instance in the case of York. Myres really admits this; "Where, as in Kent, there is other evidence [i.e. apart from the names] for an uncommon degree of native survival, it is certainly tempting and perhaps legitimate to regard the almost unaltered persistence of the names of several Roman walled sites... as evidence for an

2 Cf. RBES. p. 438; ASE. pp. 55 ff.
3 RKS. pp. 59 ff.
unusually close contact between invader and invaded "1 But he thinks the loss of the Roman name of Canterbury, the one city for which there is good reason of other kinds for accepting the existence of an unbroken life, is much more significant, and is a warning against basing theories of continuity on the mere persistence of a name. Myres' verdict on the survival of Roman towns as towns into the earliest Anglo-Saxon period is in the negative.2 The question is apparently to some extent one of degree. We must agree that there was little place for town life in England in the later fifth and in the sixth century, for towns were out of step with the whole farming economy and self-sufficiency of the English settlers. It is clear that nowhere did the Roman cities carry on their life entirely unbroken and unabated; clear too that in many cases, such as Silchester, their sites were utterly deserted and never re-inhabited, their very names being forgotten. But surely it is not unreasonable to think that in some other instances the delapidated and almost deserted walls (deserted, it should be remembered, often before the Saxons came there) still protected some small broken remnants of a British population—after all, the ruined houses would at least supply some shelter; and that as at York or Cambridge, early Saxon settlers might choose to join in such poor advantages as could still be found. Even the most self-sufficient agricultural economy can use some kind of market centre;3 and people must occasionally have needed to travel, along the still-existing Roman roads, in which case the Roman sites were the obvious stopping-places, where inns would be required. It must all have been at a most minimal degree, yet enough to preserve the spot for the future greatness

1 RBES, pp. 427-8.
2 Cf. RBES, p. 438. Zachrisson evidently regarded Cawlin's conquest of Gloucester, Cirencester, and Bath as evidence for their existence as towns (RKS, p. 31); but as Myres says (RBES, p. 434) this is unjustified, since the names may be used in the Chronicle merely as indications of territory.
3 The degree of Roman continuity in Kent is, of course, exceptionally high; here, the artificers of the wonderful metal work and jewellery of the pagan period must surely have lived in something approaching town conditions rather than in rural hamlets. And these men were not only English; the famous "hanging bowls", whose manufacture seems to have centred in Kent and the home counties, are clearly of Celtic workmanship.
of several modern English towns and cities when, as with London, the facts of economic geography reasserted themselves. Surely also it is not impossible that in such cases the names were handed on by the scanty inhabitants, though one may well agree that the existence of the name alone proves little more than that the ruins still stood as a conspicuous object remembered by British tradition. In any event, nothing like organised urban life can have existed in unbroken continuity from Roman to Saxon Britain.

Considering next the second of the great groups of population units in Roman Britain, the villas, archaeology shows here an utter blank. Without exception they went absolutely and completely out of occupation, in a few instances violently destroyed, but mostly by simply decay. Scarcely an example is known of an early Anglo-Saxon object found in association with the site of a villa. The disappearance of the estate names of these villas is significant too. Such names in Roman Gaul, very commonly adjectives in -acum formed from the name of the original owner, have survived in their hundreds in the present nomenclature of the villages of France. This is not the case in Britain, and it would seem, therefore, that the villa system cannot have remained a fact of any significance in the agricultural organisation of Anglo-Saxon times. This is not a consequence of any process which had begun well before the end of the Roman period, as in the case of the decline of the cities. The villa economy was, if anything, gaining in strength in the course of the fourth century (cf. p. 112). The conclusion must be that the rural aristocracy, the country gentry, of Roman Britain was completely eliminated as a class in the course of the dark period after 450. Some would be killed off, and some would flee for refuge; in the main their disappearance is due to the fact that a different agricultural system was being set up in Britain, and under other masters.

The third population unit of Roman Britain was that of the villages and the peasantry. With the disappearance of town life and of the villa organisation, this was the chief native

1 Collingwood, RBES. pp. 317-18.
3 See p. 39.
element remaining during the course of the conquest—the barely Romanised country folk, and perhaps mixed among them some of the former inhabitants of cities and villas who had become reduced to their level. Here the evidence of archaeology points to a fair degree of desertion.¹ There is no continuity of agriculture in certain areas such as the hills of Wessex and Sussex, but a new distribution of villages and a new pattern of fields, which means a complete break. In Salisbury Plain the Saxons made their homes exactly where the Romans had not, and the Roman settlements went entirely out of occupation. Elsewhere there are examples of sites which were inhabited both in Roman and in Saxon times, particularly, it seems, where the Britons themselves already lived in the valleys, the favourite place for the villages of the Saxons. So, in quite a number of instances in the Upper Thames valley it is found that the Saxons buried their dead in pre-existing Romano-British cemeteries, side by side with the bodies of the conquered people. Such things are highly instructive, the more so when one considers that in a given area the lack of remains which can be definitely ascribed to a sub-Roman population is not necessarily proof that such people did not exist there, since this lack is, in general, almost as marked in those parts of the West where we know they survived as it is in the East. Their culture was so poor materially that they left little or no tangible evidence of themselves, but though their Roman civilisation (such as it was) disappeared, it does not follow that the people did so too.

From the evidence of place-names it is clear that in point of fact the British population was nowhere completely exterminated, though it certainly survived more fully in some areas than in others.² In eastern Britain, the parts described as

¹ See Collingwood, RBES. p. 318; Myres, ibid. p. 441.
² Cf. Ekwall, EPNS. i, i, p. 31; in RN. p. lxxxix he suggests that in the East the old theory of extermination or displacement may be fairly true of the parts first conquered. Zachrisson thinks one must assume that in the East the Britons were either largely exterminated or absorbed quite early (RKS. p. 59); Schram, that place-name evidence in East Anglia shows the British settlements there were almost completely destroyed and the Britons absorbed (Aberystwyth Studies, xi, p. 31). We may accept destroyed and absorbed, but hardly exterminated.
Area I, British names of natural features are relatively rare and confined chiefly to those of large rivers, which, it is well known, are always the most permanent of all place-names of an older stratum; village names occur, but are not common. This district corresponds well enough to the greatest extent of the first period of the Anglo-Saxon conquest and occupation, between the middle of the fifth and the first half of the sixth century; indeed in the South it is probable that the boundary had not changed between about 500 and 550, if the story of Badon is true, as it appears to be. We may suppose that the comparative rarity of Brittonic names in this Area is due to some feature of this stage of the conquest, some comparatively high degree of overthrow of the Romano-British peasant economy. Admittedly it may well be that in the hurly-burly and land-grabbing of those days many of the natives were killed and their hamlets destroyed; but also it is likely that the Saxons, closely settling the available good cleared land, squeezed them out or forced them into their agricultural pattern by transferring them and reducing them to slavery. British villages were small and scattered, of the "non-nucleated" type, which would not suit the English with their nucleated villages. The fact that place-names in Wealth- are so rare shows that settlements which were definitely British ones were unusual; indeed that such names were given at all implies that they were the exception. In these circumstances the surviving British peasants would quickly lose their national identity and with it also their language.

Within this general framework, enclaves of Britons probably survived the first flood of English settlers, chiefly in the less attractive lands, which were forest, swamp, bare hills, or otherwise not favoured by the English farmers, who preferred well-drained level or sloping ground in open valleys and rolling plains. Such undesirable land had mostly been desert in Roman times too, as unattractive then as it was to the Saxons; the Weald of Sussex is an example of a country which never

2 Indeed they may hardly have recognised the dispersed British homesteads as constituting villages at all, and hence never learned their names.
became really cleared and populated until the later Anglo-Saxon period. Whether there was any considerable lurking population of Britons there in the dark period is doubtful; but in other cases the evidence is fuller. One of these is the district to the north of the Thames between there and Luton, the "deserts of Chiltern" already referred to, where the archaeological map is a total blank for the really early Saxon period, and where, as we have seen, the story of the battle of Bedcanford in 571 seems to point to the survival of British inhabitants as late as the third quarter of the sixth century, strong enough to have prevented much settlement in central and northern Buckinghamshire. Early types of English place-name are rare here.1 A similar enclave may perhaps have existed in the heath and forest country of West Suffolk and Essex,2 where again the archaeological and place-name evidence for very old English occupation is comparatively meagre. It has long been thought that another existed in the Fens until a late period. This was a district of highly developed agriculture under the Romans, as we now know, but with the collapse of Roman organisation it reverted to marsh and swamp, and the early Saxon settlers avoided it. It would have made a good hiding-place for British refugees, as it did later for "the last of the English", and there is some reason to believe that natives still speaking British were in fact to be found there as late as the beginning of the eighth century. The neighbourhood seems to have included some elements still recognisably British even in the tenth century, if we may so judge from the fact that the regulations for the Guild of Thanes at Cambridge, belonging to that period, specifically lay down the fine for the killing of a Briton as distinct from that of an Englishman.3 Not far from the Fens, Förster has

1 Cf. RBES. p. 407.
2 Cf. RBES. pp. 442, 453, and p. 529 below.
3 On the evidence for Britons in the Fens, from a passage in Felix's Life of St. Guthlac, written in the first quarter of the eighth century and referring to shortly after 700, see Grey in Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, xv 45 ff. It is discounted by Schram, op. cit. p. 40, and is certainly not decisive; but there is nothing inherently impossible about it, though the late date makes it rather improbable. True, as Schram notes, there
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attempted to demonstrate the presence of a compact mass of Britons in the forest country south-west of Peterborough in the sixth and seventh centuries; but the evidence consists of a single river name, and is in itself by no means conclusive, nor is it historically probable; see § 28. 2. For the Highland part of Area I, in the North, we have already seen that there is reason to assume a considerable survival of the native population in Bernicia, working the soil under English overlords (see p. 219). In Deira the English element must have been a good deal larger.

There is little to say of Area II in the South, except that it represents a gradual extension of the English settlements in the later part of the pagan period. In the chalk uplands of Hampshire and Salisbury Plain anything like real Saxon occupation probably did not begin until the resumption of the western advance about 550; until that time these hills were probably still inhabited by British peasants who had not been exterminated by the transitory raids of Cerdic and Cynric, and some of their place-names survive. The result of the Saxon conquest was very likely that the villagers deserted the hills and came down to the new townships in the valleys. The same process was continued further west by the campaign of Dyrham. In the Midlands, on the other hand, the Saxon advance may have been a slow process of pushing into the forests and clearing them for farming; the British population of these woodlands was perhaps not very large. In both cases it is likely that the English were not so numerous as in Area I. In the South great tracts fell to them at one stroke, and they could hardly occupy these very thoroughly; in the Midlands the progress of forest clearing would not be rapid enough to allow of any close-packed settlement. Perhaps also, the first flush of conquest being over, the more scanty pioneers towards

are very few Celtic names in the Fens. On the Guild of Thanes see Grey, p. 51. Schram (p. 41) says it merely emphasises the scarcity of Celtic people in the area. Perhaps, but at least it proves their existence, though telling nothing of their language. Grey quotes other sources pointing to the presence of British marauders in the East Midlands quite late, but they are less impressive.

1 FT. p. 161. 
2 Cf. Myres, RBES. p. 453. 
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the west did not kill off and expel the Britons to the same degree as their forefathers had done further east. At any rate, the greater survival of British place-names, not only of big rivers but also of smaller streams and more names of villages and natural features, suggests this. In the North it was a time of expansion as rapid as in Wessex, for it brought the English from the Yorkshire Wolds, the tributaries of the Onse, and the coastal strip of Northumberland, to the top of the Pennines and to the sea in southern Lancashire. Considering the relative smallness of the original colonies of Deira and especially Bernicia, it is clear again that the English settlers of Area II in the North cannot have been very numerous, though the Britons were probably not either, since so much of the country was uninhabitable moor and forest. As regards particular enclaves of Britons, pre-English river names are notable in the Yorkshire Moors, and in the Pennines (where the kingdom of Elmet had been a barrier to the Saxon advance); and also between the valleys of the Tyne and Tees where early Saxon settlements are lacking and a British population may have survived till late. The country round the river Glen in northern Northumberland is one where, apart from the place-names, the hill terraces point to a British survival. Along the Northumberland-Cumberland border also Celtic names are prominent.

With Area III we are on quite different ground. This is the district specially picked out by Ekwall, who does not make any distinctions further east, as that showing a higher percentage of British names than the rest of England; and here they are not only those of towns and rivers but also of small streams, as well as of more villages, hills, and forests than in Area II. The reason can hardly be entirely a chronological one, for the occupation did not come so very much later than that of Area II; except for Devonshire, it had all fallen into English hands by the middle or later part of the seventh century. It must be rather a question of relative numerical

1 For Bernicia cf. p. 219.
2 Cf. also Myres, RBES. p. 454, and below, pp. 491, 686.
3 Cf. pp. 212, 213, 222.
4 See Hodgkin, HAS. i, p. 277.
strength. In the South-West, in the wide new lands of western Wessex conquered by Coenwalh and his successors, this was certainly the case. The Laws of Ine make constant reference to and provision for "Welshmen," who are an inferior but partly free and still important element in the population, capable of holding land; and the Laws of Alfred continue these provisions two centuries later. It is not probable that these "Welshmen" are the inhabitants of the old, eastern, Wessex. They must certainly still have been speaking Brittonic in Somerset and Dorset by the end of the seventh century; in fact, as Loth pointed out, an Anglo-Saxon charter of Centwine of the year 682 mentions a place south of the Tone in Somerset as *Britannica lingua Cructan, apud nos Crycebeork*, which proves not only that the language was still alive here at the time but also that the English were adapting British place-names and that the two forms could exist side by side. Whether it continued far into the eighth century in Somerset and Dorset is uncertain. Förster thinks the ME. form *Frowe-mutha* for the mouth of the Frome proves that Brittonic must still have been living in Dorset at least as late as the beginning of the eighth century, which is surely possible historically, though the linguistic argument is inconclusive. Ekwall goes much further, and takes the fact that Asser in the late ninth century quotes certain Brittonic names in Wiltshire and Dorset in their Old Welsh form (*Guilou* = Wiley, *Durnqueir* = Dorchester; add *Froiu* = Frome and *Coit Maur* = Selwood) as proof of the existence of a Brittonic-speaking population there as late as that time. This is scarcely credible, especially in Wiltshire, and it must be either that Asser was using older documents or else that these names were still known in Wales. After all, he gives, likewise in Old Welsh, names for certain other places where Brittonic must have ceased to be spoken centuries before, as *Ruim* = Thanet, *Cair Ceri(n)* = Cirencester, and *Tig Guocobauc* = Nottingham; the first two are probably taken from Nennius. Since Devon was

---

1 See Myres, RBES. p. 447. 2 Cf. Zachrisson, RKs. p. 59, n.
3 Cf. p. 11. 4 See RC. xx, 340-42; and p. 310 below.
5 FT. p. 697. 6 See p. 488, n. 1. 7 EPNS. 1, i, p. 28.
occupied later than Somerset and Dorset we should perhaps expect an even higher proportion of Brittonic names there, but in fact the reverse seems to be the case. The reason may be the depletion of the country by the emigrations to Brittany, and a rather full and rapid occupation by the English; and this shows again that relative chronology is not the sole clue to the matter.

The next part of Area III to the North is the border strip of Gloucestershire west of the Severn, Herefordshire north of the Wye, western Worcestershire, and most of Shropshire. The southern portion was settled at some time in the second half of the seventh century, the northern about 650. British names are probably not so common here as in Somerset and Dorset (and in certain districts they represent late immigration from Wales), but still they are quite plentiful enough to suggest again that the English settlers were comparatively fewer than further east, and that the Britons survived the occupation in good sort. Finally there is the northern region, often referred to as Cumbria, within the boundaries of Area III as defined. The date of effective English settlement here is uncertain, but probably in the middle of the seventh century in the south and somewhat later in the north. Here again British names are not quite so numerous as in Somerset and Dorset, but are nevertheless marked, and there are several of the type Ekwall calls "late compounds". It is likely that here too the English formed a minority of the population, coming as they did from a colony whose beginnings were small and fairly recent; and that the Britons lived on in numbers

1 Cf. EPNS, viii, i, p. xix; and p. 296 above.
2 Ekwall points out (RN, pp. lviii-lx) that in Worcestershire west of the Severn there are a considerable number of small tributaries with Welsh names, whereas those on the east side are mostly English, and suggests that the Severn was once a boundary. Precisely, the boundary between Areas II and III, and (chronologically speaking) between the last quarter of the sixth century (after Dyrham) and the second half of the seventh.
3 Cf. Myres, RBES. pp. 454-5. "In Shropshire and Herefordshire, while the Saxons were eventually strong enough to impose three-field agriculture and many place-names of their own making, yet they could only do so within a society still largely organised on a Celtic basis of hamlets and isolated farms, and nucleated villages of normal Teutonic type are here uncommon."
under their English overlords,¹ especially in the remote glens which are characteristic of part of the area. The existence of such groups of Britons is indicated by Ecgfrith's grant of Cartmell and omnes Britannos cum eo already referred to. The wild country on the Northumberland border shows a special survival of British place-names. Indeed Förster, who has shown that the name Glendue may have been borrowed into English not before the end of the tenth century or in the eleventh, concludes ² that a British-speaking population survived here until the late eleventh century. This is not probable, and, if the premises are sound, the explanation is more likely to be that this mountain valley was reoccupied by an overflow from the British re-conquest and occupation of northern Cumberland in the tenth century. Other late-looking Brittonic names in this district may be of the same origin.

Of Area III as a whole, then, it may be said that the somewhat higher proportion of Brittonic place-names there than in Area II is partly due to the fact that these were the last lands to be occupied by the English; but even more, that the new settlements did not form quite the solid Germanic mass that there was in the East, but represent a comparatively thin overlay over a larger population which lived on, racially little affected and fundamentally Celtic.³ Such people would keep their language longer than the outnumbered serfs of the East, and hence their place-names would have a better chance of survival.

This raises the question of the linguistic relations between the two peoples. It is, of course, obvious that the Brittonic

¹ Förster thinks the Britons of Cumbria must have kept their language unusually long, and that the incoming English must have lived with them on terms of friendly cultural and linguistic exchange (FT. p. 162).
² FT. pp. 27-8.
³ Myres, mentioning Worcestershire and Devon, gives the impression that the place-names of the West of England are little more preponderantly Celtic than in the East (RBES. pp. 427, 444-5). This is misleading, as a glance at the map on p. 220 will show. Worcestershire is part of Area II, and Devon is the least Brittonic section of Area III in its names. If Myres had picked Dorset or Cumberland, the result would have been rather different. But in any case the question is relative; the proportion of British to English names is not high anywhere; only in Area III is it significantly higher than elsewhere.
speech died out because it was abandoned by the natives in favour of Anglo-Saxon; and there must have been a time, short or long as the case may be, when the Britons were bilingual. Now it is regularly assumed that Brittonic place-names came into English owing to the English having learned the names from the Britons and having borrowed them into their own tongue; and, indeed, the frequent appearance of sound-substitution certainly suggests that the transference was made by those to whom the British sound-system was foreign. Yet at the same time since the Britons learned English it is a priori possible enough that at least in many cases it was they who passed their place-names from the one language to the other. As a rule, in the handing on of place-names it is the aboriginal population rather than the newcomers who are responsible for the loan and its sound form.¹ In so far as this applies to Britain, the fact that there is such extensive sound-substitution in Brittonic names adopted in English could only mean that the natives learned Anglo-Saxon thoroughly and accurately, so accurately that they had to mangle their own names to suit the new language rather than the new language to suit their own sound-system. Other considerations seem to show that this did indeed happen. It is impossible to point to any feature about Anglo-Saxon phonology which can be shown conclusively to be a modification due to the alien linguistic habits of the Britons; in other words, assuming that they would have influenced the language at all, they must have learned the new phonology very completely.² Also, in spite of the probability of a bilingual period, they must have kept the two quite distinct, without blurring them together; this is suggested by the well-known rarity of Brittonic common-

¹ Cf. FT, p. 843.
² Compare the way in which, while the sounds of a Welshman's English are notoriously modified by his Welsh speech, the language of Devon or Herefordshire or Shropshire, though dialect, is thoroughly English. That is to say, in Area III, as well as I and II, the Britons became English in speech and did not affect the tongue of the newcomers; but in Area IV it is still a foreign language among a people whose linguistic traditions are overwhelmingly Brittonic, and among whom the English element in the population is negligible.
nouns as loanwords in Anglo-Saxon contrasted with the comparative frequency of Brittonic place-names. So, in the same way, in those parts of Wales where much English is spoken the number of Welsh words in the English is small, but the number of English words in the Welsh is very much larger. In those districts, such as Radnorshire and Monmouthshire, where Welsh has been abandoned for a fairly considerable time, although the place-names are all Welsh there are no more Welsh words in the English than elsewhere. So, too, the Roman Gauls adopted Latin thoroughly; there are few Gaulish words in Romance, and these are largely peasant expressions, but of course Gaulish place-names exist in thousands. It is probably a question of which is felt to be the superior language, and which to need additions to its vocabulary.

As a matter of fact there is some positive reason to think that the transference of British place-names to Anglo-Saxon was made, at any rate in part, by the Britons during the bilingual period. In a few cases British names which are plurals are also plurals in Anglo-Saxon, and, as the English are not likely to have learned much British, the presumption is that the bilingual Britons are responsible for it. Förster objects to both views, but as his only ground appears to be that beides begegnet einigen Zweifel, the objection is unfounded. He thinks it more probable that both Romans and Saxons made use of the plural in these cases by coincidence in accordance with the linguistic patterns of their own speech, and

---

3 Förster was unable to discover more than 14, and several of these are doubtful; see KW, pp. 120 ff. Ekwall has added two more (see Eng.St. liv., 102 ff.), one of them ultimately a Latin word; they are accepted by Förster, ibid. lvi, 204-5. Anglo-Saxon loanwords in Welsh are very much commoner; cf. T. H. Parry-Williams, The English Element in Welsh (Cymmrodorion Record Series, no. 10; London, 1923), chap. ii. But it is probable that most of these were borrowed by intercourse between England and Wales long after the occupation of England was complete. The forms are those of historical, not Primitive, Anglo-Saxon; and however many Pr.AS. words may have got into the British of, say, Somerset in the seventh century, it is not certain that many must have penetrated to Wales or Cornwall. See § 181.

4 Though Ekwall considers that it "implies a considerable familiarity with British on the part of the Anglo-Saxons who adopted the names." (RN. p. lxxiii).

4 FT. pp. 78-9.
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quite independently of the British form. This calls for no comment. Now no one would suggest that all British plural names need have been rendered as plurals in Anglo-Saxon, far from it; but the fact that some apparently were is significant because it points to a state of bilingualism, probably on the part of the Britons. Further evidence for such bilingualism is seen in the occasional English names which are translated from the Brittonic, such as Bridstow from OW. Lann San Bregit, Bellimoor from OW. *Bol3ros, Michaelchurch from OW. Lann Mhaegel, all in Herefordshire; and others. But these, in the nature of the case, can only be proved to occur where Brittonic documents reach, and therefore only in Area III. Further, apart from the few Brittonic common-nouns borrowed into Anglo-Saxon, there are (as Förster has pointed out, KW. pp. 177 ff.) a considerable number of personal names in Anglo-Saxon which are of British origin; well-known examples are that of the "first English poet", Caedmon (seventh century), which is the Pr.W. *Ceadmann, and that of the seventh-century king of Wessex Caedwalla, which is the Pr.W. *Caedwallon. This suggests intermarriage and intimate fusion between the two races, which, in any case, must presumably have taken place on a considerable scale; and therefore some degree of bilingualism. If not, at least these names are more likely to have got into Anglo-Saxon through English-speaking Britons than through non-Brittonic-speaking or even Brittonic-speaking Englishmen. Intermarriage is generally held to have been responsible for the traces of Brittonic names in the early genealogies of the royal families of Wessex and Lindsey, which shows that it happened at the highest social level.

It has often been remarked that a number of British names in English are really hybrids, in which the one part of the name

1 Cf. Ekwall, EPNS. i, i, p. 29. 2 Cf. Ekwall, op. cit. p. 20.
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is Brittonic and the other Anglo-Saxon. In some cases these again suggest bilingualism. So Carlatton, "Lennon's Fort", and Carhullan, "Holland's Fort", in Cumberland have English personal names for their second elements. Ekwall believes that the English names here were adopted by the Britons, and point to a later British influx superseding an English population (if so, presumably to the Cumbric reoccupation in the tenth and eleventh centuries); but it seems at least as likely that they were given by bilingual Britons to the dwellings of their English overlords. It is a curious thing that in a number of cases these hybrid compounds are tautological, the English part meaning the same as the Brittonic. Such are Cheetwood (Lan.), Penhill (NRY.), Penn Hall (Wo.), Pendle Hill (Lan.; here the hill has been added twice), Pendlebury and Pendleton (Lan.), Bredon (Wo.), Breedon (Leic.), Cricklewood (Mx.), and Crichel (Do.). In such cases as these bilingualism seems rather unlikely; it looks very much as if the local Britons called, for instance, a certain wood *ir. cēd, "the wood", and the Anglo-Saxons, hearing but not understanding it, took it for a name and added "wood", making *Cēt-wudu; and similarly added AS. hyll to Pr.W. penn, and so on. Bilingual Britons would hardly have coined such names.

Taking together all the evidence on the linguistic relations of Britons and Saxons, though it is of course impossible to generalise, we do seem to observe the following features: the Britons learned the language of their conquerors, and they acquired its sound-system and vocabulary very completely, their own phonetics having no discernible effect on the new language and their own vocabulary very little. There must have been at least some degree of close relationship and intermarriage, through which British personal names were taken into Anglo-Saxon. All this suggests a bilingual stage, when the Britons knew both Anglo-Saxon and British, though it is not likely to have been a long one, especially in the East; and it is not probable that the conquerors learned much of the language of the conquered. Of the many British place-names which became English, some did so through the mouths of

2 On all these see Ekwall, Dict. pron.
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the bilingual Britons, as apparently in the case of the plural or translated or some of the hybrid names discussed; others were taken over by the uncomprehending monoglot Saxons, as perhaps with the tautological compounds just mentioned. The whole picture is, at any rate, totally incompatible with the old theory of the complete extermination of the British inhabitants. It is noteworthy that two of the plural names are on the coast of Kent, a district with extremely few British place-names, though it is now known to have had a rather high survival of Romano-British civilisation. The advocates of the old clean-sweep theory would probably have thought Kent as Britenrein as any part of the island.

There remains now one more linguistic question concerning the relation of Britons and Saxons, and a very interesting one. So far it has been assumed here without discussion that the place-names found their way into Anglo-Saxon through Brittonic. But could any of them have reached the English through the medium of Latin, and if so what does this imply about the spoken languages of Britain? As already described in Chapter III, it was formerly believed that under the Empire southern England was almost entirely Latin in speech; the corollary of this, that British place-names were handed on to the Anglo-Saxons in a Latin form and pronunciation, was taken for granted, and its implications may be seen as late as 1927 in Zachrisson's Romans, Kelts, and Saxons (cf. p. 95 above).

This question forms part of a wider one, that of the Latin words (other than names) thought to have been borrowed into Anglo-Saxon during the settlement period. This subject was treated fully by A. Pogatscher in his Zur Lautlehre der griechischen, lateinischen, und romanischen Lehnworte im Altenländischen (Strassburg, 1888; abbr. Lautl.). He divided the Latin loanwords into three groups: an ancient one consisting of those which had entered common West Germanic on the Continent during the Empire, up to about 450; a middle one, those words which came into Anglo-Saxon from spoken colloquial Latin in the pagan period in England, roughly 450–600, though the majority were early; and a late
group consisting of learned loans from Continental ecclesiastical Latin from the time of Augustine's mission on. The second group might be thought to imply, as Pogatscher argued (op. cit. pp. 2 ff.), that Latin was actually spoken in Britain c. 450-600, or at any rate in the cities, as he specifically says (p. 7). He took the inscriptiones Christianae as proof that Latin actually lasted as a language of intercourse;¹ and assumed, for lack of any real evidence known to him, that British Latin was identical with contemporary Gallo-Latin. Pogatscher was countered by Loth in his Les Mots latins dans les langues bretoniques (Paris, 1892; abbr. ML.). Loth regarded Latin in Roman Britain as primarily the speech of the army, and strenuously denied that any Latin was spoken there after the "departure of the legions" in 410.² As a Celticist, he was aware that British place-names in Anglo-Saxon show some specifically late Brittonic features, such as the second i in Bede's Lindocolina (Lincoln), which cannot be Latin.³ He attempted to explain away Pogatscher's second group by supposing that some words were borrowed very late from Gallo-Romance through the connections of the kings of Kent with the Franks,⁴ or during the Conversion, and others not directly from Latin at all but through British; and in any case he minimised the numbers and importance of the Latin words taken into Anglo-Saxon in this period.⁵ He argued that since the various linguistic changes which affected general Vulgar Latin in the fifth century are not represented in the loanwords in British, Latin must have died out completely in Britain at the beginning of the fifth century. His conclusion was ⁶ that the English met no speakers of Latin in Britain,  

¹ This is much too sweeping an inference, and in any case is only relevant to the Highland Zone.  
² Cf. op. cit. p. 30. This derives from the old idea of a ruling Roman class and an entirely separate, barbaric British under-stratum which was isolated when the Romans disappeared in 410; a view which was already becoming out of date, as Pogatscher himself had seen.  
³ See op. cit. p. 18 n.; and p. 258 below.  
⁵ On relations between Kent and the Franks see Stenton, ASE. pp. 58-9.  
⁶ Loth seems not to have grasped fully the distinction between Pogatscher's second and third groups.
where it existed only as the language of the church. Pogatscher replied to Loth’s criticisms in his Anglesachsen und Romanen in Englische Studien xix (1894), pp. 329 ff., and defended the view that at least some Latin was spoken in fifth- and sixth-century Britain, denying that it was limited to the army or that the Latin element disappeared when the army left. He could not believe that Latin would not have lived for a second or third generation after 410. However, it is significant that he now admitted the possibility that some words could have been borrowed from the Latin of Gaul at this period.¹

The controversy is, of course, out of date in many ways, and it has been summarised here by way of showing the nature of the problem as it then appeared. The probable character of the linguistic situation in Britain under the Empire and in the fifth and sixth centuries has been described above, pp. 97 ff. and 116 ff. It is clear that Latin was spoken in Roman Britain much more widely than merely among the army; but also that immediately before and during the course of the English invasion the Roman military and civil governments were disrupted, organised town life disappeared, the rural upper classes of the villa system ceased to exist; and, in short, that all those elements in the population of the Lowland Zone which were the strength of the Latin language melted away with the decay and eventually the collapse of the Roman way of life before the onset of the English, leaving little but a British-speaking peasantry behind. This is not to say that the invaders can have had no contact whatever with Latin speakers in the Lowland Zone; so rigid a hypothesis would be absurd. Very likely such miserable remnants of Roman urban society as did manage to maintain an existence in the fifth and early sixth centuries would have included some who used Latin. The skilled British craftsmen who manufactured the hanging bowls in Kent and elsewhere in the fifth century, no doubt at least in part for English patrons, may well have spoken some. There is little evidence for the survival of Christianity in the Lowland Zone, but any of the clergy who did persist among the sub-Roman Britons would presumably

¹ He had already envisaged this in Lautl, p. 12.
still keep up the Latin of the church. Further, there is some reason to think that very early in the invasion period there were intermarriages between the Saxon royal houses and the Britons, presumably with surviving members of the aristocracy who would, no doubt, speak Latin. Taking the legend of Hengist and Rowena as symptomatic, such men might well have learned some Latin words from their British princess brides. In any case, we must not think of the Latin elements in fifth-century Britain as disappearing instantaneously at the first sight of the English, although it is true that since they seem to have been quickly dispossessed, pauperised, and reduced to the level of the peasantry, their language may not have survived for more than a generation at the outside. If a man like Ambrosius Aurelianus spoke Latin in the latter part of the fifth century, as he doubtless did, we must remember that he was "the last of the Romans". All the foregoing applies only to the Lowland Zone. In the Highland Zone conditions were different (see pp. 116 ff.), but here there was no intercourse between Saxons and Britons at the time and consequently the situation is irrelevant. The conclusion must be that during the period of Pogatscher's insular borrowings, c. 450-600, the possibility of contact between Latin-speaking Britons and the English cannot be excluded, though it is not likely to have been more than trifling. Whether any Latin words were, in fact, adopted by the English in this way is a different question, which must be considered next.

In the circumstances described, the controversy between Pogatscher and Loth is seen to be a sterile one. Most of the difficulties raised on both sides are ignored here, since they are dealt with by implication elsewhere in this book. Loth's argument that if Latin had been spoken in Britain in the fifth century it would have had the characteristics of general Vulgar Latin at the time is to some extent misplaced. We have seen in Chapter III that the superior British Latin from which the loanwords in Brittonic were derived was quite different in certain important respects from Continental Vulgar Latin. It is true that for all we know the uneducated among the Latin speakers in Roman Britain may have used the
ordinary Vulgar Latin, but if so their speech would be pretty well isolated from any real Continental influence by the middle of the fifth century, so that there is no reason why any Vulgar Latin developments later than that time should appear in Britain at all.¹

Before discussing whether any of the place-names of Britain can have been borrowed from Latin-speaking Britons, it would be as well to look briefly at the Latin words said to have been adopted into Anglo-Saxon in the pagan period, 450–600. The numerous Latin words in Anglo-Saxon ² are divided by Luick into two main classes: popular oral borrowings from colloquial Vulgar Latin, which are early and almost all taken to belong to pre-Christian times; and learned loans, chiefly from ecclesiastical spoken and written Latin, which are late and subsequent to the Conversion. The latter class belongs to a time when Latin was ceasing or had ceased to be a genuine living speech. Luick’s first main group itself falls into two: (1) those loanwords which were adopted on the Continent by the West Germanic peoples during the Empire, and hence inherited in Anglo-Saxon; these show early features; and (2) those which came into Anglo-Saxon after the invasion of England, therefore between c. 450 and the seventh century. Luick’s second main group (Pogatscher’s third) is again subdivided: (3) words showing evidences of the pronunciation of ecclesiastical Latin as spoken in the schools; and (4) those which are purely book words, not current in spoken Latin, and adopted by the English clergy from the written form as best they could. This last is of no importance here.

The period covering (1) was a long one, and the degree of

¹ Loth’s chronology for the VL sound-changes is often mistaken, and he did not realise that fourth-century British Latin already differed from fourth-century Gallic, so that his conclusions are inapplicable; e.g. on the absence of assimilation, which he thought proved Latin was dead in Britain by 410; ML, pp. 30-31. Pogatscher, who, of course, believed that Latin was still spoken there, explained the non-appearance of assimilation by saying that no new words were borrowed any more into British because the two languages were now on a cultural level and British needed nothing more. This is a desperate expedient. On the whole question see pp. 90-91 and 107 ff. above.

² See Pogatscher, Lautl.; and Luick, HGES., especially §§ 308 ff. and 659 ff.
interinfluence between Latin and Germanic along the Rhineland frontier and through members of the Roman army was considerable. The loanwords are therefore many, of a very varied character, and show signs of borrowing at different periods. Their phonology is that of ordinary, or sometimes of rather high-class Vulgar Latin through this time; so most preserve Latin $i$ and $u$, render $v$ by $w$, and do not voice intervocal $p$, $t$, and $c$; they keep the Classical quantity system and apparently do not show the VL. assimilations. Group (2) is, unfortunately, very ill-defined, and the history of the words obscure, as the controversy between Pogatscher and Loth of itself shows. That the opportunity may have existed for some words to have been borrowed into Anglo-Saxon from remnants of Latin-speaking Britons has already been suggested above, but whether their Latin was, in fact, identical with that of Gaul, as Pogatscher thought, is a very different question, and may depend on the type of people involved; cf. pp. 249-50.

The criteria of group (2) words are vague and unreliable. Pogatscher considered that words which show the VL. voicing of intervocal $p$, $t$, and $c$ to $b$, $d$, and $g$ belonged to this period (the $d$ appearing in AS. as $d$, and the $b$ and $g$ respectively as $b$ and $g$ by sound-substitution); but since the VL. voicing took place in the fourth and fifth centuries, it is clear that this criterion alone cannot mark a word as definitely later than group (1). In the same way the appearance of $e$, $o$ for Classical $i$, $u$ is not to be regarded as proof of lateness, as Luick takes it, since the change of Classical $i$, $u$ to VL. $e$, $o$ began as far back as the end of the Republican period, though it was by no


2 The intervocal Late Brit. and Pr.W. $g$ arising by lenition of $c$ is regularly sound-substituted in AS. by $c$ (see § 137), not by $c$. This suggests that these words which have $g$ in AS. for VL. $g$ from $e$ (as casella > AS. cæsele, fenæcum > AS. fenæce) had a pronunciation different from that of the new Brittonic [g]. Now the latter did not subsequently develop into $g$, whereas the new VL. $g$, as well as original $g$, did so, in the fifth to sixth century, and was then lost. It is probable, then, that the reason why AS. substitutes the VL. $g$ by $g$ not $c$ is because the occlusion was already somewhat loosened at the time the words were borrowed, and this may make it likely that they are late and do belong to group (2). The analogy cannot be shown clearly to apply to $b$, since the AS. sound-substitution for Britt. $b < p$ is uncertain; see § 135.

3 Cf. CPF. pp. 51-6.
means thoroughly carried out so early; hence borrowings with e, o were certainly possible in group (1). Consequently, e.g. *pira* > AS. *peru* could be Continental. The best criteria of group (2) words are those features which indicate that certain sound-changes of Primitive Anglo-Saxon had already taken place, such as the rise of a new a (as distinct from e, o), while others, such as the i-umlaut, had not. Both of these are implicit in *Latina* > AS. *Laeden*, which is therefore a group (2) word. The characteristics of group (2) being so ill-defined, it is not possible in most cases to say positively which words do and which do not belong to it, but there seem to be about a couple of dozen which are apparently later than the Continental period and do not bear the marks of groups (3) and (4). Where they come from, however, is a very uncertain question. From Latin-speaking Britons? and, if so, from those using British Latin upper-class pronunciations or from those (if any) who spoke general Continental Vulgar Latin? The d in *Laeden* could have arisen through British lenition, and if so the word came from the elevated British-Latin speech; but it could also be due to the ordinary VL. voicing of intervocal t, in which case it might have been borrowed either from low-class urban dwellers in Britain or from the Gallo-Latin of the Continent. Another probably insular loanword is AS. *ceaster,* which is found in no other Germanic language, but thought it is likely to have been borrowed from Latin speakers living in the Roman towns, for which it is the Anglo-Saxon word, it tells us nothing about the type of pronunciation they used. AS. *earfe* < *ervum* is certainly later than *mealwe* < *malva*, because

1 Ekwall suggests that it came through British, EPNS. 1, i, pp. 19-20; Dict. p. xxv. But it is very doubtful whether *castra* was borrowed into Brittonic at all, since W. *caer* can hardly be derived from it. Ekwall seems to have realised this difficulty, and he suggests that in some place-names it was taken from the Latin *same* in British mouths; but this would hardly explain its use as a common-noun. However, the other Latin words which Ekwall proposes were taken from British (*loc.cilt*), namely AS. *junta, foss, port,* may well be correct, though not necessarily so; his *uic* is not so probable, as the evidence for the existence of *gescig* in Brit. in the sense of "settlement," or "dwelling" is poor. He tended to stress this concept because he seems not to have taken seriously the idea that the English borrowed any words from Latin speakers in Britain.
the former shows the b pronunciation of Latin v and the latter the y. Nevertheless, earfe need not be a group (2) word on this count, since the b came into use in VL. so early (see p. 88). If it did belong to that group, as the development of the first syllable suggests, and if it really reached AS. in Britain, it would certainly seem to bear witness to the existence of a general Vulgar Latin pronunciation there (namely b) distinct from that type of British Latin which we know from Brittonic, and would very likely therefore have been borrowed from low-class urban Latin. But once again we cannot be sure that it did not come into AS. from the Latin of Gaul. The same applies to AS. ynstse < uncia. This shows the VL. assibilation of c, which is regarded as not characteristic of group (1) loans and is indeed not normally found until group (3); the word contrasts with AS. ynce, also from uncia, which is clearly an earlier borrowing before the time of assibilation. Since ynstse is older than i-umlaut, it is, however, not so late as the group (3) learned words. Once more however uncertainties arise. Full assibilation in VL. was in fact probably old enough for ynstse to have been borrowed on the Continent with ts rather than c'; and even if not, there is no proof that it did not reach Anglo-Saxon from Gallo-Latin in the group (2) period. Such a word might have been introduced through trade with the Franks. If it did come from the Latin of Britain, it must have been from speakers who used the normal Vulgar Latin pronunciation, not that of upper-class British Latin, but there is no certainty that it did so. Analogous doubts apply to cujle and finule, which apparently belong to group (2); they can hardly have come from educated late British Latin *cujulla, *fenugillum, however, or we should expect *cujle, *finule; see p. 251, n. 2. Like ynstse, these may have been introduced from the Continent through trade.

Pogatscher's belief that almost all the Latin loanwords of group (2) came from Britain seems to be based on the theory that the English had practically no intercourse with the Continent between about 450 and 600, and that with the

1 See p. 90.
conversion to Christianity all new loanwords were adopted in the learned school pronunciation of group (3). But the first of these propositions is too rigid, and the second probably incorrect. Three of the chief marks of group (3) words are that they show the new Vulgar Latin quantity system described on p. 88 and in § 2. 4, which was used also in learned Latin; that they again have i and u for Classical i, u where colloquial VL. had e, o; and that they once more render intervocal Latin p, t, c by p, t, c instead of b, d, g. Examples are coquus > cōcus > AS. cōc; magister > māgister > AS. māzister. Now the last two of these three characteristics are due, so far as Gaul is concerned, to a reform of Latin school pronunciation whereby the vulgarising treatment of i, u as e, o, and of intervocal p, t, c, as b, d, g, were abandoned in favour of the revived Classical ones; and this reform is regarded as one of those instituted under the Carolingian Renaissance. But this would mean that there was a considerable period after the Augustinian mission to Kent during which Latin words might still be borrowed (and now definitely from Gallic Christian sources) without necessarily showing any divergences from group (2) words—or to put it differently, some group (2) words could be adopted a good deal later than c. 600. Not all of them, by any means, have characteristics which prove that they cannot be as late as the seventh century. It is true that the members of Augustine’s mission, and others of Roman origin, would not use the b, d, g pronunciation since this did not exist regularly in Central and Southern Italy; but the conversion of the English would quite probably bring about some influx of words through contact with Gallic Christianity. A likely example is abbod < abbatem. Luard himself regards AS. mæsse as borrowed at the time of the Conversion of Kent, from VL. messa from missa. Even yntse might belong here, since i-umlaut is now realised to have been later and to have covered a longer period than Pogatscher thought; cf. § 168. A striking case of a group (2) loan which is unquestionably late (Pogatscher says early seventh century, Lautl. pp. 119-20) and certainly

1 See C. C. Rice, PhGCL., pp. 9, 27-8, 49-50, 55, 61, 70.
2 HGES. § 211.
from Gallo-Romance is *cumpæder*. This was taken from a VL. *compædre(m)* < *compatrem*, which shows not only internal VL. *t>d* but also the lengthening of a stressed syllable and the specifically north Gallo-Romance change of *ā* to *ē*, which was taking place in the fifth to sixth century. The AS. accentuation *cumpæder* shows that it is a late loan comparable to group (3) words; yet the other features make it clear that it is not a "learned" one. From all this it is safe to conclude that some words which appear to fall into group (2) need not have been borrowed before the seventh century, and can have come from the spoken Latin of the Continent. This would account very well for a number of Christian words, such as *abbod*, which on Pogatscher's view were borrowed during the English pagan period; an improbability which he has difficulty in explaining.

The results of this enquiry into the Latin loanwords in Anglo-Saxon seem to be negative: in practice it is impossible to say positively in any given case that a group (2) word cannot have come from Continental rather than Insular Latin, though *eastor*, for instance, is probably Insular and *Laedan* may be. One or two, such as *earfe*, if of Insular origin, would seem to suggest that they were taken from a pronunciation which was the same as that of Continental Vulgar Latin, and distinct from what we have seen was the speech of the British upper classes from which the Latin loanwords in Brittonic are derived. If so, this would mean that among such speakers of Latin as the invading English may have met, some (very likely the urban lower classes) used the ordinary Continental Vulgar Latin pronunciation. But this is quite hypothetical, since these words may have come from the Continent. Hence the existence of the group (2) loanwords cannot be taken as positive proof that Latin was at all widely spoken in the Lowland Zone of Britain in the fifth and sixth centuries. The fact that there are more of them than there are borrowings from Brittonic in Anglo-Saxon has been used as an argument

---

1 See Pogatscher, Lautl. loc. cit.; Luick § 331.
2 See Richter, CPF. pp. 223-6.
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for the theory that the Lowland Zone was Latin rather than
Brittonic in speech; so Sir Ifor Williams says 1 "these . . .
invaders learnt more Latin than British from their captives
and slaves, if one may safely judge from the scarcity of British
elements in English as compared with the number of early
Latin borrowings". But even if all the group (2) loanwords
were adopted in Britain (and it is possible that none or almost
none of them were), it would still not be safe to come to any
such conclusion, because we are dealing with such small figures
on both sides—about eighteen Brittonic 2 versus a round two
dozen Latin at most—that proportions are of little significance.
Besides, assuming that the Latin words were taken over in
Britain, some such relative number is only what would be
expected, for Latin was the speech of an admired and superior
culture, with expressions for ideas not existing in Germanic,
whereas British was that of a low class of serfs and peasants
whose vocabulary could have had little which the English
(themselves a race of farmers) would need to borrow.

With these conclusions in mind, we come finally to the
question whether any of the British place-names adopted by
the English were learned from speakers of Latin and not from
speakers of Brittonic. Only the Lowland Zone need be con-
sidered, since no one suggests that Latin was widely spoken
in the Highland Zone. The a priori assumption, based on the
history of the ordinary loanwords as just described, is not very
favourable to Latin; but seeing that the one place where the
Latin language is most likely to have lingered in the Lowland
Zone is among the inhabitants (such as these were) of the
decayed Roman cities, it might be expected that at least some
town names would have been borrowed in this way, if no other
kinds. When the evidence is examined, however, it is seen to
be as elusive and unsatisfactory as for the group (2) loanwords.
We should look for signs in the form of the place-names which
point to Latin and not Brittonic pronunciations. Here we
are baulked at the very start by the fact that at least the
bilingual Britons pronounced Latin in most respects (though

1 TAAS., 1939, p. 28.
2 See p. 243, n. 1.
not all) as if it were British, and also that some of the changes which affected British took place by coincidence in Continental Vulgar Latin too; so that it is hard to tell the two apart. Probably large communities of monoglot Latin speakers in Britain, such as may have existed in the cities towards the end of the Empire, might not be influenced by developments in contemporary British pronunciation; and it is among these people, if anywhere in the Lowland Zone, that the ordinary colloquial Vulgar Latin of the western Empire was probably current in Britain. Hence we must look negatively for traces of pronunciations which cannot be British, and positively for such as are ordinary Vulgar Latin and not high-class British Latin. But these are almost impossible to discover. For instance when a name with original British *t-* is borrowed into English with *d-*, some would have said that this was due to the regular Vulgar Latin voicing of intervocal *t*; but since the same voicing took place in British this criterion is worthless.¹

Certain developments in British no doubt did not affect British Latin:

(1) The change of British *s* to *h* is not likely to have been reflected in Latin, where British *s* was treated like Latin *s*; therefore any names which show the *h* must have been taken from British. Thus English Trent is from the British pronunciation, not the Latin, which would have preserved the *s* of *Trisantona* (see pp. 524-5); and similarly with Hamps in Staffordshire, Hail in Huntingdonshire, and AS. *Hil* in Essex, see p. 520. On the other hand the existence of *s* in a name in English is no proof of Latin pronunciation, since *s* lasted at least as late as the middle of the sixth century and was perceived by the English as an *s*, in names like Severn.

(2) British *o* became first *u* and later *ü*; see §§ 18 ff. The *ü* is regularly treated in AS. by sound-substitution with *i* or *y*, sometimes also *u*, though in early loans this is simply the

¹ So Pogatscher regards AS. *Anderdet* beside Gaulish *Anderon* as showing the VL pronunciation, and sees this in the spelling *Anderidos* in ND. (Eng.St. xix, 350-51). But *Anderdet* can just as well come from a Late Brit. *Anderit-*, with elision of *t* from older *Anderit-. The reading of ND. may or may not represent VL pronunciation, but if it does it can be due to a late Continental copyist.
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equivalent of Brit. ù (see § 20). These developments of ō apparently did not happen in British Latin, or at any rate not the ū stage (cf. pp. 314-15), so that for instance AS. Lindcylene, Bede’s Lindocolina (Lincoln), which represents a Pr.AS. *Lind(o)colin-, must come from Pr.W. *Lindgolân and not from the Latin.¹ Any cases where AS. has ù could perhaps, if early enough, represent a British Latin pronunciation with ù, or indeed a Continental VL. one since the VL. ŏ in Gaul seems to have been very close and liable to fall together with ù.² So AS. Lünden, Rom.-Brit. Ländinum, might derive its ù from Latin-speaking inhabitants, as Zachrisson apparently believes (RKS. p. 80).³ But it may just as well, or more likely, come from the British ù as from this rather hypothetical Latin one. In the same way the u in AS. *Lindcolun might be of Latin origin, but it could as well represent an earlier adoption of the Brit. name in the stage *Lindogolânia (cf. § 20. 1, 2) or perhaps an alternative substitution for ù. Zachrisson sees Latin vocalism in Rom.-Brit. Olicana > AS. Ylic- (Ilkley), which he appears to regard as having been borrowed with ogiving y- in AS. (RKS. p. 79). According to him it cannot be British because a Brit. *Ólic- would give AS. *Ílic- (he means, no doubt, with substitution of AS. i for Late Brit. ù), and a Brit. *Ólic- would be *Élic- in AS. (evidently thinking that it would have Pr.W. internal affection to e before being borrowed). But all this is misconceived. *Ólic- in the Brit. ù stage would be borrowed, or in the ù stage sound-substituted, as Pr.AS. *Úlic- > *Ylic-; or the AS. ţ could be direct sound-substitution for ù. Moreover, Brit. *Ólic- would not give AS. *Elic- but Pr.AS. *Ólic- > *Ylic-, since internal affection would not have occurred so early. The supposed Latin pronunciation of Olicana rests on nothing at all, therefore: and, in any case, it is quite doubtful whether Ilkley is derived from Olicana, see Ekwall, Dict. p. 250.

(3) Pretonic British i and ù were reduced in Pr.W. to

³ He seems to think that it must have been from Latin speakers on the ground that if it was from British it must have had i in English.
sounds which are rendered in AS. by e, i, or y (see § 204). This would doubtless not happen in spoken Latin. However, pretonic VL. i did become е,1 and i or e in AS.2 could represent this if it took place among the hypothetical speakers of general VL. in Britain (it did not in upper-class British Latin). Zachrisson, deriving AS. Repta from the Rom.-Brit. form Ritupiae rather than from the better-attested Rutupiae, sees this Latin е here (RKS. p. 82); but the name is probably Brit. *Ro-tupi-, see pp. 661-2.

(4) Short i and ā in a Brit. penultimate became ĝ and ĵ in Late Brit. if the following syllable was final and contained ā (see § 151); it is not likely to have affected British Latin. This explains the o in names like AS. Dofras (Dover), from Brit. *Dubrās or *Dubrā (see § 154); and, if Exe, Axe, and Esk are from Ísca (which is uncertain, see FT. pp. 822 ff.), the ē in these. But Latin i and ā became ē and ō in VL.; and Zachrisson explains Dover as borrowed from Latin speakers with VL. ō (RKS. p. 79). This is unnecessary. In the first place, the change to ē and ō emphatically did not occur in British Latin as we know it, though it could presumably have done so in the low-class VL. which may have been current in the cities; and secondly, the British change described accounts quite satisfactorily for the AS. vocalism without calling in the help of Latin. In the case of AS. Dorincaraceaster (Dorchester), Brit. Durnovaria, the o cannot be due to ā-affection, and once again Zachrisson sees VL. ō here (RKS. p. 79); but it is perfectly well explained by the regular native SW.Brit. development of o from Brit. u, see § 5.1. Rom.-Brit. Durovernum (AL, Canterbury) is Durovernensis civitas in Bede, and Dorubernia in Asser, as well as Dorwitecaster in ASC. 604, MS. E. Here again Zachrisson finds VL. ō < u (op. cit. p. 77), and neither British vowel-affection nor SW.Brit. u > ō will explain the o in these. Now the forms Lactodoro for *Lactoduro, and Sorbiodonī which is a poor variant for the better Sorvioudi, both in the Antonine Itinerary, which are also quoted by Zachrisson,3 derive from Continental

1 Cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 96.
2 See Luick, HGES. § 217.
3 Op. cit. p. 77. His Mancomo appears to have no existence.
Latin MSS.; and in these the reflection of VL. $g$, $q$ in the form of mistaken scribal copyings of Celtic names is common. Late Latin writings of Gaulish names in duro- regularly have dor-, doru-, and in the same way these two British names with $o$ in the MSS. of AI. prove nothing about actual British pronunciation. For Bede's Doruvernensis and Asser's Dorubernia, they are clearly written forms, probably derived from similar Continental Latin sources, or Asser's very likely from Bede. AS. Dorwicceaster in ASC. is a ἀπαξ λεγόμενον, and occurs only in the E text, in which the forms of names are often unreliable, so that it is suspect for this reason as well as for its corrupt $t$ for $c$. The AS. name for Canterbury was Cantecearburh, and Dorwicceaster or *Dorwicceaster looks like a spurious invention based on the Dor- spellings in late Latin sources like Bede.

Positive evidence for any of the other well-known developments of Vulgar Latin not found in British Latin as we know it, such as the assimilations of $t$ and $c$, the change of $y$ to $b$, the new quantity system based on the nature of the syllable, and so on, is all equally lacking. So, for instance, the fact that Pennoecrucium was taken over with the second $c$ still a guttural, not $ts$, or that Sorriolusum gave AS. Searoburh, not *Syrfsebhurh with $b$, shows that the English did not hear these names from speakers of the Continental type of Vulgar Latin, but from Britons talking Brittonic—and not even British Latin either, because the AS. Pencric has sound-substitution for British, not British Latin, $u$ (cf. § 20. 2), and the vocalism of the first syllable of Searoburh points to a Pr.W. form *Sew

1 Presumably an error for *Dorwicceaster; cf. J. P. Magoun, Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature, xviii, 81.
2 And in a late interlinear interpolation in MS. A.
3 Note that the $u$ in Gaul. and Brit. dūro- was short, and the word has no connection with Ir. dūr, W. dūr (wrongly related to it in BSRC, pp. 32-3, etc.). See E. Phillipon, RC. xxx, 73-7; L. Weisgerber, Die Sprache der Festlandkeltten (XXste Bericht der Römisch-Germanischen Kommission, 1930), p. 200.
4 See JRS, xxxviii, 58.
5 Mawer's explanation of Bincceaster (see p. 89) would certainly predicate the $b$ pronunciation, and subsequent confusion with $b$; but it is not a probable one. Initial $V$- in names in Britain invariably appears as $W$- in English.
with Late British vowel-affection. It is only in the names of such Roman towns and cities that traces of the general Vulgar Latin pronunciation would be looked for, hardly in those of rivers, etc., nor in ordinary words, even in the Lowland Zone.

As we have now seen, in those cases where Zachrisson saw VL. phonetics in English names the assumption is unnecessary and unjustified, and the ordinary developments of Late British and Primitive Welsh and Cornish explain them as well or better. Zachrisson must have paid little attention to the study of British phonology,¹ and naturally approached the problem from the point of view of Vulgar Latin, since he believed that language was widely spoken in the Lowland Zone at the time of the English conquest. The result of the present enquiry shows that in fact in no single instance is there any positive and irrefutable evidence that an English name was taken from speakers of Latin, just as there is no really convincing proof that any Latin words in Anglo-Saxon must have been adopted in Britain from natives talking Latin, though a few may have been. Not only does the phonology of the British names in Anglo-Saxon show no indications of the normal British Latin sound-system as contrasted with British, but also it gives no support for the theory that any significant body of people survived at the time of the Conquest who used the ordinary Continental Vulgar Latin as distinct from the more archaic language of the Romano-British upper classes. Like Ekwall and Förster,² then, we shall proceed on the assumption that British names were taken into Anglo-Saxon from speakers of Brittonic; and though it does not prove anything for certain, the heavy accumulation of negative evidence does seem to suggest strongly that the English met very few people who talked any sort of Latin at all during the course of the occupation of Britain.

¹ Compare his words that the names of towns like Ilkley and London "exhibit no . . . traces of a Celtic pronunciation" (RKS. p. 63).

² On Pogatscher's theory that AS. Licciæ was borrowed from the remnants of a Roman population round Lichfield, see Förster, FT. pp. 592-3. As Förster shows, Pogatscher's British phonology was at fault.
PART II
THE ACCENT

§ 1. The British Accent

The evidence is that the accent in Late British, before the loss of final syllables and the separation of Welsh, Cornish, and Breton, fell on the then penultimate syllable,¹ which became the ultimate shortly afterwards; and also that it was probably a strong stress accent, as is indicated by the reductions which attacked unaccented syllables.² Compound words, or at least compounds consisting of two nominal elements, very likely had a secondary stress, so that Camboglanna, for instance, would be stressed Camboglánna,³ but with prepositions and other such prefixes there was probably little or no secondary accent; see § 156. How much older the penultimate stress was in British it is hard to say. Certainly the Latin words borrowed between the first and fifth centuries became accented in the same way, but this could be due either to assimilation to the native pattern or to a general later change affecting both native and Latin words. Evidence for an older, and different, accentual system is very uncertain and is to be treated in principle with the greatest reserve when offered as an explanation of linguistic changes.⁴ Nothing definite is known about the Common

¹ See the sections on the workings of the accent, §§ 198-205. Cf. Holmer, Ét.Celt. iii, 82.

² Loth believed at one time that the accent was a tonic one only, and did not become a stress until the thirteenth to fourteenth century (see RC. li, 3-4); but he had to admit that reductions of pretonic vowels had occurred before the eighth century. How he would explain these if not the result of a stress accent is not clear, nor is it clear why the accent should ever be regarded as a tonic one at all. Cf. § 206.

³ So Förster thinks that Pr.W. Lěd-gět (sic leg.) was certainly spoken with two stresses; FT. p. 593.

⁴ It is well known that Morris Jones made use of arbitrary accentuations in his WG., on the theory that the British accent was a free one; usually with absolutely no basis, sometimes with the comparison of Greek or Sanskrit, which, however, are by no means necessarily relevant. Morris Jones' evidence (WG. p. 49) was rejected by Loth (RC. xxxvi, 335-6), and certainly
Celtic accent,\(^1\) and there is no assurance that the Irish or Gaulish stress need have any relevance to the British. Hence throughout this book, which is concerned chiefly with the growth of Welsh, Cornish, and Breton from British, the Late British penultimate accent will be taken for granted in all cases and no speculations will be admitted about an earlier accent-system. It would be as well, therefore, to offer here and now what evidence there does seem to be that in earlier times the British accent may have been freer, or at any rate not necessarily penultimate. Thus W. cawr is derived from Brit. *cauyaros* (Galatian Cavaros), older *coyaros*; see Pokorny, IF. xxxviii, 191, Thurneysen, KZ. xlviii, 70. If so, it must have passed through *cau'ros*, which is presumably later than the development of original au to ɔ in Brit. (late first century, § 22. 1); such a form implies an accentuation *càvaros* or *cavarós*, and this after the late first century. Similarly with *sūuliós > W. heul*, etc., if this is through *sūuliós*; cf. § 46. 6. If MW. tei is from *tegia < *tegesa*, as Pedersen thought (VKG. ii, 96), this needs the same position for the accent, after the time when -s- was lost (second half of first century, § 117); but see Holmer, Language, xxiii, 133. The Táega of Ravennas may represent the stage *tegia*, see BSRC. p. 46. For actual contemporary forms in the British period which seem to show syncope of the syllable which in Late British was the stressed one, note Belismius (at Caerleon, CIL. vii, no. 97), and contrast Belisama (Ptol., apparently the Mersey; cf. the Gaulish goddess Belisama, Holder, ACSpZ. i, col. 386), probably made with the superlative suffix *-samo-. Also Cintusmus three times in CIL. vii, no. 1336.316, and once in JRS. xxxvii, 178; some of constitutes no proof. In Chr.B. pp. 56 ff. Loth followed an early opinion of Thurneysen's (RC. vi, 311) that the British accent was initial. Nevertheless he felt he had to allow some stress on the penult, and so gave it a secondary stress. This was all very well in quadrasyllables, but in trisyllables he had to suppose the unlikely accentuation trinitas. He then postulated a subsequent metathesis of accent weight, so trinitas, giving W. trind, later trind. This was all unnecessarily complicated, and involved a number of contradictions such as unstressed ɔ > ə in the fifth century. Later, in RC. li, 3, he had changed his mind, and said that from the second to the fifth century the accent was or tended to be on the penultimate.

\(^1\) Cf. Pedersen, VKG. I, 256.
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these may have been Gaulish manufacturers;\(^1\) compare Gaulish Cintusmia, Cintusmus, Cintusmu (Holder, op. cit. i, col. 1024). These are taken by Pedersen to have the superlative suffix, : W. cyntaf<*cintusámos (VKG. i, 87). These examples are all consistent with an earlier British antepenultimate accent, before it became fixed on the penultimate in Late British; but whether they prove its existence is questionable.\(^2\)

(N.B.—Ekwall derives Rochester from Rom.-Brit. Durobrivae as follows: *Durobrīg > Pr.AS. *Rofri > *Hrofri (by assimilation to AS. hrōf "roof"), > civitas Hrofi in Bede (HE. ii, 6, etc.) by dissimilation of r, > AS. Hrofescaster; and comments that this means an accentuation Durobrivae, which, as he says, is common in Gaulish, the unstressed initial syllable having been dropped by the English in the borrowing (Dict. 371). But if a form like *Durobrīw existed in Pr.W., it would surely be borrowed with English initial stress as Pr.AS. *Dūrobrī or the like, if the vowel of the first syllable was still intact, as it would certainly be if the compound had secondary stress, Durobrivae. One might suggest that the name was stressed locally Durobrivae without any secondary accent, perhaps a matter of dialect; and that the consequent syncope of the first syllable is not English but British (compare perhaps B'latucairo), hence a Pr.W. *D'robrīw which had already lost its u when borrowed.)

§ 2. The Vulgar Latin Accent

The workings of the Latin accent in VL. are of special significance for the history of loanwords in British. Several conditions need to be distinguished:

\(^1\) And for that matter Belissimus himself may easily have been a Continental, a member of the Roman forces or the like.

\(^2\) Blatucairo (Eph.Ep. vii, p. 306, no. 953), if this is the correct reading beside the normal Brit. Belatucairo, is not opposed to a penultimate accent; syncope of the first syllable is unexpected in Brittonic but not unparalleled, cf. § 208.

267
LANGUAGE AND HISTORY IN EARLY BRITAIN

(1) Syncope of the post-tonic penultimate syllable.—There was a propensity from very early in the history of VL. to syncopate these syllables, (a) between any consonant and a liquid, as in músculus » músc'lus; (b) between a liquid and any consonant, as in sólidus, cáidus, viridis, válide » sól'dus, cál'dus, vir'dis, vál'de; (c) in certain other cases, as décimus » déc'mus, vicé-simu » vicé's'ma. This was a tendency which went on repeating itself, occurring later with all kinds of consonants, especially in the VL. of Gaul. The treatment was inconsistent, differing in various parts of the Empire; and there was a discrepancy between cultivated and popular usage.¹ The reflection of the earlier types is clearly seen in British. So discíplus » W. disgybl, OC. discébel (with later svarabhakti), MB, pl. discíplet; pop'lus » W. pobbl, OC. pobbel (as before), B. pobbl; sóldus » W. sull, OC. sols, B. saout; vir'dis » W. guwrdd; etc. etc. In those cases where the syncope did not occur in British Latin the vowel remained in Brittonic and took the stress; so Latin cálanus » Brit. *calámo » W. calaf.

(2) Syncope of intertonic syllables in Vulgar Latin.—Vowels following the secondary and preceding the primary stress in Vulgar Latin became indistinct and sometimes disappeared, but a was generally retained.² So maledico » mal’dico. Traces of this are probably found in British, though it may not be possible to say whether the dropping of the vowel is due to the Latin development or to the British syncope whose workings are described in § 196. So W. benffygg, elfen, mynuent, taftod < ben’ficium, el’menta, mon’menta, tab’latum;³ but whether these words came into British with the intertonic vowel already dropped or whether it was subsequently syncopated in British cannot be determined. Occasionally, however, it may be shown that the syncope is British, as has been noted by Lloyd-Jones, ZCP. vii, 463. W. awdurdod < auctoritatem,

¹ See Grandgent, IVL, pp. 99 ff.; Richter, CPF. pp. 34 ff., 89 ff., 96-7, 144 ff.
² Cf. Grandgent, op. cit. p. 98; Richter, op. cit. pp. 89 ff.
³ Grandgent (loc. cit.) gives cir’tatem (whence W. ciu'tod) as an example of the Latin syncope, but Richter treats loss of i in Latin ciu as a separate special phenomenon, of the first to second century (CPF. p. 70). The same would apply to W. ciu’lod < cav’latem.
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cardod < caritatem, pylquint < pullicantio, trindod < trinitatem, mellith < maledictio, are examples, since if these came into British without the intertonic vowel the results would be *audurhod, *carthod, *pylchaint, *trinod, and *mellith. Absence of this syncope in loanwords in British seems to be commoner than its presence: e.g. dolorosus > W. dolurus, imperator > MW. ymheraundr, margarita > W. mererid, offerenda > W. offeren, paradisus > W. paradwrνς.

(3) Shortening of Vulgar Latin pretonic long vowels.—There must have been a clear tendency in VL. to shorten long vowels before the accent, definitely before the time when the general recasting of the quantity system described in the next subsection set in. This does not seem to have received very clear recognition from Romance scholars, presumably because of the nature of the evidence to which they mostly confine themselves. Grandgent indeed remarks that the old quantity disappeared from unstressed syllables in the third or fourth century, and that confusion set in as early as the second (IVL, p. 75), but gives no examples of it in pretonic syllables. Yet the evidence of loanwords in British and Germanic shows a fairly clear picture. The British examples given below, pp. 289-90, 303, 304, 308, 331, indicate so far as they go that this happened very generally with ã, occasionally with ø and ê, very rarely with i, and apparently not at all with a. The fact that these shortened vowels are not syncopated in British is a coincidence; see pp. 653-4. Similarly the early Latin loanwords in Germanic have pretonic i and ã retaining their quantity longer than the other pretonic Latin long vowels.¹ Full examples will be found on the pages referred to. The Germanic evidence seems to agree well with the British but to represent a somewhat more advanced stage. That the shortenings seen in British are due to the Latin and not to a native development is proved by the fact that they do not occur in native words. All this seems to suggest that shortening of pretonic long vowels in VL. was older than and independent of the changes described in the next section; that it happened at varying

rates and to varying extents according to the openness of the vowels; and that it was not so early or so general as Grandgent's rather loose description would imply.

(4) Re-organisation of the Latin quantity system.—In the later VI. period the old Classical Latin system of quantity was replaced by a new one in which all unstressed vowels were short, and all stressed vowels in open syllables were long, in closed syllables short; see Grandgent, IVL. pp. 75 ff., Richter, CPF. p. 127. So the old vēlēs, dīxī became vēlēs, dīxī. Before this, occasionally in stressed open syllables short vowels remained short and long vowels were shortened, but the following consonant was geminated; e.g. aqua > acqua, Appendix Probi; cūpa > cūppa; or the long vowel remained but the following geminate was simplified, as millia > milia. See Richter, CPF. pp. 102-6, who dates this second to fourth century. According to Grandgent the older quantity disappeared first in unstressed syllables by the third to fourth century, but confusion was setting in by the second century. In stressed syllables sporadic examples of confusion are found as early as the second century, but the breakdown here was probably not general before the fourth and fifth centuries and not complete before the sixth. Grammarians warned against quantitative mistakes, for instance Servius in the fourth century (Grandgent, IVL. p. 75). Richter dates the new quantities third to fifth century (CPF. p. 127). There are no certain traces in British Latin of this whole important feature, even with unstressed vowels. Apart from the shortenings mentioned in sub-section (3) above, which must be separate because they do not depend on syllable length, the Classical quantity system is preserved intact both in stressed and in unstressed syllables. It is true that a few examples can be quoted of Latin words in which the Classical stressed long vowel before two consonants appears in Brittonic as short; but practically every one finds a natural explanation in some other way. Pedersen mentions some supposed cases (VKG. i.

1 Grandgent, who notes this fact for unstressed vowels, suggests that perhaps their quantity was better kept in the provinces than in Italy (IVL. pp. 75-6).
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204-5), of which lämina>VL. läm’na>W. llafn, B. lāvnenn is the most convincing; he regards this as of Romance provenance. In addition to this one may observe in Loth’s index in ML. laxus> lâxus >W. llæs; disco>disco >W. dysg- (but disgybl with ï), MC. desca; fructus>frûctus >W. frwyth, B. franez; pâcntum>*pâcntum>*pûctum >W. pwyth; misceo>*misceo >W. mysqu; pâsco>*pâsco >W. pásy-, CB. pâsc-. However, Thurneysen denied (IF.Anz. iv, 45) that disco, misceo, pasco had long vowels, and rejected *pûctum (p. 46; cf. § 59 below). Mysqu is generally regarded as a native word, <IE. *miksk- (see LP. p. 19). The remaining läm’na and läxus are not very convincing; it is true that Schuchardt accepted a VL. *lâm’na and took it and misceo, disco as early predecessors of the general later shortening of closed syllables (Litteraturbl., 1893, col. 103); but one should remember that in British also there was a very common tendency to shorten long vowels before consonant groups,1 apparently at varying dates. Hence the short vowels in British in these words might be due to subsequent British shortening or sound-substitution to assimilate the loanword to an established pattern. One may say, then, that by and large the new quantity system of later VL. is only very doubtfully represented in Brittonic, if at all.

THE SHORT VOWELS

§ 3. IE. a

British and Latin a regularly remain in WCB.; for examples see, VKG. i, 31-2, 191 ff. On vowel affecion of a see § 157; Brit. and Lat. act>aeth, § 58; Lat. ax>aes, § 125.

In English names it normally appears early with substitution of the common AS. short a-sound, namely æ; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. lxiii. So Brit. Sabrina>Pr.W. *Sabren >AS. Sasfern, the Severn, see Förster, FT. pp. 245-6; Brit. *Tamisâ>Pr.C. *Tavi>AS. *Tæfi, the Tavy (Dev.), see FT. pp. 398-9 (for a

1 Cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 292, LP. p. 81; Morris Jones, WG. p. 97.
different view see Ekwall’s explanation of these names, RN. pp. 360, 393); Brit. *Labarāi > Pr.W. *Labar > AS. Læfer, the Laver (WRY.), see Ekwall, RN. pp. lxiii, 238. But before a back vowel in the next syllable the Pr.AS. short a-sound was a; so Brit. Abonāi > Pr.W. *Abon > Pr.AS. Abon > AS. Afen, the various rivers Avon; cf. RN. pp. lxiv, 20 ff. Later, Brit. a may appear in AS. as a in any circumstances, cf. Luick, HGES. § 214; so the Welsh names in DLV., c. 840, have always a, not æ. Before nasals the AS. a-sound was “dark” a, i.e. d, written æ or o. Brit. *Anderiūtā > AS. Andred, cf. Ekwall, Dict. p. 9; Brit. *Catumandos > Pr.W. *Cadmund > AS. Cædmon. Before r plus consonant and h plus t, AS. a > ea. This is found in place-names by sound-substitution, as Brit. *Carn > Pr.W. *Carn > AS. Cearn, the rivers Cerne and Char (Dor.), Charn (Berk.), Cearn (So.); Ekwall, RN. pp. 72 ff.; Brit. *Calurractā > Pr.W. *Cætræct > Pr.AS. *Cetreacht, Bede Cetreht (HE. ii, 14), see Förster, FT. pp. 119-20. AS. palatalisation of a to ea after ȝ, sc, c’ is seen, for instance, in Ceadwalla from Pr.W. *Cadwallon.

§ 4. IE. o

British and Latin o normally remain in WCB.; examples, see VKG. i, 32-3, 194 ff. On vowel affection of o see § 157. For Brit. and Lat. oct > oeth see § 58, Lat. ox > oes § 125.

(1) The most important exception to the preservation of o is that in Welsh before certain consonants or consonant groups, chiefly nasal plus stop, single nasal, or liquid plus stop, the o was generally raised to u, giving W. w in syllables stressed in Pr.W. and W. y in Pr.W. pretonic syllables (cf. § 201); see VKG. i, 33, LP. p. 2, WG. pp. 86 ff. This is peculiar to W., and is not found in C. or B.; cf. VKG. loc. cit.

According to Pedersen this change is older than ã-affection (VKG. i, 376; see § 151); he quotes W. llonygbes,

1 See JRS. xxxviii, 54.
2 See L. Williams, CA. pp. xxxii ff.
3 There may, however, be some very slight reason to think it might occur on occasion in Devon, just as in the case of the analogous æ > i before single nasals (§ 6. 2); see on the AS. wynet, p. 676.
meaning that Brit. *longâ > *lungâ was ă-affectcd to *longâ again. But this is impossible, because ă-affect ion is common to WCB., whereas ơ > ă is not, so that the former is the older; indeed, since ơ > ă is Welsh only, it is later than the loss of final syllables and therefore of -ă, apart from the fact that ă-affect ion is to be dated in the first half or middle of the fifth century (see § 154). The vowel in W. llonq, and also in tonn, "wave", both feminine, can be explained in the same way as that in W. crog < crucem, on which see Lewis, EL. p. 35. Far from being early, the W. change of ơ to ă must be comparatively late; since it is confined to W. (or almost entirely so), it is not likely to be older than the first half of the sixth century. The ơ is still present in MONEDORIGI, CLIC. no. 413, fifth century, which probably contains Late Brit. *monido-, early Pr.W. *munid, W. mynydd; but it has already become ă in TVNCCETACE, no. 431, early or mid sixth century, which is from Brit. *Toncetăcă with Lat. gen. ending, and contains the stem which appears in W. twng. On the other hand, it is earlier than the reduction of pretonic ă to ă, which is to be dated mid to later sixth century (see § 205). One may therefore date the raising of Ơ to ă in the above circumstances as first half of the sixth century.

(2) In English names.—Brit. ơ regularly remains; e.g. Pr.W. *coll > AS. Coll(e), the river Cole (Lan.), Ekwall, RN. p. 86. In the sequences ơ-i, ơ-ı, ơ-u, and ă plus nasal plus consonant, IE. ă was ă in Pr.AS. (cf. Luick, HGES. § 77); and early Latin loanwords borrowed into English had ă substituted in such circumstances (cf. op. cit. § 213). The same sound-substitution occurs in British names in AS.; e.g. Brit. Lat. Lindocolonia > Pr.W. *Lindgolân > Pr.AS. *Lindculinu > AS. Lindcylene with ı-umlaut; cf. p. 258. Also Brit. *Uortigernos > Pr.W. *Wortizern > Pr.AS. *Wurtizern > AS. Wyrztzern with ı-umlaut; cf. Luick, HGES. §§ 77, 201. The Uurtigernus of Bede (HE. i, 14) perhaps represents the Pr.AS. form, and, if so, must be from an earlier written source. Andover (Ha.), AS. Andeferas, may be a compound of *omna-, "ash"; and the stem *dubro-, "water"; if so, it has Brit. onn substituted by AS. ăn, since Pr.AS. had no real ơ before nasals; cf. Ekwall,
§ 5. IE. *u*

British and Latin *u* gave ordinarily OW. *u* (M., Mod.W. *w*), C. o, OB. *a* and *u* (Mod.B. *o* and *ou*). For examples see VKG. i, 35-6, 196-7. On affection of *u* see §§ 151, 157; Brit. and Lat. *uet* > *uith*, § 58; Lat. *ux* > *uis*, § 125; *u* in W. pretonic syllables, see §§ 201 ff.

VL. stressed *u* became *g*; probably in the fourth century or earlier, according to Grandgent, IVL. p. 87, but Richter shows examples in stressed syllables as early as the first century, though allowing that the change was slow¹ (CPF, pp. 53 ff.). This is not found in British, where Latin *u* behaved exactly as the native one: e.g. *furnus* > W. *ffurn*, CB. *furn*. On *crucem* and *crog* see Lewis, EL. p. 35; W. *torf* is from *tarma*, with *ā*-affection of *u*, see *ibid*. p. 19. After a consonant, VL. *u* before stressed *a*, *o*, *e*, *i* was dropped, in the first to second century, see Richter, CPF. pp. 65-6; so, e.g., *Ianthius*, *Febriarius*. This is seen in Mod.W. *Jonor*, *Chuefror*, Mod.C. *Hwefrold*, Mod.B. *C'huwever*.

(1) The development to *o* is common to C. and B., and was probably therefore beginning in the sixth century, perhaps early ² (cf. Förster, FT. p. 648); but the fact that *u* is occasionally still written in OC.,² and often in OB. even where Mod.B. has *o*, suggests that in the OC., OB. period the sound was still a close *g*, not far removed from *u* and not completely fallen together with original *o*. Cf. the CB. treatment of original ¹, § 7, 2. Brit. *Durnovaria* (AL.) was borrowed as AS.

¹ Förster dates VL. *u* > *g* as hardly before the fifth to sixth century, but without offering any evidence or attempting to confute Grandgent and Richter (FT. p. 427).

² There is sometimes *O* in the early inscriptions from Cornwall and Devon. So nos. 493, mid to later sixth century, CONBEVI (Dev.); 471, seventh century, CLOTUALI; 490, seventh century, CONHINOCI (Dev.); perhaps 477, seventh century, CONETOCI (Cornw.). For Brittany, note *Chonomerem* in Gregory of Tours, *Hist. Franc*. iv, 4, late sixth century.

² E.g. *engol*, *cascadur*, Voe.C.
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Dorn-waraceaster, Dorchester (Dor.), in the second half of the seventh century; this appears to have the same \( \varphi < u \),\(^1\) and would show that this development occurred in the Brittonic of Dorset as well as further west; cf. Ekwall, Dict. p. 141, RN. p. lxv. According to Förster, Domnonia, Domnonii, for Dumnonia, Dumnonii in Aldhelm, Asser, and Symeon of Durham, show the same \( \ddot{u} > \varphi \) (FT. p. 648); but this is more likely to be due to the common mediaeval Latin confusion of \( u \) and \( o \), as they are probably book forms, not from contemporary spoken sources (cf. pp. 259-60 above).

(2) In certain cases Brit. \( \ddot{u} \) gave WCB. \( \ddot{u} \) before a labial. So Brit. *dubro- or *dubun-, "black", > OW. dub (AC. 866; HB. e. 56, Dub-glas) > M., Mod.W. du; OC. dux (Voc.C.), MC. du; OB. du (Berne, du-glas); M., Mod.B. du, but dux dialectically;\(^2\) cf. OL dub. Brit. *lub- > OW. lu (M.Cap. lu-ird), MW. lu in luarth; OC. lux (Voc.C. lux-orth); OB. lub, lu (Leid.Leech.). According to Pedersen the final \( b \) was lost and the \( \ddot{u} \) lengthened, falling together with original \( o \) and Lat. \( \ddot{u} \) in \( \ddot{u} \) (VKG. i, 116). British had an \( \ddot{u} \) from those and other sources between the late first century and the early sixth, when it became \( \ddot{u} \) (see § 24), so that Pedersen's view would mean that the \( \ddot{u} \) stage was reached in these two stems by the fifth century. But he seems to imply that the lengthening of \( \ddot{u} \) to \( \ddot{u} \) here was by compensation for the loss of \( b \); since, however, the \( b \) is still written in the ninth and tenth century in OW. and the ninth in OB., this is a paradox. Moreover, Förster remarks that the theory is improbable on other grounds, namely, that in other cases of \( \ddot{u} b > \ddot{u} \) with loss of \( b \) and compensatory lengthening the \( \ddot{u} \) remains \([\ddot{u}]\) (e.g. Brit. *dubro- > *dubr > W. dŵr, B. dour; not dŵr); FT. p. 168, but see § 67.8 below. Further, there is positive evidence that the stage dúb still existed in Pr.W. The rivers Dove (Suf.; Derb.-Staf.; NRY.; WRY.; borrowed in the early sixth to early seventh century) are from Pr.W. *Dúb, not

---

1 That \( u \) is original in this stem is proved by Gaul. Durnomagus, Dayudur-\( \text{nus}, \) Durnacos, see Holder, ACSpZ. i, cols. 1382-3; hence Morris Jones was wrong to treat W. durn as having raising of original \( u \) before \( \text{en} \), WG. p. 87. The \( o \) in Ir. dorn is inconclusive.

2 Cf. Loth, RC. xxxvi, 150.
*Dūb, still less *Dū, cf. Ekwall, RN. pp. 134-5; and the rivers Dawlish, Dowlish, Divelish, etc. (on which see § 204 B), as well as the OW. Dibleis (Lland. p. 191), MW. Dybleis (ibid. p. 262) need *dūb- in a pretonic syllable reduced to *doeb-, later *dab-, 1 which reduction probably took place in the mid or later sixth century, see § 205. Hence the word must still have had ā at that time; and in the case of the simplex as late as the early seventh century, as Dove in the West Riding shows. Now there is seen elsewhere what seems to be a tendency for Brit. Lat. ā, ā before a labial to become ū in WCB:; cf. WG. p. 96, Lewis, EL. p. 6. E.g. cūbitus > MW. cufyt; occūpo > MW. achub, B. ac'hubi; hūmilis > MW. ufyl, OC. huel, MB. wel; 2 VL. cūbic'um > MW. cufygl, cuycl; nūmerus > OW. nimer, W. nifer, C. nyver, never, B. niver, probably through *nīmer; 3 fibula > OW. fual 4 (Ox. 2; cf. Lewis, EL. p. 17); inferna > VL. iferna > MW. uffern. 5 But this is a fluctuating change, affecting only some words (contrast cūpidus > W. cybydd, superbus > W. syberw), or some of the languages (so iferna > C. ifarn, B. ifern). Developments of such a character are often to be regarded as late growths in the three languages, arising independently from the same common linguistic bases, and taking sometimes exactly the same course, sometimes not. It is true that apart from dab- and lub- the examples seem confined to Latin words, which might suggest that ā goes back to Latin. But though ā and ī before labials did sometimes become ū in unstressed syllables in

1 The W. rivers Duluc, Duluis with MW. ū, are probably secondarily influenced by the simplex; particularly since in the case of the Hensfordshire Duluc an older W. Dybleis is attested by the ME. Dybleis; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. 132. On the river Douglas (Lan.) see § 204 B. 4.

2 Förster derives these from VL. hūmilis (FT. p. 826), but this apparently comes from a misinterpretation of M. K. Pope’s treatment of Fr. humble; cf. § 2. 4 above.

3 Morris Jones’ Latin nūmerus (WG. p. 96) is not convincing; Oscan is irrelevant, and the ū in mazumus is in an unstressed syllable.

4 The phonetics of this word, MW. hual, are otherwise difficult, but there is no good reason to doubt that fibula is the source, as Loth did, ML. p. 178; cf. Lewis, loc. cit.

5 Loth treats cufyt and cuycl as “book words”, ML. p. 107, and Bauml takes uyl, cuycl, and achub as “of learned origin” (Gr. p. 26); which explains nothing.
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Latin (e.g. quodlubet), this did not occur in stressed syllables, and was in any case largely abandoned by the VI. period. The fact that the majority of the examples are Latin is presumably then due only to chance. Some of them cannot be late, but must be at least as old as the earlier sixth century, since otherwise there would be W. y in a pretonic syllable; so cubitus must have become *cūbid before the time when pretonic Late Brit. ă gave Pr.W. ð. Others, however, may be later, as the divergence with ersona shows. It seems, then, not unreasonable to propose the following development for the two words in question: Brit. *dābo- or *dābu- became Pr.WCB. *dāb, which in pretonic syllables gave Pr.W. *dāb- (later OW. *dāb-); this was the situation in the sixth to seventh century when the place-names concerned were being borrowed. Later the ă in the simplex became ă independently in W., C., and B., owing to the influence of the b, which was itself subsequently dropped (on the date of this see § 66. l). The history of *lub would be analogous. Since forms without -b occur already in the ninth century in OW. and OB., the rise of ă may be dated between the seventh and ninth centuries.

(3) In English place-names. ă in Pr.W. stressed syllables remains; cf. the rivers Dove above. So Pr.W. *Ture (from Brit. *torco-, § 4. 1) > AS. Ture, the Turkdean (Gl.); see Ekwall, RN. p. 420. Dunwich (Suf.) is derived by Ekwall from AS. *Dunmuc-wic, from the Celtic stem *dunno-, "deep" (Dict. pp. 147-8). If so, these would come from Pr.W. *Dūnng < Brit. *Dunnac-, borrowed (probably at the end of the fifth century) before the reduction of pretonic Pr.W. ã. In itself this is likely enough, but the actual AS. forms raise difficulties; see Förster, FT. p. 425. Pr.C. ã >g appears in

1 Cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 92. Sturtevant, The Pronunciation of Greek and Latin (second edition; Philadelphia, 1940), p. 120, even doubts whether the sound was ă at all, and thinks rather that there may have been a genuine alternation between ă and ã. Cf. Richter, CPP. p. 58.

2 Loth proposed (an ablaut grade) *dūbo- to explain the WCB. du, as against OL: dūb < *dūbo- (RC. xxxvi, 150), but he did not know the evidence for Pr.W. *dāb, and ignores here the Gaul names in Dāb-. Förster gives a like explanation, but admits there must have been also a Brit. *dāb-; FT. p. 168. Loth's ablaut seems superfluous.
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Dorchester, see above. On names showing the reduction of pretonic Pr.W. ú see § 204 B.

§ 6. IE. e

British and Latin e normally remain in WCB. Latin ens had become és already in VL., and hence is treated as Brit. ë, q.v. On some confusions of e and i see WG. p. 16; Parry-Williams, Phon.WB. p. 8; Lewis, EL. p. 41. Brit. ei > ië, see § 37; vowel affection of e, §§ 157, 164; Brit. and Lat. ext > eith, § 58; Lat. ex > eis, § 125.

1 The Brit. e could not have been very close, because it was distinct from the close ë arising by vowel affection (see § 164). But it cannot have been very open either, or at least it was probably closer than Lat. e (which was ë in VL., cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 84), since Brit. Lat. stressed ë in hiatus developed a glide-y, due to its open character, while the hiatus-glide with native e was, if anything, i (see p. 367).

2 IE. e before a nasal plus stop became i in CC., though there are a few apparent exceptions in Romano-British names, as Venta (Ptol., AL.); Gabrocentum (ND.), Gabrocentio (Rav.); COVENTINA in a number of inscriptions beside one COVIN- TINA (see Eph.Ep. iii, pp. 314-17); DEO NVDENTE and DE- VO NODENTI (CIL. vii, 139, 140). Further, e before single nasal became i in Pr.W., but not in CB.,* in a good many cases, at least in Pr.W. pretonic syllables: reduced to i in those syllables (together with original i and Brit. i < è before nasal plus stop), later > ë (see §§ 201 ff.); though there are exceptions, with e remaining. Cf. WG. p. 87. Examples of this e > ë: Brit. *Demet- (Ptol. Demetae) > Pr.W. *Dîped > *Dîped > OW.

1 Lat. testis gives W. tynt, OC. tïst, MC. test, B. test, from Pr.WCB. *tïst. This is unexplained: but it is suggested below that it is a case of vowel affection, p. 574, n. 1.

2 Pokorny takes these two for "Illyrian" for this reason, Urg. p. 171. In Venta the e remained in W. Wenit, but Brit. *vento- gave W. hynit.

3 However, in place-names there is some slight evidence for its having penetrated into Devon, just as there is for the analogous o > ú (§ 4, 1); see on the river name Nymet, p. 286.
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Dinēt (Gen. ii) = Deōd. Mod.W. Dyfed;¹ Brit. *nemētā > Pr.W. *nīmed > *nīmed > OW. *nōved > MW. nyfet; Lat. memoria > Pr.W. *mīrīr > *mūrīr > OW. *mōvīr > Mod.W. myfyr; Brit. *senisamos > OW. hinham (Ox. 2) = hōnhaiv, > Mod.W. hynaf; Lat. tenerum > Mod.W. tyner. The same may occur rarely before liquid plus stop, cf. WG, p. 87; the examples in this case are in Pr.W. stressed syllables, and hence there is no reduction of the i.

On the date of this e > i, note CHIC. nos. 450, early sixth century, DEMETI; 391, early to mid sixth-century, SENACVS; but 490, seventh century, CONHINOCI, < *Cunosenācos.² Henocus in LSS. (Prologue, § 2), early seventh century, < Senācus, probably shows the Breton preservation of e in this position. The raising of e here to i in W. is probably contemporary with the analogous raising of o to u, see § 4. 1; and in any case prior to the reduction of pretonic i to e in the middle or later part of the sixth century. As it does not occur in CB., it is presumably hardly earlier than the sixth century. Hence a date in the first half of the sixth century best suits all the evidence on e > i before single nasals; the inscriptions DEMETI and SENACVS are doubtless older.

(3) Before rīn, Brit. e normally remains. But there are also two other results. Occasionally ūrīn is found, as in VL. Eternum > W. Edyrn beside Edern; the stem *tegerno-, “lord”, and some of its derivatives in W. (apparently not CB.) in personal names became first *tegirino-. So with the noun itself, W. tērūn (but OC. Wen-deern. OB. mach-tiern). In names, CHIC. no. 325, early sixth century,³ BIVATIGI(RNI) (sic leg.); no. 408, mid to later sixth century, CATOTIGIRNI; OW. Cattegirn (Gen. xxii, xxiii, xxvii), Categirn (HB. c. 44, 48); OW. Contigirn(i) (AC. 612), MW. Kyndeyrn (but Kentigern in

¹ The Demet: regularly written in Latin forms in, e.g., the Life of St. Samson, Nennius, Lland., etc., is a traditional book form, or has the common mediaeval Latin use of e for i (cf. p. 283, n. 2). The MSS. D and G of HB. ce. 14 and 47 use Dinēt(h)orun for the Demeterum of other MSS. Dinēt in Gen. ii is in a purely Welsh context.
² As this is in Devonshire, preservation of e might be expected; but cf. p. 681.
³ On this date see p. 446.
the Life of that saint, ed. A. P. Forbes, Edinburgh, 1874; and Cundizeorn in DLV., KW. p. 176, Guorthigirn(us) (HB. passim; AC. preface), MW. Gurtheyrn (but some late MSS. of HB. very rarely have -ern; and Bede, HE. i, 14, Uurtigernus, AS. Bede Wyrtizeorn; cf. OB. Gurtier, a.d. 1160, Chr.B. p. 180). Pedersen takes the i in these cases as due to vowel affec
tion, postulating Brit. *tegerniös: OL. tigernae (VKG. i, 377). But none of the British or Gaulish forms of the stem in names show any -jo- suffix. Vendryes regards the original stem as being *tigerno-, and takes the W. tegirn-teyrn forms to have metathesis, the tegern-teern ones (see pp. 446-7 below) being merely wrong spellings (Rev.d.Ět.Anc. xliii, 682-5). This seems hardly very satisfactory. The development to ırn is found apparently only in Edyrn and teyrn, etc., the etymology of W. chwyrn being doubtful; so that the implication in WG. p. 87 that it is regular is incorrect.

The other exceptional treatment of erna is that in a number of cases, apparently almost entirely limited to Latin loanwords, Brit. erna gives WCB. erno. The only native Brit. examples that I know are: (i) Mod.W. llynwern, MC. lowern, Mod.B. lourn; beside Gaul. ıeuvpıos (Holder, ACSVZ. ii, col. 293), Brit. Lövern- in CIIC. no. 385, end of the fifth century, LOVERNH, and 379, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, LOVERNAC; OW. Lonrn (Lland. p. 175), Louguern (sic leg., ibid. p. 229); Mod.W. p.n. Llynwernog; OC. lounern (Voc.C.); OB. Lounernoc, Löern (the latter eleventh century), see Chr.B. p. 147. This looks, therefore, like a late and independent development in the dialects. (ii) In OB. tiern occurring by itself and in names side by side with older tiern, in Cart.Red., cf. Chr.B. p. 167.

In Latin loanwords it is commoner, and is not limited to erna but occurs also before r by itself and before Latin rm, rc, and rp. So Lat. taberna > W. tafarn, B. tawrn; Paternus > W. Padarn (but OW. Patern, Gen. i, and B. Padarn); sternere > W. ystarn; 1 career > W. cercchar, C. carhar, B. karçhar; mercatunm > C. marghas, B. marc'had; 2 serpens > W. sarff, cf. OB.

1 See Lloyd-Jones, Cymru., Trana., 1942, p. 195.
2 These have the Brit. suffix *-at- substituted for Lat. -at-.
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Bot-Surpin (Chr.B. p. 164); Germanus > W. Garmon. The probability is that er > ar in these words is not British but Vulgar Latin, since it is a well-known VL feature. So the Appendix Probi gives carcar, passar, ansar, cammaru, novarca; Fr. marché is from VL. marcatum. Hence carchar, carhar, kar'char, and mar'phas, marc'had certainly have a because the VL forms had it; and in the case of Garmon compare Bede, who remarks that the Britons corruptly say Garmani for Germani (HE. v, 9), which may be explained to mean that the Welsh still preserved an old VL colloquial form lost on the Continent and in the Latin of the English church derived from Continental tradition. The a in colloquial Mod.W. yffarn, MC. yfaru, beside regular M., Mod.W. uffern, B. ifern, < inferna, might be derived from a VL. *infarna, but is perhaps more likely to be a separate and late development in the different languages, parallel to the a in ilywarn, etc.

Possibly er > ar was specially characteristic of the VL of Roman Britain; it is rare in regular VL, at least in that of Gaul, though commoner in southern Italy and Spain. The parallel of Modern English forms like clerk, sergeant, varmint, etc., is obvious. Richter treats VL. marcator, cammaru, ansar, passar, novarca as merely cases of vowel harmony under the influence of the original a (CPF. pp. 98-9; cf. Lewis, EL. p. 3 on tafarn, Padarn), but admits the significance of the fact that these cases of VL. e > a are almost always in contact with r.

(4) In English names, e is ordinarily preserved. E.g. Brit. *Welgo > ME. Weleve, the rivers Wellow (Wi.-Ha.; So.), cf. Ekwall, RN. pp. 446-7; Brit. *Pebro > Pr.W. *Pebër > ME. Pever, the rivers Peover (Ch.) and Perry (Shr.); cf. op. cit. pp. 322-3. Ekwall sees e borrowed as æ in AS. Æsc, the Axe (So.), and explains it on the theory that the Brit. e was more

---

1 So Förster, AstNSp. cxlvii, 131-2. Cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 199; Morris Jones, WG. p. 87; Lewis, EL. p. 3; Loth, RC. xxxvi, 145.
2 Edited by W. A. Bachrums, Sprachlicher Kommentar zur Vulgärlateinischen Appendix Probi (Halle, 1922), pp. 5-8.
3 Ifor Williams denies the derivation of Garmon from Germanus, on the grounds that it should give *Gerfæn (Cymn. Trans., 1946-7, p. 53). The above note answers the objection to the a; on the æ cf. Lewis, EL. p. 19. Williams' objection seems unjustified.
open than the AS. one (op. cit. p. 155). Förster admits the possibility of this but rejects the example, FT. p. 838.

Before m, and before m or n plus consonant, Pr. AS. had no e, since original e in these positions had already become i. Hence it would substitute an i for Pr.W. e; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. lxiv. So Rom.-Brit. Venta > AS. Uinvan-caestir (Bede, HE. iii, 7), Wintan-ceaster (ASC. 744), Winchester; Brit. *bena > AS. binn, "manger", Förster KW. p. 124. Ekwall finds this in Lynn (Li.), Lympne (Sx.-K.), Leam (Nthants.-Wa.), Lem Brook (Wo.), Lemon (Dev.), etc., with AS, Lim-, < Brit. Leman-, RN. pp. 243-5; and so Förster, FT. 633-4 (cf. 352). But it must be remembered that in pretonic syllables in such cases Pr.W. would itself have had in by the early part of the sixth century (see § 6. 2), and m, n thereafter, so that in names borrowed at this time and later there is no need to suppose that the English substituted Britt. e by i; "Lympe however is probably, and Lymn possibly, an earlier loan, so that substitution here is likely.

Before h, r plus consonant, l, and w if no i followed, Pr. AS. had e > eo (cf. Luick, HGES. §§ 135 ff.). This eo appears in borrowings from British by sound-substitution. So Brit. *Uortigernos > AS. Wyrtigeorn; OW. *Candizern > AS. Cundizeorn (DLV., see KW. p. 176); Brit. *Derygentu (Rom.-Brit. Derwentio, AL., Rav., ND.; Derwuentio in Bede, HE. ii, 9, 13, iv, 29), Pr.W. *Derwentl > AS. Deorwente, the rivers Derwent, Darent, Darwen, Dart, etc., see RN. pp. 121-3, 113-15; Brit. *Uerbe > AS. Weorpe, the rivers Wharfe (WRY.) and Worfe (Wi.), RN. pp. 434-5; Brit. *Ueyda (Rom.-Brit. Vecta, AL.; Vectis, Pliny, Ptol., Suetonius, Rav.) > AS. *Weoh, regularly > Wieht, ASC. 534, see Förster, FT. p. 119.

§ 7. IE. i

This remained in British; see examples in Pedersen, VKG. i, 40-41. Before Brit. a, Lat. ã in the following final syllable, it became e by vowel affixion in Late Brit., see § 151. On

1 Förster raises unnecessary doubts about the development en > in in Pr.W., though he admits the possibility in this stem; FT. p. 633.
hesitations between \(i\) and \(e\) see § 6; Brit. and Lat. ict\(>\)ith, § 58; Lat. ix\(>\)is, § 125. Latin \(i\) became VL. \(e\); for stressed \(i\), this is dated by Grandgent "doubtless by the third century, and sporadically earlier" (IVL. p. 84), but Richter shows clearly that it was as old as the first century B.C. in rustic and low-class speech, and that considerably later the grammarians were still trying to preserve the more refined pronunciation with \(i\) (CPF. pp. 51 ff.). There is no certain trace of Lat. \(i>e\) in British (but see pp. 449-50, 462). Hence e.g. cippus > W. ciff, B. kiff.

(1) The Brit. and Lat. \(i\) developed into W. \([i]\) in syllables stressed in Pr.W.—a retracted short \(i\), written \(y\) in M. and Mod.W. According to Pedersen it was a front vowel (i.e. \([i]\)) early, because it caused vowel affection, which he thought the central vowel \([i]\) would not do (VKG. i, 377). But this occurs only in internal affection, which is late (seventh to eighth century, see § 176), and \(i\) must have become \(i\) before then (see below). There is no real reason why \([i]\) should not cause metaphony (which is all that is involved) of \(a, o, u, e\). It must indeed have become \(i\) before about 600, when the new type of vowel quantity came into existence (see § 35), because original long \(i\) remained a front vowel, and if original \(i\) in a word like Pr.W. *siec was not already \(i\) it would have been lengthened to \(i\) and would have given W. \([i]\), not \([i]\) as it did, so that we should have had W. *sich, not sych. Hence it must

\[\text{1 Forster surprisingly dates VL. } i>e \text{ as hardly before the fifth to sixth century (FT. p. 427), but without giving any reasons. The examples quoted by Richter and Grandgent are sufficient refutation.}\]

\[\text{2 In OW. and very early MW., written } i, \text{ rarely } e. \text{ The reason for } e \text{ is partly that } [i] \text{ did not exist in spoken Latin, and } e \text{ could be used in the effort to spell this foreign sound. Partly also it is due to the fact that VL. short } i \text{ became a close } e, \text{ and hence Merovingian writers sometimes confuse Lat. } i \text{ and } e \text{ in spelling; consequently the same confusion may be found in the early inscriptions and in OW., since both derive their spelling from Latin. Also even spoken W. itself had occasionally a hesitation between } i \text{ and } e; \text{ see § 6. Examples of } e \text{ for } i \text{ in OW., are celmed for celmid (Juv. 9); } cen," \text{ though }", \text{ beside cia (Comp.). In inscriptions of the OW. period, CHC, nos. 1025, ARTBEKU = MW. Arthfgyw; 1011, RES = MW. Rys, and SPERETUS, PATRES for spiritus, patris. On the early inscriptions see p. 191. The sound } [i] \text{ has of course become a front } [i] \text{ in South Wales, but this is secondary and comparatively late, and is ignored here as such.}\]
have been *sicc already before the rise of the new quantity system. It was, however, not yet i when W. and CB. diverged over this matter, since Brit. i gave i, not i, in Pr.CB. perhaps in the first half or not later than the middle of the sixth century (see below). One may suggest, therefore, some time in the earlier part of the sixth century, or perhaps the middle, as the date for Brit. i > i in Pr.W., remaining in stressed syllables (in unstressed syllables it became reduced to i, in the middle or later part of the same century, see § 205). Förster puts it at about 400 (FT. p. 173), but this is because of his dating of the new quantity system as fifth century, which is too early, see pp. 343-4.

(2) In MC., MB., British and Latin i has become e. It must have done so through an intermediate i or e. In fact in the preceding period, in both OC. and OB., there is a considerable fluctuation of spelling between i and e, which is to be explained no doubt partly as a question of late Latin orthography as with the similar fluctuation in the spelling of OW., but largely because the sound must still have been half-way between Latin i and e. So in Bodm. the OC. sound is written almost universally i or y, though e is found rarely; in Voc.C. e is much commoner, but i, y still occur. In OB., i is still more frequent than e. The hesitation between i and e for the sound arising from Brit. i is much more marked in OC. and OB. than in OW.; which is natural, since the new W. i had become a distinct phoneme (felt as related most nearly to Latin i and hence chiefly written i), whereas the new CB. i, e was felt as simply a variety of the i, e sound range. Nevertheless, it was definitely different from, and higher and closer than, the original e and the e arising by a-affection of i, in CB.; this is proved by (a) the fact that it can cause vowel affection in CB., see §§ 166. 2, 170; (b) the fact that original e is normally written e in OC., OB., and only very rarely i (such i probably only by confusion with the hesitation between i and e in the spelling of i or e), whereas the new sound is regularly spelt either way.

Compare the history and spelling of original a > o in CB., § 5. 1. The development i > i or e is likely enough to be con-
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temporary with that, though direct evidence is lacking here; therefore first half of the sixth century. The sound eventually fell together completely with original e, but apparently not until the OCB period was over.

(3) In English names Late Brit. and early Pr.W. i in stressed syllables gives i in AS. For instance, *lissos- (>W. llys, "court") > Liss (Ha.). Ekwall, Dict. p. 286, perhaps borrowed before i had become ï. The later Pr.W. i, once it arose, would cause no difficulty in AS. unstressed syllables (i.e. other than initial syllables), which in polysyllabic words would often be the stressed ones in Pr.W., for Pr.AS. had a like sound in such cases, giving later e.¹ I have no examples of this from original Brit. i; but as a case of i in the Pr.W. tonic, AS. post-tonic, syllable, of a different origin, note the AS. names in -defer if, as seems probable, these are really from Pr.W. *dibr < Brit. *dubrî (W. dyfr) with vowel affecion of u to i. So AS. Andeferas, Andover; Myceldefer, Micheldever; and Cendefer, Candovery; all in Hampshire. These may be taken to have Pr.W. *dibr, Pr.AS. *-dibr, > AS. *-def(e)r; cf. Förster, Ft. pp. 79 ff., who, however, treats this vowel here as if stressed in AS. Any names with original Brit. i in this position borrowed early enough to have still the older Late Brit. or Pr.W. i, not yet i, would have i in an unstressed Pr.AS. syllable by sound-substitution, resulting equally in AS. e; and the same substitution should be found for Pr.C. ï or ð.

In AS. stressed, i.e. initial, syllables two types must be distinguished. (a) When the syllable was stressed also in Pr.W., that is in Pr.W. monosyllables with the i from older i. (b) When the syllable was pretonic in Pr.W., i.e. in Pr.W. polysyllables, with i, reduced from i, cf. § 202. In either case AS. lacked an exactly equivalent sound in its stressed syllables, and consequently there is sound-substitution: i, y, or e are found. For (a), note Liscard (Ch.; Ekwall, Dict. p. 286), from the same *lissos- as Liss above, but on geographical grounds presumably borrowed at the stage Pr.W. *liss rather than *liss. Also Biss (Wi.), which may be from Pr.W. *biis = W. bys, see

¹ See Förster, Anglia, Lxi, pp. 346-50, Luick, HGES. § 325; Förster dates e here about 750, Luick eighth century.
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RN. p. 34; and Nidd (WRY.), perhaps < Pr.W. *Nīd < Brit. *Nīdo-, cf. RN. p. 303. With AS. e, Pr.W. *gīnn > AS. gīn, FT. p. 28; and see the footnote below. Leece (Lan.), if from *Hīs(s), appears to show the vowel lengthening discussed in § 34, and see p. 343.

As to (b), this question is dealt with in § 204 A, and see examples there; there is the same substitution by AS. i, y, or e, for the reduced sound i as for the unreduced i of (a). In the SW. area, however, since Cornish and Breton kept the original i, as their i or c, and did not reduce it to i, one might expect to find i or e in AS. Actually the examples show AS. i and y, where the reason for y is not clear* (cf. Ekwall, RN. p. lxiv; but see Luick, HGES. §§ 263, 287), unless indeed there was or could be the same i in Dorset and parts of Devon as further north and east, cf. p. 681. Examples are Brit. *Hītano–AS. *Lydene–Liddon or Lydden (Dor.) and Lodden (Dor.), RN. p. 242; Brit. *nemeto–*Nīmed–AS. Nymed and Nimed, the two rivers Nymet (Dev.; on the e>i here see p. 278), RN. pp. 304-5; Pr.C. *Crīdi–AS. Crīdie and Crydie, the Creedy (Dev.), RN. pp. 103-4.

In his Der Flussname Themse Förster treats the Pr.W. sound from i throughout as i, and does not distinguish stressed i from pretonic i, even in later OW. where the latter had certainly become ą; he does not take into account a Late Brit. or early Pr.W. i (since he believes Brit. i became i about 400). He gives substitution by AS. i, y, or e in all cases, apparently not considering Pr.W. stressed i in non-initial syllables, where, as we have seen, Pr.AS. would not need to substitute as it had an i of its own. His examples are mostly of i in the Pr.W. pretonic syllable, i.e. our i, which will be dealt with in § 204 A.

One may say, then, that whereas AS. e or y for the Brit. i imply Pr.W. i (and c), and AS. e and apparently y may imply also Pr.C. j (the former also c), on the other hand AS. i, which may mean any of these, does not necessarily exclude also the

---

* There appears to be the same use of AS. y as a substitute, but in this case for OC. ā in a stressed syllable, in OC. ā[f]d borrowed as AS. Hrydd in a Cornish charter of A.D. 967 and as Ryt in one of 1059, beside Hret in one of 969; see Förster, Relig. p. 95.
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Late Brit. or older Pr.W. ĭ. None of the AS. examples is incompatible with a date in the middle or later part of the sixth century for early Pr.W. ĭ > ĭ > ĭ, or in the first half of the sixth century for early Pr.C. ĭ > ĭ, ĉ.
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§ 8. IE. ā

British ā (<IE. ā, and IE.  ē in non-final syllables) and Latin ā (except where this had already become ā in VI. pretonic syllables, see Note, p. 289) became in Late Brit. an open ĕ. This developed further as follows:

In Welsh: In Pr.W. stressed, i.e. final, syllables including accentuated monosyllables, ĕ remained and was diphthongised to au at the end of the Pr.W. period. Then in final syllables, when the stress shifted back to the penultimate, this au was reduced to ĕ at the end of the OW. period, though MW. continued for some time to write aw; but in monosyllables au has remained, written aw, to the present day. In non-final syllables the Late Brit. ĕ was shortened to ī (or perhaps half-long ĕ first1), giving OW., MW., Mod.W. ď.

In Cornish and Breton: In Pr.CB. stressed syllables (the same ones as in Pr.W.) the ĭ2 developed into ī independently

1 Cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 279.
2 Some supposed evidence for OC. au was hinted at by Rhys, LWP. 2, p. 247; and quoted for OC. and OB. au, Mod.B. aw, by Pedersen, VKG. i, 48. But the OC. instances, all in Voc.C., are unquestionably Welsh forms, due to the Welsh copyist, who introduced others into the Cornish exemplar; cf. LP. p. 6; Förster, Reliq. pp. 134-5 and FT. pp. 382, 699; Loth, RC. xiv, 303; Pedersen, VKG. i, 17; Williams, BBCS. xi, 98-100; Jackson, JRS. i, 73 ff. As for the Breton, the OB. lour is a gloss on solus, "alone", not on solam, "floor", and does not contain Brit. ĕ; see Williams, BBCS. v, 5-6, and note the true OB. word for "floor" is the expected lor, gl. solam in the Sedulius glosses. OB. lus is not the equivalent of OW. luo, "hand", but of MW. line, "anall", from Brit. *lanu; see Williams, Y Beirniad, vii, 187. OB. anuor, "since", is a scribal error; Förster shows that there is the punctum delecta under the second ā in the Berne MS., and therefore the expected anuor is to be read (FT. p. 699; but Förster's explanation, ibid., of lour, luo as due to Welsh influence is to be rejected in view of Williams' notes, which Förster
in both at some time in the late OC., OB. period, written in OC. o, u, ue; in OB. o, u, uu, eu. In monosyllables the [5] remained in MC., spelt o, u, ue, eu, e, and became e in Mod.C., written e. It has remained to the present day in Breton, spelt in early MB. (twelfth to thirteenth century) o, u, ue, later o, eu, ue, oe, and from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries eu; except that in the dialect of Vannes, as in Mod.C., it has become e. In final syllables the late OCB. [5] was reduced when the accent shifted back to the penultimate, resulting in MC., MB. e, Mod.C. a, Mod.B. e. In non-final syllables in CB. the situation is unclear. One might perhaps have expected the same shortening of o > o or o as in Pr.W.; and, in fact, Pedersen sees this in MC. awrow (add OC. awrou, Voc.C.), marogyon, marrowgyon, and Mod.C. borequeuth and gormola (VKG. i, 279). To these we may perhaps add a Breton example, also in Cornish, OB. motrep (Orl.CC.), MB. mozreb, Mod.B. moerep, OC. moderüb (Voc.C.), compare W. módryb, all from Brit. *mátrapi, "aunt". Though motrep and moderüb could theoretically have o as spelling of [5], the o in mozreb must presumably be o, since it gave moerep by vocalisation of the z, and hence there must have been e in the OB. and OC. But in general in Pr.CB. the vowel seems to have remained long, resulting in the same o as in stressed syllables; hence, e.g., Mod.B. mëuli but Mod.W. mëli, <Late Brit. *méliùa <Brit. *málíma; 3 MC. breuler (=brödar). VKG. ii, 105), MB. breuler, but W. brölyr, <Brit. *brüter.

had not seen). On the Mod.B. awok, pesnou, and a few others, Förster notes (ibid.) that no case of Mod.B. au can be proved to have come from an OB. au, and considers these modern instances as late dialect developments. Hence the whole theory of Brit. o > OC., OB. au, Mod.B. ao, which it would be very hard to explain, must be rejected.

1 Cf. Loth, Chr.B. p. 183.

2 Cf. Loth, ML. p. 69, though his "in closed syllables" seems a generalisation from this case. Pedersen (VKG. i, 48) explains the oe in moerep in a way which appears to imply that B. o > o did not take place until the Mod. period (which is a paradox) and was then prevented in this word by vocalisation of the e (rather, the z).

3 For some evidence that o in protomonic syllables may have been occasionally reduced to e see VKG. i, 290, 295, 82. Förster, Relig. p. 134, proposes taking OC. lefaste to have the same e; OC. lef = têv; but lefaste is a ghost word, see Williams, BBCS. xi, 12.
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(N.B.—When Latin ā was in the stressed syllable in Brit. and Pr.W., giving OW. au, it was treated the same way as the native sound when by derivation it came to stand in the Brit. pretonic syllable. So peccētum > OW. *pechaut, but the Brit. plural *peccāthyes > OW. *pechōtou, Mod.W. pechodau; Rōmānus > OW. Rumaun (Gen. iii, xxxiiii) but Brit. *Rōmānīdco > OW. *Rumōn- iane. But normally a Latin ā standing immediately before the Latin (not necessarily the same as the British) accent appears in WCB. as ā; so creātūra > W. creādur, peccātorem > W. pechādur, etc. etc. There is no doubt that this is due not to British phonetics but to the VL. shortening of pretonic long vowels mentioned above, § 2. 3, which took place before ever the words were borrowed into Brit. So W. Sādwrn, C. Sādwrn, B. Sādorn is from VL. (bies) Sātūrnī, not Classical Sātūnrī (cf. AS. Sāter-dac). This is not found at all in native words, which proves that pretonic ā > ā is foreign to British phonology. Certain examples have been quoted to show the contrary, but they do not withstand criticism. Parātoi and ceiliāgwydd are disposed of by Pedersen, VKG. i. 204. Loth’s doctrine was that in British the normal ō from pretonic Brit. ā might be later “weakened” to ā (RC. xxxvi, 136, etc.); but his examples are all Latin words except W. rhag < Brit. *rāc’, which is a quite different question, being a pro- clitic; see § 198. 2. Baudiš gives the same, but his instances are paratoi, rhag, and Latin words (Gr. p. 54).¹ No reason is advanced for this “weakening” of ō < ā. Morris Jones says baldly that British ā was shortened when unaccented (WG. p. 97), but his examples are all Latin words except paratoi and ceiliagwydd. The whole theory of pretonic British ā > ā is based on nothing; it is a Latin development. There are a couple of exceptions in which Latin ā gives ō although it was

¹ Paratoi is, of course, a Latin stem too, but there would not be shortening of the ā in Latin here, since the suffix, and hence the pretonic character of the ā, is British; the normal development is paratoi, which also occurs.
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pretonic in Latin, not merely in British by the addition of a British suffix as in the case of e.g. *pechodau. Such are *Tānuārius > Mod.W. Ionor not *Ionor; *nātālicia > MW. Nodolyce, OB. Notolic (Chr.B. p. 155; cf. Ir. Nodlaig) beside Mod.W. Nādolig, C. Nādelik; strātāra > W. ystredur (contrast Ir. srāthar). Attempts to explain away Nādolig, etc., are made by Pedersen, VKG. i, 204, and Lewis, EL. p. 43, and Ionaur by Morris Jones, WG. p. 97; but these are probably unnecessary, since one may readily suppose that they represent borrowing from a higher and more educated level of Latin speech in which the pretonic VL. ā was not shortened. Nodolyce beside Nādolig could come from a higher class Nātālicia borrowed into Brit. beside a lower class Nātālicia.)

§ 9.

In the vast majority of cases, original Brit. ā is spelt a in Classical sources, as Blātobulgium, Dānum (both Al.); Cārātācus (Tacitus); Rātae and Eburācum (both Ptol., AL., Rav., with minor variations), etc. A few apparent cases of ē, as perhaps BODVOC on early British coins (Evans, Coins of the Ancient Britons, pp. 134 ff.), beside Gaul. BODVACVS; 1 Vindomora in AL. VINDOMORVCI in CIL. vii, no. 948 (possibly containing *māro-，“great”); Cononium in AL. (if this is for Cānōnium beside Cān- in Canubio, Rav., and KANOVIO in Eph. Ep. vii, p. 336, as Williams thinks, En.LL. p. 37; Brovonacis, Al., beside Braboniacum in ND. and Bracconium in Al. (the latter a different place); and others, do not amount to very much. In the following period, that of the inscriptiones Christianae, we have again mostly ā, but also ē. With ā, note CIC. nos. 381, ELMETIACO; 445, VITALIANI; 449, RINACI; all fifth century. Nos. 514, CVPITIANI (Scotland), and 473, VITALI (Cornwall), both late fifth or early sixth century; 379, LOVERNACI, beginning

1 But also Bodvocus, and there is no reason to suppose that ē became ā in Gaulish. Perhaps it is a question of two different suffixes.
* Hardly *māri, “sea”, as Loth suggests, Chr.B. p. 37, since Vindomora is not near the sea (= Elmchester, Nb.).
of sixth century; 344, Dervaci, and 392, Veracius, both early sixth century. Nos. 451, TVNCETACE; 515, Liberali (Scotland); 391, Senacus; all early or mid sixth century. Nos. 424, Briacl, and 389, Io venali, both mid sixth century. Nos. 363, Carantacvs; 397, CVNACI; 408, Eternal, but also Bodvoci; all mid or later sixth century. Nos. 334, Catacvs and Tegernacvs; and 404, Tegernacvs; both seventh century. On the other hand, with ð: nos. 385, Anatemori, and 487, CVNomori (Cornwall; if this contains *māro, "great", not *morī, "sea"); both end of fifth century. Nos. 408, Bodvoci (but also Eternal), mid or later sixth century; 490, Dativoci Conhino, (Cornwall), early seventh century; 477, Conetoci (Cornwall), seventh century; 427, Catu- oconi, eighth century. Further examples of ð belonging to this period are: the Breton bishop Mailoc at the Council of Braga, a.d. 572 (Loth, ML. p. 87); Henocus in the Life of St. Samson, early seventh century (Prologue, § 2); Chonomore in Gregory of Tours' Historia Francorum (late sixth century) iv, 4, and Warocus, ibid. v, 16, 26, ix, 18 (<*Verācius) and Winnoc, ibid. v, 22, Vennocus viii, 34.

To understand all this evidence, which appears at first a little contradictory, we must set it beside the following facts: (a) the first group of British loanwords in Irish, borrowed in the middle of the fifth century, show that the British sound was still ã, whereas the second group, borrowed during the sixth century, show that it had by then become ð (moreover, the Irish must have pronounced this as ð, distinct from their native ð, because, unlike the latter, the borrowed sound never diphthongised to wa); cf. p. 130. And (b), there is no certain trace of any survival of ã in CB, which may be taken to show

1 Nos. 399, Tovisaci, and 432, Tigernac, both late fifth or early sixth century, are probably Irish.

[¹ Nash Williams dates this early ninth century in ECMW. p. 182, but on p. 27 he quotes it as an example of an inscription early in his seventh to ninth-century group. The lettering is not likely to be later than the eighth century. (Nash Williams now writes, 30th November 1956: "Epigraphically, this stone might easily go back into the eighth century. I dated it early ninth because the formula used is attested for that period. But it might have been in use earlier."]
that it had become fully ə by the later part of the sixth century and no doubt before. We seem, then, to have a definite date for a > ə on this evidence, namely the later fifth century, complete in the early sixth century. To reconcile this with the instances in Greek and Latin sources and the Christian inscriptions, we should note first, with regard to the Classical examples, that the British ā must certainly have been a back sound, as its subsequent development shows, and was possibly already slightly rounded; whereas the VL. ā, at any rate in Gaul, tended towards the forward variety (cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 82), so that to the Roman ear British ā may well have sounded occasionally more like an open ə than their own rather front variety of ō. Hence very likely the rare spellings at this time with ō. For the Christian inscriptions, the first case of ə belongs to the end of the fifth century, which suits very well the date just suggested. On the other hand, a continues to be used into the seventh century, but this is not unnatural; the letter ā had now come to have the sound-value of ə, so that there is no reason why engravers should not sometimes use it when they meant ə, since to them Latin ō stood for a different sound, the close ō, and they had no other ā-sound which it would be necessary to keep distinct in writing. The whole history of the spelling of the early Brittonic dialects is full of examples of such orthographic conservatism. As to the Dark Age written sources of the sixth and seventh centuries quoted above, all have ō, with no cases of ā.

Similarly with the British place-names in English. These invariably show AS. ō, never ā or ã, in the early loans, e.g. Rom.-Brit. Đūnum (AL) > Pr.W. *Dūn > AS. *Dōn, the river Don (WRY.), cf. Ekwall, RN, pp. 126 ff.; borrowed not before the end of the fifth century. With shortening of the ō in AS. post-tonic syllables (see pp. 294-5), AS. Domnōc perhaps from Brit. *Dunnāco-, see § 5. 3; adopted as early as the end of the fifth century. For further examples see § 11.

The conclusion is that the change of Brit. ā to ə is to be dated in the later fifth century, complete in the early sixth.¹

¹ Pedersen, perhaps from the fifth century (VKG. i. 47); Lotfi, Chr. B. p. 50, in the course of the fifth century; the same, RC. ii, 15, since the fifth to
§ 10.

For the reduction of pretonic ǝ to ǝ in Welsh, the evidence on date is very meagre, though it must probably have occurred before stressed ǝ became au, since otherwise it would very likely have partaken in that change. On the other hand, it seems in most cases to have remained long in CB; the few doubtful examples of ǝ in CB, noted above may imply that the shortening was only faintly beginning at the time of the migrations. This disagreement suggests that reduction of ǝ pretonically was not part of the new quantity system as described in § 34. The Ol. Nóthlaic from Pr.W. *Nōðloig < Nāṭālicia belongs to the earlier part of the second group (Pádraig) loanwords, borrowed before the middle of the sixth century; so that pretonic ǝ>ǝ in Pr.W. might be as early as the first half of the sixth century. It can hardly be older, in view of the date of ǝ>ǝ. It should be noted that ǝ<ǝ is incapable of vowel affecion, unlike original ǝ; this might be regarded as evidence for a half-long quantity still lingering even as late as the time of internal affecion.

§ 11.

The date of stressed Pr.W. ǝ>OW. au is more easily fixed, as there is more ample testimony. Inscription no. 427, eighth century, CATUOCONI, still has ǝ. The latest example of ǝ that I know in a Welsh source is retinoc in Chad 6, dated by Evans late eighth or early ninth century; this is to be set beside mainaur, naun, and guoilaut in the same document, and beside the fact that Chad 2, later eighth century, has only au (lau, braut). Compare also the inscription CHIC. no. 986, sixth century, in spite of a still appearing later in inscriptions; Förster, KW. p. 122, fifth century. But in FT. (p. 157) Förster has changed his mind and now dates it fourth century (p. 172, soon after 300; p. 381, beginning c. 300), on the ground that it is older than the new vowel quantity which he dates (erroneously, see pp. 343-4 below) fifth century, FT. p. 381. Förster notes Dáno in AL. as the latest case of ǝ he knows; contrast the numerous examples of later ǝ given above.
R(U)ALLAUN, probably eighth century. These are the oldest cases of au known to me. Thereafter au is invariable in the ninth- and tenth-century glosses and other OW. sources.

As to relative dating, au must have arisen after the time of internal vowel affection (seventh to eighth century, see § 176), because OW. au-Brit. áy is affected but au-ó is not; therefore the latter was still ó and had not yet fallen together with the former, as it later did.

English place-names never show au, even the latest. Instead they have AS. ó in monosyllables and usually short ó in polysyllables, which means that ó lasted at least to the end of the seventh century. For monosyllables, the rivers Frome in Dor. and Heref., and two in Gl., are all from AS. Fróm < Pr.W. *Fróµ, < Brit. *Frómná (OW. Frauus, Asser c. 49; Mod.W. Fraw) ; cf. Ekwall, RN. pp. 166-8. These names would have been borrowed at various times in the second half of the seventh century, except the Gl. Fromes, which are no doubt earlier. On Don see above. In polysyllables the stressed Pr.W. ó became post-tonic when the name was borrowed into AS. and stressed on the first syllable, and hence it was shortened; which is due to the general shortening of long unstressed vowels which took place in AS. in the seventh century (Luick, HGES, § 312). The Brit. -áco- suffix, Pr.W. -óy, consequently appears as -oc in AS., as in *Sabrináco- > Pr.W. *Sabrinóy > AS. Safernóc, Savernake (Forest) in Wiltshire, a mid sixth-century loan; see Ekwall, RN. p. 360.

[1] Dated seventh to ninth century in ECMW. p. 77. But Nash Williams now writes (30th November 1950): "A date in the eighth century is perfectly feasible for this. As you have noted, there is in fact a slight discrepancy in the case of this monument between its epigraphy, which is earlyish, and its formula which is known to have been in vogue as late as the ninth century.""

[2] Förster says that Dá unn in HB. and Frauus in Asser are the oldest cases of au he knows (FT. p. 382); he thus omits the above examples and all the evidence of the glosses, not to mention the numerous other instances of au in HB.

[3] If au-ó were really found in CB. it would be an argument for an early date; but see p. 287, n. 2.

[4] The situation in Devon and Cornwall is not relevant here, as there should not be au in the SW. in any case.
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Others are Brit. *Caitiäco- > Pr.W. *Cēdióg > Cidihoc, DB., Chideock in Dorset, see Ekwall, Dict. p. 198, borrowed in the second half of the seventh century; *Cambäco- > Pr.Cumb. *Cambôg > ME. Camboc, the Cam Beck (Cum.), see RN. p. 65, borrowed mid seventh century; *Crumbäco- > Pr.Cumb. *Crombôg > ME. Crumboc, the Crummock Beck (Cum.), Crummock Water (Cum.), Crummack Dale (WRY). RN. p. 108, all mid seventh century.

The British -äno- suffix is treated in AS. as nom. -a, oblique cases -an, or nom. -an; this is the natural fate of a Pr.W. īn in AS. post-tonic syllables, since AS. had no real on and substituted its own ṅn; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. 16.¹ The AS. -an would then tend to be regarded as the oblique form of a weak noun in -a. So we have Pr.W. *Cadwallōn giving AS. Ceudwalla (ASC. 685, etc.); Pr.W. *funōn or *funōn borrowed as AS. funta. In place-names, Maughanby and Powmaughan (Cum.), adopted in the second half of the seventh century, are taken by Ekwall to be from OW. Merchiaun (RN. p. 331); we should speak rather, at this date, of Pr.Cumb. *Merkjōn.²

In the case of Bede’s Dīnocät, the Abbot of Bangor in 603 (HE. ii, 2), which is Pr.W. *Dūnōd < Brit. Lat. Dōnātus, the ōo appears to be meant to represent the long Brit. ə. If the name had been current in AS. and was written down by Bede from oral sources, the vowel should have shortened in the seventh century, as noted above. The probability is therefore that Bede got the form from a contemporary English document of 603 in which the Welsh *Dūnōd was rendered by some English scribe by ear as Dīnōd, and copied thence by Bede; compare Förster, FT. p. 57. It is not likely that Bede himself got the name from a Welshman in his own day. This is a valuable piece of evidence on the date of the source for the story of Augustine’s Oak.

Everything points, then, to the development of ə > an in Welsh stressed syllables as having taken place in the course

¹ Note how Pr.W. *Mabon (with original ə) similarly gave AS. Mabon in Bede, HE. v. 20.
² Ekwall constantly fails to distinguish Old Welsh from Primitive Welsh.
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of the eighth century, before the time of Chad 2, but perhaps not quite fully established at the time of Chad 6.1,2

§ 12.

Subsequently, the OW. *au* in the final syllables of polysyllabic words was shortened to *ā*, though it remained in monosyllables. This is a direct consequence of the late OW. accent shift, on which see §§ 206, 207. 3. Independent evidence on its date is to be found, as follows: *au* is always written in OW. (except in *retinoc* above, which has the older *ǭ*) until the end of the eleventh century. In the Book of Llandaff there are already a number of cases of what is clearly the new *ā*, mostly no doubt due to the twelfth-century scribe. So *Merchion*, pp. 122, 162, 170, 180, 209, beside several *Merchiaun*; *Frioc*, pp. 148, 152, 155, but *Friauc*, p. 247; *Matoc*, pp. 203, 204, but *Matauc*, p. 76; etc. etc. The *ā* forms also occur in the Lives of the Saints. In the Life of St. Cadog, composed c. 1100 (MS. c. 1200), there is always *Cadocus*; also *Petroc*. The First Life of St. Carannog (composed at the beginning of the twelfth century, same MS.) has always *Carantocus* and *Karantoc*, but also once *Guerit Carantauc*. In the Book of Llandaff some of the many cases of *ō* might represent the old *ǭ*, and would therefore be due to faithful copying of very old sources; but in the main the spelling of Lland. is pretty thoroughly modernised as standard OW., archaic traits being strikingly absent, and it is more likely on the whole that these instances of *ō*, which significantly are only found in polysyllables, never monosyllables,3 are due to the twelfth-century scribe or recent exemplars, and represent the new *ā*< *au*. In the Lives of the Saints the situation may be different. That

---

1 Loth, not before the ninth century (BSLP, xxxi, 18); the same, before the ninth century the writing of *ś* was regular (ACL, iii, 250); Förster, KW. p. 122, eighth century; FT. p. 176, eighth century; FT. p. 382, seventh to eighth century; FT. p. 416, seventh or eighth century; FT. p. 393, c. 700. The seventh century is too early.

2 CIHC. no. 462, mid to later sixth century. QVENATAVCI, is not a case of this *au*. For one thing it is in Cornwall, where there never was *au*; also the Qu.-shows clearly that it is Irish and therefore irrelevant.

3 Of course, if any occurred in monosyllables these could only be archaic.
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these Lives were generally based upon some early written material, as well as oral, preserved in the monasteries, even if the written source consisted of little more than the Saint’s name, is strongly suggested by the analogy of some of the ninth-century Breton saints’ Lives, which occasionally contain very archaic forms of names. The -ocus here may therefore stand for the old -ęg rather than the new -ęg. It is significant that whereas -ocus is found always in the Latin context, when a contemporary Welsh place-name is quoted, like Guerit Carantauc, we find the true OW. form in -auc. It may be remarked that in early Welsh Latin documents there is a general tendency to keep a more archaic, sometimes a very ancient and Latin-looking, form in a Latin context; for instance, Sabrina is constantly written centuries after the name had become Habren, this being regarded as the Latin form. Compare, too, Lland. p. 278. Caratocus rex . . .; necnon Caratoce filii Grifud et Riderch filii Caratauc (in a document of the early twelfth century), where the scribe seems to have felt that the Latin context called for -ocus, -oci, whereas in writing filii Caratauc he was thinking in purely Welsh terms, as if reciting a genealogy, and wrote therefore Caratauc as if from habit; the absence of termination proves that he felt this to be a Welsh form. Again, the titles of documents sometimes show an older spelling than the body of the text, as was noted by Loth (RC. li, 25), who actually specified -oc and -auc. There seems no doubt, then, that in the late eleventh and early twelfth century the Welsh scribes felt that it was proper to write -ocus etc. as more archaic and Latin-looking forms in Latin and formal contexts, side by side with -auc etc. as more modern and Welsh-looking forms; and that the tradition is derived from the eighth century or before, -ocus etc. representing -ęg. It does not follow, however, that in any given case of -ocus etc., even quite likely in the saints’ Lives, the scribe was actually using an archaic document; for example, the Caratocus in Lland. p. 278 lived at the end of the eleventh century, so that his own name was certainly not the archaic Caradęg.

It seems, then, (1) that -ocus etc. in Latin contexts is an
old stereotyped conventional form derived ultimately from the archaic -ėg, and that when the scribes of the late eleventh and early twelfth century felt themselves to be writing Welsh they used -auę; but (2), the Book of Llandaff has many forms in -o in ultimate syllables, without Latin suffixes, some of which at least, if not the great majority, must represent the new ō and not the old ė.

The evidence for the existence of ō so early as this has been almost entirely ignored by previous writers, presumably because the scribes continued for some centuries to use aw, and hence grammarians have considered the rise of o as chiefly a late MW. feature. Examples of o occur very early in MW., already in the Black Book of Carmarthen (c. 1200) and other old MSS.; see WG. p. 95, Baudis, Gr. p. 44.

Forms of Welsh names in English throw some light on the question. The bishop of Llandaff whose name is given in Lland. pp. 231 ff. as OW. Cimeilliauc, Cimelliauc, Civeilliauc, is mentioned in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle in the year 918 as Cameleac, var. Camelzeac. Similarly, in the Durham Liber Vitae (c. 840) the OW. name [Riwallam] appears as Riuula,2 and in ASC. 1063 as Rigwalian. ASC. 1097 gives the OW. [Cadwugau] or [Cadugaun] as Caduugaun. Cameleac and Rigwalian would appear to have OW. -[aug], -[aun] shortened by sound-substitution of a short vowel in the English unstressed syllable; and Riuula is the same with the same kind of analogical n-less nom. sg. as that mentioned above.3 Caduugaun is particularly significant, if it is not derived from an OW. written source, as it well may be, because if not it shows the sound still pronounced [au] in Welsh.

OW. a> in final syllables is the result of the accent shift, which took place in the eleventh century (§ 207). The

1 Förster, however, dated a> tenth century on the ground that the two alternate in the Book of Llandaff and Geoffrey of Monmouth (KW. p. 121; no examples quoted); but as both these belong to the twelfth century the reason for the date is not apparent.
2 KW. p. 177.
3 Substitution of ą for unstressed au is quite natural in English; cf. the Cockney [a] or [æ] for unstressed how. In Rigwalian and Riuula there could, of course, be -āu for W.-au so far as the AS. is concerned.
reduction to \( \hat{o} \) may have been gradual,\(^1\) and a considerable
time may have elapsed before a true short \( o \) was reached.
This would account in part for the regular MW. use of \( aw \),
though it is doubtless also due to spelling tradition. Taking
all the above evidence together, we should probably not be
far wrong in dating the appearance of some sort of short
\( o \)-sound from older \( au \) in the now unstressed final syllable as
belonging to the late eleventh century, though the entirely
short \( \hat{o} \) may not have been established for another century
or more.

§ 13.
The next problem is the question when Pr.CB. \( \hat{o} \) became \( \hat{\hat{o}} \).
It is regularly written \( o \) in both OC. and OB., but spellings
suggestive of \( \hat{\hat{o}} \) appear in OC. rarely from the later tenth
century. Förster cites a document of 977 with \textit{Cruc Mur} for
older *\textit{Cruc Mor} (FT. pp. 384-5). One may add the spelling
\textit{Rumun} twice in Bodm. (§§ 2, 40) in the second half of the tenth
century, for older *\textit{Rumon}; and the Voc.C. has, of course,
\textit{muerr}. In OB. the only possible cases of such spellings in
documents other than the Cartularies are apparently \textit{quinuclus}
in Berne, ninth to tenth century (if from \textit{venaculum} with Loth,
VVB. p. 139, but this is highly uncertain); and \textit{eleu} in the
\textit{secunda manus} of the Orl.CC. glosses, eleventh to twelfth cen-
tury, the etymology and meaning of which are very doubtful.
We are on clearer ground in the Cartularies. Cart.Red., written
in the eleventh century, has mostly \( o \); but note \textit{mur} in a
document copied from one of \( c. \ A.D. \) 931 (p. 257). Cart.Land.,
eleventh century, has \( mur \) (p. 576), \textit{muur}, \textit{meur} (p. 565),
and \textit{Bleuuc} (p. 566; = OB. \textit{bleoec} in Orl.CC.); cf. Loth, Chr.B.

\(^1\) Cf. Lewis, EL. p. 15: "Unstressed \( aw > o \) was not a sudden change, and
they continued to write \( aw \) in the last syllable . . . long after the sound itself
had changed into \( o \) in speech, after the accent shift" (my translation). Anwyl
suggests that \( aw \) and \( \hat{o} \) may have existed side by side for a time, and mentions
forms in MW. where \( aw \) is written for what had always been \( o \), as in \textit{manachlawc}
for \textit{manachloe}, which prove that \( aw \) could be written where \( \hat{o} \) was pronounced
(\textit{Y Beirniad}, iii, 205).
Before attempting a date on this evidence, it is necessary to take up the related question at what time the new $\ddot{e}$ became e in final syllables. Like OW. $au > \ddot{e}$, this is a consequence of the accent-shift in CB. from the ultimate to the penultimate, but as there is no independent evidence on the date of this it cannot be used to fix the time of $\ddot{e} > e$. In OC., e occurs once in Voc.C. (composed c. 1100) in funten, beside regular o. In OB., Bro-Uuerec is found in Cart.Red. for older Bro-Uuerec in a text of the late eleventh century (p. 284); and in Cart.Land. (p. 569). Bro-Uuerec in Cart.Red. in a text of 846 (p. 105) looks suspicious; probably the original had Bro-Uuerec and the eleventh-century copyist began to write this and then changed his mind and wrote his own -ec. Hence we seem to be able to trace -ec back in OC. and OB. to the eleventh century, which gives a terminus ante quem for $\dot{e} > \ddot{e}$. From what has been said, this appears to have occurred in OC. by the later tenth century, and the constant spelling with o in Bodm. and Voc.C. simply means that the Latin alphabet had no letter for this sound, except that occasionally the scribes had recourse to u and uce. Then, the new $\ddot{e}$ must have been shortened and unrounded in final syllables by the time of Voc.C., and therefore probably late in the eleventh century, as funten shows: the o is regularly still written, but this would only imply that the e was very new and the OC. orthographic tradition strong. For OB., guinuclou and eleuc cannot be taken very seriously, in view of the uncertainties about them; but we can at least say, on the evidence of the Cartularies, that $\dot{e} > \ddot{e}$ probably took place in the late tenth to early eleventh century,¹ and that it was beginning to be recognised in spelling (with u, uu, euu, perhaps eu) by the eleventh century, if not before, though as in Cornish, o frequently continued to be written. It is hardly likely to be earlier, since otherwise there would surely have been some definite traces of it in the OB. glosses of the period.² Then, as in C., the accent shifted

¹ Loth dated it about the eleventh century, ML. p. 69. Förster says not until the eleventh century, FT. p. 382; ibid. p. 176, from perhaps 1200, which is clearly too late. Mus. in 931 might, of course, be due to the eleventh-century copyist.

² On the spellings of the sound in MB. see p. 288.
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to the penultimate syllable, and the new ə in final syllables was reduced to e, in the eleventh century as just shown, presumably rather late. The spellings o, u, however, continued to be used; according to Loth, -ee did not become universal until the sixteenth century (Chr.B. p. 58), so that spellings like Blehec, Maclec in Cart.Land., and the continued use of o, u even later, do not mean that the sound was not now e in these syllables.1

The corollary is that in both languages the accent-shift took place during the eleventh century.

§ 14. IE. ə

In non-final syllables this became ə in CC., and developed in the same way as IE. ā, q.v. In final syllables, whether itself absolutely final or not, IE. ə gave CC. ā, Brit. ā, Late Brit. i causing vowel affection. E.g. IE. *kūō >Ir. cū, W. ci (cf. I.P. p. 7; Thurneysen, Gr.OL. p. 58, has an alternative explanation of this which is less satisfactory); *nepōts >MW. nei; *plukōts >Late Brit. *lugūs >W. llyg. The nominative singular of n-stems in CC. was -ū, -iū, from Proto-Celtic -ō, -iō, and was not CC., much less Brit., -ōn, -iōn (cf. Latin homo; hominis).

1. Loth mentions -ee as occurring dès le XIIIe, loc. cit., which is inaccurate. He takes the later survivals of -ee, -euc in spelling too seriously, and hence dates the accent-shift eleventh to sixteenth century. But -e once having appeared, in the eleventh century, the later spellings in question must be ignored as traditional. Cf. how MW. continued to use -ee long after it had become o, as just described. [In his L’Histoire de la langue bretonne (Rennes, 1950–51) chapter xi, Falc’hun has tried to show that -ee > ee is independent of the accent-shift. He argues that the change to -ee took place also in Vannetais, where however the final syllable is stressed, and did not always occur in Leon, where the penultimate is; and therefore that it is independent of considerations of stress. But he has omitted to consider that all OB. ə, whether in stressed syllables or not, became e in Vannetais, so that the evidence of Vannetais disproves no part of the above demonstration. On the other hand, the evidence of Leonais, with its stressed eu and unstressed e as described above, is decisive in its support. That -ee remained in a few words in Leonais would simply mean that the reduction was not universally carried through; possibly some sub-dialect of Leonais resisted the change until after it was complete elsewhere, and a few of its forms were borrowed into general Leonais before this peculiarity became extinct in the sub-dialect under general Leonais influence. On the question of the history of the Vannetais stress see p. 633.]
see Pokorny, ZCP. xv, 194-5, and compare Thurneysen, Gr.OI. pp. 211, 212. The British form of these nominatives should be written -ū, -iu, meaning -ū, -iū, and not -ō, -io; ¹ so, for instance, *Cunetiu, and it should be emphasised that Cunetio is the Romano-British form. This serves to remind us that we are dealing with -ū, later -i, and not with -ō; as a result of ignoring this, a number of mistaken etymologies are to be found in the works of recent writers based on a supposed Late Brit. -ō, which did not exist, and even on Late Brit. -ōn, which never had any Celtic existence at all. For the history of the development of this ā > ā > ē > ē see §§ 15, 23.

However, IE. -ōm seems to have been shortened to -ōm very early in CC, even before ō in final syllables had become ā.

Latin ō in internal syllables fell together with the new Brit. ō from older au, eu, ou, see § 19. In final syllables, however, Lat. -ō(-) was assimilated to the Brit. -ū(-) and developed in the same way, see below. This happened also in Gaul, where Latin names in -ō were treated on the general Celtic pattern of -ū; hence we find in Gaul Latin Frontu, Malciu, and so on (see LP. p. 7; Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 58).

§ 15. IE. ā

Like the CC. ā from ō in final syllables just described, this became in British first ā and later ē, giving WCB. ē. E.g. W. cil, OC. chil, B. kil, ; Ir. cēl : Latin cālus.

Latin ā, which was a close ā in VL. (Grandgent, IVL. p. 86), was very rarely identified with Celtic ā, British ō. The only examples known to me are cūpa > W.B. cib (cf. Lewis, EL. p. 9); cūpella > W. cibell; and VL. muisc'lus > W. misgl (cf. Loth, ML. p. 188). Normally, Latin ā gave British ō, WCB. ō, i.e. it fell together with British ō < oī, and ultimately both of these with the later Brit. ō from ō from au, eu, ou. So (dies) Lūnae > W. (dydd) Llun, C. (de) Lun, B. (di) Lun. For the interpretation of this dual treatment see § 23.

Latin ō in final syllables (a close ō in VL.) was perhaps pronounced more closely in Britain than it was in internal

¹ Of course, where a Brit. (or Gaul.) name is spelt in a Latin context with -ō, -io, as they regularly are, this is simply Latinisation.
syllables, where the VL. ȳ was naturally assimilated to the new native ȝ from au, eu, ou. Finally, Brit. had no ȝ, and we have seen that even in Gaul final Latin ȷ was treated as the native ǣ. But by now British had not got even an ā in final syllables, as this had already become ǣ. Consequently, when Latin words were adopted in British the Latin ē in this position was handled like the native ā from older ā<IE. ȷ; and resulted in a Late Brit. ē which caused final affection. Hence just as *plēkōtēs gave CC. *lukūtīs > Brit. *lukūss > Late Brit. *lugīs > W. lyyg, so Latin dracō was adopted in Brit. as *dracē, Late Brit. *draqē, MW. dreic.¹

On the questions of dating and chronological development involved, and on the reason for thinking that CC. ǣ < ē was ā at the time of the Latin loans, see § 23.

In VL. pretonic syllables, where ā was apparently ĕ (cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 96), there seem to be no British examples of the shortening discussed in § 2. 3. So ǣnitās > W. uned, not *yned, etc.

In English names.—Culcheth (Lan.) and Culgaith (Cum.) are supposed by Ekwall to be compounds of W. cil, "corner", and coed, "wood" (Dict. p. 129), i.e. of Brit. *cūlo- (: Latin cūlus) and *caito-. But this is unlikely chronologically, see p. 320. In RN. p. 417 he sees Brit. *Trisantō (leg. *Trisantū) > *Trisantī in Bede's Treenta, with British vowel affection or AS. umlaut; on this see p. 524, n. 1. In FT. Förster speaks of supposed British forms like *Tūlōn (p. 276, etc.), *Dagissōn (p. 809), *Tāmidon (p. 429), *Tamōn (p. 371). But these are simply abstractions invented to account for the form of the supposed AS. derivatives. Actually if such names existed at all they would have -ā > -ā in Brit., Late Brit. ē, causing vowel affection, which would spoil the AS. equations.²

¹ Schuchardt refused to believe that Lat. ē would have fallen together with CC.-ā, on the very ground that this was now ā (if not already ē, as he thought possible); and preferred to regard cases like dreic as the result of analogical plurals in ē (Litteraturbl., 1893, col. 102). But cf. Lewis, EL. p. 8. There need be no difficulty here; at that time in Brit. final syllables there was no other vowel within the ē=ā range but ā; hence sound-substitution of this for Latin ē was natural and inevitable.

² Förster has forgotten that Celtic had no n. sg. of n-stems in -ōn, and that the Celtic form instead was -ā; see pp. 301-2 above.
§ 16. IE. ė

It was raised to ē in CC., and behaved in exactly the same way as IE. ē, q.v.¹ E.g. W., B. gwir: Gaul Co-virus: Ir. fir: Lat. vérus. Latin ē was treated as the Brit. ē from IE. ei; see § 28, 1.

§ 17. IE. ī

(1) IE. and Latin ī and CC. ī<IE. ē gave WCB. ī, which is [i] and implies a Late Brit. i, whereas the Late Brit. ī developed in WCB, differently, as already described. So W. cig, OC. chic, B. kik: xikos: vinum >WCB. gwim.

In a few cases Lat. ī behaves like Lat. ē; e.g. paradysus >W. paradwyds, MB. barazoes, etc.; sentīre >W. syrnwyf; papirus >W. pobyr beside MW. pobir. These are presumably cases where VL, at least in Britain, had ī; cf. Schuchardt, Litteraturbl., 1893, col. 99. On fībula >W. fual, inferna >VL. iferna >uffern, see p. 276.

In the immediately pretonic Latin syllable the quantity was apparently usually preserved in Britain. So diluvium >W. dilyw; trinitatem >W. trindol, MC. trindas, treines, trengys, etc. But the pretonic shortening described above, in § 2. 3, is also found at least once, in scriptura >VL. scrittura >W. ysgrythur. The history of W. ysbryd, C. spyrys, B. spered, OL. spirut <spiritus <spiritus is not quite clear, since the ī was stressed in VL., and though it would be accented spiritus in Brit. there would be no cause for shortening there. Perhaps Loth's suggestion is the right one (ML. pp. 216-17), that Lat. spiritui (add spiritibus) might result in a spirit- which was levelled throughout the declension, at any rate in Britain. On the French esprīt <Carolingian Latin *spiritus, see Richter, CPF. p. 28; this is too late to have been the source for the Brittonic development.

¹ There is some rather controversial evidence for the occasional retention of ī until historical times in the separate languages in certain cases, almost all in final syllables; cf. Pedersen, VKG. ī, 51; Vendryes, RC. xxx, 296; Pokorny, IF. xxxv, 172 ff.; O'Raillle, Éria, xiv, 26. This is of no significance for our purpose, however, since it does not appear in WCB. Loth thought he saw it in Caeldon-, which he took for Calédon-, giving later *Calédon- (RC. xlvi, 3), but this is rightly rejected by Förster (FT. p. 240), whose own interpretation, however, is unacceptable.
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As Grandgent notes, Latin ĭ in unstressed syllables tended to become ĕ in VL. by dissimilation if there was a stressed ĭ in the following syllable (IVL. p. 97); hence divinēs appears as devinēs in a fourth-century inscription. Cf. Richter, CPF. p. 131, who dates this third to fifth century. The British evidence shows that the VL. ē was or could be short early, presumably by the reduction discussed in § 2. 3. Hence W. dēvin<*dēvinus<dīvinus; dēvis<*dēvis<ācdivi<ācivis; cf. Fr. dēvin, devise.

(2) In English names, ĭ remains. Note the river Lyne (Dev.-Dor.) < Pr.W. *Līn < Brit. *Līmā : W. līf, "flood"; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. 274, Förster, FT. p. 647. The AS. river name Hīl (=the Roding, Es.) is related to W. hīl, "seed"<Brit. *sīl- by Ekwall, RN. pp. 206-7; but his connection to OI. sīlīd, "drops" (which he fails to note has short ĭ; the Ir. cognate of hīl is sīl), is highly problematic, and the semantics are therefore difficult—there is no trace of a meaning "drop, trickle" for this stem in WCB. Ekwall refers the word to Lat. sīleō, but contrast LP. p. 7, where hīl and sīl are compared much better with Lat. sēvē. For all these reasons, as well as for the fact that we do not know what would have been the pronunciation in Mod.E., it is best to reject this etymology of this shadowy name.
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§ 18. IE. au, ou, eu

These eventually fell together in the Celtic languages, but they did so independently in Goedelie, Gaulish, and Brittonic; the separate spellings are still clearly visible in Gaulish and British. In British eu was apparently merged first in ou, and then au and ou fell together in ō; which, together with Latin internal ō, became first ā and finally ā. This is written u in WCB. from the earliest sources to the present. The sound in OW., MW. was a central [ŭ], not a front one as with Fr. u or AS. y; this is shown by the fact that when it became
unrounded (in late M. and early Mod.W., see WG. p. 13) the result was the Mod.W. [i], not [i], though it has fallen together with [i] in S.Welsh.

On Latin *au, eu* see §§ 25, 26. On the history and chronology of these developments see § 22.

(1) With Brit. *au*. Note *Alaunos, Alauna* (Ptol., Rav.), later *Alōna* appearing in AL. in the Latin genitive as Alone > MW. Alan. Cf. the Gaulish names in Alaun- in Holder, ACSVZ. i, cols. 76-7. Caunus, the father of Gildas in the Ruys Life (see H. Williams' edition of DEB., pt. ii, p. 322), has been compared to Gaulish names in Caun- and Caunus (Holder, op. cit. i, cols. 868, 1150), but original *au* could not have remained so late in British. The Life of St. Cadog calls him Cau (VSB. p. 152), and in Welsh tradition he is Caew, so that Caunus should no doubt be read in the Ruys Life. CAVNE in CHIC. no. 401, mid sixth century, may equally well be read CANNE. On QVENATAVCI see p. 296, n. 2. The element -ywalaunos, well attested in names in both British and Gaulish (also -yallaunos), appears to have original *au* (cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 54); but the mediaeval derivatives are OW. -yallaun, MW. -wallon, OB. -wallon, as if from *yallānos*. Zupitza is probably right in regarding this as a case of suffix-substitution, ZCP. iii, 594; Loth in RC. ii, 11 and 15-16, invented an *ad hoc* development of *au > ū*, which is without other foundation.

(2) With Brit. *ou*. Boudica (Tacitus) > W. Buddug (for *Buddug*); *Loauwov* (Ptol.), which is probably to be rendered Loundinon; *Croucingo* (Rav.), containing *crouco-, "hill". With *ou* already > ū, Lūndinium (Tacitus, AL., Rav.); *Clōta* (Tacitus, Ptol.); NODONTI and NODENTI (CIL. vii, 139, 140). With ū > ū, Lūndinium (Ammianus, second half of fourth century, see Holder, op. cit. ii, col. 282); NVDENTE (CIL. vii, 139); MARTI OLLVDIO in CIL. viii, no. 73, beside Gaul. OLOVDIO (CIL. xii, no. 166); Pennocrācium (AL.). In later sources: NVDI, CHIC. no. 515, early to mid sixth century; NV(D)INTI (?), no. 359, mid to later

[1] Williams, following the reading CAVNE, regards this as the forerunner of *Cwm, = MW. cum, "lord" (AC., 1940, p. 169); but the evidence discussed in § 22 below shows that this is impossible.]
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sixth century; Arecláia, Ruys Life of Gildas (Williams, loc. cit.); Lândonensis civitatis, Ländoniae civitatis in St. Gregory, A.D. 601 (Holder, op. cit. ii, cols. 282-3).

(3) With Brit. eu. Leucarum (AI); Leuca, Leucomedo, Leugosea (Rav.). With ou already, LOVCETIO MARTI, CII. vii, no. 36; MARTI TOVTATI, ibid. no. 84. With ò, CORIONOTOTARVM, ibid. no. 481; OLLOTOTIS, Eph. Ep. ix, p. 570. With û, Verlúcio (AI).¹ Later sources: ² Ellutus, LSS. i, § 7, etc.; Illutus and Ellutus, Life of St. Illtud (VS. pp. 194, 198, etc.).

§ 19. Latin internal ò

Latin internal ò, which was a close ò, fell together with the above at the ò stage, and shared its fate. So scöpa > W. ysqub; Römanus > MW. Rufawn; fòrma > W. ffurf, OC. furf; lòrica > W. llurig; consilium > VL. còsiliùm > MW. cusyl, OC. cusul, MC. cuyl, Mod.B. kuul.

In a few cases Latin ò seems to have been treated like Late Brit. ò< è. Nòna, hòra gave W. nawn, aur, C. úr, ër (=òr), B. eur; probably òda > W. awdl (cf. OB. do-odl, see JCS. i, p. 72); perhaps Aaròn > MW. Arawn, cf. Baudis, Gr. p. 165. Lloyd-Jones adds W. sawl from sólus (ZCP. vii, 472). These examples may not all be certain, but at least the first two are. The cause is not altogether clear, but they may be late learned borrowings, perhaps made at or after the time when the Carolingian reforms in Latin school pronunciation turned the older ò into ò; cf. Loth, ML. p. 190; Zupitza, ZCP. iii, 594; Schuchardt, Litteraturbl., 1893, col. 101; Pedersen, VKG. i, 206; and Pogatscher, Lautl. p. 112, on AS. nôn from nòna. One would hardly expect aur and nawn to be so late as this, however, cf. Morris Jones, WG. p. 95; but with regard to his explanation it should be noted that hòra was pronounced with ò in VL. (Grandgent, IVL. p. 79). Indeed, after the time when Brit. ò had become ã (early sixth century) even a close Latin ò

¹ Anyoσhka in Ptolemy is of doubtful etymology and is probably corrupt; read perhaps Anyoσhka = *Leuconojia = *Leuconojia.
² TÓTÁVALI in CIIC. no. 375, mid or later sixth century, may very likely be Irish.
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(and, of course, an open \( \ddot{a} \)) might be identified rather with the native \( \dddot{a} < \ddot{a} \) than with \( \ddot{a} \); which is roughly what Schuchhardt and Pedersen say; so that, for instance, *aur might be from *hōra with close \( \dddot{a} \) and not later than the sixth century. It could hardly be earlier, though; and one would have expected it to be among the earliest loans.

In pretonic syllables immediately before the Latin stress the Latin long \( \ddot{a} \) ordinarily kept its length in Britain; so *Dōnatus > MW. Dunawt, lōrica > Mod.W. llurig, etc. But rarely it was shortened, already in VL., not British; see § 2. 3. E.g. *oceanus > *ogednus > W. eigion; *Iōhannes > *Ioannes > *Ioūannes (with hiatus-filling \( y \)) > W. Iewan (cf. Lewis, EL, p. 12); *fontāna > *fontāna > Pr.W. *fontōn > OW. finnanun, var. fontaun (HB. c. 70) > MW. ffynnaun. In orbīto, orītor > W. arawd, arauad, was first pretonic VL. shortening, and then the change of \( \ddot{a} \) to \( \ddot{u} \) seen also in occasīo > W. achos; see pp. 82-3. For similar VL. shortenings seen in Germanic, note *sölārium, orāle, mōrātum > *sōlārium, *ōrāle, *mōrātum > AS. solor, orel, morād; see Luick, HGES. § 217. 

§ 20. British *au, ou, eu in Anglo-Saxon names

There is no trace of any distinction between the three, nor even any evidence for the subsequent \( \dddot{a} \). We have to start from the still later stage \( \ddot{u} \), and the ultimate \( \ddot{u} \). A threefold rendering is found in AS.; with \( \ddot{u}, \dddot{u}, \) and \( \dddot{y} \).

(1) With AS. \( \ddot{u} \). (Note that in this sub-section the Pr.W. sound is written for the present \( \ddot{u} \), begging no questions as to whether it was yet \( \ddot{u} \).) Rom.-Brit. Lōndinium > Lūndinīum (Ammianus) = Brit. *Lūndonjōn, > AS. Lūden; see Förster, KW. p. 230; Altenenglisches Lesebuch (4th ed., Heidelberg. 1931), p. 67; FT. p. 165; Jackson, Antiquity, xii. 46.¹ Brit.

¹ That the older British must have been *Lūndonjōn is shown in these sources; the common derivation "Town of Lūndinos" (e.g. BBSC. p. 38), from *lōndo-, "fierce" (better, in Brittonic, "merry" or "active", see CLH. p. 164), which goes back to Holder, ACSPZ. ii. col. 281, and Arbois de Jubainville, is therefore wrong. The -onjōn instead of -injon must be assumed because of the absence of umlaut in AS., though it is difficult to reconcile this, except as a case of suffix-substitution, with the regular -onos and -inum of Classical authors. Cf. Lündonensis, Londonia, p. 307 above.
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*Coluwnā > Pr.W. *Colūn (see p. 688) > AS. *Clūn > ME. Cloun, = Clun (Shr.) and Clowne (Derb.). Brit. *Croueso > Pr.W. *Crūg > Crook (Dev.; Dor.), Crewkerne (So.); see Ekwall, Dict. pp. 124, 125. OW. Tuta (Lland. p. 218), hypocoristic of some name like Tuddwal, with Brit. *Teuto-, borrowed in AS. as Tūda (DLV., c. 840; see KW. p. 177 and Reliq. p. 99).

With the usual shortening of post-tonic long vowels in AS.; *Coluwnā > Pr.W. *Colūn > AS. *Colūn > Colne (Hert.-Mx.-Berk.; Ex.), from the oblique cases; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. 89. Similarly Aluwnā > Pr.W. *Alūn > AS. *Alūn > Aln (Nb.), Ayle Burn (Cum.-Nb.), Ellen (Cum.); see Ekwall, RN. pp. 5 ff.; and Brit. Lat. *Lindocolōnia (Lindum Colonia, Rav.; cf. Lindocolina, Bede, HE, ii, 16, on which see below) > Late Brit. *Lindogolānia > AS. *Lindcolūn, Lincoln. In Brit. *Lewcoŋjā > Pr.W. *Lūg(u)ī > AS. Luce, the Lugg (Radnorsh.-Shr.-Heref.), =W. Llugwy, there is shortening before the AS. *g*, itself a sound-substitution for Pr.W. *g*.

(2) With AS. *i*. AS. had no *ı* of its own until it developed one (spelt *y*) by the umlaut of *u* in the seventh and early eighth centuries (see § 168). Consequently to render the Pr.W. *u*, once that had come into existence, sound-substitution was necessary in Pr.AS., either by *i* or by *ı*. Some of the above cases of *u* may be sound-substitutions for *ı*, as we shall see below; the following instances of AS. *i* unquestionably are: Dōnatus > Pr.W. *Dīnōd > AS. Dinoot, Bede, HE, ii, 2, probably from an oral AS. source contemporary with the conference at Augustine’s Oak in A.D. 603; see p. 295. Brit. *Lindo-colōnia > Late Brit. *Lindogolānia was apparently re-borrowed, as names sometimes are, from Brittonic speakers in the later form. *Lindogolānia or *Lindgolān; this was rendered in Pr.AS. *Lind(co)lin, whence with AS. umlaut the later AS. Lindcylene (which has no descendants in Mod. English) in the AS. Bede; Bede’s Lindocolina in HE. ii, 16 is simply a Latinisation of the Pr.AS. form. There is no umlaut in Lincoln because this was borrowed with Brit. *u* > AS. *u* (see above), not *i*. Brit. *Pennocroucion, Rom.-Brit. Pennocracium (Al.) > Pr.W. *Penngrūg > AS. Peneric, Penkridge (Staf.), Ekwall, Dict. p. 345. Brit. *Cloutā > Pr.W. *Clūd > AS. *Clīd,
the Clyde (cf. Pogatscher, Beitr.G.D.Sp.Litt. xviii, 470; Förster, FT. p. 27).

(3) With AS. ā. Finally, AS. developed its own ā-sound, namely ā (a front ā, different from the W. central sound, on which see p. 305), by the umlaut of ū, in the seventh and early eighth centuries. Consequently it now had a means of rendering the Welsh vowel rather closely, though not exactly. As would be expected, names taken into AS. with ā are comparatively late. Ekwall mentions AS. ā in names derived from Pr.W. *crūg as implying borrowing after the time when Brit. ū had become Pr.W. ā (add, after AS. had acquired its own ā), see RN. p. lxvi. But unluckily there seem to be almost no contemporary examples of the expected AS. crūc, and later forms like Creech (Dor.), DB. Cric, etc., Crich (Derb.), DB. Crice, etc., and Crick (Nthants), DB. Crec, etc. (all Dict. pp. 123-4), and others, have no AS. authority to prove that they were borrowed with ā not ĩ. However, in the case of Creechbarrow Hill (So.) the name does occur as Crīc in AS., in a charter of 682 (see Dict. p. 123), where it is called collem qui dicitur Britannica lingua Crucan, apud nos Cricbeorh. This name is not likely to have been borrowed much earlier than that time, and the passage proves that the Britons of the neighbourhood still spoke their own language; as we should expect, since this part of Somerset was not conquered until the second half of the seventh century. Of course, later AS. ā in British names may often have arisen by umlaut of AS. ā from Brit. ā or ū. This seems to be the case with AS. Lūc, the Lea (Bed.-Hert.-Mx.-Ex.), if the name is really from *lēuc- with a British ā or ī suffix or a Pr.AS. -iōn, as Ekwall thinks, RN. p. 241.1

Again, in Boyd (Gl.), Kyre Brook (Wo.), AS. Byd and Cýr, Ekwall finds Pr.W. *Būdī, *Cūrī, with AS. umlaut, although

1 Förster appears to confuse the Brit. stems *lyg-, *lyng-, with *leuc-, FT. p. 62; Lyg can hardly be from *leuc-, since in that case we should have Pr.W. *lāg-, and AS. would substitute the ā by ē or possibly āy (see § 137). If the name is from *leug-, we have Pr.W. *lāg- with AS. ā for ą as usual. Förster, who is thinking in terms of Brit. *lāg-, rejects this on the ground that it would give Pr.W. *lōu; but there is no reason to think that Late Brit. ą became ā after ā; cf. *slōngos-Late Brit. *lōgus-W. llōs. We might start, therefore, with something like Brit. *Lumgūl. It is all very uncertain, however.
he admits that the AS. Ȝ could be a substitute for Pr.W. û if borrowed when the i-umlaut had occurred; see RN. pp. lxvi, 47, 233. Cory (Dev.) and Curry (So.), and other such names in Cornwall, being AS. *Curĩ, are taken by Ekwall for loans from the same stem as in Kyre, in the form Pr.C. *Cûri (with half-long û in Pr.C, by the new quantity rules, see § 34, and cf. Kyle and Coly, § 21), borrowed after AS. umlaut and with û substituted for û; RN. pp. 97-8. P. lxvi, he suggests that Pr.W. û > û was later in pretonic than in stressed syllables, and that at the time of the loan it was at an intermediary stage for which AS. substituted u when it was pretonic; but this is purely an ad hoc guess. In fact, the case of all the names in this paragraph is highly uncertain, since their etymologies are very doubtful, if for no other reason.

Förster shows that Glendue (Nb.), from Cumbric *Glynn Dû, has a still later treatment of û, and that the English form requires that it should have been borrowed at the end of the tenth or in the eleventh century (FT. pp. 27 ff.). He tries to demonstrate the continued existence of Brittonic speakers in Northumberland as late as this time, which is exceedingly improbable for the county as a whole; but Glendue is so close to the Cumberland border that it might well have been occupied by Cumbric-speaking Britons from Cumberland at this late period, immigrants from Strathclyde (see pp. 218-19).

It is worth noting that we have a quite definite example of a Brittonic personal name with û substituted by AS. y in the Bodmin Gospels, § 30 (c. A.D. 960-1000), where the OC. name *Indicael = [iūdicail] (OB. Indicael twenty times in Cart.Red.) is spelt in an AS. context ȝyðiccael, with the same pronunciation.

On the development and chronology of û > û see below.

§ 21. IE. oi

This fell together with the Late Brit. û < Ȝ < au, ou, eu, giving û.1 So IE. *oînos > WCB. un : Old Latin oînos >

1 Baudis seems to think that oi developed directly to Ȝ (Gr. p. 26), which is improbable, as Ekwall says, RN. p. lxvi. See p. 314 below.
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Classical ūnus. In unstressed final syllables, however, it became ġČ, i, causing final affection in Late Brit.

There are no cases of ōi in late sources. CIC. no. 434, late sixth century, COIMAGNI, is unquestionably Irish, not British, as is shown by nos. 71, 166 (both Ogams, in Ireland) COIMAGNI, the common OI. name Coemán.\(^1\) Certain examples of the ū or ū stages are likewise lacking. CIC. no. 377, fifth or sixth century, CIMESETLLI, is difficult to explain, unless we could emend CVMESETLLI (cf. no. 446, MAGLOCVVI for MAGLOCVNI), in which case it would consist of Brit. *coimo-, Pr.W. *cũp, "dear", and Brit. *saitlo-, Pr.W. *Σπλ, "life".

In AS. names, again, examples are inadequate. Ekwall derives Kyle (NRY.), AS. *Cũl, with AS. umlaut, from a Pr.W. *Cũlī < Brit. *Cũlo- (from older Brit. *Cũlī- or the like), meaning "narrow"; W. cul; RN. p. 232. He takes Coly (Dev.), AS. *Cũlī (rejecting the attested AS. C bullied), to be from Pr.W. *Cũlī with AS. substitution of ū for the new half-long ū, after the time of AS. umlaut; see RN. p. 91, and cf. on Kyre and Cory, Curry, pp. 310-11 above. Förster, however, accepts Culled and takes it for Pr.W. *Cũlī; FT. p. 352. The whole question is very uncertain. A really clear case, and one of late AS. ū-substitution, is Ûnust in DLV., c. 840 (KW. p. 177) = MW. Ûnust < Brit. *Oinognustus, : OI. Oengus.

§ 22. The History of Brit. au, ou, eu, oi, and Latin ū and Internal ŏ

The evidence having been set out, it is possible to attempt some interpretation of the facts. As we have seen, Brit. au, ou, eu, and Latin ū and ŏ in internal syllables all fell together in later ū, giving Pr.WCB. ū (except that there may be a very few cases of Latin internal ū > Pr.WCB. i). Au, ou, eu, and Latin internal ŏ did so through ŏ first. On the other hand, British ū < IE. ū in internal and ŏ in final syllables, as well as Latin ŏ in final syllables, all joined in ū, giving Pr.WCB. i.

\(^1\) For Williams takes no. 434 as British, having old ũ on its way to ū, and so as the ancestor of the rare W. Cewgan (Cymn. Trans., 1943-44, p. 154). This is intrinsically less probable than the above, and, moreover, ũ could hardly have been diphthongised so early, cf. § 28. 3.
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(1) Au, ou, eu. These were still diphthongs at the time when intervocal -s- was lost in Brit. (second half of the first century, p. 522), because after the loss of that s they resulted in au, ou, eu, and not simply ō for all three. So Brit. *tause > *tayxe > W. taw, "be silent"; Brit. *reus > W. rhow : Lat. pruīna (cf. WG, pp. 103-4). This means also that eu was still distinct from ou. On the other hand, they must have become ō by the time of the Latin loanwords, at least those which survive, (a) because VL. internal ō fell together with them, and (b) because VL. au, eu did not do so. In the actual sources we find au, ou (e.g. Alauna, Boundica, Loundinion) in Tacitus and Ptolemy, first to second century, but also already ō (e.g. Lōndinium, Clōta). Ū is seen as early as AL. (e.g. Penno-crācium, Verlācio) about 300; and later as in Ammianus (Lōndinium), c. 363, and at the Lydney temple (NVDENTE), late fourth century. We may probably therefore make the following datings: au, ou, eu fell together in ō in the late first century, at least in part; they were fully ō by the time the known Latin loanwords entered the language. The ō then developed further to ū by the end of the third century. On its subsequent change to ū see below. The fact that in Classical sources there are a number of examples of au, ou, eu later than the first century, and even as late as AL. (Causennae, Clausentum, Leucarum) and Ravennas (Alauna, Leuca, Leucomago, Leugosena, Crouingo); and of ō in AL. (Alōne, Lōndinium) and Ravennas (Lōndinium), as well as the Lydney temple (NODONTI, NODENTI), is no objection to the above dating. The ō might indeed have survived, perhaps locally, into the fourth century, but au, ou, eu could scarcely have done so, particularly as Latin au remained distinct from Brit. au. The explanation is, no doubt, that these are official forms stereotyped at a much earlier stage, and bearing no relation to the contemporary pronunciation; in other words, the man who copied AL. wrote Causennae, Clausentum, etc., because the official documents before him had spelt them so for the last couple of centuries, and he did not trouble to go and listen to the British man in the street and try to imitate his pronunciation. Cf. p. 37. That these two names in particular
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are archaic is supported by their preservation of -s-; cf. p. 523. The forms with ȷ in Tacitus and Ptolemy seem to prove that this stage must have been reached already by their time.

(2) Latin internal ȷ in loanwords evidently fell together with the new British ȷ in the second to third century, and became ă with it at the end of the third. This is perfectly natural. The sounds must have been identical, and there was at this period no other long ȷ-sound in British for it to associate with. But any Latin words with ȷ borrowed in or after the fourth century and before the end of the fifth would find no Brit. ȷ-sound ready for them at all. The simplest thing to do would be to substitute the Brit. ā, so that the result would be the same as if they had been borrowed earlier. After the fifth century, when Brittonic now had a full ȷ, any late loans would certainly have their ȷ treated as ȷ, especially if the Latin vowel was for some reason open; cf. § 19.

Latin ā was, of course, quite distinct from ȷ in Latin, and at the time when the borrowing began British ā < ȥ was still in the future; whereas older Brit. ā was now already ā, as we shall see. Latin ā was not assimilated in the direction of ā (except perhaps in cib, cibell, and misgl, see below), and would probably not fall together with Brit. ȷ because it was phonemically distinct from ȷ in Latin. There remains one other possibility. British ọi must already have become ā, so that British had after all a pure ā sound between the late first and the fourth century, in the borrowing period, and it was with this sound that the Latin ā was identified (cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 207). Thus we have the situation in the second to third century of a native ȷ < ọu, ọu, ọu, and a Latin internal ȷ which fell together with it; and a native ȷ < ọi, and a Latin ā which was identified with it. And then, by the end of the third century, the ȷ itself fell together with the ā.

There is this proviso to make, however. Though internal ȷ

---

Loth supposes that it did so via ȷ (ML. p. 68), the idea being that if it had become directly ā it would have fallen together with original ā in later 3. But original ā was already ā at this time. There is no reason why ọi should not have become simply ā; it seems to have done so in Latin, and cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 207; and § 21 above.
in Latin words borrowed into Brit. became ë along with native œ by about 300, it must have retained more or less its proper quality in the spoken Latin of the country or at least in the ecclesiastical Latin of the fifth and sixth centuries, because loanwords in Irish borrowed from British Latin mostly keep the œ instead of having ë, diphthongising it later in certain circumstances to ua, as with native Pr.I. œ, and they keep Latin ë distinct. For instance, Ir. scuab, a second-group loan from sixth-century Brit. Lat. *scóba, older scópa. On the other hand, ë is sometimes found in Irish: so OL. luirech from lórica, : W. llurig, a first-group loan, and OL. laubuir, lebuir, from labórem, : W. llafur (cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OL. p. 569). In these latter cases the words could have been borrowed either from a more Britticising Latin than scuab was, or else direct from British in which Latin œ, once adopted, had now long been ë.

(3) The new ë from Brit. au, ou, eu, oi, and from Latin ë and internal œ developed at some subsequent period into ë. As it is common to WCB. it is hardly likely to have happened later than the sixth century. Here the evidence of AS. names is crucial, but unfortunately not very easily interpreted. Certainly, one may reasonably say that AS. ë should mean a sound-substitution for ë before AS. had its own ë, and that AS. ë represents a more exact rendering of ë once AS. had now acquired the sound by umlaut; but AS. ë is not so clear a criterion, since it can represent either an exact rendering of the earlier Brit. ë or a sound-substitution for the later ë. In Crycheorh we have a definite example of ë by the year 682. Penkridge and Clyde, borrowed respectively in the late sixth and late seventh centuries, seem to show ë. Bede's Dinoceil also has ë, which shows that the Brittonic sound was certainly ë by Bede's day, and probably that this was already the case by 603. All these facts would suggest the sixth century. Lindocolina

1. Loth says that Lat. words with œ in Irish have ë or a sound very close to it (ML, p. 88). This is vague and inaccurate; he was presumably thinking of ua, but ua is a development out of Pr.I. œ which did not take place till the end of the seventh century and early in the eighth. The contemporary Irish sound was œ. Loth is trying to get round the difficulty that Brit. shows ë for Latin œ while Irish shows œ.
and *Lindcolum*, however, beside *Lindcylene*, would seem to need a date rather early in that century, for Lindsey was beginning to be settled probably at the end of the fifth century, and speakers of British are not likely to have survived for more than a generation or so after its occupation (cf. p. 207). Let us say, then, the sixth century, and comparatively early in it, or hardly later than the middle, for the rise of Brittonic ū.¹ In this case there are a number of examples whose place in the scheme must be examined. First, spellings in native sources of the sixth and seventh centuries such as NVDI, NV(D)INTL, *Arecluta, Ellutus*. There is no difficulty here, since the Latin alphabet had no letter for ū, and could only write it with ū, as was in fact done when the orthography of OWCB. was established. Then old loans with AS. ū, names borrowed in the fifth and early sixth centuries, like London, Lincoln, Colne, would simply render the British ū accurately, before it became ū. Later loans with AS. ū, up to the time of AS. umlaut in the seventh and early eighth centuries, would have the ū as a sound-substitution for Britt. ū, alternative to ū. Such would be Clun, Clowne, Ayle Burn, Ellen, Lugg; and Boyd, Kyre, and Kyle if these had AS. ū for Britt. ū. But we are faced then with the difficulty that there are a number of clear examples of AS. ū in names adopted after AS. had its own ū. Two definite cases are *Tūda* and *Um ust* in DLV., c. 840. In view of *Cryeberch* in Somerset, others may well be Crook in Dorset and Crewkerne in Somerset, and certainly Crook in Devon; also Curry in Somerset and Cory and Cole in Devon, if the originals of these really did contain Britt. ū. How are we to explain this AS. ū, ū apparently for Britt. ū and ū, when AS. ū and ū would be expected? The solution must lie in the fact that Britt. ū was a different sound from

¹ In FT., Forster says the beginning of the sixth century (p. 168), and c. 500 (p. 173), referring to KW. p. 230, where, however, no adequate evidence is given. He notes there *Aubōne* for London in the selections from Stephanoes of Byzantium, c. 700; and therefore that ū>ū must be seventh century at latest; but thinks it may have been the spelling of Stephanoes himself, and therefore already in the fifth century. This is obviously quite uncertain, and *Aubōne* may be a scribal error, particularly since the same error is found in the variants in Ptol. Stephanoes is not likely to have been in close touch with the latest phonetic developments in Britain.
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AS. ĭ, the former being a central and probably comparatively open vowel and the latter a front and rather close one. Hence ă could still sound alien to the English even when they had their own ĭ, and when a sound is alien substitution is required—not necessarily by what might seem to us phonetically the nearest vowel, ĭ. Actually Britt. ĭ, being a central sound, was more or less half-way between AS. ĭ and ā; and it follows that just as AS. ĭ was a possible substitution for Britt. ĭ, side by side with AS. ĭ, in the previous period, so it might very well still be, side by side with AS. ĭ—so that, for instance, Tūda and Unust are simply renderings which might equally well have taken the form Tyda, Ynust, but hardly more necessarily so.

The result is, then, that we cannot assume a simple progression as follows: Late Brit. ĭ (=AS. ĭ) > Pr.W. ĭ (=early, AS. ĭ; late, AS. ĭ). Instead, we must reckon also with AS. ĭ as a substitution for ĭ all through, even after AS. had acquired its ĭ.\(^1\) In this connection it may be noted that the obverse is to be seen in AS. loans in Welsh. MW. cusans has ĭ for the y of AS. cysan (see Parry-Williams, EEW. p. 28); whereas in MW. Llunddein, punt, which are also borrowed from English,\(^2\) there is ĭ (originally ĭ) for AS. ĭ, these latter being presumably taken in before Pr.W. developed any ĭ of its own, which it did at the end of the sixth century by lengthening of ĭ (see § 67. 8).

For a chronological table of the history of Brit. au, eu, ou, oi, and Latin ĭ and internal ĭ, see § 24.

§ 23. The History of WCB. ĭ from Brit. ĭ < IE. ĭ and ĭ in Final Syllables, and < Latin ĭ in Final Syllables

(1) The fact that Latin ĭ did not normally fall together with the original British one, and that British oi > ĭ did not

\(^1\) Ekwall seems to envisage substitution of ĭ by AS. ĭ or ĭ, but not by ĭ (RN. pp. lxvi-lxvii); and throughout RN. he fails to consider the possibility of ĭ. But ĭ is a necessary assumption in some cases, as shown; and cf. FT. p. 27: There is no real basis for Ekwall’s guess that Late Brit. ĭ became ĭ earlier in pretonic than in tonic syllables (RN. p. lxvii).
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do so at all, suggests that IE.  обращаёт was at least well on the way to  обращаёт in British already before the time when oi became  обращаёт, and when the Latin loanwords were beginning to enter the language in the late first century; cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 50. If cib, cicell, and misqtk do represent early borrowings from Latin before  обращаёт > обращаёт and oi > обращаёт, it may be that these slipped in early enough to share the fate of original  обращаёт (as Pedersen and Loth thought, VKG. i, 207 and ML. p. 67), and that  обращаёт did not become  обращаёт, nor oi become  обращаёт, until later. But since all the other evidence of Latin loans suggests that  обращаёт (as well as oi > обращён, and au, ou, eu > обращён) was established by the time they were borrowed, it may rather be that in these words we have the same tendency of i to become  обращаёт in contact with a labial as in the examples discussed on p. 276 (cf. WG. p. 96). Too much weight should not be laid on these words, and the probability is that  обращаёт was already quite distinctly a central vowel by the end of the first century.

The same factors would naturally apply to British  обращаёт in final syllables from C.  обращаёт from IE.  обращаёт; and also (as already seen, § 15) Latin  обращён in final syllables, finding no other nearer sound to attach itself to, followed the native pattern and was substituted by  обращаёт. This does not necessarily mean that Latin  обращён was any closer in final syllables than internally in Latin. In Classical sources the Latin spelling u in, for instance, names in -dumum (W. din) in AL., Peut., Rav., and ND., tells us nothing, since it may stand either for  обращаёт or  обращаёт. The Greek au, however, found in Ptolemy, would certainly seem at first sight to imply the pronunciation  обращаёт, not  обращаёт; but this need cause no difficulty. From all over the Celtic world, the Greeks were perfectly familiar with the Celtic name element which they wrote regularly  обращаёт, and even if Ptolemy himself heard his

1 It must in any case have given  обращаёт before Brit.  обращаёт etc. became  обращаёт at the end of the third century, and, of course, before final vowel affection and the loss of final syllables. Because Latin  обращаёт did not fall together with it, Loth thought it must already have been i (ML. p. 68); but he always ignored the stage  обращаёт; cf. Schuchardt, op. cit. cols. 101, 102. In fact it cannot have been i so early, (a) because Lat.  обращён in final syllables could hardly be identified with it if it were, but would have established itself as  обращён with the support of Brit.  обращён in internal syllables; and (b) we should perhaps not expect to find -dumum in Rom.-Brit. sources like AL. and ND. if it had long been Brit. *dinum.
informant say *dūnon*, he would almost inevitably have recognised the word and have written *δοῦνον*, correcting his pronunciation as it were. Actually, we cannot be at all certain that he heard anything of the sort; his source may very likely have been a written Latin one,⁴ where the word would be spelt *dunum* and would, of course, be Hellenised as *δοῦνον*. Even if Ptolemy did get it from spoken Latin, a Roman would naturally substitute his own *ū* in speech for the foreign *ū*. Hence we may date the completion of the change of original Brit. *ū* to *ū* as late as the first century,⁵ no doubt beginning earlier.

(2) The next question is, then, when the new *ū* became *i*. It must have done so before the Late Brit. affection by *i* in final syllables began towards the end of the fifth century (see § 169; and, of course, before the loss of final syllables in the mid sixth century, see § 182); and also before the final division of Late British into Welsh, Cornish, and Breton. Further, it must have been prior to the time when the new *ū* from *ū* etc. had become *ū* in the earlier part or middle of the sixth century. On the other hand, it would be later than the period of the Latin loanwords in British. Hence the middle of the fifth century seems a reasonable date.⁶

In that case, SALICIDUNI in C.I.C. no. 341, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, if it contains Celtic *dūno-*, is probably Irish, not British, and indeed the Ogam show that it must be. DVNOCATI in no. 457, early sixth century (Cornwall), is also likely to be Irish, in view of the associated MESCAGNI;⁷ it would be the forerunner of OI. Dūnchad rather than of MW. Dingut.

On the lack of affection by *i* from Latin *-ō* in C. lader, OB. latr, MB. lazr, beside MW. ıleoir, etc., see § 165.

---

⁴ Cf. Förster, FT. p. 247.
⁵ Förster says second century (FT. p. 172), but is following Loth (ML. p. 67), whose treatment of the subject is unsatisfactory; in FT. p. 843 he says c. 200, which is clearly too late.
⁶ Förster, fifth century (KW. p. 122 and FT. p. 173); c. 400 (FT. p. 843); *ū* > *i* fifth century (FT. p. 748). No evidence is offered for any of these dates.
⁷ Misread MERCAGNI in C.I.C. i, p. 433. The name is a derivative of the stem seen in OL. méex, "drunk".
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As regards AS. names, if the date just given above for ā > ī is correct, the reflection of ā could hardly be looked for in English, still less, of course, that of ă. Dunchideock in Devon therefore cannot have been borrowed at the stage ā,¹ and must have been influenced by AS. dān, "hill";² if not actually a hybrid of this with Pr.C. *cēdiōg. The expected ī is seen in Dinwiddie and others in Roxburgh (first half of the seventh century) and Dumfriesshire (second half); see Watson, CPNS. p. 372. Also in Dinmore and Dinedor near Hereford, the former in the part of that county probably settled in the second half of the seventh century. These have Pr.W. *dain < Brit. *dāno- < CC. *dāno-. Compare Tintern on the Wye, OW. Dindirn (Lland. p. 209, etc.). Ekwall’s derivation for Culcheth (Lan.) and Culgaith (Cum.), Dict. p. 129, as containing the words which in M. and Mod.W. are cīl, "corner", and coed, "wood" (see § 15), would mean that in the later seventh century the sound was still ă, which will not fit. But it is quite simple to solve the difficulty by taking the first element to be Pr.Cumb. *cūl, < Brit. *coilo-, "narrow" (Mod.W. cul); hence *Cūlgēd, "Narrow Wood", which would naturally give Pr.AS. *Cūlceīt, whence Culcheth and Culgaith. Dunbar in East Lothian is doubtless from Pr.Cumb. *dīn bārr (cf. Watson, CPNS. p. 141), and, like Dunchideock, may be influenced by AS. dān, or perhaps by Gaelic dān.³ in later times. The form in Eddius’ Life of Wilfrid (c. A.D. 710–20), chap. 38, Dynbær, var. Dynbær, is difficult to account for on any hypothesis, since though we might possibly suppose that as a localism the ā had not become ī in the dialect of the Lothians when they were settled in the first half of the seventh century, AS. did not yet possess any ĭ so early, and substitution by ā would be looked for. Perhaps the name was not adopted (from a British enclave) until the end of the century, when AS. now had ĭ,

¹ For Ekwall’s "Co dān 'fort '[," Dict. p. 146, read dīn.
² Compare now A. G. Turner, BBCS. xiv, 114–15, on the name Dommett in Somerset, ME. Dūn Meten; in which, as he says, the spelling with -u- is due to the influence of AS. dūn.]
³ For Gaelic spoken at Dunbar, and appearing in place-names, see Watson, CPNS. p. 135, and for Gaelic dān replacing dīn in names in Scotland, ibid. p. 372.
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and perhaps the Pr.Cumb. of the Lothians still had some traces of rounding in its pronunciation of \( i < \ddot{u} \), enough to account for the AS. \( \dddot{y} \) instead of \( i \). The influence by AS. or Gaelic \( d\ddot{u}n \) would then have happened later than Eddius’ time.

§ 24. Table of Sounds treated in §§ 22-3

The following table of the probable development of all these Brittonic sounds will help to make it clearer. The third column represents the period of the first entry of Latin loanwords en masse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-Roman</th>
<th>Late 1st cent.</th>
<th>End of 3rd cent.</th>
<th>Mid 5th cent.</th>
<th>Early to mid 6th cent.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>au, ou, eu</td>
<td>( \ddot{o} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{o} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>( \ddot{o} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oi</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \ddot{u} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \dddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \dddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \dddot{i} )</td>
<td>( \dddot{i} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>( \dddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \dddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \dddot{u} )</td>
<td>( \dddot{i} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§ 25. Latin au

This did not develop in British like the native \( au \), no doubt because the latter was already \( \ddot{o} \). There are two treatments in Brittonic. One, perhaps the older, certainly the better attested, shows that it was pronounced in the Latin of the British province with the first element more or less rounded, some sort of \( \dot{a}u \) or \( ou \), or else long, \( \ddot{a}u \) or \( \dddot{a}u \); in any event it fell together ultimately with both Brit. \( oy \) and Brit. \( au \), \( ay \), in Pr.W. \( ou \), OW. \( \\ddot{o}u \), MW. \( eu \); OC. \( ou \), MC. \( ow \); OB. \( on \), Mod.B. \( aou \) (and in Irish, \( \ddot{o} \)). On the chronology of these developments see § 46. 2. Indeed, since British had an \( oy \),

1 In spoken Latin the \( \ddot{o} \) sound probably remained.

2 Late in the Republican period Latin \( au \) had become \( \ddot{o} \) in plebeian speech, as seen in the well-known story of Clodius (cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 89; Richter, CPF. p. 39); but this is not relevant to the present case. In regular VL. \( au \) was kept, but the first element had evidently become, under the influence of the \( u \), a back and somewhat rounded \( i \) fairly early, cf. Richter, CPF. pp. 212-13. Pedersen thought it was pronounced \( oy \) in Britain, VKG. i. 211; Thurneysen, that it was \( \ddot{a}u \), ZCP. ii, 84-5, IF.Anz. xxvi, 26.
āy, āy, and final āu during the Roman period, the Latin sound is hardly likely to have added still another to this series, and no doubt was assimilated immediately to one or other of them (except āy). Probably it was to āy or āu, since the Irish ē in these cases does not diphthongise to wa, and was therefore borrowed with an open sound. This seems to support Thurneysen’s view rather than Pedersen’s (see footnote 2, p. 321).

Examples: *aurum > OW. aur-. 1 (Chad 8), MW. eur, MC. our, ēr, Mod.C. our, OB. our- (Cod.Leid.Voss.), Mod.B. aour (OI. ēr). For further examples see VKG. i, 211, EL. p. 9.

The second development of Latin āu is to OW. au, MW. aw, OC. au, OB. au, Mod.B. ao; that is to say, it developed like, and phonemically fell together with, British āy and the rare au from āy in words like *cauros < *cauros (see § 1). Examples are fewer. The only ones known to me are: auctorem > W. awdur (OI. auctar); *concausa > MW. cynghæws; laurus > W. llawr-wydd, OB. lour (Leid.Leech.); Paulus > OW. Paul (HB. e. 49), Mod.W. Pawl; 2 laudem > W. llawdd; Laudentius > W. Llawddden; caulis > W. cael (and its derivatives caulen, caulai), OC. caul, B. kaol; perhaps also the OW. aur noted already. With vowel affection, a British derivative *concausiaētā gives W. cyngheusaeth. 3

This handling implies a Latin pronunciation [au], without the rounding or lengthening noted in the previous treatment. 4

---

1 There is commonly said to be also OW. aur, which is supposed to represent the second treatment of Lat. āu. Actually it occurs only in the Book of Aneirin, and only once, CA. 1. 1248; the rhyme is in [au], and the meaning certainly seems to be "gold". There is no M. or Mod.W. descendant. Morris Jones believed MW. eur was a vowel affection of *aur, < *aurjos (WG. p. 106); but this is one of his own peculiar doctrines, and is rightly rejected by Loth, RC. xxxvi, 153.

2 Beside the expected OW. Poul, MW. Poul (OL. Pól).

3 Note that W. cawg is not an example, and is not derived from Lat. cæcor. It is a native word, disyllabic in early W. (cf. CLH. p. 96), cognate with OI. cūac.

4 It cannot mean it was [ą] in Brit. Lat., developing like native ā to MW. aw, etc.; not only because of the CB. forms, which rule it out, but also because it is not reduced protoonically to ē; e.g. awfur, caeil. Ir. cēl might suggest ē, at first sight, therefore *cělis, but apart from the fact that this would not explain the CB., it would give Ir. *cēli. Possibly cēl is a late loan from OW. *cael. 1 Pedersen, loc. cit., appears to imply that ē is regular in Ir. where W. has aw < Lat. au, but cēl is the only example.
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The majority of the examples have the look of late or learned loans,1 whereas those of au>MW. eu, etc., have an air of antiquity, and the probability seems on balance that the latter type represents the old spoken British-Latin pronunciation, and the former is more artificial and bookish. True, cynghoosaeth seems genuine, but this might equally well be a case of affection of Pr.W. *ou, not *au; if so, cynghaus would be a re-borrowing of the stem, or an analogical formation from cynghoosaeth.

(N.B.—The name Paulinus occurs a number of times in inscriptions of the fifth and sixth centuries (nos. 410, 435, 325, 360, 407, in probable chronological order). This is MW. Peulin, and presumably OW. *Poulin; and it would probably have reached the stage of having ou or オス by this time, whatever the exact Brit.-Lat. pronunciation of au was; cf. § 46. 2. The spelling is no objection, since to a fifth- to sixth-century British speaker of Latin the Latin letters au must have meant, or have been capable of meaning, ou or オス, and Paulinus with au was the fixed Latin way of writing it.)

§ 26. Latin eu

In a very few words the Latin diphthong eu (pronounced ㎞, Grandgent, IVL. p. 90, i.e. [eu]) was borrowed in British. It did not fall together with original Brit. eu, because that was already monophthongised by this time, cf. § 22. 1. The result in Brittonic seems to be OW. ôu, late OW. éu, MW. eu, Mod.W. eu, au. So Matheus, pronounced exceptionally with diphthong [eu] (see p. 323, n. 1), gave OW. *Mathou, Mod.W. Mathau, cf. EL. p. 12; Eleutherius>late OW. Eleuther (Gen.

1 Llaochallen is suspicious in not having vowel affection of the -en. Aschur is certainly artificial or late, probably borrowed after the time of lenition and ct>th, from late VL. *augdoren, since otherwise we should expect something like *authur (or rather, *asthur if early). The OL. ascitur (= [augdar]) is also late and artificial; in a natural early loan Lat. ct would become ct; whereas *gd would be expected to give d(d), as it actually did later on in this word in Irish (Mod.I. óddar).
§ 27. IE. *ai

(1) This is found in Gaulish as *ai (in Greek spellings), *ae (in Latin spellings), and ā. In Brittonic *ai in internal syllables is represented in OW. by *oi, >M., Mod.W. *oe; in OC. by *oi, *ui, >MC. oy, Mod.C. ò, ů; in OB. by *oi, *oe, >MB., Mod.B. *oe, *oa. Thus in all three languages there was a rounding and a new diphthong. In Welsh the diphthong was an open one, and remained distinct from that arising from IE. *ei (see § 28); in Breton they fell partly together, and in Cornish wholly so.

It has been barely recognised by Celtic scholars that *ai passed through a stage of open ɛ on its way to *oi, etc., perhaps because there is not very much direct evidence from British sources for the ɛ, though there is some; there is more from the English side. That the ɛ was open, therefore ɛ, distinct from the close ɛ<IE. *ei, is indicated not only by its origin in *ai and its subsequent history, but also by the forms it takes in English and Irish (being borrowed in the latter as ɛ which does not give ia, and therefore more open than the native Irish ɛ<IE. *ei which did give ia).

There are no certain examples of the *ai stage in British, unless *Aesica (ND.) is one, Ravennas Esica. This may contain the name of the god written Esus or Aesus in Gaul, but since the etymology is unknown it is impossible to say that the name is not *Esus, with ɛ written ae, as frequently in VL.; see p. 84. As regards date, even if the name had originally been *Aisica in Brit., it would still have become Esica, for which Aesica in ND. could be a VL. spelling. In any case, the s may perhaps indicate that Aesica in ND. is a stereotyped form transcribed from a very early source, see p. 523. The

---

1 In final syllables IE. *ai probably became GC. ā; cf. Thurneysen, Gr.Ol. p. 59.
2 But cf. Baudis, Gr. p. 28; Loth, RC. ii. 12.
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Romano-British inscription read by Haverfield apparently DEAE WIIAIDAEE (Eph.Ep. ix, p. 593) but by Collingwood as DEAE SAIHADAE taken for *Sattadae (Archeologia Aeliana, 4th ser., ii [1926], pp. 68-9), might really be for SAITADAE and contain the stem seen in W. hoel, "grief", as Collingwood later thought (RBES. p. 260); though, if so, one would expect the name to be *Saitadia rather than Saitada.

On the other hand, the stage *ęż is better represented in Brit. In CIL. vii, no. 393 we have DEAE SETLOCENIAE, evidently a goddess of long life, containing *sailo-, "life", = W. hoel, MB. hoal; Lat. sucellum; 1 and perhaps the same *cęno- which is seen in Ir. cian, "long". This *sailo- appears in ChIC. nos. 390, fifth (?) century, *VENDESETLI; 376, fifth (?) century, VENNISETLI; which are the later W. Gwynnhoedl; and in 377, fifth (?) century, CIEMESETLI (on the first element of which see § 21). Rom.-Brit. Letocetum (AI.; sic leg.) contains the Celtic *cailo-, "wood" (as in Gaul: καυροβεξ, Ptol.), later cęto- (as in Gaul: Cetobriga, Mons Vocetius, etc., see Holder, ACSpZ. i, col. 1002); whence OW. coit (HB. c. 56; Asser c. 55), Mod.W. coed, OC. cuit, MC. coys, cós, Mod.C. cúz, OB. coit, coet (Chr.B. p. 119), Mod.B. koat. We can infer the ęż stage of older *cailo-, "omen", and *baisso-, "manners" (W. coel, moes), from the Ol. cēl, bēs (never *cial, *bias, and therefore borrowed with ęż not ę); cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 56-7. Rom.-Brit. Gleum, Gloucester (AI. Clevum; CIL. vii, no. 54 COLONIAE GLEV[ENSIS]; Rav. Glebon Colonia) is OW. Cair Gloin (HB. c. 49, sic leg.; c. 68a 2), MW. Cuer Loyw, Cuer Loew. This evidently has older ai, though its etymology

1 Cf. Loth, RC. ii, 12.
2 Nash Williams dates this inscription sixth century in the belief that it is the tombstone of St. Gwynnhoedl, patron saint of the parish of Llangynadl some miles away (AC., 1933, p. 35). But such assumptions are extremely risky, especially since there is nothing in the epigraphy to date it later than the fifth century (cf. on no. 325, p. 446). At best it may have been a family name, but there is no need for any connection at all. [The date is repeated in ECMW., pp. 14, doubtfully, and 90. But in a letter dated 30th November 1956, Nash Williams now says: "I agree that, epigraphically, this stone might easily be of the fifth century A.D. Its identification with St. Gwynnhoedl is very uncertain."]
3 Cf. BBCS. xi, 44.
and relation to W. gløyw, gloew, and Ir. gle are still obscure; see WG. pp. 98, 130; Baudis, Gr. p. 35; Pedersen, VKG. i, 67; Förster, FT. p. 577; Holmer, Language, xxiii, 134-5.

(2) In English borrowings we find the stage ë, rendered in various ways according to the long ę-sounds available at the time in the particular AS. dialect concerned. Förster has shown 1 that (a) the normal AS. equivalent was the sound which was ë, until in the Saxon area it became a medium ę about 700, and in the Anglian area a close ę about 500; but that (b) in Kent (where this original AS. ë also became ę c. 500) a different ę-sound was substituted, namely the Pr.AS. ê which became ë or ę in Anglian and Kentish about 500, and this substitution was made exceptionally also in the Anglian area.

Two elements containing Late Brit. and Pr.WC. ë are frequent in English place-names:

(A) Brit. *mailo-, "bald", i.e. "bare (hill)"; Pr.W. mēl, W. moel. E.g. Fontmell (Dor.) < AS. Funtamel (RN. pp. 161-2; FT. p. 576); Melchet (Ha.; see Dict. p. 305, FT. p. 576); Mellor (Lan.; Derb.), M.E. Malver, Melver, < AS. *Mēlfre < Pr.W. *Mēlfrē(5). W. moelfre, "bare hill", cf. Ekwall, Dict. p. 306, FT. p. 576; Melcombe (Dor.), FT. p. 576. All these show the regular treatment with (a) above, = Förster’s 2 (see FT. p. 571). For the name Malvern (Wo.), DB. Malferna, < Pr.W. *Mēlfrē(5) (W. moelfryn, "bare hill"). Ekwall takes the Mal- as representing "some intermediate form between mailo- and moel" (Dict. p. 297); but Förster notes an AS. document with Mālf hern (FT. p. 771), and shows that this has Mēl-, written Māl-, by the Anglo-Saxon Mercians, the vowel becoming ā about 1100; i.e. it has exceptionally the (b) treatment above, = Förster’s 1. Mallerstang (Wes.), ME. Mal(v)restang, is another case of the same; Pr.W. *Mēlfrē(3). Melrose, Roxburghshire, is Mailros in Bede’s Life of St. Cuthbert, cc. 6, 7, which seems at first sight to have the original āi. Förster gave a rather doubtful explanation of this in Eng.St. ivi, 224, but in FT. p. 378 he now proposes a better: Pr.W. *Mēlros, "bare moor", regularly gave Engl. Melrose (granting that the expected -ross has

---

1 See FT. pp. 570 ff., particularly p. 575.
been altered by popular etymology to -rose), but Bede's form is a Hibernicisation of the Pr.W., since Melrose Abbey was an Irish foundation; the Irish monks substituted their own, cognate, mail, "bald", for Pr.W. *mǣl.

(B) Brit. *cailo-", "wood", later *cěto-, Pr.W. *cěd, W. coed. See Ekwall's article on this, in Beiblatt zur Anglia, xxxvi (1925), pp. 146 ff.; and Förster, FT. pp. 571, 576-7, etc. This was borrowed in the Saxon area with our ē (a), as *cět, becoming about 600 cēt, later cīt, cīt. Hence Chute (Wi.)<
*Cīt; and Chitterne (Wi.), Chittoe (Wi.), the AS. Citware (Ha.), and perhaps Chiddingly and Chithurst (Sx.), all from AS. *Cīt. Also Childeock (Dor.)<AS. *Cidioc (DB. Cūdihoc)<
Pr.W. *Cūdiog. As second element in a compound, there is 
-
ē; thus Pansett (Wi.), Melchet (Ha.), Lytchett (Dor.), East Orchard (Dor., AS. Archet, Pr.W. *Argīd), Watchet (So.), Morchard (Dev., DB. Morchet, < Pr.W. *Morgīd), Datchet (Buck.). In the Kentish area our ē (b) was used; so Chatham, Chattendon, Penge (AS. Penceat<*Pencēt), and AS. Ċēthærst, all with original AS. ā. In the Anglian area, some cīd names developed Anglian ē, and then i, e.g. Cheetham and Cheetwood (Lan.); cf. FT. p. 160. On the cīd in Lichfield (Staf.; see also p. 332), <Brit. *Lētocion, Rom.-Brit. Letocetum (Al., sīc leg.)>W. Llwyntgoed, AS. Lyceid (Bede, HE. iv 3, v 23), see FT. pp. 161, 593-4.

The history of ē in Rom.-Brit. Glevum, English Glou-, is still not satisfactorily cleared up; cf. Pogatscher, Lautl. p. 123, Ekwall, Diet. p. 190, Förster, FT. p. 577. The wording of Förster's explanation, taken in conjunction with his table on p. 578, seems to imply that the name was borrowed from Pr.W. *Glıw with our ē (b) about a.d. 900; which is not only historically impossible (Gloucester was occupied in 577) but also phonologically, since Pr.W. ē was already oi by at least the later part of the eighth century, because it appears so in the Surexcit-memorandum (see below), as well as in this very name Gloiu in HB. early in the ninth century.

There appears to be no certain evidence for the stage oi in the AS. place-name borrowings outside Cornwall and the Herefordshire border, though examples have been proposed.
Ekwall considered that there was AS. ā in Meole Brook (Shr.), representing the oi (RN. p. 287), but Förster shows that the form was AS. *Mēl, borrowed with our ē (a) from Pr.W. ē (FT. p. 576). Again, Ekwall seems to take DB. Glowecestré as being from a late AS. *Gloweceaster, itself from the Pr.W. stage *Glowe (Dict. p. 190), but Förster explains the ow of DB. as a secondary growth from older AS. ēaw (FT. p. 577). Ekwall considers that Glencoyne (Cum.) has AS. *cōn substituted for Pr.W. *coin < Brit. *caino- (RN. p. 178); but this is very hazardous, since there is no such word known in British and the Brittonic dialects, and even the meaning of his hypothetical *caino- is unknown. See also FT. p. 577. Leeds (WRY.) is Loidis in Bede, HE. iii, 24. Sir Ifor Williams derives this from W. lloedd, "dirty", as being in a valley (CA. p. 311). But the oi in Bede has been satisfactorily explained by Förster as a case of the epenthesis stage of the AS. umlaut of o, on its way to ē; see Eng.St. lvi, 225 ff. His derivation, from a *Lotissa, is unacceptable, however, and a different one is proposed by the writer in Antiquity, xx, 209-10. This etymology need not be pressed; but in any case there is absolutely no necessity for a Pr.W. oi here.

There is no doubt that a Pr.C. *moil, *muil is the source of Mulfra Hill (1284, Molere) and of Mulvera, perhaps also Mulberry, all in Cornwall, = W. moelfre; cf. Förster, FT. p. 576. In KW. p. 219 Förster derives the personal names Moul, Mould, Vowle, Voules, etc., from the monophthongised W. dialect form mōl, from older moel; but these, of course, could be quite late loans.

In the parts of Herefordshire on the fringes of Wales occupied about the time of the Norman Conquest (Ergyng and Ewyas) forms like Maes Coed and Pencoeyd are found, but these are obviously purely Welsh, and of no significance for England as a whole.

(3) The chronology of ai > ē > oi etc.—The stage ē is seen already in Letocetum, c. 300, and SETLOCEHIAE; and there are no certain cases of ai in Britain. Indeed, since VL. maįjŏr, baijula (cf. IVL. p. 73) developed quite differently in Brit., it is probable that the ē was reached already by the
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time of the Latin loanwords. These is no evidence whatever for ai in Dark-Age sources. Hence we may guess that ai became ı by the late first century or before.

There is still ı in the fifth-century inscriptions quoted, the loanwords in Irish, and the English place-names right up to the occupation of Dorset and Somerset in the second half of the seventh century, and in at least one case in Devon, early eighth century. The Cornish names which show oi would not be borrowed before the ninth century. On the other hand, there is no trace of ı in the earliest written Welsh, where we find oi already in Chad 2, later eighth century (oid, ois, oisou), and in MP., A.D. 820 (hoid, ni choilam, etc.). All this would suggest a date in the first half or middle of the eighth century for ı > oi. The difficulty here is that Cornish and Breton show the diphthongisation just as Welsh does, which would seem to put it back to the sixth century, though it developed slightly differently in all three. But a solution may be found. Förster proposes that ı > oi passed through a stage ı (FT. p. 175), which is a natural inference. If one supposes that an intermediate ı was already reached in the sixth century, the development to Pr.W. ı, Pr.C. ı, and Pr.B. oi could be independent in all three, out of a common tendency well established before they separated; and ı would very likely not be distinguished by the English from simple ı.

The following datings may therefore be put forward: Brit. ai > ı already by the late first century; > Pr.WCB. ı by the sixth century; > Pr.W. ı in the early or mid eighth

---

1 The inscription MAILISI from Llanfaelog, Anglesey (see AMCA. pp. civ, ev, cxvii; Arch.Camb., 1908, suppl. p. 48), seems to depend only on the sketch made by Skinner in 1802, who, however, apparently interpreted his own sketch as MALIS. The lettering suggests fifth century. Williams relates OL. maed and quotes OW. maed gl. maulum (M.Cap.), AMCA. p. cxvii. But maed must be either an error for maol or an Irish gloss. Possibly MAILISI, if this is the reading, is an Irish name; but in any case the suffix is difficult. The whole thing is too uncertain to take it as a case of original Brit. ı remaining. Williams rightly rejects the possibility that it is the W. maed, since we should have maol- if so, at this date. CVNAIDE, CIC. no. 479, fifth century, Cornwall, looks like a Latin g. sg. f. of the Pr.L. *Cunaide-; and not a Brit. name at all.

2 Förster, FT. 172, before 300; p. 429, at latest third century; because of Latoculum.
century. It is impossible to say when oi was reached in CB., except that it was between the sixth century and the end of the tenth in OC. (Bodm. § 9, Gluïn-cen = W. gloew), and between the sixth and the ninth centuries in OB. (Vat.Reg. 296 Oros., guingoïnou : W. geæew < *gwoew). No doubt it was roughly contemporary with the Welsh.

§ 28. IE. ei

(1) This diphthong became long close ę in all the Celtic languages, no doubt therefore in CC. This appears in OW. as ui (sometimes spelt oi, which may be a traditional orthography handed down from an older oi stage); M. and Mod.W. wy ; OC. ui, oi, MC. oy, Mod.C. ō, ū (thus falling together with oi < ę < ai); OB. oi, sometimes written oe, rarely ui or o; M. and Mod.B. oue { = [ue]}, oe, oa (so that it partly fell together with and was partly kept distinct from OB. oi < ę < ai 4).

Latin ē, which was a close ę in VL., naturally developed in the same way, whence many words with W. wy, etc., like réte > W. rhwyd, OC. ruid, Mod.C. rüz, OB. pl. -roïtou, MB. roet, Mod.B. roued. Rarely, however, there is W. (and Ir.) i, though the Brittonic examples are almost all doubtful or can be explained otherwise. 5 The best, perhaps, is W. cínio, "dinner", < Lat. cēn-, but this must be set beside MW. cwyyn, B. koanúa, "supper". OC. dinair, Mod.B. diner, < dénarius, may be another. There is nothing surprising about this, since Gallo-Latin ę seems to have had an extremely close pro-

1 Förster’s discussions, FT. pp. 175, 161-2, 588, are not very clear. He has omitted to take into account the inference from the fact that the development happened in all three Britt. languages, and also that ę is found in Devon ; p. 175, he appears to date the whole process ę > ē > oi as seventh century, which does not suit at all.

2 Cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 318.

3 Attested in Brit. as early as Caesar’s Tuméïa.

4 Förster treats OB. oi < ę as ōi, and OB. oi < ĕ as ōi (FT. p. 175), which is phonetically natural ; but he does not seem to be aware of the MB., Mod.B. oe, as beside oue.

5 So Förster derives W. streig, Ir. stric from a VL. *strïc (FT. p. 241), but Loth takes it from AS. syric (ML. p. 207) ; cf. Lloyd-Jones, Cymr. Trans., 1942, p. 196. Parry-Williams does not include it among the AS. loans in Welsh in KEW.
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nunciation, virtually i,¹ and the reflection of this might well be found sometimes in Britain.

For the Latin prefix dé-, Brittonic has regularly di-<di-, e.g. désertum>W. diserth; cf. Loth, ML. p. 114; Morris Jones, WG. pp. 265-6; Lloyd-Jones, Cymm. Trans., 1942, p. 197; and Förster, FT. p. 241.² All take this to be substitution of the native prefix di- for the Latin. This is possible, of course, and may very well have helped the process; but dé->di- also happened commonly in VL, e.g. divota for devota,³ and it is very probable that in most cases the Britons heard Latin di- here, not dé-.

Latin ë in unstressed syllables immediately before the Latin accent usually keeps its length in Brittonic, e.g. vésica>Mod.W. guysigen, Mod.C. gusigan, Mod.B. c'houesigen, but it may be shortened (very rarely) by the VL. process described in § 2. 3. So mënsàra > VL. *mësàra > *mësàra > W. mësur (and OL. mësar; Thurneysen's explanation of this, Gr.OI. p. 573, is unnecessary); sècàrus > VL. *sècàrus > W. sègur, Mod.C. sègyr; fëniculum>VL. *fëniculum>W. fënigl, OC. fënochel. On règula >W. r héol see Lewis, EL. p. 7. For the same thing in Germanic note sècàrus, dèndrius>*sècàrus, dèndrius>AS. sicor, dinor; see Luick, HGES. § 217.

(2) In AS. names.—The Late Brit. and Pr.W., Pr.C. sound was still regularly an ë (or ë!, see p. 334). As with ë, the treatment in AS. depended on the dialect. In the southern area there was no ë in AS. in the fifth to seventh century, and consequently it was necessary to sound-substitute by using i; cf. Förster, FT. pp. 568, 578. For example, Brit. *Cunēti (Rom.-Brit. Cunetio, AI.; Cunetzone,⁴ Rav.) > Late Brit. *Cunědi (W. Cynwyd) was borrowed in Pr.AS. as *Cunìt, whence AS. Cynete, the Kennet (Wi.); see Ekwall, RN. p. 227, Förster, FT. p. 579. Similarly, Late Brit. *Tamēsu was taken into Pr.AS. as *Tamìsù, whence AS. Temis, later Temes and Tenese, the Thames (see FT. pp. 568, 604, 471, 594, 464). Förster derives Thanet, AS. Tenid, from Brit. *Tannēton, FT.

² Förster's "normal" W. forms in dy- are ghost-words.
³ See p. 83.
⁴ The assimilation here is, of course, due to a Continental copyist; there are other instances in Rav.
p. 579. In the Anglian area, where Pr.AS. had an \( \tilde{c} \) at this time, there was no need to substitute by \( \tilde{i} \). So here Brit. *Cunet\( \tilde{u} \) > Pr.W. *Cunid (later *Cunid) was borrowed in Pr.AS. as *Cunet; whence Kennett (Suf.-Cam.), Kent (Wes.), and Coude Brook (Shr.). The Dee (Ch.), AS. De\( \tilde{e} \), older *De\( \tilde{w} \), is from Brit. De\( \tilde{w} \) (Ptol., Al., Rav.; W. Dyfr-Dwy); cf. RN. p. 118, FT. pp. 233-4 n. Similarly, Brit. Lat. *Lindeses (<*Lindenses; Förster *Lindesoa, FT. p. 166, which is less probable since the W. -wyns suffix is a collective) > Pr.AS. *Lindes > AS. Lindes, Lindesse (cf. FT. p. 167); -OW. Linwis, HB. c. 56. Förster derives the river Nene (Nthants., etc.) and the Neen (Shr.-Wo.) from a Brit. *Nëna, with the same development (FT. pp. 159-60), following Ekwall, RN. pp. 299-300. This may be so, but the etymology is not satisfactorily established, and there is no *neyn, etc., in Brittonic.

Traces of the stage Pr.W. \( \acute{u} \) are less certain. Förster notes that the AS. form of Nene is spelt five times in Peterborough documents as Nyn, and regards this as a re-borrowing, after Pr.W. *Në\( \acute{u} \) had become *Nuin (FT. p. 161). He is forced to fall back on a theory of a patch of British speakers surviving until the sixth to seventh century in the woods south-west of Peterborough, hardly a probable assumption when one considers that the Nene district was occupied about 500 or before. In any case, this spelling is only found in twelfth- and thirteenth-century copies; and Ekwall explains the \( y \) as an inverse spelling due to the East Anglian change of \( \acute{g} \) to \( \tilde{e} \) (RN. p. 300), which is a much more convincing solution. A somewhat more serious example of the Pr.W. \( \acute{u} \) is the case of Rom.-Brit. Letocetum, Lichfield (Staf.). The second element of this word has already been discussed; the first consists of Brit. *l\( \tilde{e} \)-to-, W. llyyd, : Ir. liath, "grey". This would result in Pr.W. *Lëtd\( \tilde{e} \) (see § 144. 2), which gives OW, Llutoft (HB. c. 66a), Mod.W. lhwygd. The oldest AS. source is Bede's Lyccidfelth, var. Liccid-, HE. iv, 3, and Lyccit-feldensis, var. Licid-, Licit-, HE. v, 23; appearing in the AS. Bede, c. 890, as Laced-feld. There are also Lytchett Minster and Lytechet Matravers (Dor.), evidently of the same derivation (Ekwall, Dict. p. 295, Förster, FT. pp. 587-9). If Liccid were the
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correct reading in Bede, we should have to suppose that there was Pr.W. ѣ here substituted by ĭ, which, though it is in the Anglian area, can hardly be said to be impossible; and this is what Ekwall appears to do, Dict. p. 283. But Förster has a different theory, hinted at in KW. p. 234, Nachträge, and more fully set out in FT. pp. 587 ff. Lyccid- is the reading of the oldest and best MS. of Bede, written c. 737 within a few years of his death, whereas all other old Bede MSS. and all AS. and ME. sources show -i-. Förster, who objects to Lѣ- > Lѣ- in the Anglian area, defends the reading with -y- with considerable ingenuity; and this and Lytchett in Dorset, the ME. forms of which imply an AS. *Lycced, are explained persuasively as borrowed in the seventh century from a Pr.W. *Luitgōd (sic leg.), at a time when the AS. epanthesis stage of umlaut had resulted in the rise of the sound û, which later became y. Here, then, Brit. ûi would have been rendered exactly by this AS. ûi. On the chronology involved see below.

(3) The history of ѣ > ûi. The ѣ still occurs in the two fifth- and early sixth-century inscriptions quoted,¹ and also, of course, in the bulk of the AS. place-names, including those of places like Dee (early seventh century), Coum Brook and perhaps Neen (mid seventh century), and Kent (third quarter of the seventh century). On the other hand, the oldest OWCB. sources have already ûi, òi; e.g. Linnum, Uisc, Luitcyaft in HB.; hunnoid, hinnoyd in MP., a.d. 820. Thus a preliminary date of, say, 675–800 might be given. If we accept Förster’s theory about Nyu and Lyccid (and in spite of a very skilled argument even the latter is hardly to be taken as finally proved), we run into chronological difficulties. The English settled in the Nene valley about 500, and the neighbourhood of Lichfield about 600 at latest, and Förster himself admits that the latter name must have been borrowed soon after 600 (FT. p. 161).² Yet we find Pr.W. ѣ being adopted as ѣ still in Shropshire, once in what is probably the same

¹ On COIMAGNI, CIIC. no. 434, see § 21.
² In FT. p. 181 Förster dates the ûi stage at about 650, but on the different and quite unsatisfactory grounds that Lyeccid means that ûi must have been reached in the boyhood of Bede, born 673.
name as Nene, about half a century later. Förster is forced again to suppose the existence of a nucleus of British-speaking natives surviving in the woods round Lichfield; and on p. 593 he considers, inconsistently, that the name may not have been taken over until Ceadda founded his church there between 669 and 672. We might well object to this that Ceadda was founding an ecclesiastical centre for the conversion of the pagan Mercians, and he would not be likely to do so, therefore, in a remote forest wilderness inhabited exclusively by semi-independent Britons. The English must have been settled in force around Lichfield for at least two generations before Ceadda built his church, and therefore borrowed the name thus much earlier, we might assume. Hence we must regard the whole case for \( *\text{Lēagd} > *\text{Luitgād} > \text{AS. Lēccid} \) rather than \( *\text{Lēagd} > \text{AS. Liccid} \), as unproven and the chronology as uncertain; but it would suit the other evidence well enough if we dated the development of \( u i \) about 675. Lytchett in Dorset, with \( u i \), offers no difficulty, as this would not have been borrowed in any case before the latter part of the seventh century. The AS. \( N\nu \) forms may be ignored as quite indecisive.

This still leaves one more problem, namely, that as with \( \xi > oi \), the date for the diphthongisation is later than the time when the three Brittonic languages separated (though not quite so much later in this case), yet all show it. Förster saw this, and endeavoured to solve it by supposing that it was beginning in the sixth century (FT, pp. 160, 174). But the place-name evidence shows clearly that nothing like the \( u i \) stage can have been reached so early, and he makes the very acceptable suggestion (FT, pp. 174, 568) that the first stage of diphthongisation at this time was \( \varepsilon^i \) (cf. \( \varepsilon^i \), § 27. 3); this would probably not be perceived by the English as phonemically distinct from \( \xi \), and yet would be enough to account for the (not altogether identical) further development in WCB. We may add that Schuchardt had already envisaged such a stage, Litteraturbl., 1893, col. 101, and so had Meyer-Lübke, ZCP. 1, 474; both regarding it as \( ei \), however.

To conclude, the history of Brit. \( \xi \) seems to have been closely analogous to that of Brit. \( \xi \), though the development
was probably completed sooner. The dates may be given as follows: IE. \( ei \to \varepsilon \), Common Celtic; \( \varepsilon \to \epsilon \) by the sixth century; \( \epsilon \to \text{Pr.W. } ui \), second half of the seventh century. There is no evidence on the OC. \( ui, oi \) and OB. \( oi, oe, ui, o \), except that they are earlier than the oldest OC. and OB. sources; therefore very likely more or less contemporary with Pr.W. \( ui \).

§ 29. Latin \( ae \)

This appears in Brittonic and Irish as short \( \varepsilon \). It has been shown elsewhere \(^1\) that the Latin \( ae \) had become a short open \( \varepsilon \) already in the first to second centuries, and hence the Britons heard it as such and substituted it by their own medium-open short \( e \) (cf. § 6. 1). An example is \textit{praecpt\( a \)} > W. \textit{pr\( \acute{e} \)g\( \check{e} \)th} (cf. Ol. \textit{precept}).

Two examples have been quoted to show that Latin \( ae \) gave W. \( oe, \(^2\) thus apparently falling together with Brit. \( ai \) and implying a Latin pronunciation [ai], like that of the Republican period. But, as we have seen, the Brit. \( ai \) was probably already \( \varepsilon \) by the time the Latin loanwords began to make their way into British, and the VL. sound too was by now a monophthong. Besides, the examples, which are neither of them likely to be particularly early borrowings, are quite unconvincing. They are \textit{blaesus} > W. \textit{bloesg} and \textit{Graeca} > W. \textit{Groeg}. Lloyd-Jones thinks that \textit{bloesg} is not derived from \textit{blaesus} but cognate with it (Cymm. Trans., 1942, p. 194), which disposes of the problem. \textit{Op. cit.} p. 197, he points out that the early W. of \textit{Groeg} is \textit{Gro\( \acute{e} \)c, not Groec}, and the contraction is later. Indeed, as Loth had said in ML. (p. 174), \textit{Groeg} is from Latin *\textit{Gr\( \acute{a} \)ica}, comparing \textit{Hebr\( \acute{a} \)ica} > MW. \textit{Efroec} (which was similarly \textit{Efro\( \acute{e} \)c}, Lloyd-Jones, \textit{loc. cit.}; cf. Ernault, RC. xxviii, 178). The Ir. \textit{Gr\( \acute{e} \)g}, and also \textit{sp\( \acute{e} \)ir} < \textit{sphaera}, may be regarded as late loans from Latin after the new VL. quantity rules had arisen (see § 2. 4), when they would now be pronounced \textit{Gr\( \grave{e} \)gus} and


\(^{2}\) Förster proposes two cases of Latin \( ae \) > \( \varepsilon \) > i, giving Brit. i (FT. p. 847); if so, the i stage is a VL. development, not a British one, but the examples are not very decisive.
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spēra. It is not at all probable that blaesus would behave in British as if it were [blaisus], since in VL the word was pronounced (exceptionally) with close ē, blēsus; see Richter, CPF, p. 40.

§ 30. Latin oe

This became a close ū in VL.; apparently by the first century A.D. Cf. Grandgent, IVL, p. 90, and E. H. Sturtevant, The Pronunciation of Greek and Latin (2nd ed., Philadelphia, 1940), p. 133; Richter, CPF, pp. 57-8, appears to regard it as going back to the first century B.C. Hence the same development as that of native ē would be expected in Brittonic. The only certain example is poena > VL. peina > MC. pl. ponow (sg. *pōn < OC. *poin, *poon), Mod.B. poan; cf. OI. pian. The W. poen is irregular, instead of *pweyn, as if the vowel fell together with Pr.W. ē instead of ē. Possibly the Latin spelling affected it. The C. and B. may also have this development, but not the Irish.

§ 31. The IE. Long Diphthongs

They were mostly shortened internally in the Celtic languages, or lost their second elements, cf. Bergin, Érin, xiv, 148, Pedersen, VKG, i, 292; though the shortening took place in British apparently after the loss of internal -s-. Finally in monosyllables they were retained; so IE. *dyōu > CC, *dyāu > Brit. *dāu developed like āu; > OW. dou, MW. dū, MC. dū, MB. dou, Mod.B. dōu; cf. Pedersen, VKG, i, 55, Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 182 (otherwise Morris Jones, WG. p. 108, unconvincingly).

THE IE. VOCALIC LIQUIDS AND NASALS

§ 32.

They became vowel plus consonant or consonant plus vowel, mostly in CC., partly in Gallo-Brittonic. Hence their development lies entirely outside the scope of the present book. See
SVARABHAKTI

Pedersen, VKG. i, 42-7, 51-3. Zupitzza apparently thought that W. *guwr* < *ywr* went through an intermediate *urt*, with the vocalic ŭ becoming a consonant and the consonantal ŭ giving a vowel (KZ, xxxv, 253); but *urt* would not account for the ĭ-, and it is excessively improbable that the ŭ could have remained vocalic until after the time when ŭ became qu. It is much more likely that *yrt* regularly gave CC: *yrit* (=OI. frîth-), which was metathesised to *yirt* in Brit., as Thurney sen suggests (Gr.OI. p. 515), and then developed to *yurt* just as Brit. *yiros* gave Pr.WCB. *yurn* > W. *gwr*.

SVARABHAKTI

§ 33.

Both Welsh and Cornish, but not Breton, developed an epenthetic vowel in certain groups of final consonants in monosyllables; see Pedersen, VKG. i, pp. 331 ff., LP. pp. 93-4; Morris Jones, WG. pp. 17-18. This vowel was an [a] in OW. and early MW., but in later MW. by vowel harmony it became identical with the preceding vowel or with the second element of the preceding diphthong. So OW. *cenn* or *cemin*, MW. *cefn*, Mod.W. colloquial *cefen*. As svarabhakti was never admitted in the traditional metres of poetry, it has always been regarded as un-literary, and it is still not written in standard Welsh to-day.

For the date, it occurs already in OW., but is rare before the time of the Book of Llandaff. Note, however, HIROIDIL, CIIC. no. 994, first half of the ninth century; 1 cepister, cultir, tarater, torsigel, Ox. 2; quichir, lestir, lobur (twice, but probably Irish), reatir, Juvenc.; Teutubir, HB. c. 49 (MS. H, but K reads Teuðubr); 2 and so AC. 750, Chad 8, Asser c. 80; Teudebur in Gen. v is presumably an error for Teuðuber). As none of these sources is older than the ninth century, we may date

---

1 Nash Williams' date, AC., 1938, p. 255.
2 Teuðubr is doubtless the original reading.
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svarabhakti in Welsh as probably not before then. The vowel-harmony type occurs at least as early as the fourteenth century *Llyfr yr Angkr* (bundur, p. 18) and *Red Book of Hergest* (col. 1028 ll. 17-19, *daraf*, *araf*, *coraf*). In Cornish the presence of svarabhakti is already much commoner than its absence, in the Bodmin manumissions of the tenth to twelfth century. I have noted over forty cases with it in Voc.C. as against three without. It is perhaps, therefore, about contemporary in Cornish and Welsh. The vowel in C. is almost invariably -e-.

In all three languages there are examples of a fugitive [ə] or [ʊ] in certain consonant groups internally or even initially, as well as in Breton finally; but this is not normally phonemic and is of no importance here. Internally it is found as early as OW., OC., OB. Occasionally a full fixed syllable developed out of it, as in OW. *tnou* > Mod.W. *tyno*; OB. *cnou* > Vannetais *keneu*. See Pedersen, VKG. i, 333, LP. p. 94; Morris Jones, WG. p. 17; Parry-Williams, Phon. WB. pp. 22-3.

THE NEW QUANTITY SYSTEM

§ 34.

In Late British at the end of the fifth century there were the short vowels a, o; u, e, i, and probably o (see p. 660), and the long vowels ą, ą, ę, ę. Their quantity was inherent in themselves, derived from the quantity in IE., and had nothing to do with the character of the syllable. In Mod.W., C., and B. we have a completely different system, whereby length depends on whether the vowel is in an open or closed syllable and in a monosyllable or polysyllable, and whether it is stressed or not. The analogy with the history of vowel length in Vulgar Latin as sketched in § 2. 4 is remarkably close; and as there (cf. Richter, CPF. p. 127), so here, the new quantity is evidently the result of a re-arrangement of the syllabic division. The rules in Mod.W. are, broadly speaking, as follows, not mentioning some minor local variations.
THE NEW QUANTITY SYSTEM

(N.B.—The words accent and stress refer here to the M. and Mod.W. stressed syllable, not to the Pr.W.; and for marking length according to the new rules the circumflex * is used to distinguish it from the macron of the old system):

Vowels are long: (A) in monosyllables when final or before single consonants, including -ff, -th, -ch, and -s (simplified early in final position from -ss¹), except in post-Roman loanwords (which includes all cases of -p, -t, -c). (B) in polysyllables in the stressed penultimate when followed by a syllabic vowel or h.

Vowels are half-long in polysyllables in the stressed penultimate before single consonants, as defined above except -s- (which represents unsimplified -ss-).

Vowels are short: (A) in monosyllables before consonant groups, including those originally double now written single (-r, -n, -ng, -m, but not -s), and -l from OW. -l₃. (B) in polysyllables in the stressed penultimate before consonant groups, including those simplified in spelling as above (-r, -n, -ng, -m, -s) and -l<OW. -l₃, and -ll-; and -p-, -t-, -c- from older -bh-, -dh-, -gh-. (C) in unstressed syllables.

For a more detailed account see Morris Jones, WG. pp. 65 ff.; LP. pp. 83-4; Baudiš, Gr. pp. 2 ff. The rules for Cornish and Breton are essentially the same; see LP. p. 85.²

Morris Jones thought that before the accent-shift took place the then stressed final syllables of polysyllables, if they fulfilled the conditions for the present long monosyllables, were themselves long (WG. p. 73). So just as tún is tún, the then *llødán (<*litános) would have been *llødán; and when the accent shifted, the a, being now unstressed, became short, whence the modern llødán. Assuming that these quantity rules came

¹ This simplification must have taken place after the loss of final syllables but before the new quantity rules grew up.

² But there is the important difference that B., and apparently C., had no half-long quantity, the W. half-long vowels being represented by fully long ones. See now F. Pâlchun, Le Système consonantique du Breton (Rennes, 1951), part 1. It is probable therefore that the W. half-length represents a secondary shortening, or perhaps the full length a secondary super-lengthening, foreign in either case to CB.)
into existence before the accent-shift (as we shall see they did), this is extremely likely, and must be correct. The half-long quantity of a syllable like the first in *lydan* must be a new development after the accent-shift, since the preceding reduction to ə presupposes not only lack of stress but also shortness. Final geminate consonants in polysyllables were simplified when the stress moved back, e.g. OW. *sgribēn* (M.Cap. *scribenn*), *psgriven* = MW. *yscrifen*; but not when a termination was added, resulting in the stress returning to the former final syllable. So OW. pl. *sgribenou* = MW. *yscrifenneu*. This simplification is itself of course a shortening analogous to that in *llydan*. Stressed -ān and -ēn were both long syllables, the former by virtue of its long vowel, the latter of its long consonant, and the two syllables were therefore of equal weight. When they became unstressed both syllables were reduced, the former in respect of its long vowel, the latter of its long consonant. The tradition of final geminates in polysyllables lingered in poetry long after they had ceased to be a fact in speech. Cf. WG. pp. 73-4. The simplification can be demonstrated in the twelfth century; see pp. 476-7 below.

§ 35. The Chronology of the New Quantity System

(1) Since the same basic arrangement is found in all three Brittonic languages, it must have its roots in the period before the final dissolution of all contact between them; though the terms of reference here are fairly wide.

According to Morris Jones, it must be later than the change of quality in (i.e. chiefly diphthongisation of) long vowels, because for instance original ā gives MW. aw but ā lengthened to ā does not (WG. p. 73). So Förster says it was later than ā > ō, for the same reason (FT. p. 156). At any rate, we should note that up to a certain stage (say in the sixth century, cf. footnote) the lengthening need not have gone far enough to

1 See now p. 687, footnote.

2 According to our dating, Late Brit. ā > ō is late fifth to early sixth century; ɨ > ɨ by the sixth, and > ə by the sixth or mid eighth; ɨ > ɨ by the sixth century, and > ə by the second half of the seventh; ā > ā was not diphthongised, nor was ī.
make confusion with the long vowels possible. Also that the old long vowels were in any case now qualitatively distinct from the new ones — ṭ was very open, whereas ṭ was fairly close (cf. FT, pp. 382-3); ṭ and ṭ would be ṭ and ṭ by now, and even if they had not yet reached the semi-diphthongal stage, ṭ was probably of medium opening, midway between the two: ṭ had no new counterpart; and the old ṭ was quite different in quality from the new lengthened original ṭ, which was now ṭ.

An important dating point is indicated by the fact that the phenomenon is necessarily later than the development of pp, tt, cc to f, th, ch = [f, θ, χ], since these act as single consonants, not double, for the purposes of the quantity rules. F, th, ch are dated in the middle or second half of the sixth century, § 147. Hence as a preliminary date, the latter part of the sixth century seems indicated; hardly much later, because the quantities are shared by W., C., and B. The tendency may well have begun before, but it cannot have been more than a tendency, or the vowels would have remained short before f, th, and ch.

(2) The evidence of loans in AS. must be taken into account. Supposed examples in AS. of Pr.W. ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ shortened as a result of being unstressed are unsatisfactory. The shortening of ṭ may have been independent and older in any case; see § 10. Then, ṭ and ṭ were not shortened at all, since their diphthongisation had already begun. This leaves only ṭ and ṭ. Ekwall proposes to derive Coly (Dev.) from Pr.C. *Cu-li from *Cu-li, RN. p. 91; and Curry (So.) and Cory (Dev.) from Pr.C. *Cu-ri<*Cu-ri, RN. p. 98; both words having half-long ṭ. But as we have already seen (§§ 20. 3; 21), the whole question of these names is very uncertain. However, Curry would have been borrowed in the second half of the seventh century, and Coly and Cory in the earlier eighth; whereas Boyd (Gl.) and Kyre Brook (Wo.), in which the Pr.W. ṭ seems still to have been long if they are from *Būdi and *Cu-ri, must have been adopted near the end of the sixth century. For Brit. i, note Wiley (Wi.), with AS. *Wil-, probably from Brit. *Uilisā (see

1 Rather than *Būdi, *Cu-ri with Ekwall (see § 20. 3), considering the probable date: if so, the ṭ would have been sound-substituted by ṭ in Pr.AS.
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Lengthening of originally short Pr.W., Pr.C. a, o, u, e, i is better attested in English sources. It appears only in monosyllables, however, since if the ultimates of polysyllables were lengthened, as suggested above, they would be shortened in any case in AS.; and half-lengthening of penultimates could not have arisen until after the accent-shift in the eleventh century.

With ã: The Tone (So.), AS. Tān, taken over in the later seventh century, must have been Pr.W. Tān<Brit. Tān--; cf. Förster, FT. p. 156. The Oare Water (So.) and Ayr (Ayrshire), AS. *Ar, are derived from Pr.W. *Ar, Brit. *Ārā, by Ekwall, RN. pp. 305-6, Förster, FT. p. 156; but the etymology is uncertain.¹

With ô: Roose (Lan.), Roos (ERY.), are probably from AS.*Rōs < Pr.W. *rōs < Brit. *rōstū, see Ekwall, RN. p. lxxi, Förster, FT. pp. 378-9. Förster explains Rōss (Nb.) and Rōss (Heref.) as from the same, but with shortening in ME.; but presumably if they had been adopted early enough they could have the Pr.W. ô.

With ú: the various rivers Ouse are derived by Ekwall from Pr.W. *Ūs<*Usséo:<IE, *udso-, RN. p. 317; Förster also implies *Ūs, and derives it from Brit. *Ussōn<IE. *ud-so-, containing *ved-, *ud-, “water”, FT. p. 379. This is an example of the practice mentioned on p. 195 above, of explaining a name which has no obvious Germanic origin by hunting for some possible IE. etymology, and then asserting the name to be Celtic regardless of the fact that no such name is known in any Celtic language. There is no Celtic *uss-, “water”, or anything like it. The name may very well be pre-Celtic, and in any case we can safely conclude nothing from it about Celtic phonetics when we do not know what the early form of the word was. For Förster’s Brit. *Ussōn read *Usséū, Late Brit. *Usī, and as this would have had final vowel affection, it could not have given Pr.W. *Ūs at all.

¹ The etymology of Soar (Leic.) is very doubtful, and a Brit. *Sāra, Pr.W. *Sār, is possible just as much as a Brit. *Śāra, Pr.W. *Śār, or a Brit. *Śār, Pr.W. *Śār. Hence nothing can be concluded from this about quantity,
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With ę: Tees, AS. *Tės, may be from Pr.W. *Tės < Brit. *Tēss-, related to W. tės, "heat", as Ekwall and Förster think (RN. p. 397, FT. pp. 156, 379), though this etymology is not very convincing. It would have been borrowed about 600. Preese (Lan.) and Prees (Shr.) are perhaps from Pr.W. *prés, "brushwood", cf. Ekwall, RN. p. lxxi, Dict. p. 355, and Förster, FT. p. 379; though it would be a curious name for a place, in that form. Both would have been adopted in the seventh century.

With ī: Leece (Lan.), borrowed in the seventh century, is probably the equivalent of W. llŷs, as Förster thinks, FT. p. 379; if so, it shows that final geminate -ss was already simplified. Ekwall gives AS. lēas, "leas", for this (Dict. p. 280), which seems unlikely. Note, on the other hand, Liss (Ha.): llŷs, Dict. p. 286; Nidd (WRY.) < *Nūdo-, RN. p. 303; Biss (Wi.): W. bŷs, RN. p. 34. These three were evidently borrowed while the ī was still short in Pr.W.; respectively about mid sixth, late fifth or sixth century, and later sixth.

(3) The evidence of all these names falls in very well with the date late in the sixth century already proposed; we may say that roughly around 600 the new quantity system was sufficiently clearly established for it to be a perceptible reality and more than a mere tendency.

As regards previous opinions, Morris Jones believed it arose as a compensation for the loss of final syllables, and at the same time (WG. p. 73); if so, no later than the middle of the sixth century, according to our dating. This would suit well enough for the beginning of the tendency, but actually there is no need for any connection with the loss of final syllables, considering the analogous development in Vulgar Latin.

Förster's opinion is very much more divergent, and as the date he assigns is basic to a number of others of his datings postulated upon it,¹ it is necessary to discuss this. In the first place, noting that it must have happened before the migration of the Bretons, he puts this in FT. p. 157 (and elsewhere) at 450-550, and so dates the new quantity rules

¹ So his date of Ń > ŧ, see p. 293, note; of lenition, see p. 561, n. 1; of loss of final Ń, see p. 632; etc.
fifth century. *Op. cit.* p. 382, rather more conservatively, he says it must have been before 550 for the same reason, but continues "let us say broadly in the course of the fifth century" (p. 380, he remarks that at least its beginnings existed at the time of the Breton migration); on the same page he gives $\delta > \delta$ as about 475. This whole matter of the significance of the Breton migration in dating sound-changes has been discussed above, pp. 18 ff., and there is no reason to modify our view of the time of the new quantities on these grounds. Secondly, Förster believes that it was before the sixth century because of the names borrowed into AS. in the sixth to eighth centuries which show it; but as we have now seen, there are no certain cases of this before about 600. Thus Förster's date has nothing to support it, but on the contrary it has one very decisive factor against it, which Förster has neglected to consider, in spite of the fact that it was clearly pointed out by Morris Jones in *WG.* p. 73; namely, that it must be later than *pp, tt, cc* $\rightarrow$ *f, th, ch* (which he himself dates seventh century, but is shown below to have been middle or second half of the sixth century; see § 147). Hence our date about 600 stands.

**THE SEMIVOWELS**

§ 36. IE. $i$

Initially and at the beginning of the second element of compounds, IE. and Latin $\ddot{i}$ remain. In the latter case it

---

$^1$ Förster's statement that lenition must have taken place before vowel-lengthening is a little difficult to follow (*FT.* p. 164); the cause given is that lengthening occurs before the new lenited consonants, which explains nothing. If it means that lengthening is not found before *e.g.* $p, t, c$ in Mod.W., this is irrelevant, since single internal and final Mod.W. $p, t, c$ are always of (comparatively) late foreign origin.

$^2$ Latin $i$ at the beginning of a word, or of a syllable after some consonants, became $\ddot{e}$ in VI. in the first to third century, $\rightarrow i$ in the fifth to sixth, but in other positions remained. It thus fell together with Lat. $\ddot{e}$ and $q$. See Richter, *CPF.* pp. 86, 189. There is no sign of this in British Latin.
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does not form diphthongs with the composition vowel; on
the significance of this see pp. 367, 436, 514, 579. It is not
affected by lenition, which alone is a strong indication that
the loss of internal intervocal \( \ddot{a} \) described below is not part of
the phenomenon of lenition.

(1) In AS. names, certain examples of \( \ddot{a} \) in the positions
defined above are very rare, but it seems to have been rendered
by AS. \( \ddot{a} = [\ddot{j}] \), spelt either \( g \) or \( i, e \). The best and most definite
cases are in the AS. contexts in the Bodmin manumissions. So
the OC. *Iudicael is written \( \ddot{a}g\ddot{\text{e}}c\ddot{\text{a}}c\) in an AS. passage in
§ 30 (A.D. 960–1000); and Iestin is similarly spelt \( \ddot{e}c\ddot{\text{e}}t\ddot{\text{e}}n \) in
§ 33 (second half of tenth century). But in Latin contexts in
Bodmin, \( i \) is used, as in OWCB. In place-names, Ekwall
derives Deverill (Wi.), AS. Deferæl, Defereal, from Brit.
*Dubrojalon, RN. p. 124; and Fonthill (Wi.), AS. \( \ddot{a}nt\ddot{\text{e}}z\ddot{e}l(l) \),
\( \ddot{a}nt\ddot{\text{e}}l, \ddot{a}nt\ddot{\text{e}}l, \) etc., from the same *-\( \ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{a}}n \), RN. p. 161.
This may be correct. Ight (Berk.-Oxf.), AS. \( \ddot{e}\ddot{\text{e}}ht, : W. \ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{ai}}\ddot{\text{th}} \),
Brit. *\( \ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{e}}ct\ddot{\text{e}}-, RN. p. 209, is less persuasive. In the Durham
Liber Vitae (KW. p. 176) some OW. Iud- name is rendered
Hidu, Hiddi (i.e. Iud-) in AS. Loth quotes an AS. charter
of 932 in which the OW. name Guriat is spelt Wr\( \ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{e}}t \), RC. xi,
31; and, though in this case it is originally post-consonantal,
we may compare ASC. 918 Cameleac, var. Camelzeac, for OW.
Cimele\( \ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{a}} \); cf. p. 298.

(2) The OW. \( *iud=[\ddot{j}\ddot{\text{d}}] \), “lord”, had a peculiar history.
The word by itself, and when it stood second in a nominal
compound, i.e. when it was stressed, lost its \( j \) by absorption
in the following \( \ddot{u} \) (which at this period was probably long in
the second of these positions, cf. § 34, and of course in the
first), giving the MW. common-noun \( ud \), “lord”, and -\( ud \) in
names. On the other hand, when it formed the first element of
a compound (when it would be unstressed and short) the
\( \ddot{u} \) resulted in vocalic \( i \), hence MW. \( Id- \) in names. The \( \ddot{u} \) seems
to have been unrounded in the latter case, and the \( \ddot{a} \) rounded
in the former, as an intermediate step.\(^1\) The same thing
happened to the Latin words I\( \ddot{u} \)das, I\( \ddot{u} \)daeus, and I\( \ddot{u} \)scellum, all

\(^1\) Similarly \( \ddot{a} \) was absorbed in \( \ddot{a} \) in monosyllables and final syllables, as in
*\( \ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{r}}\ddot{\text{e}}ch \) (pl. of \( \ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{r}}\ddot{\text{e}}c \)) \( > \) \( \ddot{\text{r}}\ddot{\text{e}}ch \), and verbs in *\( \ddot{\text{e}}\ddot{\text{m}}\ddot{\text{t}} \) \( > \) \( \ddot{\text{m}}\ddot{\text{t}} \); see WG. p. 40.
of which developed MW. i- from OW. įū-. On the significance of all this for the history of the accent see § 207. 4.

Examples: Morgotiud (AC. 795, Gen. xiii, xiv), Morgotiud (AC. 811) > Morgotud (Lland. pp. 125, 270), MW. Maredud, Bleidiud, Blegdiud (Chad 5, Gen. xvii) > Bleidud (Lland. p. 204). Braniud (Chad 8, Lland. p. 236) > Branud (Lland. pp. 235 twice, 264). Gripiud (Chad 1, Gen. xv) > Griufud (Lland., numerous), MW. Gryffud. Iudhail (AC. 775, 848, Gen. xxviii, xxix; several in Lland.; cf. IUTHAHELO, CIIC. no. 1012) > Ithail (Lland. pp. 258, 259, 263), Ithael (scribe of TCD. A. iv, 20, A.D. 1064–82, see p. 57), MW. Ithael. Iudqual (AC. 943, Gen. iv), Iutqual (Gen. i) > Idgual (Lland. p. 253), MW. Idwal. Iudcunt (Lland. pp. 212, 217) > Idcant (Lland. p. 239). Iudnerth (Chad 5, Gen. xxv, several in Lland.) > Idnerth (several in Lland.). Iudguollawn (AC. 842), Iudguollawn (several in Lland.) > Idguollawn, Idgallon (several in Lland.). It is clear, then, that forms in -ud, Id- do not occur before the time of the Book of Llandaff, except in TCD. MS. A. iv, 20; and that those in -iud, Iud- are still found in the Book of Llandaff. This change must be at least as old as 1064–82, and the appearance of -iud, Iud- side by side with -ud, Id- in Lland. in the middle of the next century is easily explained, partly as an example of orthographical conservatism and partly as due to the older documents copied. On the other hand, a form like Iudqual in 943, which was written down contemporaneously with the death of the man in question, no doubt represents the pronunciation in his lifetime; in any case, AC. was probably compiled in 954. Hence we have roughly between the middle of the tenth century and the middle of the eleventh for the change; unfortunately there are no OW. documents of the period which help us to a more precise dating. Since, as we shall see, the phenomenon is evidently older than the accent-shift, which is to be dated eleventh century (see § 207), it is likely to be early rather than late; so the second half of the

[1 Dated tenth to eleventh century by Nash Williams, ECMW. p. 144.]
[2 CIIC. no. 350 has been read [IJDNERT, on the authority of Lhuyd. But there is, in fact, room for two letters between the end of the preceding word and the D. There is no reasonable doubt that we should therefore read [IVJDNERT. The inscription belongs to the seventh century; cf. p. 620.]
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tenth century is the most probable period for OW. *iud, -iud, *ird- > ud, -ud, Id.*¹

The same or a similar change took place in OC. and OB., though it must be independent in all three. In the Bodmin manumissions *iud* is retained; thus *Bleidjudd*, § 36 (946–55); *Iudprost*, § 7 (959–93); *Udicioel*, § 30 (966–1000; see above); *Grifud*, §§ 17, 25, 32, 36 (all middle or third quarter of the tenth century); but *Iryfyidd* in an AS. context, § 37 (beginning of twelfth century), seems to show some change, unless this is an error for *Iryfyidd*. The new form is apparently established by Voc.C., where we have *iskel* (Mod.C. *isgal*) < *iuscellum*. The change in Cornish seems, therefore, to belong to the eleventh century, and again early, because the accent-shift there is also eleventh century (p. 301).

In OB. *Iud-* names are common in Cart.Red., see Chr.B. pp. 142-3. There is also sometimes *Ied-*; however, even in documents of the ninth century (though this might be due to the eleventh-century copyist), which in MB. has become *Iez-* or *I-*; so OB. *Iudcant*, MB. *Ker Iexcand* and *Ker Icant*. Thus it may be as early as the ninth century in Breton; but, as in Cornish, not later than the early eleventh century, since the Breton accent-shift also belongs to that century (p. 301).

§ 37. Intervocal IE. *i*

That is to say, *i* in true internal position, not at the beginning of the second element of a compound. Since the history here seems to be closely paralleled by that of the hiatus in CC, arising from the loss of IE. *-p-*, and that in British caused by the loss of intervocal *-s-*,² these will be considered together; indeed those hiatuses may be regarded for the sake of the scheme as having been filled by a *i*, though there seems

[¹ The Carew inscription, MARGITEUT, CHIC. no. 1035, is now dated A.D. 1033-5 (see ECMW, p. 184), which would suggest a somewhat later time; but it may, of course, be a traditional spelling.]

² Holmer objects to Pedersen's treatment of *esa* as being the same as that of *iwa* (Language, xxiii, 125); but this is simply a question of deciding which examples are regular and which exceptional. In the present writer's opinion the hiatus from loss of *s* behaved regularly exactly as if it had been filled by *i*. On whether internal *s* ever gave *h*, see pp. 361-2 and 521-2.
to be no actual evidence for such a i in the case of the hiatus arising from loss of p. The history of the loss of p and s is treated elsewhere, §§50 and 117.

This is one of the knottiest problems in British phonology, and no satisfactory all-embracing solution has yet been found. The situation evidently depends to a large extent on the position in the word or, what is the same thing, whether the preceding or following syllable was stressed. In most cases the i was lost without trace, with or without contraction (which took place already in British); but in a certain series (apparently only when the preceding vowel was accented) it was emphasised, becoming a strong [i], which developed later to a dental spirant. Before the i, short e seems to have become i owing to the closing effect of the i,\(^1\) the group thus falling together with original i; but this seems to have happened only when the e was immediately before the stressed syllable, and a case can be made out for the retention of e when it was accented.\(^2\)

§38. When the Preceding Vowel was in the British Penultimate, i.e. Stressed Syllable

(A)

In some cases the original i, or i<s, became a strong [i], giving OWCB. d. An analogous development of IE. i is to be seen in Gothic, where when the preceding vowel was accented the result was -ddj-; compare Lüick, HGES. §626, and Vendryes, RC.1, 323-4, who calls it a reinforcement of articulation. Just how this happened in British is not clear; whether

---

1 Compare the tendency in Romance for VL. e in hiatus to give i, as in mens<m>mo, probably owing to the existence of a hiatus-filling glide i; see PMLA. liiiii, 763 ff.

2 "Accent" and "stressed" imply, of course, as throughout, "in Late Brit." Nothing definite is known about the earlier Brit. accent, see §1. Morris Jones, in his treatment of the matter of i, WG. pp. 99 ff., assumes a number of arbitrary accentuations; in most cases without any supporting evidence, in others with parallels from Sanskrit and Greek, the relevance of which to Celtic has yet to be demonstrated. Whether the puzzling difference between i>j and i>less and contraction, when the i stood between the penultimate and ultimate syllables, is due to some variation in the earlier British accent is too speculative to be discussed here.
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the sound remained a continuant all the time, perhaps passing through \( i \) as Pedersen and Morris Jones believed (VKG. i, 242; WG. p. 153), or whether it became first stop \( d \) which was then lenited along with original \( d \), as the Gothic parallel might suggest. The former seems more probable.

(1) The development to \( d \) seems to have occurred exclusively after IE. \( e \) and \( i \). Pedersen and Förster, in saying that it did not happen after vowels other than \( i \) (VKG. i, 68; FT. p. 443), are presupposing the change of \( ej > ij \) as having occurred before the Brit. period; which the analysis given below appears to indicate is unjustified. The strengthening of the \( i \) was presumably facilitated by the narrow mouth opening and the forward position of the previous vowel, as well as by the stress.

\[(N.B.-IE. -ios, -iā, -ion remained in CC., and IE. -iō(n) gave CC. -īā, Brit. -īā. The regular development of these in Late Brit. was loss of the whole syllable, with affection of the preceding (stressed) vowel, e.g. *alios > MW. eil; cf. § 155. But in some cases the \( i \) in these terminations developed a glide \( i \) before it, which grew into a full vowel and consequently, being now a penultimate one, took the accent; hence -ios, etc., could become -iōs, etc., which was -iōs, etc. On the W. termination -i see sub-section (2) below.)\]

The general result in MW. final syllables was twofold: -oed, and -yd or -ed. The former seems to come, at least chiefly,\(^1\) from -ēj in the penultimate, and the latter from -iēj. (-ed arises by vowel affection of this, in -iēj). How -oed developed from -ēj is not quite clear; but, remembering that W. oe comes from Brit. \( ēj < ai \), it may be suggested that segmentation occurred, -ēj->-ēj- perhaps becoming -ēj- (or -ēj->-ēj- > -ēj-; compare ējā->αιjā, § 39)->-ēid-; and that this fell together with ēd or ēd from a̱id; that is to say, at

\(^1\) Probably entirely. Supposed examples of -oedd<-iēj have been quoted, as moroedd derived from *moriā by Pedersen, VKG. ii, 95, and Morris Jones, WG. p. 100 (the latter accentuates moriā). But moroedd is very likely analogical, from the -a̱i̱ pl. noted below; after all, the derivative of *moriā is morj, and a second pl. might easily be analogical.
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some time between the fourth or early fifth century and the eighth.¹ This ĕj > at least ĕj̆ should be older than the time of ǣ-affection (first half or middle of the fifth century, see §154), as otherwise -ējā would be expected to fall together in -ed with -ējā from vowel affection of -iğā. The d does not normally appear in CB. plurals, which have different endings (but note, e.g., MB. porthoed, porzoez, pl. of porth, porz, §54.2), but at least once we have a CB. form without -d which is the equivalent of W. oedd, namely, the 3rd sg. imperfect of the verb “to be”, and it is what would be in W. *œ. This seems to show that in SW. Brit. in this case the same segmentation occurred, but that the j never reached d, and was lost; see just below, and p. 351.

Examples of -oedd: The nom. pl. of i-stems, e.g. W. gwuludoedd, pl. of gwlad, <*yalatējes.² The nom. pl. of neuter s-stems, <ēja <-esa; e.g. tiroedd, maededd, llynoedd (Pedersen, VKG. ii, 95, 96); and lleoedd <*legēsa, as Holmer himself allows, Language, xxiii, 133 (on MW. tei, perhaps <*tegesa but if so possibly an example of an older Brit. accentuation, *tēgesa, see Pedersen, VKG. ii, 96, Holmer, loc. cit.; and §1 above). The word W. oedd, C. o, B. oo, "was", <*ěsēt (the CB. would be the equivalent of a W. *œ without the dd, see just above).³

Examples of -yd, -ed: W. mynydd, C. meneth, OB. monid (Chr.B. p. 152), Mod.B. menez, <*moniyo-. OW. nowid (Chad 2), nequid (AC. 921), Mod.W. newydd; C. nowyth, newyth; OB. nowid, neuwed (Chr.B. p. 155), Mod.B. nevez, <Brit. *nowiyo-<IE. *neyo-. W. gwledydd, alternative plural of gwlad, per-

¹ Holmer envisages ĕj as becoming first ĕj̆ and then oedd, along with original ai >œ (Language, xxiii, 126), which is less probable. He is apparently not aware of the intermediate ĕ stage of ai >œ (his conclusions in this article are partly vitiated because he has not considered the chronology of the history of ai). Loth derives W. oedd from a u-stem collective suffix in -iğā, namely -oipō, extended to i-stems (BC. xxxvi, 151); but this does not cover the examples, and the phonetics are difficult.

² Pedersen’s curious accentuation in VKG. i, 68, would seem to lack any basis, and to be suggested entirely at hoc.

³ I am aware that this whole paragraph is controversial. The fact that the controversy is not fully set out is simply because there is no space here for it, and because after considering all the evidence my general conclusion is the one sketched above.
haps from the g. pl. of i-stems, Brit. *ylatiţon < IE. *ylatiţom; cf. Pedersen, VKG. ii, 95; Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 193, is inclined to doubt it. MW. keryd, C. keryth, MB. querez, < -iţ < -iţel, 2nd sg. pres. indicative ending of i-verbs; LP. p. 283. W. dydd, MC. deth, dyth, B. deiz, < IE. *diţeuz; LP. p. 171. With a-affection, the pl. of fem. i-stems in -ed < -iţas < -iţas, as in W. celanedd, rhianedd, ymysedd, blynedd, nadredd; see LP. p. 170, Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 189. W. llechwedd < *lexovijia; Gaul. Lexovii; cf. LP. p. 20.

With long -iţ : Note Brit. *priţess > W. pridd, : Ir. crê < *q̣prijets. The Mc. pry, Mod.C. pri, B. pri lack the d; perhaps in SW.Brit. the j was absorbed into the i, i.e. > *priţess, before j developed. Cf. on C. o, B. oa, versus W. oedd above; and on the -i suffix, pp. 353 and 359.

(N.B. d appears in a few cases where the following syllable was stressed; e.g. Brit. *bijamî > W. byddaf, C. bethaf, MB. bezaff; Brit. niţeumá (cf. Pedersen, VKG. ii, 61) > W. nyddu, C. nethé, B. neza; Brit. oblique stem *spijat- > W. yshyddad, C. spethes, B. spezed. These can easily be explained, however, as due to the analogy of those cases where the stress was on the preceding vowel; so 3rd sg. *blî-, *nlî- (probably the commonest form), and n. sg. *spîjass.)

(2) A problem of considerable importance in toponymy arises here. There is a neo-Brittonic suffix -i, common in place-names, as W. Llŷfnî, Gefennî, Euwennî, Derwennî, Breji, Tywi, Gwili, Dyfi, Arwystli, Eryri, etc., and numerous common-nouns, as well as in the pl. ending in -i. In the case of the first six of these names the Romano-British form is recorded, i.e. Libnius (Ptol., but in Ireland, not actually the Welsh Llŷfnî), Gobannium (AL.), Aventio (Rav.), Derventio (AL., Rav., ND.), Bremia (Rav.), and perhaps Tobios (Ptol., for *Toüios). Hence at first sight we seem to have the Brit. -jos, -jon, -iţ suffixes. But, as already set out, these were either lost with vowel affecion or developed into -iţ, giving W. -yd, -ed.

* Holmer’s objections to this (Language, xxiii, 133) are not particularly convincing.
R. J. Thomas proposes to explain -i as from a stress -iō- (En.Af. i, 128; his ideas on stress derive from Morris Jones), but this will not do, because there is no real evidence for such an accentuation in British. Stokes suggested _-iō- > -i_ or nil with vowel affection, and _-iō- > -yd_ (TPhS., 1885-7, pp. 131-2), which meets with the same objection. It is clear that we must start at any rate from a proximate Brit. -ios, -īa, -ion, -iā, since W. i is from Brit. ā, not ī. Such a suffix is unknown in IE., and must be a secondary development. Pedersen thought that if it was original at all it would be -iōs, -iā, etc., but preferred to derive -i from Vulgar Latin, comparing Fr. maladie, folie, etc. (VKG. ii, 18). This last is excessively improbable in place-names at least: and in any case it only shifts the problem, since normally VL. -ius etc. are lost with vowel affection in Brittonic, just like native -iōs etc. A proximate suffix -iō- etc. would be a probable explanation, and the ā could very early have become absorbed into the i, leaving a hiatus, as just suggested for CB. pri< *priēss. Ekwall thought that this may have been the suffix, though he also suggested that -iō- etc. might "under certain conditions" (undefined and unsupported) give -i; RN. p. lxxvii. The difficulty about IE. -iō- etc. has led others to think of an IE. s- suffix. Rhys proposed -iō- for Gobannium, Libnios, etc., with the s- already lost in Ptolemy's time (LWP.2, p. 28); Quiggin thought -i arose in certain cases from -iso- (TPhS., 1911-14, p. 99); Pokorný derived Dyfi, Gwili, Llwyni, etc., as having -iša, which he treated as "Ilyrian" (Urg. pp. 46-7); Förster, quoting Pokorný, thinks it advisable to start provisionally from -iša (FT. p. 398); O'Rahtilly derives W. Beli from *Beliso- (EIHM. p. 474).

The whole matter turns, of course, on the question whether intervocal single s- could have been lost so early as Ptolemy's time. This is answered in the affirmative, p. 522 below. We may accept, then, that these Romano-British -ius, -ia, -ium, -io forms, and WCB. -i, represent Brit. -ios, -iā, -ion, -iā, which may be from older -iōs, -iā, -ison, -iā (and -iō-, -iso-, -iō-, etc., could be rejected, but see next paragraph). On the other hand, the possibility that they came from an older suffix -iō-
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etc. ought not to be lost sight of. One might have expected the hiatus from lost \(-s\) to be filled with \(i > j > d\), but, as already suggested, \(i\) is apt to disappear after a Brit. long \(i\), as it must have done in \(-\text{fto}-\) etc. if they are the source.

The plural and abstract suffixes in \(-i\) are less satisfactorily explicable. Pedersen proposed that the former was the pl. of \(-i\)-stems, \(-ejes\), not developing into \(-oed\) but giving \(e > i\) in hiatus instead (VKG. ii. 94). But in that case we might expect W. \(-y\), not \(-i\). Is it possible that \(-ejes\) gave on the one hand \(-ejes > oed\), as already described, and on the other \(-\text{lies}\), in which, by a shift of syllabic division, the \(i\) absorbed the \(j\) before it could become \(j > d\), and was lengthened, resulting in \(-\text{les}\) ? Cf. p. 352 and particularly p. 359. If so, this could account for the abstract and collective suffix \(-i\), as from \(-\text{tfo}-\) IE. \(-\text{i}\)\(-\text{i}\), being in this way an alternative of the \(-\text{yd}\) abstract in e.g. W. \(\text{llevenyd}\); and it might offer still another explanation of the problem of proximate British \(-\text{i}os\) etc. in place-names. That \(-\text{is}\)- is not necessarily the final solution for all those cases seems suggested by Rom. Brit. \(\text{Derwentio}\). The existence of the \(-\text{j\-j}\) : \(-\text{ij\-}\) alternatives in this name seems proved by English Derwent etc., from *\(\text{Derwenti}\) (see Ekwall, RN. pp. 114, 123) as against OW. \(\text{Derquentid}\) (HB. c. 44), MW. \(\text{Derwenydd}\), *\(\text{Derquenti}\). Yet W. \(\text{Derweni}\) appears to indicate *\(\text{Derventis}\), quite possibly in this case at least, if not in others, we must assume not \(-\text{i\-s}\) but \(-\text{io} > \text{ij\-} > \text{i\-} > \text{ij\-}\) and \(-\text{ij\-}\).

(3) The chronology of \(i > d\). The strengthening of \(i\) to \([j]\) must have happened after the loss of internal \(-s\) in the second half of the first century (see p. 522), since the resulting hiatus was, or could be, filled with \(-i\)- which itself was capable of giving \(j\). As \(-\text{ij\-}\) becomes \(-\text{ed}\), by vowel affection, the change to \(d\) must presumably have occurred before \(\text{a}\)-affection in the first half or middle of the fifth century (see § 154), since otherwise the resulting \(-\text{ej\-}\) should give \(-\text{ed}\); unless the stage of original \(-\text{ej\-}\) > \(-\text{ej}\) had already reached \(-\text{ei\-}\) or \(-\text{ej}\). Another argument for \(j > d\) being older than \(\text{a}\)-affection is given by

\(^{1}\) Morris Jones derives \(-i\) here from \(-\text{ije-}\), and even \(\text{tri}\) from *\(\text{trij}\) from IE. *\(\text{trij}\) (WG. p. 100). Lath notes that this accentuation was invented to distinguish it from *\(-\text{ije-} > -\text{ed}\) (RC. xxxvi. 118).
Förster, namely, that -ijā would in any case not become -ējā because the intervening -j- would prevent the lowering of the vowel (FT. p. 172). There is some force in this.

In Latin loanwords -ij- does not result in j>d: I know no examples of -ēij- or -īij-; but note māior, VL. mājor (IVL. p. 73) > MW. maer, OC. maër, OB. mair, Mod.B. meur (with loss of -o- in the final syllable, see § 177); and Māius, VL. Māijus (IVL. p. 73; Lloyd-Jones, ZCP. vii, 464), or perhaps rather (Meosis) Māii, > MW. Mei, C. Me, B. Mae, Mc. Since, however, we do not know that Brit. -di- or -āii- must develop a j, and indeed the evidence is that it did not, nothing definite can be concluded from the lack of d in Latin borrowings. According to LP. (p. 63), j>d was practically complete before the period of the Latin loans, on these grounds; but apart from the objection just raised, another is relevant. The VL. intervocal j was not a particularly strong [j], and there is no reason why it should have fallen together with native j, still less with ř if that existed; in fact, as we shall see, it is probable that in certain positions the older j still survived in British, later to be lost, and the Latin sound would be identified with this if anything. Besides, if the d stage were really already reached by the beginning of the Roman period, we should surely find *Novidomagus instead of Noviomagus in Ptolemy and AI., as well as perhaps *Derventido instead of Derventio. On the other hand, the Romans would naturally render j, even ř if this existed, with their own letter i. Latin post-consonantal j, as in -ius, etc., did not develop into Brit. -ij-, but instead follows the other treatment of -ij-, being lost with vowel affection. The reason may well be that native -ij- was already -ij- by this time, in those cases where it happened. On Brit. rj > rj > rd see § 92; Latin rj does not give rd, but again this means nothing—simply the Latin rj as pronounced in Britain must have been distinct from native rj and fell together with the native rj which resulted in vowel affection.

Direct light on the subject is meagre. Of course d was

1 These words must have the short VL. a, since āj- or āii- could not give MW. aej or eir.

2 Cf. Richter, CPF. pp. 125, 188.
reached by the OWCB. period, since it appears in all of them; and presumably before the time of the separation of the three. We have noted one or two examples where d is lacking in CB., suggesting that in SW.Brit. in certain cases i did not give j, where it did in Western Brit. The inscription CHIC. no. 413, fifth century, MONEDORIGI, very probably contains Late Brit. *monido-, "mountain", from older *monijo- (the E being a mere VL. spelling for i, cf. pp. 191, 283, n. 2), and if so d had already arisen; the name would mean "Mountain King". No early AS. place-names certainly show either j or d. O. Schram sees *monijo- in Money Hill (Cam.) and Moneybury Hill (Hert.), and dates them as borrowed not later than the beginning of the sixth century on the ground that j>d" has been dated c. 550 " (no reference) ; Aberystwyth Studies, xi, 33. Actually these names would have been borrowed probably somewhat earlier, because of the date of the English settlement, but in any case the etymology can hardly be right, and no doubt they mean what they appear to mean, i.e. hills believed to contain treasure. Money Hill is a barrow, a burial tumulus (so that "mountain" is quite out of the question here); and it is a common piece of folklore that these have gold hidden in them. The Celtic *monijo- is not likely to have been applied to any of the puny hills of the East Midlands, particularly as AS. place-names show so many other words more suited to express "hill" in use among the Britons of Eastern England. Ekwall finds the W. mynydd in Long Mynd (Shr.; Dict. p. 289), Myndtown (Shr.; Dict. p. 319), Minton (Shr.; Dict. p. 312), Mynde (Heref.; Dict. p. 319), all ME. Munede; in Mindrum (Nb.; Dict. p. 312); in Minehead (So.; Dict. p. 312); and in mynet in a Devon charter of 938 (Dict. p. 344). Mindrum might have been borrowed in the early seventh century; the others in the second half of the seventh century, and mynet in the eighth. Hence we appear to have some solid evidence for d from some time in the fifth century (MONEDORIGI), through place-names of the seventh century, to the OWCB. sources.

One may say that i probably became j after the loss of internal -s- in the second half of the first century, but before Latin loanwords began to enter the language in bulk, therefore.
in the late first century; and that ẓ became ẓ (perhaps passing first through ẓ) later than Al. and the other Romano-British documents, but before ą-affection (first half or middle of the fifth century) and before the MONEDORIGI inscription; therefore fourth or early fifth century.¹

(B)

In certain other cases when the preceding British vowel was penultimate, i.e. stressed, the ẓ- did not give ẓ-; but instead was totally lost with contraction of the two syllables. The same development is found with hiatus arising from the CC. loss of ẓ- and the early Brit. loss of ş-. In these cases ẓ apparently did not become ẓ before ẓ or in hiatus. Whether there was ever at first any ẓ- filling the hiatus after loss of ẓ- and ş is unclear; but in any event the original ẓ-, and the ẓ- in the older hiatus if such existed, must have been comparatively weak. The reason for the different treatment here from the type described under section (A) is not apparent. In both types the vowel before the ẓ was in the original penultimate syllable; whether one or the other type was formerly stressed, in early British, on the final syllable, is a matter for speculation which may be left open.² But since most of the examples are in fact cases of loss of ẓ- or ş- rather than of original ẓ-, it may be that the pattern is one of early contraction of pure hiatus, and the few cases of original ẓ- which follow it did so by analogy before the time when ẓ- > ẓ-.³ It is noteworthy that in the case of British trisyllables, which contracted to disyllables, the new final syllable, now a diphthong, was not lost at the time of the general loss of final syllables, though the contraction must be earlier than that time since otherwise it would not have occurred at all. So IE. *uporesu (L.P. p. 186) > W. goreu.⁴ Cf. Latin Mattheıus.

¹ Förster dates ẓ=ẓ before 300, because he puts ẓ-affection about 300 (which is too early); FT. p. 172. He does not mention the fact that no Roman sources show ẓ.

² As before, Morris Jones proposed in WG. a number of strange accentuations for the problems in this section; they are ignored here.

³ The same remark applies to this whole section as that in note 3, p. 350.

⁴ But see now Binkley, JCS. 1, 148 ff., who postulates *yorpoçasıu, which is possible.]
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pronounced in Britain exceptionally as Mattheus, which gave Mod.W. Mathew.¹ This appears to show that in polysyllables Late Brit. final diphthongs existing at the time of the general loss were themselves immune; the older, IE. final diphthongs had, of course, already become monophthongs (cf. § 177). The new diphthongs would very likely carry the stress in British (e.g. *uporesu > Brit. *yoresu > *yore[u > Late Brit. *yoreu), whereas no other final syllables would; and this would certainly help to preserve them.

Examples: With -i-. IE. *prijos > Brit. *rijos > *rios > W. rheuc; cf. LP. p. 14, WG. pp. 100, 305. *Mājōs > Brit. *mājūs > *mājūs > Late Brit. *mōīs; in which the diphthong fell together with 𝜋i < 𝜔 in early W. moe, whereas the regular MW. and only Mod.W. form is myy (cf. LP. p. 322; BBCS. vii, 3); but see the Note below, and § 47. 2 D. A British name probably containing this stem, with the i still visible, is the Maio or Maia of Ravennas; see BSRC. p. 39.


(N.B.—The W. chuaer, OC. huair, MC. hoer, hór, B. *ch’oar,³ "sister", from IE. *seyesōr, has caused some difficulty.⁴ The following solution may be suggested tentatively. IE. *seyesōr > early Brit. *seyesūr > *seyər

¹ Lewis sees a Brit. Lat. *Mattheus here (EL. p. 12); but this gave the other form, W. Mathew (cf. p. 367), and Brit. (as distinct from IE.) -ew could not become anything but -ew in W., in the absence of vowel affixation at any rate; cf. § 46. 4.

² J.P. envisages a stage *ego > OW. ou (p. 217); but this would give W. *ew, see previous note.

³ W. chuaer has unrounding after a labial (as in *gwoew > gwew, cf. VKG. i, 385, WG. p. 114), and is for older *chooer; OC. huair is for *huair; we must start from a Pr.WCB. *geoir.

⁴ See, e.g., Pedersen, VKG. i, 67, 73; Baudis, Gr. p. 128; Morris Jones, WG. p. 102; Holme, Language, xxiii, 128.
developed the same segmentation of $e\{i > e\tilde{i}$ as proposed for $ej > e\tilde{ij} > oedd$, p. 349; but in this case the $\tilde{i}$ did not become $j > d$. Hence $\Sigma u\tilde{eg}u$ur > Late Brit. $\Sigma u\tilde{eg}(\tilde{i})r >$ Pr.WCB. $\chi w\tilde{er} > *c\tilde{h}woir$.\(^1\) When the stress followed the $-s$ in this word, in the pl. $\Sigma syes\tilde{ores}$, the development was quite different, giving first $-i\tilde{ij}$, see p. 360; but $e > i$ did not take place when the $es$ was stressed. The history of W. $m\tilde{uy}$ may have been similar, if we assume original $*m\tilde{aij}\tilde{s}$ with L.P. (p. 184), instead of $*m\tilde{aij}\tilde{o}$. If so, $*m\tilde{aij}\tilde{o}>*m\tilde{aij}\tilde{os}>$ Pr.W. $m\tilde{qi}$, whence MW. $moe$, etc., as above. Thus $ch\tilde{u}aer$, and perhaps $m\tilde{uy}$ and $g\tilde{loew}$ (see footnote) would constitute still a third treatment of $\tilde{es}$.

§ 39. When the Preceding Vowel was Unstressed and the Following Stressed

In this case, with the stressed vowel in the penultimate syllable as always, there was neither $i > j$ nor total loss of $j$ with contraction of the two syllables. Instead the $\tilde{j}$ seems to have formed a diphthong or long vowel with the preceding vowel, if short. Here again intervocal $-s$ was replaced by $i$, definitely this time, and so apparently was $-p$ when the hiatus resulting from its loss lasted into the British period.\(^2\) In these cases a preceding $e$ normally became $i$, unlike what happened when it was stressed. Hence $e\{j \tilde{l}$. $i\tilde{j} \tilde{l}$. $e\tilde{x} \tilde{l}$. $i\tilde{s} \tilde{l}$. and perhaps $e\tilde{p} \tilde{l}$. $i\tilde{p} \tilde{l}$. all fell together in $-i\tilde{j} \tilde{l}$.\(^3\)

When the result is $i\tilde{ud}$, there is diphthongisation of the first syllable, giving in MW. $ae\{a$ (spelt in OW. $ae$, $ea$, rarely $aie$, $aia$, $ai$, $ay$, $eia$, $aa$, even $a$;\(^4\) the pronunciation must have

---

\(^1\) If W. $g\tilde{loew}$ is really from $*g\tilde{leu}w$ (Holmer, Language, xxiii, 135) it may have had a similar development. If so, it can hardly be connected with Rom.-Brit. $G\tilde{luwum}, W. C\tilde{ro}w Loew$.

\(^2\) Probably with earlier contraction note: $*tep\tilde{em}n > CC$. $*te\tilde{e}n\tilde{um}n >$ $*\tilde{e}m\tilde{u}m\tilde{u}$, W. $tu\tilde{ym}$ etc.; cf. L.P., pp. 26-7.

\(^3\) Holmer thinks the case of $ch\tilde{aue}$ is regular and the others exceptional; and therefore gives a different interpretation of the history of $es-\tilde{e}$ (Language, xxiii, 128). I take the opposite view. $Ch\tilde{aue}$ is discussed below, p. 362.

\(^4\) The only spellings in OW. sources other than the Book of Llandaff are $ae$, $sa$, and once $aie$. 358
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been disyllabic; in OC. oe, oy (probably disyllabic, as it is distinct from OC. diphthong oi, uij), MC. oe, oa, ə; OB. oia (rarely, and late, ia, ua, ooa), MB. oa, Mod.B. oia, orea. The W. aea has final i-affection to y/ei, e/y, later contracted, and internal affection to ey/e. After labials W. alone shows a different treatment, wy/a. What seems to have happened is some sort of segmentation of the i, such as wijá, giving W. aia but perhaps Pr.CB. (and after a labial also Pr.W.) oia. If so, the ai did not fall together with original Brit. ai in ə, but this is natural, as the appearance of the ai is clearly much later than the time when CC. ai became Brit. ə, and it is apparently limited to Welsh. The ai stage, however, would be older and common to WCB. The history of the final affection, e.g. *rijári > MW. ryedir, reydr, as against that of the internal affection, e.g. *grijanino > MW. greynin, suggests that the former took place while it was still ija but the latter after it had become aria; that is to say, that ija > ija began at some time after the late fifth century and reached aria by the seventh. If Ekwall’s derivation of Aire is correct (see § 41), aria would have been in existence by the sixth century. The stage ija, common to W., C., and B., may therefore be put in the first half of the sixth century. The fact that -ijó- behaved quite differently from -ijá-, and did not develop segmentation, is difficult to explain. Why the ə should affect the previous syllable in this way and the ə should not (if this is what happened) is unclear.

In the case of -ijó- from older -ejó-, -iijó-, -esb-, -isó-, and apparently -epó-, the i seems to have fused with the i, resulting in lengthening of the vowel and a hiatus, i/o; > Mod.W. io, Mod.B. ie. Although the accentuation is different, this might explain also some of the W. -i suffixes; see p. 353.


Brit. *isorno- (cf. LP. p. 17) > OW. Tal-haern (HB. c. 62), 359
and names in -hearn, -haiarn, -haieren, -haarn, -harn, and Haern-in Lland.; Mod.W. haearn; OC. hoern, MC. hörn; OB. hoïarn- (Leid.Leech.), Hoiarn and names in -hoïarn in Cart.Red.; Mod.B. houarn.; Gaul. Isarnus, Ysarno-: OL. i|œrn (on Pr.B. Cæthernus, see p. 454; names in Iarn-, § 40; Ixarninus, Ixarninus, see p. 522, n. 1). With final affixion, *isarni>- MW. pl. he|yrn, Mod.B. hern<*>he|ern. On the h- in these words see p. 522.

Proximate iů < iů, epó, esó, etc. IE. *dijóyes>Brit. *dijóyes > OW. *dóu > Mod.W. diau (cf. LP. p. 171). IE. *nópotes > Brit. *ne|ótes > *núiôtes > B. nied. In Mod.W. chwiórydd, pl. of chwaeer, we seem to have the W. pl. termination -ydd (cf. Morris Jones, WG. pp. 101, 206; but see p. 361 below). Here *seyesores would appear, therefore, to have given Brit. *Σyieýorēs>Pr.W. *xve|or. As Lewis and Pedersen note, LP. p. 17, there is not W. wy here although after a labial. On MW. chawve see p. 362 below.

I have no examples of proximate iů, iě, iũ, but cf. on ysgien just below.

When the preceding vowel is long: the result of iů is mere loss of the i, and hiatus; cf. p. 351. So Brit. *sciēnā>W. ysgien; OL. sciëan; cf. LP. p. 15. Compare, however, O'Rahilly in Érinu, xiii, 120, where he derives the Irish from *skiēnā and regards ysgien as a loan from this. If *skiēnā is correct, as it probably is, ysgien might be the direct Brit. cognate, with iě>i< like iů>i<. The name Maïona in Ravennas may be from the same stem as W. mwy, etc., and Maio or Maia in Rav.; see BSRC. p. 39, and § 38, B above. If so, the i was still present in the fourth century.

§ 40. When neither the Preceding nor the Following Vowel was Stressed

The next following syllable was penultimate and therefore stressed. In this case not only iů but also iũ result in the same i with hiatus. After labials there may, however, be wy in W., as before.

Examples: With proximate iů.- Brit. *mîjarê<->W.
mi|aren; *mijari->W. mi|eri by internal affection. Brit. *yesantêno->*yijantêno->OW. guiannuin (Ovid), OC. guiantoin (a metathesis for *guiantoin according to Pedersen, VKG. i, 322). The MW. guanœnhwun is difficult to explain, unless there was a form *yesant->Pr.W. *guaean which influenced Pr.W. *guiantuin. In derivatives like greyenyn<*grijanino-, heyernin<*isarnino-, the ae|a affected to ey|e, instead of i|a affected to i|e, is probably due to the analogy of graean, haearn.

In the first part of compound names, where the stem would be less strongly accented, if at all, it is significant that *isarno-gives not hoern, hoiarn, etc., in OC., OB., but iarn. So Brit. *Isarnoyallânos->OC. Iarnwallon (Bodm. § 49, second half of tenth century), and many OB. names in iarn- (see Chr.B. pp. 140-41). In fact, there are thirty-three OB. names in -hoiarn mentioned in Chr.B. (p. 139) when bearing the full stress, not counting the common-noun itself, and only seven in Hoiarn-; but forty-odd in Iarn- and none in -iarn. Compare the OC. stressed hoern beside Iarnwallon. This makes it clear that fully stressed ìsá>i Já developed a diphthongised first syllable, whereas when only secondarily stressed or not at all the i Já became i|a. The seven OB. names in Hoiarn-; as well as the OW. names in Haern- etc., would be due to the influence of the common-noun. On Trisantona see pp. 524 ff.

With proximate ijo: I have no certain examples. Possibly chwiorydd is not to be regarded as a Pr.W. *chwior plus id, but may go back to a Brit. g. pl. *suesortjôn (cf. p. 351).

In one word, and apparently one alone, intervocal -s- developed into an h which still remained in the Mediaeval period. Since initial s- and -s- at the beginning of the second elements of compounds gave h, it has been supposed that absolute internal -s- did so too; and that the preservation in the one case referred to is regular, and the total loss irregular in words like *upaeresu, *giös, *giusus, *uogaiso-, *esôm, *suesor, *suesores, *clisaro-, *isarno-, *yesantêno-, etc. So Holmer, thinking that es- properly gave eh- (Language, xxiii, 128). Intervocal -s- may no doubt have passed through -h- before its loss with hiatus (cf. p. 522), but that its preservation into the Mediaeval period should be regarded as regular seems to
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defy the facts; the one example of *eh- is surely to be explained otherwise. The word is the MW. *ehacu, Mod.W. *eacu, OC. *ehoc, MB. *ehoc (Catholic), Mod.B. *eok, "salmon", from a proximate Brit. *esāco-. Gallo-Latin *esov, "salmon". From this a MW. *esācow would have been expected according to the system set out above. The survival of *h here recalls the treatment proper to *s at the beginning of the second element of a compound (cf. § 113. 2); can it be that the *es- was confused by popular etymology with some proclitic element, possibly Brit. *ex-. A Brit. *esāco- would result precisely, and regularly, in the WCB. forms given.

§ 41. Internal *i in AS. Names

There are no very decisive examples. For proximate *iḏā, note Ekwall's derivation of Aire (WRY.) as from *Isara > Pr.W. *Aiōr. (RN. p. 2); but this is not entirely satisfactory, particularly as it does not explain only the attested AS. form, Yr, see below.

Proximate *iḏā: Ekwall's explanation of Ure (WRY.) as from *Isara (RN. p. 428) is tentatively accepted by Förster (FT. p. 73); both forget that a Late Brit. *Iūrā would give Pr.W. *Ior by ā-affection, though this does not upset the etymology. It is by no means established, however.

Proximate *iḏū: Ekwall takes Weare (Du.), as, *Wiūr, to be from *ūisur-. (RN. p. 442); Förster (Streitberg Festgabe; Leipzig, 1924; p. 65) from *ūisuria. *ūisurā would give Pr.W. *Wīr; *ūisurīa a Pr.W. *Wiūr; hence if we accept this at all, *ūisuro- or *ūisurois seem more likely. But Ptolemy's *Uedrā appears still not to be ruled out finally as a candidate.

Proximate *iḏē: AS, Yr, the Aire, is treated by Ekwall as

---

1 As regards the rendering of Pr.W. *ai in English, it is worth remarking here that in names called "compounds of the late type", where it had only a secondary stress, the Pr.WCCumb. *mair (etymology uncertain) appears in comparatively late loans as Cur-, in, e.g., Carwendi (Heref., in Ergyng), and in Cumberland Carlisle, Carlataon, Carwinley, Cardurnock, etc. Pr.WCCumb. *blain (W. blasn < Brit. *blaen-. cf. § 84), in compounds of the same kind, gives ME. Blen- in Blencarn, Blencogo, Blencow (Dict. p. 46), Bleneathra, Bblemhasset, Blindcrake (EPN8. xx, 253, 265, 266), all in Cumberland.
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a second borrowing, derived from *Isera, side by side with AS. *Ezer < Pr.W. *Aiær < *Isara for the same river (RN. pp. 2-3). *Isera would presumably become Pr.W. *Ier, whence AS. *Ir, for which Ekwall thinks *yr is a spelling. Similarly he derives Wyre (Lan.) from AS. *Wir < *Uisera (RN. p. 476). All this is hazardous.

Proximate *i̞o̞-. Ock (Berk.), AS. *Eocen, is brought by Ekwall from *Esocena (RN. p. 307). Unless this behaved like the related *esāco- it should give Pr.W. *Iocon, which would be expected to appear as *Eocen in AS.; cf. Ekwall, loc. cit.

§ 42. *i after Consonants

It caused vowel affection where possible, see § 155; or might develop into *i̞, see § 38 A.1. On *qi̞ see § 77; on *ri̞, § 92; on other consonants plus *i̞ see the individual sections. Latin post-consonantal *i, as in mulier, filius, became *i in VL. by the first to second century, so mulier, filius; cf. Grandgent, IVL. pp. 93-4, Richter, CPF. pp. 76 ff. It always behaves as *i in British, and never became *i̞ > *i̞ as the native *i often did.

§ 43. IE. *y

In British this was always [y], not the bilabial [b] or labiodental [v]; and the *v in Romano-British names means [y] (or actually, two kinds of [w], see pp. 389 ff.). This is shown, first by the development into [gw] in WCB., which came about by a strengthening of [y]; compare the way in which IE. *y following the stress became first *yy and then *gww in Gothic and Old Norse. Second, by the fact that when it was not thus strengthened it gave WCB. w. Third, that it was not normally confused with Pr.WCB. *h or *h̑, except in certain special cases. Fourth, it is always rendered in AS. by w, though AS. had its own b-sound.1 Fifth, it is usually written *ow in the Greek renderings in Ptolemy; when *β does appear there this is due to the late Greek development of *β to [b], which was then often

1 And hence AS. Serrobyrig, ASC. 552, shows that the correct form of the Romano-British name of Salisbury is Soriodiamum not Soriodunum; see JRS. xxxvii, 58.
used in Greek to spell Latin (and naturally therefore Romano-British) $v$; cf. Förster, FT. pp. 252-3.

Latin $v$ is always treated as $y$ in Brittonic. Now Latin $v$ became bilabial [b], both medially and initially, in the ordinary colloquial language early in the Empire, probably in the first century (Grandgent, IVL. p. 135; cf. Förster, FT. p. 254);¹ and Latin intervocal $b$ also became [b] in VL., beginning in the first century, well established in the second, and complete in the third (see Grandgent, IVL. p. 134, Richter, CPF. pp. 60 ff.). Hence Latin $v$ and $b$ were often confused in spelling at this time. Sturtevant says ² that this confusion of $b$ and $v$ was so common by the third century that we must assume bilabial [b] or less probably labiodental [v] even in standard Latin by that time, though the older pronunciation [u] must have continued for some while and was known to Consentius in the fifth century, though he himself apparently preferred [b] or [v]. Förster speaks of the [u] pronunciation as lasting into the fourth century (FT. p. 254); and E. Seelman says that the better Latin popular speech kept $v$ as [u] until the fourth or fifth century (Die Aussprache des Lateins; Heilbronn, 1885; p. 231). However this may be, Latin $v$ in all positions in loanwords in Brittonic behaves exactly like the native $y$, and there is no trace of the pronunciations [b] or [v]. It cannot be argued that this is due to sound-substitution by the British of their [u] for a Latin [b], because in that case we should expect to find the same thing with original Latin -br-, which was by now equally [b] in the level of Latin society which pronounced $v$ as [b].

It seems clear, then, that Latin $v$ was still pronounced [u] in Roman Britain at the time of the Latin loans, and remained

¹ Occasionally initial $v$ gave $b$ in VL., and $vr$, $ls$ gave $lv$, $lb$; see Richter, CPF. pp. 60 ff., 80-81. There is no trace of this in Latin loanwords in British; but CHIC. no. 355, beginning of the sixth century, SILVANDVVS IACIT, might be for Silvanus, and, if so, would be an example—Richter, p. 80, actually notes Silvanus (with [lb] not [lβ]) from an inscription. The $v$ could presumably be a reverse spelling, due to the fact that Brit. $vd$ was now in process of becoming $an$ (see § 112). This inscription is not to be regarded as a case of written confusion of $b$ and $v$; and it is quite uncertain that it stands for Silvanus at all.

so throughout the Roman period; in other words, that the pronunciation of the higher levels of society, which preserved \([u]\) better than in ordinary colloquial Vulgar Latin, was the standard; cf. pp. 88 ff. This is the reason why early British-Latin loanwords in Irish with \(v\)- are treated like the native \(y\)\(=\[u]\), i.e. they gave OL. \(j\).

§ 44.

There are one or two other peculiarities in the behaviour of VL. \(v\) which should be noted here. Internally, it was frequently lost in certain positions, specially before \(u\) in popular speech towards the end of the Republican period, though it was often restored by analogy; e.g. *novum > novum, flavus > flaurus, pavonem > paönenem, avunculus > avunculus. Cf. Grandgent, IVL, pp. 136-7, Richter, CPF, pp. 36-9. This appears in Britt. in WCB. paun < *paönenem, side by side with W. pawin < *pawun < paönenem; but in general, Latin intervocal \(y\) is kept in Brittonic.

It is remarkable that the Latin loanwords show the existence in British Latin of a peculiar hiatus-filling \(y\) when one of the vowels in a Latin hiatus is \(u\); which is not found in native British \(^2\) nor, except to a very small extent, \(^3\) in Vulgar Latin. It seems, therefore, to have been a special feature of the Vulgar Latin of Roman Britain. It occurs for instance in struo and dextrao, which must have become *struyo and *dextrayo on their way to W. ystryw, distryw, C. destreyw. We appear to have an example of this in CHIC. no. 327, early or mid sixth century, PVERI, which presumably stands for pyvere. When a word containing \(uy\), with this hiatus-filling \(y\), was not stressed on the \(u\) in Latin, the result in W. is \(aw\), which evidently means that the \(u\) was reduced to \(\&\) and then

\(^1\) On this point see my article in Études Celtiques, v, 105 ff.

\(^2\) On the contrary, as we have seen, when there is a hiatus in early British it was filled, if anything, by \(j\).

\(^3\) Richter (CPF, p. 70) notes its existence in VL. in \(u\)-\(i\), quoting *institutït, instituverant, possuit in inscriptions; but regards these as possibly only scribal. Note ruidus > *ruidus > *ravidus by the late insertion of a glide, op. cit. p. 98.
became a; this must have occurred in British Latin, as ay would hardly give ay in British. Examples: construenda > *construyenda > *construyenda > W. cystrawen; ruina > *ruyina > *rauina > Pr.W. *rawin, by vowel affection W. rheuwin.
There is again a case of this among the Dark-Age inscriptions; CIIC. no. 466, early sixth century, where the Latin INGENVI is rendered in the Ogam as IGENAVI. The engraver was doing his best to spell in Ogam letters what seemed to him the sound of the British Latin. This shows that the development to ay was a British Latin one; and in addition it must have been reached in a purely Latin context, because if *Ingenuvus, *Ingenuvi had been taken into British or even perhaps into low-class British Latin, it would have been stressed *Ingenuvus, *Ingenuvi, and no reduction of the u would have been possible.
That the other inscription has PVVERI not PAVERI is, of course, due to the fact that in this word the u was stressed in Latin. The difference, therefore, between ystryw and cystrawen, rheuwin, depends upon the VL. accent and not the British.

But there is in British Latin an occurrence of hiatus-filling y which is even more remarkable, because it is entirely opposed to what happened in the VL. of the rest of the Empire. Yet it, too, cannot be of native origin, because it is not found in native words. In ordinary VL. the unstressed disyllabic terminations -eus, -ea, -eum became monosyllabic -jus, -ja, -jum by the first century A.D. (see Grandgent, IVL. pp. 93-4), and the reflection of this is seen in loanwords in British, in which those endings developed like native -iós, -iá, -iôn, being lost with final vowel affection: e.g. cuneus > *cunijus > W. cyn. This represents the ordinary standard everyday VL. speech. But there was also another treatment in Britain,1 through which a glide y was inserted in the hiatus, giving -eyus, -eyum (there are no examples for -ea).2 It is clear that this happened only in the case of those words in which the terminations had not yet become -jus, -jum but were still disyllabic, very likely in the

1 A third, whereby disyllabic -eus, remaining in Latin, was contracted in Brit. as if it were from a native *-ejus < *-eaus, is seen in the development of Lat. Matthews to Mod.W. Mathau discussed in § 26. This is very likely a reflection of the most upper-class Brit. Lat., being the most classical.
2 Cf. Lewis, El., p. 12.
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speech of a higher social level (cf. p. 87). These words then became stressed on the e, the penultimate syllable, under the influence of the British accent. The same thing is seen with original stressed e in Latin leō—Brit. Lat. *lēyō. The VL short stressed e was an open one, ə, and the fact that the hiatus-filler here is u rather than i certainly suggests that it was so in Britain. It is worth noting that in a stressed Latin hiatus, as in deus, mens, and dea, mea, the general VL tendency was for the e to close towards i in ea, but to remain open or to become more open in eus; cf. Richter, CPF. p. 125, and PMLA. lxiii, 780-82. This might explain why there are no cases of *euwa > eu in Welsh etc.

Examples: puteus > *putēyus > W. pydew (Ir. cuithé from *putiws); oleum > *oleyum > W. olew, OC. olee, B. oleo;¹ Matthew > *Mattheius > W. Mathew; leo > *lēyō > W. llew, OB. leu (Chr.B. p. 144), Mod.B. leo.²

§ 45.

Initially the product of Brit. u in WCB. is gw-. This may alternate very rarely with chw- (cf. LP. p. 157), a tendency which goes back to the common Pr.WCB. period, and presumably arose from a confusion of [w] with [hw]<sy, perhaps in external sandhi after -s. When u- was initially lenited it is M., Mod.WCB.² y-.

Like i, g, s, Brit. u is treated differently at the beginning of the second element of compounds from its development in absolute internal position; cf. pp. 345, 436, 514, 579. Like i, it did not make a diphthong with the composition vowel, but instead retained its consonantal character, appearing in M., Mod.WCB. as y, exactly as with initial u- in lenited position. It is clear that -y- here was felt to be in quasi-initial position; cf. §§ 1, 156.

¹ Thurneysen takes pydew and olew to have Lat. eu (Gr.OL. p. 568); but this would have resulted in W. *pydau, *oleau. Cf. Lewis, EL. p. 12; Lloyd-Jones, ZCP. vii, 464; cf. Loth, ML. pp. 206, 182.
² The y in Brit. Lat. is actually seen in this word, as late as the twelfth century, in CHIC. no. 1002, A LEVONE, see Williams, Arch.Camb., 1940, p. 5. His suggestions there to account for the V miss the point.
² B. sometimes chy- by the analogy of the B. lenition of g-; see LP. p. 129.
After a consonant, \( y \) remained consonantal. So Brit. *petuares > W. pedwar, C. pescar, B. pevar. But when after the loss of final syllables it came to stand at the end of a word, the development differed somewhat. In Welsh it remained consonantal until the Early Mod.W. period, but then in monosyllables ¹ became vocalic; so Brit. *marigos > MW. monosyllabic marig, Mod.W. disyllabic marw, “dead”. This can be traced back to the fifteenth century; see WG. p. 53. In Cornish, on the other hand, there was svarabhakti from the time of our earliest documents, spelt in Voc.C. -en, -un, -eun, in MC. -ow, e.g. marow, “dead”. However, there are a few traces of its absence, e.g. Wurfo's in Bodm. § 50 (959–75), and even in Voc.C. there is erwe beside ereu. In Breton (except in Vannetais) it was vocalised as in W., but in MB. may still be consonantal. The regular Mod.B. spelling has been -o until recently, so maro, “dead”, but the new reformed orthography now uses -\( æ \), pronounced o.

In absolute internal position the development of \( y \), like that of \( i \), varies according to its place in the word; there is sometimes a \( u \)-diphthong, sometimes consonantal \( y \), the former usually when the preceding vowel is penultimate and stressed, the latter when the following vowel is.² It has already been noted (§ 22. 1) that an early Brit. \( u \)-diphthong plus \( s \) lost the \( s \), and the diphthong then became vowel plus \( y \). In certain cases original \( oua \) seems to have become \( oua \) in Gaulish and British; see Pokorny, IF. xxxviii, 190 ff., Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 247. Original IE. \( ey \) gave \( oy \) in all the Celtic languages; so IE. *neyois > Pr.I. *nouios > Ol. nuae; Gaul. Noviomagus, etc. (beside NEVIOD[VNI], CIL. iii, no. 3919; NEVIOD[VNENSIVM], ibid. no. 3921, but both of these are in Pannonia); Brit. Noviomagos (Ptol.), Noviomago (AL); OW. nouid- (Chad 2); MC. nowyth, OB. nouuid (Chr.B. p. 155). On the new British ey see § 46. 4.

¹ In polysyllables the -e was dropped or metathesised; see WG. p. 51, Phon.WB. p. 107.
² Morris Jones believed that original \( ay \), \( ey \), \( og \) and \( eq \) all fell together in ey, which then gave W. \( ou \) unless affected (WG. pp. 103–4). This intrinsically improbable development involves a series of juggling with accentuation and affection which are mostly ignored here as unfounded.
§ 46. Intervocal y when the Preceding Vowel was Stressed

The result is a series of u-diphthongs. The fact that Latin au in its second treatment (§ 25), as well as the native au from aya in *cauyaros>*cauros (§ 1), behaves in the same way as Brit. ay shows that the syllabic division, at least in the case of Brit. áy, was áy|. The probabilities suggest that it was the same with Brit. óy and the rest.


With final i-affection the result is Pr.W. *-ou, MW. -eu, e.g. Brit. *canuyi > Late Brit. *canāyi > MW. ceneu, "whelp ". Now the ordinary MW. product of final i-affection of a before a consonant is ei or y; we must perhaps suppose that before y here the a was more of a back variety than before other consonants, and more so than in ay in antepenultimate syllables, where i-affection gives the expected ew. Evidently in the syllabic division -ay| the a was not only a back sound, but was also slightly rounded enough by the influence of the y so that when the raising action of the i took effect the result was not an e but an o.

The same is apparently found when there is ayi- as the first element of a nominal compound, giving OW. ou-, MW. eu-. So the name in CIC. no. 377, fifth century, AVICATI, became later Euyad, and Brit. *Ayitamos gave W. Eudalf, cf. Rhys, Arch.Camb., 1907, pp. 71-2; and R. J. Thomas on OW. Oudocui, MW. Eudoquy, and Gaul. Avicantus: W. Eugan, OB. Eucant etc. (BBCS. viii, 32). In these cases ay appears to have final affection by the composition vowel -i, and secondary stress; see § 156.

In AS. names: the Taw (Dev.), AS. Tāw from the same Tāva as the Brit. name of the Tay (Ptol.; Tacitus Taum for

1 This OW. au fell together with OW. un<ś, but at the time of internal affection they were still distinct, the latter being still ś.

2 That is to say, since it fell together with au<ś it shared its fate in this respect also (cf. § 8), and at the same time.
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*Tavum*; Rav. *Taba*); whether this does or does not go back to an older *Tausā*, "the Silent One", has been disputed, but the result of the discussion on *-s*, §§ 38 A. 2 and 117, is that it can. Cf. Ekwall, RN, p. 394; Förster, FT, pp. 731 ff.; Watson, CPNS, pp. 50-51.

(2) Late Brit. *-ow-. This, coming from IE. *-ou-* and *-ey-* and Brit. Lat. *-ov-*, gives OW. *-ou*, late OW. *-eu*, MW. *-eu*, Mod.W. *-au*; OC. *-ou*, MC. *-ow*; OB. *-ou* (=*[ou]*) MB. *-ou*, *-ou*, Mod.B. *-ou* (except in the plural termination, where it is Mod.B. *-ōu* =*[u]*) The final OW. *-ou* might on occasion be reduced to *-o*; see § 47. 2 B.


The history and development show that the Pr.WCB. was *-ou*, pronounced *[ou]*; but the Mod.W. pronunciation makes it clear that the late OW. and the MW. eu represented a diphthong in which the second element was *[ū]*. The first element must have been an unrounded sound, probably a retracted and rather open *[ë]* (cf. § 207, 5). It would appear, therefore, that what was *[ou]* in Pr.W. final syllables became *[ōu]*, MW. *[ōu]*, and evidently through an intermediary fronted stage *[ōʊ]*. The *o*, later *ō*, must have been a vowel of at least medium height and opening, since it does not cause internal vowel affection; whereas the *ou* > *eu* which arose by final *i*-affection of *ōu* and *āu*, and presumably was *[ou]*, later *[ōū]*

---

1 Always *ou* in OW. in the Glosses etc., with a couple of cases of *au*, *an*, which are presumably errors. But *en* occurs once at this period, in *guorencieus* in MP. Otherwise *en* for *ou* is never found in a MS. older than c. 1100; there are a few in Harl. 3859 and the Lives of the Saints, and it is common in Lland. *Beual* in HB. is found only in twelfth and thirteenth-century MSS. Examples are Eugein beside Outwine in Harl. 3859 (e.g. Eugein, Gen. i, iii, v; Outwine, AC. 736, 951, Gen. i, ii); *Kuitigirn*, Lland. pp. 140, 143, 144, 245; beside Outigirn(ou), Gen. x; *Cenew* in Gen. ix, xi, xii, xix, and *Ricenew*, *Gurennew* in Lland. pp. 170, 151, 186 beside *Morenew*, *Gurennew* in Lland. pp. 144, 154. Baudès wishes to distinguish names in *Ex*.- those in *Ou*; but the evidence is not convincing (Gr. p. 48). The instances of *eu* are clearly only early examples of the *ou* regular in MW,
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(see § 164), was quite distinct from it, being higher and closer, at the time of internal vowel affection, though this subsequently fell together with the more open variety. In the end the eu in final syllables, which is the inheritor both of [öü] and of [öü], became even more open, whence the Mod.W. -au. The opening, or at any rate the beginning of the tendency in that direction, appears to go back before the accent-shift took place in the eleventh century (see § 207. 5); so that the change of [ou] to [öü] and of [öü] to [ëü] must be still older, though the last is hardly much older, as it is not (with one doubtful exception) recognised in spelling until c. 1100.

Brit. -øu- fell together with -øu-, at any rate in part (see sub-section 6 below). It must have done so through a stage -øu-, which would arise with the ordinary change of å to ø in the late fifth and early sixth centuries. The assimilation to -øu- is likely to have happened soon after this, since it is common to WCB., and in any event it must have been before the later eighth century, when Pr.W. ø became OW. au.

These data seem to provide us with the following chronological scheme: Late Brit. -øu- and -øu- (the latter arising by final vowel affection in the second half of the fifth century) > Pr.WCB. -øu and -øu with the loss of final syllables by the middle of the sixth century; Brit. -øu- > Pr.WCB. -øu fell together with -øu very likely in the later sixth century. This -øu, and -øu which was still distinct from it by the seventh to eighth century when internal affection took place, had fallen together with each other before the eleventh century, because both were already beginning a tendency to opening by that time. Probably, therefore, we may envisage [öü] and [öü] from Pr.W. -ou and -øu respectively as existing in the eighth century,¹ and both becoming identified in [öü], spelt in OW. as ou, by the ninth century. This must have been unrounded to [ëü] by the later tenth century,² and was already opening

¹ They are probably later than W. internal vowel affection (seventh century), because the effect of this on what had been Brit. œu— in antepenultimate syllables was œœ, which seems to imply œœ— at the time of affection; see § 48. 2.

² Hence the spelling eu does not appear in the mass of OW. sources, which are before that time; possibly praevniou is a very early instance.
towards [œu] (and in non-final syllables closing towards [eũ], see § 207.5); it may be that the opening (and closing) was beginning before the unrounding. On the question of when [eũ] reached [aii] see loc. cit.; it seems to have been already during the MW. period.¹

In AS. place-names.—How the English heard and rendered ou and its descendants is uncertain. Ekwall thinks that Sow (Staf.) and Sowe (Wa.), AS. *Sōw- or *Sōw-, are from a Brit. *Sōw- (therefore Pr.W. *Sōu), RN. pp. 375-6; but the etymology is very doubtful. The most natural sound-substitution for Pr.W. ou would probably be AS. ọ; and Ekwall sees this in Cover (NRY.), which he derives from Pr.W. *Cōu-bēr (RN. p. 100); in Codre (Wo.)<*Cōu-dubr (p. 85); Coforth (Wo.)<*Cōu-frud (ibid.); and Knorren Beck (Cum.)<*Cnōn-brinn (p. 232).² This implies the existence of [ou], not yet [oũ], as late as the middle of the seventh century, which our dating scheme above would suggest is by no means impossible. Förster, who believes that ọu was reached earlier, says that the natural AS. substitution for the latter would be [oi] (FT. pp. 188-9); but there are no examples of this [oi], and no satisfactory reason to date [oũ] so early as Förster does.

(3) Late Brit. ūu-. This, with Brit. Lat. uv, seems to have become -uy- by dissimilation, and hence fell together with (5) below; cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 61, 305. Examples are Brit. *druyids > W. dryw, *nuyids > W. syw (L.P. p. 64); Lat. dēstruo > W. distrue, struo > W. ystrue. Lewis regards the y in distrue and ystrue as difficult, and explains theyw in diluvium > W. dilýw as due to vowel affecction (EL. pp. 37, 48, 6). Affection, however, would not apply to dryw and syw, as well as distrue and ystrue; and it is not clear what he considers the regular development of ūy to have been. Being stressed in Brit., uv would not become av in struo and destruo, cf. p. 365.

¹ Förster regards the stage ọu as having been reached already c. 500, to explain his Pr.W. *Wilou>Pr.AS. *Wilou (FT. p. 205); but his treatment of this name is too fine-spun to be convincing. The ūo stage is not likely to be so early.

² Ekwall clearly regards ou in these cases as being substituted by AS. ọ, not ow, RN. p. 100; Förster seems to have taken Ekwall to mean ou>AS. ow>üğ, and rejects it (FT. p. 188), but this appears not to be what Ekwall says.
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(4) Late Brit. -ëu-. This arose in various secondary ways. One source is Latin ev, and the Brit. Lat. -ëu- already described; others are IE. -euv-, see § 22.1; and IE. -egu- and -egy-, see § 75.4. From the ëu come OW. -eu, M., Mod.W. -ew, OC. -eu, MC. -ew, OB. -eu, Mod.B. -eo. E.g. IE. *tegu- (LP. p. 30) > WC. tew, B. teo. The examples pydew, olew, Mathew, and llew have already been given, p. 387.

(5) Late Brit. -iu-. From this come W. -yw, C. -yw, -ew, B. -eo. E.g. CC. *biyios > W. byw, C. byw, bew, B. beo. The inscription CHIC no. 493, mid or later sixth century, CONBEVI (Devon), is evidently the same as W. Cyfuw, < *Cunobiyos; it may have E representing Pr.C. i, or very likely simply the VL. use of e for i, cf. p. 191. So in Wales, no. 1025, eighth or ninth century, ARTBEU, which is W. Arthfyw. Ekwall relates the river Brue (So.), AS. Briuu, to W. bryw, RN. pp. 55-6; and Chew (So.) to W. eyw, p. 77.

(6) British -üu-, Late Brit. -úu-. British üu largely fell together with this at the end of the Late Brit. period (cf. § 75.7), and it will be convenient to treat both together here. It has already been noted that the Late Brit. ûu allied itself with oy early in Pr.WCB., in the (probably late) sixth century, and developed in the same way.°

It seems quite clear that this is what happened. Examples are Brit. *clauw- > OW. *clau > W. clo (see § 47.2 B), OB., MB. clau, Mod.B. klaw; Late Brit. *pau- > MW. gau, OC. gou, MC. gow, MB. gou, Mod.B. gau; Lat. pâgus > MW. peu, OC. pou (see BBCS. ix, 322-3), MC. pou, OB. pou; Lat. fâgus > OB. Fou-, -fou (Cart.Red. pp. 36, 105, 106; Cart.Land. p. 565), Mod.B. faou; on the name Fowey containing OC. *fou see Förster, FT. pp. 812 ff. Compare Lat. coâgulum, VL. cag' lum > MW. cel, B. pl. kaoued. Similarly the long final stressed

1. Cf. Pokorny’s derivation of W. ëuw < IE. *dhengyos, JCS. i, 133.
2. Morris Jones believed that ûu gave û unless affected (WG. p. 105). This rests on nothing. His ëu is not from *hebóye (cf. Loth, RC. xxxvi, 152) but from *hâu < *hoû; cf. OL. bo < *hau beside ho < *hoye.
3. *Gau, according to Thurneysen, Hdb. p. 42, Gr.OL. p. 44, and Baudiss, Gr. p. 49; Pokorny proposes *ghenau > *gau (ZCP. xi, 19), but his reasoning is not very convincing. Pedersen, however, derives from *gaios (>*goos), VKG. i, 55, which is accepted by Hessen, ZCP. x, 329.
4. For W. fâuwyyd < *fau-wyyd, OB. fän, Mod.B. foa, see § 75.7.
diphthong CC, *āu in *duāu, "two", which remained, developed in the same way, as would be expected; OW. dou, MW. deu, C. dow, MB. dou, Mod.B. daou. For examples of āu giving the same in pretonic syllables see below, § 48. 4.

According to Pedersen, the development of Brit. āu was quite a different one in Breton and probably Cornish (VKG. i, 62). His view is that the ē remained and became ő as usual, resulting finally in an e. Unfortunately there are only two examples, neither very decisive, to set beside those just given. These are Brit. *brōyū, "quern", >OC. brou, B. broe; and OC. heuul, MC. heul, houl, B. heol (MW. heul has the regular development through ou), apparently from a proximate Late Brit. *Σuul- whose exact original form is not quite clear, though *sāneūios; ēnōios seems the most likely (if so, it must be a case of antepenultimate accent and early syncope, comparable to *cāyarios > *cauros, see § 1). But OC. brou cannot be quoted as an example, because there is nothing to prove that it does not mean the other development of āu, i.e. ou > MC. ou.

Thurneysen thought that the eo in breo. heol was due to vowel affection (IF. Anz. xxvii, 13); and certainly, in view of the examples of the other development quoted above, we must regard this eo as exceptional, and the falling together with ou in WCB, as the rule. If Late Brit. őu kept its length in exceptional cases, őu might result later in CB.; but that the cause of eo should be affection is unlikely, since it is doubtful whether āu was capable of final vowel affection. At the time of this affection the vowel must still have been long; and indeed Brit. ā, Late Brit. and PrW. ę, never was vowel-affected, nor even was the later ő arising from it by pretonic shortening. It is true that since breo and heol would be *brūyū and (presumably) *Σūul- in Late Brit., their final syllables were such as would cause affection of a short vowel; yet not only is it inherently improbable that őy should be affectable, but also no convincing examples of it have been demonstrated. It may be that breo, heol developed as Pedersen suggested, but if so, they do not represent the usual treatment in CB., which normally agrees with that in Welsh.

(7) Late Brit. āu-. The sources of this are IE. īy, ēy, āy,
and Latin ie, and the result was -iu throughout. So Brit. *liyο- > W. lliw, OC. liu, OB. -liu, Mod.B. liou : Lat. liwor. Ekwall relates the river Lew (Dev.) to W. lliw, comparing the Lliw in Glamorganshire, the final -w being preserved in English because it is a late borrowing; RN. p. 253. Note, on the other hand, *Durobriy- > Pr.AS. *Hrofrι > Hrofe-, where the ι is lost in an early loan; see § 1.

(8) Late Brit. -ęy-, from IE. -eiy-. Note *dęyos, "god", > OW. duin-tit (Juvene.), MW. dęyw (> *deyw > Mod.W. dęw); MC. dęw, OB. duin. Rom.-Brit. Dęva, Chester, was evidently really the name of the river applied to the town; hence Dęyа > Pr.W. *Dęw > Pr.AS. *Dęw > AS. Dę (with regular early loss of -w), the river Dee; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. 118, Förster, FT. pp. 233-4 (op. cit. p. 389-90, an inconsistent treatment is given).

§ 47. Internal y before j when the Preceding Vowel was Stressed

As before, the vowel in question is, of course, that of the Brit. penultimate syllable. Here we should expect that the y would be palatalised, resulting in the affection of the preceding vowel, exactly as happened with other consonants, e.g. *anj > ein and so on. Actually the results are very much less simple and the whole situation rather unclear. Certainly vowel affection seems to be quite exceptional. Morris Jones attempted to find explanations for all the variations in terms of the accent; but we have already seen that one cannot fall back on an accent transferable at will to account for Pr.WCB. developments, since the Late Brit. accent was a fixed one. It is much more likely that the clue lies in differences of the division of the two syllables which, using o as type-vowel, consist of Late Brit. -ojo-.

(1) Late Brit. -ąyi-. Really satisfactory examples are lacking, but such evidence as there is seems to show that there was not vowel affection and that the result was -[au]. The best case is OW. Litaω (Ovid; Life of Cadog, VSB. pp. 96, 118, Lettou), MW. Llydaw, : Ir. Lethae, < Brit. *Litęyja (cf. Williams, Breuddwyd Maes, Bangor, 1927, p. 30; R. J. Thomas, En.Af. i, p. 216); the form Letavia, which occurs in the Appendix
to the Life of St. Samson, etc., has VL. ē written for i (cf. Förster, AS&NSp. cxlvii, 134). On *Litavia cf. LP. p. 11; Watson, CPNS. p. 16, implies Letāvia, but this is impossible. On Mynyc, St. David’s, and the supposed derivation from Menauii, see p. 378. Whether MW. Manau is from *Manāyā or *Manāyā is not clear, because the declension of the Irish cognate has been affected by analogy. Watson believed that the W. for the river Tay is Tawy, and derived this from *Tawja (CPNS. p. 51); Tay is certainly from *Tawja (cf. FT. pp. 734 ff.; itself very likely from *Tawsja, cf. § 46. 1), but this would not give Tawy in Welsh, and in fact there is no real evidence for any W. Tawy =Tay. The Welsh river Tawy is probably from *Tawonja, cf. Thomas, BBCS. viii, 40; Förster, FT. p. 614.

If vowel affection ever did take place in -āuj-, one might perhaps expect MW. -yw (hardly -eir); but that is merely speculative. MW. -eu is less likely, since -āuj- > eu appears to be due to metaphony rather than to palatalisation. The history of MW. teneu beside MC. tanow, MB. tanau, Mod.B. tANO, and their relation to OE. tanne, is obscure. Even if *tanajio- would explain teneu and tanne, which is doubtful, it does not account for tanow, tanau, and tano. Pokorny regards the word as CC. *tanojo-, giving Ir. t安娜e by the subsequent influence of the i-stems, and takes tanau (and tano) as secondary (ZCP. xii, 430); but this does not help with teneu and tanow. Thurneysen derives tanae and teneu directly from *tanajio- (Gr.OI. p. 125). See further Foy, ZCP. iii, 269; Pedersen, VKG. ii, 15; Loth, RC. xxxix, 153.

(2) Late Brit. -ōuj-. The position here is very confused. There seem to be four different developments, one of them with vowel affection. The suffix is a not uncommon one in British place-names; cf. Thomas, BBCS. vii, 117 ff., viii, 27 ff. The four treatments are as follows:

(A) MW. -yw, in which the ōuj behaved just like for instance ōnī > yn, and could cause subsequent internal affection. The best examples are the following. Brit. *Cornoujā > W. Cernowe, C. Kernow, B. Kernēo, ‘Cornwall’; the ē in the first

1 Cf. O’Rahilly, EJHM. p. 31.
syllable is due to internal affection in the Pr.WCB. *Cornîu >
*Cerniu (on other forms derived from *Cornoqûâ see below).
Note also Coed Kernew in Glamorganshire between Newport
and Cardiff, an Anglicising spelling for Coed Cernyc. A
Rom.-Brit. *Cornovia does not occur, but Ravenas has the
West Midland tribe of Cornovii in the form Utriconion Cornovi-
orum now given in the most recent editions (Schnetz's and
Richmond and Crawford's) where older editions had the corrupt
Cornominorum from other MSS. These and a tribe of the same
name in Scotland appear in Ptolemy as Kopououoi, which has
led to some scholars taking Cornavii as the correct form, and
treating the ending as -ävia, -ävii. So Watson, CPNS. p. 16;
Morris Jones, WG. p. 107; Förster, AstNSp. cxlvii, 134.
Others, however, have preferred -ōvia, -ōvii; so Loth, ML. p. 93
and RC. xxxvi, 154; Pedersen, VKG. i, 156; Baudisch, Gr. p. 47;
and now Förster, FT. pp. 253, 294, who wants to emend
Ptolemy to Kopwououoi. The text of Ptolemy is notoriously
unreliable; and in any case the matter has been put
beyond dispute by the discovery of an inscription at
Wroxeter, the chief town of the Cornovii, reading CIVITAS
CORNOV(ORVM),\(^1\) so that the correct form is now definitely
established by an excellent type of evidence. On phonetic
grounds, too, it is clear that -ov- must be right, since it is
intrinsically unlikely that Late Brit. ņu < āu could undergo
final affection, because the vowel is long and ņ and ņ < ŋ are
never affected elsewhere. *Cornovia, Cornovii will best suit all
the derivatives discussed here and below. In the Latin of the
Dark Ages the peninsula is called however Cornubia, which, as
has often been noted, must stand for *Cornuvia, with the usual
VL. confusion in spelling between v and b\(^2\) (see § 43). Holmer
is influenced by this to take *Cornuài as the original name of
the tribe (Language, xxiii, 131); but this form will not explain
the other derivatives discussed below, and moreover it is
obviously late and secondary. In fact, *Cornuvia may very

\(^1\) Classical Review, xxxviii, 146. The corrupt Purocoronavis of Rav. is of
no significance, particularly in view of Durocoronavis in AI.
\(^2\) Not due here, of course, to any confusion in pronunciation; simply, the
habit was well established in Dark-Age Latin, and even British and Breton
scribes were eventually influenced by it; cf. p. 74.
likely be the direct Latinising of the Pr.WC. form something like *Corniw (sixth century) which would come between *Cornøyā and *Corniā according to the theory set out in § 159. Hence we may start from Brit. *Cornøyā, Rom.-Brit. *Cornovia. It is not likely that Ptolemy’s form could mean *Cornøyā (cf. Richmond and Crawford, BSRC, p. 44), which might conceivably explain Cernyw (see §47.1) but hardly the Cornwy or Cornew discussed below.

Another fairly good example is Mynyw, St. David’s. In OW, this is Miniū (AC. 810, 831, 840, 906, 944, 946), Mineu (HB., Mommsen’s ed. p. 156 n.); and perhaps Moniū if the reading of AC. 601 Monī Indeorūm is to be emended with Loth (RC. xxxvii, 315) as Moniū De(s)orūm. In mediaeval Latin sources (e.g. the Lives of the Saints) the place is regularly called Menevía; and the OL. is Cell Mniūi. We have a variety of forms to reconcile. Loth relates the stem to Ir. maíne, “thicket”. Our most likely basis is thus Brit. *Monoyā. This should give Pr.W. and OW. Moniū, later OW. Miniū. The name might be spelt Moniū until at least as late as the tenth century (cf. § 205); the more normal OW. spelling of Moniū would be the attested Miniū, but *Meniū, *Meneu, and Mineu (the last also actually occurring) would be other possible ways of writing it. Menevia is a natural late Latin spelling derived from the OW. *Meneu form of putting Moniū. The theory of a stem mon- is not very certain, as it does not rest on any very firm basis; but in any case a suffix -øyā would appear to suit. Thomas seems to favour Menavii as source (BBCS. viii, 38), but this is because he is following Morris Jones’ views of the y- suffixes.

(B) OW. -ou, MW. -eu, etc., as for òu plus vowel; without consequent internal vowel affection (which means, therefore, ou, not ou). A fairly certain case is Lat. foveu > Brit. *foują > MW. ffeu, C. fow. In the OW. Cornou in Lland. p. 172, Brinn Cornou, and in Lland. pp. 241, 242, Cruic Cornou, both in the neighbourhood of Abergavenny (not Cornwall!), we seem to have the same *Cornoyā as above. In these examples the y apparently failed to act as a palatalisable consonant, and the i was lost without leaving any trace on the preceding syllable.
Occasionally final Pr.W. -ou seems to have been reduced to -o, presumably before the stage -ɔa was reached; so W. gro beside OC. *grow, MC. grow; W. gio beside C. glour, MB. glou, Mod.B. glaou; W. clo beside OB., MB. clou, Mod.B. klao. In W. tyno beside MB. *tnou, tnau, the unreduced form lasted in W. as late as Lland., where OW. *tnou, tonou occur. None of these examples is necessarily from -ouik (<*kλųikos or *kλųios, cf. WG. p. 108, ZCP. iii, 273), but no doubt Pr.W. -ou of any origin was capable of becoming -o.

(C) OW. -ui, -oi; M., Mod.W. -vy, etc., as with Brit. i. A fairly conclusive example is Brit. *Covoyi, the Conway river (=Rom.-Brit. *Conovicum, Kanovicum, Conway), OW. Convoay (AC. 880), W. Conway. Also *Danoiogos, -iá, >W. Donwy: Ir. dánac; see Thurneysen, KZ. lix, 13 ff. (Gruffydd, BBCS. vii, 2, gives *Dónuvi, but this will probably not do, cf. sub-section (5) below. Thurneysen explains the Latin Danuvius, the Danube, from *Danoiogos rendered like the native Latin *fluvius >fluuios, op. cit. p. 14). The same *Covoyi as above is supposed to have given W. Cornwy in Llanfair yng nGornwy in Anglesey (though Thomas notes early forms showing Cauernwy which he relates to W. caer; BBCS. vii, 118. But if Cauernwy is genuine, and really: caer, it should not have become Cornwy; cf. p. 322, n. 4). Other examples are more hypothetical because the British or Gaulish form is not known. A number are given by Thomas in the article mentioned in footnote 1; e.g. Degannwy <*>Decantoji-. Among these may be included the river Momnow, Mod.W. Mynwy; OW. Mynui, Mynghi, Mynghi, Mynu in the Book of Llandaff, spellings which represent what would be in the usual OW. orthography of the period of the Glosses Minui = [Monui]. Ekwall attempts to relate this to C. minow, etc., "small", RN. p. 296, which would imply a Brit. *Mnui; Förster rejects this as phonologically impossible (which it is not), and prefers *Mnui < *mono-, "neck", FT. p. 50. The etymology of the stem may be left undecided here, but Thomas's *Menavii (BBCS. viii, 38)

1 See the article by R. J. Thomas on W. names with this ending, BBCS. vii, 117 ff., viii, 27 ff.
2 Or more probably *Covoyi, see p. 290.
3 On the English forms of the name see sub-section (4) below.
certainly will not serve, as this would give either MW. *Mynaw
or more probably *Mynen.

For forms other than names, LP. (p. 312) give a derivation
for the Welsh verbal of necessity in -dwy, C. -dow, OB. -toe,
which implies an ultimate *-toujo-; but cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OI.
p. 443. Pedersen derives Mod.W. asswy from *adsenjo- (VKG.
ii, 16), which would imply Brit. *assoujo-; there is also MW.
asseu.

Final W. -wy of whatever origin is apt to be shortened to
-w; so MW. Gronw (PKM. pp. 84, etc.), otherwise Goronwy;
MW. assw beside asswy.

(D) There is some reason to take account of a W. -oe,
apparently alternating with the -wy of (C) and even the -eu
of (B); this would seem to have been capable of being reduced
early to -o. Indeed according to Morris Jones all final W. -oe
of whatever origin, except in the monosyllables noe and doe,
became -o (WG. p. 113). Loth notes a similar reduction of
Breton -oe dialectically to -ou or -e, RC. xxxvi, 155. The
alternation of -oe and -wy in W. seems in some cases to be
a comparatively late thing, as probably in early MW. moe,
otherwise myw (see pp. 357-8); early MW. oef beside regular
wyf, "I am" (see LP. p. 322); MW. 3rd sg. subjunctive
ending -wy beside -oe and the usual -o (see BBCS. vii, 3);
which, however, are none of them from -oujo-. Note also
Mochnwy in BBC. p. 47, l. 3, beside the usual Mochno, the latter
presumably from *Mochnose; MW. Goronwy, OW. Guorgonui
(Iland. p. 222), Guuronui (Iland. pp. 272, 273), beside OW.
Guoronoi (Iland. p. 241; but this may, of course, be merely
a spelling of Guoronui). Baudiš (Gr. p. 37) gives in Lland.
Guorhaboc, Guraboi, beside Guorabui, Gurabui, etc. (the ending
here is probably from -ogios); Guordoco beside Guordocui;
Ouidoci beside the Mod.W. Llan Dogo. Förster equates MW.
Cado with OB. Catoe (Reliq. p. 118); these show a hypocoristic
termination (-ogios?; but Förster derives it from -ágios, FT.
p. 799), for some name in Brit. *Cato-. Compare OB. names
in -atoe = W. names in -abwy as above; and W. -dwy : OB. -toe,
verbal of necessity. That any of the above are from -oujo-
is by no means certain.
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(3) The whole situation is complicated by the fact that MW...-yw, -en, -wy, -oe, and -o can all be of various origins other than from -ōuj-, and that -wey, -o(e), and even -eu (as in asseu beside asswy, etc.) are found to alternate. Nevertheless, the evidence for -ōuj- giving -yw with internal affection, and -en (or -o < OW, -ou) and -wy without it, seems clear; whether -oe is ever from -ōuj- is by no means certain. Pedersen treats -ōujo- as becoming regularly -wy, and regards -en as being from -ōu- plus vowel (VKG. ii, 16); Morris Jones takes the difference between -wy and -en as one of "weakening" (WG. pp. 107 ff.), i.e. as secondary and not early. Cf. Thomas, BBCS. vii, 118. On the other hand, it has already been suggested that -yw with internal affection is the direct descendant of -ōuj- with the y palatalised by the i and consequently affecting the o to i, in the regular manner of o plus consonant plus i; and that -eu (and -o from OW, -ou) likewise is or can be old, but with the y having had too little of a consonantal character to allow of its palatalisation and an ensuing vowel affection—in fact, -ōuj- > -ōu[i]- > -ou. In the same way -wy and -o(e) might also be old. W. wy from Brit. i comes from an intermediate Pr.W. oj, and W. oe from Brit. i is from an intermediate Pr.W. oj. If we postulate, then, proximate Pr.W. -oi, of medium opening (as is natural with original o in -ōuj-), and envisage it as having arisen somewhat later than the already well-established -oj and -oj, it is not improbable that such a sound would be attracted towards either or both of -oj and -oj, and would hence result in MW, sometimes in -wy, sometimes in -o(e), and sometimes in both. How the -oi could have arisen is not perfectly clear, but a syllabic division -ōuj]- in Late Brit. (after the time when IE. ou > Brit. ȝ), with the u purely vocalic, might result, when the final syllable was lost, in some sort of -oi; compare the history suggested for -ōuj- below. As with -eu, so here, the non-palatalisation of the y is shown not only by the development of the o but also by the fact that the preceding syllable is not vowel-affected. That is not to say, however, that the observed alternations between -wy, -en, -o(e) may not in some instances be late and secondary.

(4) -ōuj- in AS. names. Monnow is explained by Ekwall
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as either direct from *Mynwy or from a shortened form *Mynw, like asaw (cf. p. 380); RN. pp. 296 and lxxxvii. Förster wishes to derive it, however, from *Myno from *Mynoe, FT. p. 815; but it seems unnecessary to postulate the variant ending -oe here, which is without any authority, when Ekwall's explanation will serve. The AS. Munuwi shows an attempt to deal with the Welsh diphthong -wy; cf. Förster, FT. p. 612, though, as he admits, we need not suppose that there was -ui not -uë in the Welsh here when the name was borrowed. According to Ekwall, -wy was usually dropped when a form was taken into English; RN. p. lxxviii. A good case is W. Llugwy (<*Leucoyâ >?) but in English Lugg (Shr.-Heref.), AS. Luce, see RN. pp. 268-9. Others are OW. Guormui (Lland. p. 43) but English Worm Brook (Heref.), RN. p. 471; and W. Colwyny but English Clun (Shr.), RN. pp. 88-9. Ekwall suggests that in these examples -wy was substituted by -u in Pr.AS., and this regularly syncopated, whereas names like Monnow may have been borrowed later and retained the vowel; RN. p. lxxviii. Förster, however, notes a number of names like Don: Donwy where forms with the suffix -wy alternate with others without it actually in Welsh, FT. p. 819; it seems quite possible that names in -ðyû- may occasionally have had by-forms lacking it, cf. § 208. Quiggin proposed that Lugg is Ravenna's Leuca, and that Llugwy comes from a later British formation with added suffix, TPhS., 1911-14, p. 99; which is much the same thing. However, there is no reason to suppose that Leuca is the Lugg, and the stem occurs elsewhere in English river names.

(5) Late British -ûyû-, -êyû-, and -iyû-. The first occurs in W. llyw, OC. leu, Mod.C. lew: Ol. lleu, "rudder",<*llyujo-. This seems to have the same uy > iy as in §§ 46. 3; 48. 3). On the other two there is nothing to say, for lack of satisfactory examples.

(6) Brit. -âyû-. A fairly good case seems to be MW. noe, "vessel", <*nâyû (so Morris Jones, WG. p. 108; cf. Ol. nâu <*nâyû, and Thurneysen, Gr.Ol. p. 44). There are a number of W. names in -noe. -no, which appear to be from -gndyûos (cf. Morris Jones, loc. cit., 1 who accents, however,

1 [Cf. now also O'Rahilly, Celtica i, 467.]
THE SEMIVOWELS

-γνάμιος); such as OW. Iudnoe (Lland. pp. 176, 187)=MW. Iudno, OW. Clidno (Lland. p. 279)=MW. Clydno; MW. Bulchnoe, Beuno. This suffix is supposed to contain the stem *

*γνα- and to mean "familiar with ", etc. But other names in -no can be shown to come from OW. -(q)nou; cf. Baudis, Gr. p. 48, and Williams, En.LI. p. 33. Such is OW. Guidno (Gen. v, sic leg.; MS. Guipno) beside MW. Guivnev (BBC. p. 98, l. 11); and note OW. Iudnou (Lland. p. 73 etc.) beside Iudnoe above. Here we seem to have the developments OW. -ou>-o and OW. -*oi>-oe>-o, both from -*di-. In both cases there is presumably Brit. *di>-Late Brit. φυ>-δυ as usual, see § 46. 6; in the former the δυ then proceeded as in § 47. 2 B above, in the latter as in § 47. 2 D. If so, -*di- would be expected also to give -*wy, though I know no certain examples, unless Morris Jones' Brit. *daijon>-wy, "egg", is one (WG. p. 107). There should not, however, be -*wu with internal affection, since, as already noted, δ<φ<ά seems incapable of affection at any stage; and this would make it seem certain that Cernyw : Cornou : Cornwy are therefore from *Cornouijā, not *Cornāiijā. Förster may well be right, then, that hypocoristics in -o like Cado, Iolo, Guto, etc., are from older -ou from -*diuos, rather than from -*ouios; but the hypocoristic Teilo, OW. Telian, formed from OW. Eliud, must have a suffix of different origin or development (-ayos ?).

§ 48. Intervocal y when the Stressed Vowel immediately followed

Here in general the syllabic division seems to have been such that the y was at the beginning of the second syllable and remained a consonant, giving WCB. y or B. v; but there is a considerable body of exceptions in which the y went rather with the preceding vowel, resulting in a u-diphthong.

(1) Late Brit. -*uy-. The usual result is WC. -aw-, B. -aw-; but Pokorny has shown that apparently in some instances -*uy- gave Pr.CB. ou-, developing as that did (IF. xxxviii, 192-3). With internal vowel affection the product is WC. eu, B. er. Examples: Brit. *auelā>-W. awel, OC. auhel, MC. awel, B. avel; Brit. *tavelo- (<*tauselo->)W. tavel, OB. tavel- (Eutych.). With vowel affection, Brit. *taeis- (<*tausess-)>

(2) Late Brit. *ou-. This includes CC. ou < IE. eu ; and note that in certain instances Gallo-Britt. ouw gave oua, cf. Pokorny, IF. xxxviii, 190. In some cases the ou became a Pr.WCB. ou-diphthong, and the result is W. eu-, C. ow-, B. au- plus vowel ; e.g. Brit. *iovanco- > W. ieuanc, OC. iouenc, MC. iowoynk, B. iauouank ; Brit. *cnoyenā > W. cneuen, MB. cnouen, Mod.B. kraouenn. With vowel affecion, *iovanca > MW. ieuinc. In other cases, however, there is yw- (ōw-) plus vowel in Welsh, though C. and B. have the same ow-, aou- plus vowel as in the previous type. In Pr.W. there seems here to have been first o|e-, and the o was subsequently advanced to ò (perhaps as part of the same tendency which produced òa from ou¹), and then partially fell together with a in a. There is no W. phoneme ow, but there is a phoneme, of various origin, spelt in standard W. yw, dialectically and in late MSS. often ow, which varies between [aw] and [òw]. So Brit. *loynerno- > Mod.W. llywarn, place-name Llynerrog ; OC. louern, MC. lowarn, OB. Louernoc, Mod.B. louarn. That we must reckon here with a stage Pr.W. o|e- seems proved by the development with internal vowel affection, where the result is eyc- , as is normal with o plus consonant plus ò. Hence the affected form of this word is Mod.W. llewyn (OW. Leurin, Leuquirn, Lland. p. 262; Leuyn, p. 142), from Pr.W. *lo|wirc < Late Brit. *loynir. So again Brit. *noyinjo- > W. newyn (but C. nown, B. naoun) ; Ir. naona ; Brit. *cnoyillo- > W. cnewyl. In IE. *neyjo- > Brit. *noyjo- > W. newydd, MC. newyth, B. nevez the same development is seen also in C. and B.

¹ Not by pretonic reduction, as this does not affect ə ; see § 201.
² The ultimate origin is not clear. Pedersen's *lupern- > *luyern- > *luern- (VKG. i, 92) will hardly do ; for one thing it will not explain the affected llewyn. The proximate Late Brit. at any rate, and probably the CC. must have been *loynerno- (cf. OL. lojarn < Pr.L. *loynerno- ; Gaul. Aesernos may stand for Leuernios ; and Mod.B. lourn must be secondary, in view of OB. Louerneroce) ; cf. CHC. nos. 385, end of fifth century, LOVERNII, 379, beginning of sixth century, LOVERNACL. The OW. Louern (Lland. p. 175) and Louern (ibid. p. 229, sic leg.) ; in which the second at least clearly has [w], are to be taken as spellings of *louern rather than of a *lowern > a MW. *Reurn ; cf. turyssociion (ibid. p. 120) = MW. tywynsigion. Cf. WG. p. 32.
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(4) British -ãu- (and -ãq-) They fell together with ou ã just as ãu did with óu, and no doubt in exactly the same way. But the *yw* development of ou ã is not found in W. In these cases, only the eu; which is to be expected, as there was probably never any stage ã in the case of ãy; that is, Brit. ãu > ãu fell together with Brit. ðu at the stage of diphthongal ou. The best example is Brit. *bráyun-* > W. breuan. With original ãq, Brit. *bráqant-* > W. breuan; OI. bráqat.


§ 49. The Meaning and Chronology of British ñ > WCB. gw

With the foregoing sketch of the development of ñ in various situations, this question can now be approached.

(1) First, the written evidence for dating ñ > gw. In early authors, note Gildas' Vortipori; and for Pr. B., Varocus in Gregory of Tours, Historia Francorum (late sixth century) v, 16, 26, etc., and Winnocbus v, 22, Vennocus vii, 34. In the inscriptions of the fifth to eighth century V or U are almost invariably used. CIIC. no. 406, beginning of the sixth century, is apparently to be read GVANI. The first name in no. 971, mid seventh century, is taken by Radford as (G)VIRNIN, but there is, as he admits, no trace of any G; the only basis for its existence is a mark in Skinner's drawing of 1802 which

1 In CIIC. no. 389, mid sixth century, IOVENALI, and in OW, Jouanaul (Gen. xxvii, Lland. pp. 174, 270), Latin IOVENALIS is evidently influenced by Brit. Lat. *Ioannes (cf. EL. p. 12).
2 A possible case of Late Brit. -eu- > -ey- is Pokorny's derivation of W. dwenaut, see JCS. i, 133.
3 Cf. LP. p. 178; Baudis, Gr. p. 50. Morris Jones, WG. p. 105, derives from *brygian-, which is less satisfactory.
4 The reading of the beginning of the first word, given by Macalister as GVECTI, is quite uncertain.
5 AMCA. p. cvi.
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may be the tip of a G, and the fact that the stone is so rubbed here that a letter may have been lost. This does not warrant Guirnin rather than Urnin, if that is the correct reading of the rest of the name, which is uncertain. Late examples of V, U in inscriptions are CHIC. no. 1028, late sixth or seventh century, VENDVMAGLII; no. 1033, late seventh or early eighth century;\(^1\) PETUAR; no. 995, seventh or eighth century, ENEVIRI; no. 427, eighth century;\(^2\) CATUOCONI; and no. 986, probably eighth century, IORUERT R(I)UAL-LAUNQ(UE). On the other hand, GU is regularly written in the minuscule inscriptions of the OW period initially, and sometimes internally, though U also occurs internally. E.g. no. 979, ninth century, GUADAN; no. 1000, ninth century, GUOILLAUC and GUARThI; no. 1024, c. A.D. 1000, GLIGUIS; but no. 1023, the same date, GLUISISI, and no. 1011, ninth century, HOUELT. In this the minuscule inscriptions are simply following the contemporary OW manuscript practice, which is as follows:

(a) Initially, gu- is all but invariable.\(^3\) Already in Chad 2, the Surexit-memorandum, there is only gu- (guir, guetig, etc.); in MP. (A.D. 820) and the other ninth- and tenth-century Glosses, it is the same. In Nennius the very late MS. Q has Uortegirnus passim, Uortemir twice, and Uorteneu once; but this is clearly secondary, a peculiarity of the scribe who knew quite well that W. gu- = Lat. u-. The only real case of u-, and the only one in the Glosses, appears to be in Ox. 2, always apt

\(^{1}\) On the date see p. 668, n. 1. Williams' interpretation of GU in this inscription as an abbreviation for GUREIC (Arch.Camb., 1949, p. 164) would be another very early instance of initial gu-; but it is doubtful and hypothetical.

\(^{2}\) On the date see p. 291.

\(^{3}\) Loth used to insist (e.g. RC. xxxvi, 129, and elsewhere) that us- was still spelt in the eighth century; but his only example was Uartigerno in Bede, HE. i. 14. But in the first place this is not Welsh at all; it comes probably from some unknown older Latin document, perhaps through the Fr. AS. loan *Uartigen; and in the second place, at least there is only gu- here, not gu- for the second u is, of course, vocalic. Actually there is no evidence that ys was ever spelt us at any period in Welsh before the introduction of the synonymous w in early MW. in late documents in Lland., late MSS. of Nennius, etc. Loth was thinking in terms of Old Breton. Other names with us-, u- in Bede, like Uiardasium, Ucina, etc., are again, of course, Rom.-Brit. Latin, not Welsh.
to be peculiar in its orthography, where the uncertain reading *uidimm is apparently for a normal *guidim. In the Book of Llandaff (pp. 247-9) there is a document said to be copied from one *pre nimia vetustate tabefacta, in which Wurhinit, Wen ys Coyt, Went huc Coyt, etc., occur; but the whole spelling is very late in tone, and cannot be regarded as reliable.

(b) Internally, -gu- is less regular, and -u- may be written all through down to the Book of Llandaff; but -gu- is always commoner. At the beginning of the second element of compounds, a situation always felt to be quasi-initial, -gu- is usual. In Chad 2 note imquodant, but diued, nouidligi; MP. equin, petguar, petquared; Juv. 3 leguenid. The spellings -ug-, -ugu- appear for the first time in the Lives of the Saints and the Book of Llandaff; also rarely -w- in late documents among them. But g spellings practically died out with Lland. (note enguanc in BBC. p. 66, l. 9), and thereafter in early MW. only u, v, and increasingly w, are found.

(c) Finally after a consonant, there is -u, -gu, -ug, -g; as above, the g spellings die out with Lland., but there seems to be no evidence for them before c. 1100, or before the middle of the tenth century if they were in the original of the Genealogies and AC. copied by the scribe of Harleian 3859. Note unn, M.Cap.; caru, Chad 6; ceintiru, Ovid; delu, Juvene., tenth to eleventh century. In Harleian 3859 (c. 1100), Arbodgu and Bodgu (Gen. xxvi), Bodosug (Gen. xxiv), Popdelgu (Gen. xvii), Elbodgu (Gen. xxiii), Elbodug(o) (AC. 768), Elbodg (AC. 809). Also Elubodug(i) in late MSS. of Nennius.

In AS. names there is always w, apart from a few cases like Gweek, Gwinear, etc., in western Cornwall; e.g. Rom.-Brit. Venta > Pr.W. *Went > AS. Wintancester, Winchester; Rom.-Brit. Derwentio > Derwent (Derb.; NRY.-ERY.; Du.-Nb.; Cum.), Darwen (La.), Ekwall, RN. pp. 121-2; Brit. *wel(e)- (W. gwelur) > AS. Wel(e)ive, the rivers Wellow (Wi.-Ha.; So.), Ekwall, RN. pp. 446-7. There appears never to be any real evidence for g forms, except in Cornwall, until the personal name Cwespatrik in 1254 (see RN. p. lxxv).1 This is true

1 Ekwall’s Goyt and Gowy (Ch.), RN. p. 182, are both of such highly doubtful derivation that they may be ignored.
even of comparatively late loans like Wrekin (mid seventh century), Ekwall, Dict. p. 513; Wenlock (mid seventh century), ibid. p. 482. Even in DLV., c. 840, AS. still has y : as Clydwni (MW. Clydwn), Ritwala (MW. Riwallawn), Ritwalc ( = MW. ri plus -walc) ; see KW. pp. 176-7. There is g in Rigwutlan, ASC. 1063 (MW. Riwallawn), but on this see p. 393, n. 1. The Cornish names are not likely to have been adopted before the tenth or eleventh century.

As a preliminary note, we may say thus much, that the spelling gu, at any rate initially and internally, was well established in Old Welsh by the end of the eighth century; how much older the sound may be will be discussed below.

Old Cornish.—In the Cornish part of Ox. 2 there is only one case, written w, in doncomisura. The Bodmin manumissions have regularly w, u, sometimes uu, gu, apparently used indiscriminately. In Voc.C., gu- is much commoner initially than forms without g-, but internally the latter are more frequent, being spelt p, u, uu, v, and w. The p and w are, of course, due to the strong AS. influence in Cornwall. Evidently, then, gu had come into use in Cornwall at least by the middle of the tenth century, but even initially w- etc. were still current about 1100.

Old Breton.—Initially, Loth shows that there are 410 cases of uu- and u- in Cart.Red. down to 878, and only 40 of gu-, and that after this with one or two exceptions uu- and u- are not found (see VVB. p. 12). In RC. xxxix, 321, he notes the oldest case of gu- as being in a document of 833. Internally, the examples which he gives from Cart.Red. in RC. v, 113 show that uu- as the first letter of the second element of compounds lasted till 907, and gu- in the same situation began in 897 and lasted till 1051-69. Internal -gu- commenced to go out of use by the end of the eleventh century.

But Loth's examples are all drawn from the Cartularies, and it must be remembered that Cart.Red. is an eleventh-century copy of older documents of varying dates, therefore liable to

1 Förster's note on this question in FT. p. 176 ignores the existence of Chad 2 and the Glosses. The doubts cast on gu- in Nennius are hardly justified, in view of the very large number of examples there and their entire consistency; not to mention the regular gu- in the contemporary Glosses.
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contain modernisations, and also to represent the orthography of one single school. In point of fact the evidence of the OB. glosses is by no means precisely the same. Here we find initial *u-* and internal *-u*, *-uw-* as late as the ninth and tenth centuries; and also initial *gu-* and internal *-gu-* already well developed in the oldest glosses, of the middle of the ninth century. In the Berne MS., ninth to tenth century, *uileou, uerunencou, cauell, nubcanuelou*; the Hatton Coll. Can., same date, *Uvinniau*; Eutychius glosses, same date, *nouition*. On the other hand, in the Venice Orosius, mid ninth century, *guesthemison, gurpelthemion*; Paris Hisperies, ninth century, *guotan*; Leiden Lecchbook, ninth century, *guadedon, guern, gulwed, guoxed, guodrot, guortha*, and *abranquaen*. So in the later glosses, as Eutychius *guerg, doguomisuram, taguelquiliat*, etc.; in the Orleans Coll. Can. (tenth to eleventh century) *gu-* and *-gu-* are all but invariable.

(2) The fact that *gu-* appears in Welsh, Cornish, and Breton would suggest at first sight that it goes back to the common Pr.WCB. period. But the vast majority of the early inscriptions of Wales and Cornwall show that no *g* was consciously perceived at this time in the way it was later; the OC. evidence indicates that it was still not so perceived until perhaps the tenth century, and the OB. probably not until the ninth. The OW. would seem to imply that it was not felt until the eighth century. At any rate, the *g* was not so distinct that its writing was inevitable. Moreover, the English, to whom *gw-* would be a quite foreign sound, appeared to hear only *w-* throughout the settlement period.

Now the rise of *[gw]*, as in the Mod.W. pronunciation, from *[w]*, comes about by the velarisation of the *[w]*; and the same thing is seen in the well-known Romance treatment of Germanic *w* as *gw*, in e.g. *Wilhelm > Guillaume*. The work of the Abbé Falc’hun has made it clear that in Late British the consonants in lenition position were articulated with approximately only half the length of those in non-lenition position (see § 132). Hence we may envisage a comparatively long and energetic *W*, and a comparatively weak and short *w*. The former gradually developed an exaggerated velarisation, passing through an
intermediary stage at which this was expressed as a weak velar spirant, therefore $\delta W$, and ending with its having become a full velar stop, therefore $gw$. We may envisage the process as having been as follows. The British and British Latin $\varphi -$[w] was probably still a $W$- initially at the period of the separation of W., C., and B., but very likely the faint tendency towards velarisation had already begun. By a gradual strengthening in the now separate languages it reached a stage $\delta W$, and at last a full $gw$. The $\delta W$- would quite likely not be felt to differ phonemically from the Latin consonantal $u$, and hence even after it had arisen it would still naturally be written $u$; but once $gw$- was arrived at the practice of writing $gw$- would become inevitable. The full $gw$- may have been reached at varying rates in the three dialects; in Welsh it was evidently so by the later eighth century, in Breton by the ninth, in Cornish by the tenth. Our evidence on C. and B., is insufficient to show whether it was even earlier, as it may have been. However, both C. and B., especially C., continued to write $u$- etc., by orthographic traditionalism, for some time; in C. right down to the end of the OC. period. In W. we have more evidence for the intermediary stage. GVANI may bear witness to the existence of some sort of weak velarisation very early; but it can only have been weak, because at least as late as the later seventh century the English still failed to detect any $g$ sound, and continued to use their $w$. It is true, of course, that $w$ would be a natural sound-substitution, since English had no $gw$; but only up to a point, because as we see in Cwespatrik, if a true [gw] existed it would most naturally be substituted by the native English [kw]. We may therefore date the faint beginnings of velarisation back even to the early part of the sixth century (GVANI), and so as being common to W., C., and B., as indeed must be the case. The $\delta W$- stage in Pr.W. is

1 Fal'chun's tests show that Breton initial $gw$- has the long $g$- (his $gg$-) just like non-lenited $g$. (see Sw., no. 31, 1944, p. 44), whereas simple $gw$- would be expected. But this may very easily be secondary, due to the influence of non-lenited $g$. [The fact that the lenition of $gw$- in the Leon dialect is $e'kw\!e\!m$, i.e. [biwa] or [\text{xwa}], would be a similar analogical development; see now Fal'chun, Le Système consonantique du breton (Rennes, 1951), pp. 92-3.]
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perhaps later sixth to seventh century; and the full qu- probably fairly early in the eighth century, as its writing with qu- is so firmly established in OW. in the late eighth and the ninth century.

The position outlined in the preceding paragraph applies only to initial non-lentited y-. The situation is more complicated when we consider initial lentited and intervocal y, including the now final -y of Pr.WCB. Here Mod.W. has [w] (except for final -y, formerly [w], now [u]), without any trace of velarisation; yet all three languages, OW., OC., and OB., often write gu, though this is not done in the M. and Mod. periods. That gu- should be spelt in cases of initial lenition is natural, since OWCB. do not in any event recognise lenition at the beginning of words, so that the practice here would be merely graphic and due to the analogy of the non-lentited form. But in absolute internal position there were no alternating -[gw]- forms to set an analogy. Are we to suppose, contrary to what has been said above, that the writing -gu- means that y once became [gw] everywhere, and that then with the rise of lenition this was lentited to [w] again, but the practice of spelling gu continued just as did that of spelling t, b, etc., for lentited t = d, b = b? That would imply that y > full [gw] was firmly established before the time of lenition (second half of the fifth century), and this does not suit the very weighty evidence collected above which shows clearly that [gw] was not reached until much later. Besides, the comparison of t, b, etc., will not apply, because VL. never wrote gu for y as it did t for [d] and b for [h]. Can we say, then, that y in all positions developed as far as [w] in Pr.WCB., and that this came to be written gu- and -gu-; but that alone in initial non-lenition it went further to a full gu, while elsewhere W faded away into w again? Now there is no velarity in Mod.W. and Mod.B., and the evidence of MW., MB. orthography shows pretty clearly that there was none as far back as the beginning of those periods. This would mean a stretch of about three or four centuries during which -w- was first strengthened to -w-

1 Pedersen's suggestion that there may have been first initial non-lentited gw- and lentited gw-, and that initial w- arose by the analogy of initial lentited y- > nil (VKG. 1, 428), fails to meet the objection raised here.
and then shortly afterwards weakened again to \( w \), without any apparent cause. It seems rather unlikely, at least as it is stated; and still more unlikely is the opinion of Morris Jones that the sound was \( 3^w \) (WG, p. 188), and of Baudisch that it was \( 3w \) (Gr. p. 151), both implying a stronger degree of velarisation even than \( 5w \).

(3) The following conclusions suggest themselves:

(a) The strengthening and velarisation of British \( y \) to \( gw \) took place only in absolute initial, where the sound was strong \( W \) in Late Brit. (b) Elsewhere it was lenited to a comparatively weak \( w \). (c) In lenited initial position \( gw - \) was, nevertheless, written in OWCB. (f) But this is in accordance with their regular practice of not recognising initial lenition. (d) In internal lenition position \( -gu- \) is sometimes written, though it is to be noticed that this is true most regularly at the beginning of the second elements of compounds, traditionally treated almost the same as lenited absolute initial; and that in absolute internal position \( -w- \) never ceases to be written all through the OWCB. period, side by side with \( -gu- \). The explanation of (d) is surely simple. The analogy of \( gw - \) initially lenited [w] acted powerfully on the writing habits for [w] at the beginning of the second elements of compounds (particularly since in this place original \( g \), now \( 3 \), still existed as a sound at this time, and was spelt \( g \)), and less strongly on those of absolute internal position, so that the custom arose of writing \( gw \) for a mere [w] not only in initial lenition, where this was regular, but also internally.  

But in WG, p. 28 and Cymm. xxvii. 265, he seems inconsistently to regard \( gw \) as a mere conventional symbol for \( w \).

2 Very rarely \( gw \) is written in OW, where there was never any \( y \) at all, but only OW. [u]. So Brangui, CHAD 6, presumably for *Brumui < *Braumio- (BRANHUI occurs in a ninth-century inscription recently discovered in the Isle of Man and not yet published; now in the Manx Museum. This is no doubt the same name, with inorganic \( h \)); Conquay, AC. 880, for *Conuai or *Conuai < *Conuio- or *Caunio-, etc.; cf. Förster, FT. p. 611. The reason is that the custom of writing \( gw \) for \( w - [w] \) might rarely be carried over to cases where \( w - [u] \). There is no need to suppose, with Förster loc. cit., that there was actually [wi] in these words, a change which never happened in W. after consonants; nor is there any cause for dating this c. 940 other than the fact that Förster, for reasons apparently not stated, puts Chad. 6 at c. 940. In Bremuirn, B. c. 56, we are probably on a different footing, as this may very likely stand for [Bre\text{\textumlaut}nuin], see Antiquity, xxii, 48-9.
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and that *gu* internally is a mere orthographical convention, is supported by the fact that whereas Brit. *-rg*, Pr.WCB. *-rz*, gave *-rch* in CB., Brit. *-rg* never became *-rchw*, but only *-rw*, *-rw-. It is strongly indicated also by the instances where *y* stands finally after a consonant. That OW. *Arbodgu*, for instance, should really represent or ever have represented [arbdogw] or [arbdogw] is surely phonetically improbable, to say the least; and in fact, as we have already seen, the practice of writing *gu*, etc., in this position appears only very late in OW., shortly before *g* ceased to be written altogether. In other words, the use of *gu* for [w] spread last of all, and late, to post-consonantal *-y*. (e) At last the spelling *-gu-* for *-w-* died out in all three languages, for the same reason—because all three began early in their Middle periods to distinguish initial non-lentition from initial lenition; i.e. in this case, to write respectively *gu*, *gw*- and *u*, *w-*, and internal *w*-naturally followed.

It is noteworthy that the AS. evidence supports at least the opinion that there was never full [gw] internally. The examples quoted from DLV., c. 840, all have *-u-, -wu- in AS., at a time when initial *gw-* was fully established in Welsh. These could, of course, be substitutions for *3w*, but there is naturally no reason to suppose that they must be; and doubtless they are not.1 Again, AS. *-w-* is sometimes spelt *-gu-* in OW., as *Oswy* written *Osguid* in AC. 669, and AS. *Herevedald* appearing as *Herqualdus* in Lland. p. 279 and elsewhere in documents belonging to the eleventh century. Obviously *gu* is written here because for the Welsh scribes it was the right way, or one of the right ways, to spell internal [w]. We may add that the practice of writing *-ug-, -ugu-, coming in at the

---

1 Rigollon in the Irish Annals of Ulster, A.D. 629, is clearly the same as Pr.W. *Rigollón*, *Rigollón*, later Pr.W. *Rigollón*, *Rigollón*, *Rigollón*, OW. *Rigollán*, in R(i)álUALLAUN (CfIC. no. 986, probably eighth century), *Rigollón*)a (Chad 5), MW. *Rigallán*, < Late Brit. *Rigollános*, *Rigollános*. But here the OE. *g* (−[3]) is doubtless the remains of the 5 of Pr.W. *Rig-. This explanation will not do for AS. *Rigallan*, ASC. 1063, as the 3 would have been long lost by then; cf. § 79. 3. The *gw* here might be merely a written form following W. spelling, but the interesting sound-substitutions *-th* and *-an* (see pp. 298, 479) suggest the whole is an oral borrowing. If so, the *g* is hard to explain.
end of the eleventh century, looks like an attempt to make -gu-
seem less as if it had a [g] or [ʒ] in it.

THE CONSONANTS

§ 50. IE., British, and Latin p

IE. p was lost in CC., leaving no traces except in a few
instances; the chief of these is the fact that before t and s it fell
together with IE. kl and ks in CC. χt and χs; see §§ 58, 121. As
IE. p does not occur in British there is no need to discuss it here.

British p arose in the Gallo-Brittonic stage from IE. q² and
ku (cf. § 63), and Latin p fell together with this. Initially it
remained; in lenition position initially and internally it became
Late Brit. (and therefore WCB.) b, see § 131. Examples of
lenition: WCB. heb: Lat. sequor; W., OC. ebol, B. ebeul:
equis; Latin operā > WCB. ober; VL. popīlus > W. pobl, OC.
pobel, MC. pobyl, B. pobl.

Since British had no pt, Latin pt had to be adapted. It was
treated in three different ways:

(a) It was substituted by the existing Brit. χt < IE. kl, q²t,
pt, and developed in the same way; see § 58. Similarly in
Gaul, Latin -pt- was borrowed into Gaulish with the native χt,
in captūvis > Gaul. *cātīyos > Fr. chètif; cf. Grandgent, IVL.
p. 132, and p. 81 above. This substitution was evidently the
natural method of dealing with foreign -pt- for the early Celtic
peoples; and is no doubt part of a speech habit established
in proto-Celtic times, when IE. pt > χt, cf. Thurneysen, Kelto-
romanisches (Halle, 1884), p. 16. This is likely to have been
the early and normal adaptation in the British period. Ex-
amples: increptūs > MW. onghreith; septimāna > OC. seithun
(Voc.C., sic leg.), B. situn; captīvus > W. ceithiuw.

(b) In a few cases WCB. have th, which clearly arose from

\footnote{Latin p intervocally and before l, r was voiced to h in VL. in the fourth
to sixth century, and the h later became v, which was lost before e and u; 
Richter, CPP, pp. 160, 200, 209. Nothing of this appears in Brit., except
perhaps in VL. stupīla > W. sofl, etc., see pp. 92 and 531.}
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a previous tt (cf. § 53). This tt was probably not a British sound-substitution, but reached Britain in that form, for in some parts of the Empire (the West and centre, cf. Richter, who dates it first to third century, CPF. p. 89) Classical -pt- early became VL. -tt. So W. pregeth, C. pregoth are from VL. *précetta < praecepta; W. ysgruthur < VL. scrittura (which occurs; on the i see § 17. 1) < scriptura. In W. bedydd < *batidia < VL. baptidio (which occurs, see IVL. pp. 140-41) < baptizo the -tt- must have been simplified, probably in VL.: cf. OL. baithis < *batizo.

(c) At least one case there is W. offt, namely Aegyptus > W. Aisft. It is to be noted that Latin pt was sound-substituted ft in AS., which also lacked a native pt (cf. Pogatscher, Lautl. p. 175); and it seems very likely that in this word we have a late loan, borrowed when Brit. no longer had any xt (i.e. after the sixth century), and ft was substituted as being now the nearest native sound.

(N.B.—Latin loanwords in Ol. regularly keep pt, as in precept, scriptūr, Aegept, and aiccept < accepta. They were presumably therefore borrowed at a relatively high or learned level, where not only was there no substitution but even the VL. tt had not intruded. Very likely, indeed, the substitution of xt was not made at all in the better British-Latin but only in British and perhaps low British-Latin. So Ol. sechtn < sepilmano no doubt comes directly from Pr.W. *sextnjan.)

British -rp-, -lp- < Fr. -rq-, -lq- and Latin -rp-, -lp- gave WCB. xf, If; see § 148. E.g. W. gorffin, C. gorfyn, MB. gourfenh, : Ol. forcenn < *yerqyneno- ; Lat. purpurā > W. porfor.

Latin -rpt- is supposed by Lloyd-Jones to have become W. rh in carptum > earth, sareptum > serth (BBCS. ii, 297-8). These are not given by Lewis, EL.

On Brit. and Lat. -mp- see § 103.

1 Grandgent says "in central and southern Italy.", IVL. p. 132, but the examples given by Richter, loc. cit., seem to show that it did so regularly in Gaul too, and that the treatment of captiens is exceptional. If so, tt in Gaul is very likely an importation from Italy, as it would perhaps not be a natural Celtic way of handling pt.
§ 51. Latin *ph

Borrowed from Greek φ, this was regularly pronounced p in popular Latin; cf. Grandgent, IVL. pp. 138-9, Richter, CPF. p. 44. The more vulgar f was, however, coming in during the VL. period—according to Sturtevant,1 φ was becoming a spirant, f, in Greek as early as the first century, at least in Italy, and was gradually spreading. Following the analogy of Latin th and ch (see §§ 55, 62), one would have expected Latin ph to have been pronounced p in British Latin, treated in the same way as other p. Actually the rare examples show f, which may be supposed to mean that they are late loans after the time when the f-pronunciation had reached Britain, whenever that may have been. Compare Pogatscher, Lautl. p. 184, that the early Latin borrowings in AS. treat Latin ph as p, the later as f. The only examples appear to be propheta > W. proffeyd, OC. profuit, MC. profus, MB. proprohet; orthographia > W. orgraff; and perhaps antigraphum > W. engraifft (with parasitic -t; but see BBCS. ii, 44—the objections raised there would be met by a form *antigraphium). The two last are pretty certainly more or less late and learned (note the significant absence of final affection in orgraff), and propheta may well be so too, as Lloyd-Jones thinks (ZCP. vii, 465).

§ 52. IE. and Latin ²t

Initially these remain; in lenition position initially and internally they became Late Brit. (and hence WCB.) d, see § 131.

² Intervocal Lat. t became d in VL. in the fourth to sixth century (Richter, CPF. p. 155). VL. tj, however, was being assimilated to tej in the first to third century, reaching this stage fully intervocally in the fourth, and later voiced to dj along with the voicing of t. After a consonant the stage tej was attained earlier, at least by the second century. Thus tj fell together with ej (see p. 402, n. 1) in the fourth to sixth century. In the speech of the educated, Servius in the fourth century objected to the assimilation, but it had become the rule by the fifth. See Richter, CPF. pp. 81, 88, 155, 162, 166. Nothing of all this appears in Brit., where Lat. t and tj were evidently unchanged, and behave in all respects exactly like native t and tj. Cf. pp. 90-92.
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In W. the $d$ was unchanged; in C, and B. its history was much more complicated.

(1) In OC. there was still $d$, written in Voc.C. internally $d$, very rarely $t$, but finally $t$, rarely $d$ (the sound even finally must, of course, have been [d], not [t], as it arose through lenition exactly as the OC. internal $d$ did, see § 134. 3). But internally before $i$ and before unstressed front vowels the $d$ was palatalised in MC. and resulted in [d$\ddot{z}$], spelt in MC. as $s$, $g$, $j$, and in Mod.C. as $dz$, $dg$; and this was often extended by analogy to $d$ in other positions. E.g. OC. odion (=W. oidiom), Mod.C. udzheon, odgan. Internal Pr.C. [dw] gave MC. [dzw] or [zw], written sw, Mod.C. [d$\ddot{z}$]; e.g. MC. peswar, Mod.C. padzhar, W. pedwar, < Brit. *petyares.

As regards the history of the sound in final position in Cornish, it is written MC. -s, Mod.C. -z. Pedersen thought that OC. pure tenuis -t became $t^h > -ts > -s$, by c. 1300. (VKG. i. 499-500, LP. p. 154-5); Loth, that it was $t > -t' > -ts > -s$ (RC. xviii. 405-6). But Förster very properly objects that -t in OC. was really already [d] long before (FT. p. 187); however, he likewise (hesitatingly) takes the OC. -t as being voiceless, and regards it as a secondary development. All this is quite unnecessary; it is solely a matter of orthography. British $t$, Late Brit. lenited $d$, was [d] both internally and finally in WCB., but it was usual in late OC. and in MW. to spell the final voiced stops as $p$, $t$, $c$ (cf. p. 552, n. 2). That the sound was actually [d] in OC. is proved by the seven cases in Voc.C. where -d is written, quite apart from its history. What evidently happened is that OC. [d] became directly MC. [z], whence the Mod.C. spelling z. But how would [z] be spelt in the early Middle Ages, in a language in which it was a new sound, by scribes familiar with ME. and Anglo-Norman? Obviously not by z, since that meant [ts] in Anglo-Norman and did not exist in native English words. How, then, other than by s, which already meant [z] in Anglo-Norman, and was always used for [z] in ME. The custom of writing s could continue long after English began to use z instead of s for [z],

1. In fact, of course, English has never more than partly adopted z; cf. wise, rose, etc. etc.
giving way to \( z \) with the radical spelling reforms of Modern Cornish. In the same way the MC. \( sw \) mentioned above is clearly voiced, though Pedersen treats it as \( [tsw] \); and this is even more obvious with MC. \([-d\tilde{z}]\), written \( s \) as well as \( g \) and \( j \). Compare the history of OB. \( d > z \), written occasionally \( s \), though it must always have been voiced; see § 68.

For the date of this assimilation of OC. \( d \), Pedersen puts his \( s \) at 1300 (though no reasons are given), while noting \( bros \) already in Voc.C. (c. 1100). Förster notes \( Bose Carn \) in a document of 1291 (FT. p. 178). To these must be added \( chesp\)ar gl. \( conjuux \) in Voc.C., which has hitherto been missed, where OC. \( *cet \), "joint", is treated as in loose composition, by contrast with \( chetua \) gl. \( conventus, conventio \), an old fixed compound; no doubt the \( s \) is under the influence of the separate adverb, MC. \( cys \), and in fact in the prefix \(-s\) is actually found in MC., \( kes\). \( Chespar \) in Voc.C. is an early instance of this. Cf. my note in JCS. i, 77. In the absence of any documentary evidence to the contrary for the period between c. 1100 and the beginning of the written MC. sources, the examples given may surely be taken as proof that around 1100 the change of \(-[d] > -[z] \) was already beginning; the fact that \(-s\) is so rarely written would be due to the usual tendency to orthographic conservatism.\(^1\)

Pedersen takes the assimilation of internal \(-d\) described above to be later than his \(-t > -s \), because the result is different (VKG. i, 502). We may add that this is borne out by the fact that \( d \) is sometimes still spelt in the former cases in MC. but never in the latter; also that it occurs before the \( e \) arising from older \( ð \) (see § 8), as in MC. \( trenses, trenqys \); W. \( trindod \), and is therefore later than the eleventh century.

On OC. \(-lt, -nt > -ls, -ns\), see §§ 54. 1; 110. Initially before front vowels, \( t \) could become \( [f] \) in MC.; so OC. \( ti, "house" > MC. \), Mod.C. \( chy = [f\text{oi}] \).

(2) In Breton, the internal and final Pr.B. \( d \) remained,

\(^1\) Förster quotes \( Cefer-fres \) in an AS. document of 960, but himself explains it away as having probably a different suffix, Brit. \(-t\) (FT. p. 188). It is hardly likely to be a case of \( [d] > [s] \) so early, in view of the exclusive use of \(-t\) in Bodm. and almost exclusive of \(-t, -d\) in Voc.C. (this very word is \( fro\)\( s \) in Voc.C.).
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spelt in OB. internally usually t, sometimes d;1 finally -t,2
But before the d was palatalised in MB., to [z], spelt j; e.g. MB. ijen
W. eidion, OC. odion, etc., as above. On OB. ltj, ntj see §§ 54. 1; 103.

(3) Internally before r, l, and n the OB. [d] from Brit. t gave z in MB. (presumably through d), which was vocalised in Mod.B. So Latin latro > OB. latr (=ladr) > MB. laur > Mod.B. laer: W. leidr, OC., MC., lader. In OB, dadl, dadlt(t)ig (Eutych.), dadlou (Cott.CC.), dadluo (Hatt. CC.), condalant (Vat.Reg. 296 Oros.) we probably have d already = [d]. On the possibility that Brit. tl, tr, tn may similarly have given W. dl, dr, dn in scattered cases, see Parry-Williams, Phon.WB. p. 85. There appears to be the same d in C. with Brit. tl, tn, before svarabhakti took place; e.g. OC. Onzynefel (Bodm. § 30, A.D. 960–1000), Wencenefel (ibid. § 17, 941–70); banathel, kinethel, dathelvar, enchinethel, hethen (MC. eden), Voc.C. Contrast, with Brit. tr > dr > dor, OC. Gurheter (Bodm. § 42, second half of tenth century), Petroc (Bodm. passim); aradar (Mod.C. arder), moderb, nader (MC. nader), Voc.C.

§ 53. British tt of Various Origin, and Latin u

These became th in Pr.WCB.; on the development and date see §§ 145 ff. The th remained throughout in W. and C., but became first s and then z in B. (Vannetais h); except that before the result there was [j], written ch. E.g. litteru > MW. llyther, C. lither, B. lizer.

OB. spells it th (or t, d for th; cf. the occasional use of d for th in OW., OC.), but s is occasionally found in late charters in Cart.Red.; the Cartulary of Quimperle (twelfth to thirteenth century) often has th, also s, rarely z; but z is regular from the end of the thirteenth century, see Loth, Chr.B. pp. 64, 183-4.

1 Even as early as the ninth and tenth centuries. Note quadrot (Leid.Leech.), guinodrotou (Berne). Loth indicates that -d- becomes practically regular in spelling from the middle of the eleventh century (RC. v, 111).

2 There are two possible cases of -d in the Glosses: loed and rad (Orl.CC.). Williams rejects a connection with W. lurdi for the former because it should have -f (ZCP. xxi, 293-4); Loth has scruples about rad-<ratum for the same reason (VVB. p. 207). But we should remember that Orl.CC. is one of the latest bodies of glosses, tenth to eleventh century.
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The change of th to s is presumably, therefore, as old as the eleventh century, though largely disguised for some time by the traditional spelling; the voicing of it to z seems to have come in the twelfth century. The s, however, could not have been the same as original OB. internal and final s (<Brit. ss), since the latter did not become z until later—the Catholicon, 1464, has almost invariably s, and it has not reached z in all words even in Mod.B. We must probably postulate that s < th was some kind of lisped sibilant, which may be written here, to distinguish it without further defining it, as S; very likely the resulting z was the corresponding voiced sound at first, written here Z, not becoming ordinary z until some later period which cannot now be determined. In a number of districts in Leon, Cornouailles, and the Vannetais area the voicing did not take place at all, the S is now ordinary [s], e.g. ma sad <OB, *mi that, though this is not recognised in the grammars. Cf. F. Falc'hun, Sav no. 20, pp. 39-40. For the history of S < th and Z < d see further § 68.

§ 54. British t after Liquids

(1) lt. This became ll in W. internally but -llt finally; remained as -lt- in C. internally but >-ls finally (spreading thence by analogy to internal position); remained in OB., but was vocalised to ut in MB., except that in -llt- the result was [lf], spelt lch.

The W. assimilation of -lt- to -ll- is evidently later than the separation of W., C., and B., but before the ninth century OW. glosses, which have only ll. Williams regards CIMALTED\(^1\) in CHIC. no. 1033 (late seventh or early eighth century) as containing Brit. *alt-, "joint"; OI. alt, OC. chefind, "joint" (BBCS. xi, 92). If so, -lt- > ll- will be eighth century, which is likely enough; indeed its history and date may be analogous to that of Pr.W. -nt- > -nur-, see §§ 103, 106 ff. On lt > llt see §§ 91, 93.

\(^1\) The Mod.W. llt- < m-Pr.W. -t-, -t- in, e.g., usfyllt, melltith, appears to be quite late, and -lt- lasted into the MW. period; cf. EL, p. 24.

\(^*\) Sic leg. [On the date of the inscription see p. 665, n. 1.]
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C. -ls <-lt is found invariably already in Voc.C., e.g. molts, W. molt, MB. mout, Mod.B. maout. Since it is natural to regard it as contemporary with the analogous change of -nt > -ns (see § 110), it is probably to be dated second half of the eleventh century. The -s in this case is not [z], since it arises from [t], not [d].

The Breton ut is not found in OB., but occurs in the MB. Catholicum (fifteenth century), in the aforementioned mout, etc. Pr.B. ût remains in OB., e.g. guilhiatou (Lux.), but MB. guilchat (Catholicum). However, there is some slight evidence that the assimilation had already begun by the time of the Orl.CC. glosses, late tenth to eleventh century, in guilhat and guoliat for older *guilhat and *guolhat; see JCS. i, 72-3.

IE. and Brit. ltr developed in C. and B. as would be expected, but in W. (apparently only internally, and not exclusively even then) gave thr; cf. ntr, ntl > W. thr, thl, § 105. So W. athro but OC. allro, Mod.C. aultra, MB. aurou, Mod.B. ootrou. Note, however, MW. pl. alltrawon beside athrawon, and the MW. feminine elldrewyn. This is presumably contemporary in Pr.W. with ntr, ntl > thr, thl; q.v.

(2) rt. Here we have Pr.WCB. rth (the date, see §§ 148-9), which remained in W. and C., and in OB., but in MB. gave rz, probably at the same time as th < tt became z. Note the spelling rth still in MB. in the twelfth century in the Cartulary of Quimperlé, p. 32, torth (< torta), Mod.B. torz; cf. Chr.B. p. 233. Compare also portus > W., C. porth, MB. pl. porthoed (1242), porzoez (1267); see Loth, ML. p. 197, Chr.B. p. 226. Here th is no doubt a traditional spelling; cf. on th < tt.

§ 55. Latin th

It occurs in Latin in words borrowed from Greek with θ. It was pronounced [t] in popular Latin, cf. Grandgent, IVL. pp. 138-9, Richter, CPF. p. 44; hence in Britain its development was exactly the same as Brit. and Lat. t. E.g. theca > W. twyg;

1 According to Sturtevant, the spirant pronunciation of θ in Greek as [θ] was beginning as early as the first century, at least in Italy, and gradually spreading; see loc. cit. p. 306, n. 1 above.
§ 56. IE. Palatal and Velar k

These became simple k in CC., which it is usual to write c. It remained initially; initially and internally when lenited it gave Late Brit. (and consequently WCB.) g; gi, however, developed into [j] in MB., written i. On the history of lenited c see §§ 131 ff. Similarly with Latin c, and VL. c from Classical qu. Latin qu was [kw] in VL., later [kv], but it was reduced to c before u and o by the first or second century or earlier; see Grandgent, IVL. p. 107, Richter, CPF. p. 49. Before other vowels it was regularly kept in most of the Empire until later, unless influenced by analogy, as in the case of coci, plural ofocus < coquus; que, qui, qua became qa, qi, qu (with velar k) in Gaul, in the second to fourth century according to Richter, CPF. p. 109. However, in SE. Italy and Sicily que and qui early gave ca, ci. Traces of Latin qu = [kw] are found in Britain, as follows: (a) Quiesco > W. cwsig, MC. cuske, coske,

1 VL. ce, ci became k'x'je, k'x'ji or t'x'je, t'x'ji by the end of the third century, > teje, teji by the end of the fourth, falling together with tej < i (see p. 396, n. 2); this was voiced intervocally to dzj in the fourth to sixth century. Educated speech, however, still kept k'j- in the fourth century, but had tej by the fifth to sixth. See Richter, CPF. pp. 94 ff., 116, 146, 157, 162 ff. VL. ej began the same process earlier, reaching k'x'j or t'x'j in the second century, > dzj in the fourth to fifth, falling together with and developing in the same way as the above tej. See op. cit. pp. 83 ff., 116, 153-4, 157, 163 ff. Intervocal VL. e before back vowels became y in the fourth to sixth century, earlier in co, cu than in ce (on —ice- see on reliquiae below); the y was lost in the fifth to sixth century except that in qua, qua, qua it gave z and then j at that time; see op. cit. pp. 110, 135, 158, 170, 183, 186. Intervocal ci, ce > ge, gr in the third to fifth century, later > ji, fr > f, ir; sce > sc in the third to fifth century. See op. cit. pp. 121 ff., 134. None of these changes is apparent in Brit. (see p. 91), where all Latin c of whatever kind and origin is treated as [k], exactly the same as native c; so that the assimilated or voiced VL. sounds could hardly have been present in the Latin from which the loanwords were borrowed in Roman Britain. Examples are: certes > W. certh, MB. coated, Mod.B. cores; placitum > W. plegyd; Noticia > W. Nodolig, C. Naolik, Nedolig, OB. Notulac, MB. Nodolc, Mod.B. Nedlak. An apparent exception, see on reliquiae below. Another may be W. teigl, "girth", beside cesgl, < cingula (Lewis, EL. p. 34), in which Schuchardt thought he saw the t'x'ji stage of Latin ci (Litteraturbl., 1893, col. 104); but this might be a secondary development in Welsh.
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Mod.B. kousket (Loth, ML. p. 155). This passed through VL. quesco, quescit (cf. Richter, CPF. pp. 49, 110), and the que-seems to have resulted in Brit. cu-. (b) Quartarius > MW. chwarthawr. This looks like a late loan, after the time when Pr.W. had developed chw- from Brit. Σύν (cf. EL. p. 17, where Lewis thinks it certainly late). If so, it must have come from a learned level of speech which preserved qua- and did not make it qa-. (c) In quadragesima > B. koraiz (and OL. corgus) the influence of the y seems to have rounded the following vowel; but W. carawys developed without the rounding. (d) In reliquiae > W. rhelyw the q might seem simply to have been dropped, leaving VL. *reliyie; cf. Lloyd-Jones, ZCP. vii, 465. But another explanation seems possible. In the ending -licus, c became q in VL. significantly earlier than c elsewhere, third to fifth century, so that e.g. VL. selvâtigus < silvaticus was contemporary with fécus (see Richter, CPF. pp. 110-11). Ordinarily, of course, VL. c remained in Britain and was borrowed as c, but as -licus had c > q comparatively early, a loan with VL. q might be possible. Reliquus would become first reliicus, as above, and then *religus, in VL., and it might be borrowed in this form in Brit., giving later by lenition *reliizus and then *religus, cf. § 75. It is conceivable that rhelyw comes from reliquus, -um, rather than reliquiae.

Otherwise Latin qu gave Brit. c, even in que, qui, qua, which implies the VL. development qa, qi, qa as well as qux, quox > cu, co. Examples: quaestio > VL. questio > W. gør-chest (cf. EL. p. 35); torques > W. torch; coquus > VL. coccus > W., OC., MC., cog, B. kok-loa; coquina > WCB. egin; quadragesima > W. carawys as above.

§ 57. British and Latin cc

British cc is of various secondary origins (e.g. from d plus k; hypocoristic doubling, etc.) and also from Latin cc. It became ch = [kχ] in Pr.WCB. (on the date see § 147), spelt W. ch, OC. generally ch, though h and gh occur; MC. gh, h; OB., MB. ch, Mod.B. c'h. The sound remained throughout, except that the MC., Mod.C. gh, h was softer than W. ch (cf. Lewis, LCC. p. 8),
and that OB. -ech- became [j], spelt i, in MB. except after a consonant. Example: *peccatum*>W. pechod, MC. peghes, pegas, B. pec'hed.

§ 58. IE. kt

IE. kt (including that from -g plus t-) and q*-t became χt in CC.,1 falling together with χt < pt (see § 50). This remained in Irish, and in British throughout the Roman period, so that Latin pt and ct were assimilated to it; but later, in the three Brittonic languages the χ was vocalised, and the result was iθh, the j making i-diphthongs with the preceding vowels (long i with preceding i).

Latin ct was normally treated as χt in Britain, just as it was in Gaul ² (cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 113; Richter, CPF. p. 122; Thurneysen, Keltoromanisches, p. 15; Pedersen, VKG. i, 242). It has already been pointed out that the group kt is foreign to the genius of the Celtic languages; and it is worth remarking that in AS., which likewise lacked kt, Latin ct was rendered by the native χt, spelt kt (cf. Pogatscher, Lautl. p. 175). VL. ct became tt, however, in parts of Italy by the early fourth century, in the South even by the first (Grandgent, loc. cit.; Richter, p. 71, dates it first to second century, and extending over Italy and parts of Rhaetia). This could give simple th in WCB., if any loanwords reached Britain with -tt-; an example seems to be plecta > W. C. pleth, B. plez, evidently through VL. *plepta.

Examples: Brit. *nzt- > W. aeth, C. ðth, MB. aez, Mod.B. eez, "went"; with final i-affection, MW. sith-um, MC. yth, B. iz, "I went". Brit. *noθlo- > W. noeth, MC. noeth, noyth,

¹ Cf. Thurneysen, Keltoromanisches, p. 15, Gr.OL. p. 135; Pedersen, VKG. i, 242.

² The development of Gallo-Latin χt to it is sometimes regarded as a close parallel to the Brit. yth, and equally "Celtic"; cf. Richter, CPF. p. 123. According to Richter, p. 130, the development to it is a consequence of the shifts of syllabic division which took place in VL, whereby χt was divided χ|t, and as the χ now belonged closely to the previous vowel, it was voiced by it, giving first it. She puts this in her stage third to fifth century, but evidently means it to be late in that period. In any case, Latin words were probably borrowed in British at the stage χt or χ't, as their development is identical with that of native χt.
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ṇoth, B. noaz, "naked"; with final ĭ-affection, Late Brit. *oxtî¬>W. wyth, Mod.C. eath, B. eiz, "eight"; with internal ĭ-affection, Brit. *noxțîér- (see § 157)>W. neithiwr, Mod.C. nehuer, B. neizeur. Brit. *luxî¬>W. llwyth, OC. leid. Brit. *ext gives O., MW. eith, Mod.W. eith but with in final syllables; OC. eith, ëid, MC. eth, cyth, yth; OB. eith, Mod.B. eiz; sometimes ez; but OB. eithī became [ef], spelt ech. Brit. *geçi¬>W. gwaith, OC. qeïd, C. gweth, gwthy, Mod.B. gwze; Lat. perfectus >Mod.W. perfectus, MC. perfeth, perfyth, perfus, Mod.B. pervez; Lat. defectus (>Brit. *defexōs, "uncultivated") >W. diffaith, OC. difeid, OB. (Barb.) Difeith. Brit. *îxt gave *îth > *îth; Brit. *brixtos >W. brith, B. briz. With long vowels, the vowel would be very liable to be shortened before the consonant group in British, and this could apply to Latin loans by sound-substitution. However, such shortening appears not to be universal. So Lloyd-Jones (BBCS. ii, 290) and Lewis and Pedersen (I.P. p. 42) regard W. doeth, C. dueth, MB. deuz as having Brit. *ðỳxt >*ðỳxt-; in this case the i of Pr.WCB. *ðỳth must have been lost after the long ĭ in CB., or never developed, whereas in Pr.W. the ĭ was shortened to ĭ. W. traethu <*trỳxt-: OL. tráchtain, <Lat. trácto, is no doubt an example of shortening in British Latin. W. frwyth, OC. fruit, B. frouez, is similarly from Brit. *frỳxtos <Lat. fructus, since if the vowel had been long we should have expected W. *frwyth. Again, W. liith is from Late Brit. *lythī, which has vowel affection from *îxti < Brit. *îxtiţu < Lat. lëctio; cf. p. 597. In benedictio >W. bendith there is nothing to show whether the ĭ was shortened, since ĭxt and ĭxt would equally give W. irth.

1 This etymology (Loth's, ML. p. 160) is rejected by implication by Lewis (EL. p. 37), and specifically by Lloyd-Jones, Cymm. Trans., 1942, p. 194, presumably on the score of semantics. But it is difficult to see any other source for the Brit. forms. Late Latin facere occurs in the sense of "to cultivate," and Lewis himself accepts that W. *faeth, "cultivated," is from factus (EL. p. 22). Even if "uncultivated" is not found in the dictionaries for deflectus, such a meaning, the privative of factus, may easily have existed in VL.

2 Cf. Morris Jones, WG. p. 97; Lloyd-Jones, BBCS. ii, 290.

3 Not a learned loanword, as Pedersen thought, VKO. i, 229; he believed the a in the OL. was short, but Borgan shows it was long (Eriu. xii, 223).

4 Schuchardt did not realise this when he rejected Loth's fructus, Litteraturbl., 1893, col. 104; but there is no need to take the shortening here as having happened in VL.
Lloyd-Jones derives W. *tuth from *toiktio- (BBCS. ii, 297), from the root *steigh-; one would have expected rather *tuyth if so, but the analogy of deueth, deuz would show that *tuth is possible. W. awdor < Lat. auctorem is no doubt a very late loan, from late Latin *augdorem; see p. 323, n. 1.

§ 59. IE. nkt

Here the n was lost, in Irish with compensatory lengthening, but without it in Brittonic, where the development was the same as for kt. The same thing is found with Latin net, which must have been substituted by the native Brit. *kt, the group [nkt] being foreign to Celtic ears; perhaps the preceding vowel was pronounced nasal. Hence sancti > Brit. *saĥti or *săĥti; MW. Seith (cf. Lewis, EL. p. 22). CIC. no. 384, early sixth century, is read SANCTINVS by Ifor Williams, Cym. Trans., 1943-4, p. 156; he notes that this may be the source of the MW. name Seithin. Probably the dead man’s contemporaries pronounced Saĥtinus or Săĥtinus, though, of course, they knew the correct Latin spelling. Again, pŭcctum > Brit. *puxton or *pŭxtor, with shortening in British before the consonant group,2 > W. puzych.

But in VL., apart from the njt just noted in Gaul (see footnote), net became nd in some parts of the Empire,3 probably in the first century, and hence defuntus, santus, etc., are found in inscriptions (Grandgent, IVL. p. 113). This is reflected in Brittonic in W. sant, C. sans, B. sant, evidently from VL. santus in that form. Hence the dual treatment of the word in

---

1 In Gaul, VL. net became first ngt, with the n kept, according to Richter, CPF. p. 124; Grandgent gives yt (IVL. p. 113), which is less probable from the Celtic standpoint. In any case the final result was int; e.g. sanctus > Fr. saint. This arose through ngt > njt > n’t, according to Richter, CPF. p. 131.

2 Loth, who mentions a VL. *pŭcctum as evidenced by Romance, derives puyth from *puctum (ML. p. 200); but Thurneyssen rejects this, IF. Anz. iv, 46. His own explanation is not quite clear, but he appears to mean much the same as what is given above. That the shortening is British would seem supported by the fact that short vowels were apparently lengthened in VL. before net (cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 74, quoting sanctus). Hence in this word we probably have to start with VL. sanctus > Brit. *sāctor; and so with originally long Latin vowels before net,

3 In Italy; see Richter, CPF. pp. 71-2, 124.
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Brittonic, noted by Lewis in EL. p. 22, arises from the Latin sources and not from the Brittonic handling. Lloyd-Jones derives W. *pont, "valley", from *punctum (BBCS. ii, 298), but Förster rejects this on semantic grounds (FT. p. 94), and Lewis does not give it in EL.

§ 60. The History of British *χt > *iθ

As already described, the stage *χt from IE. *kt, *ukt, *pt, etc., was Common Celtic. The group is occasionally spelt *χt in Romano-British sources, as in APOLLINI ANEXTIOMARO (Eph. Ep. vii, p. 349, no. 1162, from South Shields), and CVRIA TEXTOVERDORVM (Eph. Ep. ix, p. 593). This is a Gallo-Latin spelling habit, the X being taken over from the Greek alphabet, and used to spell the Gallo-Latin and British Latin χ; it occurs in Gaulish and Latin inscriptions in Gaul. But the British *χt is regularly spelt ct in Latin sources, as is natural, the Romans substituting their own ct for the foreign *χt; the same ct is used also in the Latin inscriptions of Gaul (cf. Thurneysen, Keltoromanisches, p. 15; Marstrander, NT. i, 113). So we have Vectis in Pliny, Ptolemy (Οὐρηκτος), Suetonius, and Ravennas, and Vecta in AI., for Brit. *Uex lá; Cataractone in Al.; etc. The same use of ct in Latin authors persists into the Dark Ages, e.g. in Bede (as Vecta, HE. iv, 13, 16), who also regularly spells native AS. [χt] as ct (e.g. Octa, Uicgils, etc.; and cf. the same use of ct in early AS. sources like Cœdmun’s Hymn, the normal AS. spelling being hl); and this is, of course, not to be regarded as evidence that the British sound was still [kt]. In British inscriptions of the Dark Ages CT is always written, never XT; but this again is to be expected. XT was really a foreign spelling habit, and one belonging to the Empire period, in inscriptions only; in the Dark Ages the Britons spelt according to the only Latin orthography they knew, with the regular Latin ct which they themselves unquestionably pronounced [χt]. So CHC. nos. 430, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, VICTOR: 406, perhaps beginning of sixth century, ( )VECTI: 510, early sixth century, VICTR( )

1 Cf. Förster, FT. p. 118.
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(see CHC. vol. ii, pp. 201-2); 339, mid or later sixth century, VICTORINI. On SANCTINVS see § 59.

Brittonic *th* arises from *tt* normally. On the theory of Common Celtic consonants set out in § 132, the *t* in the CC. group *χt*, which was protected from lenition, must have had long articulation, in effect geminate; so that *ct* in Romano-British and other Latin sources would mean not so much *χt* as *χtt*. This is Thurneysen’s view, Keltoromanisches, p. 14, and Gr.OI. p. 135; he notes that *cht* is sometimes written *cht* in OL., and thinks the doubling was common to Insular Celtic.¹

For the next stage compare the similar development of Latin *ct* in Gaul, where, becoming first *χt* (cf. p. 404), the *χ* was then palatalised to *χ’* by the character of the *t*, and then voiced to *j* by the shift in syllabic division described in n. 2, p. 404, resulting finally in *it*; cf. Richter, CPF. pp. 122 ff., 130, and 134-5. It is clear that in Britain *χtt* in both native and Latin words must have become first *χ’tt* (cf. Rhys, LWP. 2 pp. 64 ff.) and then similarly *it*; moreover, the cause is likely to be the same, the shift in syllabic division which very probably took place in Brit. as a forerunner of the rise of the new quantity system about 600, as described in §§ 34-5.

When did *χ’t* (or *χ’tt*) become *iθ*? British loanwords in Irish always show *OI. cht*, which would suggest that it was not before the middle of the sixth century, if we could be sure that they are direct from British and not from British Latin. But as we have seen (Chapter IV), in most cases at least we must reckon with British Latin; and though the Britons unquestionably pronounced Latin *ct* as *χ’t* (or *χ’tt*), it is very unlikely that they departed so far from the written word as to turn it into *iθ* in spoken Latin contexts. The *iθ* seems to

¹ Bandià prefers to think in terms of *χ’>χθ* (Gr. p. 121); and so Förster, who speaks of “partial progressive assimilation” (FT. p. 353). He mentions the view (for which he names no authority, but is evidently thinking of Ekvall, RN. p. 301) that *χθ* gave directly *it*, which was then palatalised and developed an *i* before it (presumably openthesis is intended). Förster rejects this, quite rightly, for it offers no conceivable explanation of the supposed palatalisation, nor of why the supposed *it* should have developed any differently from ordinary Brit. *it*. But to reject this is not, therefore, to make necessary the acceptance of *χ’t>χθ* “by partial progressive assimilation,” *iθ*, as Förster assumes; nor does he explain how in his view the *i* arose in this case.
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have been later than final i-affection (see p. 597), therefore than the second half of the fifth century; but earlier than internal i:i-affection (see pp. 609-10), therefore than the seventh to eighth century. Since i:th is common to W., C., and B., it is not very likely to be subsequent to the late sixth century, at least in its earlier stages; the fact that *dāyh- appears to have developed differently in Pr.W. and in Pr.CB. may show that at least the final stages were not yet reached at the time of the separation of W. and CB. On the theory that the change of χ' to j is the result of the syllabic shifts which produced the new quantity system about 600, it is probable, then, that it was developing at about the same period. The Dark-Age inscriptions quoted above have CT down to the last of them, which is mid or later sixth century. On the other hand, i:th is, of course, fully developed in the oldest OW., OC., and OB. sources, including the later eighth century OW. Surexit-memorandum (luidi).

Among AS. names, the following may be noted: Brit. *Ue̱χt > Pr.AS. *Weht > Wicht > Wiht, the Isle of Wight; cf. FT. pp. 119, 234. This might be a very early loan, and in no case later than the beginning of the sixth century. Ekwall derives the AS. river name Gehl (Buck.-Oxf.) from *iegiti-: W. iūith, RN. p. 209; Förster from *iegla, FT. p. 119. This district was probably settled early in the sixth century. Brit. *Cataraxta or *Catarraulta; Pr.W. *Catrayth, appears in the AS. Bede as Cetreht, the modern Catterick (NRY.). The name must

1 Ptolemy Katourakonta, var. Katavorakonta; Al., Cataracton, Cataracton; Ravennes Catuacoton; Bede Cataracta (HE. ii, 14), Cataracta (iii, 14). On this name see Ifor Williams, CA. pp. xxxii ff., who thinks the name for the waterfall at Richmond was the Latin *Cataracta, the river Swale theme derived as *Cataractona, and the town *Cataractonion; and that Ptolemy's Kario- is a mistaken assimilation to the numerous Celtic Cat-names. Cf. Förster, FT. pp. 249-50, 119. Williams notes that the W. Cutreath may need the Latin pronunciation Cataracta (which, of course, occurs) rather than Cataracta; but also that W. ftr- is sometimes unexplainedly found where dr- would be expected, and that Catreath may be a case. He suggests that Catreath might be a purely written form, for Cutreath, but this will not suit the AS., which needs Pr.W. dr-. That Late Brit. ftr- might prove to ftr appears to the present writer unproven, but possible if we can assume d-pa (see § 93). The unexplained parallels quoted by Williams, petraco, petryad, etc., may be the clue however.
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have been known to the English at latest by the end of the sixth century, the time of the famous battle of Catraeth; but as the AS. *tr- implies the pre-existence of syncope in Pr.W. (cf. § 144. 3), it was probably not taken over before the middle of the century. The neighbourhood of Catterick may well represent the furthest northward expansion of the Deirian settlement at this time, hence the reason for the battle there. Ekwall (Dict. p. 250) and Förster (FT. p. 844) both derive Ightenhill (Lan.) as from the Brit. ancestor of W. eithin, "furze", from *aktimā. If so, this would imply the continued existence of χt in Lancashire in the seventh century, but the etymology of eithin is still not satisfactorily explained in view of Ol. witten, and Ekwall's *ektin would mean that internal affection took place before vocalisation of χ, which seems not to be the case (see p. 609). Compare, moreover, the ME. Lawrekeithin in Cumberland (see Dickins, EPNS. xx. p. 72), which appears to be from *lannerch eithin, showing χt already > ıth. Another name with Pr.W. χt is AS. Pectus, "Picts" < Pr.W. *Pext, ; Ol. Pecht, W. Peith-wyr; Förster follows Pokorny in deriving this from *Pextas with ā-affection from older *Pıxtas (FT. p. 119); but see § 154. A case of ıth already in the middle of the seventh century is seen in Linlithgow (West Lothian), if Watson's opinion that it contains the equivalent of Mod.W. laith, "damp" (CPNS. p. 384), is correct; laith is from Brit. *lexta-, cf. LP. p. 42.

In FT. p. 635, Förster notes the battle of Nechtansmere in Scotland, fought in the year 685 between Egfrith of Northumbria and the Picts; the source is Symeon of Durham. He takes this as evidence that Brit. χt still remained at this time. But the spelling cht looks very much as if Symeon's ultimate source was an Irish(-Latin) one, in which, of course, χt would be preserved. On the other hand, Bede gives a variety of the same name, Neiton, in the letter of Ceolfrith to that king in 710 (HE. v. 21); this has been taken to have Brit. ext > ait or aith (cf. Loth. ML. pp. 84-5; Baudis, Gr. p. 117; in any case, if so, it would be a misspelling for eitt or better eith). Förster gets rid of this objection to his theory (FT. p. 120) by assuming that the original letter of Ceolfrith (not Bede's) read Nehton.
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which he says is what would regularly be expected; but this is a hypothesis, and if Bede's Naiton is allowed to be the pronunciation of the time when the Historia Ecclesiastica was written, it might just as well be that of the period of the letter twenty years before. As a matter of fact this whole question is quite irrelevant, since Naiton was a Pict, not a Briton, and even if Pictish was, in part or wholly, a variety of Brittonic (this has been a much disputed point), the chronology of British can hardly be held to apply strictly to it.

The evidence of inscriptions and place-names shows then clearly that \( \chi \) lasted until the second half of the sixth century; but cannot be held to prove in any given case that it continued into the seventh century, though locally, of course, it might have done so. A strong reason for thinking that it did not is the fact that it developed in the same way in Welsh, Cornish, and Breton, and must therefore have been at least well on its way to \( \mathfrak{j} \)h by the end of the sixth century, if not already complete.¹ We have already noted that it is older than the internal affection of the seventh to eighth century. In round terms the late sixth century may be given as the focal point of the change, without necessarily excluding the possibility that \( \chi \)t in some form may have lasted in certain areas into the seventh century.²

¹ It is a curious fact that there seem no very certain cases of \( \mathfrak{j}h \) in AS. names. Examples would be expected in the areas settled in the seventh and eighth centuries, and Lanercosthus and Linlithgow noted above are probably instances. The rarity of \( \mathfrak{j}h \) may be mere coincidence; after all, even the \( \chi \)t is uncommon in AS., and no certain instances of it belong to the seventh and eighth centuries.

² Förster believes that the change did not happen before the eighth century, and that Bede's Uceta and Cataracta prove this (FT. p. 120); but after all, Bede did not get these names from contemporary spoken British sources but from AS., and probably Latin ones. On p. 176 he dates it c. 800, and p. 120 ninth or tenth century, rejecting the evidence of Nennius' Gueith, "Wight ", and gueith; "battle ", as due to late copyists, on the ground that Nennius gives Gueitha for Uceta son of Woden, which F. appears to think means that Nennius' Welsh still kept \( \chi \)t. But Gueitha is merely a partial and imperfect written Briticisation of Uceta (and in any case why should Welsh turn this foreign name into "Gueitha"). Here, as elsewhere, Förster omits all the evidence of the ninth century OW. glosses, in which \( \mathfrak{i}h \) is universal, not to mention the eighth-century Chad 2 (on the supposed untrustworthiness of Nennius, see pp. 48-9). Moreover, he does not take into consideration the fact that \( \mathfrak{i}h \) is common to Welsh, Cornish, and Breton, and must therefore be much earlier than such late dates as he proposes,
§ 61. IE. kl, kr, etc.

IE. -kl-, -kr- and Latin -cl-, -cr- gave WC. -gl-, -gr- by lenition; also in OB., spelt cl, cr, but the g became z in MB. and was vocalised in Mod.B. So MB. dazrou, Mod.B. daerou, beside W. dagrou, C. dagrou, OB. daer. Note VL. ecleśia (which occurs) > Pr.W. *eglēś ( > W. egleys, C. eglos, OL. eclais = [eglis]) borrowed in Pr.AS. as *eclēs, whence the name Eccles and its compounds in Lancashire and elsewhere; see p. 227. It does not come directly from ecleśia; and Ekwall's "Brit. *eclēs ", Dict. p. 152, should read "Brit. *eclēśia" or "Pr.W. *eglēś " . Cf. Förster, FT. pp. 582-3 (since by altbritische he generally means our Late British, his "abrit. *eclēs " should read "abrit. *eglēśia ").

IE. -ks-, see § 125.


§ 62. Latin ch

It occurs in words taken from Greek with χ. In popular Latin it was pronounced [k] (Grandgent, IVL. pp. 138-9, Richter, CPF. p. 44), and is therefore treated in British in exactly the same way as Brit. and Latin c. The [χ] pronunciation of χ was beginning in Greek in the first century, at least in Italy, and gradually spread, according to Sturtevant (see p. 396, n. 1 above), but there is no evidence for this in Britain. E.g. Christus > W. Crist, B. Krist; Christianus > W. Cristion, MC. Crysion, B. Kristen. In monachus > W. mynnach, C. manah, B. manach the ch seems to be of learned origin, under the influence of the Latin spelling; cf. Loth, ML. p. 124. Lloyd-Jones regards ch in words like mynnach as late and learned; ZCP. vii. 465.
§ 63. IE. qʷ and ky

As already described, in most cases these gave Gaulish and British p. There are, however, a few positions in which the guttural was de-labialised in CC., the result being Brit. c. One notable example is IE. *kyo(u) > CC. *kyu > *ky > W. ci, MC. ky, B. ki, Ir. cū. Here the y was lost before ū, and this shows that IE. -o > CC. -ū is older than IE. ky > Gallo-Britt. p. Another instance is the IE. qʷ which came to stand at the end of words by the loss of a final syllable in CC., giving Gaul., Brit. -c. For these and further illustrations and details see LP. p. 44.

§ 64. IE. and Latin b

They remain initially; and in lenition position initially and internally became Late Brit. (and Pr.WCB.) b at the time of general lenition, see §§ 131 ff. The b is spelt in OW. b, in late OW. also u, f (see p. 90, n. 1); in MW. u, v, w, f, rarely fū; Mod.W. f; OC. b, u, f, rarely w; MC. v, u, w, f; Mod.C. v; OB. b, late OB. also u, f; MB. v, u; Mod.B. v.

On b in AS. names see § 138.

British -bb- gave simple unlenited b; so *ad-ber-*abber-> W., OC., B. aber; see § 70, 1.

Subsequent modifications of b. The b < b and also the Pr.WCB. μ, the lenited form of m, which differed from b only in being strongly nasal but was weakened later to a less nasal ã and finally to v in WC. (thus falling together wholly with b, see §§ 95 ff.), both underwent the same modifications in certain circumstances. It will be convenient to treat μ together with b here in these cases in the following sections.

1 Latin intervocal b became b in VL., beginning in the first century, well developed in the second, complete in the third, with consequent confusion with v, which was now also b (cf. § 43); however, br did not become br till the late sixth century; see Grandgent, IVL. p. 134, Richter, CPP. pp. 60 ff. Sometimes initial b > b, and vb, lb > rb, lb, but this is rare in Gaul; see Richter, CPP. pp. 80-81. There is no certain trace of these changes in British, where VL. b behaves just the same as the native b; see pp. 88 ff.
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§ 65. Confusions of $b$, $\mu$, with $\psi$

Being both bilabial, $b$ and $\mu$ were naturally close to $\psi$ in sound; even the later labiodental $v$ arising from $b$ and $\mu$ was not so very dissimilar. Hence these were sometimes replaced by $\psi$. It is notable that post-consonantally this is apparently almost entirely confined to the position after $l$, $r$, and $n$; compare how the reverse alternation took place in Pr.I., where $\psi$ after $l$, $r$, $n$ (and $d$) became $b$. The British $yo$-stem class of nouns and adjectives, ending in Pr.WCB. $-\psi$, may have influenced the sporadic and non-systematised words ending in post-consonantal $-b$ and $-\mu$. Cf. Förster, FT. p. 673.

After consonants, note: MW. Ogfanu > Oqcan, the river Ogwen (see Williams, En.II. pp. 34-5). Superbus > Pr.W. *səberb > MW. syberw. Turbo > MW. turw beside turf (cf. Lewis, EL. p. 19). Brit. *curmi-> MW. cuvrf, cvurf (= curf) > Early Mod.W. curw beside curf, OC. coref, curf. Monumenta > Pr.W. *monuent > W. mynwent. The above are exclusive to Welsh, and some are late, never being totally adopted to the exclusion of the form with $v$. In one case, however, $\psi$ is found in all three Brittonic languages, and is therefore presumably early. This is OW. anu (= W. enw, with analogical $e$), MC. hanow, B. hano: OL. ainm. It is evident that this was a tendency inherent in Welsh for much of its history, and it is impossible, therefore, to give any date for it. Nor can it be attributed solely to the bilabial character of $b$ and $\mu$, since in some cases it seems to have happened long after these had become labiodental $v$.¹ A similar substitution of $\psi$ for $b$, $\mu$ is found rarely between vowels, but this alternates with the opposite substitution of $v$ for $\psi$, and does not seem to be very early;² cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 63, Morris Jones, WG. p. 28. *Lugubelinos > Llywelwyn, *Lugualition > Llivelydd, and *Lugumarco > Llynwarch are special cases, with $ay|v>$ $a|y(y)$, cf. §§ 48, 2; 75. 3.

Before the W. diphthong $\psi y$, $b$ and $\mu$ tended in early W. to

¹ Which Förster dates c. 1100, FT. p. 672.
² The opposite change, with $\psi > v$, is evidently old in Brit. *tagat-> W. tafoe, OC. tanut, Mod.C. tawes, B. teoD. Here the Brit. $\psi$ is secondary, from older *egg-, but that makes no difference at this stage.
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become consonantal \( \varphi \), which was then lost; when the \( \varphi \) was post-vocalic this resulted in MW. vowel plus \( \dot{u}y \), which gave Mod.W. vowel plus \( \dot{g}y \) (cf. Morris Jones, WG. p. 47). So \( habena > MW. afwn > *awyn > Mod.W. awen \) (for \( *awyn \)), see Lewis, EL. p. 18. Some interesting early cases are as follows: Brit.-Lat. \( Samu’il > Pr.W. *Sawyl > OW. [savuil] \) (=Samu'il, Gen, xix; \( Samuel \) in HB. c. 10, in CIIC. no. 1013 of the tenth century, and in Lland. pp. 162, 175, 176, 182, 187 are influenced by the Latin spelling, cf. \( Samuelis \) in Lland. p. 161) >later OW. [sawuil] (\( \text{Sawuil, Life of St. Cadog, VSB. p. 58; Lland. p. 191} \)) > MW. \( Sawyl > Mod.W. Sawyl. \) OW. Cocboy (HB. c. 65, AC, 644) = [kogbui], > MW. Coqwy (see CLH. p. 242). The river \( Tawue \) is evidently derived from Brit. \( *Tamoujū > OW. [taũui] > MW. [taũui] \) and [taũi] (Lland. p. 42, Taui; p. 134, Tawuy; BBC. p. 68 l. 11, Tawue; p. 98 ll. 14, 15, Tawue; p. 47 l. 14 and p. 98 l. 13, Tawuy); cf. Thomas, BBCS. viii, pp. 39-41, Förster, FT. p. 614. In the same way it has been suggested by the writer in Antiquity xxiii, pp. 48-9 that Nemius' Breguoin, var. Brecuin (HB. c. 56) is for [brewuin] < [bревuin] < Pr.W. \( * Breuōn, \) and is to be identified with Rom.-Brit. Bremenium, High Rochester.

§ 66. Loss of Final -b, -μ.

In general terms, there has been a strong tendency in W. to lose final -v, sometimes very early but sometimes comparatively late, after any vowel, whether in a monosyllable or a polysyllable; in Cornish only -b in monosyllables after \( ã \); in Breton in monosyllables after o, ã, 1 sometimes late; and in C. and Mod.B. -b and -μ in polysyllables. Morris Jones notes that in W. final -v, whether in monosyllables or polysyllables, was frequently dropped after any vowel at least by the fourteenth century (WG. p. 180). The following examples of its earlier loss are of interest.

(1) In monosyllables after ã (cf. § 5. 2). Brit. *dubo- or *dubnr- > Pr.WCB. *dûb- > *dûb > OW. dub, MW. du, OC. daw,

1 I know no evidence for the ã given by Pedersen, VKG. i, 165; he was probably thinking of OB. lau, on which see p. 287, n. 2.
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MC. *du, OB. du-glas, MB., Mod.B. dru; Brit. *lub- > Pr.WCB. *tub- > OW. lu-ird (M.Cap.), OC. law-orth, OB. -lub, -lu. With original Pr.WCB. *tu; Brit. *toibo- > Pr.WCB. *tub- > OW. tu (M.Cap. twice), MW. tu, MC. tu, Mod.B. tu. Brit. *coimo- > Pr.WCB. *cium > MW., Mod.W. cu, MC. cu, MB. cuff, Mod.B. cuñ. Lat. plúma > Pr.WCB. *plu- > W. plu, OC. pluen (= plüven). MB. pluff, Mod.B. pluñ, plu. In the above examples, *toibo- > tu may or may not go back to the common Pr.WCB. period; the others are evidently later and separate in the three languages; in W. already by the ninth century in luirdd.

(2) In monosyllables after OW. au. Here the loss is universal. Examples: Brit. *laima- > Pr.W. *lau > *lau > OW. lau (Chad 2, and Gen. i lauhir leg. Lauhir), MW. lau, beside OC. lau, MC. laf, leuf, luef; Ol. lám. Brit. *dámo- > Pr.W. *dau > *dau > OW. dau (Ovid), MW. dau, daw, Mod.W. dau; OC. def, MC. def, duv; MB. duv. Brit. *Frámá- > Pr.W. *Fru > *Fraw > OW. Fraw (Asser c. 49), MW. Fraw, in Aberffraw; borrowed in the stage *Fro paraphrased with AS. m as AS. Fróm, the rivers Frome (Dor.; So.; Heref.; two in Gl.), but in the same stage with AS. u as what appears in DB, as Froweester, = Frocester in Gloucestershire (on the question of the dating of µ > Ø > v, and the substitutions for v involved in these names, see the detailed discussion in §§ 98 ff.). It is probable that the OW. dau and Frawu represent a stage when -auv had become -auv or -auv because of the [u] preceding the [v], and the resulting y was later dropped after [au]. It is not likely that OW. -auv would stand for -auv which would certainly be spelt -auv; nor for -au (as in OW. lau), the MW. -aw, as this is nowhere written -auv in OW. (and Asser himself follows the regular OW. practice of spelling [au] as au, in Coit Maur, c. 55, and Anaraut, c. 80). Cf. Förster, FT, pp. 644, 672. It is clear from the above that the form *Fro existed at the time when the river names and the town name were borrowed in the

* Förster wishes to emend OW. Lauñquin (HB. c. 64) to Lauñquin, and to translate "of the White Hand" (Anglia, lxxi, 58). This would be an example of the laud stage. But such an emendation is unwarranted, when the MS. reading can perfectly well be kept and translated "of the Bright Blade" (W. lefin < VL. *lefin).
seventh century; *Frauē would be reached when ē became au in the eighth century. The form lanu in Chad 2, later eighth century, shows that the succeeding -āuy > -au could be arrived at very shortly afterwards; but when we consider the very fluctuating history of final post-vocalic -v in the Brittonic languages, it is evident that there is no reason to doubt that the stage -āuy or -āu continued side by side with -au in some cases, to appear still in Asser’s Frawu (c. 890) and in the davu in the Ovid glosses (ninth to tenth century). This is the more reasonable when we remember that even the yet older stage -auv still survived, as -auv, in the MW. davf alongside daw. (This account differs considerably in detail from that given by Förster; he has attempted to weave too fine-spun a web, and moreover his dates for Chad 2 and Ovid, respectively c. 810 and c. 850, are inaccurate, see pp. 44, 54. The behaviour of -v in Brittonic makes it quite clear that no rigid universal dating system can be applied to its loss. Also I cannot agree with Förster on the general history of m > ù > ù > v; see §§ 96 ff.).

(3) In polysyllabics. The earliest case of loss of -v is after ū in OW. igrīdu (Chad 2), probably with older -ūb from the Brit. dative pl. ending *-oibus. Note also OW. didu, with the same termination, in Juv. 9. A little later comes loss of -v in the verbal noun termination Brit. *-īmā > Pr.WCB. -īμ > MW. -i; it still remains in OW. erchim (Chad 2), guorgnim and molim (Juv. 9), glanstlinnim (Juvenec., in a ninth-century gloss), but is lost in OW. dirterni (Comp., early tenth century), and is universally lacking in MW. Later still we have Brit. *coimo-> OW. -cum in Concum, Guincum (Lland. p. 170), but -cu in Bleidcu (Lland. p. 155), Cetcu (ibid. p. 148), Cinue (p. 168), Cinu (p. 74), Etcu (pp. 265, 277), etc. etc.; OC. -cum in Lewcum (Bodm. §§ 5, 20, 35, 41, 44, various dates in the second half of the tenth and beginning of the eleventh century), Onnum (§ 16, A.D. 959–93), and -cuf in Wincuf (Bodm. § 33, second half of tenth century), Bleyhecuf (§ 37, beginning of twelfth century); OB. -cum (in names in Cart.Red., see Chr.B. p. 122), MB. -cum (in Gleucum in a note of the twelfth or thirteenth century in Cart.Land. p. 566). In -au, there is
guartha in Lland. pp. 196, etc., for *guartham*; but we have an earlier instance in the AS. writing of OW. *Adað* as Adda in DLV., c. 840; see KW. p. 176. Similarly for -ov, OW. Iacob in AC. 613, Gen. i, and Lland., but several cases of Iaco in the latter. The form Iacou in Chad 2 can hardly be intended for Iacob, since the writing of b as u would be unparalleled so early; it is perhaps rather a misspelling for Iaco, arising from those cases where the termination -ou fluctuates with -o (cf. § 47. 2 B). If so, as with igrídu loss of -v can again be traced to the later eighth century. It is evident that once more forms with -v and forms without alternated over a considerable period in early W.—as indeed they still do to the present day, with -v preserved in literature and literary speech but dropped in colloquial Welsh; and that the earliest examples of loss may probably be traced to the beginning of the OW. period.

§ 67. Vocalisation of b, μ before l, r, n

In certain cases the v from b and μ was vocalised before l, r, and n, resulting in diphthongs or long vowels by contraction with the previous vowel. As before, this is found in all three languages, and seems to belong to quite varying dates.


(2) With ov: Parry-Williams notes W. coft colloquially > cdöl (Phon.WB. p. 101). This is seen also probably in the river Dore (Heref.), which is Daur, Dower, Dor in Lland. We should take the first two as standing for Dovr and the third for Dór (< Late Brit. *Dobra < Brit. *Dubra) rather than as having [ou], as Ekwall does, RN. p. 128; cf. FT. p. 174.

(3) With uv: there is again lengthening. E.g. Brit. *dubro- > W. dîr beside dîfr; OC. douer, dofer (= [dovær]), dour, MC. dour; MB., Mod.B. dour (on the Cornish forms see FT. p. 86). OW. Teudubr, Teudubir (references, see § 33; the second has svarabhakti), but Teudur (Chad 8), Teudor (H.B. c. 49. MSS. M and N). MC. down, B. doun, “deep”, < Brit. *dunno- < CC. *dubno-; W. dūfn however keeps the v. MW. Annwvn, Mod.W. Annwfn, Annwn, < Brit. *Andumno- < *y-dubno-. In
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AS. names *uv* > ü is probably to be seen in river names compounded with *dubro-* in the following cases: Calder (WRY.); two in Lan.; Cum.; W. Lothian; three in Lanarkshire; Ayrshire), Calter (Cum.), Cawder Gill (WRY.); all derived by Ekwall as having Pr.W. *-dubr*-dür, RN. pp. 59-61; cf. Förster, FT. p. 174.


(5) With iv: Parry-Williams, loc. cit., gives W. anoddun as from anoddafn; here the u is a spelling for y. Being in the Mod.W. unstressed syllable it is short; in a monosyllable there would be ý. Förster’s derivation of Dean from *Dôn* < *Dôn* (: W. dufn) < *dubn- (FT. pp. 174-5) might be correct (but see p. 423) if this were a river name, which (pace Förster) it does not appear to be; however, the place-name Dean, and the river name Dene (Wa.) are derived by Ekwall quite satisfactorily from AS. dean, “valley.” Dict. p. 134 and RN. p. 119, and it is not necessary to look for a more recherché explanation.

(6) With eiv: Mod.W. Yr Eifl colloquially Yr Eil, Parry-Williams, loc. cit. Förster derives Bede’s Deira from AS. *Deir* from “abrit.*Deira* (sic), older *Deierna* (sic) < older *Daurjā* or *Duvrijā* (sic), FT. p. 174; in the terminology of this book, assuming that this is correct, we should say rather Pr.W. *Deir* < Late Brit. *Deobra* < Brit. *Dobriā* or *Dubrjā*. Again, he speaks of MW. Deivr, Deivyr as derived from an “alt-britischen Grundform *Dovrijā*” (sic), “Wasserland” (FT. p. 83), rejecting *Duvrijā* (inconsistently with the above) on the ground that this should have i-affection resulting in -y-; and he explains his *Dovrijā* as derived from the (Late Brit.) plural with ā-affection, *dovrā* (sic). However, he wonders whether u - i might not after all give ei, but derives the obsolete plurals of W. dufr, namely deifr and dyfr, from *duvrir* (sic), assuming then that u - i also could give ei. Förster follows Loth, RC. li, p. 13 (and p. 9) in taking Nennius’ Deur (HB. cc. 61, 63) as standing for *Deur = *Deivr, with the i-epenthesis
in ei not written, as often in OW.; and Nennius' Latinising Deira and Bede's Deiri as going back to a British form with loss of v.

There are various objections to this treatment of the matter. The creation of a place-name form with suffix -iā derived from a Late Brit. ā-affected plural is not possible; a suffix would have to be added to the word stem, therefore Brit. *Dubriā (and this could not become afterwards *Dobriā, as the -iā suffix does not cause ā-affection, cf. § 152). There is no evidence that either a -ī or a - i gave ei in final vowel affection; on the contrary, it is phonologically highly unlikely that it could, see p. 586, n. 2. The meichiad quoted by Förster has internal, not final affection, and is therefore irrelevant; moreover, it is a case of affection of a, not of u. The obsolete pl. deisfr is described by Morris Jones as a late and artificial form (WG. p. 92), and this objection is not answered by Förster with arguments other than those drawn from the Deira-Deiver series itself, which is a petitiio principii. That Nennius' Deur should stand for *Devr, whether as a spelling of Deiver or not, is most unlikely, since this would almost certainly have to be *Debr or *Deibr in OW.; cf. p. 90, n. 1. We must take Deur as equivalent to MW. *Devr, for which the MW. Deor in the Book of Aneirin is simply a spelling (see Williams, CA. p. 340). The whole problem raised by all these forms is still not yet settled; but it would seem best to cut clean away from the stem *dubro-, which cannot be satisfactorily connected with MW. Deiver, and regard this, from a Pr.W. *Deibr, as probably of some quite different origin. Nevertheless, Bede's Deiri (whence, no doubt, Nennius' "Anglice Deira") may very likely be a borrowing from a Pr.W. *Deir which itself can be a bye-form of *Deibr with vocalisation of the b before r, compare Yr Eifl > Yr Eil.

Granting this, what can we infer about the date of the vocalisation? Förster mentions the tradition that the Deiran royal house was as old as c. 500 (FT. p. 84), and says that if this is to be trusted the English may have borrowed the name

---

1 Cf. LP. p. 109; Thurneysen, Gr.OL. p. 48; the stem is *moce-, and Ir. mace is due to u-affection. The form meichiad, given by Pedersen (VKG. i, 376) and by Förster seems to be without authority, and is dropped by LP.
at that time, in its v-less form, in which case the loss of v would go back into the sixth century (read fifth ?). But on p. 174 he dates the loss of v before liquids and nasals as c. 600, saying that Deira implies that. In any case the Deiran royal house is hardly relevant. The point is that the English settlement of the Yorkshire plain and Wolds took place in the second half of the fifth century, and the tribal name is likely to have been borrowed at some time fairly soon after this; and certainly before c. 600 if the Gododdin poem, in which Deira is called Deivyr and Deor and regarded as the name of the English kingdom, is really as old as that date, as it probably is.

(7) With [ov]: W. yf-, in syllables which were pretonic in OW., note cyfnither>cynither, in dialect, Parry-Williams, Phon.WB. p. 101; but dyfroedd, not *dyroedd, pl. of dwfr, dör, WG. p. 179. The y in cynither is, of course, short, as it is unstressed. Förster’s doctrine as set out in FT. p. 174 is unclear, but he seems to think that pretonic British ūbn, uum could give OW. ūn, OC. and OB. ūn, apparently with original ã not reduced but preserved, presumably with lengthening before pretonic reduction could take place; and in (i.e. MW. în) in the same circumstances but with i-affection or pretonic reduction before the lengthening occurred.

The examples quoted are MW: Dumnwallaun (source not given) < Brit. *Dubnoellaunos; Latinised OW. Dūnyollus (Geoffrey of Monmouth, Hist. Reg. Brit. II, xvii) and OB. Dūnwall (Cart.Red. 1066–82 1); OW. Dūngarth (AC. 558, Dungart; AC. 875 Dungarh or Dungarth 2), OC. Dönierth (recte Doniert; CHIC. no. 1054), < *Dubnogartos. For in, Förster sees this in Bede’s Denises-burna and rivus Denisi (HE. iii, I), which he takes to contain a Pr.W. *Dīnis < *Dubnissos. On his Dīn and Dīen see below.

We may remark that the first two names appear in other early sources as follows: OW. Dumnuellaun in Gen. xxvi.

1 This is apparently a mistake of Loth’s, from whom Förster got it; there is no Dumnwall in the Index of Cart.Red., and it is perhaps an error for the Donwallonos quoted below.

2 But the first of these (Dungart, by the way, not Dungarth) was a Highland Scot (= Ol. Domangart), and the second a Cornishman, so that the names are hardly strictly OW.
Dingwallaun in Lland. p. 251; OB. Dumnouwallon in Cart. Red. p. 74 (ninth century), Dumnaullon p. 86 (844), Donnallonus p. 243 (1066-82), Dunallon p. 261 (1081-2). OW. Dunnaqual (AC. 760), Dunnaqual (Gen. v), Dumnaqual (ibid.), Dumnaqual or Dunqual (ibid., and Gen. vii, x), Dunnaqual (Gen. vi); OB. Dumnuaull (Cart. Red. p. 105, A.D. 846). There are a number of other OB. names in Dumn-, Dun-, Dun-, and Don- in Cart. Red. In later Welsh the above are Dyfnwallaun and Dyfnaul, Dyfnal, Dyfnal, Dŷnwal; and Dingwallaun in Lland. is evidently Dŷnwallaun just like cynithet.

Now, in respect of Förster’s treatment of this evidence, there is no proof that the vowel was long in any of these cases, and on the contrary modern instances like cynithet, and the regular rule that an unstressed vowel is never long, would show it must have been short. The spelling with u and o in OC, OB. is, of course, regular for the sound from pretonic Brit. u in any case; in OW. the development of pretonic Brit. u is ð (see § 202. 2). I see no reason whatever to doubt that these OW. names in Dumn-, Dun- (and Don-, if that is to be called OW.) have in fact the reduced vowel, and not original ð, much less ð; in other words that the u and o are mere examples of spelling the regular OW. short [ð], later [ð], with u or o, see § 202. 2. The fact that u seems comparatively common in these names in OW., and i is rare, may be accidental and due to the fewness of the examples; but the bilabial [ð] may easily have been responsible for keeping the OW. vowel more fully rounded in such forms than elsewhere. That is to say, Dûnnaqualaun, Dûnnaullus, Dûngarth, Dônier, Dûnwallonus, etc., are spellings respectively of [daʊnwallaʊn] = the later Dyfnwallaun, [daʊnwal] = the later Dŷnwal, [daʊnjaθ] (or if Cornish, [daʊnjaθ]), [daʊnjaθ], and [daʊnwallaʊn]. As for MW. Dunwallaun, it would be time to discuss this when a genuine MW. source is quoted,1 but if it exists it is evidently a secondary rounding of *Dŷnwallaun under the influence of the following w.

1 Dunwallaun in the Brut y Tywysogion (ed. J. Rhys and J. G. Evans, The Text of the Bruts; Oxford, 1890; p. 262, l. 20) was a tenth-century king of Strathclyde, and the form here is no doubt an imperfect modernisation of OW. Dunnaqualaun.
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For the supposed Pr.W. *Dinis < *Divis < Brit. *Dubnissos, Förster does not say whether he envisages the u>i as arising by pretonic reduction or vowel affection. If the former, this involves believing, with Förster, that pretonic u>s passed through i; that it did not do so, but through u, is shown below, § 202. 2. It also involves the lengthening in a pretonic syllable which has already been rejected. If he assumes i arose by vowel affection, this will not do either, since pretonic reduction is older; see § 163. Förster took the etymology *Dubnissos for Denisesburna from Ekwall, RN. p. 120, who appears himself, however, to envisage a *Devnis > Dënis. If we must suppose that *Dubnissos is the source, and there is no very good reason why we should, it is surely possible that *Dubnissos > *Dubnis should give *Devnis (just like *Dubnoyalos > Dunqual = Dynwal), borrowed into AS. as Denis; cf. § 204 B. 1.

Förster's *Din and W. dyfn, supposedly giving *Din > Dean (see sub-section 5 above), are said by him to have their vocalism influenced by pretonic position; i.e. that *dubno- > W. dyfn has a bye-form dyfn which arises by the analogy of pretonic dyfn-. This is hardly credible, and is without parallel; dyfn is clearly a form with vowel affection, < *dubnijo-, and being in a monosyllable is therefore not relevant to W. ov.

(8) The date of vocalisation of b, M before l, r, n is in some cases unquestionably early. The fact that it occurs in Welsh, Cornish, and Breton shows that the tendency at least is old, but we cannot baldly speak of loss of b and M as belonging to the Pr.WCB. period, because it is expressed in such varying ways in the three languages, and often only in modern times; for instance, W. gafr, OC. gaur, Mod.C. gaver, gavar, OB. gabr, Mod.B. gavr beside Mod.C. gour, Mod.B. gaor, "goat". We must believe, rather, that it is a tendency which has its roots as far back as the Pr.WCB. period or even the Late British (say, therefore, the sixth or even fifth century), but was never consistently carried through, and indeed appears only very sporadically and at very varying times, side by side with forms without the vocalisation. There are certainly examples as ancient as the OW. period, e.g. Teudur in Chad 8. Calder and
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Calter, Cawder may well be sixth or seventh century instances. So with Denis if this is really from *Dubnissos. If Deira actually belongs here it could be as old as the end of the fifth century. However, Förster points out (FT. p.168) that the fact that the lengthened u became ā not ā means it is later than the time when old ā became ā (dated sixth century by Förster and early or mid sixth century by myself). This may be so, but not necessarily; one could conceive of the old ā being now rather advanced, and a new ā entirely a back vowel, the two being therefore phonemically distinct, existing side by side in the late fifth century.

§ 68. IE. and Latin d ²

They remain initially; in lenition position initially and internally they became Late Brit. d, see §§ 131 ff. The d was unaltered in W., written d, t, th in OW., normally d in MW., and dd in Mod.W.; and in C., written d, ṭ, t, th, b, dh in OC., mostly th in MC. In OB. also it remained, written d in the Glosses, later also t, th; but in MB. it became the voiced sibilant z, and in Mod.B. is still z or is vocalised, though a couple of sub-dialects retain the OB. d (see Le Roux, Atlas linguistique de la Basse-Bretagne, map 115). Before there was palatalisation in MB., giving [ʃ], written ch. Loth says that the earliest case of z known to him is Buzic in 1119, and quotes several from 1245 on (VVB. p. 14). De Jubainville notes that d is still used in Cart.Land. (eleventh century), that z is not written before the twelfth century, and that it did not become frequent before the thirteenth (see Cart.Land. p. 543); he quotes Barza from Cart.Red. p. 325, A.D. 1114–39. In Chr.B. pp. 183-4, Loth remarks of the Cartulary of Quimperlé

¹ The battle of Dennisbarna, A.D. 633, would mean that the latest possible date was the first third of the seventh century.

² Intervocal Lat. d remained in VL., and did not become until the eleventh century, according to Richter, CPF. p. 8. But d; fell together with g; and j; at the beginning of a word, or a syllable after a consonant, it became j; in the first to third century and d; in the fifth to sixth, elsewhere simply j; in Gaul; op. cit. pp. 86, 87, 189. Nothing of this appears in Britain, where Latin d and d; remain and develop exactly as the native sounds.
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(twelfth to thirteenth century) that z is sometimes written there, and that from the second half of the thirteenth century z is more usual than d, and regular from the end of the century. F. Falc'hun, who notes Coledoc in the Cartulary of Quimperlé c. 1175 beside Colezoc c. 1218, and Azenor c. 1175 beside Adenor in a twelfth-century document in Cart.Red., shows that d continued to be written as late as the end of the sixteenth century, and that by confusion d is sometimes wrongly used at this time for z from s, evidently being pronounced z. Förster dates d > z twelfth century, probably even c. 1100 (Reliq. p. 92 n.), but apart from Barza his only twelfth-century example is Blavez in 1184. The late eleventh or early twelfth century appears to be the date of the change; in fact it is likely on general grounds to have been more or less contemporary with the change of th to S (see § 53), both being the result of a single tendency turning the dental spirants into sibilants. No doubt, on the analogy of S, it was at first Z, becoming ordinary z later, as with Z < S. The occasional use of d in writing after the time when the sound had become Z or z is a mere traditional convention, due (as Falc'hun has shown) to the fact that d was now taken as one of two possible ways of spelling the sound; perhaps also we may reckon in some cases with dialects in which the change to Z was slow. If so, the isolated Iuscar in Cart.Red. in A.D. 831, beside Iudcar in A.D. 797, noted by Loth in Chr.B. p. 68, must be due to the late copyist; it is not likely that d > Z could be so old as the ninth century, or there would be a considerable number of early examples of s. On the significance of writing s for a sound that must always have been voiced cf. § 52. 1. The S and Z fell together in z in literary Breton, but in the Vanmetais dialect they did not; internal and final S appear there as h, whereas internal and final Z are lost. This must mean that in Vannetais either Z < d had disappeared before S < th gave Z, as otherwise the two would have fallen together; or else S

---

1 Les Noms bretons de Saint Yves (Rennes, 1943), pp. 9-10; but his effort to show that z < d existed as early as the OB period is a failure—his oldest example belongs to the year 1220. Incidentally, his derivation of Eudon from Euspenos (op. cit. p. 18) is impossible for other reasons.
never became a ə at all in Vannetais but passed directly to ŋ.¹

On d in AS. names see § 139.

§ 69. Loss of d in Welsh

As with v < b, μ, the voiced spirant d had a constant tendency
to become dropped in certain positions all through the history
of Welsh, from at least the OW. period on. Intervocally, MW.
mwun, Mod.W. medôn : OL. medôn : the OW. meton in Gen. v
may be an earlier form of the Welsh word, showing that the
loss is late (cf. Phillimore, Cymm. ix, 173), if the t is taken to
be a spelling of d ; Loth alters the t to a d without acknow-
ledgment in RC. xxxvii, 56. Preconsonantally, MW. gwydbet
<br>
Mod.W. gwyled. Finally, there is good evidence for loss already
in OW. So OW. triti beside tritid (Comp.), = Mod.W. trydydd ;

¹ See now the discussion in F. Fale'ham’s L'Histoire de la langue bretonne
(Bennes, 1900–51), pp. 50 ff., where he deals with the history of th and d in the
B. dialects. His inferences are sometimes inaccurate, as he occasionally confuses
th, d, and s (e.g. for W. divawdaff read divadhaf ; B. hennac is OW. hiansith,
Comp.); but allowing for this, and re-interpreting his evidence, it appears
that there were four dialect areas to be considered: a northern (the literary
one) where S and Z both became z ; a central, where they became respectively
z and nil ; a south-western, where they both became nil (very likely both
giving z first, as in the north) ; and a south-eastern, i.e. Vannetais, where
they became respectively ŋ and nil. The central dialect, which may be
regarded as a southern, and which however treated S as the northern did
(doubtless under northern influence), must have weakened and lost Z < ŋ
before its S gave Z. Subsequently, the influence of this central dialect spread
north-east into Treguier and south-west to the coast of Cornouaille, taking
with it to the north-east its treatment of Z < ŋ as nil (so that Treguier now has
z < th and nil < ŋ) and to the south-west its treatment of S < th as z (so that
southern Cornouaille now has z < th and nil < ŋ, like Treguier ; and only the
extreme west of Cornouaille maintains the primitive south-western treatment
of both S and Z as nil). The south-east, Vannetais, and the north-west,
Leonais and the literary dialect, were not affected by this. In the south-west
area there was rhotacism of Z < ŋ in a few words before the time when it
became, in general, silent (since it did not affect Z < th this presumably occurred
before S > ŋ), and the rhotacism in these words has been propagated widely
in Brittany by subsequent developments. Since Quümperlé is in the heart of
the district in which Z was (otherwise) lost, the fact that it was always
written in the Cartulary of Quümperlé (as ŋ or z) would show that this loss
took place after the thirteenth century ; though Fale'ham, who has not
considered this, and puts many Breton dialect developments far too early
(see Note, p. 29), apparently regards it as much older.]
§ 70. Assimilations with d

(1) British d plus another voiced stop resulted in the assimilation of the d and the doubling of the second stop in the British period, which double consonant resisted lenition and was later simplified. There is no reason whatever to suppose with Morris Jones (WG. p. 132) that the double voiced stop was simplified to a single voiceless one early in British and subsequently lenited (e.g. *adbero-*abbero-*aperolenited>aber). Compare the development in Irish, as in Pr.I. *adboqi-*abboqi-Mod.I. abaigh; Pr.I. *adglâdam-*agglâmdam-Mod.I. agallamh; cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 92. The OW. aper, OL. apaig, ac(c)allam have, of course, p=[b], c(c)=[g]. Examples: Brit. *adbero-*abbero->WCB. aber; Brit. *adgyro-*aggyro->W. agarw. There are no good instances of dd in such compounds, but the result would be WCB. d; Morris Jones’ *ad-di-bar->edifar (WG. p. 132), if correct, would be a case, bating his intermediary Brit. stage -t-. However, W. credu, C. cresey, B. kridi, with IE. -ddh- (cf. LP. p. 37) must have preserved dd still in British, and developed in the same way. Morris Jones’ theory that IE. dd, ddh gave W. th is entirely without foundation, as his examples are valueless. Lewis and Pedersen derive W. adyn from *atidonjos (LP. p. 125). But here we should have *adidonjos by lenition and this should syncopate and pro vect to *attyn, cf. *atidaly->W. attal; so with their edrych< *atiedy-. It is demonstrable, therefore, that adyn, edrych have Brit. *ad-d-}. Morris Jones proposes still another development,
that is that d-d coming together later in British was treated differently from his dd>t in earlier British, and gave d, which was lenited to d. His examples are Latin addisc- > W. addysg and Brit. *ad-dem- > W. addef. Why *ad-dem- should be any "later" than *ad-di-bar- is not explained. Baudis thinks addef, addysg and others have either a different particle or false analogy (Gr. p. 96); and *ad-dem- is rejected by Loth, RC. xxxvi, 162. Morris Jones' three periods of treatment of dd as (1)>W. th, (2)>W. d, and (3)>W. d are over-complicated and unnecessary.

The conclusion is therefore quite simply that Brit. db, dd, dg gave Brit. bb, dd, gg, simplified to b, d, g after lenition was complete; and that credu etc. had retained its IE. double voiced dental all through the Brit. period and was treated in the same manner. This all chimes in well with the behaviour of dp, dt, dc in British, where in exactly the same way the preceding stop was assimilated to the following, resulting in a geminate which was voiceless because the second stop was voiceless; in other words, in British pp, tt, cc, > WCB. f, th, ch. So *ad-treb->*attreb- > W. athref (LP. p. 123); *adcoilos > *accioilos > W. achul (cf. ibid.). Once again the Irish is exactly parallel; e.g. *rud-k- > OI. ruccaee (where cc=[kk]), Thurneyssen, Gr.Ol. p. 92.

(2) This development of Brit. db, dd, dg is quite distinct from that found when two voiced stops came together in the Brittonic languages by syncope, because that is later, and their voicing is the result of the Late Brit. lenition of voiceless stops. Provection takes place in this case, e.g. Brit. t-p > d-b by lenition, syncopated to d'b, gives tb by provection; see more fully §§ 143, 144. In the case of t-t, as in *Catutigernos > *Catudizernos > *Cat'dizern > W. Catteyn, there is not W. td but tt, where the unvoicing is carried throughout because the group is a homorganic one; this regularly happens with such Pr.W. homorganic groups. It does not by any means follow, as Morris Jones evidently supposed it did, that there must be unvoicing with a group of two homorganic voiced stops in British, any more than in Pr.Ir., as in his db>bb>p, dd>t. Since the development of these in British is exactly parallel
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throughout to that in Pr.I., namely that the first stop is assimilated in character and voice to the second, it is probable that these voiced and voiceless geminates had arisen already in Common Celtic; cf. *Ad-trebates > Gaul. Atrebates (for *Attrebates) : W. athref above.

§ 71. IE. and Latin ð before Sonants
(1) -dð-. The history of this group is difficult and contradictory. The best attested development is that given by Pedersen, VKG. i, 112 and LP. p. 36, namely that the ð was vocalised to i, resulting in the same diphthongs as with Brit. gr (see § 84). E.g. W. gŵyr, C. gór, B. goar < *yidr (not *yidr, with LP., as this would give WCB. *gwir); Latin cathedra > OW. cateir (Lland. pp. 42, 134), Mod.W. cadair, Mod.C. cadar, MB. cadoer, Mod.B. cador; ¹ MW. kreir, B. pl. kreirio : Ir. cērtar; and in a compound, *ad-rim- > W. eiríf with vowel affection. According to Pedersen the ð was lost without trace before the stress, quoting quadragesima > W. carawys, B. koruis; : OL. corgas (VKG. i, 225 and LP. p. 60); Lewis thinks the development may have been *caig- > car- with vowel harmony because the syllable was unstressed (EL. p. 19). As this is the only example, the rule is highly uncertain. Moreover, we must consider the Vulgar Latin; quadranginta gave a VL. quarrainta, and quarranta is found in an inscription of perhaps the fifth century (Grandgent, IVL. p. 160); Richter shows that VL. dr > rr took place in the fourth to sixth century (CPF. p. 160). It is surely likely then that the Celtic forms quoted are fairly late loans from a VL. *q(u)ár(r)c ēs'ma.

The chief difficulty is those forms where British or Latin dr is preserved in the separate languages. An important example is W. cadr, "handsome", OB. cadr (Lux., presumably with d = [d]), MB. cazar, Mod.B. kuer. Formally, these could be explained very simply as from a Brit. *catro- (cf. § 52. 3), which would avoid the difficulty; and Pedersen actually does this,

¹ According to Förster cadair is from a VL. *euthregi (FT. p. 231). But this is unnecessary, and P. ignores the other examples. In Gallo-Latin the dr in this word became directly rr, not via gr (cf. Richter, CPF. p. 160), and hence a gr stage is improbable in Brit. Lat.
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VKG. i, 323. But it is hard to separate them from Brit. Belatucaedrus, the name of a god, CIL. vii, no. 337, and Eph.Ep. iii. p. 125 (two examples). To solve the problem, Lloyd-Jones suggests 1. *dr* > *jr* after a long vowel, as in *şyeidr* > *şywr*, but > *dr*, provoked back to *dr* again, after a short vowel as in *cadr*. This does not seem probable, and appears to be purely ad hoc, ignoring, moreover, *kreir*, *cadair*, and *eirif*. Morris Jones proposed that after a back vowel *dr* gave *dr* which remained when *after* the accent and was provoked back to *dr* again 2 (so *cadr*), but disappeared *before* the accent (so *juadrós*—his accentuation—>W. *iôr*); but after a front vowel actually became *gr*, > *jr* (WG. p. 166). This depends partly on his ideas of the accent, and the examples are denied by Loth, RC. xxxvi, 182-3. As regards Belatucaedrus, it must be noted that there actually do seem to be some traces of vocalisation of the *d* already in British; so BELATVCAIRO, CIL. vii, 746, Eph.Ep. ix, p. 567; BLATVCAIRO, Eph.Ep. vii, p. 306, no. 953. 2 If these are really what they seem, we must suppose the name would have given Mod.W. *Belatquaer*; and it would then appear certain that *cadr* etc. are distinct, and come from *catro-. But there is one other case of the seeming preservation of *dr*, namely MB. *coazrel* < Lat. *quadrellum*; in connection with Lewis’ explanation of *carawys* above, it should be noted that here we have *adr* before the accent where the *d* did not become *i*, much less was subsequently lost without trace.

On the *whole* the probability would seem to be that

2 This idea, that *dr* could be lenited to *dr* and then provoked back to *dr*, ignores the whole character of the circumstances in which provocation took place. Provocation is an accommodation to each other by consonants which have been brought together in a secondary group, and arises because such a group as it stands is contrary to the phonemic system of the language. Hence, if *dr* was an impossibility in the language, it would never have arisen at all, and no provocation could take place. The provocation in a case like OW. *tidrás* > later *Idris* is one occurring in a secondary group which came into existence by syncope; which is something quite different from a primary group like the *dr* in *cedro*.

2 (BELATVCAIRO at Magnae (Eph.Ep. vii, p. 326) can hardly be a mere error for *cairo*, since it seems to be confirmed by BELATVCAIRO at Hexham, JRS. xvii, 212.
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regardless of the quality, quantity, or stress of the preceding or following vowels, Brit. *dr* became regularly *jr* and then developed as did *jr*<gr; and that *cdr* etc. are really from *catro-*, either not connected with *Belatucaadrus* or else an unexplained secondary development in Brit. from older *cadro-*. *Coazrel* may be a late loan after Brit. *dr->jr*. *Carawys*, etc., have already been explained. As to the date, it is significant that Late Brit. *cateira*<cathedra was borrowed into Irish as OL. *cathair* (cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 569), and that this is a First Group loan as is proved by the dental being *th* in the Irish, not [d] spelt *t*; if so, one made before the time when lenition occurred in Late British, and dating before the middle of the fifth century along with the other First Group borrowings. The examples of *Belatucairo* quoted may again be early instances. This would seem to suggest that *dr>jr* happened comparatively early in British,¹ and that it is not connected with lenition, so that an intermediary *dr* need not be postulated at all, nor a falling together with *gr* as such. In that case *coazrel<quadrellum* need not be a particularly late loan, not later than the fifth century.

(2) *-dl*. Here satisfactory instances are lacking, cf. Loth, RC. xxxviii, 49-50, whose examples are not very convincing. One would expect *il* as with *dr*, and so Loth thinks; and no doubt contemporary with it. Morris Jones gives the same complicated theory as for *dr*, but again fails to carry conviction; his proof of *dl>dil* in *bodlon* is once more a question of a secondary group.

(3) *-dn*. A development parallel to that of *dr*, *dl* might be expected. Lewis derives W. *arcaid*, *cywain* from *areyedno-* and *couedno-*, the 1st sg. present being *arweiddaf*, *cyweiddaf*; and rejects Morris Jones' *yegh* (Hen Gerddi Crefyddol, Cardiff (1931), p. 121). Cf. LP. p. 362. However, Pedersen states that *dn* before the accent gave simply *n* without *i* (VKG. i, 113, LP. p. 37; cf. Lewis' views on *carawys* above, no doubt suggested by this); e.g. W. *blynedd*<Brit. *blyndiðas*; W. *eleni*, B. *hevlene*, W. *erllynedd*, B. *warlæne*, containing Brit.

¹ But note the *Adron* of Ravennas, a river in northern Britain, equated with MW. *Aeron* by Ifor Williams, BSRC. p. 22.
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*bldniːai*. Morris Jones' W. bōn < *budno- depends on his own individual accentuation. If $dn > ĵn$ in arwain, cywain is correct, it is likely to be contemporary with $dr > ĵr$ and presumably $dl > ţl$; $dn > n$ in pretonic syllables must therefore be older.

(4) -dm-. This gives $d˘µ$ by lenition, whence W. $ddf$; e.g. Brit. *admēno-*MW. adswyn. There is not $dm > mm$ here like $db > bb$, because $m$ is not a stop; nor $dm > ĵm$ or $īµ$, because the group is not homorganic. Latin admissus (equus) > W. emys looks at first sight irregular; it can hardly be parallel to blynedd, in view of addswyn, and in any case *efys would be expected if it were. But $dm$ was assimilated to $mm$ in VL., as in die d’menica > *diemmenna, see Richter, CPF, p. 148, who dates this fourth to sixth century; and we must therefore postulate a VL. *ammissus* here.

§ 72. IE. and Latin $d$ after Sonants

(1) IE. $ld$ appears as $l$ in WCB., the Welsh $l$ being, of course, $λ$ (see § 91). E.g. W. coll, OC. collet, B. koll: English holt. This had occurred already in British, as in Calleva (AI; Ptol. καλένοα; Rav. Caleba; with all < *ald < *id): W. celli, OC. kelli, OB. celli: English holt. Gaulish, however, apparently keeps the $ld$; e.g. Caldis, Caldeniacum, Holder, ACSpZ. i, col. 690; Maldua, ii, col. 394. The DAGVALDA of an inscription at Housesteads was not a Briton, and the form is therefore irrelevant to British (CIL. vii. no. 692; see Eph. Ep. ix. p. 592).

Latin $ld$ seems to have been treated partly as IE. $ld$, partly as IE. $lt$. The former is seen in VL. cal’dus > W. call, OC. cal; the latter in VL. sol’dus > W. sullt, OC. sola, B. saout, and VL. cal’daria > MW. callauer, OC. callor, B. kaofer (§ 54. 1). One would suppose that cal’dus was borrowed before $ld > ll$ in Brit., and the others after; but if so, it would have to be a very early loan, since Calleva occurs as early as Ptolemy. However, it is not impossible. One would hardly expect Latin $ld$ to give $ll$ in Brit. if Brit. had by now no $ld$; sound-substitution by the native $lt$ would be more natural in that case, as clearly actually happened later.1 Loth tries to solve the difficulty by postu-

---

1 In fact -$lt- occurs in British Latin, in Ox. 2, f. 44a: *da mihi cibum . . . et ego dabo tibi solutum*; which is *solidus* > *sol’dus* > *soltus*.
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lating a VL. *callus < cal'dus (ML. pp. 142-3), but this is a guess.

When l - d came together in Pr.W. by syncope there was no assimilation; Pr.W. l - d < Brit. l - t gave MW. ld or lt; and Pr.W. l - d < Brit. l - d likewise. So humilitatem > MW. usylltawd; maledictio > Pr.W. *maledict > Mod.W. melltith (p. 269).

(2) IE. and Latin rd became Pr.WCB. rd by lenition, and this remains. E.g. W. bardd, OC. barth, B. barz ; Gaul. bardos.

On nd see §§ 111 ff.

§ 73. IE. and Latin ¹ g

The palatal and velar varieties of IE. g and their aspirate forms all became simple g in Common Celtic, and Latin g fell together with this in British. The history of the IE. labiovelars, both simple and aspirate, is unclear in some details, and need not be discussed here, since instances are treated under the separate sounds which developed from them in British—namely b, g, and y according to circumstances (and see also § 90). On some apparent cases of initial gw-, both from the ordinary guttural and the labiovelar, see L.P. pp. 28, 34.

(1) Initially, Brit. g- remained, except in lenition position. As to names in English, the exact history of initial antevocalic

¹ Intervocal VL. gs, gi became že, ži in the first to second century, the ž being lost in the second to fourth before or after e or i; initially and after a consonant, however, they gave že, ži in the first to second century, becoming dié, die in the fifth to sixth; see Richter, CPF. pp. 72, 97, 189. VL. gj became j internally in the first to second century, the j being lost after a and e before stressed o and u in the third to fifth century, but after a consonant it gave z in the first to third century, > dz in the fifth to sixth. See CPF. pp. 65, 93, 125, 189. G in these cases thus fell together with dz and j. Other intervocal Gallo-Lat. g remained in VL. until the fifth to sixth century, when in iga, iqa, uga and all cases of go, gu it was lost. But in some cases of gu the g was dropped in the first to second century; op. cit. pp. 79, 170, 183, 186-7. There is no trace in Brit. of the VL. z, dz. For j and loss of g, these coincided in some cases with the results of Brit. lenition, so that it is not really possible to say whether a word was borrowed into Brit. with the VL. change or not, but of course the developments of the fifth to sixth centuries are not likely to be reflected in Brit. W. Awañ may well be from VL. Añeta, which is known from the second century. For another possible exception see pp. 449-50. But it makes a more satisfactory hypothesis if we assume that not only some but all Lat. g was normally borrowed as [g] and fell together with the Brit. g.
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AS. *g*- is not quite clear, though it is agreed that before back vowels the result is *g*-, and before front vowels *y*-, in Mod. Engl. It is written *y* in AS., but the question is what phonetic values this represents. According to K. Büllbring, *Altenglisches Elementarbuch* (Heidelberg, 1902), p. 20, it was [ʒ] before back vowels and [j] before front ones. Compare also E. Kieckers, *Altenglische Grammatik* (Munich, 1935), pp. 59 ff. Förster holds that AS. had no initial antevocalic [g] until the eleventh century (see FT. pp. 190-91). J. Wright treats the sound as [j] before front vowels, but as [ʒ] before back vowels only in the oldest AS., and afterwards as [g] (Old English Grammar, Oxford, 3rd ed. 1925, p. 10). However, Luick offers an ingenious suggestion which solves a number of difficulties, including some concerning alliteration in AS. verse; briefly, he thinks that Pr. AS. had [g]- before back vowels and [ɡj]- before front vowels, both written ʒ, and that the [ɡj] became [j] in the tenth century but the [g] remained; HGES. § 633.

In British borrowings in English, Y- appears when the following vowel was a front one in AS.; so Rom.-Brit. *Gariennos* (Ptol.) or *Garianno* (ND.) > AS. *ʒerne* > Yare (Norf.), Ekwall, RN. p. 477; and possibly Pr. W. *ʃarw* > AS. *ʃearwe* > ME. *yarwe* > Yarrow (Lan.), cf. *op. cit.* pp. 478-9. There is no very good evidence for Brit. *g*- before AS. back vowels, but Förster proposes such names as Gannel (Cornw.), Garren (Heref.), Gowy (Ches.), and Gowan (Wes.), which are all doubtful, since their etymologies, and therefore language, are uncertain. He takes the [g] in these as of necessity meaning that they were borrowed after the eleventh century, when AS. now had [ɡ]- on his view; but this is out of the question on historical grounds for Gowy and Gowan.1 He thinks that before that time initial [ɡ]- had to be sound-substituted by [k], as it was internally, and sees this in Cover (WRY.), which he relates to W. *gofer*, C. *gover*, "stream" (therefore Pr. W. *Gober*); but this derivation is hazardous. Moreover, in that

1 Gannel in Cornwall, and Garren, which is in Ergyng, might well be late; Förster's Gelt (Cum.) could theoretically be due to the influx of Cumbrians in the tenth to eleventh century.
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case one would expect *Chare and *Charrow instead of Yare and Yarrow. The lack of any certain examples of [k] substitution initially, and—if we accept them—the appearance of [g] in Gowy and Gowan borrowed in the seventh century, suggest that Luick is right, and that AS. ȝ always represented [g] initially before back vowels, the British [g] in that position being borrowed as such. If so, Yare, Yarrow, and others would have been taken in with AS. [ȝ], later giving [j]. If not, we must suppose that the British ȝ was sound-substituted by [j] initially before front vowels, as in Yare, and by [ȝ] initially before back vowels, the latter afterwards becoming [g], as perhaps in Gowan. The situation with intervocal Pr.W. [g] is quite different, since AS. certainly had no [g] here, and had to substitute [k]; see § 137. Substitution by initial [k] is without any real foundation.

(2) In lenition position initial ȝ- became Late Brit. ȝ-. This remained through the Pr.WCB. period, but was subsequently lost in Welsh and Cornish, and was unvoiced to [χ], written c'h, in Modern Breton; however, it is always written ȝ- in OWCB. The fact that the ȝ was not lost in Breton shows that it still existed at the time of the separation of Pr.W., C., and B., and therefore in all three of them; in W. and C. it must have become softened and weakened until totally dropped; in Breton it gradually became voiceless, but this can hardly

1 Ernault describes Mod.B. c'h- here as "softer" than c'h-<cc, and says that it might be written gh-. (Petite Grammaire bretonne, p. 6). The examples in P. Le Roux, Atlas linguistique de la Basse-Bretagne (Paris, 1924 ff.) show a weakly voiced [h] in most dialects beside [χ] in a few; e.g. maps 202, 216, 232, etc. It might seem, then, at least in some dialects, that ȝ- was never completely unvoiced. (It now appears from the work of the Abbé Falc'hun, see particularly his Le Système consonantique du breton (Rennes, 1951), pp. 39 ff., etc., that Le Roux's [h] is a voiced laryngeal h in some dialects and [ȝ] in others; and, though not enough details are given to make the situation perfectly clear, that this voiced sound is probably secondary, a re-voicing of older [χ] as an aspect of a general secondary voicing of voiceless spirants in many B. dialects in internal or external sandhi (including when they follow t or r), which has been demonstrated by Falc'hun. Thus c'hoar, "his leg," < gar has the laryngeal h in Leon, op. cit. p. 92; but so have see'hâ, "to dry," W. ski'hoar, op. cit. p. 41, c'hoar, "his sister," <c'hoar, ibid., and he c'hi, "her dog," <ki, op. cit. pp. 86-7, none of which ever had ȝ-. The Mod.B. c'h is thus often a misleading spelling, and some writers have tried to substitute g'h in these cases, op. cit. p. 42.] Cf. §§ 87-8 below.
have taken place during the OB. period as it is never so spelt. On the date of the loss of \( \text{-}\) see further p. 438.

(3) Internally in lenition position \( \text{-}g\) - also became \( \text{-}\) first in Late Brit., but its further history is more complicated. Previous writers (except Baudis) have treated the loss of \( \text{-}\) as if it were one single simple phenomenon; e.g. Förster states merely that intervocal \( \text{-}\) was dropped about 700 (FT, p. 175), Loth that it was lost intervocally from the end of the eighth century while remaining till the end of the tenth in contact with a consonant (VVB, p. 15).\(^1\) Actually several positions must be distinguished, as in the following sections.

§ 74. At the Beginning of the Second Element of Compounds

This is a privileged position, consonants being treated almost as if in absolute lenited initial: cf. pp. 345, 367, 514, 579. This is true not only intervocally but also in the case of original \( \text{-}gl\), \( \text{-}gr\), \( \text{-}gn\), where the resulting \( \text{-}\) behaves as if it were initial, and does not become \( i\) and combine with the preceding (composition) vowel into a diphthong as it did in \( \text{-}gl\), \( \text{-}gr\), \( \text{-}gn\) in absolute inlaut (cf. §§ 84 ff.). So, for instance, Brit. *Röðoglannn > Pr.W. *Rudglann (OW. Rudglann) > Mod.W. Rhuddlan, not *Rhuddelan.\(^2\) On the \( \text{-}\) when after Pr.WCB. \( \text{-}\), \( \text{-r}\), \( \text{-n}\), \( \text{-d}\), \( \text{-d}\) see sub-section (3) below.

Consequently, the history of lenition \( \text{-}\) - here is much the same as that of lenition \( \text{-}\) at the beginning of words, as described just above; however, it did not become \( c'h\) in Breton in this case, but was lost as in W. and C.

(1) The \( \text{-}g\) = [\( \text{-}\)] is still regularly written in OW. in these

---

\(^1\) Loth regards AC. as more conservative than the Glosses in its preservation of \( \text{-}\) (RC. li, 27); but this will not stand the test of inspection.

\(^2\) The reason why there was no diphthongisation was evidently partly that the composition vowel was already lost by the time it could occur. Where the preceding vowel is not a mere composition one, and remained, diphthongisation did take place; *so-gwino. *so-gwisnæ gave Pr.W. *hoiyn, *wiyn, which then became haei, ywini by internal vowel affection; see §§ 157, 173. In Nennius’ Urbagen (sic leg.) = urba-yan, there is in any case the question of diphthongisation, though the composition vowel exceptionally remains, because the \( \text{-}\) is antevocalic (see further BBCS. vii, 388). On the history of \( \text{-}\) at the beginning of the second element of compounds coming after \( \text{-r}\), \( \text{-d}\), \( \text{-n}\), \( \text{-d}\) by loss of composition vowel see sub-section (3) below.
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instances; and this is true indifferently whether antevocal or in -3l-, -3r-, -3n-, and applies to verbal as well as nominal compounds. Examples: di-gal, AC. 880; Arth-gen, AC. 807, Gen. xxvi; Rud-glann, AC. 795; Arth-gal, Gen. v; Art-gloys, Gen. xxvi; am-gnaubot, Ovid; Cat-gabail, HB. c. 65; Dubglas, var. Du-glas, HB. c. 56; guird-glas, M.Cap.; guor-gnim, Juv. 9; dir-gatisse, M.Cap.; da-gatte, M.Cap.; di-gatma and di-gatmaou, Ovid; etc., etc. The only certain case of not writing g in this position in OW. before the time of the Book of Llandaff seems to be lu-ird, M.Cap., for *lubgirth = läubzirth, pl. of *lubgarth. If Buell (HB. cc. 48, 49, 73; Mod.W. Buellt) is from *bougelit- (Loth, RC. ii, 17), this would be another example; if Camlann, AC. 537, is really from Rom.-Brit. Camboglanna (cf. Modern Philology, xliii, 56), here is another; and if trynit (Augustine De Trinitate verses, a.d. 1085–91) does contain an OW. *gnit, as Williams thinks it may (National Library of Wales Journal, ii, 73), it would be still another, but this is doubtful.

One must bear in mind that the writing of g in this position may be due to the consciousness of the simplex; and the fact that it is missing in luird, where it might have been forgotten that the word is a compound, may be significant. Camlann could be explained as a pronunciation spelling, the scribe knowing it only orally, perhaps in a traditional poem. In other words, the constant writing of g is not absolute proof that 3 still existed here. The suggestion put forward elsewhere that Catgabail is a play on Catamail, if correct, would at least imply that the 3 was not sufficiently strong in the middle of the seventh century to spoil a pun—for what that is worth. It is clear at any rate that 3 lasted later than the dropping of the composition vowel (mid sixth century, see § 195), because -nol- syncopates here to -n'1- → -nll-, whereas -nogl- → -no3l- gave -n'3l- → -nl-, the profection which caused syncope -n'l- to become -nll- having been prevented by the 3 in the case of -n'3l-; hence it must still have existed at that time. Moreover,

[1 A. G. Turner's derivation of Foden (So.) from *Bouelt < *boyogetl- (BBCS. xiv, 117) is hardly probable in view of the early forms of the names.]

* JCS. i, 69.
names borrowed in AS. show the preservation of $\grave{z}$. Examples: Pr.Cumb. *Dw(ð)glæs* > Douglas (Lan.), and *Glængles* > Glangles (Cum.), both seventh century; $^1$ see Ekwall, RN. pp. 129-33, 173. On the other hand in Devil’s Water (Nb.), possibly early seventh century; Divelish, Devil’s Brook (Dor.), Dowlish (So.), and Dowles Brook (Wo.-Shr.), all second half of the seventh century; and in Dalch and Dawlish Water (Dev.), both eighth century; the $\grave{z}$ is missing. As Ekwall indicates, $\grave{z}$ may have been lost early in these because it came in the crowded consonant group -hl- (RN. p. 132). It is notable, too, that in DLV. (c. 840) the Pr.W. *Unȝust* is written Unust (KW. p. 177), whereas the Ol. Denȝus, Ferȝus, Flæitheȝus are spelt Dengus, Fergus, Fladgus—the Ol. $\grave{z}$ lasted much longer than the OW., and was no doubt a stronger sound.

The evidence for Pr.W. and OW. then appears to show that $\grave{z}$- of the beginning of the second element of a compound was certainly not lost in the sixth century; that it may have been weakened as early as the seventh century (Divelish, etc., and Catgabait; contrast Douglas and Glangles); and may have been lost, at any rate in certain circumstances, by the ninth (*lurid*, Unust, perhaps Bult) and tenth centuries (perhaps Camlann); but the almost constant writing of it all through the OW. period is a strong presumption that it was not normally completely dropped until the eleventh or twelfth century. Cf. p. 437. Since $\grave{z}$- in lenition position in absolute initial had a similar history, as we have seen, it would be reasonable to date its loss too at about this time.

(2) For Old Cornish the available evidence is inadequate. Un-gust in Bodm. § 19 (a.d. c. 1000) shows -$\grave{z}$- still written, and in the very name in which it was inaudible to the scribe of DLV. in its OW. form about 840. On the other hand in Voc.C. it is missing in kyn-uf and law-arth (the sg. of the same word as OW. lurid). So far as this goes, it would be consistent with an eleventh-century date for the loss of $\grave{z}$ at the beginning of the second element of compounds in Cornish.

Old Breton: note ro-gotetic (Sedul., ninth century); di-glæs (Berne, ninth to tenth century); guu-goioou, mor-gablou (Vat. $^1$ On Rom.-Brit. Regulhian > AS. Reculf see § 140.
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Reg. 296 Oros., tenth century); di-glo (Orl.CC., late tenth to eleventh century); but baran-res (Eutych., ninth to tenth century); bu-orth (Paris 3182 CC., eleventh century). As with Cornish, this is insufficient; but seems to suggest the ninth to tenth century as the period of fading and the eleventh as that of total loss.

(3) When ʒ- at the beginning of the second element of a compound came to stand by syncope of the composition vowel immediately after -l, -r, -n (and -nt > -nh), -d, or -dʒ in Pr.W., the result is (at least in some cases) W. ʒ, whether the following vowel was a back or a front one. The same seems to have happened to some extent in CB. This is obviously connected with the similar development in W. of original -lg-, -rg- to -lʒ-, -rʒ-, on which see § 87 (2) (not, of course, of Brit. -ng-, as this was [ŋ], nor of -lg- or -dg-, since these gave geminates early). Only, in CB, original -lg- and -rg- became -lch- and -rch- (see §§ 87, 88), not -lʒ-, -rʒ-; the reason for the different treatment is presumably that when ʒ- was at the beginning of the second element of a compound it was less subject to the influence of the preceding sound than in an original group, and also that the development to lch and rch had begun before the time of syncope. The whole question needs further investigation.


1 Cf. Baudis, Gr. p. 91; Morris Jones, WG. p. 163. The examples given by J. Lloyd-Jones in Féliscrhibium Tórna (ed. S. Pender; Cork, 1947), pp. 83 ff., suggest that these are not the only consonants; note his cipail, gremial, tarial, ruchial, etc. Some at least of these, if not all, are, however, probably late secondary compounds.

2 Note that here also there is some evidence for ʒ- in W. instead of ʒ-, -rʒ-.
§ 75. Absolute Internal Intervocal British and Latin g

This became first ʒ by Late British lenition, see §§ 131 ff.

In certain cases the ʒ then became ʒ, falling together with and sharing the history of British ū. This seems to have happened certainly in agu, ogu, ugu, perhaps equ and iqu, i.e. in those cases where the g was followed by u; possibly sometimes when preceded by u, but the examples of this are uncertain. It is presumably due to some degree of labiovelarisation of the ʒ caused by the u.1 According to Pedersen oğ- before a retained vowel (i.e. in the British antepenultimate or further back) gave oğ- in British, that is to say, without any following u being involved (VKG. i, 98, LP. p. 29), but the evidence offered is inadequate.2 The same ū from ʒ also occurs in Brit. ãg, which became first ūʒ>ū; but not in Brit. òg.

(1) British agu. W. llaw, OB. lau, “small”; ἔλαχις. See Y Beirniad, vii, 187. C. maw, B. maō; Gaul. Magu-; cf. Loth, RC. xxxi, 143. The existence of a Pr.W. *maw seems supported by the inscriptions CHIC. no. 408, mid to later sixth century, VEDOMAVI, and no. 365, end of the sixth century, MAVOHE(NI), the latter presumably from Brit. *Magusenos. W. fraw in frawyd, OB. faw, from Latin fāgus, need an intermediary VI. *fāgus, cf. sub-section (7) below; note that this suggests that Latin -us preserved its vocalic quality in this instance, presumably falling together with British u-stem -us

1 Pedersen (VKG. i, 99) thought that Brit. *tegoslonu-g>W. teulu has ū<ʒ, in contrast to OW. telu, OC. teilu, on which see op. cit. p. 522, and § 84 below. But W. teulu is a late form, with vowel harmony, from early MW. teiu (cf. LP. p. 23), and OW. teiu is a spelling for teilu; cf. Baudis, Gr. p. 95. Thus no ū enters the case at all.

2 The examples are OB. rogueu gl. swrie (Lax.), W. rheuyl, and W. euol<IE. *oghî< *oghî. The reading of the former is uncertain (cf. RC. xiii, 240), but if the MS. really has rogueu, and if this is the same as rheuyl, it must, of course, be an error for *rogeu-[roweul]; the ū here cannot be original ū, which became ū (in those cases where this change did occur) much earlier, and is common WCB. In LP. Pedersen produces no evidence that the word had original ū; in VKG. he suggested: Ir. roğ- “anadelmen” Lat. rogare, but it seems highly doubtful and appears to have been dropped by LP. As for euol, it has IE. ĝ³g, and like IE. ĝ³ this seems to have given -g- internally, so that a stage *oghî is unnecessary (cf. Baudis, Gr. p. 90). Examples where Brit. ū-g certainly did not become ūg are given below, p. 445.

Sle teg-, and read so by all authorities but Macalister.
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and not with o-stem -ös, and cf. on ingroup below. OW. gyragun (Chad 2), MW. ounu, appears not to have g>y; but this is from an older *gurogom, and in any case the analogy of the many parts of the verb where the g was not before u would no doubt have preserved it.

(2) British ogu. C. mowes, B. maouez, and W. meu-my appear to come from a stem *mo-go-, the bye-form of *magu-; cf. LP. p. 29; the former from a Brit. *moquisa, the latter from *moquis Dievi.

(3) British igma. Here not only did the ʒ become u, but the u gave o, resulting in a falling together with Pr.WCB. ou; presumably, therefore, there was a stage ouu. MW. Llweu is certainly the cognate of Gaul. Lugas, Ir. Lugh, which is definitely a u-stem; it must have passed through *Loeux, since *Lugas should give W. *Lléw; cf. § 46. 3. Lewis and Pedersen give MW. gleow, C. golow, B. goulou; W. lleow; B. gwerelaoun; OW. lôber, W. lônfer; and W. iau, OC. ieu, B. ieu; as examples to show that ug of itself became ou, i.e. regardless of whether a followed, though admitting that this did not happen in W. ilw, B. le: Ir. luighe (LP. p. 29). But the derivation of golo, etc. and of lleow, gwerelaoun, lôber, etc. is uncertain; cf. Pokorny (Urg. pp. 132-3), who takes the stem to be from IE. *ployi-. If so, these are to be separated from the name Lugas and Llweu. As to iau, etc., the word is regarded by Pedersen as British, therefore *iugoi-, comparing Gaul. Verîgudumnuus; cf. Morris Jones, WG. pp. 108-9. However, Thurneysen proposes that it is simply borrowed from Latin ignum (IF.Anz. xxvi, 26), and this would provide us with igma; cf. on faquis above.

When the ugu was part of the first element of a compound the result in MW. Mod.W. is yw, not eu-; cf. § 48. 2 on ou>yw.

---

3 Baudis thinks meadeu has au>eu “in derivation” (Gr. p. 43); Pokorny takes mowes and maouez as cases of his ou>au in CB. (cf. § 48.1), deriving them from Brit. ma(g)u (sic); IF. xxxviii, 193.

8 In OC. *ian would be expected; iau is probably one of the (early M.)W. forms in Voc.C.; cf. JCS. i, 75-6. The e in B. ieu is difficult, but Vannetals has iau.

* Foy's *inëi>*iog (ZCP. iii, 272) will not do, because this would give W. *ie; cf. fuge=W. ffe.
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So Brit. *Lugubelinos, *Lugumarcos, *Lugwuailjon 1 give MW. Llywelyn, Llywarch, Llivedlyd (with i for y, cf. Cymm. xxviii, 59). That this developed secondarily from an older oy, rather than directly as ugu > uy > yw, seems proved by Late Brit. or Pr.B. Lococatus, A.D. 509-21 (see p. 14), which is clearly for earlier *Lugucatus. The ou form is seen in OW. Loumarch (Lland. pp. 222, 223, 240), and the yw in OW. Leumarch (Lland. p. 218, probably with iw spelt eu, see p. 283, n. 2), and OW. Livelin (Lland. p. 278, second half of eleventh century). 2 See § 65.

(4) British egw. W. tew, C. tew, B. teo: Ir. tíugh are to be derived from *tegy- (cf. LP. p. 30), and are an example, therefore, of IE. gy, giving y in Brittonic: but as the Ir. tíugh is a U-stem possibly we should reckon rather with *tegyus > *tegyus > *tegus. 3 The stage eu must in any case be later than the time when IE. ey fell together with oy in Celtic; it is a British development. On Regubium see § 140; the word is probably Brit. *Ro-gubion, and hence not relevant here.

(5) A possible example of British ign is W. rhelyn, see § 56.

(6) The evidence that 3 after u would become y just as it did before it is less satisfactory; some of it has been discussed just above. It certainly did not do so in Lat. fuga > Late Brit. *foza > W. fo, C. fo. The derivation of W. llwyych, llewych from *lugisk- (cf. WG. p. 109) is uncertain, and depends on the same factors as that of golu etc. The best case seems to be Lat. pugillares > MW. peullawr, which must have passed through *puvillares > *pou'llær; OL. pólaire. On ugi see below.

(7) Apart from gu and ug the other situation in which Brit. g > 3 resulted in y is in âg. According to Pedersen, the Late Brit. ãg gave W. aw, CB. [ð] (i.e. it simply lost its 3 and behaved

1 On this name see JRS. xxxvii, 57.
2 Loth takes Luagach in Lland. p. 221 as for Luag(m)ach, and regards it as very archaic (RC. xi, 25 n.). But this is impossible, since the development of 3 > y must be much older than this document (which is dated A.D. 955), not to mention the loss of composition vowel. In the same way he interprets Luqbi in Lland. p. 76 as being from *Łagūqios, giving MW. Llywy (Lland. Llqvi, Leqvi, Leu); but this, too, is incredible, both because of the g and of the b. Pr.W., or OW. g could not be written b, still less could u be.
3 Cf. CC. kyâ > CC. ka, § 63; and compare Loth, Revue Archéologique, xxv, 4th ser. (1914), p. 208, though his accentuation is unnecessary and unexplained; and see Bandis, Gr. pp. 44, 94.
as ʊ) when in the British penultimate, but developed as ɔu when in the antepenultimate (VKG, i, 100, LP. p. 30). It presumably did this through ʊu, and so fell together with ʊu from āu, on which see §§ 46. 6; 48. 4. An example of the first appears to be Brit. 3rd sg. *d̪o-aget>*d̪a-get>Late Brit. *d̪οz̄et>Pr.WCB. *d̪οz>W. daw, C. due, B. deu, "comes"; contrasted with the 1st sg. *d̪o-agami>*d̪a-agami>Late Brit. *d̪οz̄am̪i>Pr.W. *d̪oym̪>W. deuaf.¹

Any other evidence for Pedersen's ʊg>ʊz>W. aw, etc., seems lacking, and on the contrary there are definite examples of ʊg>ɔu in the British penultimate as well as the antepenultimate. These are as follows: MW. goreu, "did", <IE. *upoproāge (so Pedersen himself, VKG. ii, 545). Latin pāgus>W. peu. OC. pou (see BBCS. ix, 322-3), MC. pou, OB. pou; the CB. forms are clear cases where ʊu did not develop into eu, eo (see § 46. 6). Latin fāgus seems to have become first *fāgus, as already remarked, sub-section (1) above, whence Late Brit, *faz̄us>*faz̄us in W. *ffaw in ffawydd (for ffaw-ywdd, VKG. i, 221 ²), OB. fav (Cart.Red. pp. 105, 136, 217), Mod.B. fao. There is, however, also OB. fou, Mod.B. faun (see § 46. 6), which need fāgus>Late Brit. *faz̄us>*faz̄us. Note that here too ʊu did not develop into B. eo.

In the antepenultimate, Brit. ʊg evidently fell together with Brit. ʊu (pace Baudūš, see footnote 1). In addition to deuaf, examples are: *brāgant->Mod.W. breuant; ² Pāgēnēs>Paunys (cf. Lloyd-Jones, BBCS. ii, 298; Förster, FT. p. 609; Förster's difficulties over pretonic VL. ʊ are unnecessary, as shortening in that position is by no means universal). In the second case, Late Brit. *pāgeses>*pāgeses>Pr.W. *powes>

¹ Baudūš treats deuaf as having aw>e in "in derivation" (Gr. p. 95): but aw<ʊ never gives eu in such cases.
² Förster's theory (FT. p. 812) that ffawydd is ffaw-ywdd would imply that this happened in Mod.W., when the MW. *ffau had become Mod.W. *ffau. A parallel case of shortening of ʊg in a Latin word is plāgō>plāgō>WCB. pla; Förster proposes that this is due to shortening in a form like plāgāre, i.e. when the ʊ was pretonic (FT. p. 813). We may suggest that the reason why *plāgō did not develop into *plauya whereas *fāgus did to *fauys is precisely because the ʊg is before u in the latter and not in the former.

² OB. Breuan, OC. brianns are explained in LP. p. 31 as from *bryunt-, with reduced grade r>ri.
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*pōuīs > MW. Powys =pōuis; see §§ 48. 2; 65. Latin quadrāqēsima > W. carawys and vāqīna > gwein have pretonic shortening of VL. ā.

(8) On the date of g > y in all these cases, the presumption is that it happened after g had been lenited to j (cf. FT. p. 62). The forms Luguvallum in the Antonine Itinerary and Lagubalum in Ravennas show, in effect, that it had not yet occurred in the third and fourth centuries; and since Latin words undergo the change equally with British, it was subsequent to the borrowing period. Fuga > *fōja > W. ffo, C. fo indicates that it was after the time of final ā-affection (first half or middle of the fifth century, see § 154), as otherwise there would be MW. *ffeu, C. *fow. It is common to W., C., and B., and therefore not younger than the sixth century. Actually the form Lovocatus referred to above shows its existence as early as 509–21; the inscriptions VEDOMAVI and MAVOHE(NI) seem to point to it in the later sixth century. The most probable conclusion is that the rise of y took place at the beginning of the sixth century, shortly after lenition had turned g into j and as a direct consequence of it.

(N.B.—The cult of the god *Mogunos, *Moguns (and pl. *Moguntes), worshipped in northern England by units of the Roman army, was evidently introduced from the Rhineland, doubtless by the army. Cf. APOLLINI GRANNO MOGOVNO (CIL. xiii, pt. 2, no. 5315, near Colmar); MOVNO (ibid. pt. 3, no. 10012, 19, on pots; cf. Thurneysen, ZCP. xiv, 10); and the city Moguntiacum, Mainz. Hence the forms DEO MOVNO (CIL. vii, no. 997, Risingham), DEO MOVNTI (ibid. no. 321, Plumpton Wall), and DIS MOVNTIBVS (ibid. no. 1036, High Rochester), beside DEO MOGONTI (ibid. nos. 958, Netherby, and 996, Risingham), have no relevance to British phonetics; the loss of g here is either a Gaulish development or a VL. one; cf. p. 433, n. 1.)

1 Förster says this means it must have been complete at latest in the fifth century (FT. p. 62), which is contrary to all the evidence about Pr. WCB.; cf. pp. 18 ff. above.
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§ 76.

In those more numerous cases when intervocal ליק from British and Latin леж did not become ဗ in Late British, it remained at first in WCB., and was subsequently lost, leaving a hiatus which might or might not be contracted. The date of the loss varies according to the nature of the surrounding sounds in the Pr. and O. stages of WCB., and these will be considered individually below. First, a few examples:

Brit. *dago-, "good ", >OW. da (HB. c. 49, see BBCS. xi, 44), WCB. da; the -g is still present in OW. Cunedag, HB. c. 62, but elsewhere there is only OW. Cuneda (HB. c. 14; Gen. i, iii, xvii, xviii, xxvi, xxxii). Brit. *drugeo- > W. dræn, OC. drain, Mod.C. drēn, Mod.B. drean, > Ir. draigean. Brit. *magestu- > early MW. ma|es, later maes; C. mês, B. meaz. Brit. *broga > WCB. bro, > Gaul. broga. Lat. fuga > W. ffo, C. fo, see above. Brit. *troget- > W. troed, OC. truit, MC. troys, Mod.B. trowd, > τρόξως. The plural, W. traed, is from a proximate *troget; compare *Combrogissā > Cymraes, *Combrogicā > Cymraeg. The change of og to og in these cases has not been satisfactorily explained. Brit. *togatico- > W. to|edig, still uncontracted (no doubt under the influence of the verb stem to-), OB. hanter-to|etic (Lux.). Brit. *trogimā, *tojimā, *yologimā > W. troi, toí, gorei (with the expected affection lacking, see § 162), B. trei, tei, golei (with affection). OB. guotroi gl. demulgitis (Ori.CC.) <*yotrogite? It is noteworthy that in none of these cases does original og- "before a retained vowel " give Brit. ou; contrast p. 440 and footnote 2 there. Brit. *brigā > Late Brit. *brego > WCB. bre, MW. he|af <*segami: Lat. seges. OW. cue|etic (M.Cap.), MW. gwe|edig, < Brit. *yegatico-. Rom.-Brit. Segontium (AL) > OW. Segeint (HB. cc. 25, 66a) > MW. Seint. Brit. *legesa > W. lle|oedd, > λέξα (cf. Holmer, Language, xxiii, 133). Lat. legendum > MW. lle|en, Mod.W. llēn, C. lēn, lēn, B. lēn. CIIC. no. 359, mid or later sixth century, (R)EGIN(I), OW, Regin (AC. 808, 814; Gen. ii, xiii, xiv), late OW. Rein (Life of Cadog, VSB. pp. 78, 80; Life of Padarn, VSB. p. 266; etc.).

According to Morris Jones (WG. p. 86) Brit. e before g plus vowel became i, which involves a good deal of struggling in
various parts of the book to explain cases like those quoted above (and regarded as regular) where the e remained; the theory is rejected as arbitrary by Loth, RC. xxxvi, 144. There are, however, a few instances where eg does seem to have become eg for whatever reason, and some are old, even Common Celtic. So, whereas Brit. *lego- gave W. lle, C. le, (; léχos, cf. Gaul. legasit), the compound with *yo- became W. gweyl, OC. guel, MC. guely, B. gwele, from a proximate *υολιγο-. Lewis and Pedersen appear to regard this as anomalous (LP. p. 30), and Baudis thinks it cannot come from *legos (Gr. p. 95). Another such is W. hy < Brit. *seg-; cf. OW. GURHI in CHIC. no. 979, ninth century, < *Uirosegos. Again, CC. *legos, "house," > OW. tig (Asser c. 30), laith-ti (Lland. p. 124), M. and Mod.W. ty, OC. ti, Mod.C. chy, OB. bow-tig (Entych.), MB. ti (; OI. tech: τέχνος), appear to need an intermediate *tigos; cf. LP. p. 30. 1 The same thing is found in what is seemingly a derivative, CC. *tegernos, "lord" (cf. VKG. i, 99); this appears to have had an early bye-form in *tig-, seen in Gallo-Latin Thigernum Castrum (Thiers), OI. tigernae. So CHIC. no. 325, early sixth century, BIVATIGI(RNI) (see AMCA. p. cxi); 2 no. 408, mid to later sixth century, CATOTIGIRNI; no. 990, seventh century, probably reading TIGERN(I); 3 Tigerno- malus, var. Tegerinomalous, Tegerinomalus in LSS., Prologue § 1, early seventh century; Uurtigernus, Bede. HE. i, xiv (and the AS. loan Wyrtzern from older AS. *Wurtigern); OW. Guorthigernus (AC. Preface, HB. passim), Outigirn(n), Gen. x; Ritigern, Gen. x; Dutigirn, HB. c. 62; Eutigirn (Lland. p. 245); Contigirn, AC. 612 (= Cundiæorn in DLV.). Compare also OB. Gurtiern, Gurdier, Ritier, Uusiuthirn, and the common- nouns machtiern (see Chr.B. p. 167) and tiarn (Cart.Red. p. 169, 1 Holmer explains ty as < *tegi-< *tegos-< dat. sg. *tegos (Language, xxiii, 133), which is based on his own special (and by no means convincing) view of the development of Brit. *-eg. 2 I agree, more or less, with Radford's dating, AMCA. p. xcv. The only basis for Nash Williams' date in the middle or later part of the sixth century (ECMW. p. 63) is his identification of the Paulinus mentioned in it with the Paulinus who died c. 550; but such identifications are exceedingly hazardous and not to be pressed in the face of the epigraphic evidence. Cf. p. 325 on no. 390.) 3 Macalister reads TIGEIRN, but the second I is uncertain.
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A.D. 834, Riuuall tiarni); cf. Tiarnmael (ibid. p. 174, A.D. 868), Tiarnoc (ibid. p. 102, A.D. 814). Side by side with all these, forms in *tegerno- are also found; so CIIC. nos. 404 and 334, both seventh century, TEGERNACVS; 477, seventh century, TEGERNOMALI (Cornwall); OW. Guorthegirnus in the Vatican recension of Nennius passim (MSS. M and N); Uortegirnus in MS. Q passim; Cattegirn, Gen. xxii, xxiii, xxvii; Categirn, HB. cc. 44, 48; and the common-noun early MW. te|yrn, later teyrn, also in MW. names as Cyndeyrn (contrast OW. Contighirn), Gurtheyrn (<Guorthegirn). In OC., Wende|ern (Bodm. § 40, 959-93).

No satisfactory explanation of this alternation of *tegern and *tigern has been proposed. Morris Jones has to explain the form te|yrn as from *tygyn (sic) < *tigern, with γγ > εy by dissimilation (WG. pp. 16, 162-3); but it is clear that the teg-form existed side by side with teg- all through the Pr. and OW. periods. Loth regards it as due to the -γ-, RC. li, 9. Vendryes denies altogether any connection with IE. *teg-, noting that teg- forms of the word actually occur only in Brittonic, and takes these as secondary. He relates it to Ir. tium-bás, W. quedy, translating *tigernos as "he at the front end". W. teyrn he considers to have metathesis for *tyern; but he is unable to explain satisfactorily the tegern-forms, and apparently does not consider the question of *tegos > ty. See his article, Revue des Études Anciennes, xlii, 682-4. Cf. also OW. Ligion, MW. Llion, p. 449.

Brit. *brigantinos > MW. bre|enhin, contracted to brenhin; C. brentyn, brentyn, OB. pl. bribention (Orl.CC.). Here the development is Pr. WCB. *brizontin > *brizentin by internal vowel affeccion, > *brientin in the OB.; the Pr.W. *brizentin would seem to have had vowel harmony > *breizentin. Compare Brit. *brigantia > Pr.W. *brezen't' > brezen't' > MW. bre|eint, breint, side by side with late OW. breycint, breint (Lland. p. 121) which appears to preserve the ıε > ıe. That this vowel harmony may have taken place even before the reduction of ı to i may be indicated by AS. Brezant (705), Brezant (781), = Brentford, and Brazenete (959), the river Brent (Hert.-Mx.), < Brit. *Brignetia (cf. Ekwall, RN. p. 51), presumably through Late
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(N.B.—In W. llyfôn, pl. of llw; llyfodd, pl. of lle; and gwyrif beside gwyr, <virgo; we seem to have ɔ>[v], as noted by Parry-Williams, Phon.WB. p. 94. This is not parallel to, nor necessarily connected with, ɔ>y as described above; simply the voiced spirant v has been substituted for the voiced spirant ɔ. One may compare e.g. MI. bunadhás=[bunāsas],>[bunavas]>[bunūs], the modern pronunciation; or MI. guidhe=[guˈl̥e],>[guˈl̥e]–the modern Northern Irish [gwiːvˈe]. This change of W. ɔ to v must, of course, be older than the general loss of ɔ, but not necessarily much older).

§ 77.

Before ʃ the development of Brit. g is not entirely clear. According to O’Rahilly, Eriu, xiii, 154, -gi– became -i– “in British at an early date, before vowel affection occurred”. This is a priori not very probable, at least not for final vowel affection; and while some of the evidence may seem to bear it out, some does not. For example, the termination MW. –ei, CB. –e in MW. cardotei, “peddler”, gwestei, “guest”, OC.

¹ On the problems of the name Bernicia see Appendix.
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idne gl. auceps, eure gl. aurifer, is apparently from *(s)aqios (cf. VKG. ii, 23 ; Baudis, Gr. p. 40), with vowel affection by i. MW. llei, B. lei < Brit. *laqios : diarow (cf. LP. p. 15, Baudis, Gr. p. 40) are probably not really parallel, since these would be from Late Brit. *laqios > *laqios, with i-affection ; cf. Morris Jones, WG. p. 165. Other cases where vowel affection by i does seem to have taken place are OW. legion (Chad 2) > MW. deon, < Brit. *dagiones (and note that this has internal affection) ; B. le < Brit. *lugio : Ol. luige (n.B. g after u here did not give y). MW. tei < Brit. *tegia (from older *tegesa, according to LP. p. 30 ; 1 from original *tegia according to Holmer, Language, xxiii. 133 ; Morris Jones’ account in WG. p. 165 presupposes his regular eg > ig, but also results in *tegia ; Baudis is unclear, Gr. p. 40 ; see § 1 above). Further, Brit. Lat. *legiones > OW. (Cair) Legion (HB. c. 66a), var. (Cair) Ligion, (Cair) Lion ; Legion (AC. 601), (Cair) Legion (AC. 613) ; MW. Lleon, Lliion (cf. Loth, RC. xxxvi, 180-81). OW. Bregion (HB. c. 56), MW. breon, < Brit. *bregiones. Neither of these seems to show vowel affection, which would at first sight support O’Rahilly’s theory ; i.e. *legiones, *bregiones > *lejones, *brejones, > Lleon, breon ; but the OW. Legion, Bregion clearly prove the existence of the g, and Legion seems to suggest that Lewis’ *legiones > *legones > lleon (EL. p. 41) is not right. The forms Ligion, Llion appear to have the change of eg to ig noted above, but the eg has remained in the others side by side with them.

For igi one would expect WCB. i if the g was preserved, but if it was lost, >igi, there might perhaps result i with hiatus (cf. pp. 359-60) rather than i. Presumably this is what occurred in MW. Llion. The only example of original igi known to me is apparently anomalous. This is Lat. corrigia, which gives MW. currei but also has an OW. bye-form corrini (Ox. 2), which would be MW. *correy. According to Morris Jones (WG. p. 165) and Lewis (EL. pp. 5, 19) currei is from *corregia

1 With this we may compare Willams’ proposal (En. LL. p. 32) that Mod.W. -sai in place-names like Myddfai is from the gen. sg. or the pl. of ma, “field “. This would mean Brit. *magesa, *magesa, since ma is from the Brit. *stem *magesa. If this is correct, we may suggest that the MW. name Gwalchmai is from Brit. *Valcos Magesa, “The Hawk of the Plain “. 
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with Brit. ā-affection. But that ā-affection can be caused by ā is unproven and unlikely (see § 152). The word did, of course, become *corregia in VL., but this is due to the usual change of VL. i to e, which is not normally attested in British Latin (see p. 283). However, it will be seen below (§ 85) that there are some other cases where Latin ēg (before consonants) seems to have been eg in Brit., and possibly we must assume that VL. i did become e in Britain before g, though not in other contexts—because even in Brit. Lat. the g may have been slightly loosened towards j, at least in these words, as it fully was in Continental Latin (cf. pp. 433, n. 1, 462)? If so, correi, and e.g. Nigrinus>*Neirin (§ 85), would have the regular Brit. development of egj, egr. As for *corwuy, it is not impossible that this is a comparatively late loan from the lower level of VL. speakers (see p. 87) or from Continental VL., in which it was already fully *correja, or better still the stage *correi|a of the fifth to sixth century in Gaul (see Richter, CPF. p. 188). *Correi|a would give Late Brit. *correja, whence regularly MW. *corwuy. On a similar development with anticonsonantal ēg see p. 462. We can hardly suppose, with Lewis (EL. p. 19), that Brit. ēg simply gave wy; the case is surely more complicated.

According to LP. (p. 30) āgi became British (rather, Brittonic) ei, comparing Mod.W. beio with Ol. bāqim and Mod.W. treio with Ol. trāg. It is evident that Brit. āg did not become ēg here, since if it did the result would fall together with Brit. āgi (see § 47. 6) and could not give ei. The g must have remained as ʒ here, with vowel affection; but it cannot be affection of āg (Brit. ā is not liable to affection). If the proposed Irish cognates are correct, the British forms would appear to have a shortened vowel, āgi, whatever the explanation may be.

The examples which may support O’Rahilly’s theory are as follows: W. cæ is derived by him from a Brit. *cagio- which would be cognate with Gaul. caio; cf. OW. caiate (Ovid). OB. pl. caios (Lux.). If this had vowel affection the result would be MW. *cei, but O’Rahilly believes *cagio->*caio->cæ. Morris Jones gives the same derivation (WG. p. 165), and also
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*dagionoganim- > W. dæoni; but Pedersen (VKG. i, 97) and Baudis (Gr. p. 95) have a theory which implies that cae is from Pr.W.*caże, which would have had some additional, final, syllable in Brit. (Pedersen, the pl. ending of s-stems; therefore Brit. *cagesa?). This raises difficulties; *cagesa should give *caeddd (cf. § 38 A. 1), or if treated like *tegesa according to Pedersen's theory of MW. tei, then MW. *cei. Certainly if *cagjo- did become *cajo- it would doubtless result in W. cae; and *dagionoganim- > *dajonoʒnuμ- would produce W. dæoni; but Brit. *dagioɛnes > OW. degion, MW. deJon is different. O'Rahtilly derives W. to from *təgojo-; and W. llo from *logios. But this can hardly be correct, since his intermediate *lojo-, *lojo- would surely give W. *toe, *lloɛ or *twy, *llwy, unless we believe with Morris Jones (WG. p. 165) that to and lle are secondary developments from *toe and *lle (cf. § 47. 2 D). Lewis and Pedersen solve the problem more simply by relating to to Latin toga (L.P. p. 29), which is quite probable in itself, i.e. Brit. *təgā. That -ojo- could, in fact, give W. -oe, -wy is proved if we accept Ekwall's suggestion that -abwy in Welsh names like Gwernabwy is cognate with Gaul. Adbogius (R.N. p. 454); if so, there must have been Late Brit. *-abboʒios, and this (if O'Rahtilly's theory applies) would become *-abbojozs, giving however not *-abo but -aboɛ and -abwy. The form *aboɛ is actually found, e.g. Guorhaboɛ in Lland. beside Guorabui, Gurabui, Guorapui. On the development of *-ojoσ to -oe, -wy, cf. § 47. 3.

For ugjo-, affection in *lugjo- > B. le; : Ol. luige, has already been noted. The Welsh cognate llw may well be derived from *lugo-, as Baudis thinks (Gr. p. 94; not from his alternative *lua, which would give *llo); and it should be remarked that neither of these has g > u after n. However, O'Rahtilly takes llw to be directly: le and luige, but without vowel affection, *lugjo- > *lujo- > llw. If there were a stage *lujo- this is more likely to have given *llwy; which is actually postulated by Morris Jones (loc. cit.), who thinks llw a mere derivative of *llw y like his to< *toe, etc. But *llwy > llw is not probable. It hardly seems that O'Rahtilly can be right in this instance, because there could scarcely be vowel affection in the Breton.
if the $g$ were already lost (with O’Rahilly) before the period of vowel affixation, i.e. in Late Brit. More probably *llw has a different suffix, *lugoo-; and this is supported by the plural llyfon, from *lugones rather than *lugiones (on the *l see p. 448).

With *eqi, O’Rahilly derives W. gwee from *uegij-, directly: OL. fige and Gaul. vegiadia; and W. lle <*legij-, directly: OL. lige; that is, through intermediate *ueijo- and *leijo-. But again, the $i$ here would probably not be simply dropped; there would be Pr.W. *-ei, which might either fall together with $i$ or $e$ in W. -wy or -oe, or else remain as -ei. As with to and llw, it is simpler to take gwee and lle as coming from stems without $i$, namely *ueego- and *lego-.

(N.B.—Baudis wishes to explain OW. Guoy, W. Guwy, AS. Weaga, the Wye, as having -egijo- or -ogijo- (Gr. p. 39); he doubtless bases the former on *corregia >corrui, on which see pp. 449-50 above, and the latter apparently on -abwy names. Ekwall rejects -egijo- because of legion- > leon, which is not necessarily decisive by any means, and suggests *Uegijo- with vowel affixion > *Uegijo- (but how that would escape the objection he makes to original *Uegijo- is not explained) > Pr.W. *Weg’ (RN, pp. 453-4). His *Weg’ would most certainly not give W. Guwy, nor anything but *Gwee’; he was confused by the proposed *-udogios >-abwy.)

Where intervocal $g$ and $gi$ did not result in Late Brit. $y$ and $i$ respectively, the $5$ which arose by lenition was later lost, with subsequent contraction in many cases. The examples of this set out above can be divided, from the point of view of Pr.WCB. and OWCB. into certain distinct situations, the history and chronology of which will be discussed in the following sections.

§ 78. $i$ between Front Vowels and after Front Vowels before $i$ in OWCB.

In the early inscriptions the $i$ is always written in names in *tigerno-; also in the Life of St. Samson and in Bede’s Uurtigernus, see p. 446. The last is perhaps from an earlier
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English written source, cf. § 4. 2. In place-names in AS., the ʒ was still distinctly heard when the Saxons reached Brentford and the Brent, in the early sixth century. It was also audible, evidently, much later in the Cundizeorn of DLV., c. 840, =OW. [kɔndizərn]. AS. Wyrtʒeorn, however, having the AS. umlaut (and syncope) which Cundizeorn lacks, looks like an early loan fully acclimatised, whereas Cundizeorn is a contemporary effort to spell a Welsh name by ear.

The ʒ is still often written in OW., in fact more often than not. Some examples have already been given above, § 76. Others are: Egeniuð (Gen. xviii); hēgit (MP.); regenat, quotricusegeticion, scamnhegint (Juvenc.); nouildigi (Chad 2); Lann San Bregit (Lland. p. 43, A.D. 1129; p. 276, early twelfth century). In the Book of Taliesin, p. 45, l. 26, the form tegyrned is evidently copied from an OW. *tegirned, "lords"; the ordinary MW. is telyn. Dignormechis (MP.) is apparently a case of ʒ written as ch. The oldest examples of absence of ʒ are in M.Cap., ninth century: cueetic and diletin. Arcibreno gl. sepulci in Ovid (ninth to tenth century) is taken by Williams as the plural of what in MW. is argyfrein, and he regards the final element as being W. rhain, "stiff" (CA. p. 67). If so, arcibreno not only has loss of ʒ in *rezin>*rezin, but has gone a step further, having contraction to rein, and the diphthong ei spelt e (cf. § 160). Yet in the personal name Regin, which is the same word, the ʒ is still written in the tenth century, though missing c. 1100; see p. 445. The Vatican recension of HB. (A.D. 944) adds quae Brytannicae (i.e. in the vernacular) Cair Lion dicitur to the in Urbe Legionis of the other recensions of HB. c. 56 (see p. 449); in c. 68a it has both Cair Ligion and Cair Lion. The Life of St. Illtud (first half of the twelfth century, VSB. p. 194) gives Rieingulid for the name which earlier would be *Rigeingulid, containing Brit. *Riganti. In the Book of Llandaff there occur, for instance, Lann San Breit (p. 263; the heading of a document of the first half of the eleventh century) beside the L.S. Bregit given above; Lann San Freit (p. 32, A.D. 1128); Cair Lion (p. 30); and in the late "Privilege of St. Teilo" brennin, brenhin, brennin, brenhined (p. 120).
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All this seems to point to the ninth century as the date of the transition. The ʒ was clearly heard by the English in the sixth century, and apparently as late as c. 840 (Cundigeorn); diguormechis shows plainly the existence of a guttural spirant in 820. On the other hand, its absence is twice betrayed by OW. as early as the ninth century, and one ninth to tenth century instance may even have contraction. If so, the numerous cases of g still written in W. as late as the Book of Llandaff are merely archaic traditional spellings, where they are not copyings of early documents. But between front vowels and before ʒ the Late Brit. ʒ was very likely [ʒ'], [ʒ], and was eventually lost through a weak [l], which must have been phonomically distinct from the ʒ spelt ʒ in W.; the [l] may have existed as a kind of glide for a considerable period, capriciously written as g in OW. when it was noticed and omitted when it was not. The probability is, then, that [ʒ'] was becoming weakened to [l] in the ninth century.

For Old Cornish the evidence is inadequate. Wendeern in Bodm., A.D. 959–93, shows loss or at least [l] in the second half of the tenth century. Probably its history was not very different from what happened in Welsh.

Old Breton: the Late Brit.-Pr.B. name Catihernus (A.D. 509–21; see p. 14) is taken by Loth (Chr.B. p. 49) and Baudis (Gr. pp. 33, 127) as containing Brit. *iserno-; but apart from the fact that the stem is *isarno- in Brit., we have seen (§ 39) that the -s- in such a position would long have been totally lost, and it was probably already *hiarno- or the like. The OB. Uuiutiern, which is given by Loth himself as a *tigerno-name (Chr.B. p. 167), suggests that Catihernus is from *Catutigernos = OW. Catégirn, Catégirn, Catigirn, and that ʒ is [ʃ] here, and is dropped in spelling according to the custom of the Merovingian scribes in writing VL. [ʃ].¹ h- being written as a purely scribal vowel separator instead.² I know no examples of g being written in this position in OB.; but always

¹ Cf. C. C. Rice, PhGCL. p. 71; necientia = nepigentia; and the reverse in aligenare = alienare, redigens = rediens. See on Biothanus, etc., below, p. 457.
² Cf. OB. couhann (Cod. Leid. Voss.) beside couann (Cott.CC.), where there is hiatus (there was never a g in this word); and datolaham, mergidkham, see § 80, Brehant § 82.
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e.g. brientinion, -tiern (and -tihern), etc. The one exception known to me is a Latinised form, Elegium in the Life of St. Winwaloe, ii, 12 (Analecta Bollandiana, vii, 227), written c. 880; which, like other names in the Lives of the Saints, may be copied from an early source. Hence for OB, it seems that ʒ must have become [j], if not totally lost, by the ninth century at least; Catihernus need mean only the [j] stage.

§ 79. Final -ʒ after Front Vowels in OWCB.

This includes -ʒ final in the first half of compounds. In -eʒ and perhaps -iʒ the ʒ was quite possibly velar [ʒ], not palatalised, at least when it had been followed by a back vowel in Brit.

(1) After e. Late Brit. *breʒa, Pr.W. *breʒ, "hill", appears as an element in several English place-names. So Pr.W. *Cynibreʒ is AS. Cynibre (charter of 736), Cynefare (charter of 964), =Kinver (Staf.), see Ekwall, Dict. p. 266; Pr.W.*Melbreq is ME. Melver = Mellor (Derb.; Lan.), op. cit. p. 306. The uncompounded word appears in AS. Briu-dun (Bede, HE, v, 23), Breo-dun (AS. Bede, c. 890), =Breedon (Leic.), and in Breo-dun (A.D. 772, 841) =Bredon (Wo.); op. cit. p. 59; also in ME. Bre-hull = Brill (Buck.), op. cit. p. 62. These have the simple Pr.W. word prefixed to an AS. word of the same meaning. Ekwall's *Weg' has already been dealt with, p. 452. In none of these cases of names borrowed from the middle of the sixth to the seventh century is there any apparent trace of the Pr.W. -ʒ-. Morris Jones notes cyffle and anaele rhyming with -eau in BT, p. 70, ll. 10, 12, which he takes to mean that they still have -eʒ; he dates the poem sixth century (Cymm. xxviii, 208), but we must remember that verse may always be more archaic than ordinary speech. For OW., note le in Lland. (p. 79). This very slight evidence may suggest that ʒ in -eʒ was being lost in Pr.W. by the middle of the sixth century.

I know no examples for OC. For OB., note anre in Corp.CC., ninth or tenth century. On tegran (n) see below.

(2) After i. The -ʒ is still written in OW. in Gelhig and guetig (Chad 2, later eighth century), and in guetig (MP., A.D. 820). Tigguocobauc in Asser c. 30 (c. A.D. 890) may be correct.
therefore Tiʒ Guocobauc =MW, *Ty Gogofawc; but the variant reading is Tiguocobauc, i.e. Ti Guocobauc, and the two g's in the text may be an error. Without -ʒ: Gelhi (Chad 1, twice; early ninth century), GURHI in CHIC. no. 979 (ninth century); gueti, guety, Lland. pp. 120, 121. This evidence, such as it is, seems to show -ʒ on its way out in the ninth century.

OC., note ti twice, and clechti, quiseti, in Voc.C.

OB. boutig (Eutych., ninth to tenth century) preserves -ʒ: ti-gutre, ti-quotroulou in Orl.CC. (later tenth to eleventh century) have lost it. The common tig-ran(n), teg-ran(n) in Cart.Red. is probably a stereotyped legal phrase; cf. tegran in Orl.CC. Thus -ʒ in OB. -iʒ seems to have been dropped in the ninth to tenth century.

(3) After i. The ʒ is still present in the early inscriptions, where it is not yet final, whether it was or was not yet final in actual speech; e.g. CHIC. no. 358, VOTEPORIGIS, c. A.D. 550. On AVITORIA see footnote. The Irish spelling Rigullon seems to show its persistence in the seventh century; see p. 393, n. 1. In OW. note dou rig, HB. c. 68. Otherwise, by contrast with -iʒ, it is lacking in OW., even in the oldest sources: R(I)UALLAUN (CHIC. no. 986, probably eighth century), Tatri (Chad 2), quobri (Ovid), Rotri (AC. 754, 877, etc.; Asser c. 80; Gen. i), Clotri (Gen. ii), Bledri (Chad 5, Lland. p. 247). This seems to show that -ʒ was lost in -iʒ earlier than in -iʒ (the rig of Nennius might be from some archaic source), at least as early as the late eighth century. Perhaps the ʒ in -iʒ was [j], and would be absorbed and lost after the front vowel more readily than after the retracted; cf. Morris Jones, Cymm. xxviii, 273.1

In Cornish, CHIC. no. 461 (mid-sixth century), RICATI, is taken by Rhys as from *Rigocatus (Cymm. xviii, 20), though

1 Williams regards CHIC. no. 318, beginning of the sixth century, ETTORIGI, as a "restoration" for Ethri (AMCA. p. xxvi), apparently assuming that final vowels were lost and final -ʒ gone at this date, not to mention syncope of the composition vowel and the development of t to th. None of these things need have happened so early, and Nennius' rig makes it very unlikely that the name would really have lost its ʒ so soon. In CHIC. no. 362, end of fifth century, AVITORIA, if this does stand for AVITORIGA (which is very doubtful, see pp. 185-6), the absence of the G may be due to ignoring [j] after t, if that is what the sound was; cf. on the Pr.B. forms below.
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this is quite uncertain (the correct reading may very likely be VIRICATI). If so, it would have syncope of the composition vowel, but the dropping of the ʒ might be due only to the following ɣ, i.e. *Rigocatus > *Rɪzogadus > *Rɪz'gad with ʒɣ > ɣ, spelt -C-. No. 468, early or mid sixth century, RIALOBRANI, might be for *Rɪzolobrani, but this again is doubtful. Arganbri, Bodm. § 32, 959-75, certainly shows loss of final -ʒ.

In Breton, there is at first sight apparently loss of ʒ very early. So Riovchatus in Sidonius Apollinaris (d. c. 489; Epistles, ix. 9), from Brit. *Riɣocatus; Rivotamus (op. cit. iii. 9, referring to an event of c. A.D. 470; called Riotimus by Jordanes, Getica chap. 45, A.D. 551; see p. 13 above)<Brit. *Riɣotamos, Late Brit. *Rɪɣoţaumos. But as with Catihernus, these are probably examples of the Merovingian Latin spelling; compare Förster, FT. p. 162, who points to Gallo-Romance Riocenus, Riomarus, Rimonus (which are Gallo-Latin spellings of names containing the Gaulish cognate of Brit. *riɣo-), and rightly rejects Loth’s using the Brit. forms for evidence of loss of ʒ (RC, li. 5). In the same way Brionyagus in the Life of St. Brieuc, c. 2 (eleventh century; Analecta Bollandiana, ii, 163), from Brit. Brigomagus, no doubt lacks ʒ by scribal habit only, since the form is obviously ancient and very likely contemporary with the Saint (sixth century), and ʒ is still written in the second element of the name. However, if the ʒ was [j] after i in all these forms it is possible that it might be already partially absorbed by the i or at least seem so to a Gallo-Romance ear. For OB., the name Ri-wallon occurs twenty times in Cart.Red., and Ri-guallon, Ri-guallun once each (in these the g- is part of ɣu = [w]). It is difficult, therefore, to date the loss of ʒ in -iʒ in Breton; it would certainly seem to have disappeared by the ninth century, but the sixth century cases probably mean no more than [i]).

§ 80. ʒ between Back Vowels in OWCB.

Here the sound was no doubt velar [ʒ]. In OW., it is preserved in guragun (Chad. 2), later eighth century; but lost
in *digatmaou, guaroimaou* (Ovid), ninth to tenth century. This inadequate evidence may suggest that ʒ lasted here into the ninth century; at least as late as the late eighth.

For OC. I know no examples. In OB. there are no cases of -g- written. Not written, note *utidifdhaas* (Ven.Oros.), *airmaou* (Lux.), *comtoou* (ibid.), *broolion* (Berne), *etncoilhaam* (Eutych.), *lemhaam* (ibid.), *innaatoe* (Orl.CC.), *straal* (ibid.), *meplaam* (ibid.). In *datolaham* and *mergidiham* (Eutych.) the h has no phonetic significance, and is simply a scribal hiatus-filler; cf. on *counhanh*, p. 454, n. 2, above. Hence the ʒ in this position would seem to have been lost in B. by the ninth century.

§ 81. Final -ʒ after Back Vowels in OWCB.

Here again the sound was no doubt velar [ʒ]. In this case the -ʒ was lost by the earliest OW. E.g. *Cinda* (Chad 2), *digatma* (Ovid), ( ) *bracma* (Chad 4), *Gloiu da* (HB. c. 49), *Cunedo* (HB. c. 14, Gen. i, iii, xvii, xviii, xxvi, xxxii), *telu* (Juv. 3), *mor tru* (Ovid). The only example of retention is *Cunedag* in HB. c. 62, in the "Saxon Genealogies", a section which is recognised to draw on late seventh-century material; hence this is probably copied from a written source as old as that date; cf. Morris Jones, Cymm. xxviii, 91. He notes also *Cunedo* rhyming with -af in a probably sixth-century poem in the Book of Taliesin, and therefore having -aʒ; *op. cit.* pp. 207-8. It appears, then, that final -ʒ after back vowels was lost in Welsh between the later seventh and the later eighth century. The name Pembroke is peculiar in this connection. Coming from a Brit. *Pennobrogā*, Pr.W. *Penbro3* (Mod.W. Penfro), it cannot have been borrowed into English so early as the time when the ʒ was still [ʒ], and must go back only to the ʒ stage. But the English did not settle in or (one would suppose) have dealings with so remote a place as Pembroke shire until long after the probable date of the loss of -ʒ. Possibly they learned the name from the other side of the Bristol Channel, in Devonshire, in the early eighth century; or perhaps it came to them from the Scandinavians, who, however, are not likely to have heard it before the end of that century. That AS.
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should render Pr.W. [ʒ] by c is anomalous; and the substitution is probably not to be regarded as phonetic but as semantic—that *broʒ was identified with AS. brôc, "brook" by popular etymology.

For Old Cornish, there is no sign of final -ʒ in Voc.C.; note chetua, da, gerda, geriit-da, guillua, to, luu. It may have been lost about the same time as in Welsh. Old Breton is in the same condition; note airma (sic leg., Lux.), guarima (Cod. Leid. Voss.), Bro-Uueroc(h) throughout Cart.Red., the earliest instances being A.D. 826-34 and 830. Hence it was evidently lost by the ninth century or before.

§ 82. Intervocal ʒ after Front Vowels before Back Vowels in OWCB.

It was evidently audible in the sixth century, in Pr.W. *Liżor and *Wizor, from Brit. *Ligora and *Uigora, which appear in AS. as Liżora-ceaster (ASC. 942), Liżera-ceaster (ASC. 917), Legorensis civitas (charter of 803), Leicester (cf. Ekwall, Dict. p. 280); and AS. Wizor-, Weozor- (Weozorna civitas, 692; Wizorna civitas, 716), Worcester, see op. cit. p. 508, Förster, FT. p. 162. Both places were reached in the sixth century. I know no other evidence for -iʒ-; its history may be parallel to that of -iʒ. After i, CIIC. no. 424, early or mid sixth century, BRIACI (but the reading is uncertain) is taken by Rhys as for *Brigāci (Arch.Camb., 1897, p. 134). If so, it is comparable to Pr.C. RICATI, RIALOBRANI above, and to Pr.B. Riochatus, etc.; i.e. it has iʒ>iŋ with the j not written. In OW., there is guobriach (Ovid), < Brit. *yobriŋaxo-; and Briacat (HB. c. 49) < Pr.W. *Brįzagad < Brit. *Brigocatus, which is included here rather than in § 79. 3 because the composition vowel was treated as a full internal vowel. The chronology of iʒa, iʒo in W. is thus very likely the same as that of -iʒ.

In OC., note Riol occurring ten times in Bodm. in the second half of the tenth century, presumably < Brit. *Rīgalis; and briansen in Voc.C. from Late Brit. *brizantina (see p. 443, n. 3). Old Breton, tiol (Mers., end of ninth century) < Brit.
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*īgālis; Brehant <proximate *brigant-, Life of Paul Aurelien (see p. 443, n. 3), with hiatus filling h, on which see p. 454, n. 2; Brioccius (false Latinisation for OB. *Brioc), Life of St. Brienc, <Brit. *Brīgācos. The history of -ī₃-, ĭ₃- before back vowels in C. and B. is probably similar to that of -ī₃ and -ī₃.

§ 83. Intervocal ʒ after Back Vowels before Front Vowels in OWCB.

OW. cimnaeticon (M.Cap., ninth century) appears to be a case of loss of ʒ, but the meaning of the word is obscure. On the other hand āgīt, bēgit in MP. still preserve ʒ at the beginning of the ninth century. Mais in Lland. p. 79, <Pr.W. *mazes, seems by the spelling to have not only loss of ʒ but also contraction already, though disyllabic ma|es still occurs in early Welsh poetry such as the Armes Prydein Fawr (c. A.D. 930).¹

The Gogynfeirdd of the second half of the twelfth century, whose poetry was of a conservative character, scanned maes as a monosyllable.² This evidence, exiguous though it is, suggests loss of ʒ in such cases early in the ninth century, and contraction at some time between the middle of the tenth and about the beginning of the twelfth.

For OC. I know no examples. OB., hantertoetic (Lux., ninth or ninth to tenth century) and quatroit (Orl.CC., late tenth to eleventh century), have lost -ʒ-; there seem to be no instances of its preservation.

§ 84. British and Latin ȳ before l, r, n

In these cases the ȳ was vocalised to i, presumably through ʒ, and the į formed with the preceding vowel a diphthong or long vowel. Original kn fell together with gn, but kl, kr did not.


² Williams, PKM. pp. xviii-xix. The evidence he quotes for ma|es in AC. is not conclusive, since ai is occasionally written in OW., including the Harleian 3859 MS., for the diphthong normally spelt ai which is not the result of contraction.
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do so with gl, gr; k must first have been voiced to q before the n. The result is ag > MW. ae, og > oe,1 ug > MW. wy, eg > MW. ei (and apparently in certain cases wy, see § 85), ig > Pr.W. i, MW. i, aq > MW. eu. In CB. the development is the same as that of the other sounds which correspond to MW. ae, oe, wy, ei, i, eu.2 On vowel affection of the diphthongs see §§ 157, 173. The diminutive suffix -agn-, which in Irish shared the history of agn in general, gives W. -án, not -uen as would be expected. The explanation is difficult. Since the ag is stressed in Brit. and Pr.W. it cannot be anything to do with its being an unaccented syllable, as Lewis and Pedersen appear to imply, LP. p. 32. R. J. Thomas thinks it borrowed from the OL. -án (En.Af. i, p. 34), and so does Pokorny quoted by Förster, FT. p. 856. This may be possible, if adopted after the time when Brit. á > q and Ir. gn > n had occurred, i.e. after the end of the fifth century; if so, Irish -án would give Pr.W. -án, which would be shortened when the accent shifted back (cf. § 34). But it is strange that a borrowed suffix should have affected names, as well as being in general use; one would not expect the natural development of e.g. Brit. *Cunagnos to have been interfered with by a common-noun suffix, especially a foreign one, yet the result is e.g. Cynan, not e.g. *Cynaen.


1 On *ygnim, *ygnimo. see § 173. In C. gons, gones, B. gounid < Brit. *ygn-, the gn is treated as the initial of the second element of a compound, see ibid.

2 ug > OC. ai, ae, ay, MC. é ; OB. ai, in the Cartularies sometimes e ; MB. ae, Mod.B. ea, ae. Förster believes that the sound had become é in pretonic syllables in CB. occasionally already in the ninth century, noting Melchi, Melhoumen, and names in Men-, in Cart.Red. at that period (Relig. p. 102). That such spellings do occur rarely in Cart.Red. is true, though ai, ae are much commoner, and ae continued to be written for centuries. But this proves nothing for Cornish, and there is no evidence that ai became é in OC.

The development here can hardly be *iʒ > *iɛ > *ei, *wy as such, since this would not make sense phonetically. Rather, we must compare the apparent history of corrigia > W. carrei and *corrwy (see pp. 449-50), and suppose that in the above cases *ig became first *eg and then developed in the two ways proposed for that word. As most of the examples are Latin (like corrigia too), there is no difficulty about the VL. change of *i > *e, if we assume that for some reason this happened in the VL. of Britain before *g but not in other contexts, as already suggested. The theory that we must have an intermediate *eg is supported by the Irish: *vig'lia could not give Ir. féile, but *ceg'lia would.1 It is noteworthy, too, as Pedersen remarks (VKG. i, 375), that the *i did not cause internal vowel affection—so colwyyn etc., not *celwyyn etc., which means that there was no *i here at the time (incidentally the *wy in these words is *ui, not *yi). Nigrinus > *Neirin would then be through a VL. *Negrinus; Morris Jones’ proposal (loc. cit.) that there is the same VL. dissimilation of *i-e > *i-e here as in *dewis, *dewin may be correct (although in these the first *i as well as the second is long in Latin), cf. § 17. 1. If so, the *g need have nothing to do with it. As for *vig'lia, *signum, *lignum, the analogy of the history of corrui as set out above would suggest a borrowing from a

1 Signum > *sín, *colignos > cuilén prove nothing, because in these there would in any case be Irish vowel affection of *i to *e.

§ 85.
lower level of VL. speakers who pronounced vejlja, sejnum, lejnum, giving Brit. *uělja, *sěnon, *lěnon, whence regularly gwyl, swyn, llwyn. Lat. gl did, in fact, become jl in Continental VL. in the third to fifth century (cf. Richter, CPF, p. 126), so that this is very possible for gwyl; but gn seems to have given n' in Gaul (op. cit. pp. 62, 112). However, we do not know that it could not become jn in Britain. One difficulty here is that *morigna and *colignos are not Latin. The former, however, offers no trouble, since it would have eg in Late Brit. by vowel affection, and so *moregnä. Colwyn etc. alone remains unexplained. The whole problem has its obscurities, but the main outlines seem clear.

§ 86. The Date of the Vocalisation of g before l, r, n

It presumably took place through an intermediate ʒ > j, which would no doubt be the product of lenition and therefore not older than the second half of the fifth century. At any rate, since the developments are identical in W., C., and B. at least the stage ʒ must have been reached before the end of the sixth century. The following data may be adduced:

The sound is still written as g in the early inscriptions. So with gl, CIIC. nos. 446, fifth century, MAGLOCVNI (sic leg.); 394, end of the fifth century, MAGLI; 425, early or mid sixth century, CATOMAG(LI); 401, mid sixth century, BROHOMAGLI; 1028, late sixth or early seventh century, VENDVMAGLI. But no. 477, seventh century, TEGERNOMALI (Cornwall), is for older TEGERNOMAGLI. With gn, nos. 362, late fifth century, CVNIGNI; 478, mid sixth century (?), BROCAGNI.

In very early MS. sources the use of g is less unvarying. Magizla in ASC. 501 is perhaps a British Maglo-name borrowed into English. Gildas gives Maglocume (vocative) in DEB. c. 33, but Aureli Canine (also vocative) in c. 30. The latter is

1 The pl. morignio is from *morigniones. *Morinio might have been expected, but see Thurneysen, ZCP, xii. 413.

2 But this has also the Ogam MAGLICUNAS, and hence, though the name is a British rather than an Irish one, it is probably to be regarded in this context as Irish in language.
evidently the Brit. name *Cunignos as in CHC. no. 362 just above, W. Cynin. This means "whelp", and it would seem from the fact that Gildas calls him "lion-whelp", catule leомне, that he is punning on the Latin adjective caninus, "canine", and deliberately altering *Cunigne to Canine. Loth quotes from the record of the Council of Braga in 572 the presence of Mailoc Britoniensis ecclesiae episcopus (Chr.B. p. 66), i.e. a Breton bishop, whose name was derived from the British *Maqlācos. ASC. 577 mentions two British chiefs, Coinmail and Fairninmail, var. Conmaezl and Farinnmæz, Coinmazil and Fairinnmazil, whose names again contain *maglo-. Gregory of Tours (late sixth century) mentions a Breton Maclianus (Hist. Franc. iv, 4, v, 16) and his younger contemporary Vidimacis (op. cit. ix, 18), the latter in the year 587; Loth proposes that these should be read with gl for cl (Chr.B. p. 59 and RC. xxxv, 276), which is doubtless correct, the names showing the common Merovingian Latin confusion of g and c. The Life of St. Samson (early seventh century) gives Tigernomalus, Prologue § 1; compare inscription no. 477 above.¹ Bede has Brocmail, HE. ii, 2, and the Rhuys Life of Gildas, c. 2, Mailocus. On the other hand, in the Life of St. Winwaloe there is Maclus Conomagi filius (i, 18, second half of ninth century; Analecta Bollandiana, vii, 203); the Life of Paul Aurelien gives Tigernaglus (A.D. 884; RC. v, 437); the Life of St. Brieuc Brionaglus (eleventh century; see § 79. 3).

In OWCB. there is invariably il, ir, in. For OW., note Mailcon (HB. c. 62, AC. 547, Gen. i); Brocmail (AC. 662, Gen. xxvii, xxix, xxx); Brocmail (Gen. xxii, xxvii), Brocmael (Gen. xvii, xviii, Asser v. 80); BROHCMAIL, BROHCMAL (CHC. no. 1000,² ninth century); Artmail (AC. 943, Gen. xxix);

¹ Because of the absence of the g, Loth thinks these are not from Tigernomaglus but from *tigernomali: Ir. tigearnamhail, "lordly", and should be emended to Tigernomalus (RC. xxxix, 320-21). There are several OB. names in -emal < *smalda. But Tigernomalus would need to have s > h and loss of composition vowel, and this etymology can therefore not be regarded as at all certain, specially in view of the names in OW. in -emal clearly for -mail. It is no doubt the common name Tigernomaglus.

² As read by Lhmyd, see Cynn. xxi, 40.
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ARTMALI (CHIC. no. 1012, tenth to eleventh century); ARTHMAIL (CHIC. no. 1024, c. 1000); BRIAMAIL (no. 978, tenth to eleventh century); Carantmail (sic leg.; Gen. xxiv); Docmail (Gen. xxxii); Fernmail (HB. c. 49, AC. 775, Gen. xxviii, Asser c. 80); Mormayl (Gen. xxv); Gartmailanc (AC. 722); Catgabail (HB. c. 65); Osmail (Gen. xxxii); Osmelinaun (AC. 902); telu (Juv.3); Aircol (Gen. ii); flairmaur (M.Cap.); hair (Ox.2); Neirin (HB. c. 62); querclaud (Ox.2); Brechienaunc (Life of St. Cadog, VSB. p. 78), Brecheniauc (Asser c. 80); Life of St. Cadog, VSB. p. 48; Life of St. Illtud, VSB. p. 226); Brocenciauc (AC. 848); loinou (Ovid); Lognargth (HB. c. 71).

In OC. there is Mæilloc (Bodm. § 49, 959–75), where xi = ai; Brenci (Bodm. § 40, 959–93); and streil, teilu, flair, oir, trein, crin, croinoc, oin, coloin, moroin, and brunnen in Voe.C.

In OB., names in Mael, Mel in Cart.Red. (see Chr.B. pp. 148-9); 1 air (Orl.CC.), airow (Lux.), airmaow (Lux.), fleriot (Orl.CC.); blein (Paris Comp.) and blein, blen (Cart.Red., see Chr.B. p. 110); cosoin (Orl.CC.); loin, loen (Cart.Red.).

Examining all this evidence, we find that the il, ir, in stage must have been reached by or before the time of the oldest OWCB. documents; at least by the ninth century. In fact the latest cases of gl written are Maglocune c. 540, BROHOMAGLII in an inscription of the mid sixth century, Vidimuclus in 587, Macliavus in the late sixth century, and VENDVMAGLI in the late sixth or early seventh century; 2 and of gn, BROCAUNI in the mid sixth century (this may be Irish). The earliest instances of il are Mailoc, 572, Coinmail etc., 577 (beside Conmaæl and Coinmaæil etc.), Tigernomalus, early seventh century, TEGERMALI, seventh century, and

1 OB. rigl (Orl.CC.); riglion (Lux.) is taken by Förster to have Brit. gl (Reliq. p. 102). The meaning of the word is uncertain and hence it cannot be adduced; but in any case original gl is impossible so late. It is probably original cl; cf. cornir gl. cornir (Berne).<Lat. cornic'lo.

2 It is obvious that Maglus Conomaglil filius in the second half of the ninth century (he lived in the fifth to sixth century); Tigermaglus in 884 (he lived sixth century), and Brismaglus, eleventh century (lived 440–530); are very early forms, no doubt from sources contemporary with or soon after the time of the originals.
Brocmail in Bede; and of in, Gildas’ Canine appears to suggest that the g was at least already sufficiently vocalised to allow of the pun on *Cunijnos or *Cunijnos. All this seems to make it clear that Brit. internal gl, gr, gn, which presumably became ʒl, ʒr, ʒn at the time of lenition (the latter being regularly written as gl, gr, gn), was reaching the stage ʃl, ʃr, ʃn in the second half of the sixth century in Pr.WCB. This will fit Pedersen’s explanation of teilu as from *teʒlu from *tegoslougos (VKG. i. 522), since the ʒ group came together by loss of composition vowel, a phenomenon which is dated below in the middle of the sixth century (see § 195).

§ 87. British and Latin g after l and r

The -lg-, -rg- became first -lʒ-, -rʒ- by lenition, and these gave MW., Mod.W. internal -lʒ-, -rʒ-, before back vowels just as much as before front. In final position, however, there is MW. -lʃ-, -rʃ-, spelt -ly, -ry (or -rw), in which the ʃ was non-syllabic; Mod.W. -ly, -la, or -l and -ry, -ra, -rw, or -r. The OW. spelling in both positions is ly, ry. The ʃ is lost before i, e.g. OW. colginn > Mod.W. colyn; and sometimes before e, e.g. margarita > mererid, OW. Morgetiud > Maredudd.

In Cornish the ʒ, ʒ became lch, rch internally and finally:

1 Förster takes Maʒla in ASC. 501 to = [Malla], Eng.St. lvi, 225; but this is not necessarily so, for how would [Maʒla] be spelt in AS. if not Maʒla?

2 I know no evidence on gr earlier than the OWCB. period, but no doubt its history was the same.

3 Hence it is not at all probable that the name of the district in Heref. called Magnasiet by the English, occupied in the second half of the seventh century, can be connected with Rom.-Brit. Magnus in Heref.; cf. BSRC. p. 39.

[4 But Rinchy now points to gorolf and ygorolf as cases of -rg-, giving merely -r-; and Lloyd-Jones quotes examples of -l- and -rl- as well as -lj- from -lg-, concluding on this analogy that -rg- might give -r- and -rr- as well as -rj-; see JCS. i. 149. But the examples quoted for -l- at any rate, all in the stems dal-, attal-, and cynnal-, can all be explained as secondary formations from cases like dal, attal, cynnal where the ʃ was final in Pr.W. In any event ettelis, kynhalei, and kynhaleis are not relevant, since ʃ would normally disappear here, see just below.]

4 Presumably by the same sort of development through which OL. Ferqus = [F'erqys] became Mod.I. [F'arís].
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OC. spells lg, lh, rg, rch, and MC. lh, rhg, rh. In Breton the same unvoicing of the ʒ occurred; OB. rg is written (no cases of lg are found), MB. lch, rch, Mod.B. lc’h, rc’h. The CB. ʒ>ch is parallel to the unvoicing of ʒ. in initial lenition position in B. (see § 73. 2). Like it, too, it is evidently comparatively late in its full development, but its beginnings seem early (see below).1 The spellings in MC. suggest the same there. O’Rahilly proposes that Brit. lg, rg became first lc, rc and these gave lch, rch (EIHM. p. 369). If the implication is that the lc, rc were reached before original lc, rc gave lch, rch, and therefore fell together with them, this is not possible, since in that case there would have been lch, rch<lg, rg in all three Brittonic languages.


1 In P. Le Roux’s Atlas linguistique de la Basse-Bretagne intervocal lc’h, rc’h<lg, rg are given as [lh], [rh] as well as [lx], [rx], [h] being a weak [ʒ]; e.g. maps 19, 148, 294. It is clear, however, that this does not represent the survival of primary [lʒ], [rʒ], but a secondary voicing of [lx], [rx], since it also applies to lc’h, rc’h<lc, rc, e.g. maps 142, 193, 232, 259, 286. The same is found in external sandhi -r’e’h-, whether from older -r’g- or -r’e-, e.g. maps 114, 202, 216. [On this voicing, which occurs only when the group is intervocal, see now p. 435, n. 1.] 4

2 Both of these have helʒ plus suffix -ha, which in the second example has fully unvoiced the -ʒ.
Mod. B. spelling is *arc'hant*. Brit. *lorgo-, "track", > W. llervy, llervu; MC. lergh, lyrhg; Mod. B. lerc'h.

The behaviour of Brit. *l*-g, *r*-g, *n*-g, *t*-g, and *d*-g > Pr. W. *l*₃, *r*₃, *n*₃, *d*₃, and *d*₃ > W. *l*₁, *r*₁, *n*₁, *d*₁, *d*₁, and the CB. analogies, have been noted above, see § 74. 3.

§ 88.

In discussing the date of the developments of British original *-lg- and -rg-*, the following facts are to be considered. The Pr. WCB. *-l₃(-)* and *-r₃(-)* arose by lenition. In Welsh, *l*₃ and *r*₃ would seem to have become internally first a strong *lj*, *rj*, the *j* belonging phonemically to the consonants, and hence being written regularly throughout OW. as *g*; subsequently, however, it was weakened to *i*, and is hence spelt *y*, *i* in MW. and *i* in Mod. W. In final position the *-j* gave a mere non-syllabic *-o*, which in later MW. was either dropped, or vocalised as *-a* or (after *w* = [u] in the previous syllable) as *-w* = [u]. Since there is a sharp distinction in the treatment of Pr. W. internal and final *l*₃, *r*₃, the differentiation in W. into *lj*, *rj* and *l*’, *r*’ must have taken place after the total loss of final syllables in the middle of the sixth century. There must still have been *l*₃, *r*₃ (the *j* perhaps already partly voiceless in CB.) in both positions at the time of the divergence of W., C., and B., because only this can explain the history in CB. The stage *lj*, *rj* was presumably also later than the loss of composition vowels, since the same development is seen with secondary Pr. W. *l*₃, *r*₃, etc., as noted above. The last stage, that of internal *lj*, *rj*, must have been reached after the period of internal vowel affection (seventh to eighth century, § 176), because the *j* does not cause affection—so W. *arial* not *eirial*. Since original *i* is never spelt *g* in OW., and original *g* here always is (even as late as

[¹ F. Falc'hun, L'Histoire de la langue bretonne, pp. 124-5, notes that *argant*, with occlusive [g], is the form widely spread in southern Brittany at the present day. Whether any of the above B. spellings with *g* mean [g] rather than [ʒ] or [ɣ] it is impossible to say. The explanation of this modern [g] is obscure, but it cannot, of course, be original as Falc'hun seems to think it; the historically original form in B. is naturally the northern *arc'hant* or *urhant*, which, however, F. surprisingly attempts to derive from a French dialect source.]
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Lland., e.g. *Arganhelh, pp. 75, 82, 173), it appears that the \( j \) must have lasted at least until more or less the end of the OW. period, though, of course, some late cases of \( g \) could well be traditional spellings. The only example of original \( i \) written \( g \) known to me is *Telgesinus = Taliesin in Geoffrey of Monmouth's *Vita Merlini* (e.g. l. 733; c. A.D. 1150), a very late source and not strictly Welsh at all. This seems to show that to Geoffrey's ear the sound was now identical with original \( i \). The Black Book of Carmarthen, c. 1200, always has \( i \).

One may say, then, that the Late Brit. stage \( l_5, r_3 \) was reached with lenition in the second half of the fifth century; W. \( lj, rj \) arose after the loss of composition vowels and the divergence of WCB., therefore at earliest in the late sixth or early seventh century; and \( lj, rj \) probably in the twelfth century. For final -\( l'j, r'j \) the evidence is inadequate; note, however, *Bolg-ros* in Lland., p. 161, with -\( g \) still written and therefore presumably still =\( j \). As -\( g \) is never used for it in MW., the change of -\( j \) to -\( j \) may be dated about the same time as that of \( j \) to \( i \).

For C. and B., the fact that Late Brit. -\( l_5, r_3 \) give -\( lch, rch \), -\( rch \), but Pr.CB. -\( l'j, r'j \), -\( r'j \) arising by syncope seem not to do so, would indicate that -\( lch, rch \), or at any rate a clear phonemic distinction along those lines, existed already before the period of syncope, therefore in the first half of the sixth century, and must be a feature of the Late SW. Brit. dialect. But since the sound is sometimes spelt with \( g \) in OC., OB., the CB. \( ch \), if \( ch \) it was in the sixth century, can hardly have been identical with the strongly rasped voiceless \( ch = [x] \) which resulted from Brit. \( ce \); and it may rather have been at first a soft partially voiceless \( j \).\(^1\)

§ 89. Summary of the History of \( g \)

To sum up the history of \( g \), the following probable conclusions can be drawn, leaving certain aspects of the question undecided for lack of evidence:

1. \( g > j \) occurred with general lenition in the second half of the fifth century.

\(^1\) The voiced \( [h] \) or \( [j] \) of some Mod.B. dialects is, however, probably a secondary development rather than an original survival; cf. p. 435, n. 1.]
(2) $\gamma > \gamma$, in those cases where this happened, about the beginning of the sixth century.

(3) At the beginning of the second element of compounds, $\gamma$ was perhaps becoming weakened in the seventh century, and was being lost in OW. in the ninth to tenth century, though not normally completely so until the eleventh to twelfth. In OB: it was fading in the tenth century and disappeared by the eleventh; in OC, possibly in the eleventh.

(4) Where $\gamma$ seems to have become $[j]$ in Pr.WCB, i.e. (a) between front vowels, it was being lost in the ninth century in OW. and already by the ninth in OB.; (b) internally after $i$ before $a$, $o$ and finally after $i$, perhaps lost in OW. in the eighth century, and in OB. before the ninth. The evidence for OC. is poor, but not conflicting with this.

(5) Between vowels of different qualities $\gamma$ (whose own nature is uncertain) was again apparently lost in the ninth century, except after $i$.

(6) Between back vowels and finally after $a$, $o$, and $u$, where $\gamma$ remained as $[\gamma]$, it was probably being dropped in the eighth century in W. and very likely in B.; C. does not disagree.

(7) Finally after $e$, where $\gamma$ was probably $[\gamma]$, it seems to have been dropping out in W. by the middle of the sixth century, though the evidence is not very adequate; finally after $i$, not until the ninth century in W. and the ninth to tenth in B.

(8) Before $l$, $r$, $n$ it was vocalised in the second half of the sixth century in Pr.WCB.

(9) After $l$, $r$ it became $j$ internally in the late sixth century or later in Pr.W., and this gave $i$ in the twelfth; finally perhaps $\gamma > \gamma$ in the twelfth. In CB., it must have been developing towards $ch$ early in the sixth century, but perhaps did not reach a full $ch$ till the MC., MB. period.

§ 90. IE. $g^9$

This became $b$ in CC. initially except before $u$ (no Brittonic examples for the latter); intervocally and preconsonantally, $g$; post-consonantally, $b$. The group $ng^g$ gave CC. $mb$. The
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aspirate $g^h$ apparently resulted in CC. $g$- initially, but may have become Brit. $h$ internally (though $y$ is possible); $ng^h$ seemingly $> ng, g^h n > C C. g n$. All these developed in Brittonic in the same way as the sounds with which they fell together.

§ 91. IE. $l$

It resulted initially in W. [λ] ; $^1$ i.e. the famous W. $l l$, for a description of which see WG. p. 19; in CB., $l$ (but see § 93). Intervocally, $l$ remained everywhere. IE. -$łt$ became -$l$- in W. when internal in Pr.W., but -$ł$ in W. when final in Pr.W. ($§ 54. 1$). IE. $l$ also gave $l$ secondarily in W. after $n$, $r$; $^2$ and before Pr.W. $d$, $d$. $^3$ In CB., $l$ remains in all these cases (but see § 93), and the $t$ in $l l$ likewise except finally in MC., see $§ 54. 1$.

British $l l$ arising from simplification of IE. consonant groups ($l n$, $n l$, $l d$, $s l$, $l s$, perhaps $r l$) and from hypocoristic $l l$, as well as from Latin $l l$, all became $l l$ in W., but remain in CB. (often spelt single $l$).

In some cases Welsh final -$ł$ in polysyllables also gave -$l$. The conditions under which this happened are not clear; see Pedersen, VKG. i, 148, LP. p. 50; Morris Jones, WG. pp. 181-2; Loth, RC. xxxvi, 393-4; Baudiš, Gr. p. 147; Lewis, EL. p. 24. Pedersen’s rule that it took place when the $l$ was before an $i$ in the original (lost) final syllable will not cover all the instances, and, as some are certainly much later than the loss of final syllables (e.g. $h u m i l i s > M W. u f y l$, later $u f y l l$; see EL. p. 24), it is not relevant to them. Cf. also Förster’s demonstration in Anglia, lxi, 341 ff. that W. $r h i d y l l$ is a loan, probably of the early sixth century, from AS. *$h r i d i l$, where no lost final syllable is involved. On the other hand OW. $b a h e l l$, beside $l a u - b a e l$ (Ox.2); Ir. $b i a l$, and $c an n u i l l$ (Ox.2), show that in some cases

$^1$ The MW., Mod.W. initial $l$- is invariably spelt $l$- in OW., but medially and finally sometimes $l l$, sometimes $l$. Baudiš is wrong in implying that it is not spelt $l$ in OW. medially and finally (Gr. p. 146).

$^2$ E.g. Brit. *$y n d o l d a > W. g w i n i l a n$; and W. $y l l$, where the lack of lenition after the feminine article is due to the original -$r$ of the article, OW. $i r$. This does not occur with original $g l$-, see § 74. 1.

$^3$ But the $l l$ in the Mod.W. -$łt$- here seems to have been quite late; see § 54. 1.
it had happened at least by the ninth to tenth century. It is probable that the $l$ in the examples is of various origins; but the question needs further investigation.

IE. $l\acute{i}$ gives Brittonic $l$ with affection, and not the W. $\lambda$ which Loth took as the explanation of the problematical cases just mentioned. E.g. Brit. $*calt\acute{a}c\acute{o}s >$ W. ceiliog, OC. chelici, B. kilhek. There is no ground for accepting Morris Jones’ contention that post-tonic $l\acute{i}$ gave $ld > ll$ (WG. p. 153); his examples are all unsatisfactory, and involve his own personal concept of the British accent. Latin $l\acute{i}$ became in VL. a purely palatalised $l'$ ($l$-“mouillé”) in the third to fifth century (Richter, CPF. p. 112), but in British Latin it remained a consonant group, and the $i$ later caused vowel affection as with other consonants; e.g. $solea > *sol\acute{u}a >$ MW. seil. A VL. $*sol\acute{a}$ would probably not have affection in Britt., as the $l'$ would not have doubt have been sound-substituted by British $l$.

Latin $l$ plus consonant became $u$ plus consonant in VL. in Gaul about the same time, e.g. $sil\acute{a}t\acute{i}c\acute{u}s > *sau\acute{a}t\acute{u}g\acute{u}s, salt\acute{u}s > *sau\acute{u}t\acute{o}$, see Richter, op. cit. p. 114. This does not appear in Britt., e.g. $\text{palma} >$ W. $\text{palf}$.

On the date of $l > \lambda$ see § 93.

§ 92. IE. $r$

Initially this gave W. $\acute{r}$ ($= $OW., MW. $r$, Mod.W. $rh$), a voiceless $r$; and the same secondarily after $n$, $r$. Otherwise in W., and everywhere in CB. (but see § 93), there is ordinary $r$. An example of $\acute{r}$ arising after $n$ is Brit. $*pennorindo >$ Mod.W. $\text{penrykn}$; and so in external sandhi, where e.g. leniting $yn$ does not affect words in $rh <$ original $r$, as $yn$ $\text{rhad}$ not $yn$ $\text{rad}$. After $r$, Mod.W. $y$ $\text{rhan}$ (OW. $*\text{ir rann}$). Contrast original $gr$, § 74. 1.

IE. $\acute{r}$ became sometimes $r$ with vowel affection, which is what would be expected; e.g. MW. $\text{peir}$, OC. $\text{per}$, B. $\text{per}$: Ir. $\text{coire}$; etc. But in some instances there is $rd$ without vowel affection; e.g. Brit. $*\text{Iger\acute{u}n} >$ Mod.W. $\text{Iwerddon}$, Mod.B. $\text{Iwerzon}$, “Ireland”; Mod.W. $\text{ar\acute{u}d\acute{a}f}$, “I plough”; : Ir. $\text{air\acute{u}m}$, Gothic $\text{arf\acute{u}n}$. What happened here is evidently $i > j > d$ (before the time of vowel affection) in the same way as in the instances
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discussed in § 38 A. Morris Jones believed that this happened when the \( r_j \) was after the accent (WG. p. 153); but the weight of the examples would suggest the exact converse, and it is indeed intrinsically more likely that \( j \) after a consonant would be strengthened immediately before an accented vowel than when the stress preceded. So Lewis and Pedersen say it took place "before a retained vowel" (LP. p. 16), i.e. not in the British stressed syllable. There are no examples of this change in Latin words; which does not, however, prove that the stage \( rd \) was reached before the Roman period—on this point cf. § 38 A. 3. In fact, British names recorded in Roman sources show no certain visible trace of it, e.g. CORIONOTOTARVM (CIL. vii. no. 481), Gariennnos (Ptol.), Garianno (ND.); and after the British stressed vowel, Durnovaria, Calcaria, Burrium, Isurium (all AL.), Petuaria, Coria (Ptol.). Whether the Corda of Ptolemy and Ravennas, another town in Scotland, can be regarded as an instance, beside Coria, is highly doubtful; and it is significant that this would not be "before a retained vowel" in Welsh.

The phenomenon of \( r_j > rd \) is likely to be connected and co-aeval with that of intervocal \( j > d \). The fact that after no other consonant does \( j \) become \( d \) may seem anomalous. It is noteworthy, however, that a palatalised \( r \) is acoustically not far from \( ë \); in some Gaelic dialects it became \( ë \) (Kilkenny) or \( d \) (N. Hebrides), and cf. the Polish \( rz = ë \). Possibly in Brit., \( r_j \) developed some \( ë \) glide which caused the \( j \) to go the same way as intervocal \( j \).

§ 93. The Origin and Date of Welsh \( \lambda, \rho \)

According to Pedersen, W. \( \lambda \) and \( \rho \) are primary, arising from his strong non-lenited L, R; and l, r are lenitions of this (see VKG. i, 140, LP. p. 48). He proposes in this way to tie up the Welsh system with that of Irish non-lenited L, R (and N) versus lenited l, r (and n). Thurneysen, on the other hand, believes (for Irish) that it is the non-lenited L, R, N which have diverged from the norm, i.e. are secondary, and so

\footnote{Cf. Williams, BSRC. pp. 29-30.}
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explains the fact that the rules of lenition for these sounds are somewhat different from those for stops (Gr.OI, p. 85). This is in line with the opinion of Morris Jones about the Welsh sounds, that $\lambda$ and $\rho$ are secondary; he thought that they arose from $sl$, $sr$, and external sandhi $-s\ l, -s\ r, -n\ l, -n\ r$ (WG, pp. 162, 177).

The Abbé Falc'hun has shown that in Modern Breton all lenited sounds, such as $b$ the lenition of $p$, whether initial or internal, are of relatively short duration, whereas non-lenited sounds like original $b$ or $p$ whether in absolute initial or after non-leniting particles or internal, are of relatively long duration (approximately double the others); and that this applies equally to $l, r, n$ as well as to the consonants ordinarily regarded in Breton as lenitable. This is not recognised in the orthography, so that it had passed almost unnoticed until the fact was demonstrated scientifically by Falc'hun in the course of his work on experimental Breton phonetics. The history of British lenition is discussed more fully in §§ 131 ff. below, where it is shown that internally between vowels British seems to have had consonants with comparatively short articulation, including $CC$, intervocal $-l, -r, -n$, and others with comparatively long articulation, including $-ll$, $-rr$, $-nn$, which may be regarded as geminates. The distinction between them was etymological, going back to $CC$ or Latin; so, for instance, IE. $-sl$, $-sr$ gave $CC$. $-ll$, $-rr$, §§ 127, 128. Again, in absolute initial the consonants were long, though probably hardly as long as true geminates, perhaps only half-long—written here for present purposes $b(b)$ etc.—but in a close speech-group after a proclitic ending in a vowel the initial consonant of a word was of the short variety. Then, when the subsequent slackening of articulation known as "lenition" took place in Late British, the short sounds became voiced, or spirants, or were otherwise

1 Cf. Sarauw, KZ. xlii, 56-7.
2 See no. 27 (1943), pp. 70-79, and no. 31 (1944), pp. 40-48. [See now his La Système consonantique du breton (Rennes, 1951).]
2 But cf. the article in RC. xxxv, 468-70, where Loth showed from evidence supplied by Cuillandres for his dialect (Île Molènes, Finistère), that in absolute initial and after particles originally geminating $l, r$, and $n$ are strongly articulated and in lenition position weakly so.
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weakened, while the long varieties remained unaffected. The long or half-long consonants in absolute initial are long to the present day in Breton, but in Welsh they were subsequently shortened.

Now, the best interpretation of the facts set out below seems to be that the Common Celtic l, r, and n, whether short or long, had a tense articulation which may be indicated by writing them L, R, and N, so that when double they would be LL, RR, and NN; in homorganic groups like lt and initial sl-, sr-, sn- they would be Ll, sL-, sR-, sN-; and in absolute initial L(L), R(R), N(N). When lenition occurred in Late British, single short intervocal L, R, and N were reduced to ordinary l, r, and n; but the long geminates and the sounds in homorganic groups remained tense and long, the perhaps half-long absolute initial sounds being subsequently reduced in Pr.W. to short tense non-lenited L, R, N but not to the new lenited l, r, n. In all three languages the non-lenited tense sounds developed still further. Non-lenited N and NN lost their tenseness in all three languages, becoming in Welsh merely single n (falling together with lenited n) and double nn respectively; but the initial N(N)- which survived in Pr.B. fell together with NN in Mod.B. double nn. The non-lenited L and LL, R and RR, underwent ultimately the corresponding fates in Breton, and non-initial R and RR also in Welsh. However, Pr.W. non-lenited L, LL, and initial R (<R(R)>) had a quite different history. They are the immediate source of λ and ρ. This is not to say, however, that λ and ρ must themselves go back to Late British. It is obvious, indeed, that the fact that lenited Late Brit. l-, r- in words like *gïnolandā > gwinllan and *pennorindo-> penrhyn regularly became λ, ρ after syncope had brought them into homorganic groups, is proof that these sounds need not have been original and could arise secondarily and late by a process of profection, i.e. passing from n-l, n-r though nL, nR. The same thing is seen in external sandhi.

1 Some traces of N in a homorganic group seem visible in OW, in the occasional spelling run (e.g. silurn, Juvene.; Cattigaram, HB. ec. 44, 48, MS. K; Suturanguid, Chad 3; Gu(orti)girun, Chad 5; Elharnn, Lland. p. 73; Laguernnuc, ibid. p. 207; etc.). The development of original NN to ds in Mod.C. (see LP. p. 53) may indicate that NN survived in Cornish.
after the loss of final syllables, as in *sindā longō > *ir Long > W. y(威尼斯人) llong, or in foreign loans in early Welsh like the Norse jarl > W. iarll, borrowed as iarL. We must regard λ and ρ, then, as having come into being as a secondary feature out of non-lenited L and R, by being unvoiced though keeping their strong articulation. In the case of non-lenited R the unvoicing took place only in the Pr.W. initial, and in the secondary homorganic groups after n and r, as in penrhyn, y(r) rhan (fem.). Otherwise, as apparently everywhere with N, the R fell together with the lenited variety in r, including the geminate RR which became mere voiced rr, not ρρ. The λ-L is not merely a voiceless [l], but a tenser and more energetic sound, as besfits the derivative of L. The geminate LL gave λλ, which, like rr, acts as a double consonant in the Mod.W. quantity system. In M. and Mod.W. (beginning already in BBC, c. 1200) the original single non-lenited Late Brit. L is written ll, e.g. llas, BBC, p. 3, l. 2, but in OW, it is remarkable that it is never written double though the original geminate LL usually is; so we have OW. locell (M.Cap.) for M., Mod.W. llogell, from Lat. locellus. The same is true in homorganic groups with single non-lenited Late Brit. L, whether in external sandhi or internally; thus M., Mod.W. y(r) lloer, allt, Benllî, but OW. ir lloyr (Comp.), allt (AC, 870; VSB, p. 28), Benli (HB, c, 32), etc. This would appear to imply that at that time the original Brit. double ll was still a geminate everywhere, LL or λλ, clearly distinct from single L- or λ- initially and in homorganic groups, or to put it differently that the OW. use of ll is meant to show the geminate character of the sound, not its voicelessness; but that by the late twelfth century they were not any longer consciously distinguished, and when it was desired to find a special symbol for single λ to distinguish it from lenited l they came to use ll for it. Mod.W. ll from the old geminate still acts as a double sound in the quantity system in stressed syllables, e.g. pêll, cêlli, though in monosyllables this is true only in North Welsh, and in South Welsh vowels in that case are long as a rule, so pêll. It would seem then that it was the reduction of geminates

1 Cf. WG. p. 71.
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to single consonants in the new unstressed syllables, of -λλ to
-λ, in cases like OW. locell = λογέλλα giving late OW. λογέλλα, which made it possible to use ʔ to express the single initial λ, since in final position also the ʔ now meant single λ. Since OW. words were stressed on the ultimate until the accent-shift (eleventh century, § 207), it is no doubt the case that the stage λογέλλα was recent at the time when ʔ began to be written in the late twelfth century. The not infrequent use of l in OW. for original double ʔ may be purely scribal, because it is found after the then stressed vowels (e.g. nouēl, patēl, Juv. 3; Catēl, Gen. i, xxii, etc.; Seissil, Gen. xxvi) as well as the then unstressed (e.g. calāur, Juv. 3; ellin, Ox. 2), and the analogous treatment occurs also with rr, nn, mm, and ss. Whether the long vowels before ʔ in monosyllables in South Welsh go back to the time when the new quantity system arose, c. 600, implying -LL already >-L, seems doubtful; it has the look of something quite late and secondary, perhaps due in some way to the influence of -λλ >-λ in the twelfth century in the new unstressed syllable. However, it may be analogous to the simplification of final -ss, as distinct from internal -ss-, in the later sixth century (see p. 339), and might be much older than unstressed -λλ >-λ in general Welsh. The same problem does not arise with r, since original geminate RR did not become ōō, and hence had no temptation to confusion with ō<RR. The spelling rh for ō was not invented until the sixteenth century.

The question then arises, when the voiceless sounds λ and ō may be said to have come into being out of non-lenited L and R. There is nothing comparable to λ in Breton, but in the case of R a voiceless allophone may often occur as a free variant, as Falc'hun has shown. This was noted long ago by Ernault for the dialect of Cornouailles, and a text in modern Vannetais printed by him actually writes hr- for non-lenited initial r- by contrast with r- for the lenited sound. In

1 In such words when the ʔ stood in a (now) stressed syllable owing to the addition of a termination, it remained ʔλ; so MW. pl. λογέλλευ. Cf. p. 340 above.
2 See no. 27, p. 73.
3 See RC. iii, 492.
4 RC. xi, 184-6; see his comment, p. 186.
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Cornish, where no distinctions in \( l \) and \( r \) were recognised in the orthography, we lack the evidence of a living language. However, there is some trace of a voiceless initial \( r \)- (though, as in Breton, not so with \( l \)-), as has been pointed out by Förster in Reliq. pp. 95 ff., where he quotes *Hret Winiau*, "the Ford of Winiau" (Mod.W. *ryyd*, OC. *rid*) near Lamorran in Cornwall in an AS. document of 969, and *Hryd* in one of 960 and *Hryt* in another of 967, both in Cornwall. Since AS. *hr*- was voiceless in the tenth to eleventh century, Förster thinks that these spellings mean the sound was voiceless in Cornish too. It seems, then, that voiced initial \( r \)- varies facultatively with voiceless in B., and may have done so in C., so that this probably goes back at least to the period of Late SW.Brit., at any rate as a nuance. This being so, it is likely that the voiceless \( \tilde{r} \) arising from non-lentited \( R \) in Welsh in certain positions is a fuller and more regular expression of what appears in CB. as a fleeting variation; and therefore that the roots of this \( \tilde{r} \)-sound lie in the common Late British language—in other words, that non-lentited \( R \) already had a nuance of voicelessness there. Whether the same was true with non-lentited \( L \), whether the voicelessless of W. \( \lambda \) is equally old in origin and completely lost later in B. (and C. ?), cannot be determined, but the a priori probability is that this was so.

Nevertheless, at this stage the voiceless variety would seem to have been a mere allophone, as it still is in Breton. When did this tendency grow into a fully fledged perceptible phonemic \( \lambda, \tilde{r} \) in Welsh? It is clear that the Greeks and Romans conscientiously observed no sounds which were so strongly different from [l], [r] that they felt the need to indicate them by any separate spelling—the Mod.W. \( \lambda \) is so distinctive, and so unlike an ordinary \( l \)-sound, that it would certainly have been noticed and distinguished from \( l \) if it had been in the language at the time. British names in \( L \)- borrowed into AS. are never rendered by anything other than AS. \( l \); the AS. \( kl \)- is never used. So Ledon (Heref.-Gl.-Wo.), AS. Ledene, <Pr.W. *Ladan*, see RN. pp. 241-2; Wenlock (Shr.), AS. Wenloca etc., <Pr.W. *WynnLog*, cf. Ekwall, Dict. p. 482; ASC. 918 Cameleac, var. Cameleac, =OW. Cimeilliauc, <*conaltjāco*, see p. 298. The
characteristic sound-substitutions which English uses nowadays for W. ன, namely .ssl, ʧl, etc., do not appear till the eleventh century. The first known to me is *Rigwaltan in ASC. 1063, = W. Rhiwallon, which looks like an oral rendering; contrast AS. Riwaala in DLV., c. 840 (KW, p. 177), which is for the same name, and Ceadwalla (ASC. 685–8) for Pr. W. *CadwaLŁɔn. Next, the Cumberland name which appears as Polthledick c. 1200, Polthledith in the thirteenth century, Polhedich in 1273, and may contain the Cumbric equivalent of W. pull (see Ekwall, RN, pp. 329-30); but this is only a hypothesis, and it is quite uncertain what the second element is. Moreover, since this name belongs to the part of Cumberland which was in British (Strathclyde) hands in the tenth to eleventh century, it may be a very late loan. Contrast other names in Cumberland with merely Pol-, Ekwall, loc. cit.¹ There are several cases of thl or lth for ன in the late, post-1150, part of the Book of Llandaff, e.g. Penthlyn = Penllyn, p. 331, but these are all due to English or Anglo-Norman influence. Ekwall quotes Penketlin in 1275, Penketly in 1332, for Pengethy (Heref.) < W. Pengelli (Dict. p. 344), a late loan. Compare W. Henlawn in Ergyng and Gwynllwog west of the Usk, taken into English late as Henland and Wentloog, and contrast Wenlock, which is a much earlier borrowing. For ʤ, note Hris = W. Rhys in ASC. 1052, and set Hrodene in a charter of 975 quoted by Ekwall, RN. pp. 344-5, which is identified by him very doubtfully with the English river Roden (Shr.). Pr. W. non-lenited R- is otherwise rendered only by r- in English. Three instances of supposed attempts to spell ன (from L not LL) in OW. have been pointed to, namely hloimol and iehnlinn, both in Ox. 2, tenth century (cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 13; Rhys, LWP. 2 pp. 234-5, who wrongly calls them OC.); and dlwithraun in Juven. (tenth to eleventh century), see Stokes, TPhS., 1860–61, p. 226 and KBr. iv, 413; Loth, VVB. p. 107; Morris Jones, WG. p. 25. But the meaning and etymology of hloimol and iehnlinn are quite unknown, and hence their probable Brit. or Mod.W. forms, so that it is useless to quote them. Dluith- is equated

¹ If these spellings do contain substitutes for ன, it is noteworthy that Cumbric agreed with Welsh in the history of ʧl, not with CB.
by Stokes and Loth with W. *llwth*, but it is not credible that a Welshman at any period should write *λ* as *ll*, which would be phonemically utterly distinct—the supposed parallels quoted are all English or Anglo-Norman spellings and therefore irrelevant, and besides they all have *thl*, not *ll*. Parry-Williams regards *dluithruim* as one of his dog-Welsh glosses by an Irishman, which may be possible (BBCS. i, 121). Hence these supposed examples are indecisive.

The conclusion appears to be as follows. In Late Brit., non-lentited *L, R*, and -*LL*, -*RR* stood side by side with lentited *l, r*. With *R* there was probably, and with *L* and *LL* possibly, already a facultative voiceless variety; with initial *R* this allophone has remained to the present in Breton, and in Cornish it appears to have survived at least into the later tenth century; in Pr.W., however, the voicelessness of both liquids must have become sharpened and increased to such an extent that it resulted finally in new phonemes, *λ* (with *λλ*) and *ρ*. The process seems to have been a slow one, and neither *λ* nor *ρ* were sufficiently exaggerated to be noticed as peculiar sounds by the English during the settlement period, nor at all until the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries. Some supposed examples of attempts to spell *λ* in tenth-century Welsh are inconclusive, but *ll* had come to be used for it by the end of the twelfth. The evidence quoted above appears to show that *λ* must have existed before the accent-shift in the eleventh century. Probably we may regard *λ* and *ρ* as being fully established by the tenth century. This would explain why MW. -*ml*, -*mr* from Pr.W. -*n3l*, -*n3r* did not develop to -*nλl*, -*nρr*, as Pr.W. -*nl*, -*nr* (=-*nL*, -*nR*) did; because the *ʒ* was probably not fully lost until the eleventh or twelfth century (§ 74.1), after the growth of *L, R* to *λ, ρ* was complete.

§ 94. IE. and Latin *m*

Initial *m* remained, except in *ml*, *mr*, where it had become *b* already in the Gallo-Brittonic period. IE. *mj* gave *nj*, and *my* gave *y*, in Common Celtic, except in late compounds. The name of the British goddess *Centina* is regularly spelt
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Coventina or Coventina (see Eph.Ep. iii, pp. 314-17), but CONVENTINA occurs (see ibid.), perhaps out of etymological consciousness or perhaps by Latinising orthography, since Latin -ne- similarly became -v- in VL. and is often so written, e.g. convenimus (Grandgent, IVL. p. 131). In early compounds m plus m was simplified and treated as single m; but not in late ones, which give WCB. m. Latin mm also becomes WCB. m. On WCB: m(m) from Brit. mb, sm see §§ 111, 129.

Brit. m in initial lenition position, and intervocally alone and in the groups ml, mr, mn, lm, rm, nm, became through the Late Brit. lenition what is expressed in this book as μ, i.e. a spirant which was a strongly nasal bilabial b; in the resulting lμ, rμ sometimes, and in nμ apparently always, the μ is dissimilated to v (see § 65). Later the nasality of the μ was weakened, and the resulting sound is spelt here ē (the v still at first probably bilabial). Still later, the ē was denasalised in Welsh and Cornish, but in Breton the nasality remained, being transferred to the preceding vowel; in W. and C. it fell together with v < b < b, but in B. the preceding vowel is nasal to the present day.

On the loss of ē internally see § 65; finally, § 66; pre-consonantally, § 67.

§ 95.

The history of μ is a complicated matter. It has been examined in great detail by Förster (FT. pp. 649 ff.), but his treatment is not satisfactory and it is necessary briefly to re-state the whole problem, and to advance a solution which may seem both simpler and better suited to the facts.¹

The date of m > μ causes no discussion, since it must already have taken place as part of the general lenition of intervocal sounds in the second half of the fifth century (see §§ 131 ff.). B and m are both voiced labial sounds, differing only in that b is an oral stop and m is a nasal continuant; the final product of the lenition of both in W. and C. was b > v. There is no reason to doubt, therefore, that m was lenited at

¹ The theory set out in the following pages was arrived at before I had seen Förster's book, and is therefore independent of his.
the same time as $b$, and that the resulting spirants were identical except for the matter of nasality. There are, then, two main questions of chronology: (1) when did $\mu$ become weakened to $\tilde{v}$, and (2) when was $\tilde{v}$ denasalised to $b$, falling together with $b$ from $b$?

§ 96.

The sound derived from the lenition of $m$ is spelt $m$ in the early inscriptions and written sources, and in OW.; in MW., $u, f, v$, etc., exactly as for $v < b < b$; Mod.W. $f$. In early OC. there is $m$, later (Voc.C.) $f$, $u, v$; MC. $v$, $ff$;¹ Mod.C. $v$. OB. has $m$; early MB. $u, v$; regular MB. $f, ff$, sometimes $fu, ffu$; Mod.B. $\tilde{nv}$, $o\tilde{n}$.

In the first place, if $\mu$ was a type of bilabial $b$, why was $m$ ever written for it in Pr. and O. WCB.? Now the Latin alphabet has no accurate means of expressing a nasal bilabial $b$; it could provide only the choice of the letters $m$ or $v$, $u$. But the sound $\mu$ must have been at first so strongly nasal that it was felt unconsciously to belong to the $m$ range of sounds; hence to write $m$ was the natural course, an approximation, the best that could be made. Doubtless the fact that the sound had formerly been a true [m] may also have played its part, in so far as any link of tradition existed between the orthography of the fifth century and that of later times (cf. pp. 69-70). Further, the letter $V$, $u$ could hardly have been used in any case, because, as we have seen, the consonantal $u$ written $V$, $u$ in the Latin alphabet was a [$u$] in British and British Latin, not a bilabial $b$, even though it had become a $b$ in general Vulgar Latin pronunciation. Consequently, when the engraver of the Inscription CIIC. no. 408 wrote VEDOMAVI,² in the mid or later sixth century, for the Pr.W. name which was now [wēðμau], he used M for $\mu$ because he knew no better way of spelling it; he could not use $V$, because the sound which he wrote $V$ at the beginning of the name was entirely distinct and not connected at all in his mind with $\mu$.

¹ On this see Förster, FT. p. 658.
² See § 70. 1.
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Nevertheless, in spite of tradition, if \( \mu \) and \( \beta \) really fell together entirely in pronunciation at that time or later it would be inevitable that there would be constant confusion and interchange of M and B in inscriptions, and of \( m \) and \( b \) in OW., OC., indifferently; moreover, when the Continental Latin \( u \) for the sound [\( b \)] became known in Britain (cf. p. 74), this would also be written for either.\(^1\) If these things did happen, and if we can date when they happened, we should have the answer to question (2).

§ 97.

The evidence on this point is as follows: In the early inscriptions there is no case of \( V \) or \( U \) for \( \mu \). One supposed example of confusion between \( \beta \) and \( \mu \) has been suggested, namely CIIC. no. 399 (end of the fifth century), which reads SIMILINI in Latin letters but \( S(U)B(I)L(I)NI \) or \( S(I)B(I)L(I)NI \) in Ogam.\(^2\) V. Nash Williams and Ifor Williams appear to take this name as being properly \( Similinus \), doubtless correctly,\(^3\) and propose that the B may be evidence of de-nasalisation and confusion (Arch.Camb., 1937, p. 3). This last is hardly certain; as they note, the Ogamist may have made the simple error of writing the Ogam letter for B instead of the very similar one for M. In any case the question is not really relevant here, since whatever the mistake is it belongs rather to Pr.I. phonology than to Late Brit. It is not likely that Brit. \( \mu \) would actually be weak in nasality so soon after the period of lenition. On supposed descendants of the name in OW. see below.

In OW., the spelling \( u \) is exceedingly rare for \( \mu \) before c. 1100, though it is common in the Book of Llandaff. The only older example uncomplicated by other factors is \( douid \) in Juv.9, which is regarded by Ifor Williams as the ancestor of Mod.W.

\(^1\) The use of \( u \) would not necessarily prove that the sound was no longer nasal (though it should mean that it was no longer sufficiently nasal to need to be written \( m \), i.e. that it was \( \ddot{u} \) rather than \( \mu \)), because \( u, v, f, ff \) are written for it in MB., where it was certainly still nasal.

\(^2\) See p. 186.

\(^3\) \( Similinus \) occurs in Gregory of Tours (ACSpZ. i, col. 1566), as well as a Pictish \( Simul \) in the Annals of Ulster, A.D. 724.
dofydd, <Pr.W. *dopid (BBCS. vi, 210). However, the reading is doubtful, and no weight can be laid on it. On OW. dauu and Frauun see § 66. 2. The spelling / seems not to occur before the Book of Llandaff. In any case one would not expect to find u or j before about 1100, because u meant [u] or [u:] in OW., and the only v-sound other than that from m was that from b, which was itself written always b until c. 1100. As for the confusion of the letters b and m in OW., the only certain examples before the end of the eleventh century are: abrud (Juv.9 and Comp.); *braecma (Chad 4; perhaps = Mod.W. *cyfrangfa); and amciibret and amcibfret (MP., consisting of Brit. *ambi-com-sret-, so that the -br- and -bfr- are for Pr.W. -mfr-). In these cases of b instead of m, it is important to notice that there was not merely Pr.W. μ here, but μr, or in the last example μfr. It seems very probable therefore that μ was denasalised much earlier before r (or fr) than otherwise, and that here a spelling with b was possible in OW. even as early as MP. and Juv. 9. For less certain instances, none of which is earlier than c. 1100, note Barmbtruch (Gen. xviii, from the Harleian MS. 3859 written about that time), which is for Mod.W. Barftruch; there is

1 The inscription CIIC. no. 1065, ninth century, was read by Macalister + BRANCU +, but is more probably + BRANCUF. The stone is broken off immediately after the F, and the full inscription must have been Brancu fecit, cf. nos. 979 and 1014. The name would be the older *Brancum. [Nash Williams takes the name as Brancuf (ECMW. p. 130), which would be an unparalleled use of f for m so early, and is very improbable at this date.]

2 Förster is therefore not right in saying that in all sources of the fifth to tenth century there is not a single case of confusion of m and b (FT, p. 628).

3 Williams suggests taking inbamn or dibamn (the reading is uncertain) in Juv. 9 as a spelling for *dimann (BBCS. vi, 215); but this is made questionable by the doubleness of the reading. Nash Williams and Ior Williams think that Sibelini in Chad 8, and Hiubulin in Lland. p. 175, are the OW. descendants of the Similinus discussed above, and stand for Sivelin and Hielin, writing respectively b and sb for denasalised v from μ. This may easily be so in the case of Hiubulin in Lland., but is unexpected so early as Chad 8. If it is the same name at all, which is not certain, it may well (as the authors say) have been influenced by Canobselino > Cinhelin, which would account for the b and s. Loth regards the OW. names Dumnagul and Dumgallahum, from CC. *dubno-, as further cases of confusion (RC. xlvi, 307); but this is an error, since the form *dunno- goes right back to CC., occurring in Ir. and Gaul as well as Brit. (e.g. Brit. Dunno, Ptol., Pliny), and having arisen through nasalisation of the whole group bs to sm very early, though *dubno- also survived.
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hesitation here between the incorrect m and the correct b, but in any event the MS. is late and the original very likely had Barbruck. Again, Cyblim in the Life of St. Illud (VSB. p. 218), which was written in the first half of the twelfth century, may have an early denasalisation of ŭ before l similar to the example above before r; but however that may be, the source is in any case very late. Cob, "memory", for *com = W, cof, in the Life of St. Cadog (VSB. p. 54) is a clear case of b for ŭ, but the Life was composed about 1100.

By the time of the Book of Llandaff, confusion between m and ñ, and the use of u and f, are becoming common; and in the Black Book of Carmarthen, c. 1200, the MW. practice is fully established. In Lland., note for instance trem for trek, pp. 43, 125, 222; Gynnur, p. 115, and Connmor, pp. 199, 203, apparently from Brit. *Cunoburros; ¹ Rubon, p. 209, perhaps for Rumaun; Ebrdil, pp. 76, 79, 80, but Emrdil, p. 264, beside several spellings of the name with Eu-, Ef-; Cimbriuer, p. 32, but Ciblriuer, p. 44. The writing of u and f is too common in Lland. to make examples necessary.

From this evidence one is warranted in forming the preliminary opinion that the sound was totally denasalised during the eleventh century, except that before r (and fr) this happened much earlier, apparently by the beginning of the ninth century. If the complete denasalisation had been any older, we should have found constant confusion of m and b in OW. sources of the tenth century; which is not the case.

For Old Cornish, m is written in the Smaragdus glosses (late ninth or early tenth century; in anum) and in Ox.2 (tenth century; in dowomisura); also in the Bodmin manuscripts wherever except in Wincuf (§ 33, second half of tenth century) and Bleyōcuf (§ 37, beginning of twelfth century) both in AS. contexts. In Voc.C., c. 1100, f and u are common, and v occurs once; of the four cases of m (caurnarch, ermit, firmament, and parchemin) the last three are probably loans from English or French, as other considerations show,² and

¹ Cf. Williams, AMCA. p. cxxvii.
² Cf. § 110. Forster notes that the m's in firmament show that it is probably borrowed from English, ASitNSp. cxxxv (1916), p. 238.
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therefore have [m]. Hence it would seem likely that the sound was denasalised about the eleventh century, as in Welsh; Wincuf would be due to the influence of AS. spelling habits, and caurmarch perhaps a traditional form, or using m by imitation of the simplex march. There is naturally no visible confusion of m and b in Voc.C., because both sounds were now written f or u.

Since Breton did not lose nasality, the only question is at what date it was passed to the preceding vowel. Förster is of the opinion that it happened at some time before the thirteenth century; see FT. p. 659. The MB. u, v, f, ff never appear in the Glosses, which have always m; Loth remarks that m is used in Cart.Red. until 1037 (RC. v, 111).

§ 98.

To come now to English place-names and the earlier history of linited m, the process began with a strongly nasal sound, written here as μ, and continued through a weakly nasal one, spelt here ŭ, until it became entirely denasalised. The direct evidence for this depends on the renderings of the sound in English place-names. Two treatments are found; English m and English v. As the whole question of date turns on the locality of the names, examples must be presented rather fully.

THE CONSONANTS


For personal names, note Coinnazil, Farinnazîl and their variants, ASC. 577, from Pr.W. -razi or -raii, see p. 464; Brocmail (at the battle of Chester, 613 or 616), Bede, HE. ii.

¹ Read Pr.W. *Mjæl.
² But Ekwall derives from AS. liæma, "gleam", RN. p. 247.
³ But on pp. 705-6 he forgets most of these, and gives only St. Erme, St. Germoe, and Tremab.
⁴ Manchester, AS. Mæme-ceaster, Rom.-Brit. Manusium (AI.) is treated by Förster as another case of limed m borrowed as m (FT. pp. 647, 669). But Ekwall's etymology (Dict. p. 298), which Förster does not mention and to which he offers no alternative, would demand Brit. -mm- and would therefore preclude lenition.
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2, < Pr.W. *Brochmaid; AS. Cædmon < Pr.W. *Cadmann, cf. FT. p. 664; Cameleac var. Camellæac, ASC. 918, no doubt a contemporary oral borrowing, from OW. Cimeilliauc. In the same entry in ASC., to Deomudum (MS. D) or to Deomudum (MS. A), the men of Dyfed, < Brit. Demetae (Ptol.), Pr.W. *Dyfed.


¹ Förster takes Frowemutha as proof that British speakers survived in Dorset at least as late as the beginning of the eighth century (FT. p. 697); but this is an inference from his (unsatisfactory) date of 750 for names borrowed with v; see § 101. Actually the name was doubtless borrowed in the seventh century.

² Llanvair Waterdine (Shr.), cited by Förster (FT. p. 648), is right on the present Welsh border and west of Offa's Dyke; it is obviously purely Welsh, = Llanfair, and is therefore irrelevant in a discussion of British names borrowed into Anglo-Saxon.
§ 99.

How is this evidence from English place-names to be explained? The suggestion is made above that when \( m \) was lenited, in the second half of the fifth century, the result was a strongly nasal bilabial \( b = \mu \); and we have already seen that the sound was eventually entirely denasalised, and have provisionally dated this in the eleventh century. But why did the English borrow the sound sometimes as \( m \) and sometimes as \( v \)?

At first sight the natural inference from the many place-names with \( m \) would of course be that they were borrowed before the time of lenition. This might indeed be true with a few of the very earliest loans; for instance the Saxons doubtless knew, and quite possibly borrowed, the name of the Thames well before they began to settle in Britain. But for the great majority it will not do. It goes against everything we know about the date of lenition; for example the Tamar was reached in the eighth century, when no one would question that lenition was an accomplished fact. The only possible conclusion is that \( m \) in these instances is a sound-substitution.\(^1\)

The English at this time had no such sound as a nasal \( b \);\(^2\) for sound-substitution they had available either \( m \) or \( b \) (\( v \));\(^3\) and it is a natural conclusion that \( m \) was substituted in those cases where the nasality of the Pr.W. sound was perceived as the more striking feature, and \( b \) in those where it was its character as a bilabial spirant. Since we have seen that the \( \mu \) was eventually denasalised, it looks then very much as if the distinction were a chronological one; that is, that while the sound was still \( \mu \), strongly nasal, it was substituted by AS. \( m \), and when it later became more weakly nasal (what is written here \( \tilde{b} \)) it was substituted by AS. \( b \) or \( v \); and that during the borrowing period the English never heard the Britt. sound in its totally denasalised form [\( b \)] at all, since that stage seems

---

\(^1\) This was proposed at least as early as 1918 by Morris Jones, Cymm. xxviii, 234.

\(^2\) They probably developed something like it in later times. Cf. Luick, HGES. § 681.

\(^3\) The AS. \( v \) (spelt \( f \)) was a bilabial \( \tilde{b} \) at first, later a labiodental \( v \).
not to have been reached until the eleventh century. Hence
the occurrence of v in English names from Late Brit. lenited m
does not mean that the sound was not nasal at the time of
borrowing.

The question is, then, does this explanation suit the dis-
tribution of the names, and if so, can we roughly date the
transition from μ to v? The facts seem to be as follows.
Cases of m occur as far west and north as Devon and Cornwall,
the Welsh border, Lancashire, Cumberland, and southern
Scotland. This would suggest at first sight that μ lasted right
up to the end of the settlement period—the end of the
seventh century, and in Devon the eighth, in Cornwall into the
ninth century. On the other hand, there is v in English names
in Tavy in the part of Devon probably settled not very early
in the eighth century; in the name Devon itself, no doubt
adopted at the very latest in the second half of the seventh
century or the early eighth; Tarvin in Cheshire, borrowed
at the beginning of the seventh century; Frocester in the part
of Gloucestershire conquered in the campaign of 577; ME.
Frowenmutha in Dorset, mid or later seventh century; Teviot
in the part of Scotland settled by the Anglians early in the
seventh century. For the other names with v, they are either
all younger, or have various objections which rule them out.
The many names with v in Cornwall may have been borrowed
quite late, since Cornish continued to be spoken. Similarly
St. Brieval’s, Treville, and Morda (not to mention Llanvair
Waterdine) are in border areas which were Welsh in speech for
centuries, as forms of other neighbouring place-names show.
The Leven and Lyne group of names is very doubtful, and
may well come from *Libm- as Ekwall proposes; and the
etymology of Seven is highly uncertain, and therefore whether

1 Förster notes that the lack of AS. umlaut shows it was borrowed after
700; FT, p. 704.
2 Förster thinks Devon is a late loan, about 800 (FT, pp. 706-7), but this
seems to be for the sake of fitting the name into his chronological scheme.
He says such a tribe name might easily have been borrowed later than place
or river names. On the contrary, the English must have known the name of
their enemies the men of Devon, whom they defeated in the campaigns of
the end of the seventh century, long before they met the place and river
names well inside their country.
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it has $m$ or $b$. Nevertheless, assuming that these names had British $m$, those of them which are in Lancashire, Cumberland, and Westmorland would be borrowed in the middle and second half of the seventh century, and those in Scotland also in the seventh century if Förster is right, FT. pp. 635 ff. This leaves only a group of names in N. and E. Yorkshire. The settlement of the plain of York took place in the second half of the fifth century, but the Yorkshire Moors, where these names are found, were very likely not fully occupied for at least a century later; cf. pp. 197, 212, 238, 680.¹

§ 100.

We are now in a position to attempt an interpretation of the entire evidence. In England as a whole, the discussion suggests that broadly speaking the change from sound-substitution of $m$ to that of $v$ took place in the seventh century; and that all during that century names with lenited $m$ might be borrowed in any given area now with English $m$, now with $v$. For example, Frome beside Frocester in Gloucestershire (the latter may not have been adopted immediately after 577, and perhaps not for a generation), or Frome beside Frocemutha in Dorset. In north-east Yorkshire $v$ seems somewhat earlier, though not necessarily more than a little; in any case this may very likely be a question of dialect. But, though the $v$ forms are found in Devon from the late seventh (Devon) and mid eighth century (Tawy), there are $m$ forms in a number of instances in Devon (late seventh to mid eighth century) and even in Cornwall (ninth century and later). There seems to be a contradiction here, since one would expect $v$ by now to have gained the day entirely; a contradiction pointed up by the contrast between Tamar ² on the western border of Devon as against Devon

¹ In FT. p. 682, Förster appears to say that north-east Yorks. was settled at earliest at the beginning of the eighth century; this can hardly be a mere misprint, as this is said also of other areas, such as Gloucestershire and south-east Yorks., none of which can have been occupied anything like so late.

² In FT. pp. 704-5, Förster suggests that it means denationalisation was later in Devon and Cornwall than elsewhere (which does not suit the evidence of Devon itself), but prefers to regard Tamar as a comparatively earlier loan adopted by sailors reaching there by sea—which is not very convincing.
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learned on its eastern borders nearly a century earlier. If there had been any other parts of England occupied so late as this, other such apparent contradictions might have been found—the evidence from the rest of England, which warrants us in saying that $v$-substitution was coming in by the seventh century, does not necessarily warrant us in concluding that $m$-substitution was going out. But the contradiction becomes deeper when we come to personal names, Coinmagil, etc., are late sixth century, Broccmail beginning of the seventh, Caedmon late seventh, which is not inconsistent; but Caneleuc, A.D. 918, obviously an oral borrowing from OW. made on the actual occasion, is very late indeed, and Deomedum in the same annal is not likely to be an early loan.¹

It appears then that the Welsh and Cornish sound could still be perceived by the English as an $m$ as late as the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries, in spite of the fact that it could be heard as $v$ so early as the seventh century, even the end of the sixth. This is to be set beside the conclusion already reached, that the Welsh sound was not totally denasalised before the eleventh century, except (a) after $au$ (see § 66. 2), and (b) before $r, fr$, where Welsh non-nasal $v$ is as old as the eighth to ninth century. The following reconstruction may now be offered:

1. The Pr.WCB. sound from lenition of $m$ was certainly still nasal at the time of the separation of $W, C, and B$; so Förster, FT. pp. 659-60.

2. Up to about the beginning of the seventh century, and therefore in all place-names borrowed before that time, the sound was $\mu$, so strongly nasal that English ears could perceive it only as an $m$.

¹ According to Pogatscher (Eng.St. xix, 341) it must have been borrowed before the AS. “$v$-umlaut”, which he said took place in the second half of the seventh century, since it shows it; op. cit. p. 342, he proposed that the English must have heard of the Deoetae in the last quarter of the sixth century after the battle of Dyram. The umlaut in question is, however, probably to be regarded as belonging to the early eighth century, cf. Luick, HGES. § 233, and there is no reason to suppose that the word is older in English than the occupation of Devon in the early eighth century, when they might come into contact with the men of Dyfed across the Bristol Channel.
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(3) In the course of the seventh century (in north-east Yorkshire perhaps dialectically somewhat earlier) the degree of nasality became considerably weaker, reaching the sound written here as ĕ, which was no longer necessarily heard as m by the English. It was now possible to deal with the sound by substituting v, which therefore appears in some place-names in the areas settled at this time, side by side with m. So Pr.W. *Frēðē was now adopted with m in the river Frome, but with v in Frocester on that river, both in Gloucestershire.

(4) Nevertheless, the sound was still nasal, and the settlers could sometimes still perceive it as an m rather than as a v, both in the districts taken during the seventh century and in those occupied afterwards, at least to the tenth century (Cameleac; names in Cornwall).

(5) The Welsh and Cornish likewise felt the sound to be nasal, and to belong to the range of m-sounds; hence the Welsh wrote it with m right on through the eleventh century (except where it was denasalised after au,1 probably in the eighth century, and before r and fr by the ninth century); and the Cornish down to the later tenth century and even beyond that.

(6) By the late eleventh or earlier twelfth century it is probable that both in Welsh and in Cornish ĕ had become entirely denasalised to v; hence the confusions in the Book of Llandaff, 1135–40, and the regular writing with u, f, v in Voc.C., c. 1100.

This scheme seems to suit the facts, and to cover the situation adequately, without entering into elaborate and fine-spun arguments and dangerously exact dates which can only be made to suit the evidence by doing violence to it.

1 Förster believes a final nasal ĕ could not be lost while it was nasal, and that if such a ĕ is lost it must have been already denasalised by passing its nasality to the preceding vowel. This seems methodologically quite unnecessary; and note the early examples of loss of final -e other than in law, on which see § 66. It is not true that -e was lost early only after u, as Förster asserts (FT. p. 677). The idea that ĕ cannot be labiodental in any Celtic language (FT. p. 664), and the conclusion drawn from it, is incorrect; cf., e.g., T. de Bhaldraithe, The Irish of Cois Fhaíríge (Dublin, 1945), §§ 154, 241.
§ 101.

Förster's very complicated treatment of the history of lenited $m$ (FT, pp. 649 ff.) needs some further mention. He gives a list of place-names with $m$ and $v$, and admits that $v$-forms occur in districts apparently settled early (as Yorkshire), and that there are numerous $m$-forms in his $v$-areas. The latter he defines much too widely, identifying them with his "west-girdle" (see FT, pp. 102 ff.), and hence including $m$-names in e.g. Dorset, Wiltshire, and Hampshire, which are beside the point as there are no $v$-names there. In fact the $v$-names are actually found in a very limited border strip only. Förster then goes on to construct an elaborate theory which is very briefly as follows (note that he uses $w$ for bilabial $b$, and $v$ for the labiodental; $\approx$ means a nasal vowel): $m$ was $\tilde{w}$ in the fourth century, $\approx \tilde{w}$ in the fifth to seventh, $\approx w$ in the eighth or ninth to tenth (elsewhere defined as 750–950), and $w$ from c. 950 or 1000; $v$ from c. 1100 in W. and C.; Breton took $\approx \tilde{w}$ over with it and developed it independently to $\approx v$ as at present, some time before the thirteenth century. He believes in a definite chronological dividing line between names borrowed with $m$ and those with $v$, and puts it about 750; see FT. pp. 681 ff. The reasons for all this need not detain us. In a long and most unsatisfactory argument (pp. 685 ff.), depending partly upon inaccuracies over the periods of the English occupation, he attempts to explain away the unquestionable existence of $m$ and $v$ forms in certain areas side by side, as being respectively early and late loans from a native population still continuing to speak British for a long time.

1 Inconsistently, he speaks of OW. Dimet as still having unlenited $m$; FT. p. 235; and of a British (sic) *Frōmā as having obtained from c. 300 to 600 (sic), pp. 50-7.

2 This conflicts with Förster's own theory on Tuncleberie, see p. 487 above.

3 He fails to mention the much later Canelecac and Deomhead.

4 Though on p. 685 he admits the theoretical possibility, only to reject it, that the English might perceive $v$ sometimes as $m$ and sometimes as $v$; which agrees exactly with our solution, and makes his own theory unnecessary. FT. p. 92, he actually says (inconsistently) that this really happened, a propos of Tarvin. P. 707, he forgets Tarvin in giving forms for Cheshire; since this area was settled in the first half of the seventh century, a $v$ here does not suit his hypothesis.
though the presence of such a population is not and cannot be demonstrated. Part of the above doctrine is based on Förster's unacceptable treatment of dau, Frau, and lau, on which see § 66. 2;¹ but aside from the fact that his dates for the sources of these are incorrect, and their significance is missed, they are in any event a special case, not a normal one, and cannot be used to date the normal development. As regards the question of the change of bilabial to labiodental \(v\), this must indeed have happened; but I do not regard Förster's arguments for its period as of any weight, and think that there is not enough evidence to go on to attempt to date it.

§ 102. IE. and Latin \(n\)

They normally remain in WCB.² Initial groups of \(tn\), \(cn\)-have \(\mathbf{\text{\(n\)}}\) \(\mathbf{> r}\) with nasality in Mod.B. but not MB.; with \(gn\)-, however, it seems to have occurred already in OB.; see LP. p. 52. This is not found in W. or C., and is therefore a peculiarity of B. IE. \(\mathbf{ni}\) develops as would be expected, to \(\mathbf{n}\) with vowel affection. Latin \(\mathbf{ni}\) became the simple palatalised \(\mathbf{n}'\) (\(\mathbf{n}'\) "mouillé") in VL. in the third to fifth century, see Richter, CPF. p. 112; but this did not occur in Britain, where Latin \(\mathbf{ni}\) remained a group and developed as the native one; so \(\text{cuneus} > \text{VL. *cunius} > \text{W. cyn.}\) A VL. *cun'us would probably be borrowed as *cunus in British and would not have affection. IE. \(\mathbf{ln}\) became \(\mathbf{ll}\) in CC.; e.g. W. all-; OL. all-: Gaul. \(\text{allo} < \text{IE. *alno-}\), see LP. p. 225, Thurneysen, Gr.OL. p. 309. On \(\mathbf{ns}\) see § 130. VL. primary and secondary groups of \(\mathbf{mm}\) became \(\mathbf{mm}\) in Gaul in the first to second century; see Richter, CPF. pp. 69-70. This did not occur in other parts of the Empire, including evidently Britain; so \(\text{columna} > \text{W. colofn, VL. *lum'nu} > \text{W. llafn.}\) Latin \(\mathbf{n}\) was liable to become \(\mathbf{\(f\)}\) in colloquial speech, as early as the Republican period, e.g. in iferi in

¹ One of the factors which help to vitiate Förster's datings is his belief that there are no OW. documents between about 950 and about 1150 (e.g. FT. pp. 676-7). On this see p. 51 above.

² In non-illention position in B. the sound is the long one discussed above, § 93, and so with double mm; thus in nador, given there is long \(\mathbf{\(n\)}\), but in kna there is short \(\mathbf{\(n\)}\). Whether there was ever anything of the sort in OW., see n. 1, p. 475.
an inscription of that time; see CPF, pp. 40-41. This is seen in Brit. in W. uffern, MC. ufarн, B. ifern; also in confessio > W. cyffes, B. coffes, concoctio > W. cyffaith, confinium > W. cyffin, B. kefin.

§ 103. British Groups of Nasal plus Stop

British mp (< IE. *mp, Latin mp), nt, nc were retained in the Brittonic languages as a whole. On final -nt in C. see § 110. In -nti- the ti became [ʃ] in MB., spelt ch. In Welsh, the stops were assimilated to the nasals in medial position, giving m(m)h, n(n)h, y(y)h. The h remains when immediately before the (MW., Mod.W.) stress, but was lost otherwise. However, where analogy entered in, as in plentyn < plant, gwyntoedd pl. of gwynt, nentydd pl. of nant, the stop may be unaffected. On the history and dating of these features, see below.

When mp, nt, nc were final in W. there was a tendency, becoming fixed in some cases but remaining only as an alternative in others, for them to be treated as internal if followed by another word in a close speech group, whether they were in a proelicit or followed by an enelicit. So Brit. *pemp, “five”, > MW. pymp, Mod.W. pump, but before a noun pum; the h is still seen in some cases when the noun begins with a stressed vowel, as Early Mod.W. pum heryr. Similarly OW. cant, “with” (MP.) > Mod.W. gan; M., Mod.W. cant, “hundred”, > can before nouns (the h appears sometimes before a stressed vowel, as in MW. can hur); Mod.W. preposition cyn, “before”, but adverb cyn, “formerly”, cyn being proelicit. So the 3rd person pl. verbal ending -nt became -nh before the suffixed pronoun MW. wy, whence the MW., Mod.W. huey and the regular colloquial pronunciation -n hw. See further WG. p. 189.

Apart from this, and perhaps spreading from it, final -nt in W. polysyllables tended occasionally to become -n, either always or else as an alternative, irrespective of any closely connected following word. So Brit. *riganh > OW. riein (Risingulid, VSB. p. 194), Mod.W. rhiain; Latin praesentem > OW. presen (Juv.9), MW. present and presen; OW. Morcant
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(HB. c. 63, AC. 665, Gen. x, xxv, xxviii, xxix), MW. Morgan; the 3rd person pl. verb ending -n in the modern spoken language even when not followed by the pronoun; etc. etc. See further Baudiš, Gr. pp. 112, 159; Morris Jones, WG. p. 169; Parry-Williams, Phon.WB. p. 110. As regards the date, apart from the OW. examples quoted note also OW. treidin, 3rd pl., (Juv.9) = MW. treithynt; and the constant 3rd pls. in -an, rhyming on, in the first poem in the Black Book of Carmarthen. These assimilations of nt are to be regarded as exceptional, though evidently having begun at least as early as the ninth century; and even here in most cases forms with -nt survived side by side with -n. Normally, -nt in W. stressed polysyllables remains throughout when not followed by an enclitic.

§ 104.

When the mp, nt, nc group stood at the end of the first element of a compound after the loss of composition vowels, or at the end of a word after the loss of final syllables, accommodations with the initial consonant of the second element might be involved. So Brit. *pempedecan > W. pymtheg; Lat. ante tertiam > W. anterth; antecenium > W. ancuyn; Sancta Brígida > MW. Sanffreit. According to Lewis, ante tertiam gave *anherderth > *anh’derth by syncope, > anterth; antecenium > *anh’cuyn > ancuyn (EL. p. 25); and *pempedecan > *pymhk’deg > pymtheg (BBCS. v. 93); i.e. the stage mh, nh was reached before syncope of the composition vowel or loss of final syllables, the following consonant was then unvoiced by the h when syncope and loss occurred, and the h was absorbed. But this must be impossible, if only because internal mp, nt, nc could not have become mh, nh, yh in Welsh before the time of the loss of final syllables and syncope of composition vowels, since if they had done so they must necessarily have appeared in Cornish and Breton also (on this point see further below). The situation must be, rather, as follows: *pempedecan > Late Brit. *pimpdegan > *pimp’deg > Pr.WCB. *pimthey, with the d unvoiced by p, which was then lost in the consonant group. Similarly ante tertiam > *antedertiam > *ant’dert > anterth (Ir.
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anteirt must have been borrowed at the stage *ant'dert in the second half of the sixth century; antecēnium > *antegēnium > *ant'gēn > ancwyn (cf. Loth, RC. xxxi, 156; Baudiš, Gr. p. 105); Sancta Brigita > *Santa Vrižida > *Sant Vrežid > *San Frežid > MW. Sanffret (in OW, San Bregit, Lland. p. 43, A.D. 1129; p. 276, early twelfth century; but San Freit, p. 32, A.D. 1128, see also p. 453 above; B = v is kept here by Latin and etymological influence). In anterth, ancwyn it is to be noted that *ant'dert, *ant'gēn, or rather a stage *antteirt, *ancēn, must have been preserved until after original medial nt, nc > nh, ãh, since otherwise there would be MW. *annherth, *angheyn. Lat. Anticristus > W. Anghrist looks like an example of the opposite; but more probably a VL. *Ant'cri tus (which is quite a possible form, see Grandgent, IVL. pp. 98-9) was absorbed in British Latin already to *Aneristus, whence regularly W. Anghrist, OI. Ancrist.

§ 105. IE. and Latin -ntr-, -ntl-

These give W. thr, thl, but remain as ntr, ntl in CB. E.g. OW. ither (M.Cap.), C. yntre, B. entre, "between";Brit. *auntrinos (cf. LP. p. 9; Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 58. *auntrir or *auntrios) > W. ewythr, B. eontr; Lat. contrarius > W. cythrawl, B. kontrell; centrum > W. cethr, C. center, B. kentr; Brit. *cantll > W. cathl, B. bentel (but OW. centhliat, Juvecn., tenth century; centhliat, ibid., tenth to eleventh century). (See Addenda.)

§ 106. The History of mp, nt, nc in Welsh

According to Pedersen they became first mf, nθ, ηχ, and this already in British; in cases where the nasal was then lost, i.e. in the CB. equivalent of W. nasal mutation and in ntr, ntl > thr, thl in W., the voiceless spirant remained; but otherwise mf, nθ, ηχ reverted everywhere to mp, nt, nc, except internally in W., where they gave mh, nh, ãh. Pedersen says that the spirants maintained themselves when the nasals were

1 He evidently did not believe that the -mf-, -nθ-, -ηχ- stage lasted as late as the ninth century in W.; see p. 503.
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lost, but otherwise became stops again (by provection) when they were preserved; except that at this time internal mf, nθ, γχ had already gone a stage further (he means in Welsh only) and were now mh, nh, gh while the final was still -mf, -nθ, -γχ, and hence the internal groups were not affected by the provection which turned final -mf, -nθ, -γχ into -mp, -nt, -nc again (VKG. i, 149-50, LP. p. 51). Similarly in EL. p. 29 Lewis says that mp, nt, nc gave mf; nth, nch, and then internally "in time" the spirants became h; but that in final position, before the spirants were fully established, they returned to -mp, -nt, -nc.

This extraordinarily complicated theory was evidently devised by Pedersen to try to bring the history of mp, nt, nc in all the Celtic languages, including Irish, under one roof. His account of how Pr. I. nt, nc gave first nθ, γχ, and then dd, qq need not be discussed here; it has been rejected by Thurneysen (IF. Anz. xxvi, 26), and with it half the reason for Pedersen’s theory vanishes. As for Brittonic, it is incredible that mp, nt, nc could first become mf, nθ, γχ, and then much later return to mp, nt, nc (independently in all three languages) by provection on the ground that the spirants follow homorganic nasals. Provection arises when two or more consonants come together secondarily by some cause like syncope and need to make some mutual accommodation of articulation. But when an original consonant group undergoes a phonetic change, it is hardly probable that it will exactly reverse that change later on the grounds (from the grammarian’s point of view) that the new consonant group does not suit the sound-laws of the language. If that is the case, the initial change would never have occurred—if mf was an impossible consonant combination, it would never have arisen at all, and clearly it is much more probable that it never did in fact arise, than that it did so and then reverted to its original mp.

In addition to the wish to cover the Irish developments, Pedersen’s theory is also designed to explain the initial spirantisation of p-, t-, and c- in CB, where W, has nasal mutation. But a quite different solution for this is offered

1 His nff is presumably a misprint for mff (i.e. mf).
below, § 187, and one which the writer ventures to think will suit the facts more adequately and more simply. Finally, Pedersen’s explanation is intended to cover the change of *nt*, *ntl* to *thr*, *thl* in Welsh. But it is at least equally likely that what happened here was that the *t* was geminated before the homorganic *r*, *l* (which, in the group of three dentals, may have been *R*, *L* till then) and the *n* reduced to a nasality which later disappeared, i.e. *nt*, *ntl* > *tt*, *ttl* > *thr*, *thl*. This was Morris Jones’ view, WG. p. 150. He attempted, however, to apply it to CB. too, and regarded it as Common Celtic, so as to link it with Irish phonetics: but his supposed CB. examples are unsatisfactory, and he did not understand the Irish treatment of *nt* and *nc*. Nor is it necessary to connect it with Irish, or to regard the phenomenon as very old. It might be Western, as distinct from South-Western British; or Pr.W. only. Indeed the spellings *centhiat*, *centhiat* suggest that the vowel was still nasal, and therefore that the development was not an ancient one, though *tt* > *th* no doubt implies that at any rate it was as old as the sixth century. (See Addenda.)

The objection to Pedersen’s theory, apart from its unwieldy nature in trying to explain too much, is chiefly that the phonetics of it are unnatural and unnecessary. Just as Brit. *mb*, *nd*, *ng* became, as will be discussed below, *mm*, *nn*, *yy*, by the simple process of the nasalising of the voiced stops by the nasals, the nasalisation of *b*, *d*, and *g* being *m*, *n*, and *y* respectively; so in the same way in Welsh, and in Welsh only, the second consonant in *mp*, *nt*, *nc* was likewise nasalised by the first. Now a nasalised *p* is a voiceless [ŋ], a nasalised *t* is a voiceless [ŋ], and a nasalised *c* is a voiceless [ŋ]; hence the very exact MW. spellings *nmb*, *nnb* to express a geminate nasal the second part of which is voiceless. The development is exactly analogous to that of *mb*, *nd*, *ng*, both in British and in Irish. There is a very interesting parallel to this in the phonetics of modern Scottish Gaelic, the relevance of which seems to have escaped the notice of Celtic grammarians. When a pretonic particle ending in -*n*, such as the definite article *an*, comes before a word beginning with *b*-, *d*-, *g*-, e.g. *bárd*, *duine*,
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guth, the result in a certain group of Gaelic dialects ¹ is a voiced nasal, i.e. a' mòrd, a' nuine, a' guth, which is, of course, almost exactly the same as initial nasalisation of b-, d-, and g-, and the internal treatment of ancient mh, nd, and ng, in both Irish and Welsh. But more; in these same dialects, when the particle comes before a word beginning with p-, t-, or c-, as port, tarbh, cat, the nasal affects the stop in a way which might be written a' mhort, a' nharbh, a' nghat. Phonetically speaking, the sounds are respectively [m?h], [Nh], [Nh]; ² but it is important to notice that there is sometimes still a trace of the stop in the form of a faint glide; these cases may be written in phonetics [m?h], [Nh], [Nh] (see footnote). The remarkable likeness to the Welsh initial nasal mutation and to its treatment of internal British mp, nt; and nc is obvious.

One may therefore propose what seems to be a much simpler solution than Pedersen's; one which is close to that of Morris Jones, WG. pp. 169-70, who treats original mp, nt, nc as remaining except internally in Welsh, where the change to mh, nh, yh took place according to him during the OW. period. The history would be as follows:

(1) British internal -mp-, -nt-, -nc- were preserved everywhere at first in Pr.WCB.; and to the present day everywhere in CB.

(2) (a) At some stage in Pr. or O. Welsh yet to be determined, they developed by nasalisation into m(m)h, n(n)h, y(y)h when they were still internal; but (b) in the now final position, where the breath was cut off short by the final stop and the syllabic division was different, the nasal was not able to affect the following sound, so that the original mp, nt, nc remained here throughout.²

¹ Those of the northern Hebrides and the north-west mainland.
² Described by C. Borgström as [mh], [Nh], [ph], or [m?h], [Nh], [Nh] (A Linguistic Survey of the Gaelic Dialects of Scotland, ii, Oslo (1941), p. 124; cf. p. 13); by Fraser as [mnb], [mn], [nhab] (RC, xi, 141); and by Quiggin as [mh], [nh], [ph] (Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society, lxviii, 17).

³ Compare the history of the analogous assimilation in Pr.W. of -Lt- -t- -A- versus final -Lt- -t- remaining; § 54. Also how internal -nt- has become -n- in colloquial American English (e.g. "twenty" for "twenty"), but final -nt has not.
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(3) In external sandhi, the same thing happened in W., whence the "nasal mutation"; but in CB. the nasal at the end of the preceding word evolved in such a way that $p_1$, $t_1$, $c_1$ at the beginning of the next word were not nasalised but geminated, whence the spirant mutation in CB. corresponding to the nasal in W. (on this see § 187).

(4) The change of $ntr$, $ndl$ to $thr$, $thl$ is Welsh only, and is not connected with the other sections above, except that it has a close phonetic similarity to the origin of the spirant mutation of CB. in (3).

§ 107.

Before trying to date the development of $mp$, $nt$, $nc$ to $mh$, $nh$, $gh$, we must first examine how they or their descendants are spelt in Late Brit., Pr.W., and OW. Here at once there emerges the fact that there is nothing whatever corresponding to Pedersen's $mf$, $nb$, $yx$ ever found at any time in this period in any of the languages, except one case of $mph$ and three of $nth$ which are differently explained below. In the early inscriptions I know no evidence on $mp$. As to $nt$, there are CIC. nos. 394, end of fifth century, CANTIORI; 514, late fifth or early sixth century, CARANTORIVS; 363, mid or later sixth century, CARANTACVS; 380, same date, POTENTINI; 407, same date, CANTVSVS.¹ For $nc$, no. 451, early or mid sixth century, TVNCCETACE. In place-name loans in AS. I know no examples relevant to $mp$, $nc$. For $nt$, note Brit. *$Deryntig > Pr.W. *Derwent' > Darent (K.), Derwent (Derb.; NRY.-ERY.; Du.-Nb.; Cum.), Darwen (Lan.; ME. Derewepte, Derwent), see Ekwall, RN. pp. 113-15, 121-3; and Pr.W. *Brizen't > AS. Brezunt, Brezant, Brezente > Brent (Hert.-Mx.), see p. 447. These preserve final -nt; Darent and the Yorkshire Derwent

¹ No. 356, end of sixth century, POTENINA, is regarded (no doubt rightly) by Ifor Williams and Nash Williams as an engraver's error for POTENTINA (Arch.Camb., 1936, p. 15). CINI in CIC. no. 971, mid seventh century, is compared by Ifor Williams to Gaul. Cintius, Cintia as well as Ciusius, Cinia (AMCA. p. cxxiv). Williams thinks there are two different names here, and hence there is no reason to assume that CINI must be from *Cinti.
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would have been borrowed in the second half or at the end of the fifth century, Brent early in the sixth century, the Derb. and Du.-Nb. Derwent in the mid or later sixth century, and the Cum. Derwent in the later seventh century. Internally, Brit. Trisantona > Pr.W. *Trihanton > Bede’s Treenta etc. > Trent (Staf. etc.; Gl.-Wo.), Tarrant (Sx.; Dor.), see Ekwall, RN. pp. 415 ff.; and cf. OW. Trahannon (HB. c. 67), OB. Treanton (Cart.Red. p. 58), Trehanton (ibid. p. 285); see further pp. 524 ff. below. Also Nanny (Nb.), if correctly related to W. *nant by Ekwall, RN. p. 298; this seems to have been borrowed between a.d. 700 and 800, cf. § 174. 2. On the question of *Brigantaccia > AS. Beornice see Appendix.

In the OW. of the Glosses etc. before the time of the Book of Llandaff, the following types of spelling in internal position ¹ are found:

(1) orton) nc (mp does not occur). Tantou (M.Cap.); constantou (ibid.); Caur Guinntguic (HB. c. 66a); Derguentic (HB. c. 44); fontaun (HB. c. 70, var. of finnaun); antermetetic (Juven., tenth to eleventh century); guordiminnitiu (Ovid.); Decantorum (AC. 812, with Latin termination); Carantocos (throughout the First Life of Carannog, VSB. pp. 142-6; with Latin termination); Carantauc (Second Life of Carannog, VSB. p. 148); Karantoc (ibid.). Note the form cintelluaug = MW. cynheilu uat in the Book of Aneirin, see CA. l. 520; and also in Lland., p. 184, Cerentiri with Latin termination. Hancarate (Chad 8) = Mod.W. Angharad, with Latin gen. sg. fem. termination; Tancoystl (Gen. ii); partuncul (Ox.2); note also Strat Hancer in Lland. p. 179.

(2) mph, nth (nch does not occur). Pimphet (MP.); hanther (ibid.); Anthun (Gen. iv); Anthoc (ibid.).²

(3) mn, m (m(m), ng(ng) do not occur). Guiannuine (Ovid);

¹ When final, there is only -mp, -nt, -yc (a spelling for -nc). The examples known to me are rump (Ox.2); cant "with" (MP.); cant "enclosure" (AC. 631); argant (MP.); plant (Ovid); eninhaunt (Juven., tenth to eleventh century); Custeint (HB. c. 66a); Passent (HB. cc. 48, 49, Gen. xxii, xxvii); tage (Chad 2). None of this gives any support for thinking that the sounds were -mg, -nt, -yc by this time at any rate.

² Planthonnace (Juven., tenth to eleventh century) consists of plant- plus a subjunctive h-suffix (cf. Thurneysen, KZ. lix, 16) and is therefore not a case of nth for original nt.
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abalbrouannou (M.Cap.); finnaun (HB. c. 70; var. fontaun above); Trahannon (ibid. c. 67; see p. 524 below). Note also finnaun in Lland. pp. 157, 188, 241, 242; Custhennin, ibid. p. 276.

(4) c, cg=nc. (b)racma (Chad 4); naegeni (Comp.).

*Cg* is common in Lland., e.g. Acgrat, p. 243; cf. Estrat Ager, p. 188.

The spellings with *h*, i.e. *mh*, *n(n)h*, *ngh*, etc., are not found at all before the Book of Llandaf, where *n(n)*h is the normal form and *cgh*, *gh* occur; so Morcanhuc passim; Argannel ll. 75, 82, 173; Custennhin p. 277; Custenhinn p. 72; Custennhin p. 276; Cereunnir pp. 200, 240; Aeghiti p. 221; Aghiti pp. 200, 242. Note MW. Taranthon (BT. 77.15) for OW. Trahannon.

For Old Cornish and Old Breton all that need be said, without giving examples, is that they spell always respectively *mp*, *nt* (*ns*, see below, § 110; a few cases of *n* before a consonant), *nc* (the rare *nch* in Voc.C. is a function of the use of *ch* for *c* before front vowels); and *mp*, *nt* (one case of *n* before a consonant), *nc*; and that there is therefore no evidence here for internal or final *mf*, *nθ*, *yX* during the OC., OB. period.

These OW. spellings show apparently three main types of treatment. First, the unabsorbed *nt*, *nc*, which is found previously in the fifth to sixth century inscriptions. This occurs in ninth, tenth, tenth to eleventh, and early twelfth century sources, and even rarely in the Book of Llandaff. It is noteworthy, however, that in the later documents, i.e. the Life of Carannog and the Book of Llandaff, it is chiefly used in forms with Latin terminations, which are more likely to preserve archaic spellings; cf. the archaic *o* in the very name *Carantoncus*, see pp. 296-7. Second, *mph*, *nth*. Rhys considered that these stood for what may be written here *[ump]^h^*, *[nt]^h^*, not for *mf*, *nθ* (LWP. 2, p. 49); Morris Jones, that they represent a transition in which as the *p* and *t* disappeared the *h* became more noticeable (WG. p. 170). Pedersen, however, thought it is probable that they mean *m(m)h*, *n(n)h* (VKG. 1, 539, LP. p. 51); i.e. he did not hold that they represent his *mf*, *nθ*, and therefore could not have believed that that stage lasted as late as the ninth century. Third, we have a spelling designed to
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represent the full absorption of the stop, namely \( nn \) (and \( n \), which is often written in OW, for \( nn \) of whatever origin). No means of showing the voicelessness of the sound was thought of till the twelfth century, when \( n(n)h, ngh, yh \), etc., began to be written.\(^1\)

\( § 108. \)

The evidence quoted on the date of \( -mp-, -nt-, -nc->mh, nh, yh \) in W. may be analysed as follows. Pedersen's theory of an intermediate \( mf, n\theta, y\chi \) has already been rejected, and it has been shown that at no period, from the fifth- to sixth-century inscriptions nor from the eighth- to twelfth-century written sources, not to mention the AS. place-names of the fifth to eighth century, is there any support for the existence of such intermediates. Since Pedersen's theory needs \( m\ell, n\theta, y\chi \) in Pr. WCB, at the time of the separation, this would demand their existence in the sixth century. The earliest traces which we can find of the nasalisation of the voiceless stops are these:

1. Possibly the form Nanny, which may have Brit. \( nt \) and may have been borrowed in the seventh to eighth century; but this is very uncertain.
2. The spellings \( mph, n\theta h \) in \( pimpfit, hanther \) in MP., A.D. 820. Here Rhys and Morris Jones are surely nearer the truth than Pedersen; and they may be regarded as representing an intermediate \( m\theta h, n\theta h \), comparable to the Scottish Gaelic development described on p. 501.
3. Definitely the cases of \( nn \) in Nennius' HB., A.D. 829, and in Martiannus Capella, ninth century. Thus we can say that we seem to see the \( mh, nh, yh \) coming into existence through a transitional stage \( m\theta h, n\theta h, y\theta h \) perhaps already in the eighth century (Nanny?) and certainly by the early ninth, though the \( mph, n\theta h \) are probably really out of date and traditional by the early ninth century, as \( nth \) in the mid tenth century \( Anthun \) and \( Anthec \) certainly was; and that the full

\(^1\) The spellings \( c \) and \( cg \) cannot be exactly fitted into any of the above three categories. The regular MW. spelling is \( gh \), which is merely graphic for \( ngh \); whether the one case of \( c \) means \( gc, ych \), or \( yh \) is not clear; \( cy \) in the Computus is probably for \( yh \), as the same, and \( gc, cgk \), no doubt are in Lland,
absorption to *mh, *nh, *qh by the ninth century is proven. If so, how is it that *nt and *nc spellings lasted as late as the Book of Llandaff? In view of the absolute proof of the existence of nasalisation in the ninth century, the answer can only be the same as that just given for *Anthan and *Anthec, i.e. that these are traditional and archaising spellings, as we can see fairly certainly that they are in the Latinising contexts of the Life of St. Carannog and the Book of Llandaff.

The conclusion is, then, that British *mp, *nt, *nc remained everywhere in the Britonic languages right down into the OWCB period, except that (1) in external sandhi a change had taken place already by the time of the separation, on which see further § 187; (2) *nt, *ntl gave *thr, *thl in Pr.W. at some date undetermined, possibly in the sixth century, perhaps with nasality remaining into the tenth century; (3) internal Pr.Welsh *mp, *nt, *nc became something like *mh, *nh, *qh apparently in the eighth century, and *mh, *nh, *qh by the early ninth.1

§ 109.

After the coming into existence of *mh, *nh, *qh, the *h was lost at some stage in Welsh when the group stood anywhere except immediately before the MW., Mod.W. stress. So Brit. *bri-gantinos > OW. *brenhkin, pl. brenhined (Lland, p. 120), but Mod.W. *brénin, pl. brenhinoedd. This is obviously a function of the position of the Welsh accent (cf. WG, p. 64), and since the accent did not shift to its present position until the eleventh century, it follows that this alternation of *h-less and *h-forms cannot be earlier than that time. Morris Jones thought the loss of *h could not be much after the date of the accent-shift, and that therefore MW. spellings like *brenín, *aghêu are traditional (loc. cit.). Baudis takes the MW. usage as showing a transition to a new orthography, and thinks the

1 Förster dates *mp, *nt > *mh, *nh as c. 700, at the same time as his date for *mb, *nd > *mm, *nm (FT, p. 176). But no discussion of *mp, *nt is given, and *nc is not mentioned. It appears to be assumed that their history must be the same as that of *mb, *nd.
spelling with $h$ is a conventional survival not representing pronunciation; he concludes, however, that this means the accent-shift was not complete till the end of the thirteenth century (Gr. p. 135). There is no reason whatever why the loss of $h$ should be a sudden consequence of the change of the position of the accent, and a form like *brēnbin* might have lingered on for a long time afterwards. Moreover, such spellings may also be matters of tradition. Cf. FT. p. 170, where Förster queries the value of the evidence, and thinks the inconsistencies in twelfth- to fourteenth-century spelling mean that the use of $h$ is an archaism. See § 207. 2 below.

§ 110. Final *-nt>*-ns in Cornish

It remains to discuss the history of *nt* in Cornish, where it had a special development. Final OC. *-lt* (see § 54. 1) and *-nt* became *-ls* and *-ns* in MC. On *-lt* the only evidence I know is the fact that it is always *ls* in Voc.C., c. 1100; however, it is no doubt contemporary in its development with that of *-nt*. For *-nt* the examples are fuller. In the Bodmin manumissions there are no cases of *-ns*; on the contrary there is *-nt* in Gurient (§ 27, 950–70), and in Wurgent (§ 22, c. 1002–19). Förster notes a Nant Buord-tel near St. Keverne in an AS. document of A.D. 1050 from Cornwall (FT. p. 29). Voc.C., however, has *-ns* (Abrans, Argans, Cans twice, Dans, Guins, Nans, Oliphans, Pons, Sceuens). True, *-nt* does occur there in *scient* and the negative of it, *diskient*; and in *firmament*, *tairnant*, and *sant*. Lewis and Pedersen suggest that *scient* is "a remainder of earlier orthography" (LP. p. 155), i.e. traditional; but it might be owing to the influence of forms like *skientoc* (also in Voc.C.). *Firmament* has already been noted as probably a foreign borrowing, because of the *m*’s (p. 485), and the *-nt* is further support for this. The meaning of *tairnant* appears to be unexplained, so that it can hardly be used in evidence;

1 There is no need to regard (with Baudla) the *na* in OW. *abulbrouanou*, *quianuin*, etc., as early examples of loss of $h$; indeed, since they are older than the accent-shift they cannot be. The absence of $h$ here has already been explained, p. 506.

2 Since the $t$ was voiceless here after *l*, *n*, the *s* is [z] not [x]; cf. § 52. 1.
sant is the AS. sand (BBCS. xi, 10). Hence none of the cases of -nt in Voc.C. is conclusive. We may suppose that the second half of the eleventh century is a probable date for the change of -nt to -ns, and doubtless also therefore of -ll to -ls in Cornish.¹

Under the influence of the final -ns Cornish medial -nt- often became -ns-, especially in cases where declension or conjugation caused forms with final -nt to stand side by side with others with -nt- medial owing to the addition of a termination. This is seen already in Voc.C. in briansen, camhinsic, etc.

§ 111. British mb, nd, ng

British mb, nd, ng normally became assimilated to m(m), mn, n(y). In certain cases, however, Breton has mb, mp; cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 118, 170, LP, pp. 40, 55; Loth, Chr.B. p. 69.

Nd is irregularly preserved in W. enderig, "steer" (but anner, "heifer", MB. annoer), if this is really related to OL. ainnder, cf. Parry-Williams, Phon.WB. p. 77; Pedersen, JCS. i, 4 ff.² So in OB. andemecet (Ven.Oros.) if: MW. annifyyet, as proposed by Ifor Williams, ZCP. xxi, 294-5; but here the fact that an- is a prefix perhaps prevented the fusion; cf. OB. condallant (Vat.Reg. 296 Oros.) beside W. cynnadll. Landa occurs as a common-noun in Latin texts in Cart.Red., as well as lanna (ː W. llann), but only Lan in Breton place-names there. No doubt -nd- here may be an archaism preserved in semi-legal contexts.

¹ Loth quotes pons, Germs from a charter of 943 as possible evidence that the date is earlier, though he admits there are doubts of its authenticity (RC. xviii, 407); Förster shows that it really belongs to the fourteenth century (FT. p. 177). Förster dates -nt>-ns 1000-1200 (FT. p. 29; but p. 177, 1056-1150) because the MS. of Voc.C. is c. 1200—but we have already seen that it was compiled c. 1100. He makes no use of the evidence of Bodm. He notes the place-names Nam-cor, Nam-boll, with -t dropped, as having therefore been borrowed before the twelfth century (real thirteenth, on his dating?), without noticing that the same loss occurs in Bodm., and quite early, in Argyanbrì (ː § 32, 959-75; beside e.g. Argyntmeot, § 28, tenth century) and Conwedu (ː § 11, 941-6; beside Conweduhen, § 38, end of tenth century); and also in Voc.C. validan, pencanuer.

² The explanation of the nd in enderig given by Ernault, ZCP. i, 41, is not very convincing.
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In Latin candēla > OW. cannwll (Ox.2), W. cannwyll, pl. canhwyllau, OC. cantuil, MC. cantal, MB. cantoell, Mod.B. cantol, the nh in W. and nt in CB. cannot be directly from the nd; an intermediary cantēla is needed. This actually occurs in a British Latin context, in the *De Raris Fabulis of Ox.2, written by a Welshman, where on f. 44b we have *incendite lichinum i. cannvll, vel cantela vel tedo vel paperium, ut sit lucida domus.

Ng (and original IE. ng*h) gave y, which was sometimes lost in CB., as in Lat. angelus > W. angel but OC. ail, MC. ēl, MB. ael. Sometimes, on the other hand, there is B. yk, evidently directly from the original yg; e.g. W. yng: B. enk.

§ 112. The History and Date of mb, nd, ng > m(m), nn, y(y)

Latin words are affected equally with British, so that the change is later than the Roman period. The fact that Breton has traces of unassimilated mb, nd, ng (though in the first case these may be due to re-formation) suggests that it was not complete at the time of the parting of WCB.

(1) mb. In the early inscriptions there seem to be only two examples of this, both being mm; CIIC. no. 500, end of the fifth century, AMMMECATI (Isle of Man), evidently the Brit. name Ambicatus (cf. p. 173); and, in Latin, no. 427, eighth century, AMMULANTIBUS = ambulantibus. The Irish name Colmán < Columbanus, recorded for the end of the sixth century, is explained by Thurneysen as having British mb > mm, since Colbán would be expected in Irish (ZCP. xix, 209, cf. Gr.OL. p. 94).

In English place-names mb is mostly preserved. So Cam Beck (Cum.) < ME. Camboe, 1169, < Brit. *Cambāco, RN. p. 65; Crummock Beck, Crummock Water (Cum.), Crummock Dale (WRY.) < ME. Crombok, 1189-90, < Brit. *Crumbāco, RN. p. 108; and with mbr, Cumberland < AS. Cumbraland (ASC. 945), but Cumerland (ASC. 1000), Dict. p. 130; cf. Cumer 7 Scotta in Ælfric's (955-1020) Life of St. Swithin, Plummer, ASC. ii. 152. Amber (Derb.) and Gamber (Heref.) are derived
from a Brit. *Ambrā by Ekwall, RN. p. 12, and Förster, FT. p. 165, but this is very doubtful since a Celtic origin and etymology for the name is quite uncertain. Humber (Yorks.-Li.; Oxf.; Oxf.; Gl.); Humber Brook (Gl.; Heref.); and some possible cases of Humber in Bed., Hunt., Dor., and elsewhere, are hesitatingly derived by Ekwall from a very doubtful *Sumbro- (RN. p. 205), for which no convincing Celtic etymology can be shown. Croome (Wo.) is in AS. both Crombe and Cromme, A.D. 969, and another in Wo. is AS. Creme in 972; derived from Brit. *Crumbā by Ekwall, RN. p. 106. The Pr.W. *cumb, from Brit. *cumbo-, "narrow valley" (W. cwm), occurs in numerous place-names in coombe, and has become a common noun in English; cf. Förster, KW. p. 128, Ekwall, Dict. p. 113. Förster mentions many such names, from Cum., Yorks., Lan., Staf., Gl., Heref., Wa., Oxf., Berk., Wi., Sx., and quotes Bannister to the effect that they are specially common in So., Dor., and Dev.; but remarks that the East seems entirely devoid of them. He notes that they must have been borrowed before the eighth to ninth century, because English vowel-lengthening before mb occurred then; but this goes without saying in any case, since except for Cornwall the English settlement was complete by that time. In FT. p. 165 he points out that c. 1300 ME, final -mb became -m, and in the North also internal -mb->m-. This may explain a number of cases of m in English names, e.g. Cam (Dor.),¹ Crummock; but, pace Förster, it will hardly do for the two Croomes (Wo.), since there is m already in AS., side by side with mb. Ekwall suggests a double borrowing to account for this, an earlier with mb and a later with m (RN. p. 106). So again Cam (Gl.) is Camma as early as Domesday Book, RN. p. 65. Ekwall derives Crimple Beck (WRY.) as from Brit. *Crumbopull- (>Crumb'bull) > Crumpull, with provocation; RN. p. 105.

For OW., mb has everywhere become mm or m: this already in the oldest source, Chad 2, in amgucant, antanndi, and inguodant. There are only two exceptions; dattotimb (M.Cap.), the meaning and etymology of which are unknown, so that it is

¹ Though Ekwall attributes the -m to the name's having been borrowed after mb>mm, RN. p. 65.
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irrelevant; and in HB. c. 42, Ambrosius vocor, id est Embreis Guletic, where the mb may be due to the influence of the Latin form just before.

The above evidence is confusing and rather contradictory. AMMECATI suggests mb > mm already at the end of the fifth century, and Colmān by the end of the sixth century or before. On the other hand, if Ekwall's derivation of Crimple Beck is correct, the b must have been still preserved at the time of the loss of composition vowels (mid sixth century, § 195); cf. on encilio, p. 512. As already noted, the fact that mb, mp sometimes appear in Breton may indicate that mb > mm was not complete in the later sixth century. More difficult, the place-names seem to show mb still clearly lasting as late as the middle of the seventh century, and on the other hand, no certain instances of WC. mm, though note the remarks above on Croome (Wo.) and Cam (Gl.; Dor.). Yet, rejecting Amber, Gamber, and Humber as of uncertain etymology and language, and coombe as having been possibly borrowed into AS. fairly early as a common-noun, there is no example of mb in a place-name later than about 600 except in Cumberland and the West Riding, where its later survival may be dialectal; and, on the contrary, we appear to have m in the two Croomes and in Cam (Gl.), borrowed towards the end of the sixth century.

Hence we may venture to conclude that the full assimilation of mb to mm was a rather long process, having begun by the end of the fifth century but not complete before the end of the sixth, and in the Cumbric area probably not before the second half of the seventh.

(2) nd. The most important piece of relative evidence is the fact that n'd which came together secondarily by the

---

1 According to Förster, AS. cumb occurs only in place-names, and its use as a common-noun is known only from the end of the sixteenth century (KW. p. 128). This may be so, but it does not prove that the word was not so used in AS.; cf. Ekwall, Dict. p. 113. Hence names in Coombe in Devon do not necessarily mean that Brit. mb still existed in the eighth century.

2 Förster dates it c. 700, FT. p. 176, but he does not know of AMMECATI and Colmān, neglects to consider the fact that it is found also in C. and B., and overestimates the weight of the place-names.
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syncope of composition vowels is preserved. So *trinitatem > Late Brit. *trīni[t]ātem > Pr.W. *trīni[t]ād kept its *nd in W. trindod, etc.; and similarly with *n'd proved to *nd, as *benedictio > Late Brit. *benedictio > Pr.W. *ben'dict > W. bendith. This implies that original *nd had become *nn before the time of syncope (mid sixth century); which is also indicated by Brit. *Uindosuilaos > Pr.W. *Vin[n]'hēḍl > W. Gwynhœddl, since a Pr.W. *Wind'hēddl would give W. *Gwynhœddl. On the other hand, Baudis derives W. encilio from Brit. *andecil- (Gr. p. 105; cf. Loth, RC. xxxi, 156), which would mean Late Brit. *andegil- > Pr.W. *and'gil- > *antgil- by profection (Baudis *andcil-, which is incorrect) > *an cil-; cf. § 104. This would be parallel to *Crumbopull- > *Crumb'bull > *Crumpull, p. 510. This example would seem to show that original *nd was not *nn at the time of syncope, but possibly in this word there was enough trace of the *d left (say *ann'dgil-) to unvoice the *g. It is to be noted again that *nd > *nn happened equally in W., C., and B., and with fewer traces of lack of assimilation than in the case of *mb, *ng; this argues for completion by the later sixth century.

For direct evidence, in the early inscriptions -*nd- is preserved in CIIC. nos. 390, fifth century;¹ VENDESETLI; 328, fifth century, VENDONI (but this may be Irish; VENDOGNI, no. 422, certainly is); 454, end of the fifth century, CVNIOVENDE; 368, end of the fifth or beginning of the sixth century, BARRIVENDI FILIVS VENDVBARI; 1028, late sixth or seventh century, VENDVMAGLI. On the other hand, there is -*nn- in nos. 370, fifth century, VENNISERLII; 400, beginning of the sixth century, VINNEMAGLI; and 970, mid seventh century, CATAMANUS (for CATAMANNUS).

In AS. names there is *nd in London < Brit. *Lindown (see p. 308); AS. *Andred (K.-Śx.) < Rom.-Brit. *Anderita (see JRS. xxxviii, 54); Lindsey and Lindisfarne < Brit. Lat. *Lindense (see Förster, FT. pp. 166–7), and Lincoln < AS. *Lindcolona (cf. AS. Lindcylene, and see § 22. 3) < Rom.-Brit. *Lindocolonia. These names would all have been borrowed between the later fifth and the early sixth century. On the

¹ On the date see p. 325.
other hand, King’s Lynn (Norf.) <*lindo-* (Ekwall, Dict. p. 295); ¹ and Alne (W.) <AS. *Alwinne, if containing *yindo-* (see RN. p. 8), both show *nd > nn*; the former perhaps as early as the late fifth century, though not necessarily, in view of its Fenland situation, the latter some time in the sixth century.

Except for *enderig*, the evidence seems to show that assimilation was beginning in the late fifth century and was probably finished by the end of the sixth century; it may have been completed somewhat earlier than *mb > mm* and *ng > yy*, since it is as fully carried out in CB, as in W.²

(3) *ng*. I know of no evidence on date other than the apparent partial preservation of the *g* in Breton referred to above, and the fact that it is commonly spelt *g, nkg, gng, c, cg*, etc., in OW., all of which imply *y*. It may be contemporary with *mb > mm*.

§ 113. IE. and Latin *s*

IE. *s* remained in early British. With certain irregular exceptions, it survives in WCB. only when combined with other consonants: alone, it gives *h* or is lost. Latin *s*, on the other hand, is preserved initially almost without exception, and always internally.

(1) *Initial s*. IE. *s* gives regularly *h* in WCB.; e.g. W. *haf*, C. *haf*, B. *hañv*; Ir. *samh*, “summer”; Gaul. g. sg. *Sumoni*, “June”. The handful of chief cases in which *s* remains initially are listed in LP. p. 17; to these add Rom.-Brit. *Segontium = Brit. *Segontion > OW. Segent* (HB. cc. 25, 66a), Mod.W. *Saint*³ and Brit. *suides > W. swc*, LP. p. 64.

Latin *s*, e.g. *sagitta > W. saeth*, MC. *sèth*, Mod.B. *seaz*. The

¹ Schram denies this derivation because of *nd* in *Lindeleye* (Aberystwyth Studies, xi, 29); but it is clearly possible in view of VENNISETLI above.

² Förster dates it about 700, on the evidence of place-names in *nd*, namely London, Lindsey, Lindisfarne, and Lincoln alone, which prove nothing of the kind; he does not mention those with *nn* (see FT. p. 165). This is perhaps done to bring *nd* into agreement with his date for *mb > nun*.

³ Williams considers that *Saint* must come from the Rom.-Brit. name, not from the British, because otherwise it should be *Haint* (BSRC. p. 46). This may be so, but not necessarily.
most certain example of Latin s- > h- is sextarius > OW. hestaur (MP.), MW. hestawr; sērus or sēra > W. hwyrr is probable. Anwyl gives also sacrum > W. hagr (Y Beirniad iii, 204), and Baudiš salvia > W. haliu (Gr. p. 124). For a sceptical discussion of the apparent irregularities of IE. s- remaining and Latin s-giving h-, see Loth, RC. xiv, 293 ff.

(2) British -s- at the beginning of the second element of a compound, or in suffixes where the vowel plus -s- of the suffix was treated as composition vowel plus -s- at the beginning of the second element of a compound. As already noted (pp. 345, 367, 436), this is a conservatising position, where indeed sounds behave almost the same as in absolute lenited initial. Hence s here, though it follows the British composition vowel, was not treated as internal intervocal -s-, but remained as -h-. Compare the way in which h (from s) at the beginning of the second elements of compounds in Pr.I. was sometimes treated as in absolute initial, and preserved as late as the period of syncope, whereas in absolute internal position it had fully disappeared before that time; see Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 84. In Brittonic, after syncope of the composition vowel, the h-came together with the consonant at the end of the first element; if possible, it unvoiced this, being itself lost; if the consonant was already voiceless the h disappeared; otherwise it remained until the MW. period, when it fell under the same effects of the new accent as did mh, nh, ngh as described above, § 109. So from *parasag- there is Mod.W. párə but parkâu.

Examples: Brit. *drucosinā > Pr.W. *drug′hin > MW. dryckin; *dubrosento- > Pr.W. *dubr′hint > MW. dyffrynt (where the r did not prevent unvoicing of b); with suffix, Brit. *trummisitā > Pr.W. *trum′hēd > MW. trfnhet > Mod.W. trymed; Brit. *maīsamo- > Pr.W. *mōiḥām > MW. mōyhaf > Mod.W. mwyaμ.

(3) Brit. -s- in absolute internal position. It has already been shown (§§ 37 ff.) that intervocal s was regularly entirely lost here, resulting in a hiatus which was apparently filled with i, hence falling together with original i in its development, except that after a u-diphthong the s was merely lost and a vowel plus u resulted. Examples are given above, loc. cit., and it is
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pointed out (§ 40) that there seems to be only one exception to the loss of intervocal s, apparently giving h (§esāco->MW. ehawc, etc.), and that this may be due to some confusion in popular etymology.

Latin s in absolute inlaut remains without exception; e.g. asinus > W. asyn, OC. asen, B. asen.

On final -s in British see pp. 636-7.

§ 114. The History and Dating of the Developments of s

Some have regarded the evolution of s to h as being originally simply a case of lenition, since it appeared to occur intervocally but not when protected in a consonant group, and since in Irish the alternation of s: h from original s is unquestionably due to lenition. One serious objection to this is that initially h- (or, in a few words, s-) is fixed, there is no alternation of s- in non-lenition with h- in lenition—no sedd, "seat", and ei hold, "his seat", and so on.¹ Compare Loth, RC. xiv, 291 ff. This view of s: h was put forward for instance by Zimmer, Deutsche Literaturzeitung, 1893, col. 10; and is apparently that of Pedersen (VKG. i, 71, LP. p. 16), who considers that there was such a lenition alternation in British, but that "early in the Roman period ² the alternation s-: h- was given up, and h- predominated" (LP, p. 16), i.e. that in any given word one or other form (mostly h-) became fixed. This is an attempt to meet the objection mentioned, but it is not satisfactory, because with no other lenited consonant was there such a development—lenition versus non-lenition is a rigid part of the Brittonic morphophonological system, and such an anomaly would be unaccountable. Moreover, it implies that general lenition had occurred by the end of the first century, which is counter to everything else we know about it (cf. § 142). Morris Jones was therefore surely right to regard s->h as independent of, and

¹ Sedd is chosen here because it is one of the probable cases of original s. Of course there are many Welsh words beginning with s-<st-, but in any event these would be incapable of lenition, as in Irish.

² This date is given to explain the fact that Latin loanwords are practically immune.
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(since all other lenitable consonants in Latin loanwords undergo it) older than the Brittonic system of lenition (WG. p. 134); as he says, "the Ir. reduction of s is independent, and is included in the Ir. system of initial mutation". Those like Pedersen who take $s\rightarrow h$ in Brittonic as necessarily due to lenition are unduly influenced by the Irish, and by the desire to link together as many things as possible in Celtic phonetics. There is, in fact, no reason why $s$ should not become $h$ entirely independently of any such thing; it is a well-known phenomenon in other IE. languages, as, for instance, $s\rightarrow h-$ in Greek, and $-s\rightarrow h-$ in external sandhi in Sanskrit. We may then discard the whole concept that $s\rightarrow h$ in Brittonic is an aspect of lenition.

That the process must have begun before the main body of Latin loanwords made their way into British is clear from the fact that so few words with Latin $s$- partake of it. Yet $s$-, $-s$-, not $h$-, $-h$-, are regularly found written in Greek and Latin records of British place and personal names, and in the Dark-Age inscriptions; and even so late a place-name as Severn, < Brit. Sabrina, was borrowed by the English with $s$- in the last quarter of the sixth century. To account for this, some have proposed that the British $s$ which gave $h$ must have become phonemically distinct from Latin $s$ early in the Roman period, so that Latin $s$ was not confused with it by British speakers. So Loth proposed that the British sound was now a "soft" one (in ML. p. 82 he says $z$), but remained a sibilant initially until the seventh century (sic) because of Severn, and internally until the fifth century, because of Gabrosentı in ND. (RC. xiv, 294-5). Schuchardt, reviewing Loth's ML. in Litteraturbl., 1893, cols. 103-4, notes that Severn shows that the English heard the initial sound as their $s$, but that in Trisanton $\rightarrow$ Trent internal $s\rightarrow h$ must be older. Pedersen thinks a loosely articulated $s$, between true $s$ and $h$, may have existed already in British, though still represented by $s$ in writing (loc. cit.). Morris Jones envisages an $s$ "pronounced loosely" already in the Roman period, later becoming $h$ (loc. cit.).

The problem has hitherto been treated on too broad a basis, without going sufficiently into detail. The three positions
described above must be distinguished, and investigated separately. It is perfectly clear that some intermediate stage in the growth of s to h must be postulated, as is done by the writers just mentioned. The process is certainly one of loosening or slackening of articulation, a kind of weak lisping. The exact phonetic character of the intermediate sound cannot be determined; but it must have been such that (a) for the Britons it was phonemically quite distinct from the sharply hissed Latin s;¹ (b) by the Greeks, Romans, and (as long as it retained any sibilant character) the English this strange foreign sound was nevertheless perceived as and sound-substituted by s, since they had no other phoneme like it in their language. We shall use the symbol Σ here for this sound, without prejudice as to its exact phonetic nature.²

§ 115. Initial s- > h-

The fact that all but a very few Latin words have s- here must mean that the stage Σ- was reached by the late first century, presumably in its second half. The few British words where IE. s- remains may have been influenced by analogy, probably by that of s-<st-, which must have been a strongly hissed s comparable to the Latin sound. Their history is very inconsistent (e.g. W. sil, "race", but hil, "seed"; OL. sil; W. sedd, "seat", but hedd, "peace"; Lat. sedeo; W. he- but B. se, "this"; W. hidl but MB. sizl), of a nature which suggests the capricious workings of various analogies, perhaps different in different parts of the British area.

Initial s- is written in all Greek and Roman sources, e.g. Sabrina (Tacitus, Ptol.), and also in the Dark-Age inscriptions. Some of the latter are, no doubt, to be set aside as being Irish; those which probably have British s- are CIIC. nos. 400, beginning of the sixth century, SENEMAGLI; 391, early or mid

¹ Intervoical VL. s- may have become voiced to -z- in some regions at the very end of the VL. period, Grandgent IVL. p. 125; but this would not affect Roman Britain. Richter doubtfully dates it fourth to sixth century, CFP. p. 158.
² Perhaps a strongly aspirate [Jb]?
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sixth century, SENACVS.1 There are no inscriptions showing h-.

Other early written sources: One of St. Patrick’s names in Ireland was Sucat,2 pronounced [sugad], which is no doubt British and represents a Pr.W.*Σogad, =W. hygad, “warlike” (cf. pp. 659, 663). The c and t = [g] and [d] show that this is a second group loan of the sixth century, like the Irish Pádraig itself. In the Life of St. Samson (beginning of seventh century), Samson’s cousin, who wrote the Life of him used by the compiler, is called Henocus (Prologue, § 2); contrast SENACVS above, the earlier form of the same name. Henocus must have died in the second half of the sixth century. Again, the Bristol Channel is called Habrínun mare in the same source (i, § 45, var. Abrinum, Sabrinum), and the Severn Abrinum flumen (i, § 40, var. Habrínun, Sabrinum). Here Abrinum has lost its H- by the influence of Latin scribal habits, and Sabrinum very likely has S- as a traditionalism in a Latin context—the river is still called Sabrina in Latin sources as late as the Lives of the Saints and the Book of Llandaff. Lastly, it must be noted that, the few anomalous cases apart, s->h- took place equally in W., C., and B., and is therefore hardly later than the sixth century. On all the above evidence we should be justified in setting a date for Σ->h- in the latter part of the sixth century.

It remains to see how this fits the testimony of British place-names borrowed into English. A number of examples in which British S- would appear as English H- are proposed by Ekwall, but almost all of them are very doubtful. The most likely is Hamps (Staf.), ME, Hanespe, from Brit. *Samosispā, “summer-dry”, RN. p. 190; and Ennick (Wo.), AS-Hennuc : W. hen (cf. the W. river name Nant Henog). RN.

1 The following are probably Irish, since they have Ogams with them: nos. 399, end of fifth century, SIMLINI, Ogam S(U)B(I)L(I)N or S(I)B(I)L(I)N; 449, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, SAGRANI, Ogam SAGRAGNI; 341, same date, SALIGIDVNI, Ogam SALICIDUNI. No. 370, fifth century, SENOMAGLI, has no Ogam, but it is with VIŁAGYNVS, which is an Irish name (Olcón), and is therefore probably Irish. Latin s- is found in nos. 373, 384, 472, 492.

2 See Thes. Pal. ii, 308, where the glossator calls the name Welsh and glosses it deus bellī vel fortis bellī.
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p. 148, is probable. Others given are Hail (Hunt.; Gl.), supposedly from *Saliā (the etymology is questionable), RN. p. 188; Hints (Shr.; Staf.), related to W. hynt, Dict. p. 230; Hodder (WRY.-Lan.), given as from "Hod-ðufr", RN. p. 198, which is uncertain; AS. Hil (Ex.), compared to W. hil, "seed", Ir. sílíd, "drops", RN. p. 207. Humber, in various parts of the country (see pp. 510-11), is derived tentatively from *Sunbro-, RN. pp. 204-5. Except probably for Hamps and Ennick, these derivations and etymologies are all quite uncertain; though Förster agrees on Hail, Hil, and Humber (FT. p. 118), Ennick (p. 124), Hamps (pp. 646-7), and apparently Hodder (p. 725). Neither Ekwall nor Förster gives any consideration to the possibility that some at least of these names may not be Celtic at all, but pre-Celtic; cf. pp. 194-5 above.

On the other hand, there are other names in which British S- is certainly, probably, or possibly kept in English. The most satisfactory example is Severn (West Midlands; another in Bed.), AS. Sæfern, < Brit. Sabrina, but W. Hafren; see RN. pp. 358-60. Also Salisbury (Wi.), AS. Searo-burh, < Rom.-Brit. Sorei odunum.¹ Savernake (Wi.), AS. Safernoc, is probably from Brit. *Sabrināco-, as Ekwall thinks, RN. p. 360. Much more doubtful are Sem (Wi.), AS. *Semene; Semington Brook (Wi.), AS. *Semnet; and Seven (NY.), all derived from a stem *Sumin-, related to Gaul. Sumina and W. Syfynwy, by Ekwall, RN. pp. 355-6, 358; cf. Förster, FT. p. 640. In any case, these are irrelevant to the present discussion if the connection with Syfynwy is correct, since the W. shows S- remaining, as in sedd, etc. Other uncertain instances which have been proposed are Soar (Wa.-Leic.-Nott.), ME. Sora, related to the Saar by Ekwall, RN. p. 375, and derived from *Sōra by Förster, FT. pp. 355 ff.; Savick (Lan.), possibly < *Sabāco-, RN. p. 354; and Sow (Staf.), Sowe (Wa.), derived very doubtfully by Ekwall from *Sojo- Gaul. Savus, RN. pp. 375-6.

With respect to all these it should be pointed out, apart from the preceding general strictures, that if a convincing Welsh parallel with H- can be found, as in the case of Severn: Hafren, the proof is fairly certain. Otherwise, not even a definitely

¹ See JRS. xxxviii. 58.
Celtic etymology with single s- will settle anything, since Welsh may keep original s-, as possibly in the case of Sem, etc., : Syfynwy; indeed, even where Welsh has h- the conclusion is not absolutely certain, since s- and h- might exist side by side as in W. sedd : hedd, sil : hil. As for an English name in S- where no British source or Welsh parallel can be quoted, nor certain etymology, it may easily have had original Celtic st-.

For what they are worth, the English place-names seem to present the following picture. The Severn was reached by English settlers in the Wessex campaign of A.D. 577. The name might conceivably not have been borrowed till slightly later; or, since the Severn is the greatest river in Britain, it might easily have been known to the English by repute even earlier. It would be wise, therefore, to date its adoption loosely as "second half of the sixth century". All the other names with English S-, many of which are in any event doubtful, would have been borrowed earlier or not later than Severn, except the quite uncertain Savick, mid seventh century. Of those supposed to exhibit Pr.W. H- in English, practically all are exceedingly uncertain. The only really probable cases are Hamps, borrowed in the later part of the sixth century or perhaps not until the beginning of the seventh, and Ennick about the same time. For the rest, Hail, in the hills between the Ouse and Nene valleys, might perhaps not have been adopted till the middle of the sixth century, and similarly with AS. Hil = the river Roding in the thick woodlands of Essex; all the others, too, are either certainly later than the middle of the sixth century or may be so, taking their situation into consideration. The only exception is the great Humber, which must surely have been borrowed by the late fifth century; a strong argument against the proposed derivation. The fact that some in H- lie so very much farther East than some in S- need cause no surprise in the circumstances, especially as the subtle point where Σ- ceased to be perceived as s- and began to be perceived as h- is likely to have varied somewhat in different parts of the country.

1 ME. Seetetus (Cum.), RN. p. 355, has Latin S-.
2 Cf. RBES. p. 376, and p. 236 above.
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The information from place-names is not inconsistent; then, with the tentative conclusion already reached, p. 518; and we may say in broad terms that initial British Σ- became ʰ- by the middle or second half of the sixth century.

§ 116. ʰ- at the Beginning of the Second Elements of Compounds, and in Suffixes with Syncope of the Preceding Vowel.

Since at the time of syncope (mid sixth century) the sound was already ʰ, or enough of an ʰ to behave as such rather than as s, it must have reached this stage by the middle of the sixth century. The ʰ here is, of course, common to W., C., and B., which means again that it is doubtless not later than the sixth century. In Romano-British names there are Cumulosessa and Demerosessa (Rav., fourth century original), with sessa < *sed-tā (see BSRC, pp. 27 and 31); Leugosea (Rav., see op. cit. p. 37), with *seno-, "old"; and Gabrosenti (ND.), early fifth century, with *sento-, "path." W. hynt. For the inscriptions, CIIC. nos. 376, VENNISETLI, 390 VENDESETLI, 377 CIMSESETLI, all fifth century,¹ have Brit. *saitlo- in its later stage *sēlo-, W. hoedl, "life." Contrast nos. 365, end of the sixth century, MAVOHE(NI), probably from *Magusenos, "Old Lad"; and 490, early seventh century, CONHINOCI, perhaps from *Cunosenacos. No. 417, early or mid sixth century, CAVOSENIARGII, is uncertain; = Cavo(s) Seniargii or Cavoseni Argii? The latter seems more probable, and if so it belongs here. The only apparent case in a place-name is Hamps, < *Samosispā as mentioned above; cf. RN. p. 190, FT. pp. 646-7; later sixth century or perhaps early seventh.

The conclusion would seem to be that ʰ in this position reached ʰ in the first half, or at any rate the middle, of the sixth century, somewhat earlier than in absolute initial.

§ 117. s in Absolute Internal Position

Here the developments must have been very much more rapid than in the other two cases; indeed, as has been shown already, there is not much real evidence that such a stage as

¹ On the date of no. 390 see p. 325.
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-ḥ- existed here at all, between Σ and the total hiatus filled by indhoven, though presumably it must have. The fact that *isarno-* gives WCB. forms with -ḥ-, as W. haearn, etc. (see p. 36o), may be taken to demonstrate this, since the -ḥ- is probably to be explained as arising by metathesis as follows: *isarno->*

*isarno- ></isarno- ></isarno- ></isarno- ; but *isarno->*isarno- would, of course, also be possible. It is doubtful whether MW. choric really has the -ḥ-<Σ ; if so, it is quite exceptional, see p. 362. The preservation of internal -s- in Latin loanwords is not relevant to the present problem, since the British sound was in any case Σ, if not lost already, by the time they entered the language.

It has been pointed out above (§ 22. 1) that the diphthongs au, eu, and ou had not yet fallen together in ə at the time of the complete loss of -Σ- ; and since ə evidently existed, at least in part, by the late first century (see ibid.), the loss of Σ is hardly likely to be more recent than the second half of the first century. Hence Tacitus's Taum (acc.; for *Tavum; Agricola, c. 22) Ptolemy's Tava, Ravennas's Taba, the Tay, may possibly be from *Tavosos, *Tavosan, as Watson and Williams imply, CPNS. p. 51 and BSRC, p. 46; in spite of Pokorny, who excludes this on the ground that -s- still existed in the first century (Urg. p. 101), and Ekwall, who rejects the same derivation for Taw because "s would not have disappeared by the time of Tacitus" (RN. p. 394). However that may be, it

1 Note the spelling IXARNINVS or IXARNINVS on two vessels of Romano-British date from Icklingham, beside ISARNINVS on six others; CIL, vii, no. 1270. These are obviously the name Isarninus, derivative of *isarno-. Morris Jones regards X, SX here as possibly spellings for a transitional stage between -s- and -h- (WG, p. 134). But this is certainly wrong; x and xs are well-known VL spellings for s, having arisen from the fact that in certain positions in the word Latin x became VL s; hence spellings like extimeare, sextus, miles, etc.; see Grandgent, IVL, p. 108, Richter,CPF, pp. 42, 79, and pp. 535, 536 below. A good example of this Latin use of x for s, actually in a fourth-century Gaulish inscription, is IN ALIXIE (Holder, ACPZ, i, col. 91), which is the familiar place-name Alisia or Alisia. The Icklingham vases are, in any case, probably imports from Gaul, and hence irrelevant to British phonetics. The spelling CAELESTIS in CIC. no. 413, fifth century, is a good example in a British source of x written for Latin s, as the name is, of course, Caelestis. Cf. mexitum written for masculum, Grandgent, IVL, p. 108.
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would probably be safe to date the total loss of -Σ- as somewhere in the second half of the first century.1 If so, it is very likely that some of the names in Classical sources in -ios, -ia etc. which gave W. -i are from an older -isos, -isā, etc.; cf. § 38 A. 2. Williams’ suggestion (BSRC. p. 46) that the Tacea of Ravennas is for *Tegea < *tegessa, and means “The Houses”, may well be correct so far as this goes.

In that case, we must attempt to account for the apparent existence of -s- in a number of Romano-British place-names. Förster has shown that the Thames (Caesar Tamesis, Tacitus Tamesa, Ptolemy Tamēsa, sic leg.) had Brit. -ss- (FT. p. 600); and so it is not relevant. Aesica (ND.) or Esica (Rav.); Causennae and Clausentum (AL.); and Toisobis 2 (Ptol.), are all names whose etymologies and descendants, if any, are unknown, so that it is quite possible that they may all have original st, ns, etc., > Brit. ss, as with Thames.3 Isurium (Ptol., AL.), Aldborough near York, is regarded by Ekwall as a derivative of a river name *Isura, which he takes as a bye-form of the Isara seen in various Continental rivers, as the Isar and the Isère (RN. p. 428). If so, it would have single -s-; and Ekwall’s explanation of Ure, the river at Aldborough, from the same *Isura, would also need this. However, various other etymologies have been proposed for Ure; so Zachrisson rejects the connection with Isurium and takes Ure as a back-formation from AS. Eoferwic, “York” (MLR. xxxi, 361-7); Förster hesitates between *Isura and Eofer(-ēa), FT. p. 73. Hence Isurium > Ure is doubtful, as is its connection with the Gaulish Isara; it, too, may have ss. Even if it had s, however, it is quite possible that the name was adopted into official Roman usage as Isurium very early, fairly soon after the conquest, while it was still Brit. *IΣurion, and that Ptolemy and AL. derive here from this stereotyped form which continued in official Latin written use long after the natives had

---

1 Förster dates internal -s- > -h- as second century, FT. p. 172.
2 Förster’s attempt to identify this with W. Teifi, which means single -s- (FT. p. 763) carries no conviction.
3 Förster suggests that Aesica is a diminutive of the stem seen in the Gaulish river name Aesis; and relates Causennae to Gaul. Causīla (FT. p. 7). Richmond and Crawford also connect Eisco with Aesis, BSRC. p. 34.
changed it to *Iurion or *Iurion. The same is likely to apply especially to Causennae and Clausentum if they have single -s-, since (as noted on p. 313) the an in these names is also an archaic spelling.

The most interesting Romano-British name with an internal -s- is Trisantona, the Trent (Tacitus, Annals xii, 31, castris Antonam, ingeniously emended by Bradley to cis Trisantonam); and what is evidently the same name in Ptolemy's Ῥισαντωνος συσαμοῦ ἐκβολὴ (var. Ῥισαντωνος) in Sussex, probably = the Tarrant, the old name of the Arun. The name of the Trent occurs three times in Bede; HE. ii, 16, in fluvio Treenta, var. Trenta; iii, 24, discreti fluvio Treanta, var. Treante; and iv, 21, iuxta fluviwm Treanta. Hence Treanta is the best attested form for Bede; ¹ the AS. Bede has Treonte, i.e. the name had AS. -ont-, spelt -ant- in Bede and -ont- in the AS. Bede. Ekwall discusses it, RN. pp. 417-18. He envisages a *Trihanton which, with reduction of unstressed i, gave *Trshanton, whence Treonte, Treante, with AS. substitution of e for o (see § 204 A. 1). He notes the OB. personal name Treanton, a.d. 859-65; add Trehanton, eleventh century, and see p. 503 above. In the Tarrant, AS. Tarente (Sx.), and the Tarrant in Dorset, AS. Terente, Ekwall sees a form with early metathesis, *Tirhanton,² reduced to *Tsrhanton; AS. Terente he takes to have the common substitution of e for o; but in AS. Tarente, and MW. Tarannon (BT. p. 77, l. 15), Mod.W. Taranon in Montgomeryshire (Saxton's map of 1578) he thinks o gave W. a "before nasals", following Morris Jones, WG. p. 16.³ Nemnius' Trakannon (HB. c. 67), the Trent, he considers to be directly from *Trshanton without metathesis, but with the same change of o to a.

Putting this into the terminology used in this book, we

¹ The form Treenta in Bede is regarded by Ekwall as a separate one, showing either W. -t-affection or AS. -t-umlaut; and he derives it from *Trisantō (the nominative of Ptolemy's form of the Sussex Tarrant)> *Trisantē. But as Bede has also Treanta, from the recorded Brit. name of the Trent, and especially as Treenta occurs only once, this seems rather uncalled for. Treenta is very likely an incorrect form; there is no reason to envisage a *Triantō (better, *TriΣantō) for the Trent, side by side with Trisantōna.

² For another such metathesis see p. 703.

³ Cf. RN. p. lxxv.
have Brit. Trisantonā > Pr.W. *Trahanton borrowed into AS.
as Tredanč; appearing in OB. as Tre(h)anton (< *Trisantonos)
with the usual B. change of i > e; and in OW. as Trahannon
with vowel harmony of i - o (or ɔ - a) > a - a. ¹ A metathesised
Pr.W. form *Torrhanton would explain AS. Terente, the Dorset
Tarrant, with e substitution for i; and with vowel harmony
*Torrhanton would give AS. Tarente, the Sussex Tarrant, and
MW. Taranhon, early Mod.W. Tarannon.

But if this name has simple internal -s-, why did it not
become *Trijanton without h, according to the account of the
history of -s- set forth above, § 40? Indeed such a form would
suit Trecante, Treonte, OB. Treanton, etc., but it would not do
for OB. Trehanton, OW. Trahannon. An h is needed. The
answer must be the one given by Ekwall, loc. cit., that the
word is a compound, Tri-santonā; though he did not propose
to explain the h, which had not troubled him, but to find
an etymology. He suggests that the name is a compound of
Brit. *tri-, W. try-, OB. tre-, “through, across”, ² and a stem
*santon- as in the Gaulish tribe-name Santones. On the pro-
posed meaning see RN. pp. 417-18; but compare Williams,
BSRC. p. 45, who envisages the same *tri- but a different
second element. Hence, since the s was at the beginning of
the second element of a compound, we should expect to find
the h preserved, right down to the OW., OB. period (as in
Trahannon, Trehanton), and indeed to the present day since
it is immediately before the M. and Mod.W. stress. Hence
Trisantonā is not a case of original s remaining in the Romano-
British period in absolute internal position, but of Σ preserved
as the first consonant of the second part of a compound, on
which see § 116.

§ 118. IE. su

Initially this gives W. chw- (S.Welsh wh-), C. wh-, B. c’hw-;
spelt in OW. as hu, OC. hw, hu, w, OB. hu, u. E.g. IE. *suesōr >

¹ This is preferable to Ekwall’s explanation, since the s is not in contact
with a nasal.
² Which is the proclitic reduction of *tré, cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 534;
LP. p. 131; and pp. 659, 663 below.
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W. chwaer, OC. huir, Mod.C. hoer, hör, B. c’hoar. This must have developed as part of the change of initial s- to Σ- to h-; it cannot in any case have happened later than the separation of WCB. The ch- in W. and B. appears to be comparatively late and independent, an exaggeration of the h-, not yet recognised in the OW. and OB. periods as needing to be spelt ch; in South Welsh and Cornish this probably never developed. For separate evidence on date, Wheelock (Ch.), borrowed in the early seventh century, is derived from *Suilacoco-(RN. pp. 455-6). Ir. sant, “desire”, is a loan from the ancestor of W. chwunt made while the Britt. sound was still su-. The preservation of nt shows that it is hardly likely to be earlier than the sixth century. This slight evidence is consistent with dating su- (>Σu-) > hw- at the same time as s- (>Σ-) > h-; i.e. by the middle or second half of the sixth century.

Medially, -sy- gave -ch- according to Pedersen (VKG. i, 74, LP. p. 18), but his only example is rather unsatisfactory. O’Rahilly thinks this improbable, and considers rather that it would give w or v, and so relates W. ufel to Mod.I. aoibheal, <IE. *oisgel- (Érin u xiv, 6). The analogy of -s- in absolute internal position in Brit. suggests that it would disappear early entirely here too, without leaving any h, so that the result would fall together with original y in w (not v). A form like W. dychwel, with *sugel-, is hardly significant, since the -sy- here is at the beginning of the second element of a compound and not in absolute internal position. Hence *oisgel- should give W. *uwel, from which ufel could be a secondary development in the same way as e.g. cawod > cafod, etc., cf. WG. p. 28.1 In VKG. ii, 356, Pedersen proposes a further case, the W. 2nd sg. subjunctive ending -ych, which he derives from an imperative form taken into the subjunctive paradigm, -isyo, comparing the Sanskrit 2nd sg. middle imperative bhavaseva; cf. Loth, RC. xv, 93, Baudiš, Gr. p. 117. But CB. have a different ending, -y (which Pedersen derives from -esi); and such a transference as Pedersen proposes, in itself improbable, would

1 O’Rahilly’s theory and example is rejected by Pokorny, JCS. i, 133-4, whose own explanation is not very convincing, however.
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surely be ancient and therefore to be expected in all three Brittonic languages. Morris Jones' theory that -ych is a late analogical re-formation, in Welsh only, from verbs where the s of the subjunctive was added directly to a guttural stem consonant (WG. p. 339) is much more probable.

§ 119. Initial Pr.WCB. Groups of s- plus Stop

Sp-, st-, sc- of whatever origin in Pr.WCB. developed a parasitic s- before them in W., but not in CB. This s- never appears in OW. before the time of the Book of Llandaff, with one exception, namely istlinnit in Juven., ninth century, which would give a MW. *ystlymnit, from the stem ystlwnn-ː. Ir. slond-. Contrast, however, glan-stlinnim, same date and source. In Lland. i-,-e-, and y- are written, though forms without the prosthetic vowel do still occur; so Istrat, Estrat are common, but Strat is also found (e.g. p. 63, in a document of the early twelfth century). For sp-, note ispidatenn (Lland. p. 202), = MW. ysbyduden. In MW., y- is always written. Parry-Williams notes esceilenn and istomid as examples in OB., and one or two doubtful examples in MB. (Phon.WB. p. 7); and Lewis and Pedersen say that before st- "an inorganic vowel . . . appears in OBr. but did not prevail in that period", but the only example given is istomid (LP. p. 20). But the escei in esceilenn gl. cortina (Berne) is of quite uncertain and unexplained etymology, and therefore cannot be used. As for istomid, it occurs in a charter printed in the Appendix to Cart.Red. p. 354, dated 833, in the passage sedente super trifocalium, id est Istomid, in fronte ecclesiae. Loth, who prints istomid, says that the meaning is unknown, as well as that of trifocalium, Chr.B. p. 142; but Lewis and Pedersen relate it to W. safn, "mouth", MB. staffn, : oróua, without explanation. If it is to be understood in the sense of the "mouth, opening, front" of the church, it is very likely a gloss on in fronte rather than super trifocalium (though LP. simply give it as glossing trifocalium); and if so, the i is no doubt the OB. preposition i "in", e.g. cassum gl. i hepcorim (Berne), or in fenosa gl.
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i gueltiocion (Lux.), etc. In any event, it is clear that the case for the existence of a prosthetic ə- in either OB. or MB. is quite unproven.

A very similar prosthetic on-glide ɨ- or ɛ- is known in Vulgar Latin from the second century, occurs repeatedly in the third, and was very common in the fourth and fifth centuries, though it was not noticed by grammarians until the seventh; its descendants are characteristic of the Romance languages. This cannot have existed in British Latin, or not sufficiently to have been perceived and adopted by speakers of British, because the Britt. ə- is limited to W. only and is found there equally in native and in Latin words (cf. Morris Jones, WG. p. 26).

The occurrence of ə- in ɪstlɪnnit in the ninth century must mean that prosthetic ə- existed already; besides, when the accent-shift took place (eleventh century) it was certainly there as a full vowel, because in original Pr.W. monosyllables the stress moved back on to the prosthetic vowel, e.g. OW. strát (AC. 894, 946)>*strát> istrat etc. (Lland.) = ɪstrat. How is it, then, that except for ɪstlɪnnit the ə- is ignored in OW. until the time of the Book of Llandaff? The answer is probably indicated by the similar ignoring of prosthetic VL. ɨ- by the Latin grammarians; it was at first a mere vocalic on-glide for the purpose of helping with the initial consonant group, and as such would not be noticed as a real sound, nor would it merit the dignity of a letter at the hand of the scribes. Besides, they had no tradition of writing it, and conservatism would tend to delay its recognition. ɪstlɪnnit betrays its existence, but the general neglect of it until the twelfth century probably means that it had not attained the status of a full vowel until the period of the accent-shift in the eleventh century. According to Morris Jones (loc. cit.) it does not count as a syllable in the oldest verse, though Loth held that the contrary was true with a few exceptions (RC. xxxvi, 129); Ifor Williams shows that it was already sufficiently audible to count in Welsh poetry by at least A.D. 1100 (PKM. p. xvii).

1 Grandgent, IVL. pp. 97-8; cf. Richter, CPF. pp. 78-9, who dates its beginning about A.D. 100.
§ 120. IE. *sp*

Initially this gives Brittonic *f*;¹ in Irish, *s*—but when lenited *f*—exactly as with IE. *su*—. E.g. W. *ffer*; "ankle"; OC. *fer*; Ir. *seir*; Lat. *sperno*. It is likely that the *p* became first *f* in CC. (cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 140), and that in Goedelic *sf*—fell together with *su*—. There is no need to connect the British development immediately with the Goedelic; at all events it did not fall together with *sy*— in British. Very possibly *sf*—remained in British until the time when *s*—>Σ—resulted in *h*—; or it may have become *f*—directly from Σ*f*—, cf. § 128 on *sr*—>fr*—*. Compare also Foy, IF. vi, 319, ZCP. iii, 274.

Internally, *-sp*—was apparently metathesised very early to *-ps*—, before the CC. loss of *p*, and developed in the same way as original *ps*, see below. E.g. W. *ucher*; Lat. *vesper* (but see Pokorny, ZCP. xv, 377; Loewenthal, KZ. lv, 4–5).

On Latin *sp* see sq², § 124.

§ 121. IE. *ps*

IE. *ps*, and the *ps* from *sp* (see preceding section), developed perhaps first to *fs*, but in any case fell together with IE. *ks* in CC. *x*— (spelt *x* in Gaulish and British, also *xs* in the former). Its later history is therefore the same as for IE. *ks*, i.e. W. *ch*, C. *gh*, *h*, B. *c'h*. Morris Jones’ supposed examples of the development of *ps* to *f* are rejected by Loth, RC. xxxvi, 169.


§ 122. IE. *st*

The history of IE. *st*, and of CC. *st* from IE. *t*-etc., in the Celtic languages, is complicated and uncertain. See Pedersen, VKG. i, 78 ff., 136; LP. pp. 20–21, 47; Marstrander, NT. i.

¹ Morris Jones’ theories of the history of *sp* (WG. p. 143) are too improbably involved to need considering. The idea that *sp*—>sq*—*—>sp*—is particularly unconvincing.

(1) In Brittonic there are a few traces of initial *-t- (e.g. W. tew: OI. *-tāa; Lat. stare), and as this applies also to the cognates in Irish it is no doubt very old, not found in Gaulish simply because those words do not happen to occur in the scanty remains of Gaulish. Otherwise the development in Brittonic is as follows:

(2) Initially *-s-, internally -ss-, written -s- in Mod.W. but acting for purposes of quantity as a geminate; in final position simplified to -s in the second half of the sixth century (see p. 339). The initial *-s- being from proximate *ss-, it did not become h- as original *s- did; and in the same way internal *s(s)- remains distinct from original single -s-. The intervocal and final *s of Old Breton often becomes z in M. and Mod.B.; and in Mod.C. and some Mod.B. dialects (see Le Roux, Atlas linguistique maps 46, 145, etc.) the initial *s does so as well as the others. E.g. W. seffyll, MC. sevel, B. sevel, *<s\vthā-; W. rhos, MC. ros, MB. ros, Mod.B. roz, : OI. ross, *<pro-sth-.

(3) Initial and internal *st-. This initial *st is uncommon, and is apparently limited (at any rate in neo-Brittonic) to Cornish and Breton, Welsh having *s- in these cases. The internal -st- is found in all three languages. E.g. W. ser, CB. steren, : darip; W. safn, OC. stefenic, MB. stafn, : orgua; OW. -gust, W. -wst, OC. -gust, OB. -gost, : OI. -gus, in names, *<gustus; W. llost, " tail", B. lost, "tail", : ON. lustr, "cudgel".

If the situation were all as simple as this, one could at first sight very well regard (2) and (3), as well as (1), as a distinction going back to the Common Celtic period, though one would still have to explain the *s- in W. where CB. have *st-. But apart from that, Gaulish varies in its treatment too, not necessarily in agreement with Brittonic, between *s-, -ss-, st-, -st-, and the dental affricate or sibilant written D-, -D-, etc.¹ Still more, the three Brittonic languages do not always entirely

¹ On the problems raised by this sound and its spellings in Gaulish see Marstrander, NT. i, pp. 104 ff. The name ABDEDOMAROS, etc., on early British coins seems to be an example of the same phoneme in British; compare a Gaulish inscription from Noricum, INGHINVS ASSEDOMARI (CIL. iii, 5291), and see Holder, ACSpZ, i, col. 39.
agree in their treatment of Celtic st in any given case. So IE. *uvid-to- gives W. gwys, "it is known", MB. gous (OL. -fess); but contrast B. daoust (OL. duus), "to wit". Again, W. gwest, "feast" (OL. feis), but B. ban-vez, "feast"; ON. vist, "food". Two further points may be noted. CHIC. no. 319, beginning of the sixth century, CVNOGVSI, is obviously from *Cunogustus, a -gustus name, the W. Cynwst, OL. Congus; yet here in Anglesey it appears with -s instead of the expected -st. Williams remarks that this looks as if it were Irish (AMCA. p. cxv); and in fact that is very probably the explanation, namely that it is one of the monuments set up by Irish speakers in an Irish area, though, as it happens, without Ogams (cf. p. 172). However, he notes Conblust beside Conblust in Lland., and the forms Conws, Cunws actually in Anglesey pedigrees, so that these may be further examples of fluctuation of -st in Welsh. The river name given by Ptolemy as Stucia appears to be the Ystwyth; if so, as Förster proposes (FT. p. 230), we should perhaps read Stuctia; but this would seem to conflict with the fact that in W. as distinct from CB, st- has always become s-. Williams disposes of this difficulty by emending to Extuctia or Estuctia, with ex-, see BSRC. p. 36. Lastly, there are a couple of possible examples of Latin st-giving Brittonic s-; namely stimulus > OW. sumpl (Ox.2), Mod.W. swmbel, "goad", and stipula, VL. stup'lu>, Mod.W. soft, Mod.C. zoul, Mod.B. soul, "stubbly". This would seem to add up to some fairly weighty reason for thinking that the differentiation of st into s-, -ss- and st-, -st- in Brittonic does not necessarily go back, at least in any given case, to Common Celtic; and that the situation as we see it in WCB. may not have crystallised finally until late in the British period. In fact the alternation of SW.Brit. st-

1 In the following pages the immediate source of Brittonic ss and st is treated for convenience as proximate Celtic st, but it would probably be more correct to take it as ts, which arose from older st, tt, etc., and was itself differentiated later into ss and st. However, the exact position of D in the scheme is hardly clear.

2 Given by Loth, ML. p. 82, but ignored by Lewis in E.L.; they would need VL. intermediaries *stumb'lus (<*stumilus) and *stub'la. The latter certainly occurred in Gaul, whence OFr. estoble, see Richter, CPF. pp. 161, 266.
versus W.Brit. s-, where W.Brit. is the innovator, is alone a strong argument for the relatively late development of initial \( st->s \) at any rate in certain words, though in other words the change is common to all Brittonic. We must perhaps envisage, then, a state of considerable fluctuation between \( st \) and \( s \) in the British period, probably in part a matter of dialect, especially in the fact that \( st->s \) seems to have been more fully carried out in W.Brit. than in SW.Brit. That the initial Brittonic \( s-<st \) is not ancient might be suggested by the fact that it did not fall together with original \( s- \) in \( h-, \) whereas in one or two instances Latin \( s- \) did do so, as we have seen. On the other hand, the internal \( -ss- \) in Brit. *Tamēssa is regarded by Förster as being from older *Tamēstā (FT. pp. 603-4). If so, internal \( -st-<ss \) had occurred, in this word at any rate, by the first century B.C., because it appears in Caesar as Tamesis. The same conclusion may be drawn from the name Cassivellaunus, king of the Catuvellauni in Caesar’s time, if containing older *caddi-; cf. Holder, ACSpZ. i, col. 824; Marstrander, NT. i, pp. 106-7. In Ravennas (fourth century original) we have Camulosessa and Denerossa, both in Scotland, with sessa*-sed-tā, see BSRC. pp. 27, 31.1 The first stage of \( st->s \) would presumably be a very sharply hissed \( ss \), and if this had been reached before the Latin period it might have been more distinct from original Brit. \( s- \) than Latin \( s- \) was at the time when e.g. sectarius was borrowed. Since Latin \( st- \) almost always remains distinct, it would certainly seem that Brit. \( st- \), in those cases where it did give \( s- \), had already become \( ss- \) when the Latin loans began, or at least was no longer \( st- \).

Perhaps we should envisage the following series of sounds as existing in British in the first to second century A.D.: (1) \( Σ-, -Σ- \) from original \( s- \) and \( s- \) at the beginning of the second element of compounds. (2) \( ss \), both initial and internal, \(<st \) in some cases, the internal \( ss \) being identified with \( ss<ns \). (3) \( st \), remaining (or re-formed) in other cases; initially, only

1 In view of this, Mastesia in Ravennas (Dev.) proves nothing, since the word might have been one of those which kept \( st- \). Williams relates it to WB. (and C.) meus (BSRC. p. 41), but if so perhaps \( st \) was preserved in the name while \( >ss \) in the common-noun.
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in SW.Brit. (except possibly as a freak in *Stuctia > Ystwyth), and by no means always there. The mass of the Latin loanwords were arranged as follows: Latin s- fell together with Brit. ss-, except in one or two probably early loans like sectarius > hestuwr, where it had been borrowed as s- and hence gave h-. Latin st- fell together with Brit. st- in dialects where that existed, and formed a new phoneme in those where it did not; but in a couple of possible cases (swmbul, soft) it may have been assimilated to the native ss-, perhaps in dialects which had no st- (and might therefore occasionally sound-substitute instead of learning the new phoneme as they usually did), and then spread to those which had. The whole thing may have been subject to a good deal of fluctuation, particularly dialectal. Brit. ss may go back at least as far as the first century B.C., at any rate internally, if *Tamēsta > *Tamēssā and *cadti- > Cassi-(vellaunus) are correct. Quite possibly, if we reject *cadti- and *Tamēsta (in favour of e.g. *Tamēnsā), the ss stage might be later, though hardly as late as the Latin loans, since otherwise Latin st should regularly give ss. It would be safest, probably, to regard st>ss as being as old as the first century B.C. In any case, the differentiation of s- in W.Brit. versus st- in some words in SW.Brit. would be early, the oldest traceable dialect distinction between those two areas. Why st should remain internally in some words and not in others, and initially in some words in SW.Brit. and not in others, does not appear.

The state of affairs seen in WCB. was certainly fully reached by the OWCB. period. Evidence on the Pr.WCB. period, such as it is, is consistent with the chronological scheme given above. Apart from CVNOGVSI, there is VASSO in no. 325, early sixth century, = W. gwas, C. guas, B. gwaz, : Gaul. vass- us, <$upo-stho-. Gildas gives Cuneglas = MW. Cynlas (DEB. c. 32), containing W. glas, MC., Mod.B. glas, "blue, green, grey" ; Gaul. glastum, "woad", <$glasto-. For place-names, Ross (Heref.; Nb.), Roos (ERY.), Roose (Lan.), and Rossington (WRY.), related by Ekwall to W. rhos (Dict. p. 374), would be examples of st which had already become s. Clyst (Dev.) is unsatisfactory for lack of any WCB. equivalent, but if the
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word postulated by Ekwall (see RN. p. 82) did exist in them it might well have had -st. (See now Addenda.)

IE. and Latin str remains everywhere, both initially and medially; so with atl.

§ 123. IE. sk' and sq

The history of these sounds in Brittonic is rather unclear. Pedersen's view is that they gave (1) sc initially and medially, and (2) chw initially, ch medially; see VKG. i, 75-6, LP. pp. 19-20. He regarded (2) as a case of metathesis, sk > ks, and as exceptional; but the interpretation proposed for chw (that χ < ks "later became rounded ") is unconvincing. Loth thought on the other hand that internal sk gave ch, and that where sc appears in a word in Britt. where it is clearly old, as W. mysgu, a consonant has been lost before it (RC. xv, 221). Foy likewise objected to the supposed examples of medial sc that they all have lost a preceding consonant (IF. vi, 323). Baudis tried to explain away the examples of chw- as really containing IE. sk'yu- (Gr. pp. 113-14). Morris Jones offered various solutions, of an extraordinarily complicated nature (WG. pp. 138, 140). It seems fairly clear at any rate that sk', sq gave British sc- initially and χs- (by metathesis) internally; that it ever became -sc- medially seems to be unproven except when another consonant preceded it. Initial chw- from sk', sq is not satisfactorily established. That sq developed differently from sk', as Morris Jones thought, is also not proven; the two probably fell together in CC., exactly as k' and q by themselves did. Brit. sc- is evidently Common Celtic; Brittonic -ch- from χs-<ks from sk ( = sk' and sq) must have fallen together with χs from original ks and shared its development (see below), therefore presumably at least before the separation of WCB. Since Latin sc, squ give Britt. sc (e.g. disco>W. dysgu, C. desca, MB. disquiff) the metathesis was probably older than the Roman period.

§ 124. IE. sqs, sk'yu

As one would expect, these normally became Gallo-Britt. sp, but Ir. sc. IE. -sp- was metathesised very early in Celtic,
as we have seen, but this did not apply to sq\(^u\), sk\(\acute{y}\), in which the q\(^u\), k\(\acute{y}\) developed to Gallo-Britt. p just as they did when not combined with s, and obviously contemporaneously. Latin sp was identified with the resulting British sp, giving WCB. sp, sb. Whether either sq\(^u\) or sk\(\acute{y}\) ever became WCB. chw is not proved beyond dispute (cf. Foy, ZCP. iii, 274; Baudis, Gr. pp. 113-14; Morris Jones, WG. pp. 141, 143), but if they did, they probably did so by falling together with sy and sharing its history.

§ 125. IE. k's, qs, q's (with gs) and ps

They all fell together in CC. in χs (on ps see § 121); whence intervocally in Brittonic -ch-, -h-, or nil.\(^1\) E.g. W. dehau, deau, C. dyghau, dyow, B. dehou; Gaul. Dexaia (χs = [χs]) : δεξιός.

In IE. final position -x>-χs seems to have given -s in Brit. by the fifth century, later lost; see pp. 625, n. 2, 627, 637. In W. chwech, C. whegh, B. chhouc'h, <*syex, "six", the preservation of -ch is probably due to the analogy of sandhi position; see p. 637.

Latin x developed quite differently. Just as (IE. and) Latin ct became χt in Brit., with subsequent vocalisation of the χ to i, so intervocalic Latin x\(^2\) = cs gave χs and resulted in WCB, is (CB. sometimes ys). Examples: Saxon >W. Saeson, Mod.C. Zowzon, B. Zoon (with CB. ys). Coza >W. coes. Croux >W. cruwys (cf. LP. p. 59, Lewis, EL. p. 35), OC. crois,\(^3\) MB. croues, crouas, all with is. Pexa >MW. peis; OC. peus, MC. poues, with ys. Lixivium >OW. lissiù\(^4\) (Ox. 2), OB. lisiv (Eutych.), Mod.B. lisiu; here -iis->is. W. asgell, "wing", C. ascall, B. askell, <axilla, is probably not a case of metathesis

\(^1\) Before and after a consonant ks etc. seem at least in some cases to have become ss early; cf., e.g., LP. p. 6 on cam, 21 on nos, 24 on essail, 25 on chwyn, dreun; and Baudis, Gr. p. 116; and cf. Gaul. Escorpie (Holder, ACSpZ. i, col. 1408). But before mediae ex- apparently became eg-, with subsequent assimilation, as in Pr.I.; cf. Baudis, loc. cit.

\(^2\) Before a consonant Latin s became in VL. simple s in the second or third century, Grandgent, IVL. p. 108, or in the first to second, Richter, CPF. p. 79; cf. Loth, ML. p. 124. So always in Brittonic; e.g. extendo >W. estyn, C. ȝystyn, B. esten; ascutorius >W. hastauer; excommunio >W. eynymun.

\(^3\) According to Lewis, LCC. p. 7, MC. crois is from *cros from crois.

\(^4\) On Mod.W. llewne see EL. p. 41.
in British, but comes from the VL. *ascella*, which actually exists (cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 108).

There is one possible case where apparently a Latin *-x* may have followed the development of the native sound, namely in Mod.B. *peoc'h, peuc'h, "peace", *<pār*, if Loth (ML. p. 121) and Baudis (Gr. p. 165) are right. Pedersen, however, rejects this derivation, VKG. i, 218. See further in the next section.

§ 126. History and Dating of IE. *k's, q's, qʰs, gs, ps*; and Latin *x*

As we have seen, IE. *ps* very early became CC. *χs*, which is written in British *x*¹ and in Gaulish *x, xs*; e.g. Gaul. *Crixus, Crixisus*, : Lat. *Crissus*. The descendant of IE. *k's, q's, qʰs, gs* is also spelt *x* in British;² *x, xs*³ in Gaulish, e.g. Gaul. *sēxos, Dēxiva*; and it is clear that this likewise stands for *χs*. In fact such groups as *kt, pt, ks, ps* with the first element a stop, were evidently repugnant to the Celtic tongue from early times, and the stop became in every case CC. *χ*. From this *χs*, British

¹ Uxell(a), town and river in Dev. (Ptol.): Uxellodunum (ND. and Rav., *sic leg.*); Uxelum, town of the Selgovae (Ptol.); Uxela (Rav.); Uxena, Ouxengates (AL).

² Certain examples are few, particularly as some names with *x* on pottery are probably those of Gaulish manufacturers. Note *Cingetorix, Sequex*, and *Taximagulus*, Caesar, BG. v, 22; *Argentocoros*, a third-century Caledonian chief, Dio Cassius 76. 16 (Holder, ACSpZ i, col. 211); TANCORIA, CIL. vii, no. 355; from Old Carlisle. Less certain are: *Loxus* (Ptol., Rav.), river in northeast Scotland, perhaps the Lossie; and *Taizaloi* (Ptol.), tribe in Aberdeenshire. The etymology of these two is uncertain, and it is very possible that we should read *Lōza* and *Taizaloi*, with Gk. *ξ* miscopied as *ζ*, since satisfactory derivations can then be found for both of them; cf. O’Rahilly, EHMM. pp. 381-2, and also note 1, p. 537 below. Ekwall compared *Lōza* to the two rivers *Lōx* (Sc.), and suggested: *λoζόρ*, but rejected this in favour of *Lōza* < *laksza*, treating *Lōza* as having Brit. metathesis (which, for *sc* < *sk*, is doubtful), and *Lōx* as having *As. (BN. pp. 267-8). Williams accepts the relation to *λoζόρ*, BSRG. p. 38; but this runs us into chronological difficulties, see below, pp. 538, 539 and n. 3. *Pecza* (Rav.), one of the forts on the Antonine Wall, also has *x* of unknown origin; possibly it is an error for *Dēza*, see BSRG. p. 43.

³ The spelling *xs* is simply *a* VL. one, and is common for *x* in Latin inscriptions of the VL. period in Gaul and elsewhere; e.g. *uxser, uaxsa*; cf. Richter, CPF. p. 42. But Gaulish knew and used Greek *X* for *[x]*, and it is likely that the spirant character of the guttural in *χs* influenced the writing with *xs*. Besides, since Latin *x* was *χ* in Gaul, Latin spellings like *uxser* may be intended to express *χs*.
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developed a neo-Brittonic *ch*. How and when did this take place? Through *cc*, which certainly gave WCB. *ch*? But it is difficult to see how that could be, and there is no written evidence for such an intermediary.

Before attempting to answer this, it would be as well to consider the history of Latin *x* in British. Latin *x* became *χs* in Gaul, and it is clear that it did so because the Gauls sound-substituted their own *χs* for the (to them) impossible group *ks*; and this *χs* became, by palatalisation of the *χ*, first *χ's* (see p. 538, n. 2), giving later *is*, in the same way as *χ't* gave *īth* (see p. 404). So, for instance, *exīre* > Provençal *eissir*, laxare > *lax'e*sare > *laisissare* > Fr. *laisser*. Cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 113, and Richter, CPF. pp. 122 ff., 130, 134-5. This is exactly parallel to the history of Latin *ct* in Gaul, cf. p. 404. But in Britain, Latin *ks* cannot have been adopted as *χs* in such a way as to fall together with the native *χs* from IE. *k's*, etc., which gave WCB. *ch* (unless *peoc'h* is a case, see below). Yet, its development being what it was, > *is*, the Latin *x* must have passed through a stage of *χs* > *χ's*, in Britain as in Gaul. How is this to be explained? Surely by assuming that the native *χs* was not now merely *χs* but something else, with which the Latin sound could not normally be identified. Was it then already *ch* at the time of the Latin loans? Hardly, because it is written with *ξ* in Greek and *x* in Latin sources, and hence

---

1 See the examples quoted above. Fraser says that *ks* > *ch* was complete at this time (Sc.G.St. ii, 188), precisely because of its different development from Latin *x*; but in order to support this he has to ignore *Cingetorix*, *Segoreux* (presumably as being before the loan period), *Tunorix*, *Argentocoros*, and to reject *Loza* as being not British. If the identification of *Loza* with the *Lossie* is correct the phonetics of the development are certainly not British, but apparently Goedelic. But this proves nothing, nevertheless, about the language of the inhabitants of the district in *Ptolemy's time*. In any case the identification is not certain (cf. Watson, CPNS. pp. 48-9), nor is the form (see p. 536, n. 2). Fraser does not mention *Tunoroi* and *Pecru*, but as these are both in Scotland he may have regarded them too as not Brittonic, though *Pecru* could not be Goedelic. He does not note the names in *arel-*, probably because these have IE. *ps* not *ks*; but since IE. *ps* had unquestionably fallen together with IE. *ks* in *χs* in CC. there is no reason to ignore their evidence on the problem, which is decisive for the continued existence of some form of British *χs* (whether from IE. *ps* or *ks* is irrelevant) in Roman Britain.
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must have had an audible s-element. It must therefore have been some sound which was perceived by the Romans as their x (and recorded by Greek writers as such), but was phonemically distinct from it for the speakers of British. Just what the sound was phonetically we shall not attempt to say; but let us suppose the WCB. ch which derived from it arose from a strengthening of the χ-element and a weakening (and ultimate extinction) of the s-element. If so, the nature of the sound during the Roman period may have been something which we may write in phonemic terms as X'; noting that the WCB. ch is a velar one, and that the X (=voiceless guttural spirant) was therefore, no doubt, distinctly non-palatal. On the other hand, since Latin x became χs and presumably palatalised χ's on its way to ı's both in Gaul and Britain, the Latin phoneme may have been heard and adopted by the Britons as χ's, a sound for them so distinct from X that they did not identify the two.¹ This would mean, of course, that χs for Latin x was not a British sound-substitution but existed already in the Latin pronunciation which was brought to Britain.² However, there is no particular difficulty about that; the χs pronunciation of VL. x was not limited merely to Gaul, but was found over a great deal of the western Empire;³ and hence it might very easily have been a regular feature of the Latin pronunciation which came to Britain.⁴ It can hardly have been ıs already in VL. in Britain in the Roman period, because for

¹ Unless in the possible case of pax > peca'h, peca'h. This might be a very early loan, before χs > Xs in Brit. (Loth thinks it was early, since the x was treated like Brit. cs (sic), not Latin; ML. p. 121.) But another explanation is possible, see n. 4.
² Richter notes that χt > χ's in Gaul is a natural phonetic development, but that χs > χ's is not, and that its rise in Gaul must be due to the influence of χ't (CPF, pp. 122-3). It must therefore have reached Britain, where native χs did not give χ's in spite of native χ't, already as χ's. Incidentally, Richter's note explains why native χ' became χ's but native χ's did not become χ's.
³ In Italy, however, intervocal x became ss, without any effect on the preceding vowel, e.g. saecum > saasso, cf. Grandgent, IVL. p. 108.
⁴ The clue to pax > peca'h, peca'h, if that is the etymology, may be not one of date, but that the word was borrowed from some Latin source (the very early church in Roman Britain?) which pronounced x as the classical Latin cs instead of British Latin χ's, so that it was identified with the native X'.
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one thing the British Latin loanwords in Irish show ss, exactly as with native Pr.I. χs > ss, and if British Latin already had ñs there would have been some diphthong in Irish; the question of the date of the ñs stage is examined below. We may reasonably conclude that CC. χs had become our Xs in British by the late first century at latest. As to when this became ch, there is no certain direct evidence, but it must have been before the separation of WCB. and after the time when the Roman usage of x for Uzel- names was well established, say after the Antonine Itinerary or Ravennas; and therefore at some period between the fourth and the sixth to seventh centuries. On the development of Brit. final -χs > -s > nil, presumably through a weak χs, see pp. 535, 625, n. 2, 627, 637.

As to the evolution of Latin χs into ñs in Britt., one would suppose a priori that it would be more or less contemporary with χl > lth, dated above in general terms as late sixth century, but not necessarily completed everywhere until the seventh (§ 60). The ñs must have been pretty well established by the later sixth century, as it is common to W., C., and B., though the somewhat different treatment in certain cases in CB. may mean that it was not fully so. The only contemporary evidence from England bearing on this that I know is the name Pensax in the part of western Worcestershire probably settled at the beginning of the seventh century, derived by Ekwall as = W. Pen Sæson, "the Hill of the Saxons" (Dict. p. 345). This would show the guttural still audible in this district at this time; but it is hardly likely to have lasted much later here. The names Pennersax and Glensaxon in Dumfriesshire seem to show, however, that it lingered for a couple of generations

1 *Loxa in Rav. may be an instance of x as late as the fourth century, but the derivation is uncertain, see above. No examples of the derivative of internal IE. Es, etc., occur in Dark Age inscriptions or other sources, nor in English names (see next note).

2 And so Lox in So. is not very likely to have had Brit. Xs; sc with AS. metathesis is more likely.

3 The Decha of Ravennas, in Scotland north of the Forth, might be from older *Deza and would therefore be an early instance; but if ch here is for x it might be purely scribal; cf. BSRC. p. 31. The name is too obscure to build anything on it.
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longer in Cumbria; cf. Watson, CPNS. pp. 180, 356. Glensax in Peeblesshire (ibid.) might be a rather earlier loan.

§ 127. IE. sl, ls

Initially sl- gives W. ll- =λ; CB. l-. E.g. W. llu, OC. luu, MC. lu, : OL. sluag : Gaul. Catu-slugi. Pedersen, who regards this as through an intermediary hl-, treats hl- as having arisen by lenition (VKG. i, 84, LP. p. 23); on the objections to this see § 114. The hl- stage is likely enough, but only as part of (and contemporary with) the normal development of s- > Σ- > h-. A Pr.W. hl- (probably = hL-) became then λ- later; on this, and the question of date, see § 93.

There is also another treatment which has been proposed, namely that sl- remained, giving ysl- in Welsh, and that this is from the non-lentit form; cf. Pedersen, locc. cit. The objections to this are that there was no non-lentit or lenition here; that sl- was not likely to escape becoming Σl->hl- unless it developed a parasitic -t- (cf. on sr and spl below); and also that it is insufficiently supported with evidence. The only apparent example is W. yslath, "rod", beside Ir. slat, "rod"; but there is also W. llath, "rod, yard", B. laz, "pole". The isolated yslath can hardly be taken as adequate proof, especially in view of llath, laz; it may very likely be an early borrowing from Pr.I. *slatt.

Intervocal IE. -sl- gave CC. -ll- ("in sehr alter Zeit", Pedersen, VKG. i, 429), on the history of which see § 93. There is no question of -hl- here.

With IE. spl there seems to have been no identification of spl and sl (contrast the case of spr and sr, below). On the contrary, spl seems to have developed the same sort of parasitic -t- as sr- did in certain cases, if the examples given by Pedersen are correct (VKG. i, 83, LP. p. 23); cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 139. However, the examples are uncertain, cf. Thurneysen, op. cit. p. 133; Morris Jones, WG. p. 140; Foy, IF. vi, 321.

IE. ls gave ll very early ("in sehr alter Zeit", Pedersen, VKG. i, 429). Good examples are lacking for British, but cf. op. cit. ii, 121. Latin ls remains, e.g. falsus > W. ffals, CB. fals.
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§ 128. IE. sr, rs

Initially sr is represented in Brittonic either by fr- (with which spr- fell together) or by str-. 1 For examples see LP. p. 22. Pedersen thinks fr- is due to lenition of sr- as hr- (VKG. i, 82, L.P. p. 22). On the objection to regarding s->h- as due to lenition see § 114; rather, sr- presumably gave Σr->hr- as part of the regular development of s-, and then hr- became fr-. But since hr-<sr- might have been expected to remain (cf. hw-<su-, § 118), or perhaps rather to give rh- (cf. sl->λ-), we may suggest that the way in which it fell together with spr- was not through spr- merely losing p, but by spr giving first sfr- (cf. sp->sf-, § 120), and sr- attaching itself to this, very likely at the stage Σfr-: Σr-, 2 when the lisped sound which Σ may have had would favour it. Those cases where there is str- doubtless developed a parasitic t early, before the time when sr- became Σr-. The stage of fr- was evidently reached by the time of the WCB. division; and cf. the rivers Frome, Frocester, etc. (see p. 416), which are derived from *spr̃m- or *spr̃m- by Ekwall, RN. p. 168.

Internally -sr- apparently gave -rr-, simplified to -r- after a long vowel; evidently in CC. or before (Pedersen, VKG. i, 429, "in sehr alter Zeit"; LP. p. 22, "possibly . . . pre-Celt").

IE. rs, internal only, likewise gives rr, also probably very early (cf. Pedersen, loc. cit.); see examples VKG. i, 82-3, LP. p. 23. Latin -rs- remains; versus>W. gwes, B. guerz.

§ 129. IE. sm

This gives m- initially and -mm- internally, simplified to -m-. For examples see LP. pp. 24-5. Its history is thus exactly

1 Morris Jones' supposed examples of W. rḥ- (WG. p. 135) are quite unconvincing; cf. Loth, RC. xxxvi, 182-3.
2 The theory that Gaul. Phocas (Prot., river Bresle) is <*sr̃t-: W. ffried (see VKG. i, 337; Meyer-Lübke, ZfRP Ph. xx, 530-31; LP. p. 3; Loth, RC. xxxvi, 127; Heiermeier, JCS. i, 55 ff.) would imply presumably that sr->fr- is Gallo-Britt. (unless it is a coincidence), which will not suit the above. But Morris Jones (WG. p. 156) and Pokorny (supr Förster, FT. p. 848) derive ffried from *spr̃t-. On objections to this see Heiermeier, loc. cit. Spr->CC, sfr- might very likely give fr- independently in Gaul., whereas sr- is less likely to have done so. But it should be noted that the Gaul. cognate of ffried should have -t-, not -d-.
parallel to that of sn, and no doubt contemporary; see next section. Sm- still appears in British in Ptolemy's Smertae, Ravennas' Smetri and Smetriadum in southern Scotland; OI. smir, Gaul. Smertomara, etc. Pedersen puts the development of internal -sm- > -mm- "in sehr alter Zeit", VKG. i, 429; it is certainly Common Celtic.

§ 130. IE. sn, ns

Sn gives initially n-. ¹ E.g. W. nodwydd, OC. notuid, MC. nasweth, MB. nadoez; OI. snäithe. As with sl-, sr- Pedersen regards this as having happened by the generalisation of an hn- arising by lenition (VKG. i, 85, LP. p. 23). No doubt it passed through a stage hn-(<Σŋ-), but, as before, not owing to lenition; rather, as a consequence of and at the same time as initial Σ->h-

Internal -sn- gave CC. -nn-, simplified to -n- after a long vowel; cf. sl-, sr-; Pedersen "in sehr alter Zeit", VKG. i, 429. E.g. W. onnen, OC. onnen, B. ounnen; Gaul. onno (see Thurneyssen, IF. xlii, 146): Ir. uinnius; Lat. ornus, < *osno-.

IE. ns, and nts, nks, nst, nsk, nsq⁹. The evidence on these for British is not as complete as could be wished. Ns, nts, nks resulted in Brittonic in -ss-, falling together with -ss- from -sl-, etc., which did not share the fate of original single -s- in Brit. because it was a geminate. Nst, nsk, nsq⁹ apparently gave respectively Britt. st, sc, sp. Short vowels seem to have remained short before all these groups in British. The -ss-stage must have been reached in CC. in the case of *en-s- and *con-s-, since the vowel remains short here in Irish too (cf. Thurneyssen, Gr.OI. p. 128), unlike short vowels before ns groups in Irish in other cases, where the stage -ss- was therefore probably independent. How late ns lasted in the Brittonic branch in these instances there seems to be no certain means of telling, for lack of evidence (except, of course, that it is older than the division of WCB.); but Gaulish ARTVÁS ² (Todi

¹ Morris Jones says sn-; sometimes remains (WG. p. 135), but his only example, W. ymolen, is no doubt a loanword from English; see Parry-Williams, EEW. p. 45.
² The ² seems to imply some special quality of s owing to the loss of n before it; a sibilant affricate ད
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inscription, second century B.C.), apparently an acc. pl. of an
ā-stem, -āns > -ās, and MIDX (Calendar of Coligny, first or
second century A.D.), probably an attempt to spell something
like *miš < Celtic *mius, "month", both show loss of the n
in the Gaulish branch at an early date; and it may well be
as old as Gallo-Brittonic. Final -ns > ss appears to have been
simplified to -s, falling together with Σ, in the Brit. period;
see p. 637.

Latin ns likewise gives ss in Brittonic, but there is no
connection between the two developments, because in the
latter case there is compensatory lengthening. E.g. mēnsa >
*mēsa > W. mwys, OC. muis, MC. moys, OL. mius. In fact the
Britons already heard the Latin sound with the n lost and with
compensatory lengthening, that is to say, the spoken Latin
form in Roman Britain was already *mēsa, because this change
is a regular and early one in Vulgar Latin; see Grandgent,
IVL, p. 74, Richter, CPF, pp. 40-41. Hence the W. suffix for
tribal and district names, -wys, < Lat. -ensēs. This is to be
seen in an AS, loan in *Lindenses > * Lindēs > Pr. AS. * Lindēs
(see § 28. 2) > Lindesse, etc., Lindsey (Li.) and Lindisfarne (Nb.);
cf. FT, p. 167. The OW, is Linnuis, HB, c, 56.
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§ 131.

This is the mutation whereby intervocally, whether in the
interior of a word or initially when preceded in a close speech-
group by a proclitic ending in British in a vowel, and in general
terms internally between vowels and sonants, the British single
voiceless stops p, t, c became voiced to b, d, g, and the single
voiced stops b, d, g, as well as m, became the spirants b, d, j,
and μ. The μ subsequently gave v, while j went on later to
nil in W. (in certain cases i) and ch in CB. With Late Brit.

1 Where D = the Gaul. affricate mentioned on p. 530, and X is a spelling
the only result of lenition was a weakening of articulation (§ 93); the non-lenited \( L \) at a later date developed into \( \lambda \) in \( W \), and the non-lenited \( R \) into \( \rho \) in \( W \) with traces of something similar in \( C \) and \( B \). On the individual sounds and their history see the appropriate sections above.

There is no need to enter here into the causes of lenition, except to say that it evidently arose from a loosening and slackening in the articulation of the CC. consonants in certain positions.\(^1\) There are analogies in the history of the Romance languages in their development from Vulgar Latin, and one may compare also the regular change of intervocal \( t \) to \( d \) in colloquial American English. That this loosening should have taken a different form for the voiceless stops in Irish, namely \( ph, th, ch \),\(^2\) is not surprising when we consider that the Goedelic and Brittonic groups had been separate for many centuries before true lenition occurred (see below). A quite different explanation of the causes of lenition was put forward by Pedersen in his *Aspirationen i Irsk* (Leipzig, 1897), a very complicated one designed to cover everything in one all-inclusive theory, to relate the Irish \( th, ch \) to the \( W \) \( d, g \) and to bring even the Brittonic \( f, th, ch \) into some relation with them. This was rejected by Strachan, ZCP. ii, 206-8; compare Thurneysen, IF. Anz. xxvii, 14, and Pokorny, Urg. pp. 52-3. Later Pedersen was very tentative about it inVKG. i, 431 ff., and did not mention it in LP. pp. 127 ff.

That Brittonic original \( p, t, c \) should become \( b, d, g \) while original \( b, d, g \) became \( b, d, z \) in which the new \( b, d, g < p, t, c \) did not share, might possibly seem strange. In fact Loth (ML. p. 87) and Förster (FT. p. 162) actually proposed that lenition of \( b, d, g \) must be older than that of \( p, t, c \), on the ground that in the reverse case \( p, t, c \) would have ended up as \( b, d, z \) too. Förster even regards the two sets as representing two different processes, quite distinct in cause and development (what these are is not stated), as well as in date. The idea of two different dates is based on the analogy of the Germanic

---

\(^1\) Cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 74. [See now p. 710 below.]

\(^2\) Originally only \( th, ch \); the sound \( p \), when it was adopted in Irish, was limited to \( ph \) by the analogy of the others later.
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sound-shifts, but it is unnecessary in Celtic, and there is no reason to doubt that the phenomenon of lenition is a single one, having taken place at a single period.¹ There is no cause why p, t, c should have fallen together with b, d, g; as p, t, c advanced towards b, d, g, so original b, d, g were advancing towards b, d, g, and the two sets were phonemically distinct the whole time. Compare Thurneysen (Gr.OL. p. 566), whose intermediary stage of "unaspirated lenes" for p, t, c is another way of saying the same thing.

§ 132.

The close similarity of the phenomenon of lenition in Goedelic and Brittonic suggests that it is based upon a similarity in the consonant systems of the two groups going back to the Common Celtic period. According to Pederssen (e.g. VKG. i, 242) Common Celtic possessed an aspirate [tʰ] etc. where there is now not lenition, and mere [t] etc. where there is now lenition. The recent work of the Abbé Falc'hun on Breton phonology (see p. 474, n. 2) suggests, however, to the present writer a somewhat different but analogous situation in Common Celtic. Falc'hun has shown that Breton has a system by which a series of consonants with long articulation is opposed to another series with short articulation, of approximately only half the length of the others; and it appears that the consonants which are, historically speaking, lenited are of the weak variety and those which are non-lenited are of the strong variety. Thus, for example, the lenited b in e baz, "his cough", from paz (W. ei bas, from pas), and the lenited l in e leur, "his floor", from leur (W. ei lawr, from llawr), have approximately only half the articulatory duration of the non-lenited p in paz or the non-lenited b in bac'h, "hook" (W. bach) and the non-lenited l in leur. Similarly, internal -b-, which is the lenition of -p-, and internal single intervocal -l-

¹ Cf. Richter on the very similar developments in VL.: "Da sie (die Lockierung des Verschlusses) alle Verschlusslaute in intervokalische Stellung erfasst, möchte man annehmen, dass die Entwicklung von Verschlusslaut zu Lösungslaut, vom stimmlosen zu stimmhaften, eine auf allen Gebieten der Organstellung parallele Veränderung ist" (CPF. p. 138).
have in Breton approximately half the duration of internal originally geminate $p$ arising from Pr.B. $b + h$ as in glepa, "wettest" (MW. guhlyppaf), and of internal or final geminate $l$ as in toullou, "holes" (W. tyllau). These distinctions are mostly ignored in the written Breton language, though they appear clearly on the kymograph and are obvious to native speakers when their attention is drawn to them.

One may propose, therefore, that the Common Celtic language may have had some such system whereby consonants in absolute initial (a position liable to have special articulatory force), internal geminates of whatever origin (e.g. $mm <$ $sm$), and internal consonants in certain homorganic and other groups such as the $l$ in $lt$- or the $t$ in $xt$- (see § 60), were comparatively long sounds, and consonants initially after proclitics ending in vowels, or internally when single between vowels or in combination with certain other consonants, as e.g. $rb$, were comparatively short sounds; the duration of the former group being approximately double that of the latter group. In absolute initial, however, they were probably not as long as full geminates; since true geminate $pp$, $tt$, $cc$, whether internal or arising through the spirant mutation (§§ 183-4) later gave $f$, $th$, and $ch$, whereas initial non-lenited $p$, $t$, and $c$ remained. We may speak of them for present purposes as half-long, writing e.g. $m(m)$-, $p(p)$-, though in Breton they seem to have fallen together later with the fully long geminates in $mm$-, $pp$-, etc.; in any case they were long enough to resist the subsequent weakening which attacked the short consonants and which we call lenition. The Common Celtic use of e.g. $m$-, $b$- after a proclitic ending in a vowel was not of itself lenition, as is shown by the fact that internally $mm$-, $bb$-, etc., were incapable of lenition; it was simply that the secondary $CC$ strengthening of IE. consonants in absolute initial to e.g. $m(m)$-, $b(b)$- did not occur in this quasi-internal position, any more than it did with single intervocal IE. $m$-, $b$-, etc., within the word.

It is the subsequent weakening just referred to which is the phenomenon known as lenition. What seems to have happened is that at a certain stage yet to be determined the
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CC, short consonants, being mostly intervocal, underwent a loosening or weakening of articulation which resulted in the voiceless stops $p$, $t$, $c$ becoming voiced to $b$, $d$, $g$; the voiced stops $b$, $d$, $g$ becoming the spirants $b$, $d$, $ʒ$; $m$ giving $μ$; and tense $L$, $N$, $R$ developing into ordinary $l$, $n$, $r$. The long consonants, however, whether intervocal or in absolute initial, were energetic enough to resist this loosening and remained unaffected at first; though later and as a quite separate evolution -pp-, -tt-, and -cc- became $f$, $th$, $ch$, and -bb-, -dd-, -gg- were simplified. The half-long consonants in initial position have lasted to the present day in Breton, being now fully long, but in Welsh they were subsequently shortened. So, for example, Brit. *m(m)mamά, "mother"; and *esίo mamά, "his mother", became MW. mamm and y vamm, B. mmam (spelt mamm) and e vamm; or Brit. *adbero- -> *abbero- gave WB. aber, "river-mouth", in which the geminate resisted lenition, but was later shortened and so fell together with $b$ the lenition of $p$. The interchange between $gw$ and $w$, which functions in WCB, in the same way as true lenition, is not really a case of it; simply, absolute initial $w(\text{w})$- underwent a special development (see § 49, 2, where it is printed for convenience as W), whereas internal -w- and initial $w$- after a proclitic ending in a vowel were not changed when lenition took place. There was no CC. internal double -we-, and $w$ in contact with consonants is always of the weak variety.

What is meant, then, by the date of lenition is the time when e.g. $t$ became a full $d$ in British and a full $th$ in Irish, and these were felt as phonemes distinct from non-lentited tt, t(t). Pedersen first puts lenition as not later than c. 400 (VKG. i, 436), on the ground that some time must have elapsed between lenition and initial spirantisation; which latter, he says (p. 417), must be older than the loss of the vowel of final syllables and dates it somewhat earlier than Rhys' c. 600.¹ No reason is given why any time should have to elapse between lenition and initial spirantisation, nor why it should be nearly two hundred years if it did; and none of this is mentioned in LP.

¹ So Pedersen, giving the reference LWP. 2, p. 61; where, however, Rhys actually says nothing of the sort.
Pedersen went on, however, to argue in VKG. that lenition must be older than c. A.D. 300 because his supposed lenition-alternation of s- and h- can only have existed in the first part of the Roman period. This theory has already been dealt with above, where it has been shown that s- > h- is not connected with lenition. Finally, on the basis of some supposed traces of lenition in Gaulish, and the theory that Celtic p > f (> nil) is part of lenition, he pushes it back to about 800 B.C. If lenition did exist in Gaulish (which has never been satisfactorily proved¹) it would in any case only do so as an independent expression of the possible Common Celtic nuance already described, and the development of IE. p cannot be connected in any way with lenition, since it does not follow the special morphophonological rules for its occurrence.

§ 133.

The chief certain fact about the relative dating of lenition in Brittonic (and Goedelic) is that it must be older than the loss of final syllables, since otherwise consonants which came to stand at the ends of words by that loss would no longer be intervocal. Also, of course, that it is older than the separation of W., C., and B. Further, there is no evidence that it had occurred during the Roman period; on the contrary, there is strong reason to think that it had not, since Latin words undergo it in the same way as British. Pedersen admits this (VKG. i, 242), but thinks that Latin loanwords were sound-substituted by his already-existing British alternation of t' : t, etc., as already described. Perhaps; or let us say rather by tt : t; but this is not lenition as we have defined it, and once again the stage of full d, etc., and therefore of lenition, was obviously not reached before or during the Roman period, since Latin words could not have shared in it if it had been. As it is, no Latin words borrowed into British preserve Latin t etc., as one would expect at least some of the later ones to do if the stage d etc. were reached during the Roman occupation. Further, contemporary Greek and Roman sources

[¹ Cf. Pokorny, Vex Romanica, X, 254 ff.]
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invariably represent British *t* etc. by Greek and Latin *t* etc.,
ever by *d* etc.\(^1\) Again, the Latin and British words borrowed
into Irish during the first period of loans in the middle of the
fifth century show that British and British Latin *t, c* were still
*th, ch* and not *d, g*, because they were subsequently lenited along
with native *t, c* to *th, ch*; not along with native *d, g* to *d, ʒ*.
Pedersen says that this happened by the Irish *substituting* their
lenition *th* and *ch* for the sound-nuance of pure tenuis [t], [k]
(*loc. cit.*); but apart from the probability that *th* and *ch* did
not yet exist in Irish (see pp. 138-9, 142), once more Pedersen
can only claim a sound-nuance for British at the time, and
not the full *d, g* which represent lenition as defined. If British
had already got lenition [d], [g] there would have been no
temptation whatever to substitute these in Irish by *th, ch,*
since Irish also had intervocal *d* and *g* (from older *nt* and *ne*)
at this time, which would have made much closer substitutes.
On the other hand, in the second group of British and British
Latin loanwords in Irish, beginning in the earlier part of the
sixth century, British *t* and *c* in lenition position are now
borrowed as *d* and *g*\(^2\) (and not subsequently lenited in Irish,
since lenition there was now complete, see pp. 127-8). The
preliminary conclusion, then, on this evidence alone is that
British lenition took place between the middle of the fifth and
the beginning of the sixth century.

§ 134.

The *direct* evidence from the usual sources may be set out as
follows:

(1) *Inscriptions.*—As already discussed (pp. 176 ff.) the
existence of lenition is not betrayed in the Dark Age inscrip-
tions, because the spoken Latin of Britain went through the
same process as the native language,\(^3\) and consequently the

\(^1\) *Anderidos* (Pevenson) in ND. for *Anderitos* is no doubt due to Vulgar
Latin phonetics and scribal habits (cf. pp. 36, 92); the variant reading
*Anderitos* actually exists and ought to be adopted for the text of ND. Cf.
JRS. xxxviii, 54.

\(^2\) Which shows, incidentally, that when British lenition had taken place
the Irish felt no need to substitute the [d], [g] by *th, ch*.

\(^3\) Cf. pp. 70 ff. above.
letter t etc. was naturally still used to write the new d etc. <
intervocal t etc., because it had now come to be so pronounced;
whereas the letter d intervocally now meant d, and was therefore
still written where the older language had [d] and the con-
temporary had [d]. So mutatis mutandis for the other lenitable
letters. E.g. VOTEPORIGIS, CIIC. no. 358, c. A.D. 550, is
the natural spelling of what was pronounced something like
[wodebrtg(εΣ)]. Hence lenition does not appear in the inscrip-
tions, though it was, of course, present in the speech of those
who set up those monuments which are later than the time
when it arose.

(2) *Early written sources.—* The letter of the bishops con-
cerning the heretical Breton priests, written between 509 and
521 (see p. 14), gives the forms Lovocatus and Catithernus for
what were probably the older *Luquatus* and *Catatigernos.*
This seems to bear witness to lenited ʒ having become already
ȝ before ù, and j between front vowels. In Mailoc, A.D. 572
(see p. 464), ȝ before l is not only lenited but has already
become i.¹

While mentioning early Brittany, one may discuss the
point raised by Loth in ML. p. 84, that several place-names
borrowed from Gallo-Romance speakers by the settlers of
Brittany towards the end of the sixth century show that the
Bretons lenited the consonants in them as they did those of
their own language; and that therefore lenition was not yet
complete, even if it had been begun. We need not necessarily
appeal to sound-substitution in answering this; if these names
are really as late as Loth thought, the change can easily have
been due to the Vulgar Latin developments noted on p. 92
above, and hence e.g. *Ratinacus* (ML. p. 25) is Radenac in B.²
not because it was borrowed as *Ratinacus* before lenition in
Breton and then lenited, but because it was already *Radenagus*
in Vulgar Latin.

(3) The orthography of OW., (early) OC., and OB. does not, ³

¹ The i in Lovocatus, and the e's in that and Mailoc, are, of course, written
for the spoken [d] and [g] on the same principle as in section (1) above, except
that here it is due to Continental VL scribal habits; cf. p. 92.
² With subsequent unvoicing of final B. — g as usual in pausa.
of course, normally betray the existence of lenition any more than the inscriptions do; and for the same reason, that British Latin pronounced b, d, g, b, d, ɹ (j) , ɹ for what were written as intervocal p, t, c, b, d, g, m in the Latin alphabet, at the time when the manuscript tradition of writing OWCB. was formed. This matter has been discussed in Chapter II, where we have seen (p. 88) that there are exceptions which show beyond a doubt that lenition really existed at this period. This point needs to be stressed, because at one time it was taken as a matter of course that the regular ignoring of lenition in OWCB. orthography meant that it had not yet occurred, or not normally or completely so. For instance, in ML. (p. 86) Loth thought that the process was one of several stages, and he followed Rhys in believing that in the modern Gwentian dialect it was never completed, not only finally but also internally.¹ Loth made constant use, in his works, of the absence of lenition in writing as proof of its absence in fact, arriving therefore at varying dates for the various sounds² by the process of taking the spellings far too literally; though in ML. p. 87 he admitted that lenition happened between the fifth and the beginning of the eighth century (therefore before the OWCB. period), and that tradition had a good deal to do with the spelling.³ Later he came round more fully to this view,⁴ but his dates for lenition were still too late, and he never fully abandoned the idea; so in RC. li, 5 he was still speaking of intervocal stops and m seeming "intact" at the end of the seventh and largely in the eighth century. A theory of the gradualness of lenition, that it was a process which began indeed before the loss of final syllables but having received this momentum continued

¹ This need not be ancient, but late and secondary. Compare the similar partial or complete unvoicing of b, d, g in modern Sc.G., which is not likely to be older than the fourteenth century. The fact that the Brit. voiced stops and m became spirants in Gwentian is proof lenition had taken place.

² E.g. VVB. pp. 10 ff.

³ Incidentally, the VENEDOTIS of CIIC. no. 394, end of fifth century, is not a case of the suffix -tæt- with lenited t written D, as Rhys and Loth (loc. cit.) thought. The stem is *wæned-, as in W. Gwened, and MW. forms in Gwened- have syncope and profection of d after n. To identify the VORAS of Rav. with Carvoran (sic leg.), as Loth does, is pure fancy; cf. BSRC. p. 50.

⁴ Cf. Chr.B. pp. 65 ff., and note 66 n. 1.
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to evolve over some longish period of time before reaching completion, was put forward by Sir Ifor Williams ¹ to explain some apparent features of lenition in the Gododdin poem, c. A.D. 600, and even in the Armes Prydein Fafor (tenth century). For a criticism of this see the writer's review in Antiquity, March 1939, pp. 30-31. The conclusion is that lenition did actually take place, and completely, long before the OWCB period, but that for the reasons explained its existence is rarely betrayed in the written sources of the time, nor regularly at all until the drastic reorganisation of Welsh, Cornish, and Breton spelling which happened at the beginning of their Middle periods under Anglo-Norman, English, and French influence.²

² It is well known that in MW words ending in -[d] and -[g] are regularly spelt -t, -c, and those in -[b] less often with -p, whereas internally b, d, g are always written. So in Voc.C., while [b], [d], [g] are almost invariably written b, d, g internally, finally they are mostly -t, -c, though b is usual. MB. is like MW., and Mod.B. often writes -p, -t, -k. This does not mean that lenition did not take place with the final voiceless stop—it must have done so, when these were still intervocal before the loss of final syllables. Nor does it support the view that lenition was a long process, or suggest that it was not complete in the Middle periods. Morris Jones very well explains the MW -p, -t, -c by the fact that before a consonant in the following word (i.e. in the majority of cases) final [b], [d], [g] were provoked to [p], [t], [k], and the voiceless writing was generalised (WG. pp. 20, 184); i.e. this was a secondary phenomenon. (The same is true in Breton, where, however, the spelling still fluctuates between -b, -d, -g and -p, -t, -k.) But this need not be the whole story. In Mod.W. whereas b, d, g internally are fully voiced, finally they may have voiceless off-glide (cf. Bandzik, Gr. p. 79); but in for instance the W. of Gwynedd this is apparently limited to monosyllables after short vowels, cf. O. H. Fynes-Clinton, The Welsh Vocabulary of the Bangor District (Oxford, 1913), pp. xxvii, xxiv. In the Cyfeliog area final -b, -d, -g after vowels are fully voiced; see A. Sommerfelt, Studies in Cyfeliog Welsh (Oslo, 1925) pp. 21-2.
However, Stephen Jones describes final W. -b, -d, -g as only slightly voiced (A Welsh Phonetic Reader, London, 1926; p. 13). We may very likely conclude that while these sounds were still internal, after lenition, they were fully voiced, but that at some time after they came to be final owing to the loss of final syllables they became partly somewhat unvoiced, not so much only by a provenience in the fact of being final—the voicing was not carried through to the end. Such unvoicing of final voiced consonants is regular in the Slavonic languages, and is found in Sc.G. also with consonants other than b, d, g (which are unvoiced in any case). However, since the rules for its occurrence differ somewhat in W. and B. (C. is unclear, as there is no modern language), not to mention within the various W. dialects, this
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(4) AS. place-names.—One would expect that the form taken by the lenited consonants, or those which became lenited, in English place-names borrowed from British, would give a decisive and clear picture; and that where for instance a sound which was \( d \) before lenition appears as \( d \) in the English, it cannot yet have become [d] in British. ¹ Unfortunately, neither of these things is true. In no case can it be absolutely proved that a name was borrowed before lenition, though one or two of the earliest known instances may have been. Of the considerable number of names in which, as just noted, the lenition does not show in the English form, some are such late loans that there is no question but that lenition had occurred. It was Ekwall who first showed that the cause for the apparent anomaly is English sound-substitution (see RN. pp. lxxi ff.) ; and a proper understanding of this fact can alone explain the situation in respect of British lenition in English names, which will be examined sound by sound in the following sections.²

§ 135. British p, lenited to b

There are no good examples of this in place-names known to me. Peebles in south-east Scotland is derived by Watson from W. pebyll (CPNS, p. 383), but there are no early forms, and the derivation seems hardly certain. Early AS. had no intervocal b, but only \( b \) or \( bb \) ; and one or other of these might be expected to be substituted for WC. b. A clear though late instance of \( bb \) is present in the personal name Pobbidi in DLV., c. 840 (see KW, p. 177), which must be derived from OW. *popid = [pobid]. Mod.W. pobydd, "baker", < Brit.

partial variable unvoicing is likely not to have been established fully so far back as the common WCB. period. In Mod.W. the writing with -p, -t, -c was given up because the pausa form was felt as really a voiced rather than a voiceless sound. In B. the orthography fluctuates to the present day.

¹ So Williams says the \( d \) in Edinburgh means that the \( d \) in Eildyn was still [d] and not yet [d] ; CA. p. xl.

² Only the stops and s are dealt with here, since these involve a further development of the weakened sound other than the mere shortening of articulation. Those sounds in which the non-lenited forms underwent subsequent changes (British y, l, r) are not relevant here, and have been fully discussed in their appropriate sections.
*popijū.* In Latin loanwords borrowed into English, VL. $b$ from Classical $p$ is regularly substituted by $b$; and there may be a case of this, the other possible substitution for [b], in AS. *Raculfe, Reculf* < Rom.-Brit. *Regulbium.* See § 140, where it is suggested that this name was borrowed before lenition. If so, this would have AS. sound-substitution of $b$ for [b], though for original unlenited Brit. $b$, not for Pr.W. [b] the lenition of $p$. The principle is the same, however. It is possible that AS. *Repta* has non-lenited $p$; if not, it has $p$ substituted for voiceless [b], which is very natural; see § 144. 2 and pp. 661-2.

§ 136. British $t$, lenited to $d$

Here the normal representative in English place-names is $d$. So Eden (Wes.-Cum.) < Pr.W. *udon* < *Ituna* (Ptol.), cf. RN. pp. 142-3; Leadon (Heref.-Gl.-Wo.), Liddon (Dor.), Lodden (Dor.), < Pr.W. *Lodon* < *Litano*, RN. pp. 241-2; Roden (Shr.) < Pr.W. *Rodon* < Brit. *Rutuna*, RN. pp. 344-5; Chideock (Dor.) < Pr.W. *Cēdioc* < Brit. *Caitiâco*, cf. Dict. p. 98; ASC. 918 *Deomedum, Deomodum*, "the men of Dyfed", OW. *Dimet* (Gen. ii) = [daived] < Rom.Brit. *Demetiae* (Ptol.). In AS. *Andred* (ASC. 477, 491, etc.), Pevenseney, < Late Brit. *Andereda* < Brit. *Anderitā*, there is an early example of $d$, as the name would probably have been borrowed at latest at the time of the sack of Pevenseney in 491. For personal names, note: *Caraticos* > Pr.W. *Car'dig* > AS. *Cerdic* (cf. p. 613 below); *Matāicos* > Pr.W. *Madog* > AS. *Madoc* (see KW. p. 187; but W. *Madog* is, of course, not from Ol. *Maedoc*, as Förster thought); *Catunandos* > Pr.W. *Cadwann* > AS. *Cedmon* (cf. KW. p. 179); *Catu-names* > AS. *Cedd*, Cedd, etc., with AS. hypocoristic doubling of $d$, see KW. p. 180. In DLV. (c. 840) are *Cundizeorn* < Pr.W. *Ccondizern* < Brit. *Cunotigernos*, and Clyduini, which is some name in Pr.W. *Clod-< Brit. *Clauto-. Tudo* in ASC. 664 is from a Brit. *Tudono-name, Ceade* from a *Catu-one as above.

Occasionally medial AS. *-$t$- is found, but this can always be simply accounted for without having to suppose necessarily
that these names were borrowed before lenition. So in Catterick, Lichfield, on which see § 144. 2, 3. The AS. personal names Catu, Catta, and their occurrences in place-names like Chatburn, Chatwall, etc., are from Pr.W. hypocoristics or forms with provection in *Cat(t) from Pr.W. *Cad- from *Catu-; cf. W. Catwug, Catteyrn, and see Förster, KW. pp. 181 ff., FT. pp. 800 ff., and Ekwall, RN. p. lxxii. For Catterlen (Cum.), Chatterton (Lan.), Catterton (WRY.), which may contain Pr.W. *cadeir from cathedra, the geographical distribution makes it very unlikely that these were borrowed before lenition, and Ekwall explains the -tt- here as an English development (loc. cit.). But Förster does not believe that these have *cadeir at all, and thinks it is an AS. *Cat(t)or, hypocoristic of AS. *Cador, from Pr.W. *Cadur < Brit. *Catusiros (FT. pp. 800 ff.). Chadderton (Lan.) would then contain Cador without hypocoristic doubling.

In final position, however, a Pr.W. -d is usually expressed by English -t, as in Kennet, Kennett (see § 28. 2) and names in -chet etc. (see § 27. 2). According to Ekwall a change of -d to -t is common in many English dialects, and -d may have been more frequent at one time than now (RN. p. lxxiii). Compare Parrett (Dor.-So.), which is AS. Pedreda (see RN. pp. 320-22), and Nymet (Dev.), AS. Nimed, Nymed (RN. p. 304). However, it has already been suggested (p. 552, n. 2) that the partial voicelessness of W. final mediae may go back to Pr.W. times, and if so this would naturally help the use of -t instead of -d in AS. renderings; this is hinted at by Ekwall, RN. p. lxxiii. Yet AS. -d for Pr.W. -d is not uncommon; e.g. Cound (Shr.) < Rom.-Brit. Cunetio (see § 28. 2); Wynford (Dor.), Winford (So.) < Pr.W. *frud, RN. pp. 462-3; AS. Lyccid < Pr.W. *Lydge, cf. § 27. 2. Sometimes both -t and -d are found in AS., e.g. Watchet (So.), Dict. p. 477.

A few cases occur in which -th appears in Modern English; so Werneth (Ch.): Gaul. Vernetum, Dict. p. 483; Penrith (Cum.): W. Tewy, Dict. p. 345; Winfrith (Dor.) < Pr.W. *frud, W. ffried, RN. pp. 462-3; and Culcheth (Lan.), Dict. p. 129, Culgaith (Cum.), ibid., Penketh (Lan.), Dict. p. 345, and

1 AS. Repta may, however, be a case, see p. 662.
Tulketh (Lan.; Ekwall, The Place Names of Lancashire, Manchester (1922), p. 146), all: W. coed. Förster tries to explain the -th by suggesting that the -t (read -d or -d) was dental and strongly aspirate (KW. p. 213), but aspirate is exactly what the modern sound in W. is not, being a voiceless lenis (when not fully voiced). Ekwall puts it that “it looks as if the pronunciation of the lenated t was such that it could sometimes be taken for an English p” (RN. p. lxxiii). Now Winfrith (which does not occur in AS.) invariably has -d or -t in the ME. sources quoted by Ekwall, such as Winefrod, Winford, etc.; and it is to be taken together with Wynford (Dor.), ME. Winfrod, Wynford, etc., and with Winford (So.), AS. Wunfrod, ME. Wynfrod, etc., but once Wynfryth in 1491 (see RN. pp. 462-3). Considering these facts together with the etymology, it seems clear that the -th in Mod.E. Winfrith and the ME. Wynfrith is not original at all, but secondary and late, perhaps very late, and is probably due to some analogy or popular etymology, such as the possible influence of the personal name Winfrith. It is remarkable in the other examples of modern place-names in -th quoted above that in not a single case is there any evidence for -th in AS. sources, which have always -t or -d, and usually so in ME. too. Apart from Penrith in 1100 (but Penred, 1167, 1242), the oldest instances of -th in any of these names seem to be thirteenth century or later. This is not enough to prove that any had -th in AS.; it might be comparatively late. However, it may be significant that they all belong to the North-West area; if -th here does go back to AS., perhaps some form of the theory expressed by Ekwall might hold true for the country west of the Pennines. If so, there is still no reason to suppose that it applies to the rest of Britain.

§ 137. British c, lenited to g

Medially, this regularly appears as c in AS. So Itchen (Ha.; Wa.; Gl.), AS. Icena, if from Pr.W. *ɪken < Brit. *Icenā, see RN. pp. 218-19; Dacre (Cum.; WRY.), AS. Dacor (HE. iv, 32), if from Pr.W. *Dacr, see RN. p. 111; Luke
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Brook (Heref.) < Brit. *Leuc(ov)jā, cf. RN. pp. 268-9; Watchet, Culcheth, Melchet, Penketh, etc., with Pr. W. *-gēd, cf. § 27. 2; Archenfield (Heref.), AS. Ircingfeld, < Rom.-Brit. Ariconium (AI.), = W. Ergyn(g), Dict. p. 11; Wrekin (Shr.), AS. Wreocen-< Brit. *Uricono- (see § 168) = Rom.-Brit. Viriconium (AI.), cf. Dict. p. 513; AS. Bancor (Bede, HE. ii, 2) = W. Benor; Penkridge (Staf.), AS. Pencric, < Rom.-Brit. Pennocricium (AI.); AS. Liccid, Lyccid < Pr. W. *Lēḡed < Rom.-Brit. Letocetum (AI.), see § 144. 2; Eccles (Lan. and elsewhere by itself and in compounds, see Dict. p. 152) < Pr. W. *eglēs < VL. ecclesia, cf. p. 227. According to Ekwall, the only exception among river names is Lugg (Shr.-Heref.), < Brit. *Leuc(ov)jā; RN. p. lxixii, and cf. pp. 268-9. Culgaith (Cum.) is Chulchett in 1135, Culchett in 1203, so that it is not an example of -g-; cf. Dict. p. 129. If Raswraget (Cum.) contains the Pr. Cumb. equivalent of W. geragedd, Brit. *uracījās, it has -g-.

The reason for the regular appearance of AS. c in these names is not that the Brit. c was not yet lenited, but that Pr. AS. had no single internal g of its own except after a nasal, though it had gg. Hence the Pr. W. -g- could only be sound-substituted, and the normal substitution was c, though gg is seen in Lugg and perhaps Raswraget. Cf. Ekwall, RN. pp. lxii-lxxii. This is quite different from the situation with Pr. W. -d-, since AS. had an internal d and did not need to substitute. On the use of ʒ in AS. as a sound-substitute for VL. g, see p. 251, n. 2.

At the end of words, Pr. W. -g< Brit. -c- is apparently always represented by -c in AS. This is only what would be expected, the same substitution as internally; though, since the Pr. W. -g may perhaps have been partly voiceless, there might be extra cause for -c here; cf. on -d, p. 555. E.g. Crake (Lan.), Crayke (NY.), Creake (Norf.), : MW. creig, Dict. pp. 122, 123; AS. Cerdic; Madoc, see p. 554; Torridge (Dev.), AS. Toric, Pr. C. *Torig, RN. p. 413; Penkridge (Staf.), AS. Pencric, as above. Also numerous names in Mod.E. -ock, from Pr. W. -əg < Brit. -əco-, -əcā, as Chideock (p. 554); though here, as Förster notes, the AS. -oc suffix would probably have played a part (KW. p. 122).
§ 138. British $b$, lenited to $b$


§ 139. British $d$, lenited to $d$

Pr. AS. had no $d$, and did not acquire one (by voicing of $b$) until the settlement period was over; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. lxxiii; Förster, Sc.G.St. iii, 5 and FT. pp. 422-3. Hence sound-substitution was the only way of dealing with Pr.WC. $d$; and $d$ was the natural rendering. According to Ekwall (loc. cit.), either $d$ or $p$ were used, but his only example of $p$ is Witham (Li.), which he derives from Brit. *Uیدumanios, a very doubtful form. Nidd (WRY.). AS. Nid, Nidd, is probably from a Pr.W. *Nid <Brit. *Nido-, cf. RN. pp. 302-3. On the question whether the $dd$ in Bede is a special substitution for $d$, see FT. p. 329. (For $d$ < $i$, there is $d$ in names from *moniço- in § 38 A. 3. The -t in Raswraget (§ 137) would be explained in the same way as that in Nymer (§ 136). from AS. -d.)

§ 140. British $g$, lenited to $g$

There was no difficulty about rendering Pr.WC. $g$ with the AS. $g$. This point in respect of English names has been fully discussed above, §§ 74. 1; 76 ff., especially as regards the date of $g$-nil; and examples with AS. $g$ will be found there. What may perhaps be a very early case of $g$ for Pr.W. lenition $g$ is
LENITION

AS. Wyrtzeorn < Brit. *Uortigernos. This would very likely have been borrowed about A.D. 450, and appears to postulate a Late Brit. *Uortigernos, or at least a form with the Late Brit. loosening of -g- towards -3- having begun enough to make its substitution by 5 natural rather than by c or gg.

The question here is whether there are any loans showing non-lenited -g-. Now, as we have seen in § 137, the only means at the disposal of the AS. language for dealing with the sound [g] internally was sound-substitution, using either c or gg. We may have an example of the same sort of substitution of c for [g], this time, however, not for Pr.W. g — the lenition of Brit. c, but for original Brit. g which was not yet lenited, in the name Reculver (K.). This is Rom.-Brit. Regulbium (ND.), Raculfie in Bede (HE. v, 8), Reclulf in ASC. 669. The word is clearly a compound of Brit. *gulbio-, "beak"; MW. gyllf, "bill, beak"; and the first element is probably Brit. ro- (or rather, re-), "great", on which question see § 200; so that the Brit. would have been *Rogulbio-, "Great Headland". If so, of course, one would expect Pr.W. -j- by lenition, and -j- in AS., and this has puzzled writers on place-names. Ekwall speaks of "the curious fact that g appears as OE. c" (Dict. p. 365), and struggles to account for it in terms of what would mean something like Brit. *Raculbio- or *Resculbio-, though it is not clear just what he is thinking of; in neither case is it likely that they would be rendered in Latin as Regulbium, and no such Celtic prefix as *res- is known. Förster rejects Ekwall's statement that the c for g is unexplained, on the ground that it has simply c substitution for g (FT. p. 325, cf. also p. 191); but he does not see that the common c-substitution to which he refers is for Pr.W. g arising by lenition from Brit. c, not for original Brit. g which, according to Förster himself, had already become 5 by lenition in the fourth century (op. cit. p. 172); on which dating the word would either have had to be borrowed before the fourth century, which is not probable, or else must have c substitution for 3, which is unexamined and is not what Förster asserts. He seems to have forgotten for the moment that the name has British g. The solution may be that this is indeed a case of sound-substitution of Brit. g by c,
and that therefore the name was borrowed before lenition; but we need not, for all that, assume that the loan was as old as the third century—in other words, it points to the date of lenition being later than Förster thinks. On this see further below, § 142. Such a solution would involve explaining how it is that the Brit. *b-, equally non-lentited of course if the *q- is, appears then in AS. as ƀ : for an attempt to deal with this see § 135. It should be noted that the name seems to show another sign of early date, the absence of British final *i-affection, cf. p. 600. On the c in Pembroke see § 81.

(N.B.—Förster derives AS. Dezesa from a Brit. *Dagiss- (this is in itself doubtful), and then gives this as a case of Brit. g sound-substituted by AS. Ʒ (FT. p. 809). But the name, in Roxburghshire, could hardly have been borrowed before c. 600, certainly not before the earliest English settlements in Northumberland in the middle of the sixth century; and by that time the Brit. descendant of *Dagiss- would, by Förster’s own account (FT. p. 172), already have had Ʒ since the fourth century. In fact, while not accepting Förster’s date for lenition, if the etymology of Dezesa which he proposes is correct, one must point out that the AS. Ʒ would simply be an exact rendering of the Pr.W. Ʒ<Brit. ȷ.)

§ 141. British m, lenited to μ

This whole question has been discussed in detail, §§ 98 ff. Since AS. regularly substitutes μ by m in early loans it is impossible to say whether any of the examples had m rather than μ at the time when they were borrowed. There is, however, no reason to doubt that m was lenited at the same time as the other consonants.

§ 142. The Date of Lenition

We have already seen that the evidence of British Latin loanwords in Irish suggests that lenition occurred between the middle of the fifth and the beginning of the sixth century. Also that it must have been before the loss of final syllables.
(mid sixth century) and before the final separation of WCB. (end of sixth to early seventh century). Further, the forms Lovocatus and Catichernus seem to show lenition of g fully complete between 509 and 521. For names borrowed into AS. we now see that almost without exception they indicate that lenition had already occurred when the settlements were under way, or at any rate do not imply the reverse. Wyrtzeorn, very likely borrowed about 450, seems to point to the existence of lenition already, or at least a somewhat loosened articulation; and Andred, Dofras, and Hrofi- are other early loans (probably second half of the fifth century) which exhibit it. On the other hand, Racuulfe and possibly Repta seem to have been borrowed before lenition; since these are both the names of Saxon Shore forts, no doubt well known to the English pirates before their settlements began, they may easily be somewhat older than Wyrtzeorn.

The conclusion then seems to be proven—the Late British lenition of p, t, c, b, d, g, m to b, d, g, b, d, ʒ, μ took place in the second half of the fifth century. Since it must clearly have taken some considerable time to complete, there is no absolute necessity to place Racuulfe and Repta as older than Wyrtzeorn, Andred, Dofras, and Hrofi-; names borrowed in Kent in the second half of the fifth century might well have lenition in some cases and not in others, according to the locality or to other causes. But one would not expect to find any examples of non-lenition in English names borrowed after the end of the fifth century.

PROVECTION

§ 143.

When two consonants came together secondarily in WCB., either by syncope of the intervening vowel or by the creation

1 We have already examined and rejected Förster's reasons for separating the date of lenition of gts from that of bgl. He says that both types of lenition must be older than the new vowel quantities (FT. p. 164); but he puts the latter too early, fifth century (cf. § 35), hence his date for lenition.
of a new compound, or even at the end of one word and the beginning of the next, there may take place the accommodation of articulation such as the unvoicing of voiced sounds or the change of spirants to stops, which is called provection. The result may be to nullify the effects of lenition; as, for instance, where the Latin *benedictio, Late Brit. *benedıxti, becoming *ben'dixt by loss of final syllables and syncope, appears in W. bendith with its lenited d once more a stop d.

This provection is a feature of the Pr.WCB. period and later. It is to be distinguished from the consonant accommodations like Brit. *ad-b-*abb- (see § 70) which arose during the preceding period (indeed in Common Celtic in some cases, no doubt), the rules of which are not always the same. It should be noticed that provection does not always occur where it would be expected; various factors of analogy, etymological consciousness, etc., may prevent it.

We shall not examine here the different types of provection and their rules; see Pedersen, VKG. i, pp. 417 ff. and Morris Jones, WG. pp. 181 ff. As to date, it would presumably be apt to occur as soon as a linguistic change brought two incompatible consonants into contact, and syncope (mid sixth century) would be the commonest cause of this. Since provection tends to work somewhat differently in CB. from its development in Welsh, and CB. have a much more thoroughgoing system, built up into what amounts to a regular morphophonological external sandhi, it is likely to be comparatively late; later, of course, than the loss of final syllables, and later also than the external sandhis of nasalisation and spirantisation, which depend on the partial preservation of final syllables,

1 But in some types of provection it seems to have been a slow process, very likely passing through intermediary stages (cf. just below). So, for instance, Late Brit. nd became d when coming to stand before r, l, or n; thus many names Idris, Iolwrth have [d], the first element being Pr.W. *nufl, "lord", but such names are almost invariably spelt Iut in OW., where d normally means [d], and only rarely the Jut- that would be expected. So again Inbaid is from OW. *inad and baird, and we have Isembaid in AC. 775, 848, Gen. xxviii, xxix, and several in Lland., beside ITHAHELO in CHIC. no. 1012, Ithael in TCD. M8, A v. 20 (1064-82), and Ithail in Lland. pp. 258, 259, 263. In such cases it is hard to say how much is due to etymological consciousness and how much to the d being as yet only partially affected by provection.
whereas the external provection implies their total loss. It is to be noted that when, for example, a *tt came into existence by provection this did not fall together with original *tt in WCB. *th. For instance, Brit. *Catutigernos, Late Brit. *Cadudeżirnos, gives OW. Cattegirn (Gen. xxii, etc.), not OW. *Cattegirn. This means either that provection *t’t grew up later than the time of *tt>*th; or else more probably that at that time the d’d caused by syncope had not become a mere *tt identical with original *tt, but was still something else, perhaps *Josh or *td, which was phonemically distinct from original *tt.

The second half of the sixth century and perhaps the early seventh is the probable date for the rise of provection in Brittonic, though its full working out may have been a slow process, in some types at any rate.

§ 144.

Here we shall be concerned only with possible examples of provection in Pr.WC. loans in AS.

(1) If Ekwall’s derivation of Calder (WRy.; Lan.; Lan.; Cum.) and Cawder Gill (WRy.) is correct (RN. p. 61), this is a case of Pr.W. *d’d->W. *tt- (Brit. *Caledodubro-*Caledodubro->Pr.W. *Caled’dubr->W, rivers Calettur) borrowed at some intermediary point—Ekwall proposes *dd-. Some such state between *d’d and *tt is probable enough; compare the note just above.

(2) When two non-homorganic mediae come together, the result is a group in which the first consonant is unvoiced and the second partly voiceless; so *d*b, *d’g->what is written *b, *g in Mod.W. We have a clear example of the second in Brit. *Lætocaiton, Rom.-Brit. Letocetum->AS. Lyccid, Lichfield (Staf.), and Lythettt (Dor.), W. Caer Lywydgoed = Lichfield. *Lætocaiton must have become Late Brit. *Lædogeđo- by lenition, and with syncope and provection this would give Pr.W. *Lægęđd, in which the *g was partly voiceless. Lichfield would probably have been borrowed about 600 or early in the seventh century, Lythettt in the second half of that century, therefore at a time when lenition and syncope were long complete, and
provection presumably well under way. Hence the English heard a -tg- here, and perceived it, with their very natural substitution of e for q, as tc; which group, palatalised in the vocalic context, was absorbed to the ëe seen in Lyceed. Ekwall rightly notes that there must have been provection in this to explain the English form (RN, p. lxxii); Förster in KW, p. 234 envisaged original Brit. t-c, which is impossible. However, whereas in the text in FT, pp. 592, 593 he treats the name as pronounced Luîctēd by the Britons at the time of the loan, in the footnote on pp. 593-4 he uses *Lēd-ēd, *Lūyd-ēd,1 which seems to imply provection, though of the wrong kind (d'g > do instead of tg).

For d'b > tb, it may be present in the name Richborough (K.), Rom.-Brit. Rutupiae, if Förster's theory on it is right; cf. p. 661. If so, there would be Brit.-twp->Late Brit.-dwb->Pr.W.-d'b- provecting to -tb-, the b being partly voiceless and the group naturally substituted by -tp- in English; cf. § 135.2 But there are great difficulties about this whole problem, see pp. 661-2.

(3) If the name Catterick (NRY.), AS. Ćetreht, is the same as the W. Catraeth of the Gododdin poem, and both are derived from a Brit. *Catāx(r)uctor (Ptol. Catwr(r)actomion; Al. Cataraacton; Bede, HE. iii, 14 Cataraacton; HE. ii, 14 Cataractic), as is probably the case, this would be Late Brit. *Cadur(r)uctor, syncopating to *Cad'r(r)uctor, and giving Pr.W. *Caraceta by provection. The result would regularly be W. Catraeth, and AS. Ćetreht, on which see FT, p. 119. Compare Williams, CA. pp. xxxii ff.; Morris Jones, Cymm. xxviii, pp. 67, 69; and p. 409 above.

There seem, then, to be some English names which show that provection had occurred when they were borrowed, and probably none of them are older than the seventh century except Catterick, which may have been adopted in the second half of the sixth. There is therefore no inconsistency with the date suggested for provection on p. 563. The only exception

1 Sic: slip or misprint for Luid-eđ?
2 This time Förster specifically assumes the existence of provection (FT, p. 286), but of d'b > tp, not tb, and so misses the necessity for substitution in English.
SPIRANTS ARISING FROM THE TENUES

would be Richborough, but there are several other difficulties connected with this name, and its evidence cannot outweigh the rest given above.1

SPIRANTS ARISING FROM THE TENUES

British \( pp, tt, cc, lp, rp, rt, lc, rc \) of whatever origin give in WCB. respectively \( f, th, ch, lf, rf, rth, lch, rch \).2 There is no need to discuss here how this happened, a matter on which there has been some dispute; though in the case of \( lp, rp, rt, lc \), and \( rc \) it may be noted that the stops were very likely geminates in these consonant groups (cf. §§ 60, 132), so that they would develop in the same way as \( pp, tt, cc \). The question here is, when this change happened.

§ 145. \( pp, tt, cc > f, th, ch \)

Since it is common to W., C., and B. it is presumably not later than the sixth century. Again, \( f, th \), and \( ch \) count as single consonants for the purpose of the new quantity system which, as already shown (§ 35), came into being around 600. On the other hand, it should be later than the doubling of \( p-, t-, c- \) in sandhi, which is put in the first half of the sixth century, § 185 below.

There is certainly no evidence for spirantisation in Romano-British sources; on the contrary, note Coccium in AI. Latin loanwords in British share in it just like native words, which probably means that it took place after the Roman period. In British-Latin loanwords in Irish, even those of Group Two (early and mid sixth century), there is no trace of it; so \( cippus, cattus, peccatum > OI. cepp, catt, peccad \), not *cef, *cath, *pechad (cf. W. cuffy, cath, peched), as would no doubt be the case if spirantisation had already happened.

1 Förster dates provection in the first half of the fifth century, on the basis of Richborough (FT. p. 848). He does not mention the point that provection is a consequence of syncope, and must therefore be much later.

2 See §§ 50, 53, 57, 50, 54, 61.
LANGUAGE AND HISTORY IN EARLY BRITAIN

In the Dark Age inscriptions they appear to be no examples either of pp or of f. For tt note CHIC, nos. 318, beginning of the sixth century, ETTORIGI, whence MW. Ethri; 401, mid sixth century, IATTI (but the history of the name is obscure). Th occurs in no. 460, mid sixth century, VAILATHI FILI VROCHANI in Cornwall, but these names are unknown, unless they are Irish, the later Faeld and Froechān, as is very probable; in which case the th (and ch) are not relevant here. Similarly no. 375, mid or later sixth century, DOTHORANTI, is not recorded elsewhere. For cc no. 352 A, late fifth or early sixth century, BRAVECCI (=W. *Brewcych), and no. 478, mid sixth century, BROCAWO (for BROCCAGNI, =W. Brychan); but the inscription may be Irish, later Broccān), both show cc still. There is also cc in no. 365, end of the sixth century (?), COCCI. The first clear instances of ch are mid sixth century, no. 349, BROHO( ), evidently a Brit. *Brocco- name, with ch spelt H.; and no. 401, BROHOMAGLI (but with IATTI as above). On VROCHANI in no. 460 cf. above. In nos. 326, early or mid sixth century, MACCVDECCETI, and 440, sixth century (?), MACVDECEI, the Pr. I. Mac'e'y'-Dechad has its ch (the lenition of single c) rendered C(C) in British spelling; which means either that British had as yet no ch, and cc was the nearest sound, or else that the spelling with ch was not yet in use in British. It is significant that in a later version of the Irish name, no. 492, late sixth or early seventh century, MACCODECHETI, ch is written; which is proof that the sound existed then in British and was so written.

Hence we can say (at any rate for ch, evidence for the other two being lacking) that the spirantisation is witnessed in

---

1 The fact of P(P), T(T), C(C) being written in an inscription is not necessarily proof that the sounds were not yet f, th, ch, since such spellings continued (rarely) to be used by conservatism as late as the OW. period, see § 150.

2 This inscription is dated fifth to early sixth century by Nash Williams (ECMW, p. 125), but he did not note the half-uncial S, which can hardly be so early. He now writes (30th November 1950): "I agree. The S in line 3 is almost certainly half-uncial, which would bring the stone well into the sixth century."

3 On the evidence of these names see pp. 140, 181.
SPIRANTS ARISING FROM THE TENUES

inscriptions of the middle of the sixth century, though not before, and that there is no case of pp, tt, cc later than that time except COCCI, which very likely has CC spelt for ch. As already noted, provection of Pr.W. d'd, d'd to tt (dated second half of sixth to early seventh century) must either be formally later than tt > th, or else, as is very probable, the two were phonemically distinct because the former was still some sort of dd. So far, then, there is reason to regard the middle and second half of the sixth century as the date for pp, tt, cc > f, th, ch.

§ 146.

In most cases the evidence of place-names and other words borrowed into English fits well enough into the date proposed. So AS. brocc, "badger", (W. broch) would be an early loan from Pr.W. *brocc. Similarly, Förster derives AS. hogg from what would be in our terminology Pr.W. *hoec (: W. hwech), adopted at a time when Pr.W. cc was already on its way to ch, so that neither AS. cc nor h were suitable substitutes and gg was used instead (KW. p. 134). This causes no chronological difficulty. The AS. Brettas, Brittas is a loan from Pr.W. *Britton (W. Brython), cf. Bede's Bretones; this again would obviously be early. The river Beane (Hert.) is Beneficcan in ASC. 913, etc., and the second element has been taken as the equivalent of Mod.W. fychan, mutation of bychan, "small". This is rejected by Ekwall, who prefers to regard it as from a Pr.W. lenited *biec (RN. p. 28);¹ however, Förster accepts the relation to bychan, FT. p. 163. The etymology of the whole name is far from certain, but the British may have contained cc, and as it would have been borrowed early in the sixth century it suits our dating. AS. Beornice, Bernicia, is commonly related to MW. Bryn(e)ich, etc., and held to have Brit. cc; since it must have been taken over in the second half of the sixth century the continued existence of cc here, especially in a remote dialect area, is possible, but the whole

¹ Ekwall's "OW. *biec" and "OW. *becc" should be "Pr.W.", not "OW.".

567
history of the name is highly doubtful (see Appendix). Bede's "Broccmail (HE. ii, 2) is the W. "Brochfael, Brit. *Broccomaglos, which was already *Brochomaglos in CIIC. no. 401, mid sixth century, BROROMAGLI. The Broccmail in question belongs to A.D. 613 or 616, which seems late for cc, but the form could have been derived ultimately from a Latin written document of British origin, in which ch would easily still be spelt cc or c, cf. § 150. On the other hand, we have ch, borrowed as AS. h, clearly in the Northumbrian AS. dialect word luh, "lake" (modern lough), borrowed from a Pr.Cumb. *luch : W. llwch; compare Förster, KW. pp. 130 ff. This would not have been adopted before the second half of the sixth century at earliest, on historical grounds, and very possibly up to a century later. The same word in its Pr. or OC. form occurs in Looe (Cornwall), from *loch (cf. RN. pp. 258-9). It is true that W. llwch is probably itself a loan from Irish loch (cf. Förster, loc. cit.), but it is not irrelevant here, since it must either have been adopted in Brittonic after the language had developed its own ch, or if before it must have had substitution of Ir. ch by Britt. cc. In either event its testimony is pertinent—the Britt. ch was already in existence when the word was taken into English.

There are, however, one or two words which seem to agree rather poorly with the proposed date.1 Bede's "Ythan-cestir (HE. iii, 22), the Rom.-Brit. Ottona (ND.) in Essex, is derived by Förster from a Brit. *Ottōna (FT. p. 597). One would suppose that this name must have been borrowed in the late fifth or early sixth century (possibly before the settlement of Essex, since it was a Saxon Shore fort). However, it is in a remote and forested part of the county, at the end of a peninsula, probably not then readily approachable to those coming by land, and the English may easily not have occupied the neighbourhood until the middle of the sixth century, especially as the fort had long gone out of use. In any case the etymology

1 Förster notes AS. Liðwiccus and Liðwics in ASC. 885, and comparing Gæsl. Liðwircon, MW. Liðwic (sic), he thinks this has cc borrowed as cc (ASæNSp. exli, 133-4). It is not likely to be an early loan. But the W. has, of course, c -[g], not cc, from *Liðayius, Mod.W. Liddewig : Liðwiccus is either a scribal error or a hypocoristic. In the AS., Liðwiccus must be the correct reading, with the usual substitution of AS. c for Pr.W. g.
SPIRANTS ARISING FROM THE TENUES

is obscure, and the th in the Rom.-Brit. form has still to be explained. Ekwall notes ME. Sechenent, Sekenet (Cum.), and identifies it with W. Sychnant (RN. p. 355); he takes it as showing cc borrowed as c (p. lxxiv). 1 As the name would not have been adopted before the middle or later part of the seventh century this is unusually late; but then it does not exist in Mod.E., and its etymology is not certain, so that not much can be built on this. In any case it might be a matter of Cambrian dialect; cf. on Lanrekaythin below. The most striking apparent difficulty is the place-name Moccas (Heref.), which is Mochros in W. and is clearly derived from that; cf. Dict. p. 313. The English would hardly have learned the name before the second half of the seventh century at the very earliest. The cc here is hard to account for. Possibly it is a very late loan, at a time when the English [χ] had become a comparatively weak sound, not suitable for rendering the W. ch, which is a very rasping one to English ears; and hence there was the same substitution of [k] as is seen, for instance, in the Mod.E. pronunciation of Scottish loch as "lock". The loss of r is also peculiar.

§ 147.

It would seem that in general terms a date in the middle or second half of the sixth century will suit the development of Pr.WCB. pp, tt, cc to f, th, ch. As already noted, it must in any case be earlier than the new quantity system which we date c. 600, and than the final separation of W., C., and B. Förster, who omits to note either of these facts (he thinks the new quantity system fifth century), puts the spirantisation in the seventh to eighth century in Sc.G.St. iii, 6, 2 but in the seventh century in FT. p. 164, on the ground that it is not found in AS. borrowings 3—which is inconsistent with his

1 Ekwall refers (ibid.) to Goyt (Derb.-Ch.) as having English t from tt, and in RN. p. 182 relates it to W. gwyth, "vein"; but this is a very doubtful etymology.
2 Purporting to follow Loth, ML. p. 84, where, however, Loth proposes no such definite date, and RC. xxxix, 235, where Loth gives it as between the fifth to sixth century and the seventh (without stating his reasons).
3 This omits the example of luh.
derivation of *Ythan-caestir*, a name which incidentally he could hardly suppose not to have been borrowed until the seventh or eighth century. Williams regards ETTORIGI in CIC. no. 318, beginning of the sixth century, as having *TT* for the sound *th* (AMCA. p. cxvi), but there seems to be no reason for this.

§ 148. *lp, ic, rp, rt, rc>*lf, lch, rf, rth, rch

Again, this change is common to W., C., and B., and hence hardly later than the sixth century. There is no proof of its existence in Roman Britain; on the contrary, there are *Smertae*, a tribe in Scotland (Ptol.), and *Condercum* (ND.), Benwell on the Wall. It does not appear in British Latin loans in Irish, of either group; so Ir. *Ailpin, caile, corp, tort, part, arc*, contrasted with W. *Elfrin, calch, corff, toorth, parth, arch.*

With one exception, Dark Age inscriptions fail to show *f, th, ch*; e.g. CIC. nos. 381, late fifth century, ALIORTVS; 386, beginning of the sixth century, MARTINI; 327, early to mid sixth century, TVRPILLI; 461, mid sixth century, ERCILIVI and ERCILINGI; 494, seventh century, MARTI; 1033, seventh to eighth century.¹ MARCIAU. But it must be remembered that *rt,* etc., are still sometimes written even as late as OW. (see § 150). Hence of much more value as a dating criterion is the exception referred to, no. 365, end of the sixth century, LVNAR/HI COCCI, if any reliance can be placed on it. This is taken by Rhys (LWP. 2 p. 61) and Pedersen (VKG. 1, 415) as having *rc>* *rch*; Rhys thought it showed that *rc* became *rch* before *cc* became *ch,* and Pedersen agreed, saying that various other (unmentioned) considerations support this. We have already seen that *cc* in COCCI in this inscription is no proof that the sound was not now *ch.* As for *Lunarchi,* the stone is broken off immediately after the R, and the H begins the next line, at a very considerable distance from the left-hand end of the stone; there is nothing to show, therefore, that the H was meant to follow immediately on the R, and indeed in Lhuyd's time the slab seems to have been longer at the right-hand end, and to have read then LVNARI

¹ On the date see p. 665, n. 1.)
SPIRANTS ARISING FROM THE TENUES in this line, with horizontal I (see Arch.Camb., 1910, suppl. p., 85). Hence we cannot lay any weight whatever on the supposed rh in this inscription; though if Lunurhi were correct it would suggest that re had become rch by the later part of the sixth century. There is no reason here to suppose it any earlier than cc>ch.

§ 149.

Ekwall gives five examples from English place-names of the retention of t and c (RN. p. lxxv), but almost all are of very doubtful etymology. The only really probable one is Turkdean (Gl.), containing AS. *Turce, which is very likely the equivalent of the W. river name Twrch; cf. RN. pp. 420-21. This is in the part of Gloucestershire reached in the second half of the sixth century. Dickins notes ME. Lanrekythin, Lanrechthin, and other spellings of a name in Cumberland now lost, and regards this as = W. llannerch eithin (EPNS. xx, 72). There is no modern form of this name, and the ME. spellings are very variable, so that there is no certainty here. He gives also Solport and Parton (Cum.) as containing the equivalent of W. perth and perthan, "bush" (op. cit. pp. 107, 156), following Ifor Williams; but this is conjectural, and a place-name meaning simply "bush" seems hardly probable. On the other hand, Ekwall sees re>rch in Powmaughan and Maughanby (Cum.): W. Meirchion, RN. p. 331; and rt>rth in Burth and Birdoswald (Cum.), which he relates to W. buarth, RN. p. 58. Olchon (Heref.) is Elchon in Lland. p. 196; this is in Ergyng and is therefore a late loan. For personal names in AS., Wyrtzeorn < *Uortigernos is no doubt a very early borrowing; cf. p. 559. Riualch in DLV., e. 840 (KW. p. 177), is OW. *Riualch, "Royal Hawk", with MW. qwalch, and has le>ich.

This English evidence is rather indecisive and ill-attested,
but such as it is, it is not inconsistent with a date in the middle or later part of the sixth century as proposed on p. 571, and therefore more or less contemporary with pp etc. > f etc. allowing as before that the development may have been somewhat later in Cumbrie.

§ 150. pp, tt, cc in OW., OC., OB.

It has already been remarked that these spellings are found for f, th, ch in the OWCB. sources; also p, t, c, which may be mere variants or may be intended for ph, th, ch. In fact, though these do occur, they are very rare.

(1) Pp. In OW., Grippi(ud), Gen. xxx; Guoloppum, HB. e. 66; chepi, Comp.; Clop, Gen. ix; Gripiud, Chad 1, Gen. xv. Ha puil ha per, in Juv. 9, and hu Peretur, Gen. xii, do not count, because though the p’s here stand for [f] they are doubtless written under the influence of the non-mutated radical p-. In OC. and OB. pp, p are not found.

(2) Tt is never written at all, in any of the three languages. T does appear in OW., e.g. queit, AC. 848, 880 (beside twelve cases of queith, one written queicht); Atroys, Gen. xxviii twice. But it is found almost exclusively after r, where it is not uncommon, e.g. part (MP.), gurt (Ovid), and especially in Harlean MS. 3859, as Gartmailauc (AC. 722), Girt (Gen. i, iii, xxxii); and in late inscriptions like IORUERT, CIIC. no. 986, probably eighth century; ARTBEU, CIIC. no. 1025, eighth to ninth century; and ARTMALI, no. 1012, tenth to eleventh century; etc. In OC., there are a number of cases of t in Voc.C., as bat, caites, but never tt; in OB., some examples of t, mostly after r, e.g. nit, inguparton (Ori.CC.).

(3) Cc. In OW., cc never occurs, unless unc in Juv. 9 is an error for ucc (hence Loth is mistaken in saying baldly that cc for ch appears in the Juvencus poems, RC. li, 6); but c is quite common, both after r and otherwise. In OC., cc is not found, and c only once, in Voc.C. (troc). In OB. there seems to be an instance of cc in accenadas (Ven. Oros.); and in the Life of St. Samson (early seventh century) the monastery of Doccio is mentioned in i, § 45, now Lannowe in Cornwall, with
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§ 151.

A short stressed, and therefore penultimate, British ĭ or ā became respectively ē and ā in the Brittonic languages if the final syllable contained British ā or Latin ā, ā. This is an example of metaphony, the phenomenon whereby the degree of mouth-aperture and height of a following vowel is already partly anticipated while the vowel of the preceding syllable is being produced, resulting in an accommodation of the preceeding to the following. Cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 382-3; Lewis, EL. p. 27. This change affected only the British penultimate

1 This is clearly due to a single school of spelling represented in the (otherwise very anomalous) orthography of the MS. Loth discusses these spellings (RC. xlvii, 304 ff.) and decides that they all belong entirely to the twelfth century except in this matter of the common use of ce, c, ck for ch. Saying that such were archaia already in OW. (actually only ē occurs, of these three), he goes on to draw the postposenrs conclusion that this one feature among the many other odd spellings of BBCh. is proof that the Welsh Laws in this text go back to an ancient written original at least two centuries older than the time of Hywel (c. 950) who had them drawn up. If this were true, there would be many other traces of archaia spelling (not to mention grammar) apart from this one peculiarity—why should it alone survive, and so regularly, when nothing else does? Loth's first thoughts (RC. xxxix, 234-5) were much better, where he says that pp, tt, cc in OW. (e.g. pp, t, c) as in Gripiud, are written because the orthographic tradition goes back to a time when these were double stops, though by now they had long become f, th, ch.
syllable, and is not found any further back in the word, except in certain cases arising by analogy, on which see WG. pp. 120-21. So Brit. *birrā > MW. berr, but Lat. piscātus > MW. pyscaut not *pescaut. Such forms as gwenmaf (<*yindisamā), feminine superlative of gwynn (<*yindo-), instead of gwynnaf, are due to the influence of the feminine positive grade gwenn < *yindā.

There is no real evidence that original British short -ā(-) in a final syllable could cause this affection. Morris Jones puts forward a number of supposed cases of affection by Brit. -ān from the IE. accusative ending *-η (WG. p. 86 and elsewhere), but all are doubtful or obviously impossible. In fact, the probability is that British ā in final syllables could not cause affection, just as we shall see that Brit. ī in the same position could not cause it, whereas ī could. There is a very good reason—one which ties in with the fact that a Latin ā on the other hand could affect; namely, that original short vowels (or at any rate ā and ī) in British final syllables had probably lost much or all of their quality at the time when the affection took place, and were reduced to varieties of ā, whereas it is likely that by this time the British long vowels in final syllables were more or less reduced to short vowels of clear timbre. In other words, then, where original British had -ā(-), -ī(-) and -ā(-), -ī(-) in final syllables, the language at the time of final affection had only (perhaps two varieties of) -ā(-), and -ā(-), -ī(-). Of these, the ā and ī retained enough of their true timbre to cause vowel affection, but the ā did not. On the other hand, Latin short -ā(-) was not an [ɔ] but a clear [a], which therefore fell together with the native ā <ā in being able to cause affection; and Latin ā would do so a fortiori.¹ This

¹ This being so, one might well ask how it is that Lat. -ī- in final syllables does not cause affection, since it should fall together with Brit. ī? It is always assumed that it does not. Now, there are only about ten Latin words in Brit. which had such Lat. -ī (classis, fœmis, pedestris, postis, putris, testis, and the oblique ponder-, secler-, tempor-, vener-). Nine of these lack affection. The tenth, testis, takes the form W. tyst, OC. tiut, the vowel of which is unexplained. May it not be, then, that this has vowel affection, by Lat. ī? The lack of affection in the others might easily be explained by their having been borrowed from the accusative in -us or ablative in -ē, rather than from the nominative or genitive in -ās.
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view was first foreshadowed by Loth in ML. pp. 97-8 and by Rhys in Cymm. xxi, 21, and was better expressed by Loth in RC. xxxvi, 113-14 and 148; cf. Förster, FT. p. 159. It must be stressed that if this is so, it means (as noted by Loth, RC. xxxvi, 114) that the reductions described had already attacked British final syllables before the period of the Latin loanwords, since otherwise Latin ā would have been treated in the same way as British original ā, not original a; which implies that it must at least have begun very early, not later than the first century A.D. There seems no reason why this should not be so. Hence Förster is right in saying that it would be more correct to speak of ā-affection rather than ā-affection¹ (FT. pp. 159, 428); but we shall keep to the established usage in this book.

§ 152.

Before considering the question of date, we must attempt to settle one point in connection with ā-affection; namely, can it be caused by -iā? Would not the i prevent or counteract the opening and lowering tendency due to the ā? Pedersen thought it would counteract it (VKG. i, 383); e.g. *-iṁā > *-enīā by ā-affection; > *-iṁ- by i-affection. Perhaps rather the ā-affection would never occur in these circumstances; so Förster, FT. p. 83. The fact seems to be, whatever the reason, that -iā behaves just like -io- and causes no visible ā-affection. So tristitia > W. tristyld, vicia > W. gwyg, not *tristed, *gweg. Hence Lewis is presumably mistaken in taking corrīgia > carrēi as brought about by ā-affection (EL. p. 5; cf. p. 449 above); and in thinking that vicia should give regularly *gweg (op. cit. p. 40). In any case, this is in contradiction to the statement that anteterliam should regularly give *entyrth, not anterth (op. cit. p. 25).

¹ In FT. p. 428 he says that short Brit. ā was certainly long lost at the time of ā-affection, whereas ā (and ǣ?) seem to have remained much longer. No evidence is given for either statement; the former is doubtless incorrect, the latter without any foundation at least in respect of ā (unless he means i); for u see p. 618, n. 2.
§ 153. ā-affection in Cornish and Breton

Since any ā became e in MC., MB. and any ā became o in MC. and partly in MB., the results of ā-affection are largely obscured in those languages; cf. Pedersen, VKG. i, 384, LP. pp. 111-12. The fact that when e<British ā had been followed in the next (and final) syllable by British ā the syllable before it was not i-affected means that it had itself already been ā-affected to e at the time of i-affection. In OC., OB., ā and ē, ā and ē are, however, still partly distinct in writing, and Loth has shown that there are traces of ā-affection distinctly visible in OB. (RC. viii, 168-9).

§ 154. The Date of ā-affection

Since it is therefore common to W., C., and B., it is probably older than the late sixth century. It must have happened before internal i-affection, as is proved by instances like Brit. Sabrina > W. Hafren not *Hefren. As Förster notes, it must be older than the new vowel-quantity system (which is dated here c. 600) because otherwise a word like Lat. pīrā would become *pīr not pēr (FT. p. 427). Again, it must have occurred before the loss of final syllables, which seems to have been completed in the middle of the sixth century (§ 182); but clearly after the Latin loanwords were taken into British in the Roman period, because they are equally affected by it, and therefore after the fourth century.

No Romano-British names appear to show it; e.g. Sabrina in Tacitus and Ptolemy. The oldest possible example in a Classical source known to me is the form Pecti in Ammianus (second half of the fourth century; see Holder, ACSpZ. ii, col. 994), which Förster thinks borrowed from a pl. *PeΧtās, the vowel-affected form of older *PiΧtās, normally Latinised as Picti, the Picts (FT. p. 119). *PeΧtās would certainly explain the vocalism of AS. Peohtas, ON. Pettr, MW. Peith-wyr, as Förster says (following Pokorny, Urg. p. 134), but whether it is in the least probable that Pecti in Ammianus is a genuine form is another matter. These people were universally known
to the Romans as Picti, and there seems no reason why Ammianus should have taken any trouble to notice what must have seemed to him (if he ever did hear it) as a mere barbarism; it is surely much more probable that the -e- is due to a careless scribe influenced by the regular late Latin confusion of written i and e. Moreover, Ammianus also has Picti and Pictorum, and Pecti occurs only once (see Holder, loc. cit.). Watson thought that Pecti was genuine, but that the name had always been Pect-, whence the forms given above, and that Picti was a mere Latin etymologising alteration (CPNS. pp. 67-8). If so, there would be no question of ō-affection here. A similar example is seen in Venantius Fortunatus (vii, 8; second half of the sixth century), whose chrottā Britanna is from a stem *crutt-; this, too, might be scribal (and the W. derivative, cruth, is from *crutto-).

There is no evidence either for or against ō-affection in the Dark Age inscriptions. Habrinum flumen, mare, var. Sabrinum, Abrinum in the Life of St. Samson (see p. 518 above) is a little unexpected. Of course Sabrina continued to be used indefinitely as a Latin form, as already remarked, but one might perhaps have looked for *(H)abrenum. Very likely, however, these are influenced by Sabrina, Sabrinum; indeed there may even have been an adjectival form *Sabrinio-, which would give Pr.WCB. *Habrin.

In names borrowed into English, ō-affection is apparently found everywhere, even in the oldest loans. So Dover (K.) is Dubris (loc. pl.) in Al., Peut., ND., and Rav., for which a Latin nom. pl. *Dubrae is generally postulated; this would be *Dubrās in British, pl. of an ā-stem from *dubro-, "water"; cf. the Gaulish Dubra, the river Tauber. Ekwall (RN. pp. lxxxiii, 136, and Dict. p. 143) and Förster (FT. pp. 88-9) regard it as neuter pl., however, *Dubrā. As both point out, this would give a Late Brit. form with ō-affection, *Dobr-, whence the AS. pl. Dofras > Dover, which needs an ō in the immediate British source, not u. A number of other names

---

1. Loc. cit.: for a Breton example note Sabrina in the Life of St. Winwaloe, second half of ninth century, Analecta Bollandiana vii, 175.

2. Zachrisson unnecessarily explains the o as of VL origin; see p. 259 above.
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contain the same stem, all giving do- in English; cf. RN. pp. 128, 135-6, Dict. pp. 143, 482. Severn has already been dealt with (§ 3); this demands a Pr.W. *Zabren. Croome (Wo.) is derived from *Crombā <$Crumbā, "crooked", by Ekwall (RN. pp. 106-7) and Förster (FT. p. 158). Eden (Wes.-Cum.), Ptolemy’s Ituna, is ME. Edene; and Castle Eden (Du.) is AS. Geodene, Iodene, ME. Edene. Ekwall derives Edene from *Eodene <$Ioden- <$Iodun- <$Pr.AS. *Idun(e) <$Iduna <$Itunā (RN. pp. 142-3); Förster follows, FT. p. 225. Both forget the probability 1 that Itunā would have ā-affection; this would mean Pr.W. *uIodon, which would give AS. Ioden(-) > *Eoden(-) > Eden.

These are a few of the more certain cases; others, more doubtful in their etymology or for other reasons, are Cocker, etc., see RN. p. 84, FT. p. 158; Loddon (Ha.-Berk.; Norf.) and Lodon (Heref.), RN. p. 258; Roden, RN. p. 345; Esk, Exe, Axe, RN. p. 154, but see FT. pp. 822 ff. At any rate, there are no known instances of a name borrowed into English without ā-affection where that would occur in Brittonic.

The fact that ā-affection must be later than the Latin loans and earlier than the loss of final syllables narrows it down to the period between the late fourth or early fifth century and the middle of the sixth. None of the other evidence quoted is inconsistent with this; and the form of such an early English name as Dover seems to show that it had occurred by the second half of the fifth century. If the conclusions drawn by Pokorny and Förster from Pecti are sound, it would have to be as old as the second half of the fourth century; but the fact that no Latin loans are exempt from it is against such an early date, and in any case Pecti is of very doubtful weight. It would be better, probably, to date ā-affection in the first half or middle of the fifth century.2

1 For Förster it would be a certainty (as indeed it is for us), since he dates ā-affection much earlier.

2 Förster’s dates in FT. vary rather from one part of the book to another. Pp. 178, 245, 443, it is put at c. 300; p. 159, fourth to fifth century; but not much earlier, or fourth century. The early period is necessary because of the (mistaken) date for the new quantity system, see § 35 above. The result is that the Latin loans have to be put zu wesentlich im 2.-3. Jahrhundert (FT. p. 159), which is without any foundation.
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§ 155.
There are two types, final affection, which is caused by ï or ã in a Late British final syllable, and internal affection, which is caused by Pr.WCB. i, ï or ã (and ñ, see § 164) in what had been a Brit. internal syllable. "Final ï" includes Late British ï from Brit. ā from IE. and Latin ò (see § 14), and from any final IE. diphthongs which gave Brit. i.¹ As noted above, the probability is that British short vowels in final syllables were reduced early to œ, which is why original Brit. i did not cause final affection, and that long ï was shortened to ï; so that it would really be more correct to speak of final ï-affection. On the possibility that Latin ï did cause it, see n. 1, p. 574. In the following discussion we shall refer simply to "ï-affection" or "final ï-affection" and "internal ï-affection", unless it is necessary to particularise that ï, ï or ã is the cause.

§ 156.
In compounds of two nominal elements the first was treated as a more or less separate word, probably with some degree of independent stress (cf. § 1); hence also the behaviour of consonants at the beginning of the second element almost as if they were in absolute lenited initial. Now in such compounds, and at least in some cases of those of nominal element plus grammatical suffix, there seems to have been affection by the composition vowel when this was ï, ï, or ë. Since it is an internal syllable one would at first sight take it as a case of internal affection. But this cannot be so, (a) because, as we shall see, internal affection took place later than the syncope

¹ According to Morris Jones, stressed original ā and ï in final syllables also caused affection (WG, pp. 90-91); but such a stress is without any basis in evidence (cf. § 1 above). His *nekris should be *ných (cf. Loth, RC. xxxvi, 148; LP, p. 109); on teir and ugeist see LP, pp. 188, 189.
of composition vowels, and (b) because it is of the same type as final, and not as internal, affection. That the vowel affection discussed here must have occurred before syncope is self-evident. So e.g. Brit. *anatjomarios > MW. eneidfauar; otherwise there would be *anoadfauar without affection. That eneidfauar is not a late compound of eneid and mawr is shown by CIIC. no. 385, end of the fifth century, ANATEMORI, in which we seem to have the word at the stage *Aned’omor; see § 167. Similarly, the common MW. element Eu- in names appears to be from *Ayu- (cf. § 46. 1); e.g. *Aquicus > MW. Euqad. After syncope, without affection, such a form would give *Aeu-, therefore *Aeugad. That the affection is of the final type is shown by this example; if it were of internal type, it would result in *Ewi-, syncopated to *Ew-, so *Ewad; but Eu- is affection of au of final type. Another case is *oytimetos > *oytimotos > W. wythfed, since the internal type of affection would give *eithfed (cf. p. 583; and see Thurneysen, ZCP. xvi, 300). Hence one must conclude that when the main syllable of the first element of a compound was affected by the composition vowel, this was final affection, because the first element was half-felt as an independent word; and that it was contemporary with the ordinary affection caused by final syllables. Moreover, the case of *Ayu- > Eu- shows that affection of the final type can be caused by short i; the reason why it was not caused by i in truly final syllables was that there British had already been reduced to i, but it is apparent that such a reduction had not extended to composition vowels (cf. § 195). This gives further colour to the view expressed above that i in Latin final syllables was capable of causing affection. Something very like the above suggestion was made by Morris Jones in WG. p. 93, q.v. for examples. He says “the affection of a and o by a lost stem-ending -i-, -jo-, -u-, of the first element of a compound is similar to ultimate affection”, though he does not include i (for -u- read -i-).

It should be added that all this seems to apply only when

---

1 One may compare the way in which unstressed o remains in Ogam Irish except in final syllables and in composition syllables (where it became u), as if the latter were felt as final.
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the first element is a word in its own right. When it is a mere
preposition or other prefix, like *ambi-, etc., the composition
vowel was lost without affection, so am-, etc., always. Where
em-, etc., occur, internal affection is involved, caused by the
vowel of the syllable following the -i-. This presumably means
that such prefixes bore no sort of independent stress. There
is no affection with the suffixes *-isamos and *-isitā; perhaps
short-i- in grammatical suffixes, as distinct from true compound
words, did not affect.

§ 157.

The i-affections in Welsh are set out in the following tables
(using B as a symbol for the consonant or consonants interven-
ing between the affected and the affector). The Cornish
and Breton situation is given separately below. The result of
all types of i-affection in CB. is in every case e (except where
vocalisation of χ, ʒ, or affection of a diphthong, are involved),
which is on the one hand the normal equivalent of W. y, and on
the other the representative of W. ei without the epenthesis of
i (see § 158). On the significance of e, ei see § 164.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British</th>
<th>MW.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-uBi(-)</td>
<td>-eB or -yB e.g. *brani &gt; brein, *alarci &gt; elyrch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-aBi-</td>
<td>-eiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-oBi(-)</td>
<td>-yiB or -yB ; *aljos &gt; eil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-oBi-</td>
<td>-yiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-uBi(-)</td>
<td>-yB ; *corni &gt; cyrn,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-uBi-</td>
<td>-yB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-eBi(-)</td>
<td>-yB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-eBi-</td>
<td>-yB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(N.B.—Final affection when B was y involves a number
of special questions, on which see §§ 46, 47.)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pr.W.</th>
<th>MW.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-aBi-</td>
<td>-eB-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-aBi-</td>
<td>-eB-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-aBi-</td>
<td>-eB-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-oBi-</td>
<td>-eB-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-oBi-</td>
<td>-eB-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-oBi-</td>
<td>-eB-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-eBi-</td>
<td>-eB-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-eBi-</td>
<td>-eB-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-eBi-</td>
<td>-eB-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The internal affection of Late Brit. and Pr.W. diphthongs, other than those arising from the vocalisation of χ, ȝ, etc., is as follows:

Late Brit. *au* = MW. *au*, from a British contraction or from Latin *au* (cf. § 25), is affected internally to eu; e.g. *cau-roes > cau′ros* (cf. § 1), MW. pl. ceuри (cf. WG. p. 106). Brit. *concausa* (< Lat. *causa*) > W. cyngheusaeth, beside *concausā > W. cynghaws.

Late Brit. *au*, from Latin *au* (cf. § 25), is affected internally to Mod.W. *eu*, distinct from the unaffected Mod.W. *au* (both spelt eu in MW.). So Mod.W. *eurydd* beside *aur. < aurum*.

Late Brit. *iā̄*, Pr.W. *aiā*, from Brit. *iā̄*, *iā* (see § 39) is affected finally to *ỵi, ẹỵ*, with hiatus early and contraction later; and internally to *eỵe*. Brit. *rijaři > MW. ryeirdr, reydr*, beside *rijařros > raeardr*; *isarnino > MW. heyernin*.

Pr.W. *ai* is affected internally to *ẹi*; e.g. Mod.W. *saer* (: Ol. *suer*), pl. *seiri*; Mod.W. *maer* (< Lat. *maior*), pl. *meiri* (OW. *merin = meirion*, Juven., pl. of OW. *mair*, Ox.2); OW. *Cair*, MW. pl. *keyryd*.

The final affection of vowels before χ, ȝ, etc., plus consonant began in the same way as that of vowels before other consonants; but when χ, ȝ, etc., were vocalised diphthongs resulted, just as much in the case of affected as of unaffected vowels. So *Saxsones > W. Saesōn but *Saχsō (> *Saχsī)*

---

¹ On the absence of affection of *a* from this table see § 163.
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*Seixi by affection, > MW. Seis by vocalisation; Brit. *ogno > W. oen, "lamb," but *ogni > *u3ni (see § 159) > W. wyn, "lambs"; *octo (> *oyt) > *uχit > W. wyth, "eight".


§ 158.

In Pr.I there was a similar i-affection, which, like a-affection, was the result of metaphony: the preceding o or e were raised and narrowed to u or i by anticipation of the following i or i. There was also palatalisation of the intervening consonant, which in the case of u<o resulted in an i-glide to accommodate towards the palatalised consonant, i.e. oBi > uB'i > u'B'i. Pedersen appears to regard the Brittonic i-affection as entirely due to palatalisation, and not as the result of metaphony (his "Hebung") at all (VKG. i, 372, LP. pp. 107-8); and distinguishes its effects as (1) umlaut, i.e. the advancing and complete change of a back vowel under the influence of a following palatalised consonant, and (2) epenthesis, by which a i is inserted between the vowel and the palatalised consonant as a glide, making a diphthong with the preceding vowel, and the i which followed the consonant is absorbed into it and lost, with eventual depalatalisation. Compare, for instance, *korjano > koipos. Similarly, in the growth of Gallo-Romance from Vulgar Latin, palatalised consonants (which arose only from a following Latin i, never i) first developed a palatal on-glide, which became attached to the previous vowel as the second element of a diphthong, and eventually the palatal off-glide was lost; thus rationem > *ratisjom > *raiżjone > *raiżjone >
*raidzone* > Fr. *raison* (cf. Richter, CPF, pp. 162-9). In EL. p. 27, Lewis gives a slightly different, and preferable, account of (1), which may be paraphrased by saying that there is not only umlaut but also metaphony, i.e. that the effect of a following *i* in Brittonic is not only to advance a back vowel but also to raise a low vowel.

Now we may remark that epenthesis in W. ¹ depends almost solely upon a following *i* as in Gallo-Romance, and not also on *i* or *i* as in Irish. The result of an *i*-affection involving epenthesis is always *ei* (that is, not *ai* etc.), and such *ei* is found (1) from *a* and *o*, both in final and in internal affection, when the affector is *i*; (2) from *e* in internal affection when the affector is *i*; (3) from *a* in final affection when the affector is *i*, but here there is also the alternative of W. *y*. That is to say that epenthesis, whether caused by a final or internal syllable, is with one exception the result of the action of *i* only. Now epenthesis needs a strong degree of palatalisation, and one may conclude that the intervening consonants in *i*-affection in Pr.WCB. were not strongly palatalised except by a following *i*. ² The reason for the exception with *a* plus final *i* is presumably that *a* is the lowest of the affectable vowels and might need a glide to help it out—in other words that the *i* of *ei* in this case began as a helping glide-vowel rather than as a true epenthetic *i*.

Using *B* as the symbol of an intervening consonant, and marking only the strong palatalisation caused by *i*, what happened in final *i*-affection would seem then to be as follows: 

\[ aB_i < aB' \text{ or } eB', > eiB ; aB_i < aB' \text{ or } oB', > eiB ; bB_i > \]

¹ Epenthesis is not normally visible in spelling in CB. (see § 165); and since W. clearly distinguishes the originals of its *ei* and *y*, whereas CB, do not, W. alone is used as illustration here.

² In ML. p. 75 Loth implies that the OL. (second group) loanwords *ordít, triñdít*, *altís*, etc., borrowed from British after the loss of final syllables, have their palatalised final consonant as the result of their having been palatalised in Brit. (i.e. Pr.W. *orôd*, etc.; cf. VKG. i, 372. This is possible for *ordít*, which is from *orát*, but not probable for *triñdít* and *altís*, which are from *trinitátum* and *altére*, where the *e* would surely not palatalise the Brit. consonant. I have no doubt that these OL. words were borrowed through ecclesiastical British Latin, pronounced there as *oróðo*, *triniðedem*, and *altére*, and that the palatal quality in OL. is due simply to the prevalent Irish tendency to pronounce (in their Latin) all consonants before *e* (as well as before *i*) as palatalised.
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\( i^B' > iB \) (= W. \( yB \)), and \( eB^i > i^B' > iB \) (= W. \( yB \)). As an alternative to \( oB^i > iB \) there is also \( oB^i > iB \), which suggests that the \( B' > i \) here raised the \( o \) to an abnormal degree instead of causing epenthesis, i.e. \( oB' > oB' \) raised to \( iB \), instead of remaining at the \( o \) level and inserting epenthetic \( i \), giving \( eB^i \). Similarly, there is not epenthesis in \( uB^i \) and \( eB^i \) at all, but both give \( iB \), in which epenthesis would naturally not develop.

In final \( i \)-affection one finds, as would be expected, \( aB^i \), \( oB^i \), \( uB^i \), \( eB^i \) all \( > iB \) without epenthesis, by accommodations not involving palatalisation. The alternative \( aB^i \) \( > eB^i \) makes its accommodation by a lesser degree of metaphony and then a glide-vowel, \( xB^i \), \( eB^i \) or \( eB^i \) \( > eB^i \); but \( o \), \( u \), and \( e \) were higher sounds to start with and could go the whole way to \( i \) without recourse to such compromises. As regards \( aB^i \) \( > iB \), Morris Jones looks on this as happening in (W.) disyllables before consonant groups in \( r \) and before \( ch \), and takes it as a secondary feature caused by the following consonants (WG. pp. 90-91). Lewis and Pedersen say it happened "in unaccented syllables... in certain cases" (LP. p. 108; leg. "MW. unaccented syllables", because in Pr. and OW. they were accented). Förster traces the difference to the distinction between Steigton and Fallton, and considers W. \( y \) a reduction of \( ei \) in unstressed (sic) Fallton syllables, apparently thinking it comparatively late; but in AS. Beornice: W. Brenynych he admits that it may go back to the time of the AS. borrowing—when, however, the syllable was certainly stressed. See FT. p. 850.

In any case the relevance of the theory of Steigton and Fallton to Celtic phonetics has never been demonstrated, nor has it been taken seriously by Celticists. Pokorny also regards \( y \) as a reduction of \( ei \) in unstressed syllables (see FT. loc. cit.). Even if the syllable were unstressed it would still not explain why the result is sometimes \( y \) and sometimes \( ei \). I regard the distinction as going back to the time of affection itself, and \( iB \) here as being exactly parallel to \( iB < oB^i \), which no one has proposed is secondary; no satisfactory evidence can be adduced against this.

In the case of internal affection of \( a \), \( o \), \( e \)\(^1\) there is more

\(^1\) On the fact that \( u \) is not involved in internal affection see § 163.
regularity, and epenthes is invariably the consequence with i; along with raising and advancing, resulting in ei, but i and e cause only raising and advancing, not epenthes. The development was probably as follows: aBi and aBi > eBi; original eBi > eBi. If internal i-affection were the result of palatalisation, and not merely of raising and fronting, why did these not give ei instead of e? The answer is that palatalisation can only have entered into internal affection (and final affection too) to a significant degree when i was involved, and that affection by i was a matter of vowel harmony.

§ 159.

It has already been pointed out that final -oBi(-) gives W. -yB. In the process of raising and advancing the o must have passed through either a stage o or else a low rather advanced u sound which we may write u. At the same time final -uBi(-) must have become first -uBi(-) before falling together with -oBi(-) in -yB. That u rather than o was the intermediary in the former case in Pr.W. seems suggested by the history of Brit. final -οχίi(-) and -ογνι(-), which became respectively W. weth and wynn, thus falling together with Brit. -uχίi(-) and -uγνι(-), which gave the same results. That the product in both cases was not Pr.W. -ιχλ, -ιν > W. -ith, -in is to be explained by supposing that the vocalisation of χ, 5 took place at the stage uχl, u5n, and uχl, u5n, not at a later stage iχl, i5n. Now we have seen that vocalisation of χ and 5 before consonants occurred in the second half of the sixth century. This means

1 On the e see § 164.
2 This is why final i-affection of u did not give ei, because u, a higher vowel than e, would have no cause to pass through any sort of e position under the influence of i or j. Hence Förster’s suggestion that *subri might give desfr (FT. p. 83) is unwarranted; cf. p. 420 above.
3 But not, apparently, in Pr.CB., where -οχί- and -ογνι- give OC., OB. eith, ein; so, corresponding to W. weth and wynn there are Mod.C. eith, ein, Mod.B. eiz, ein. This would suggest that in Late SW.Brit. the intermediate was not u but o; and that hence where *ceirn gives W. cURN, B. kern, the latter corresponds not to cyan but to what would have been *ceirn in W. if oBi had become oBi there instead of uBi.
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that at that time original o when affected was still ū and 
original u still ū. These unstable sounds continued to develop 
towards i when i did not intervene; but when it did, the i 
prevented this and they fell together with uith, uin which 
existed with pure [u] from uχto, u3no, etc., rather than giving 
a W. *ūith, *ūin—hence in -ūxli(-) and -ū3ni(-), -ūxlō(-) and 
-ū3ni(-), the ū, ū were still probably relatively back sounds.

Final -oBi- gives -yB as well as -eiB. In the latter there 
was no raising, but in the former there was, and here again 
the o presumably passed through some such stage as ū. Once 
more, some evidence for this can be produced. The pagus 
Tricurius in Cornwall referred to in the Life of St. Samson 
(i, § 48) is, no doubt, from Brit. *Tricorios; compare Gaul. 
Petrucorii, and Breton vallis Trecorensis =Trégnier, B. Treger 
(see Loth, RC. xxxv, 295). The AS. Tricor-scire (sic leg.; 
c. 880; see Loth, loc. cit., and Ekwall, Dict. p. 458), Trigg in 
Cornwall, is the same. *Tricorjos gives B. Treger (OB. *Trigir), 
and would be *Trygyyr in W. The form Tricurius is probably 
a Latinisation of a contemporary *Trigir'. In the Dark Age 
Latin Cornubia it has already been proposed (p. 377 f.) we have 
Brit. *Cornouǐā in the median stage of *Cornǐūw.

§160.

The OW. spelling of ūi has caused some unnecessary diffi-
culty. It is sometimes written e, sometimes ei. As already 
discussed, there was probably a stage when eiB was ǣB', and 
it is likely enough that the practice of writing e in OW. goes 
back to a time when the true epenthesis had not yet occurred. 
This is rather a different matter, however, from saying (as 
some writers do) that OW. instances of the spelling e mean that 
epenthesis had not yet happened at the time of actual writing. 
So Pedersen evidently takes OW. ennian (Ox.2) and cenhliat 
(Juvenc., tenth to eleventh century) au pied de la lettre when 
he says that these show that epenthesis by internal ū was 
probably carried out later than by final (VKG. i, 372); and 
Loth regards Priten (Gen. xix) and arcibrenou (Ovid) as actual
examples of *en* not yet *ein* (RC. xxxi, 139). Baudis, who quotes a small list of OW. examples with *e*, is more cautious (Gr. p. 70); he contents himself with saying indeed that there was a period when *a* became *e* before palatalised consonants, but goes on to remark that spellings like *merion* seem to indicate that *e* continued to be written even after it had become *ei* in speech. Similarly, Morris Jones says that *e* "seems to be the oldest spelling of the diphthong *ei*" (Cymm. xxviii, 272). In fact, orthographic traditionalism must be invoked to explain the OW. forms in *e*. Those who regard every *e* as = *eB* and every *ei* as = *eiB* would get into a hopeless chronological tangle when it comes to dating the actual examples. Baudis explains *merion* (Juvenc., tenth to eleventh century), which, since it is the pl. of *mair* must have had a diphthong all the time, as having *e* written by the analogy of other cases where affection *ei* (< *a*, however) was spelt *e*. Further support may be added to this argument. So be (Chad 2), *dugatte*, *dirgattis*, *idolte*, *inmissline* (all M.Cap.), *Mene* (HB. c. 75) have final - *e* for MW. - *ei*, and here there was no OW. palatalised consonant to cause epenthesis. *Arcibreno* apparently has *ejsi* > *ei* (cf. § 78), so that *e* here must mean [ei]; similarly with *Pcearut* (Gen. i), *Flesaur* (HB. cc. 57, 63), *telu* (Juv.3), and *Osmeliaun* (AC. 902), which have *es*, *el* = *eis*, *eil*, from *eΧs*, *eYl*, *a3l*. One is therefore forced to conclude that though the custom of writing *e* may well go back to the time before epenthesis, yet epenthesis had certainly occurred by at least the beginning of the ninth century. Compare *trimecint* (MP., A.D. 820); *Embrea* (HB. c. 42), *Ceint* (HB. c. 66a) and numerous others in Nennius; *Bleidiud* (Chad 5, mid ninth century), *trimecint* (Chad 4, same date); *enuein*, *reid* (M.Cap.). Some degree of epenthesis *e*, capable of being perceived by the English as a diphthong, may be witnessed by the name *Cams* (Ha.), borrowed in the middle of the sixth century; see p. 602. On the other hand, as epenthesis did not happen in CB. unless exceptionally (see § 165), its full development in the case of final affection was doubtless later than the sixth century (in internal affection it must have been eighth century, since internal affection is dated below seventh to eighth century).
§ 161.

Following up the concept of two chronological periods, one of $eB'$ and one of $eiB'$, Ekwall thinks these two can be traced in AS. place-names (RN. pp. lxix-lxx); and sees his first stage in for instance the river Glen (Nb.), AS. Gleene, from Pr.W. *Glen’<Brit. *Glanjo-, and his second in for instance Hail (Hunt.; Gl.) from Pr.W. *Heil<Brit. *Saljiä (the etymology is doubtful). He also proposes a third treatment in English, in which he suggests Pr.W. $eB'$ may have been sound-substituted by AS. $iB$; see RN. pp. 399 on Teme and 132 on Dawlish, etc. (to explain the AS. -iœc). Förster rejects this for Teme, FT. p. 445. In fact, if all the examples proposed in various parts of RN. and Dict. were put together, they would make such a welter of conflicting geographical-chronological data that it would be impossible to prove any clear-cut case for two distinct periods, much less for three. The probability is that $eB'>eiB$ went through a stage of $e'iB'$, with an i-glide (cf. Förster, FT. p. 749, and § 158 above), the $e'i$ being a sound which might be perceived by the English now as a short vowel, now as a diphthong. A very late example is the AS. borrowing Cameleuc, Camelæac, in ASC. 918, from the OW. name spelt Cimeilliana and Cinemilliana in Lland. pp. 232 etc. Since full epenthesis was obviously complete by this time, it would seem to show that W. $ei$ could be adopted in AS. on occasion as $e$. For a full discussion of *-affection in English borrowings see §§ 168 and 174.

§ 162.

In a considerable number of cases, internal affection of $o$ by $i$ and $i$ does not take place at all in Welsh. This is found chiefly in derivation and composition; so when a stem in $o$ has terminations added to it like -i of the verb-noun, the abstract noun -i suffix, the passive -ir and -id, the 3rd sg. feminine suffix in -i in compound prepositions, the plural termination -yd, the 2nd sg. present subjunctive ending -ych, the 3rd pl. imperfect -ynt. In all such cases the analogy of
the other parts of the declension or conjugation may prevent the affection or restore the non-affected forms. In other instances the affection may be lacking for no apparent reason. Further, in any given form it may be found in one or two of the three Brittonic languages and not in the other two or one. For example, the verb torr- has verb-noun terry in C. and terri in B., but W. torri and passive torrir, torrid, 2nd sg. subjunctive torrych, 3rd pl. imperf. torrynt (but with final affection, 3rd sg. tyr in MW.). For abstracts, note W. barddoni; plurals, afonydd beside sg. afon; with the -yn noun suffix, W. colyn, "sting" (OW. colynu) beside col, cola, < OW. *colq. An example where there is no obvious analogical influence is the river Cothi; but such are rare. Here it may be remarked also that W. go-<older gwo-<Brit. *yo- is exempt from affection, whereas gwo-itself was not. In other words, the final affection of gwo- is gwy-, gwe-, and the internal is gwe-, regularly; but *gy-, *gei-, *ge- never occur. What happened was evidently that gwo- in certain cases, not only in W. but also in CB, resisted affection (mainly due to analogy no doubt), and when the w was later dropped before o the result was unaffected go-. Affected and unaffected forms exist side by side, and there is the same variation among the three languages as before. For instance, MW. gweresgyn but Mod.W. goresgyn; W. gweddy but C. wose, B. guede (which would be W. *gody); W. gweinidog but OC. gonindoc, MC. goneseg, B. gownidek; W. golchi (3rd sg. pres. gwyldch), C. golky, B. gwelch'hi.

§ 163.

As to internal affection of u, since it is necessarily in a Pr.W. pretonic syllable, the MW. y from u which appears in all those types where a, o, and e show affection is, of course, the reduced vowel [ə]; not the [i] which it is in final affection, in which case it was stressed. So W. cylionen; Lat. culex = [kaljonen]; but MW. brynn < Brit. *brunnja, with final affection, = [brinn]. We shall see that the date of the reduction of pretonic u is older than that of internal affection (see pp. 678-9); therefore the MW. [ə] is not the result of u having
first become vowel-affected to [i] and this [i] then being reduced to [o] along with other pretonic [i]. The vowel which existed in Pr.W. at the time of internal affection (a kind of reduced [i], see p. 660) was therefore incapable of affection, because of its nature, otherwise it would have given W. e, ei. In CB., however, where there was no pretonic reduction, internal affection of u did occur, and gives e (e.g. C. kelionen, B. keliennenn, W. cylonen); this is because in Pr.CB. original u was lowered early to a close o or open u, and this was evidently then treated in internal affection in the same way as original o.

§ 164. "Double affection"

Quite often, not only the vowel of the syllable immediately preceding the i or i, but also that of the syllable or syllables before it, was affected. This is sometimes called "double affection", as if the original affection of itself affected both or all the preceding syllables. Actually this cannot be true, since when the vowel of the middle syllable is non-affectable the preceding syllable is not affected either—the power of the i, i, in other words, could not extend further back than one syllable, could not leap across a syllable which it was unable to affect. Hence the type Brit. *aBāBjo- or *aBābī gives MW. *aBawB not *eBawB. When we have "double affection", as in castelli>MW. cestyll, the change in the second syllable back from the i must be a case of ordinary internal affection, i.e. castelli>*castill by final affection,>*cestill by internal affection. This would raise no doubts in a case like cestyll, because W. y regularly causes the internal affection. But what about an example like Brit. *carantijɔ>-MW. cerennyd? Here we should have Pr.W. *carentiđ by internal affection; what makes the first a become e? Ordinary original e, and e arising from a-affection of i, do not produce this change; so Lat. cavella>cawell, Brit. Sabrìnà>*Sabrena>Hafren. It is only an e which is itself the product of i-affection, or an original e which is in a position to undergo i-affection, which can act on a preceding vowel in this manner. The solution must be, as Pedersen saw (VKG. i, 374), that such an e was not an ordinary
one; but being such as to be capable of affecting, it was higher and closer than the norm, an $e$. Hence one ought to speak not only of internal 1 affection by $i$, $i$, and $i$, but also by $e$; and in addition by $ei$ and $eu$ (or more strictly, at this time, by $oii$, cf. § 46. 2), themselves arising by affection. Hence beside MW. $guwa\_ra\_daw$ there is MW. $gu\_r\_e\_n\_d\_e\_n\_u$, that is, older $gu\_r\_e\_n\_d\_o\_i\_u$. A case like *$la\_en\_i\_jo>-W. lle\_wen\_y\_d\_d$ shows that even original $e$ can affect if it is itself in a position to be $i$-affected; that is, that original $e$ is capable of being affected by $i$ and $i$, though this has hitherto not been recognised because it does not appear in spelling or in modern pronunciation; and that the result was $e$. At the time of internal affection there must have been a distinction between $e$ and $e$, which has since disappeared. It cannot have been a very great one, and that is probably one reason why "double affection" is often lacking where it would be expected, though analogy would also have played its part. In any event, whatever the explanation may be, it is clear that a MW. $e$, $ei$, or $eu$ arising by affection itself affects a preceding vowel in precisely the same way as $i$ does; and it makes a convenient working formula to treat these as $e$, $ei$, $eu$, and as a fourth type of cause of internal affection in addition to $i$, $i$, and $i$. Affection by $e$ takes place in CB. as well as in W.; for instance, C. kerense, B. kerentiye, : W. cerennyd; B. ebesterl, levenez : MW. ebestyd (<apostoli), llewenyd.

§ 165. $i$-affection in Cornish and Breton

All types of $i$-affection are found not only in Welsh but also in Cornish and Breton. In Cornish, the very few cases of non-affection are easily explained as due to analogies; cf. LP. p. 110. The result of $i$-affection of $a$, $o$, $u$, $e$ in MC. is $e$; but in OC. the internal affection of $e$ seems to have been $i$, 2 becoming $e$ in MC. along with original $i$. However, in OC. there are a very few cases where affection $e$ is spelt $ei$, always

1 It does not take place with final affection, because any $e$ in a Brit. final syllable would be $e$ by nature, not $e$; and in any case would have been reduced to [a] by the time of final affection.
2 Voc.C. $\_e\_n\_ic$, $\_i\_s\_r\_i\_e\_n$, $\_i\_r\_i\_r\_i\_n$, $\_m\_i\_l\_i\_l$, $\_i\_l\_i\_n$, $\_a\_r\_n\_i\_n\_i\_n$, $\_i\_m\_i\_n\_i\_n$, $\_i\_m\_i\_n\_i\_n$.
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before dentals, especially dental continuants, which looks like epenthesis and might suggest that these consonants could be more palatalised in Pr.C. than the others. But another explanation is possible, see the next paragraph. This ei is evidently of the same nature as the OC. ei arising by vocalisation of the x, ʒ in ex, eʒ, or i-affected aə, aʒ, or from the i-affection of ai, that is to say, a real diphthong; both types fall together in MC. in ë (often spelt ey). The conclusion would seem to be that palatalisation in Pr.C. was not so strong as it was in Pr.W., and hence epenthesis was exceptional, if it occurred at all.

In Breton, the result of i-affection of a, o, u is e (on that of e see below). However, affection e is ei before MB. -z from OB. -d, -th, -s. This again looks at first sight like epenthesis, and therefore a greater degree of palatalisation with these dental continuants (cf. on OC. above), particularly since original non-affected e, and e from ð-affectection of i, does not become ei before them. But B. e from Pr.B. i does give ei in these circumstances, and this would make it seem rather that the i in ei in both cases is due to the fact that affection e and e < i were originally higher than normal e, i.e. were e; and is therefore a result of the inherent nature of the vowel and consonant, and not a consequence of palatalisation. If so, the same may be the case with OC. ei.

Internal affection of all types is fully represented in Breton (in spite of statements to the contrary). However, there are also a number of cases of lack of affection, somewhat more than in Cornish; these again are mostly due to analogical influences (see VKG. i, 382). According to Morris Jones, ð (> i) does not cause final affection in Breton (WG. p. 108). In ML. p. 229 Loth had said the same, both of Cornish and of Breton; but in RC. xxxvi, 156, reviewing Morris Jones, he changed his mind and now had to admit that this is only true in a few Latin loans, as in latro > MC. lader, MB. laxr, beside W. llædr; and he explained it as due to the influence of the plural, MC. ladron, MB. laxron, < Brit.-Lat. *latranses, where

1 Bodm. Arganteilin, § 13, A.D. 941-6; Voe.C. bleit (d), heirch, gneusten (d). lequit (d).
there could not be affection, cf. W. pl. *lladron*. This must be correct, and cf. Pedersen, VKG. *loc. cit.*; for since Latin -ó gave Late Brit. -i equally with IE. -ó, there could be no possible reason why either of them should fail, as a regular phonetic rule, to cause affection—still less that the Latin -ó should not affect when the IE. -ó did. Loth quotes a number of perfectly clear instances where IE. -ó results in i-affection in CB. (*loc. cit.*).

There is a second type of internal affection in Breton, apparently not represented in Cornish, and certainly not in Welsh. In this, an original e, an e<original i, and an e which has arisen by i-affection, are all affected to i when the following MB. syllable contains i (<Brit. i), i (or ɛ, ɔ from palatalisation by j); though this is often prevented by analogy. On the date of this, which is obviously late and secondary, see below, § 176. It is not the same thing as the apparent internal affection of OC. e to i (p. 592), since that seems to touch only original e; but whether OB. itself had affection of e to i as part of the general, *first*, internal affection, not of this secondary internal affection, is not clear, for insufficiency of good examples. However, not only the Cornish parallel, but also the possibility that e is internally affected in OB. by short i ¹ (which does not cause the secondary type of affection), suggest that this affection of original e is comparatively old, common to Cornish and Breton (though not in Welsh), and not part of the Breton secondary affection. Of course in MB. any such cases of e>i would be obscured by the complete development of OB. i to MB. e, except where the secondary affection carried it further to MB. i—that is to say, the older internal affection of e by a following i would be counteracted by both becoming e in MB.: ²

¹ Note OB. *millinion* (Sedul.) = W. *melynion*, with original e, and OB. *guiryrian* (Eutych.): W. *gweryr*. The first i in these, at any rate, is apparently due to affection by a. Moreover, the secondary affection by i, j seems quite late (tenth to eleventh century, see § 176). *Pritch* (Berne, ninth to tenth century): W. *pryderi*, has affection of original e by i; and *impieticiam* (Ven.Oros., mid ninth century). *impieticiam* (Vat.Reg. 691 Oros., twelfth century copy of older glosses) by i. The first two at least, being so early, may very likely be support for this view that the internal affection of original e was i in OB. as well as in OC.; and may not belong to the secondary type at all.
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whereas when € became i under the influence of i or ï in original internal affection, this i would later give MB. i by the secondary internal affection.

§ 166. Examples of i-affection in Cornish and Breton


o: With -oBi(-), *torrit>C. ter (MW. tyrı); *corni>B. kern (MW. cyrn). With -oBi-, *boucoio>CB. bugel (MW. bugeil); *donjo>C. den (W. dyn).

u: With -uBi(-), *tullī>MC. tell. With -uBi-, *lussio>OC. les, MC. leys “herb” (MW. ily); Mercuriui>Mod.C. Murrhar (<MC. *Mergher), B. Merc’her (MW. Merchyr).

e: Here the affection, in W. y, is obscured in CB. because i became e in both in their Middle period, though y is occasionally spelt in MC. However, there is enough evidence to show that there was i here in Pr.CB. With -eBi(-), *areppenō>MC. erbyn (W. erbyn); castelli>B. kestel (pl. of kastel; the affection of the first syllable in the plural shows that the second must have been affected); *nefti>Pr.B. *nixt>OB. nith (Orl.CC.)>MB. niz.


u: Since there was no pretonic reduction to a in CB, affection does take place here, unlike Welsh. With *uBi, *gulbino->OC. geluin (W. gyfyn); OB. glethni (W. glythni): Lat. glutto. With *uBi, *cercito->OC. cherri, Mod.B. kerc’heiz, but OB. corcid (see p. 608); the W. crychyd has metathesis for *crychyd. With *uBi, OC. kelionen, B. keliennenn: Lat. culex (W. cyllon).

e: With *eBi, OC., Mod.C. listri (pl. of lester), B. listri (pl. of lestre); OB. pritiri (W. prideri); OC. ydnic (;OC. hethen); peregrinus>*perzerinus>OC. pirgirin, B. pirc’hirin (W. pererin). With *eBi, OC. milin, OB. pl. milinion (;W. melyn); OB. ghirgiriam (; W. gweryru). With *eBi, Brit. *impenniones>OC. impinion, MC. empynnyon, ympynnyon; ministerialis>*misterialis>OC. mistiriol (Smaragd.); *scribendiat->OC. scriuiniat beside OC. scriuine.


(5) Affection with vocalisation of x, s, etc.—Here the result was ei, written ei in OC., e or ei in OB. In final affection, note Brit. *iagnjo->OC. iein, MC. yein, yen, Mod.B. ien; *ogni,
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"lambs", > Mod.C. ean, B. ein; Brit. *nxh₁₃u, "eight", >
Mod.C. eath, Mod.B. eiz. In internal affection, *nuxtrin- > OC.

§ 167. The Date of Final i-affection

Since the cause is the final vowel, it must have happened,
or at least begun, before the loss of final syllables in the middle
of the sixth century, at any rate in so far as it is the result of
vowel harmony, which certainly played a considerable part.
This is in agreement with the fact that final affection in all
essentials is closely similar in W., C., and B. In so far as it
is the result of palatalisation alone, e.g. when -jos, -jā is the
cause, the actual affection might theoretically be later than
the loss of final syllables; but there again the close similarity
in WCB. suggests that it was not so. We have already seen
that vowel affection by the composition vowel of the first
element of a compound seems to be a function of final affection
(§ 156), and this means that it took place before the syncope
of composition vowels in the middle of the sixth century. Again,
Brit. *nxh₁₃i > W., OB. nith must mean that affection of e > i
occurred here before the vocalisation of χ, i.e. that there was
intermediate *nxh₁₃i, since otherwise the result would be MW.
*nexith, B. *nexiz. Similarly, Latin lēctiō > W. lliith, which became
first lēctiō (cf. LP. p. 109, Lewis, EL. p. 22, Förster, FT. p. 234)
> Brit. *lexiży < Late Brit. *lexižī, passed through *lixižī on its
way to W. lliith, since unaffected *lexižī would have given
*lleith. This means that final affection is prior to the later
sixth century, when vocalisation of χ took place before i. It
has already been remarked that final i was probably, in fact, i
in Late Brit., and had long been so by this time (§ 151). All
this relative evidence suggests then that final affection had
occurred by the middle of the sixth century or before.

In Dark Age inscriptions and other sources there is no
sign of affection by -i(-) in the fifth or sixth century. So CHC.
nos. 322, early fifth century; CAMVLORIS; 320, fifth century,
CVLIDORI; 446, mid to later fifth century, CLVTORI;
394, end of fifth century, CANTIORI; 409, early or mid sixth century, CARANTORIVS (if for Carantorix, see pp. 625-6); 380, mid or later sixth century, ICORI (if for Icoriz, see ibid.). Compare Gildas’ Vortipori, mid sixth century (see ibid.). The oldest example of final affection seems to be no. 995, seventh or eighth century, ENEVIRI, which stands for *Enewir< *Anayoriz.

For affection by ī, however, we seem to have a clear trace in an inscription of the end of the fifth century, no. 385, ANATEMORI. This is from Brit. *Anatjomärōs, and would give MW. Eneidfawr, “Great-Soul”. The fact that the -io- here is reduced to e suggests that the ī must have done its work, though this is not visible in spelling, and that the inscription stands for something like Annel’dwyr, with a already on its way to e and the strongly palatalised d not yet having brought about epenthesis; of. § 156. But apart from this inscription, the few fifth and sixth-century sources give no visible hint of affection. Note CHIC. no. 420, beginning of the sixth century, PORIVS (>W. Pyr); no. 417, early or mid sixth century, CAVOSENIAARGII (the derivation is uncertain) if this contains *argio-: W. eiry; and CARANTORIVS and ICORI if these are names in -orios, which is not so likely as -rix. The earliest apparently clear instance of affection by -io- is in the Life of St. Samson, early seventh century, namely Piro, Pyro (i. §§ 20, 23, 24) and the ablative Pirone (i. § 21), which is very likely a poor Latinisation of *Pir = W. Pyr, < *Porios. The next is in the Towyri inscription, CHIC. no. 1033, seventh to eighth century, where CELEN appears to be the ancestor of MW. celein < *colanjo-; see Cymm. xxviii, 263.

1 Chamuo, Chomo in Gregory of Tours (Hist. Franc. iv. 4, 20; late sixth century) is hardly to be regarded as unaffected *Canajo; for one thing this would have been *Canaji in Late Brit., so that it is obviously a Latinising form. It is probably a Latin nominative invented from the oblique stem *Canayon-; cf. p. 620.

2 Loth did not think that Piro is *Porjos (RC. xxxv, 290); he admitted that *Porjos might give Pir in the seventh century, but believed it was not affected in the sixth, and also that the traditional form *Porjos would still be known at the time when the Life of St. Samson was written. Like most of Loth’s dates, this is not based on any exhaustive examination of the evidence. [2 But see now pp. 611, n. 1 and 668, n. 1.]
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Now at first sight the direct evidence on final affection by i and j from these Dark Age sources seems mostly to disagree with the deductions on its date drawn from the relative evidence of the sound-changes as set out above. The latter would give the middle of the sixth century as the latest possible date, and the former the beginning of the seventh as the earliest. But the note on Anatemori suggests that the two are not irreconcilable. If our explanation is correct, Anatemori shows the stage æB" for the aB j type of affection, and as early as the end of the fifth century; and if so, there is no reason why Cavoseniargii should not equally have æer'j". The alphabet, after all, had no symbol for æ, which may well have been felt as an a sound. In the same way, all the other names quoted are cases containing the oB i and oB j types of situation. Now we have seen that in these, o was probably affected to its eventual i through a stage which has been written above õ, and which seems to have been reached by the second half of the sixth century; before that, it would probably pass through some kind of advanced close o or ō. Such a sound would certainly be written o, and might have existed as late as the middle of the century. If so, there are only two names, Carantorius and Icori, which appear to have o later than that time. Whether the low u-sound of õ could be written o may be doubtful, though hardly impossible; but in all these cases, both those of o and also of a (Anatemori and Cavoseniargii), we ought to remember the weight of the influence of the engraver's tradition. I do not, therefore, regard the Dark Age evidence as proving that final i and j affection had not taken place before the middle of the sixth century; and, with Anatemori in mind, see no reason to deny, from these sources alone, that it could have begun its course as early as the later part of the fifth century.

§ 168.

It remains now to examine the testimony of place-names borrowed into English. This is not an easy problem, because it is complicated by the fact that AS. has a development, the i-umlaut, whose results were rather similar. For a full account
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of its workings, see Luick, HGES, §§ 182 ff. The date of AS. i-umlaut used to be taken as sixth or early seventh century, on rather inadequate evidence (some of it derived, without due consideration, from British loan-words); cf. Pogatscher, Beitr.G.D.Sp.Litt. xviii, 465 ff.; Luick, § 201; Ekwall, RN. p. lxviii. More recently, however, Förster ¹ and Keller ² have shown that AS. i-umlaut began by an epenthesis of i, e.g. uBi > uiBi, starting about a.d. 600, and that the full umlaut, yBi, was not reached till the earlier part of the eighth century. In FT, pp. 486 ff. Förster has modified this by bringing in Steigton and Follton, and now thinks that during the seventh century forms with and without full umlaut stood side by side, according to the sentence melody; and that for instance in the seventh century the name Thames may have been Tamis without any umlaut, Taimis with epenthesis, and Tæmis with full umlaut. It must be remarked, however, that this is a hypothesis, and that the evidence collected by Keller would suggest strongly that the last stage was not completed until the eighth century.

There appears to be one fairly certain and one possible instance of a British name borrowed into AS. without having British final affection; both involve Kent, and are therefore among the earliest loans. The first is the AS. Canticare, "the men of Kent", older *Canticare, in which Brit. *Cantion (Rom.-Brit. Cantium) was borrowed in the form *Canti- and the i was syncopated before AS. umlaut occurred. ³ Beside this may be set also the county name, AS. Cent, Cwent, where umlaut has taken place in AS., not the British vowel affection (cf. Ekwall, RN. p. lxxvi), and the name was adopted, therefore, here too without British i-affection. The second example is Rom.-Brit. Regulbium, Bede's Racuulfe, AS. Reculf. With British i-affection the u should become i, so that one might expect AS. *Recilf > *Recelf, but the u appears to remain. This need not mean very much, since uBi was very likely ûB as late even as the second half of the sixth century (cf. § 159), and if û already existed it would certainly be sound-substituted,

² Anglia, lxii (1938), pp. 25 ff.
³ Cf. HGES. § 199.
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by u or i, in AS. at the time when the name was borrowed. But it has been proposed already (§ 140) that Regulbium was adopted before the time of lenition; in any case, being on the shores of Kent it would probably be an early loan, certainly not later than the second half of the fifth century. In fact, Cantium may very probably, and Regulbium possibly, have been taken over before ever Kent was settled.

Apart from these, I know no probable examples of lack of British final affection in English names. The history of Wroxeter might be quoted as an instance by some, but it is easily explained otherwise. The Romano-British name was apparently Viriconium (AL.; sic ed. Cuntz) or Viroconium (AL., var.; Ptolemy Viroconion). This is evidently the source of Wroxeter and Wrekin, in Shropshire, and the AS. basic form occurs in the name of the inhabitants of the district, Wreocen-sixtan, Wrocen-sixtan. It must have been borrowed in the middle of the seventh century. This, as well as the OW. Guricon (HB. c. 66a) and (G)ureconn (see CLH. p. 230; with e written for i), -MW. Gerwygon, must come from a Brit. form in *Uric-, and such used to be read by the older editors of AL. in the form Uriconium. The history of the AS. form from *Uricon- > Pr. AS. *Wricun has been set out by Stevenson in Cymm. xxi, 58 ff.; see also Ekwall, Dict. pp. 513, 514, and Förster, FT. p. 300. The difficulty is that *Uriconion should have long been *Wragen’ or *Wragen or *Wragen, by final j-affection, at the time when the English reached Shropshire, according to the chronology proposed above. The solution is simple, however; there must have been a British bye-form

1 Gerantius (Brit. *Gerontios = Mod.C. Gerens, W. Geraint) occurs in the Latin letter of Aldhelm to Gerontius king of Cornwall, A.D. 705, side by side with Gerent in ASC. 710. Förster regards Gerantius as not yet having Brit. final j-affection, and explains the u as English substitution of o for a before a nasal (FT. p. 176). But it is most unlikely that this means absence of affection, particularly since final syllables were already long lost. The contemporary form Gerent in ASC., clearly a loan made at this time when the English were first coming into contact with Cornwall, shows that affection must have been complete in Pr.C. by now. Gerantius must be a Latinising form; very likely Gerent was called Gerontius (= the stage Geront’i) in official Latin correspondence, in which traditional forms would, of course, tend to be preserved, though his name was really now Gerent; and Aldhelm was following the written form of his correspondent’s name.
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*Uricono-. Williams already notes that this is necessary to explain the OW. Guricon, which would otherwise be *Guricein, and even suggests that the form in *iuan is due to the Romans and is not British at all (CLH. p. 230). We may add that Pr.AS. *Wricun would come more easily from Brit. *Uricono- than from *Uriconjo-, assuming that such forms were possible in the middle of the seventh century (actually, of course, they would now be respectively *Wregon, and *Wregen' or *Wregin, in Pr.W.). Hence the history of this name is no counter to the opinion that British forms lacking final i-affection appear not to occur outside Kent.

On the other hand, early instances of its presence are to be found. Such are the following: the river Brent (Mx.), AS. Brezent, <Late Brit. *Brizen'ti-1 <Brit. *Briantìa (see p. 447 and cf. RN. p. 51), borrowed in the early sixth century. Candover (Ha.), AS. Cendefor, is presumed to have the stem *dubro-, the British plural *dubri -*dibr(i) being adopted with AS. e substituted for the i arising by affection; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. 69, Förster, FT. pp. 79 ff. Förster takes this as proof that i-affection was complete when the English reached Hampshire (FT. p. 82), which was in the middle of the sixth century. Another example, from nearby, is Salisbury (Wi.), AS. Seaurburh (see Dict. p. 383), Rom.-Brit. Sorviodunum (AI.), from Pr.W. *Ser'w' (see JRS. xxxviii, 58); this would also belong to about the middle of the sixth century. Again from Hampshire is Cams, ME. Kamays, etc. (: MW. cemmeis), which may imply a Pr.W. *Cambeis' with some degree of epenthesis; cf. p. 589 and Dict. p. 81. The river Glen (Nb.), Brit. *Glanjo- or *Glantìa, would be from Pr.W. *Glen', probably a mid sixth-century loan; see p. 589. Carant (Gl., in the part occupied towards the end of the sixth century), AS. Caerent, is derived by Ekwall from Brit. *Caranto (RN. p. 70), therefore Pr.W. *Carent. Other examples, of names adopted later, need not be given here; compare, for instance, the Dawlish-Dowlish-Divelish series, § 204 B. 1, 2, 4, 5; and the Ken(n) rivers in Dev., So., and Heref., <Pr.WC. *Cen't' <*Cantìa. On the whole question of Deira and its date, see § 67. 6.

1 Ekwall's "OW. *Brygent;" (sic) is chronologically irrelevant.
§ 169. Conclusion on the Date of Final i-affection

The relative evidence first summarised on page 597 seems to show that it must have been before the middle of the sixth century. The Dark Age written sources give, indeed, one hint of its having begun by the later fifth century, but otherwise do not betray it till the seventh century; however, this may well be due to orthographic causes. The English place-names make it clear (a) that it had not occurred at the time of the very oldest borrowings in the middle and later part of the fifth century, and (b) that it had taken place by the early and mid sixth century. It seems fair to conclude that the first stages of advancing, raising, and palatalisation were beginning towards the end of the fifth century, and that the development was fully launched by the middle of the sixth, though the final stages were not necessarily reached by then. Affection of o and u to i was probably still at the stage of Pr.W. ù and ù in the second half of the sixth century, but i was doubtless attained by the early seventh if not before (Píro). The history of epenthesis cannot be traced in detail. If the note on Cams above is correct, it would mean that an intermediary eɪB' was in existence, or could be so dialectically, by the middle of the sixth century; since CB. seem to show some traces of just such a stage, the i having developed perhaps in only a few cases where the circumstances were favourable, the date seems probable. The evidence of OW. set out in § 160 indicates that the full eiB was reached by the early ninth century, very likely before. Place-name loans in English showing a diphthong (side by side with others which do not) could come from the eɪB' stage, not necessarily from the full eiB—indeed even this last was capable of being rendered eɪB in English as late as 918 (§ 161).

This means that British final affection was complete before AS. ï-umlaut had well begun. Also it was later than final ā-affection, a fact illustrated by the Kentish names Cant-ware and Kent lacking British i-affection beside Dover with ā-affection.
§ 170. The Date of Internal i-affection

Previous writers have already put forward the theory that internal affection was later than final; e.g. Ekwall, RN. p. lxviii, and Förster, FT. p. 82. They derive from Loth, ML. pp. 97 and 102. Loth believed that internal i acted only upon a at first, and not on o and u until the MW., MC., and MB. periods (therefore, entirely independently in all three). He illustrated this by quoting antiquus > OB. entic, lam- > OB. lemenic, OB. buenion plural of buan;¹ but molina > OB. molin, and OB. cocitou with o. He proposed that internal affection by i occurred only in Welsh, which he explained by saying that only W. kept a short i (the implication being that the others have i > e). But later on in the same book (p. 229) he changed his mind, and now said only in Welsh and Cornish, the latter having kept i longer than Breton,² long enough to affect; so C. hellik, but B. halek. Later still, in RC. xxxvi, 149, he admitted that he was wrong to say in ML. p. 47 that affection by i is peculiar to W., and allowed that it is found also in Cornish; but he still asserted that it took place in OW. only with a. In RC. xxxvii, 49, he rejected Morris Jones’ derivation of sefyll from *stamilis on the ground that Breton, in which the word is sevel, has no affection by i. As a distant consequence of this, Förster, who seems to have read ML. pp. 97 and 102 but not 229, nor RC. xxxvi, 149, says that internal i-affection did not occur in Cornish or Breton at all (FT. p. 597).

These arguments of Loth’s, and those derived from him, are erroneous—indeed it is incredible that they should ever have been put forward. It has been shown above that all types of internal i-affection, including that caused by i, are represented not only in W. but also in C. and B.; see § 166. 2, 3. The CB. examples given there were purposely limited chiefly to M. and Mod.C. and B. We now have to show that all, including i-affection, existed both in OC. and in OB. too.

Evidence has been adduced to show that not only OC. but

¹ Buenion is actually, of course, not a case of affection by i but by j.
² This is a mere inference from the supposed fact that it affects in C. and not in B., and is not based on any independent evidence.
³ Misprint for 97.
also OB. kept the short i sound in some form, probably i (see § 7. 2), as appears perfectly clearly in both languages from the more numerous spellings with i side by side with less frequent e. Whatever the exact nature of the sound, it could certainly cause affection, (a) because forms with affection actually occur in OC. and OB.; and (b) because in MC. and MB. affection is found in words where the older i has now become e (which most would agree could not cause affection), for instance MB. nevez<*nogio-, which implies the existence of an older *neyid. Other cases of (b) will be found above, loc. cit. For (a), see the examples which follow in § 171. 2.

§ 171.

1) Internal affection by i is found in OW., OC., OB.—Of a, OW. selsic (Ox. 2), erchim (Chad 2), cephitor (Comp.), dirterni (Comp.), Elfin (AC. 722, Gen. v), celli (Chad 4); OC. kelli (Voc.C.), kenin (ibid., : OL. caininn), Custentin (Bodm., see § 166. 2 above); OB. celli (see § 166. 4), huelim (Gotha, ninth century), caninn (spelling for *ceninn; Leid.Leech., ninth century), Custentin (see § 166. 2), desi (pl. of *das, Orl.CC.), demguescim (Orl.CC., with "double affection"), brientinon (Orl.CC.), entic (Lux.), quoteguis (Orl.CC.), lenemic (Eutych.).

Of o, OW. elin (MP.), Cair Merdin (HB. c. 66a); OC. elin, keghin, melin (Voc.C.); OB. lesesit (Ven.Oros.), querin (Vat.Reg. 296 Oros., tenth century).

Of u, This is not relevant to OW.; see § 163. OC., berri, geluin (Voc.C.); OB. glettni (Cod.Leid.Voss.).

2) Internal affection by i is found in OW., OC., and OB.—Of a, OW. retinoc (Chad 6, end of eighth or early ninth century), eterin(u) (MP.), Coit Celidon (HB. c. 56), chepi (Comp.), cepister (Ox.2), ceric (M.Cap.), egid (Comp.), elbid (Juv.9), elinn (Ox.2); OC. heligen, exitor, leic, kelegel, clevet, reden, enof (Voc.C., the last four with i>e); OB. cerpit (Orl.CC.), detuud (Cart.Red. p. 39, a.d. 866, etc., cf. Chr.B. p. 123), etbinam (Eutych.); with "double affection" ercentbidi (Berne); and with i having become e, centet (Orl.CC.), celmed (Eutych), ceple (Orl.CC., : W. cabl).
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Of o, OW. cemecid (Ox.2), emid (M.Cap.), guetig (Chad 2), neguid (AC. 921, =MW. newyd); OC. cherhit, clecchi, gueli, menit, kelin, flechet (Voc.C., the last with i > e); OB. enneuid, enueto (Orl.CC., containing neuid), and neuued (Cart.Land. p. 569), neuqued (ibid. p. 574), neuweeth (Cart.Red. p. 206, A.D. 826), which is the MB. nevæz; guetig (Orl.OC., = W. gwedy).

Of u. This does not concern OW., see § 163. OC. kellillic (Voc.C., < cultell-). In OB. no relevant examples appear to occur, but the sequence is not a common one anyway.

(3) Internal affection by i in OW., OC., OB.—Of a, OW. degion, grefiat (Chad 2, late eighth century), centh(i)liat (Juvence.), En(n)iaun (Gen. i, iii, xxxii); OC. brechol, breniat, chelio, cheniat, keniat, conerioc, gouleueriat, guirleueriat, mebiun, renniat, vurcheniat (all Voc.C.); OB. beunion (Lux.), cepriou (Berne, Lux.), darleber( ) (Orl.CC.), gurpelthemion (Ven.Oros.).

Of o, OC. cherniat, hebreniat, hebrengiat (Voc.C.); OB. guerriatou (Lux., with secondary affection of e to i).

Of u. Not relevant to OW., see § 163. OC. bredion, kelionen (Voc.C.); OB., I know no instances, but this is probably chance.

The OW. examples in this list are a selection only, for the sake of paralleling the OC. and OB.; they make no pretence to completeness.

It is clear, then, that Loth's case falls to the ground; all types of internal affection go right through all three languages, already in the OWCB. period; and specifically, affection by i unquestionably does take place not only in OC. but also in OB., with examples as old as anything in the language, even including "double affection". Loth, and those who followed him, would have done well to note the cases of internal affection in OB. given by Stokes in KZ. xxvi, 432 and TPhS., 1885-7, p. 547; compare also Pedersen. VKG. i, 379 ff.

§ 172.

The reason why Loth was ever able to make such statements as he did is because there are some instances in OWCB. where internal affection does appear to be absent. In OW., there is
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 nouidligi in Chad 2; agit beside hegit in MP., and quotig also there, beside quotig three times in the older Chad 2; anbiic in Ox.2; atbid, petguarid, Comp.; Silva Calidonis var. Silva Celidonis beside Coit Celidon in some MSS. of HB. c. 56; Cair Liguaid, HB. c. 66a; guorit, Juv.9; colginn, Juvenec., tenth to eleventh century; Tacit, Gen. i, ii; Clotri, Gen. ii; Cothi, Lland. p. 124. In Guortheimir (HB. cc. 43, 44, 45, 48, =MW. Gwerthefyr) and Guorteipir (Gen. ii), "double affection", is missing.

Now in these OW. examples (which, except Clotri and Cothi with i, and Guortheimir with e, all have i), all but Clotri, Cothi, and colginn had affection in MW. Liguaid beside MW. Lliwellyd looks like a genuine unaffected form, perhaps from an early written source, and so may Calidonis be. Petguarid may well have a written under the influence of petguar, agit under that of *agam etc., anbiic under that of *(h)anbot etc., atbid under that of *atbot etc., and Tacit (MW. Tegyt) under that of the Latin. Guortheimir and Guorteipir are, no doubt, instances of that lack of "double affection" which is not infrequent in later Welsh too, beside the affected Gwerthefyr, cf. § 164. Guorit could be an example of the tendency not to affect g(w)o-, and Clotri, Cothi, and colginn cases of the absence of affection at any period, as discussed in § 162. It is to be noted that some of the above forms exist side by side with other instances of the word in OW. which do show affection. So agit beside hegit in the same document, quotig beside quotig in a source which is actually older, and perhaps Calidonis beside the variant Celidonis. Except possibly for Calidonis, if this is really from an old document, none of the others can be said really to be prior to the time of affection, in view of the evidence for its existence in the earliest OW. collected above.

For Old Cornish, note yonidoc, guhien, and odion in Voc.C. The first two are cases of unaffected g(w)o-, § 162; the first of them is still unaffected in MC. yonesey, and so is the last in

1 According to Förster, who apparently has forgotten the reading Calidonis, Celidon must be from *Calidon because he believes there was no i-affection in Nennius (FT. p. 240). Some examples (only a selection) of i-affection in Nennius will be found above. The MW. Clydton (which, pace Förster, is certainly not a "learned reconstruction") proves that the vowel was i.
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Mod.C. odgan, uzheon. There is no descendant of guhien in M. or Mod.C. Hence nothing can be argued about affection not yet having occurred in OC., especially, of course, in the face of its presence in the examples set out above.

In Old Breton, there are two words which lack affection both in OB. and in Mod.B.; namely altin (Cott.CC.), MB. autenn, Mod.B. aoten, with aBi, and colcet (Orl.CC.), Mod.B. golc’hed, with uBi. These are instances of the sort of failure to affect discussed in § 162. Some other OB. words lack affection in OB. but have it in MB. or Mod.B. These are, with oBi, cocitou (Berne, Mod.B. kegid), molin (Orl.CC., Mod.B. milin), tri-olinoc (Vat.Reg. 296 Oros.; Mod.B. ilin). With oBi, colenn (=colenn, Leid.Leech.; MB. quelenn), monid (Cart.Red. appendix, p. 367, A.D. 852; MB. menez), nouuid (Cart.Red. p. 133, A.D. 851, etc.; beside OB. neuvud, neugued, neuvelh; see § 171. 2). With uBi, corcid (Berne; MB. quercheiz). With oBi, guoliat (Orl.CC.; beside guiliat, Orl.CC., guiliatou, Lux.; MB. guilchat; see JCS. i, 72-3). Then, there are a few OB. words without affection which seem to have no M. or Mod.B. descendants; namely, with aBi, arrith (Cod.Lei.Voss.); with oBi, cornigl (Berne), guohi (Berne), nouisou (Eutych.); with uBi, bodin (Berne, Lux.) and the plural bodinon (Lux.), golbinoc (Lux.); with aBi, darguid (Orl.CC.), machtiern (numerous in Cart.Red.); with oBi, rogedou (Lux.); with oBi, orgiat (Eutych.).

Here in OB. as in OW. we appear to have a number of words which lack affection in the Old period but have it in the later language, or cannot be proved not to have had it; of these, at least two (nouuid and guoliat) stand side by side with affected forms already in the OB. period. It must be added that in the case of colenn the fact that the i has already become e is proof that the word must really have had affection, though it does not appear in the spelling.

This gives the clue to what is, no doubt, really the solution of the whole question of words lacking affection in OW. and OB. when they have it in MW., MB.,¹ and when we know, from

¹ OC. does not enter here, as there are no examples of OC. words without affection which have it in MC. and Mod.C.
good and sufficient evidence, that internal i-affection had already occurred in the ninth century in OW. and OB. That is, the writing of a and o in these cases is probably purely graphic, nothing more, and they all actually had affection, though it is not visible as they are spelt. Just what sounds a and o represent, and why they were used, will be discussed below; see § 175.

§ 173.

Having now cleared the ground of these initial problems, and having established that all types of internal i-affection go back to the earliest sources in OWCB., we may approach the question of its date from the beginning.

For relative evidence, it is later than the change of on, en > un, in in Late West British. So *monijo- > *munid > W. manydd. If it were not, the result would be W. *menydd. This means that it is later than the first half of the sixth century; cf. §§ 4.1; 6.2. It is clearly younger than syncope of the composition vowel (mid sixth century, § 195); so *Barrouindos > Berwyrn, not *Barwyn. It has already been shown that final i-affection is older than the vocalisation of ante-consonantal χ and 3, and that o in these cases probably became first something like i in Late West British, giving with the i Welsh wy; see §§ 157, 159. In internal affection, on the other hand, o in such cases, with the i, becomes W. ei; see § 157. If internal affection had been contemporary with final, and older than vocalisation, we should indeed have had *maxtrin- > *mextrin > meithrin, *flazri- > *flezri > fleiriò, etc.; but *noxiària would have been expected to give *nëxtiò > *neithior, not neithior; and *sognimo-, *yognià to give *kùzniù, *wùzniù > *hwyni, *gwyni, not heini, gweini.1 What evidently happened was rather that in internal affection

1 As Lewis and Pedersen note (LP. p. 32), C. govinis and Ir. fognamh lack vocalisation of the 3 of *yogni-, since there would otherwise be a diphthong in C. and a long vowel in Ir. Instead the words were treated as quasi-separate compounds, *yo-3n-. If this had been the case in Welsh we should have had *hyni and *gwni or *gveini (not *govyni, as *yo- seems never to have had pretonic reduction in Brit.); cf. p. 659, n. 1.
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a3nī-, a3tī-, etc., and o3nī-, o3tī-, etc., gave first a3nī-, a3thī-, etc., and o3nī-, o3thī-, etc. (in the second half of the sixth century); and these diphthongs were subsequently vowel-affected to ei (through æi and ȕi respectively), just as ai in Pr.W. *mair (OW. mair, Mod.W. maer) was affected to ei in Pr.W. *meiri, *meirion (Mod.W. meiri, OW. merion for *meirion). If so, internal i-affected is definitely later than the vocalisation of pre-consonantal χ and Ȝ in the second half of the sixth century. On the other hand, it was certainly complete in Welsh in the twelfth century, as is proved by the fact that W. li and ri < lį and rį do not cause affection; so arian, orian, not *eirian.

(N.B.—According to Loth, the Irish Pádraig, < Patricius, shows that internal affection had not taken place by St. Patrick’s time, fifth century (rather, by the time of the Second Group Irish loans, of which this is one); and he explains W. Padrig as a forme refaite; ML. p. 76. But Pádraig comes direct from British Latin (*Pa-
drigius), where affection would not occur; and there is, in any case, no reason to suppose that W. Padrig is not ancient, lacking affection under the influence of the Latin.)

For the Dark Age written sources, the inscriptions of the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries show no examples of internal affection. So CHIC. nos. 329, fifth century, ORVVITE (perhaps = W. Erwyd, see AMCA. p. cxvii); 435, later fifth century, MARINI; 381, same date, ALIORTVS; 385, end of the fifth century, ANATEMORI (the first A is apparently un-affected); 352 A, late fifth or early sixth century, BRAVECCI (W. *Brewych); 473, same date, TORRICI; 386, beginning of the sixth century, MARTINI; 384, early sixth century, SANCTINVS; 492, late sixth or early seventh century, SABINI; 490, early seventh century, DATUIDOCI (which has syncope; Brit. *Datenidacos > W. *Dedwydlog). The earliest example of internal affection is no. 1033, late seventh or early eighth century, CELEN, which shows internal

1 See § 59.
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affection by ģi (\textit{*colamjuo->MW, celen}) ; but the same inscription has MARCIAU (meaning uncertain, but apparently with i-affection not indicated). About contemporary with this, no. 995 again shows internal affection both by i and by ģ; ENEVIRI for \textit{*Eniejir,} < \textit{*Anayoriz}.

For manuscript sources, \textit{Morinus} in the Life of St. Samson (ii, § 7) lacks affection in the early seventh century. The form \textit{Coriticianus regio} (for \textit{Coriticiana,} = W. \textit{Ceredigion}), from \textit{*Coritićiana,} in the Life of St. Brieuc (c. 2; \textit{Analecta Bollandiana ii,} 163), appears to have affection by internal i but not by ģ. The Life, however, belongs to the eleventh century, and it is impossible to tell the age of its sources, except that they must have been no earlier than Brieuc's own time, 440–530.

This class of evidence, then, suggests a date in the seventh or eighth century.

§ 174. Internal Affection in English Names

The question of AS. i-umlaut complicates matters here even more drastically than in final affection; see § 168. Ekwall divides the borrowed names into three types, RN. pp. lxviii ff., and these may be accepted in principle.

(1) Names adopted before Pr.WC. internal affection and before AS. umlaut, therefore showing the latter (and we may add, borrowed therefore not later than perhaps the early seventh century at latest). Examples, Glyncn Brook (Heref.-Gl.-W.) < AS. \textit{*Glenic}, umlaut of \textit{*Glanic}, from Pr.W. \textit{*Glaniy}, cf. RN. p. 181; the name would be learned about 600. The Teme (Shr.-W.-Heref.), AS. \textit{Tenede}, is derived by Ekwall from Brit. \textit{*Tamiyjo-}, RN. pp. 399-400; by Förster from the dative of Brit. \textit{*Tamijä}, FT, p. 449. They differ considerably on certain points, but both envisage for the first two syllables a Pr.AS. \textit{*Tami-}, with the subsequent umlaut seen in \textit{Tenede}. The name would have been borrowed by 600 or before. Förster

\[1\text{ Williams however now takes CELEN as = Mod.W. celyn, "holly."}, < \textit{*colimno-}, with internal affection by ģ; AC., 1949, p. 169. This is quite uncertain. On MARCIAU he comments that it may be a mistake for MEIRCIAU under the influence of some name in Marc- without affection. On the date of the inscription see p. 668, n. 1].
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derives AS. Degesa, in Bede’s Degsastan, from a Brit. *Dagiss- with AS. umlaut, FT. p. 809; this would be taken over probably about the time of the battle (A.D. 603), but the etymology is very uncertain. An example of a personal name is probably AS. Wyrtœorn, no doubt an early loan (see p. 559); Late Brit. *Wortizernω would have AS. umlaut to *Wyrtœorn, and this would become regularly Wyrtœorn, cf. Luick, HGES. § 201. Here we may include names taken in before British affection by e, where, however, there would be no AS. umlaut. E.g. Cams (Ha.), ME. Kamays, etc.; MW. cemmeis, see p. 602; mid sixth century. Carant (Gl.), AS. Curent, < Pr. W. *Carent < *Carantō (cf. RN. p. 70); borrowed in the late sixth century.

(2) Names adopted before Pr.WC. internal affection but after AS. i-umlaut, therefore showing neither (after AS. umlaut should mean subsequent to say the middle of the seventh century, when epenthesis had probably well begun in AS.). Tavy (Dev.), AS. *Twafis, < Brit. *Tamio- (see RN. p. 393) or *Tamisā (Förster, FT. p. 398); this would be learned in the earlier eighth century. Torridge and Tory Brook (Dev.), AS. Toric, < Brit. *Torici: W. terrig, Ekwall, RN. pp. 413-14; same date. Carey (So.; Dev.; the former second half of the seventh century, the latter earlier eighth), ME. Kari, < Brit. *Carico- or *Cario-: W. Ceri; Ekwall, RN. p. 71. Onny (Heref.; Shr.), < Brit. *Onnio-, Ekwall, RN. p. 310; mid seventh century. Nanny (Nb.), if from *Namio-, cf. RN. p. 298. This area would have been occupied in the middle or second half of the sixth century; but not only the absence of AS. umlaut but also the nn shows that it must be a considerably later loan if Ekwall’s derivation is correct; cf. p. 503. If so, we must probably suppose the existence of a late enclave of British speakers; a hazardous but not impossible assumption.

(3) Names taken over after British internal affection and therefore showing it. Ekwall gives Haydock (Lan.) as from W. Heiddioq (sic, Dict. p. 217; leg. Pr.W. *Held’iog), but this is not a very satisfactory etymology. It would have been borrowed in the middle or later part of the seventh century. Teviot (Roxburghshire), AS. Tafzet, < Pr.W. *Tæj’jad < Brit. *Tamjatis, cf. Förster, FT. p. 459; learned in the first half of
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the seventh century. Peebles, if from Pr.Cumb. *pebil <papilio (cf. Watson, CPNS. p. 383), taken over at the same time. Ekwall notes also Vyrnwy (Montgomerysh.-Shr.), W. Efyrrwv, probably from Brit. *Sabrinoujā (RN. pp. lxx and 430); but this is not really an English name at all, and is evidently a late corruption of the Welsh. The river is almost entirely in Wales. If Bede's Bernicii, AS. Beornice is really from *Briquantaccjā, there would seem to be affection here as early as the second half of the sixth century; but this early date is only one of the several suspicious features about the name; see Appendix.

These English names seem to show without exception that internal i-affection had not occurred in the sixth century (rejecting Bernicii), not even by the end of it (cf. Glynch, Teme, and Carant). The oldest instances appear to be Teviot, Peebles, and Haydock (if the two last are reliable), both seventh century and both from the North. On the other hand, further south Onny, in the middle of the seventh century, lacks it; and in Devon Torridge, Tory Brook, and Carey make it clear that it had not occurred in the south-west in the earlier eighth century. This is rather conflicting, and suggests that internal affection took place sooner in the north than in the far south-west. It is impossible, therefore, to derive any exact dating from this type of information; in wide terms, "seventh to eighth century" would cover the examples, and would be consistent with everything we have so far gathered from other sources.

(N.B.—Ekwall has a long note in RN. pp. lxviii-lxix on the West-Saxon personal name Cerdic, var. Certic (ASC. 495-534), and the place-names Charford (Ha.) =Ceridices ford, var. Certices ford, ASC. 508, 519, 527, and Ceridices ora var. Certices ora, ASC. 495, 514, and Ceridices leag. ASC. 527. Also the personal name AS. Ceardic, Čerdic in early West-Saxon documents; and Bede's Cerdice, HE. iv, 23, =OW. Ceretic king of Elmet (AC. 616; HB. c. 63, Certic). The Welsh name is generally regarded as coming from Brit. *Coroticos, but Ekwall points out that the AS. needs rather *Caraticos (a perfectly possible
form, : W. *ceredig, which lacks double affectation for *ceredig; and apparently he envisages what would be in our terminology Pr.W. *Car’dig (with syncope) borrowed before i-affection as AS. Caerdic > Ceardic > West-Saxon Cerdic; and Bede's Cerdice, either borrowed at the time (616) as Caerdic, with AS. i-umlaut later, or else in Bede's day from a Pr.W. *Cerdig having syncope and i-affection. Förster also supposes an “abrit. *Cerdic” (leg. Pr.W. *Car’dig) for Ce(a)rdic; FT. p. 285.

The West-Saxon forms would certainly be borrowed before Pr.W. i-affection, and so could Bede's Cerdice if a contemporary loan in 616 (otherwise, if dating from Bede's own time, it could be from Pr.W. *Cerdig or *Ceredig, with i-affection). The difficulty lies in supposing that the name of Cerdic of Wessex could be taken from Late Brit. *Curdig with syncope in the late fifth century, since syncope did not occur until the mid sixth. However, the name is highly suspect for another reason, as historians have noted, i.e. that a Saxon invader should bear a British name; and he is commonly regarded as spurious, an invention based on Cerdicesford, etc. The linguistic evidence now advanced supports this. The name Charford is, of course, genuine, but this would have been borrowed in the middle of the sixth century, and a Pr.W. syncope-form *Car’dig would be quite possible by then. Hence the apparent history of the name is not inconsistent with the belief that Pr.W. internal i-affection occurred in the seventh to eighth century.)

§ 175.

The evidence of OW., OC., and OB. has been discussed, and it has been shown that all the types of internal i-affection existed at the time in all three languages, already in the oldest traceable OWCB. records. So in OW. quetig, erchim, degion, greflat in Chad 2, later eighth century; retinoc in Chad 6, end of the eighth or early ninth century; elig, eterin(n) three times,
and *h*egit, in MP., A.D. 829. In OC., note mistiriol in Smaragdus, late ninth or early tenth century. OB., Wwardetwuid in 833, etc., in Cart.Red. (N.B., i-affection); antemeuetic, pellinicion, lescit, in the Venice Orosius, mid ninth century (the first with "double affection"); caninn in the Leiden Leechbook, ninth century; huelim in Gotha, ninth century; Custenin in 869 in Cart.Red. On the other hand, forms apparently lacking affection are found in all three languages in the Old period, more in Breton than in the others. But this clearly cannot mean that affection had not occurred (except in the few cases of those words in which for analogical reasons it never took place at any period of the language), and indeed for some examples, like OW. guetig older than quotig, there is positive evidence that it had. It must, therefore, be orthographic.

This is something which probably applies in the main only to OB., since all the OC. examples are words in which affection never took place; and almost all the OW. are either of the same type, or are cases where the analogy of declensional forms in which affection would not occur has influenced the writing of those where it should appear and did really take place. The remainder (in a couple of instances in Nennius) may perhaps be derived from older documents belonging to the time when affection happened. The only ones in OW. which it seems cannot be so explained are nonildigi and quotig, both with o. In OB. there are more, but it is to be noted that practically all are examples of o or of the OB. o from u which fell together with o (e.g. corcid, older *curcid*). For those with a, atlin and apparently machtiern remained unaffected throughout; the reading of dorguid is uncertain and may be dorquid; and the meaning of arrith is doubtful. Now it is clear that in internal affection, o on its way to e passed through some sort of ṭ, presumably a high ū, since the resulting e was e. The roundness of this intermediary sound may very easily have lingered on relatively late, perhaps as a nuance which was often not noticed, i.e. in the form of a very front ū in which the rounding was now slight, such as might very easily be written e beside

1 Hence Loth's idea that i-affection in OB. happened only with o, not o or u.  
2 Contrast MW. mechteyrn, mechdeyrn.
the traditional o. The doubtful stage may have lasted in OW, until the late eighth and early ninth century (nouidligi, quotig), and in OB. till very much later, into the eleventh century. This would supply a satisfactory solution of this peculiar problem. Whether any of the cases of a are to be explained analogically, as representing a transitional æ, must be more uncertain, since there is enough evidence for affection by ɛ to show that the result of affection of a had already clearly reached the high level of ɛ. Perhaps orthographic convention should be taken into account also. At any rate, the only rational view of all these apparent exceptions, which have led some previous writers to assert that such and such types of i-affection had not occurred at all at this time (not to mention those who say that it never took place at all in C. and B.), is that they are in some form a matter of spelling. This all points to a comparatively recent date for internal i-affection, which would suit well enough the tentative "seventh to eighth century" already arrived at. *Ligualid* and *Calidonis* in Nennius might therefore quite possibly derive from written sources older than the time of i-affection.

§ 176. Conclusion on the Date of Internal i-affection

It is now clear that internal affection is all of a piece, all types (except the secondary affection by ɛ and ᵯ in Breton) having happened equally in all three languages and at about the same time. Also that it is later than the middle and second half of the sixth century (pp. 609-10); that it is not noticed in written sources till the seventh or eighth century (where, however, "double affection" by ɛ has already taken place); and that English place-names seem to show its existence in the North in the seventh century, but in the far South-West not yet in the earlier eighth. On the other hand, the OW. sources testify to it in the later eighth century, the OB. in the ninth, and the OC. in the ninth to tenth, older documents being absent for OB. and OC. Hence it is not possible to narrow the date down any more closely than the seventh to eighth century; perhaps one should say in wide
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terms seventh century for Welsh and eighth century for Cornish and Breton.¹

In any event it is clear that anything like full affection came into existence separately in the three languages, since it must belong to a time well after the end of the sixth century. This would account, no doubt, for the difference in dating which we seem to observe between northern and south-western Britain, and the signs that affection was later in Pr.C. and B. than in Pr.W.; for the possibility that epenthesis as a result of affection was entirely absent in CB.; for the apparent presence of a slightly rounded ɨ in OB. much later than in OW.; and for the fact that C. and B. may differ from W. over the affection of original e. On the other hand, the whole phenomenon is in general so closely similar in all three languages that it must have had a common origin; evidently the tendency, the nuance of the beginnings of raising, advancing, and palatalisation in these positions, goes back into the sixth century, into the common Pr.WCB. period, though it did not amount at that time to anything perceptible and did not develop into such for some considerable time, independently in north-central Britain, south-west Britain, and Brittany.

Lastly, there is the type of internal i-affection belonging to a still later date, the secondary affection in Breton by ɨ and ɨ. The examples in OB. are late; in the Orleans Collatio Canonum of the tenth to eleventh century, in documents of c. 1000 in the Cartulary of Redon, and in the eleventh-century Cartulary of Landevennec. It is likely then that this affection is not significantly earlier than the tenth to eleventh century. Only one possibly older instance is known to me, guilliatou (from guolt-) in the Luxemburg glosses of the ninth or ninth to tenth

¹ Ekwall regards i-affection of u as possible in the early eighth century, but i-affection of e as not having occurred in the tenth century, in Welsh; RN. p. lxix. This is partly because he misdates quotig. Förster holds in FT. p. 399 that i-affection did not occur in W. till the eleventh century and not at all in CB. (these statements arise from a misunderstanding of Loth, as already noted), and treats this eleventh-century affection as a third type and period. But in FT. p. 851 he withdraws this, having in the interim considered the existence of the Welsh Glosses, and now dates it eighth century. Loth had already admitted that i-affection is found in OW. from the eighth century, and sporadically before; RC. II, 3.4.
century; this may be an anticipation. On *pritiri, impin(i)etici-
cion*, see p. 594, n. 1.

THE LOSS OF FINAL SYLLABLES

§ 177.

All British final syllables, long or short, were lost in Pr.WCB., but except (1) in original monosyllables; (2) in the case of words which were reduced to monosyllables by contraction during the British period, and of those which, though not giving monosyllables, came to have a new diphthong in their final syllable as the result of the same type of contraction (see § 38 B); (3) in words with British final consonants or consonant groups which remained in Pr.WCB. (but before Brit. -r the vowel of the final syllable was dropped); and (4) in a few Biblical Latin names like Daniel, Samuel, David giving W. Deinioel, Sauyl, Dewi, which were perhaps regarded as standing for Danielus, etc. In the process, all the British case-terminations vanished, thus radically changing the morphological and syntactical character of the language.

As we have already seen (§ 151), the British long vowels in final syllables (or at any rate ā and ĩ) had probably been more or less reduced to short ones, and the original short vowels (at least ā and ĩ)\(^9\) reduced to varieties of the indistinct vowel, during the British period, well before the loss of these syllables.

§ 178. The Date of the Loss of Final Syllables

It is later than lenition (second half of the fifth century); than final vowel affeiction, dated first half of the fifth century.

\(^9\) As Baudis says, "this process may be regarded as the starting-point of Welsh." (Gr. p. 164)—and, we may add, of Cornish and Breton.

\(^7\) However, there is some slight reason to think that ā kept some degree of its quality comparatively late during the British period, since (1) in cases like *pleos > gwios* there is -y (an instance like *gwaioe > gwaceu* has ĭ > ĩ, where again some rounding must have remained at the time of the contraction); see § 38 B; and (2) the development of ĭ before -n- in a final syllable to ĭ (§ 75) seems to imply labiovelarisation perhaps as late as the beginning of the sixth century.
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for ā-affection and late fifth to early sixth for ĩ-affection; and
than un > un (later fifth to sixth century, § 112. 2). It is no
doubt earlier than the total separation of WCB.; and than
the new quantity system, which presupposes the entire loss of
final syllables and is dated about 600 (§ 35). It is of course
older than the OWCB. period, where there are absolutely no
traces of these syllables.

For direct evidence from early written sources, the following
facts must be considered. CIJC. no. 322, fifth century (probably
rather early), CAVLORIS, is evidently the name *Camulorix,
and therefore preserves the original long final syllable, the
vowel being very likely now short (note the -x > -s 1). No. 354,
fifth century (perhaps comparatively early), ORDOVS, is from
Brit. *Ordovix, and is to be taken for OrdoΣ < *Ordoyas on
its way to OW. *Ordou; which would seem to show the short
vowel of a final syllable considerably reduced but not quite
lost, and once more -x in a polysyllable >-s. If so, this is the
stage of Brit. ā < ī and ĭ < ī in final syllables postulated as
existing at this very period, § 155. CIJC. no. 359, mid or later
sixth century, Nv( )INTI, may be for Nudinti, and, if so, is
probably connected with the British name Latinised as Nodons,
Nodens, Nudens (see § 18. 2); in fact, a Latinising genitive in -i
from the oblique stem Nudent-. But this does not prove that
the language at the time had also a nominative, alternating as
a living morphological feature with its oblique stem; *Nudinti
would be simply the genitive used for a nominative, as we shall
see often happened, giving a Pr.W. *Nudint. It must be
emphasised in any event that the fact that a name in a com-
paratively late inscription or Latin author has a (Latin) case-
termination is no proof that case-endings still existed in
British; in a Latin context, such as an inscription, an ending

1 So Williams takes it as from *Camulorix with "the first step in the
deterioration", "final x weakening to ā" (AMCA. p. cxvii); cf. TAAS., 1939,
p. 32. This is no doubt correct; and note that it means that final -x in
polysyllables had become -ā by the fifth century—perhaps long before. Cf. on
ORDOVIS below. But the possibility should be pointed out that this might
be a VL. spelling, since Latin -x in polysyllables had become -ā by the second
to third century, resulting in constant confusions like felis for felīx and felis
for felis.
had to be supplied. So in the Latin documents of the Book of Llandaff and the Cartulary of Redon, OW. and OB. names are still often given terminations in -us, genitive -i, etc. Gregory of Tours (late sixth century) in his Historia Francorum, iv, 4 gives the name of a Breton Chanao, ablative Chonoone (sic), but in iv, 20 the same person is nominative and ablative Chono. Loth, who prints Canaone, takes the name as exactly: W. caneù, pl. canavon. (Chr.B. p. 49), and it does look at first sight as if *Canao, *Canaone would be Latinisations of a Brit. name *Canayi, or rather *Canayi, with a living oblique stem *Canaùn-. But the reading of iv, 20 is against this, and Chonoone may be nothing more than a Latin ablative invented for Chono on the analogy of natio—natione, etc. Besides, Gregory is hardly likely to have been familiar with the Brittonic case-system, if any still existed.

The earliest apparent example of the loss of a termination in a British (or, what is equivalent from this point of view, a Latin) name seems to be CIC. no. 430, beginning of the sixth or end of the fifth century, ETTERNI FILI VICTOR. However, this is perhaps not a case, but simply an instance of the use of nominative for genitive (on which see below); possibly the engraver did not know what the genitive of Victor would be. The next and probably the first certain example in a British inscription is no. 350, [IV]DNERT, first half of the seventh century. This is closely followed by no. 971, VIRVIN

1 His caneù, caneùn are both spurious forms.

[ ² No. 446, mid to later fifth century, is read by Nash Williams MAGLOCVNI and dated fifth to sixth century, ECMW. p. 197; he regards it as having no termination. But the true reading is doubtless MAGLOCVN; see p. 182 above. In nos. 466, Ogam MEMORIA: Latin MEMORIA, and 442, Latin MACCVDICCL, the absence of final syllables is due to their loss in Primitive Irish; not British; cf. pp. 141, 175, 183.]

8 No. 379, beginning of the sixth century, now appears to read CATVRVG, but Rhys saw faint traces of a horizontal I after the G. (LWP. 2, p. 389). No. 372, early sixth century, DE[CAB]ARBALOM, is too uncertain, both in its interpretation and in its relation to the Ogam. [Rhys' explanation, given by Nash Williams in ECMW. p. 116, is excessively improbable], to make any deductions safe.

¹ See p. 346. [It is dated sixth century in ECMW. p. 98, but the high proportion of half-uncial letters suggests strongly the seventh, and pushing it back into the sixth is an example of the undue pressure exercised ultimately by the CATAMANUS stone; see p. 160 above.]
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FILIUS CUURIS CINI,¹ mid seventh century,² where all three names lack endings. Somewhat later, the Towyn inscription, no. 1033, late seventh or early eighth century,³ has no final syllables—CINGEN CELEN, etc.; and no. 995, seventh to eighth century, ENEVIRI, has been shown by Williams to have a factitious Latin genitive ending, and to stand really for Pr.W. *Enewir< Brit. *Anagonix, minus its British termination (Arch.Camb., 1936, pp. 18-19). For other early written sources, the form Dinoot in Bede (HE. ii, 2), evidently an attempt to spell Pr.W. *Dūnōd and probably going back to a source of the beginning of the seventh century (cf. § 11), has no termination; it is in any event not later than 731. Further, there is an English charter of 682 referring to Creechbarrow Hill (So.) as collem qui dicitur Britannica lingua Crucian, apud nos Cyczbeorch;⁴ which clearly shows the loss of terminations in Pr.W. (or Pr.C.) *erūg, "hill", and Tān, the river Tone.

§ 179.

There are many instances in the Dark Age inscriptions of what seems to be the syntactical use of the Latinised genitive for the nominative in British and Latin names; and some of the nominative for genitive. The former is seen in, for example, CIIC. no. 500, end of the fifth century, AMM ECATI FILIUS ROCATI HIC IACIT; no. 352 A, end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, DOMNICI IACIT FILIUS BRAVECCI; no. 319, beginning of the sixth century, CVNOGVI HIC IACIT; no. 431, early or mid sixth century, DOB(I)TVCI FILIUS EVOLENGI; etc. etc. The latter occurs in no. 334, seventh century, CATACVS HIC IACIT FILIUS TEGERNACVS, and others.⁵ On this, Sir Ifor Williams, speaking of no. 352 A,

¹ Probably sic log.; see pp. 385-6.
² Put in his seventh to ninth century class by Nash Williams, ECMW. p. 65; the lettering is so similar to that of the CATAMANUS stone that it must belong to the same group and be more or less contemporary, either somewhat earlier (Radford, AMCA.. p. cxi), or, as is more probable, somewhat later (Hughes, AC., 1924, pp. 55-6). ]
³ On the date see p. 668, n. 1.]
⁴ Cf. RC. xx. 340; Baudis, Gr. p. 58; Ekwall, Dict. p. 123.
⁵ Sir Ifor Williams says he has counted 13 inscriptions with the correct nom. sg. plus HIC IACIT; 21 with genitive as subject plus HIC IACIT; and 16 with genitive only, without (HIC) IACIT (TAAS., 1939, p. 36).
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says that such disagreements show that the meaning of Latin cases was now forgotten, and that this was undoubtedly possible in the second half of the fifth or in the sixth century (Arch.Camb., 1943, pp. 209-10); and elsewhere remarks that such confusions would be impossible to men whose everyday (i.e. British) speech was fully inflected (AMCA. p. cxvi). It would mean, in short, on Williams' view, that the people who set up these monuments had no concept of a system of cases as a living thing, and hence cannot have had such a system in their own language.

There are some reservations to be made here. First, the quite regular (though not universal) use of the genitive for the dead man’s name, either by itself or with IACIT or HIC IACIT, is paralleled by the practically invariable appearance of the genitive of names in the Ogam inscriptions of Ireland and Britain. This Irish custom is generally taken, and doubtless rightly, to imply "This is the grave of" or "epitaph of", or "Here lies the body of"!—in fact we have the very thing in INGENVI MEMORIA, Ogam IGENAVI MEMOR in no. 466, where memoria means "tombstone". No doubt the British inscriptions have the same implication; so CVNEGNI (no. 374, fifth century) could well stand for Cunegni memoria, or CVNOGVSI HIC IACIT for corpus Cunogusi hic iacet.2 This would be due to the influence of the Irish settlements in these parts of Britain. It is noteworthy that the more Roman-looking type of memorial, like no. 323, usually keeps the nominative. Williams himself says that in inscriptions consisting of the genitive name alone a word like "stone" or "memorial" is to be understood (TAAS., 1939, p. 37), but he does not allow this for those with the genitive name plus HIC IACIT. On the contrary, he considers these a confusion of those that have the nominative plus HIC IACIT with those that have the simple genitive, and as evidence that the meaning of cases was not understood any more. This is not necessary,

1 See more fully pp. 166-8.
2 Nash Williams takes the type CVNOGVSI HIC IACIT as meaning "(The stone) of Cunogusus, He lies here" (ECMW, p. 9); but this is less natural.]
however, since "body of" will explain them. As for the type DOMNICI IACIT FILIVS BRAVECCI or AMMECATI FILIVS ROCATI, or no. 342, early sixth century, CVNOCENNI FILIVS CVNOGENI HIC IACIT, which is not specifically discussed by Ifor Williams, the disagreement of cases does look like a confusion; but it may be due to a simple anacolouthon—(corpus) Domnici iacit; filius Bravecci (fuit), or (corpus) Cunocenni—filius Cunogeni (fuit)—hic iacit. In the type CATACVS HIC IACIT FILIVS TEGERNACVS, or HIC IACIT CANTUSVS PATER PAVLINVS (no. 407, mid or later sixth century), such an explanation will not fit, and there does seem to be a gross confusion of cases. But this type does not occur before the late sixth century. Also it must be remembered that similar confusions and loss of cases were appearing already in spoken Latin, and are seen in the most blatant forms in Gallic inscriptions of the time, such as MENBRA AD DVVS FRATRES GALLO ET FIDENCIO, QVI FOERVNT FILI MAGNO, sixth century; and IN HOC TVMOLVM REQVIESCIT IN PACEM, etc. Compare in Britain CIIC. no. 391, early or mid sixth century, CVM MVLTITVDINEM FRATRVM. Hence such confusions as those quoted above, though real, need prove nothing about the British cases, since the inscriptions are Latin in context.

It can certainly be said, at any rate, that once the meaning and existence of British cases was in fact forgotten the established custom of using the (Latinising) genitive termination would be apt to become wrongly applied, and to wrong British forms. In some instances British names with oblique

[1 Nash Williams thinks it represents a confusion of the type SAGRANI FILI CYNOTAMI with the type -us filius -i (ECMW. pp. 7-8), but the only one of his proposed examples of this last type in which the first name is certainly nominative is feminine, CIIC. no. 362, AVITORIA FILIA CYNIGNI.]

[2 Le Blant, IChG. no. 59.]


[4 On this see also pp. 192-3 above.]

[5 The use in inscriptions of terminations which, if they were British or Irish, would belong to the wrong declensions, does not necessarily mean that British or Irish cases were obsolete. E.g. no. 500, and of fifth century, Ogam (AM)B(I)CATOS M(A)QI ROC(A)T(O)S, but Latin AMMECATI FILIVS ROCATI. See pp. 187-8 above.]
cases very different from the nominative split into two names; so *Týtorix gave W. Tudyr and its genitive *Týtorigos became W. Tudri; *Maglocú gave W. Meilyg, but the genitive *Maglocunus ends in W. Maelywn. This confusion appears already in Gildas, whose Latinising vocative Maglocune implies a Latin nominative *Maglocunus, and shows that by this time it was no longer realised that *Maelywn(ɔΣ) was the genitive of *Mályg(i); in other words, that the use of cases was obsolete and therefore that final syllables were lost or much decayed. So Williams says that the fact that the sixth century king (MW.) Maelywn is never called Meilyg (in MW.) means that the British declension system had gone to pieces long before A.D. 540 (the approximate date of DEB.), and that British grammar was in a bad way when a king's name was known only in the genitive (TAAS., 1939, p. 34). "Long before" seems rather too much, and inferences about sixth-century usage can hardly be drawn from Middle Welsh; but Gildas' Maglocune is significant.

§ 180.

At this point there arises a problem of the form of certain names in the inscriptions. There are a number of examples of names in -ōri, which evidently belong to the Celtic type *-o-rīx, genitive *-o-rīgos. These are the following: No. 446, mid or later fifth century, MAGLOCVMNI FILI CLVTORI, which is certainly constructed as genitive, and the Ogam equivalent CLUTAR( ) shows that this is an -ōrīx name, not -ořios, because the -A- must be a composition vowel—read, therefore, CLUTAR(IGAS). No. 394, end of the fifth century, CANTIORI HIC IACIT, etc. (cf. Gaul. Cantorix, Holder, ACSpZ. i, col. 754); this, too, looks like a nominative, but could be genitive in construction. No. 380, mid or later sixth century, ICORI FILIUS POTENTINI, which again appears to be a nominative but could be genitive; the Ogam ICORIGAS is genitive. In Gildas we have in the vocative Vortipori, which is certainly from the name *Uoteporix, 1 Otherwise it would be o in the Ogam language.
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genitive *Uoteporigos. On the other hand, with nominative -orius there is no. 409, early or mid sixth century, CARANTORVS, the OW. Cerenhir, Cerentirus, etc., in Lland.; no doubt = *Carantorix ("king of kinsmen"). Another such may be the Breton saint Maglorius, whose name, with W. Meilyr, is probably from *Maglorix. It is doubtful whether no. 396, A.D. 540, FILI AVITORI, is an -orix name, since AVITORIA in no. 362 may suggest that it is for *Agitorios; but this is uncertain, see pp. 185-6.

What is the relation of all these names to each other and to -orix? Sir Ifor Williams takes those in -ORI as representing a stage in the development of -orix (TAAS., 1939, p. 32); first to -oris, which he sees in Camulorix (unquestionably rightly), and then to -ori in all the others. He thinks these have -x>ss or -s>-h>nil. Carantorius he regards as Carantori(x) plus Latinising -us. Now, -ori from -orix would no doubt be correct in any cases where the name was clearly nominative, as Camulorix obviously is; such may be Cantiori and Icori. But Clutori is constructed as genitive, and Culidori probably is so too; Cantiori and Icori may also be. Again, Williams takes Gildas’ Vortipori as being the nominative-vocative -orix (op. cit. p. 33), as it may well be; but the editors of Gildas, who knew no British however, have always regarded this as the Latin vocative of a Latin nominative *Vortiporius, and we must consider that Gildas too may have meant it as such. These genitives and vocatives in -ori, if that is what they are,

1 Vortipori is commonly taken as the same person as the Votetorix of CIIC. no. 358 (see below). So Williams, TAAS., 1939, p. 33; Lloyd, HW. i, 132.3; etc. etc. Thurneysen denies this, Gr.OI, p. 571, and so does Loth, RC. li, 4, neither giving reasons, but presumably because of the superficial difference Vor.: Vo.-. But Gildas may easily be corrupt here, influenced by the very common Brit. *gor.; there is no good reason to reject the identity of the names, if not of the people.

2 Note that this must mean that in final position in independent words -s did not become -X>ch, but must have been a weaker ss (audible to the Romans, however, as ṣ), which had become single -s by the fifth century, probably falling together with Σ, and was then lost. See pp. 535, 637.

3 Note that they can hardly be regarded as derived from the oblique stem, i.e. as standing for -or(3)us, since the 3 would probably not have been dropped so early: the names in -origi discussed below, which are from the oblique stem, prove this.
could well be explained as examples of the spurious Latin
-orius which we actually see in Carantorius and perhaps in
Maglorius. As Williams says, this may simply be nominative
-ori plus -us; but we should not ignore the possibility that
-ori < -orix, taken as being a genitive, caused the invention of
a false Latinising nominative -orius. Williams denies that
Carantorius (W. Cerennhyr) is an endless *Carant plus a
Latinising -orius, on the ground that this should result in -ur
in Welsh (op. cit. p. 32; he was evidently thinking in terms of
Latin -órius); but it is not being suggested here that we are
dealing with such a form as *Carant — simply, that the answer
to the question "How to Latinise -óri?" was to turn it into
-órius. This would arise in very much the same way as the
editors' Vortiporius, by taking -ori as genitive and deducing a
nominative; and hence our examples of names in -ori above
may very likely have been intended as genitives, not as
nominatives at all.

In addition to this group, there is another class of names,
clearly related, in -origi, which looks very much like a form
of the oblique stem of Brit. *-o-ríx, namely *-o-ríg- (genitive
*-o-rígos). The occurrences are: CIIC, nöm. 413, fifth century,
CAELEXTI MONEDORIGI; 435, fifth century, CLV TORIGI
FILI PAVLINI (cf. CLVTORI; CLUTAR[IGAS] above); 379,
end of fifth or beginning of sixth century, CATVRVGI FILI
LOVERNACI, which Williams takes for a mistake for
CATVRIGI, op. cit. p. 33, no doubt rightly; 318, beginning of
the sixth century, ETTORIGI; 455, early or mid sixth
century, CAMVLORIGI FILI FANNVCI. These are all either
obviously or probably genitive. Williams explains them as
follows (op. cit. pp. 32, 33): the British genitive *-rígos became
first -rígis (which he takes to exist in no. 358, see below),
perhaps by vowel harmony, doubtless helped by the analogy
of Latin ríx: régis; and then the final -s was lost,1 whence
-rígi; leading by loss of final syllable to -ríg, > W. -ri. This is
very possible. But instead, we might perhaps more probably
regard them as Latinising genitives, with the common Latin -i

1 He notes that since CAELEXTI in 413 is clearly for Caelextis, MONE-
DORIGI may also have lost -s; but see p. 636 below.
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substituted for the British -Σ < -os. It might be argued that if this were so one would expect the Latin third declension genitive in -is, hence -rigis; but compare pp. 192-3, and CHIC. nos. 326, 440, and 492 where the Irish genitive Maqqi-Deceadas is given a Latin ending in -i not -is. A support for Williams’ interpretation, and so used by him, is the occurrence of what appears to be his intermediate form -rigis in no. 358, mid sixth century, VOTEPORIGIS PROTICTORIS, in Ogam VOTECORIGAS. This may well be so; or, to put it slightly differently, let us say rather that -rigos became -riΣ, spelt here -rigis; but it could also be simply a better Latinisation of the British genitive, using the third declension -is rather than second declension -i. In either case, the Latin regis has clearly influenced the form. Williams’ theory would imply the existence of a more corrupt Brit. form -rigi earlier than the less corrupt -rigis; but he anticipated this objection by saying that some engravers were more archaic in their spelling than others (op. cit. p. 33). In any case, the fact is that Voteporigis is no proof that final syllables still existed in British at the time. Similarly, whatever the exact explanation of the -origi names is, they must stand in some way for the genitive of -orix; the probability is that they are stereotyped Latinisations, not accurate representations of rather broken down British forms, and hence the existence of -i in them does not prove that final syllables still existed.

The upshot of this discussion seems to be as follows: (1) the British nominative -orix became first -oris, as in Camulorius, which is rather early fifth century; (2) then it may have lost -s, becoming -ori, as in some inscriptions and in Gildas’ Vortipori; but in some of these certainly and in all the others probably or possibly, we may have rather the genitive and vocative of a new Latinising -ōrīus or -ōrīus, actually seen in Carantorius and perhaps in Maglorius. If, then, these are artificial Latinisations, the fact that they may occur late does not prove the survival of final syllables at that time, since the pattern was evidently an older one laid down when they still existed. (3) Names in -rigi may represent a stage in the loss of final syllables, namely -rigos > -rigis (better, -riΣ) influenced by Latin regis, >
-rigi (or rather -riga, and later, -rig). But again, these may be very likely artificial Latin genitives of the second declension from the oblique stem, and could therefore be either substitutions for an existing -rigos (-rigaΣ), if early enough; or if late enough, traditions inherited from that time, the British now being -rig. Hence, apart from Camuloridu, none of the forms discussed really prove anything decisive about the survival or loss of final syllables; except that final -x in polysyllables became or had become -s in the fifth century and was then dropped, also in the (probably later) fifth century, while the vowel still remained; the final s or Σ is still there in Ordous, whereas the vowel, in this case an original short and now probably only a, is not represented but must have existed. The coining of a new -orius beside -origi already in the fifth century might suggest that the distinction between a British nominative and genitive was no longer understood, and that they had already split into two name formatives; but as no -oricus occurs, and as there is no certainty that -origi is not merely a form of the British genitive and felt as such, this cannot be pressed.

§ 181. British Final Syllables in English Names

If final syllables survived in British during part of the settlement period and became lost before it was complete, one would expect to find clear evidence of the existence of those syllables in early loans and for their absence in later ones. Actually no such picture appears. Pr. AS. had its own termination and gender system, which differed considerably from the British. Vulgar Latin colloquial loanwords in AS., which here as elsewhere form an important parallel to the borrowing of British names, since Vulgar Latin and British had a very similar phonetic and morphological make-up, were borrowed into AS. at this time with assimilations of various kinds to the AS. system of gender and termination; and if we did not know what the Latin forms were, very little about their final syllables could be deduced from the English. On this matter
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see Luick, HGES. §§ 332 ff.; Pogatscher, Lautl, pp. 155 ff.; Förster, FT. pp. 333-5. A long and valuable discussion on gender and flexion in AS. river names will be found in FT. pp. 303 ff. Förster shows that out of about two hundred British river names borrowed into AS., over 40 per cent are treated as indeclinable and without termination (op. cit. pp. 314 ff.); about 33 per cent as weak masculine and feminine n-stems (p. 318); and 27 per cent as strong stems (p. 324). He notes that AS. had no special feeling for the genders of Brit. river names, and that the AS. genders prove nothing for the British (p. 307). It should be remembered that by the beginning of the English settlement in the middle of the fifth century we ought not to think of British final syllables in the form of their Indo-European or Celtic originals, as place-name scholars almost always do, but as something like the following: Celtic -os, -is were now -oΣ; -on was -oη; -ā was -a; -ā(-) was -u(-); -ū(-) was -u(-); -ū(-) from IE. -o(-) was -u(-), having passed through ā > ʌ; -oś was -oΣ, -ōn was -oη; -ūā was -oʊ; -ū(α) from IE. -oʊ(-) was -u(-) or -u(-), through ā > ʌ.

Actually, for the reasons named, it is almost impossible to show from the AS. evidence that final syllables were or were not existent in British at any given period. A probable exception is the river Dee (Wales, Ch.), Brit. *Dēukā, which must have been borrowed as Pr.AS. *Dēw, presumably from Pr.W. *Dēw (cf. FT. pp. 233-4). But even here, *Dēwā might well have been taken in as *Dēw in AS. It is notable that certain names which were plural in British are plural in AS., and this might be thought of as evidence for the presence of plural terminations in British, especially since they are early loans. So Dover (K.), AS. Doferas (pl.), Rom.-Brit. Dubris (AL, etc.; locative pl.), from Late Brit. *Dobras (plural, see p. 577, and cf. RN. pp. Ixxiii and 135). Also Wendover

1 E.g. Ekwall and Förster regularly think in terms of Brit. -ō and -jō in the settlement period, though these were -ā and -jā already in CC. This has led to a number of wrong interpretations of evidence. So in FT. p. 429, Förster envisages AS. Temaete, the Teme, as being possibly from Brit. *Tamidōn or *Tamiddōn (sic), and giving Pr.AS. *Tamidōn (though, for different reasons, he prefers another explanation). The name must have been borrowed about 600.
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(Buck.), AS. æt Wændofron (pl.; see RN. p. 448); Lympne (river and town, K.), Rom.-Brit. Lemanis (AL., etc.; loc.pl.), Late Brit. pl. *Līmanas, AS. on Liminum, æt Liminum, etc. (pl.); and Andover (Ha.), AS. Andeferas, æt Andeferan (pl.),

perhaps from a Late Brit. plural *-dibri < Brit. *-dubrī. However, though in all these instances the endings may have been present, it is not certain that they were, since an endingless form like *dobr could no doubt still function quite distinctly as a plural, being clearly different from the singular, and we know that *dibr actually did so, because it became the MW. pl. dyfr. Whether this would be true of *Līman, which would not differ from its singular, is naturally uncertain. On this question see further pp. 243-4. The only way in which some sign of the final syllable may be visible in AS. is in the fact that terminations in -i- seem very rarely to have left a trace of the -i-; so AS. Cantweare was probably borrowed as *Canti-ware from *Cantian, see p. 600. In any case, this is not necessarily due so much to the final syllable as to the character of the consonant group. Compare Ekwall on AS. Glene from what in our terminology would be Pr.W. *Glen’, < Brit. *Glanjo-; RN. p. 177. However, the fact that a name was borrowed into the AS. declensions with -e is no absolute proof of the presence of any termination or palatal quality in the British, for the reasons given above.

The conclusion is that nothing definite can be decided about the evidence of British names in AS., and that they do not help us to settle the question of the date of the loss of final syllables in British.

1 See RN. p. 15. Förster rejects the theory that this represents a British plural, by means of supplying it with a hypothetical singular and saying that the plural is a later AS. development (FT. pp. 81-2).

2 But see Förster, who thinks the name is from *Glani from Brit. *Glænis, *Glanjo- or *Glanjā (FT. pp. 308, 332).

3 The opinions of Ekwall and Förster on this subject seem to be fluctuating. So Ekwall says that "nothing suggests that there was any trace" of the British endings "at the time of the English invasion"," in RN. p. lxiii. Yet he makes frequent use of the assumption that those endings did exist, in explaining AS. forms. For example, he accounts for the form Treenta by supposing a Brit. *Trisanti with the -i still present (RN. p. 417); and he actually thinks that the reason why Tamar is Tamar in AS. is because it was borrowed from *Tamara with Pr.AS. -a substituted for the -i — and this
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§ 182. Conclusion on the Date of the Loss of Final Syllables

They may have been weakened very early, short vowels to varieties of ə and long vowels to short ones; see § 151. They were fully lost later than the late fifth to early sixth century, and probably already by the second half of the sixth century, as the relative evidence shows, see pp. 618-19. For direct evidence, Bede’s *Dinoot* may be a case of loss at the beginning of the seventh century; CIC. no. 971 has it by the middle of the seventh century, C. *Cructan* in A.D. 682, and CIC. nos. 995 and 1033 by the seventh to eighth century. The form of British place-names borrowed into AS. affords no definite information, though some names taken over as plurals between c. 450 and 550 may still have had their terminations, and the history of Dee, adopted c. 600, may show loss of the final syllable. Neither *Dinoot* nor *Cructan* are on the same footing as the place-names, since they are given as being British, the latter specifically contrasted with the English. As for Gildas, writing about 540, his *Vortipori* may or may not stand for an actual contemporary *Wodebori*, nom. sg.; it proves nothing, except only that it means that the loss of -x had already taken place. His *Maglocune* does look as though the distinction between a nominative and an oblique case was forgotten and the name had split into two; otherwise one would have expected him to use *Magloci*. However, this need not imply that the case system had become really obsolete long before; it bears witness rather to a period of weakening and confusion

when the name was adopted in the eighth century (RN. p. 389). Förster satisfactorily explains *Tamar* as a misreading for *Tummar*, FT. p. 406. Similarly with Förster; his view about the date of the loss of final syllables seems a little vague (see p. 632), but he does definitely state that all unstressed final vowels must have been lost by the fifth century (FT. p. 428). In spite of that, he envisages the possibility that *Crumba*—*Cromba*, the Croome (W. c.) was inflected as a mas. n-stem in AS. because of the Brit. -x, which he says would be short at the time of the borrowing (FT. p. 322)—which borrowing must have taken place at the end of the sixth century.

1 On no. 971, Williams believes that if the loss of final syllables were looked on as illiterate at that time they would not have been omitted, and it must therefore have occurred more than two generations before (AMCA. p. cxv).
of final syllables (e.g. -\(\text{o}\)\(\text{a}\) > -\(\text{a}\), -\(\text{i}\) > -\(\text{I}\)\(^4\)), without necessarily meaning as yet their total loss. The evidence of the inscriptions of the fifth to sixth century has been shown to be indecisive.

It is a fair conclusion that final syllables, which contained now only reduced and short vowels, were becoming obscured and confused, and therefore misunderstood, probably already in the second half of the fifth century, though -\(\text{i}\) retained enough of its true quality to cause final affection as late as the later fifth and early sixth century; hence names with different nominative and oblique stems were probably falling apart early in the sixth century and were quite separate by the time of Gildas, when the true use of cases was evidently obsolete or much obscured. Everything points, therefore, to the end of the fifth century as the period of grave weakening, the first half of the sixth as that of gradual loss, and the middle of that century as the time of the complete disappearance of final syllables.

(N.B.—Loth dates the loss sixth to seventh century, without giving any real evidence, ML, pp. 76-7. In KW, p. 122 Förster followed. However, in FT, he has changed his mind, on the basis of his (much too early) date for the new quantity system as fifth century; and now concludes that loss of -\(\text{a}\) must be older than that, pp. 157-8, and is therefore fourth century (p. 172). P. 428, he says that all unstressed final vowels must have been silent in the fifth century, original -\(\text{a}\) having gone long before the time of the Latin loans, but -\(\text{i}\) (and -\(\text{u}\)\(^4\)) apparently retained much longer (no evidence is given for this). He objects to naming any precise century, saying on p. 158 that it must have taken several, on the ground that the analogous disappearance of austral vowels in English did so. If analogies are to be pressed, one might point rather to the rapid and very similar

\(^4\) Williams thinks the name was Maglocuno or even Maglocun in the twenty years before Gildas was writing, the latter because Vortipori had original long -\(\text{a}\), the descendant of which would last later; and if Maglocun, Gildas could easily Latinise this as Maglocunus (TAAS., 1939, p. 36). We might say, rather, Maglogonus(\(\Sigma\)) early in the century and Maglogon in Gildas’ time.
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dropping of final syllables in Pr.I. Förster has taken no account whatever of the inscriptions, Gildas, etc., and his early date is the consequence of putting the new quantity system back to the fifth century. If all final vowels were gone by the fifth century we may well wonder how they could have caused final i-affection in the fifth to sixth century (Förster’s own date, FT. p. 173).

In TAAS., 1939, pp. 37-8, Ifor Williams has a note on St. Patrick’s alleged oath modebroth, as reported in mediaeval Irish sources. He takes broth as genitive, “of judgment” (therefore from Brit. *brātōs, we may note), and says this proves that Patrick pronounced it with the last syllable gone, or with so little of it that no one heard it; “if St. Patrick has been correctly reported he swore in Welsh, not in British, in the fifth century”. He then explains away the inconsistency with the Camulorír coffin (but not with Vortipori, Voteporigis, etc. etc., be it noticed, which are much later) by suggesting that Camulorís is formal, or the coffin perhaps as much as a century older than Patrick’s time, but broth colloquial. But what evidence have we that modebroth comes from contemporary written sources and not from Irish oral tradition, in which the final syllable would be lost about 500? Or from sixth-century British oral tradition? The o shows that in fact it must be a Second Group loan from Brittonic in Irish, sixth century, with th substituted for d, no doubt under the influence of the Irish cognate and synonymous brāth, and this means that Patrick can never have spoken it in that form. Mo and de are evidently Irish substitutions, too, for Pr.W. *μμ and *dēw. If Patrick ever used the oath at all, he must himself have said, speaking in Late British, something like “μμ dēwΣ brōdoΣ”; which, becoming traditional in British, was adopted by the Irish during the period of strong British influence in the sixth century in the Pr.W. form “μμ nēw bbrēdl”, and almost entirely Hibernicised by them.)
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THE SPIRANT MUTATION AND PREFIXING
OF H- TO VOWELS

§ 183.

When a word ending in a consonant in Primitive Irish stood in a close speech group (as a proclitic or quasi-proclitic) before another word, the result was an external sandhi which is called "gemination" in Old Irish grammar. The effect was that the final consonant of the preceding word was assimilated to the initial consonant of the following one, resulting in a geminate. When the second word began with a vowel, *h- was prefixed to it, which arose from those cases (the most numerous) where *s was the last consonant of the previous word in Primitive Irish, and spread by analogy to all other instances of geminating words before vowels, even though they had not had final Pr.I. *s. So Pr.I. *urid neq*aon>OL. fri nech; Pr.I. *sindus vêrêas>OL. inna rriara; Pr.I. *ayios Arti > OL. *auv (h-)Airt, MI. ua h-Airt.

In Brittonic the sandhi corresponding to this is what is called the spirant mutation. It was caused in the same way by proclitics and quasi-proclitics ending in consonants in British, and the visible result in the OWCB. period was that initial *p-, t-, c- of the second word became f-, th-, ch-, which clearly arose by gemination, through *pp-, tt-, cc-. There is also in certain circumstances an *h- prefixed to vowels; but in Brittonic there was not the same extension of this to pretonics not originally ending in *s in British that there was in Pr.I., and various causes have smoothed away most cases where *h- should have been present, with the result that from the point of view of descriptive grammar the prefixing of *h- seems to have little connection with the spirant mutation. The reason why there is not a gemination of voiced stops, corresponding to that of the voiceless stops, may be that all such geminate groups tended to become simplified quite early in Pr.WCB., and in initial position no doubt much earlier than elsewhere. So, for example, in internal sandhi, *ad-berv>Brit. *ubver- in which the b was geminate at the period of lenition, later>
THE SPIRANT MUTATION

Pr. WCB. *aber, see §§ 70, 132. In B. all the initial mediae are long in spirant mutation position, but this is probably not due to gemination, since they are also long in absolute initial. That the gemination produced by proclities and quasi-proclities ending in consonants was something different from, and stronger than, the half-long quantity of CC. consonants in absolute initial which has been proposed in § 132 is seen in the very fact that half-long p(p)-, t(t)-, c(c)- give WCB. p-, t-, c-, whereas geminate pp-, tt-, cc- give WCB. f-, th-, ch-. We are not to suppose, then, that a Brit. form like *sindos cattos had mere c(c)- in Late Brit. as *cattos by itself had, and that the reason why it escaped the lenition caused by proclities ending in vowels was simply because the half-long c(c)- was used in initial position in CC. in all circumstances except after a proclitic ending in a vowel, where c- was used, giving WCB. g-. Rather, we must regard this position as a special case, and postulate a Late Brit. *Σindος cattος(Σ), where the lost -Σ of *ΣindοςΣ had made the half-long c(c)- into a full geminate cc-.


The rules for this mutation are set out in LP, pp. 123, 121. There is considerable disagreement between the three languages, and it is obvious that there was much levelling out by analogy and other causes working in different ways; for instance, B. keeps the spirant mutation after pevur m., peder f., "four", both ending in Brit. -es, whereas W. and C. have lost it.\footnote{There is a good deal of variation among the Breton dialects, obviously comparatively recent. See now F. Fulc'hun, Le Système consonantique du breton, pp. 94-6.} The original situation is best preserved in W.
§ 184.

As regards the history of the final consonants involved (Brit. -s, -ns, -x, -c), they were of course lost, together with the whole final syllable in polysyllables, at the end of stressed words in pausa and where the following word was not in a close speech group with the preceding. Only where the first word is a proclitic or virtual proclitic, where it was more or less closely linked to the second, is there the trace of the final consonant in the form of the geminating factor or the sound prefixed to the vowel. This sound in the case of h-<s is actually written as a prefix in W.; but with -x and -c the resultant W. -ch and -g (the latter usually spelt -c) is always written as part of the preceding word, hence W. chwech, ag, nág (ac, nac) before vowels. On the pausa form chwech see p. 637.

It is likely that except in sandhi, final Brit. -s became -Σ and was then lost, whether or not it ever reached the stage -h. The inscription CHIC. no. 413, fifth century, CAELEXTI MONEDORIGI, in which the first name is obviously the Latin Caelestis, is taken by Williams as having -s lost already in both names (TAAS., 1939, p. 33). This is quite uncertain, however, for CAELEXTI, because Latin -s is often dropped in the inscriptions of Gaul as well as those of Britain (for Britain, cf. p. 192); and Caelesti must surely be a case of this, since it had Latin -s, not Brit. -Σ. On Monedorigi see pp. 626-7. In any event, in external sandhi as distinct from in pausa the Σ remained and eventually became h, presumably at about the same time as initial Σ or Σ at the beginning of the second element of compounds. Before a vowel it was certainly not treated in the same way as in absolute internal position, where -s- fell together with -i-, nor would one expect it to be; rather, as is natural in the loose association of external sandhi, it behaved like s- at the beginning of the second element of a compound. Presumably, therefore, before consonants also -s gave -Σ>-h by the time when gemination took place; or at any rate a sound in which the Σ had lost so much of its sibilant character that it did not simply join with p-, t-, c- in sp-, st-, sc-, but resulted in geminate stops instead.
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That the sandhi did not develop like s-groups in British absolute internal position appears from the history of those groups; see §§ 120 ff.; and is warranted also by the fact that before vowels the -s did not behave as in absolute initial.1 Final -ns is involved in W. tra from Brit. *trāns, and in the B. infix -h-o- from *sons. In these cases ns>s seems to have been simplified very early to single s in final position, giving Brit. Σ>h, unlike internal ns, as otherwise -s would have remained. Compare what appears to be the similar simplification of -ts>s>s>-Σ-nil in a stressed monosyllable in the case of IE. *ⁿeₚòts>-C. *neₚūs, contracted in British, and giving MW. nei, not *nēis. So too with MW. treu, draw, B. treu, the stressed adverb from *trāns without the prolocic shortening seen in tra (W. traws, C. tres, trus, B. treuz may have analogical -s, cf. Loth, RC. xxxvii, 30; and so with the preposition W. tros).

With final -x the development of Brit. -x p-, -x t-, -x c- is certainly not that of IE. ksp, kst, ksk in absolute internal position; and we must evidently start from Late Brit. -X* p-, etc. The -x apparently did not become here -xs>s-nil, as it seems to have done in absolute final position (pp. 535, 625); instead, it behaved as one might expect in the loose quasi-compound grouping of external sandhi, giving Brit. -X*, which eventually caused gemination or prefixed -ch to a vowel. In pausa one would perhaps have supposed that *sweₚ would become *Σweₚ>s>chwe, like -rix>-ris, *Ordvoyix>Ordous, but actually there is chwech here, which is perhaps a generalisation of the antevocalic sandhi form, where -X* remained; though the history of British -x in stressed monosyllables is not altogether clear, and it may have been preserved there in pausa as well as in sandhi (see VKG. i, 244, LP. p. 64, Baudiš, Gr.

---

1 Morris Jones regarded spirant mutation by -s as a function of the θ, χs which he thought could arise from absolute internal st, sc (see WG. pp. 175, 138). But first, internal st did not give ff; second, if the θ stage really existed in Brit., it had certainly long become ss before the time of the spirant mutation; and third, -ch from -sk- is probably due to an ancient metathesis, θk>sk, such as must have occurred many centuries before, see § 123; nor would such a metathesis be probable in the loose association of external sandhi.
Another example of -χ>ch before a vowel in external sandhi is the IE. preposition which gave CC. *ex>early W. ech when followed by a vowel (see CA. p. 114, CLH. p. 60). Before a consonant, one would expect *e with spirant mutation.

As for -c, it caused the simple gemination of the following consonant, and before a vowel underwent the normal lenition to -g.

§ 185. The Date of the Gemination

The fact that the original polysyllabic words W. Ma-, B. teir, pevar, peder cause spirant mutation (as well as traces of the same brought about by masc. nouns in -os in B., cf. LP. p. 123) shows that the gemination must have occurred before the total loss of final syllables, that is, before the middle of the sixth century. ¹ It must also have happened before pp, tt, cc gave f, th, ch, because it took part in that change; therefore before the middle or second half of the sixth century (§ 147). That it is common to W., C., and B. also suggests a date no later; but the considerable variations in detail between the three languages would very likely indicate that no well-established pattern had developed long before the separation, and therefore that it was recent; indeed since MW. teir, pedear, pedeir, and nouns in Brit. -os other than stereotyped names in Ma-, do not cause spirant mutation in W., it may be that the true development of it in Late West Brit. was not significantly earlier than the loss of final syllables. In general it is not likely to be an old feature. One may suggest, therefore, that the consonant gemination occurred in the first half of the sixth century, and took on the character of the present spirant mutation in the middle or second half of the same century.

¹ Σ>h here is probably to be regarded as having developed in the same way as Σ at the beginning of the second elements of compounds, because this is a quasi-internal situation. That means that h here was not reached before the first half or middle of the sixth century, and suggests therefore that some form of Σ rather than true h is what brought about the gemination. The date of the loss of final Σ in stressed syllables in pausa (which may have been earlier, cf. p. 635) is not relevant.
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§ 186.

After a British proclitic or quasi-proclitic ending originally in a nasal, i.e. in -n, the voiceless and voiced stops⁰ are nasalised in Welsh in exactly the same way as they were in absolute internal position after a nasal; hence -n p-, -n l-, -n c-, -n b-, -n d-, -n g- gave respectively mh-, nh-, yh-, m-, n-, y- (cf. §§ 103 ff.). Vowels are ostensibly not affected, but we should probably regard the nasal as being passed on to the second word when it begins with a vowel, compare the discussion below. In CB., on the other hand, there is spirant mutation instead of nasalisation of p-, t-, c-, b-, d-, g- are not visibly affected, just as they are not in the ordinary spirant mutation. Pedersen’s theory of the history of mp, nτ, and nc was designed in part to account for this curious divergence, but his views on the general history of these sounds have been disputed above, § 106. A different account of the history of -n in external sandhi is offered here. For the rules and occurrences of the mutation in WCB, see LP. p. 119. As with the spirant mutation, the occasions and causing words by no means agree exactly as between the three languages.

§ 187.

We have seen that whereas internal mb, nd, ƞg>m(m), n(n), ƞ(ƞ) was a process beginning in the late fifth century and more or less complete by the end of the sixth (§ 112), internal mp, nτ, nc>mh, nh, yh was limited to Welsh and developed in the eighth to early ninth century (§ 108). What seems to offer the best explanation of the facts of nasal mutation may be summarised as follows: In the Late British dialect of the West the final nasal remained as such; in that of the South-

¹ There was no Brit. final -γ, and IE. -m had become -n in CC.
² Including the g- of gw-<γ-, presumably by the analogy of g-.
West it was reduced to some sort of denasalised catch,¹ which had exactly the same effect on a following stop as those final consonants which caused gemination, and hence the result in CB. is the same as (and may be looked on as part of) the spirant mutation. A parallel gemination of a stop arising out of a nasal plus stop is seen in the Scandinavian languages in the case of *nk; for instance, Swedish and Danish *ta(c)k beside English 'thank'.² As for the West, the final nasal remained in proclitics, just as the -Σ of proclitic *esjūs remained; whereas in stressed pausa final -n was lost just as -Σ was.³ The -n then caused nasalisation of Late West Brit. b-, d-, g-, presumably in the late fifth to sixth century, but did not affect p-, t-, c- until the eighth century. So, for example, with the Brit. monosyllabic proclitics *in, "in", and *men, "my", <mene, we should have in the early fifth century in-tiγΣ, "in a house", mni-tiγΣ, "my house", in-donjū, "in a man", mni-donjΣ, "my man". Then in the early sixth century these would be in-tiγ(Σ), mni-tiγ(Σ), but i-nmun'ī, mni-nun'īo(Σ). Finally, by the early ninth century there was i-nhi(5), i-nhi(5), as well as i-nin, vi-nin. In Pr.CB. there was, of course, regularly gemination, and (with the voiceless stops) subsequent spirants; so Late SW.Brit. mnu-tiγ(Σ), mnu-ddun'īo(Σ) > C. ow thy, ow den.⁴ B. va thi, va den. The British disyllabic quasi-proclitics *sex lan, "seven", *nayan, "nine", *decan, "ten" and *canton, "a hundred", kept their nasal as long as final syllables lasted, so that in the early sixth century, when nd

¹ Presumably as a result of cutting off the air passage through the nose before the -n was complete, producing a kind of weak 4. This might be a stage in the loss of final -n in SW.Brit.

² The nasal may have survived as such to a small extent dialectically in SW.Brit.; however, as there seem to be a few traces of it in B. Thus B. m2 (causing spirant mutation) is, however, men before mediae in the Vannes dialect; and whereas the infixd lex. pronoun <*mim is he (causing spirant mutation) the masc., <*im, is en, with spirant mutation only of en. [See note, however, F. Falechlm, L'Histoire de la langue bretonne (Rennes, 1950-51), p. 87, where he suggests that men is influenced by French mon.]

³ Note, for instance, Brit. *gyaison > W. gwaw (see  § 35 B), where the -n represents the -n, but the -n has gone. Cf. in the same way Brit. *gias > W. gwic, where -c is from the -n, but the -n is lost.

etc., &c. etc. were developing, there would be in Late West Brit. for instance naṳn-ti̤3, "nine houses", but naṳn-un̤ip, "nine men". Shortly after came the total loss of final syllables and the nasal disappeared with them, so that by the eighth century the former had long been nau ti̤3, and there was therefore no question of nasalising the t-; but with original d-, since nasalisation of voiced stops had been established before the loss of final syllables, there was now nau nin, = MW. naw nyn. The nasalisation of b-, d-, g- should have remained as a regular feature in Welsh, but actually in MW. it is limited to only a few stereotyped phrases, namely with MW. blwyd, blyned, "years", bu, "cows", dieu, "days", diwaruñct, "days", and dyn, "people". The analogy of all the other consonants on which the nasal of *nawen had no effect has been responsible for reducing it from a regular "mutation" to a few fixed cases. In Cornish and Breton we should, of course, expect gemination, whence spirant mutation of p-, t-, and c- and no visible change with b-, d-, and g-. Actually the only traces of it lie in the fact that B. nœo, "nine", causes spirant mutation of c-; and perhaps in the peculiar n prefixed to C. uqans, B. uqent, after war, see VKG. i, 403. Otherwise analogy has completely swept away all evidence of -n in these British disyllabic numerals.

§ 188.

One question remains to be dealt with, that is, why the Brit. monosyllabic proclitics in W. are not y and fy prefixing n- to vowels and consonants other than stops. The answer is that yn is really y n- in these cases, but that as with antevocalic chwech instead of chwe ch- the prefixed consonant is written as part of the preceding word. There is, of course, no real stressed pause form (if there were it would be *y), except in grammars, where it is deduced as yn from the prevailing proclitic form. The OW. preposition hi, i, MW. y, "in", causing lenition, is a

---

3 Hambly sees nasalisation of b- in the OW. doueint manuñlenn in Chad 3 (Gr. p. 144). But the meaning of manuñlenn is quite uncertain, and hence it may have original m-; see Lloyd, HW. i, 214, n. 105. Nasalisation by doueint would be analogical, incidentally, as with Mod.W. uqen.
different word (cf. PKM. pp. 102, 122). As to fy, the fact that it is not fy n- or fyn before a vowel and consonants other than stops seems an irregularity, as if it were treated as it would be in stressed pausa; it is to be noted that a form fyn, yn, "my", does occur in South Welsh, e.g. fyn enw, "my name", yn llygad, "my eye", which may suggest that fy is comparatively late and secondary. Perhaps it is due to the influence of a Pr.W. *mou<Brit. *muye (see pp. 640, n. 4, and 657) used, like Cornish ow, as possessive adjective (as well as pronoun in MW. meu); or of a Pr.W. *mox or *µox>W. fy arising by the same process as *tuye> *d xo>W. dy. Traces of this *mou or *mox in early Welsh, causing lenition, as would be expected, are possibly to be seen in the prefix M in ecclesiastical names; see Lewis, ZCP. xx, 138 ff., who, however, guesses that the lenition may be due to the analogy of T in such names (op. cit. p. 143). Compare MODOCUS in CHIC. no. 969, which looks like a hypocoristic of the name OW. Oudociu (cf. p. 380 above) with *mox prefixed.

The answer to some of the seeming irregularities and variations in the WCB. treatment of the spirant and nasal mutations is, no doubt, that final consonants were in general lost, except where proclisis made the proclitic word into a semi-compound with the following one; and that the influence of non-proclitic position (at least in words capable of taking it,

1 Morris Jones tries to account for the difference by saying that yn has a secondary accent before a noun, but fy is wholly unaccented (WG. p. 171). But this does not explain anything, and is evidently entirely ad hoc.
2 Cf. Rhys, LWP. 2, p. 52; Amwyll, Y Heiriant, iii, 296.
3 Though it is as old as Martimius Capella: (mi hun); mi telu and mi concidid in Juv. 3 are doubtless orthographic, attempts to deal with the spelling of nasal mutation of t. and c.; cf. Loth, RC. xxxvi, 185. Morris Jones (loc. cit.) thinks that Brit. *men* had entirely lost its nasal before the OW. period, and therefore did not nasalise forms in OW. and early MW., and that the later nasalisation is due to the analogy of the case with the mediae. This is highly improbable, and is denied by Loth, loc. cit. Morris Jones admitted that the MW. scribes had difficulty with the spelling of nasalisation, and that (apparently) non-nasalised spellings are found in MW. beside nasalised (non-nasalised even occurring in later MSS. when the earlier MS. copied has nasalised), showing that the former are only orthographic conventions (WG. p. 173). But surely, then, the two cases of mi without visible nasalisation, and the few of ny in early MW., can easily be explained likewise.
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such as the numerals) affected the quasi-proclitic. Also the probability that these mutations were coming into existence just at the time when final syllables and consonants were being lost.

§ 189. The Date of Nasalisation

Clearly it began while final syllables and their consonants still existed, therefore not later than the late fifth to early sixth century. In CB. it led to gemination and the subsequent spirant mutation, and is consequently at least as old as gemination (in the first half of the sixth century, § 185). The considerable variations in treatment among the three languages suggest that it was not an old well-established feature at this time, and as just proposed, may mean that it had not occurred before the period when the final syllables were beginning to be lost. Hence we may date it as late fifth or early sixth century.

SYNCOPE

§ 190.

Here two kinds of loss of unstressed internal vowels must be distinguished: (1) that of the composition vowel, including the final syllable of prefixes like Brit. *ambi-, and (2) that of other unstressed vowels, which come immediately before the main stress. Syncope of the composition vowel took place without regard to its position in relation to the stressed syllable (except, of course, that it was itself unstressed). Commonly it was immediately before the accent, and so coincided with type (2); e.g. *Maglo-cūnos > *Magl'gon > Maelgwn. But sometimes it was not, e.g. *Cuno-tigérnos > *Cwn'dezirn > Cyndeyrn. In such cases as the second, it is the composition vowel, not the pretonic syllable, which took precedence and was syncopated; apparently, therefore, the tendency to syncope on the part of the composition vowel was either stronger than that of the
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pretonic vowel, or older, or both. So for example, *Cunobeilinos > W. Cynfelyn, not *Cyneflyn. When the composition vowel was itself penultimate in British, and therefore stressed, it remains; e.g. *Magló-cū > W. Meilyg.

§ 191. Syncope of the Composition Vowel

It has already been suggested (§§ 1, 156) that compounds of two nominal stems 1 are to some extent to be regarded as quasi-separate words, and that in general the second element of all compounds is less closely tied to the first than in absolute internal position (see pp. 345, 367, 436, 514). Hence the composition vowel in these cases would make a kind of final syllable, and might be expected to have been syncopated at the time of the loss of final syllables.

The correct form of the composition vowel is preserved in sources of the Romano-British period, and normally also in the fifth and sixth century inscriptions. So, for instance, CHIC, nos. 435, fifth century, CLV TORIGI; 446, later fifth century, MAGLOCVNI (sic leg.) FILI CLV TORI; 449, end of the fifth or early sixth century, CV NOTAMI; 318, beginning of the sixth century, ETTORIGI; 319, same date, CVNOGVI; 379, same date, CATV RVGI; 342, early sixth century, CVNO CENNI FILIVS CVNOGENI; 327, early or mid sixth century, D VNOCATI; 455, same date, CAMVLORIGI; 358, c. 559, VOTE P ORIGIS; 436, end of the sixth century, EUOLEN GGI. Compare also the Maglocune of Gildas. Among these, nos. 446, 449, and 342 have Ogam equivalents with the characteristic Ogam Irish -o- for the composition vowel; but the spellings with -o- in the Latin inscriptions show at least that this was regarded as proper in Latin (and doubtless also in British).

On the other hand, the composition vowel, though preserved,

1 This may not be so true of prepositional prefixes, etc., which probably bore no secondary stress, and did not have the final type of affixion. Nevertheless they must have been taken as partly separate, since pronouns could be infixed after them, and their vocalism is different when they were felt to be compounding elements from what it was when they were felt as part of one word; see § 199.
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is not infrequently wrongly spelt in various ways. Morris Jones takes this to mean reduction to a (WG. p. 190). This is obviously right, in some form, though in certain instances it may represent rather "", "", "", etc. Similarly, commenting on the CATAMANUS inscription (Brit. Catumandus), Williams says "Cata- must be regarded as a late and poor tradition, which arose when the unaccented vowels in a word were becoming or had become slurred and obscure" (AMCA. p. cxv); and that a is the indistinct vowel coloured by the flanking vowels (TAAS., 1939, p. 35). Compare Baudiz, Gr. p. 57. Such slurrings may perhaps be seen in one or two instances as early as the Roman period. Segelocum (AL.) and Segedumnum (ND.) may have -e- for -o-; BALITICAVRO is apparently for Belatucaire (see p. 430, n. 3). But these are doubtful. In the post-Roman inscriptions: CHIC. nos. 354, fifth century, CORBALENGI (a for o); 376, fifth century, VENNISSETLI (i for o); 390, same date; VENDESETLI (e for o); 385, end of the fifth century, ANATEMORI (e for io, cf. § 156); 500, same date, AMMECATI (e for i); 353, end of fifth or early sixth century, TRENACATVS (a for o); 368, same date, BARRIVENDI FILIVS VENDVARI (i and u for o); 400, beginning of the sixth century, VINNEMAGLI FILI SENE-

MAGLI (e twice for o); 488, early or mid sixth century, ENABARRI (a for o); 397, mid to later sixth century, CVNALIPI (a for o); 375, same date, TOTAVALI (a for o); 408, same date, CATOTIGIRNI (o for u); 1028, end of sixth or early seventh century, VENDVMAGLI (u for o); 428, early seventh century, TRENEUGSSI (e for o); 970, mid seventh century, CATAMANUS (a for u); 477, seventh century, CONETOCI (e for o). In Gildas, note Cuneglasse with e for o, Morris Jones takes British forms with wrong a as Goidelic (WG. p. 190), which is certainly true in some cases, like ENABARRI; but not in others; which are British. In giving the Roman-letter equivalents of Irish names the engravers did

---

1 On the date of this inscription see p. 325.

2 Since this would be *Etnabbarri (or *Etneabari) if it were British—"Bird-Head". His example CATAMANUS is unfortunate, however, for this is a British name, not an Irish one at all, and belonged to one of a line of Brittonic kings.
try to conform to British Latin usage, as we have seen in Chapter V, and in some cases used the real British cognate names, so that the examples of a in these cannot be merely explained away as Hibernicisms, and they have their significance for British too. Ogam has exclusively -a-, but British is liable to use any one of the five vowels in the attempt to spell the un-spell-able sound æ.

Thirdly, there are some instances in the Dark Age inscriptions¹ where the composition vowel is actually lost. These are nos. 493, mid to later sixth century, CONBEVI; 350, seventh century, [IV]DNERT; ² 490, seventh century, DATUIDOCI CONHINOCI; 471, seventh century, CLOTUALI; 1033, late seventh to early eighth century,³ CINGEN; 427, eighth century,⁴ CATUOCONI. Note also Elltutus (i, § 7, etc.) and Judualus (i, § 53, etc.), in the Life of St. Samson, early seventh century; and, if my explanation of the name is correct, Catihernus (509–21; see p. 454).

§ 192. The Date of Syncope of Composition Vowels

It must have happened after lenition. So *Maglocunos*> *MaglocunuΣ* by lenition, >Pr.W. *Mael’gun*; otherwise there would have been *Maglocunos*>*MaglocunuΣ*>*Maelchun*. Also after nd had become nn, since *Uindosaitlos* gives W. Gwynnhoedl not *Gwynntoedl*; but in some cases nd was not fully nn, see on encilio, § 112. 2. Presumably, too, after Σ at the beginning of the second element of a compound had at least well advanced to h, as otherwise there would be *Gwynsoedl* or *Gwysoedl* here. On the other hand, it happened before internal vowel affection (p. 609); before nt>nh (§ 104); and before provection (§ 143). Also before the separation of W., C., and B. There is no trace of the composition vowel in OWCB., except in the group of special instances discussed in

¹ There are no certain examples from the Roman period known to me (taking into consideration the textual corruption of Ravennae). Corostopium (Atl.) would be one if for *Coriosopilum* (Loth, EB. p. 60, and others), but this is doubtful. CATVALLAVNA for Catteralliana, Eph. Ep. iv, p. 212, is very likely purely orthographical, with V for VV.

² On the date see p. 620.

[¹ On the date see now p. 668, n. 1.]

³ On the date see p. 591.

⁴ On the date see p. 291.
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§ 194. All this indicates a date in the sixth century, as a preliminary.

§ 193.

The information to be gathered from oral loans in AS. names is not so full as might be expected, because in many cases AS. syncope of unstressed vowels would confuse the issue (cf. HGES. §§ 303 ff.), particularly as a reduced vowel would in any case be specially liable to be dropped in the process of borrowing. Nevertheless, one or two examples are significant. *Letocetum* borrowed as *Lyccid* or *Liccid* (likely to be in the late sixth century, but perhaps not so soon, see § 28. 3) shows that provection and therefore syncope had already taken place; compare *Catar(†)acta >Cetreht*, § 144. 3. The Pr.W. names in ASC. 577, *Conmail (sic leg.), Condidan, and Farinmail* also suggest Brittonic loss of composition vowels; and compare the seventh-century name *Cædmon*, and ASC. 686-8, *Ceadwalla, Cædwalla*. Kinver (Staf.), perhaps from Brit. *Cunobriga*, adopted in the second half of the sixth century, appears in AS. as *Cynibre, Cynefare*; but Ekwall explains the -i-, -e- as due to the influence of the AS. *cyne*, "royal", Dict. p. 266. The only apparently clear case of survival of a British composition vowel known to me is in Rom.-Brit. *Durobrivae > AS. *Hrobrí > Hrofes-ceaster*, see § 1. This is likely to be a very early loan, middle or second half of the fifth century. The evidence from AS. borrowings, so far as it goes, implies then that syncope had not occurred by the second half of the fifth century, but had by the later sixth or before.

§ 194.

The examples given above from inscriptions show definite proof that the composition vowel became first ą or other varieties of reduced vowel; and was then lost by the later sixth century (CONBEVI) and the seventh. *Catichernus*, which may be as late as 520, is probably an early instance. On the other hand, there is an apparent example of the composition
vowel fully preserved in its correct form at the end of the sixth century; and several with it in reduced form in the seventh century. Some of these might be due to orthographic archaism or conservatism, depending on a firm epigraphic tradition. So Williams regards ETTORIGI as having -o- inserted by archaizing (AMCA. p. cxvi), though as this particular inscription dates from the beginning of the sixth century it is not necessary to invoke such a cause here. But another explanation can be offered for the presence of the composition vowel in late inscriptions, as an exceptional thing. It is clear that in fact these vowels were occasionally not syncopated at all, but remained; and this not simply in writing but in speech too. The form it takes in such cases is chiefly -a-, sometimes -o-, rarely -e-, which suggests that the vowel had reached the reduced stage before it was saved from syncope (and also that the various spellings found in inscriptions may not always be mere attempts to write a, but do represent a real quality).


1 He regards aŋ for aŋ here as comparable to Brit. -oŋ -oŋ in tried; but the situation is different, and the numerous parallels just quoted make this unnecessary.
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In most cases these longer forms seem not to have lasted into the MW. period; Mod.W. Briafael survived, no doubt, because it was the name of the saint and of his church at St. Briavael’s (Gl.), and therefore protected by tradition. MW. Riogan, Dinogat, Urue|en, and Cuneda were not current names, but copied from older sources. It must be that those which did not survive beyond the OW. period had *a, o, e (or i*) all through, and when the accent-shift occurred this reduced vowel was not enough to take the stress, and was eliminated in the process; so that what was Dinog̓ad in OW. became Dingad when the accent moved back in the eleventh century. The few cases of survival must be due to the vowel having for some reason been more fully pronounced in the particular name in OW.; so Briavu|il > Briafail. The same feature is also found in OB. There is Conatum and Cunatum several times in Cart.Red., <Brit. *Cuno-tamos; Cunauuual, op. cit. p. 153, beside a number of examples of Comnual, Cunnuual, <Brit. *Cuno-yala; Rianual, p. 9, Riaual, p. 221, Riaquual, p. 226, from Brit. *Rigo-yalo; and Dumnonuualon, p. 74, beside Dumnuualon, pp. 86, 129, <Brit. *Dumnu-yallos.

Why should the composition vowel have been preserved so in these OW. and OB. instances? Rhys suggested (Cymm. xxi, 24-5) that in Dunocatus the nominative was stressed Dunócutus and the genitive Dunocátos, but there is no evidence for such an accent variation in Late British—if it had existed its effects would have been visible all through WCB., which is not the case. Sir Ifor Williams proposes that when final syllables were lost the stress shifted more or less gradually to the new penult, and that in some cases the composition vowel was still there to receive it (AMCA. p. cxvii). In BBCS. vii, 388 he speaks of it as “probably a dialectal shifting of the accent”, i.e. as if the change was earlier in some dialects than in others. But in TAAS., 1939, pp. 35-6, he puts it a little differently, and regards these pairs as due to various forms existing at the time of the accent-shift in various districts. If this explanation involves the shifting of the accent immediately upon or soon after the loss of final syllables, it will not suit the facts (see §§ 206 ff.); and besides, as just noted, when the shift did
occur it seems to have wiped out almost all the long forms. It has still to explain why the vowel should have remained in some cases, which "dialectal" does not do. Williams appears to regard this as a general phenomenon, but if so there should have been other traces of composition vowels all through WCB; in fact, we must emphasise as highly significant in the whole problem that this preservation of the composition vowel is found only in personal names, not in any other forms, not even in OW.¹ and OB.—it is a special feature requiring a special explanation. I suggest that the composition vowel is kept in these instances because personal names tend to be more conservative, more resistant to decay, than other words, and for this reason it succeeded, in a few cases, in surviving the period when they were syncopated, and then in lasting in a reduced form (*o, o, o) until finally the accent-shift ended most or all of them. This will help to explain how it is that in the early inscriptions some composition vowels appear to last, in a reduced form, into the seventh century, while names without this vowel are found already in the later sixth century.

§ 195.

Considering now all the evidence set out above, it seems very probable that composition vowels were becoming lost more or less contemporaneously with final syllables, say in the first half of the sixth century, and that their complete disappearance in ordinary words was not later than about the middle of that century; a very early instance may be Cuthernus. In some names, however, they remained in a reduced form until the eleventh century; and in late sixth and seventh century inscriptions the survival of some composition vowels may be due partly to this and partly to epigraphic conservatism. This phenomenon, not so early as the general

¹ Rhys took OW. lituusaur gl. frequens (Juvenec., tenth to eleventh century) as a case of preservation, with *-. (LWP. 2, p. 173), and this in an adjective, not a name. If so, it is unique; but the explanation of lituusaur is unsatisfactory. Thurneysen proposed the emendation limusaur (RC. xi. 93), which is very probable; or it might be a scribal error for *lituusaur.
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loss of composition vowels, was old enough nevertheless to be shared by W. and B., and dates, therefore, back at least to the late sixth century. Again, if the Gododdin poem in any form similar to our present text was really composed at the end of the sixth century, as Sir Ifor Williams has practically proved that it was,\(^1\) then not only the loss of final syllables but also the syncope of composition vowels must be prior to that time, since otherwise the whole metrical system would be reduced to nonsense. The same applies to the small nucleus of bardic poems attributed to Taliesin which also probably belong to that date or a little earlier.\(^2\) If so, the syncope can hardly have been later than a generation or two before. Nevertheless, the fact is that this final completion of syncope appears to be not older than the time when Σ was still noticeably sibilant, and when nd had fairly fully become nn; that is, about the middle of the sixth century. That it should be roughly contemporary with the loss of final syllables is natural, considering that in nominal compounds the composition vowel seems to have functioned as a quasi-final syllable.\(^3\) The reduction of the vowel towards a must, of course, have begun sooner—indeed the analogy of final syllables might suggest that it was a good deal sooner; but the high proportion of correct vowels in the inscriptions would show that at least they kept their quality (i.e. chiefly \(a\)) into the sixth century; and compare the fact that composition -i- still had enough quality to cause affection at the time when -i- in final syllables had lost it (see § 156).

§ 196. Syncope of Other Unstressed Vowels

A short vowel in internal syllables, usually open ones, other than the British composition vowel, when these immediately

\(^1\) CA. introduction; see pp. xx ff.

\(^2\) See Morris Jones, Taliesin; Cymm. xxviii.

\(^3\) Williams says "we cannot cling any longer to the old theory that both medial and final unaccented vowels were lost at one and the same time" (TAAS., 1930, p. 35); but the context shows that he is thinking of the special case of proper names, from which, as we have seen, no general conclusions can be drawn applicable to the language as a whole.
precede the British stress, was syncopated; and a long vowel is said to have been shortened and kept. See LP, pp. 76-7; Lewis, EL, p. 11; Baudis, Gr. pp. 56-7. In the case of some Latin loans, which are affected in the same way, the syllable syncopated was the one before the British, not the Latin accent, which of itself would prove that it occurred therefore in British and not in Latin. In others, however, the Latin words were probably borrowed with the common analogous VL. syncope having already taken place; see § 2. 1, 2. As Lloyd-Jones notes, it is often impossible to say in a given example in which language syncope happened, but sometimes it is possible to show that it was in British (ZCP, vii, 463); e.g. auctoritatem > W. awltwurdod and curitatem > W. cardod, where if the syncope had already occurred in VL. the r’t would have given W. rth. Again, pullicantio > MW. pylgeint, and virginitatem and benedictio > W. gweryndod and bendith have British syncope, because if it were VL. there would be W. lch and nn. We may add that trinitatem > W. trindod developed as virginitatem; and that maledictio > W. melltith must have British syncope because a VL. mal’dictio would have become W. *melltith. Latin episcopus would, of course, not have syncope of the i, so that W. esgob, C. escop, B. eskop, is due to the British accentuation episcopus.

There are, however, many exceptions to the rule of this syncope; Lewis and Pedersen say “among the Latin borrowings” (LP, p. 77), but they are also found in British. Since there are no exceptions to the syncope of composition vowels except for the special class discussed in § 194, this shows that the two types are really two different phenomena. Some of the exceptions are only apparent, as the vowel is in a closed syllable and therefore liable to be preserved to avoid too heavy a consonant cluster (cf. Lewis, EL, p. 11). Such are the Brit. oblique stem *iyerjón-> W. lwerddon; Brit. *Combrogissá,

1 This would have had an intermediate stage Late Brit. *benedīxtī, but n’d would prove to ad.

2 Forster regards this as a matter of Steigton and Faltton, as in ME. (FT, p. 240); but the applicability of the German theory of sentence melody to Celtic has not been demonstrated.
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*Combrogicā > Pr.W. *Comegres, *Comezag > W. Cymraes, Cymraeg; Brit. *Urtigérmos > OW. Guorthigirn; in Latin, Constantinus > W. Custennin, etc. In cases like Guorthigirn the knowledge of the meaning of the separate word would also probably play a part. But other instances are in open syllables.¹ So *miarínā > W. miaren; nominative *iwerijū > W. Iverydd (influenced by Pr.W. *Iwerdon?); Coroticos or *Caraticos > W. Ceredig (though Pr.W. *Cardig also seems to have occurred, and cf. OW. Cercic beside Ceretic; see pp. 613-14); *Caratācos > W. Caradog; *caratūnjo > W. caradwy (cf. Pedersen, VKG. ii, 40, "kaum lautgesetzlich"); *Litaucicos > W. Llydewig. With names in -ōrīx, *Anagōrīx > Enewyr, *Urtomārīx > W. Gwerthefyr (see Williams, Arch.Camb., 1936, pp. 18-19 on these); Čulidōrīx > Kyledyr (see the same, AMCA. p. cxvi); *Ūo(r)tepōrīx > OW. Guortepir (Gen. ii). Latin examples are given by Lewis and Pedersen, I.P. p. 77, and by Lewis, EL. p. 11; the latter suggests that they may be late learned loans, which is far from certain.

For long vowels shortened and kept,² good examples are apparently lacking;² Brit. *Uotādlnī > MW. Gododin would have had ā > ĕ > ę in any pretonic syllable (cf. § 10), and the same is true of *Rōmānīdco > W. Rhufonio; Loth attempts to treat MW. Celydon as being from Brit. *Calidon- with this shortening, on the ground that *Calidon- would have syncope of ĕ (RC. xlvii, 3); but quite apart from the fact that such syncope is far from universal, the ĕ may well have remained here under the influence of the singular, Brit. *Calidā > Pr.W.

¹ W. galanas lacks syncope, but Cumbrian guanes or galys, evidently the same word, seems to show it; see p. 10.

² Total syncope of a long vowel would be exceptional. Thurneysen derives W. wythfed from *ochtūmetos, with irregular analogical syncope of the long vowel (ZCP. xvi, 300). Förster suggests that Concas in an AS. document, for the saint Concan, is a genuine form with syncope (Reliq. p. 100); but he seems to forget that as he regards Concas as having ĕ > ĕ this would also mean syncope of a long vowel, unless the pretonic ĕ was already shortened (contrast Gododin and Rhufonio; below). This is a good deal to build on one spelling in an AS. source, and Förster himself admits it may be a scribal error.

³ Loth's examples in Chr.B. p. 60 are all of Latin ā and ĕ (on which see below) except W. surheaf, in which the ĕ is in any case not immediately pretonic in Pr.W. and the etymology he proposes is highly doubtful.
*Calid, just as in a word like pl. anghenion the e unquestionably remains under the influence of the sg. anghen (cf. p. 607, n. 1). As for Latin loanwords, an immediately pretonic long vowel may appear as short in British, e.g. peccatorem > W. pechadur, firmamentum > W. ffurfafen, but as we have seen (pp. 289-90) this is the result of a shortening in Vulgar Latin, not in British; the fact that the short vowel was not syncopated is simply due to the preservation of such vowels which has already been noted as an alternative to their syncope.¹ Loth's màcoer, mèsur and Lewis' instances in EL. p. 11 are in any case not examples of syncope position in British, since these concern an initial syllable.

On the contrary, a long vowel in syncope position may actually remain long;² so *Coroticjáno->W. Ceredigion not *Ceredgyion. Brit. *ambenedícátio-, from Latin benedic- with British suffix and negative prefix, gave MW. emendigeit, with Late Brit. i not i; but the preceding e is syncopated, and must therefore have been treated as a British composition vowel, in which case the following syllable would remain unaffected. In the absence of any better proof than what has hitherto been offered for the statement that long vowels in British syncope position are shortened and kept, we must suspend judgment.

§ 197. The Date of the Second Type of Syncope

It is likely to have been approximately contemporary with that of the composition vowel, but the precedence of the latter over the former in words like Cunobelinos > Cynfelyn may mean that it is later; see § 190. Forms like bendith, tríndod show that it is subsequent to lenition and to at least the fairly full development of nd to un, since otherwise the former would

¹ Pedersen suggests that it may have been half-long (VKG. i, 204), which is possible; perhaps rather, a vowel with a fuller degree of proper quality than a British short vowel in this position; the latter would probably have been more or less reduced before it could be syncopated.

² That is to say, until the new quantity system arose. The W. i in the examples quoted is the reflection of Late Brit. i not i.
have been MW. *bennith and the latter MW. *trinhod. The point about nd should mean that it is later than say the first half of the sixth century. The syncope is common to W., C., and B., and hence not likely to be much younger than the late sixth century.

The only example in the Dark Age inscriptions of a name where the second type of syncope would occur seems to be CIIC. no. 394, end of the fifth century, VENEDOTIS (W. Gwyndod), an adjective from *Úìnedà (W. Gwynedd); and this shows the unstressed vowel still preserved.

For borrowings in AS., Wyrtecorn <Ýortigénos, perhaps a very early loan, has AS. syncope (cf. Luick, HGES. §§ 75, 201), not British, since the i was not dropped in Welsh. Romano-British Eburdeum, W. (Caer) Efrog, adopted in Pr.AS. in the late fifth century as Ebor-, > Eofor-, might well be held to show the existence of the unstressed vowel; but in any case the name was doubtless assimilated to AS. eofor, "boar".¹ Brit. *Catarractā (see § 144. 3) was borrowed into English with British² syncope at the stage *Catrarct, whence AS. Cetreht, presumably in the second half of the sixth century (on the date of the loan see p. 409). Rom.-Brit. Rutupiae > AS. Repta (see pp. 661-2) might theoretically have developed so through Brit. *Rōt'bi (see § 144. 2), with syncope and provocation. Yet one would have supposed that it could hardly have been borrowed later than the end of the fifth century at latest. It is suggested below (loc. cit.) that the name, which on general grounds is likely to be an early loan,³ may have been taken over before lenition, with original t-p and no syncope or provocation. If so, the syncope would have to be English.

Taking into consideration all these data, syncope of the

¹ Cf. Modern Language Review, xxi, 366, where Zachrisson (starting from a VL. *Eurarc-) says Bradley is right to say that *Eur- must have become Eofor- in AS., even without any association with "boar".

² Förster suggests (without any reason given) that the syncope may be VL. (Reliq. p. 100); the provocation in Catraeth shows this is impossible; see above, loc. cit.

³ Cf. FT. p. 285, where Förster says it must have been borrowed before the end of the fifth century because it is in Kent; p. 848, second half of the fifth century.
second type may be put in the mid or later sixth century, probably a little later than that of composition vowels.\(^1\)

**REDUCTIONS CAUSED BY THE ACCENT:**

(A) **EARLY REDUCTIONS COMMON TO WELSH, CORNISH, AND BRETON**

§ 198.

(1) On some apparent cases of loss of unstressed internal syllables in British see § 1.

(2) In separate proclitic words there is evidence for certain reductions which must go back to the British period or before, since they are found in all three Brittonic languages. Apocope of IE. \(e\) occurred in some proclitics already in Common Celtic. So W. \(ac\), \(nac\), \(rnoch\) had Brit. \(-c\)' from IE. \(q^p\e\), where the \(-e\) was apocopated before the \(q^p\) became \(p\); see LP. p. 44. IE. *\(teye\)>-CC. *\(toye\) has stressed forms where the \(-e\) survived, but unstressed where it was apocopated (see below); as this is found in Goedelic as well as Brittonic the loss was presumably Common Celtic.

Original \(\acute{o}, \check{u}, \grave{e}, \grave{i}\) in separate proclitic words were reduced in Brittonic, the result in WCB, being \(\check{e}\), except that when not proclitic but accented such words have \(\check{e}\) in W., \(e\) in CB.; cf. VKG. i, 283, 284, LP. p. 78. On the nature of the reduced sounds in later British see § 200. So Brit. *\(men\)' gives W. \(fy\), B. \(mu\), \(va\), "my"; Brit. *\(sindos\), unstressed definite article,

---

\(^1\) Förster’s theory on Rutupiae (see p. 661) involves assuming that Brit. syncope and provection must have occurred before the end of the fifth century, which is his own date for the loan (that provection cannot have done so, see § 143). In FT. p. 285 he says the syncope can hardly be AS. so early—but no one would want to suppose in any case that AS. syncope had happened at this time; on the contrary, the argument is that the name was borrowed unlenited and un-syncopeated, and was later syncopeated in AS. Förster says he knows no objection to putting British syncope back to the beginning of the fifth century (hence he dates it fifth century, p. 173), quoting *Cantia* and *Catraxta* (neither of which is relevant to so early a date; on *Cantia* see pp. 613-14).
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gives W. yr, CB. an, en (with u), beside stressed demonstrative
*sindon > W. hymn (with i), C. hen, B. henn (with e) ; Brit. *do,
"to", becomes OW. di, MW. y, Mod.W. i, C. the, OB. do, MB.
da, de, Mod.B. da (the MW. has i in this case, treated as an
accented monosyllable, see VKG. loc. cit.).

There is evidence for reduction of British ā > ā in proclitics
before the time when ā > ə. So proclitic W. rhaq, B. rak,
beside stressed W. yrhawq, B. araak ; Brit. *rāc ; see LP. pp.
6, 44. Similarly with proclitic Brit. *trāns > W. trā, in contrast
to stressed W. traw, draw (see § 184). On the other hand, at
the later stage of ə there was again reduction, to ə. Thus Brit.
unstressed adjectival *pāpos, "every", > Late Brit. *pōbos >
W. pob, B. pep, but stressed, "everyone", > W. pawb, C. pup,
pop, pep ; cf. VKG. ii, 212.

Brit. ī < IE. ei is also capable of reduction in proclisis ; e.g.
the unstressed interrogative adjective MW. pa, py, C. py, pe,
B. pe, beside the stressed interrogative pronoun W. pwy, C.
pyw, B. piou, both being from Brit. *pē < IE. *qēi. Or, the
unstressed preposition CB. dre, but stressed W. trwy, < Brit.
*trē (on W. try- see § 199).

Similarly with Brit. ə < Celt. ou'. IE. *teye > CC. *toue,
"thyme", unstressed > *tou'>Brit. *tō, was shortened, giving *tō,
whence W. dy, C. the, B. da ; but when stressed, *toue regularly
became MW. teu, "thine". Compare Pr.I. *toue > OL. tōi,
"thine", but *tou'> OL. do, "thine". On the other hand IE.
*neve > CC. *noue remained in Brit. (W. neu), whereas the
apocopated *nou' gave OL. no (Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 551 ; but
see now Pedersen in JCS. i, 4).

§ 199.

In certain pretonic compounding prefixes the prefix seems
regularly to have been treated in Brit. in the same way as a
separate proclitic, that is to say, ā, ā, ē, i were reduced in all
three Brittonic languages ; so that the prefix must have been
quasi-proclitic and can only have constituted a loose compound
in these instances. See Pedersen, VKG. i, 284. When a pre-
tonic syllable was an integral part of a word the treatment
was separate and different, and here reduction appears only in Welsh; see below. Pedersen regards the special behaviour of separate prefixes as being found properly only in verbal compounds, because of the loose composition of the Celtic verb (e.g. Brit. *to-butā > W. dyfod, C. devos, with a); but it is seen in nominal compounds too, side by side with non-reduction, and Pedersen explains this as a transference, happening more easily in those nominal compounds where the true separate meaning of the prefix was perceived than in those where it was obscured and the prefix felt, therefore, as a meaningless integral part of the word. E.g. *com- in OC. chefas, "joint" (with o), beside MC. compys, "straight, even", B. kompoez, "smooth" (with unreduced o). Actually, unreduced forms are almost never found in Welsh, not even in nominal compounds, and they are rare in CB. This great predominance of reduced over unreduced forms even in nominal compounds may suggest that the prefix in British was regularly treated as quasi-proclitic not only with verbs but also with nouns and adjectives, wherever it carried its clear meaning; and that the pre-verbal situation has not played any special part in influencing the pre-nominal. This would suit better the fact that *so-, "good", and *do-, "bad", are not used as verbal prefixes.

The prefixes in question are the following:

(a) British *ro-, "great, exceeding, complete". OW. pre-verbal and pre-nominal ri- (ro- in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Rodarchus, Vita Merlini II. 122, etc.), MW. pre-verbal and pre-nominal ry-, MC. pre-verbal and pre-nominal re-, OB. pre-verbal ro-, Mod.B. pre-verbal ra-, pre-nominal re-.

(b) British *to-, and *to->*do-2, "to", OW. pre-verbal and pre-nominal di- (e.g. dibid, Comp.; digatma, Ovid); MW. ty-, t-, dy-, OC. do- (in do-comisura, Ox. 2), MC. de-, OB. dopre-verbal and pre-nominal, MB. di-.

1 Cf. OC. chepas, "mate" (with *cit, not *com-), where the -a shows that the prefix was felt as a semi-separate word. See JCS. i, 77.
2 With *com- they would not occur anyway, since they would always have reduction, by the development described on p. 664. For a case of unreduced *so- see p. 653, n. 1.
3 See LP. p. 266.
4 The separate preposition is also do in OB.; da, de in MB.
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(c) British *so-, 1 "good", *do-, "bad". OW. hi-, he-, ho-, hu- (Higué, Heuel, Houel, Huwel 2), MW. hy-, dy-; OC. he- (hegar, Voc.C.), MC. he-, hy-, dy-; OB. ho- (Houel, Cart.Land. p. 564, etc.; Hocar, Cart.Red. p. 66, etc.), hu- (Haelhucar, Paris 12021 CC.), he- (helabar, Eutych.), do- (doddl, Cod.Leid.Voss; dohint, Lux.).

(d) British *com-, *con-, *co-, 3 "with". OW. com- (comoid, Juv.9; contcantou, M.Cap.), co- (coueidid, Juv.3; couer, couid, Juv.9), cin- (cimadas, M.Cap.; ciman, Juv.9, Comp.; cinmaeticion, M.Cap.; etc.), cem- (cemecid, Ox.2), ci- (cinimer, Juv.9; cihremmet, M.Cap.); MW., Mod.W. cyf-, cym-, cyn-, cy-; OC. com-, co-, cun-, cu-, chef- (kef-); MC. ke-, (co- in colemwel); OB. com-, con-, co, cum-, cam-, cem-, ke-; Mod.B. kev-, kem-, gen- (kom- in kompoez, etc.; koi-).

(e) British *tere-, "through, over", etc. This is not reduced in the separate preposition W. trwy (but is in the CB. dre). With reduction, OW. tri- (Tribruit, HB. c. 56 4), M., Mod.W. try-; MC. tre-; OB. tre- (treorgam, Lux.), Mod.B. tre-. Cf. Thurneysen, Gr.OI. p. 534, Lewis and Pedersen, LP. p. 131.

Note that other prefixes are not affected in this way, e.g. *uo-.

§ 200. The History and Date of the Reduction

Pedersen notes that if it goes back to the British period, as is not improbable, the o written in OB. (and, we may add, in OW. and OC., as above) may not mean a pure [o], but an [o]-like ə; VKG. i, 285. This is an important statement, and clearly right. The reduction, being found so regularly all through WCB., is unquestionably of common origin. Moreover,

---

1 Not *su- in Brit., since *sugnimo- would not have given W. heini; etc. See p. 609. In *sugnimo- the so- was not treated as quasi-protitic and reduced; cf. ibid.


3 And Latin com-, con-, except in those cases where VI. cons- > cos-.

4 See Modern Philology, xxxii, 51-2, BBCS: xi, 95.
cases of non-reduction are almost completely absent in M. and Mod.W., and so rare in M. and Mod. C. and B. that though some of the spellings with o in OWCB. might theoretically represent an unreduced o of the type seen in C. colenwel, B. kompoez, the chances are that none in OW. and few in OC. and OB. actually do. This means, therefore, that the spelling with o in OW. always, and in OCB. mostly, must in fact stand for a reduced vowel, some sort of æ which was yet still able to be perceived on occasion as somewhat rounded in the OWCB. period, more regularly and completely in OB. than in the other two. It has been shown above that Brit. o on its way to e in internal affection was still often spelt o in OB., and rarely so in OW., OC. too; and this has been explained as representing an intermediate stage [ö], with enough rounding to account for the spelling (§ 175). There is nothing strange, therefore, in supposing that a reduced vowel which was or could be somewhat rounded could equally well be spelt o; and the very fact that both with this and with the sound arising in vowel affection the spelling o is commoner in OB. than in OW. and OC. suggests a similar quality for both. However, it should be noted that the reduced vowel cannot have been identical with the affection ö, because its history was different. Affection ö, which gives MWCB. e, must have been a full vowel, whereas the other, which gives [æ] spelt in a variety of ways in MWCB., must already have been considerably reduced or it would have fallen together with affection ö. One must imagine some sort of slightly rounded æ; without attempting to describe its exact phonetic nature, the symbol æ is used for it in this book. In the same way, one would think, the reduced vowel arising from Brit. æ, æ, i was probably already distinct from ordinary i in British, and was presumably much the same as the e which resulted from Pr.W. reduction of i (see § 202.1), though it may already have been the mere æ which it became sooner or later in any case. The æ subsequently developed into æ by being completely unrounded in all three languages, perhaps later in B. than in W. and C. On the date of the unrounding in W.

1 The spelling æ is evidently also an attempt at the same sound: æ, æ, and i mean cases where no roundedness was perceived.
see p. 678; in B., spellings with e etc. become regular in the MB. period, but occur also in OB., as already shown.

Is there any direct evidence for a reduced vowel as early as the British period? I think there is. To take Brit. *ro first, the Rom.-Brit. name Regulbium (ND.), Reculver in Kent, is obviously a compound of Brit. *gulbjo-, "beak", i.e. "headland" here, and a prefix which can only be *ro-, therefore "Great Headland"; cf. § 140. Watson takes Regulbium, and Ptolemy's Rerigonios, to have an intensive prefix *re-, "very", cognate with Latin prae (CPNS. p. 34); but no such prefix is known, and it must be *ro. The rigonios he interpreted as "royal", doubtless correctly, hence "very royal". Note also the difficult Rom.-Brit. name Rutupiae (Ptol.), Rutupias (acc. pl., Ammianus), locative pl. Rutupis (Rav., ND., the latter with variant Rutupis) or Rutupis (Peut.) or Ritupis (AL.); and as adjective Lat. Rūtūpinus, -a (Lucan, Juvenal, Ausonius); AS. Repta-coestir (Bede, HE. i, 1); -Richborough, Kent. Ekwall proposes Brit. *rūt- > *rīt- (Dict. p. 368); but the forms show no such clear chronological sequence, the Latin scansion needs a short vowel, and Ekwall's etymology is quite unconvincing.¹ Zachrisson prefers the reading Ritu- and relates it to Brit. *ritu-", "ford" (proposing a loc. pl. *Ritubis, "On the Fords", RKS. p. 81). This makes good sense, of course, but the weight of the sources is heavily against it, and the confusion of letters invoked by Zachrisson is more naturally in favour of original rūtu-. Sir Ifor Williams, who takes the word to have rūt-, relates this to W. rhed, "filth", and compares Gaul. Rutuba, a river name which he concludes means "muddy dirty river" (BSRC, p. 44); Richmond and Crawford hence translate Rutupis as "The mud flats" or "Muddy creek" (ibid.). This is attractive semantically, but Williams' *rut- does not explain the -upiae nor the Gaulish -uba. The British -p- is well attested. Förster's explanation involves supposing a tribal name *Rūtupones, Late Brit. *Ridubones (with his i, on which see p. 667, n. 1 below), syncopating and prefixing to *Rūtpon (sic; better *Rīton; adopted by the

¹ Förster notes that the AS. and ME. forms do not allow a derivation from *Rūti-; FT. p. 284.

² Cf. Förster, FT. p. 848.
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English with e substitution for ē and pt for the unfamiliar group tp, as *Repte; and this before the end of the fifth century. But the difficulties arising from such a supposition are insuperable. First, as we shall see (§ 205), reduction of the vowel of an initial pretonic syllable forming an integral part of the word did not take place so early, probably not before the middle of the sixth century. Secondly, syncope could not have occurred at that time; see § 197. If we could suppose that the name was not adopted until the middle of the sixth century, an explanation closely parallel to Förster's would suit very well (tribe name *Rütpones>*Rudubones>*Rutbon with Pr.W. pretonic reduction; or *Rütpiäus>Pr.W. *Rotbī; in either case borrowed as AS. *Repte). But so late a loan is hardly probable in the geographical circumstances. One might compare the case of Othona, another Saxon Shore fort (see § 146), but this is not very relevant because, unlike Bradwell, Richborough is surrounded by very early English settlements. Assuming that the name was borrowed early, at the time of the first occupation of Kent about 450, when the Late British litenion had scarcely begun, then the t-p can be explained as pre-lenition (§§ 135, 136) and the syncope as AS. (p. 655). As for Ru->AS. Re-, I suggest we can solve this if we assume that the name has the prefix ro-, "great"; that it was early British *Ro-tupiäus; and that the resulting British *Rotupiäus was written in Greek and Latin sources as Rutup-, Rutup-, even Ratup- (if textually sound) in the effort to spell the strange sound which must have seemed elusive to the Greeks and Romans, and which in Regulbium and Rerigonios they rendered by an e. If so, the o would be in existence long before the middle of the fifth century, and regularly substituted by e in AS. as described below, § 204 B. 1. The form ROCATI in CIIIC. no. 500, end of the fifth century, is, of course, no objection to the view that the sound was already o, since this would simply be a case of the spelling with o as in OW. contantou etc. Indeed, even the later completely unrounded o could still be spelt o in Geoffrey's Rodarchus; and substituted by o in English, as in ap Rhyderch->Protheroe, clearly not an early loan (see Förster, KW. pp. 189, 200).
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British *so- is seen in the sixth century loan in Irish, Sucat, = W. hygad, borrowed presumably at the stage Σωγάδ, with o substituted by Irish u; see p. 518. For British *com-, in quasi-separate prefixes it would become Brit. *com- direct; but where it was not felt as separate the resultant early Pr.W. *cμυ- (see § 4. 1) would itself be reduced to *cμυ- later in the sixth century (§ 205), so that here examples of substitution of Brit. o by AS. e etc. would have had to be borrowed before the middle of the sixth century if they are to be regarded as instances of the British quasi-proclitic o > o. I know of none so early, and those which are later loans may well be merely cases of Pr.W. *cμυ- > *cμυ-. Such are AS. Cumberland, Cumbraland (seventh century), the land of the Pr.Cumb. *Combrī(5); Kemble (Wi.), AS. Cemele, which may be: W. cyffyl<IE. *com-pel- (if so, involving Pr.W. *Caμiλ), borrowed in the mid sixth century; similarly with Pen-kevil in Cornwall, showing OC. *cοvil or *cοvil, cf. Förster, FT. p. 642. The English personal names Kevell, Covell(e), Covill are given by Förster as: W. cyfaill < Brit. *com-altjos, and he compares AS. Cameleac, Camelezec, ASC. 918, < Brit. *comaltjācos (KW. p. 185). Here we have the reduced vowel rendered in English u, e, and o (and AS. a=d=q); on these substitutions see § 204 B. Romano-British spellings like Combretonium, Condiate, Coventina, etc., are no objection to the assumption of Brit. *com- already in British, since in the first place they may very likely have *com- felt as an integral part of the word and hence not reduced in British, or secondly they may be using o to write o.

British *trę- seems to be present in its reduced form (= W. try-) already in British in the form Trisantona (Tacitus), which appears to stand for *Trę-Santônā; cf. p. 525.

It would seem probable, therefore, from these examples that reduction of Celt. o and ę to o and e in quasi-proclitic prefixes can be shown to go back at least to the time of Tacitus and Ptolemy, therefore to the first and second century. The same would presumably be true also of quasi-proclitic Celt. ā, ē, and i, though I know no evidence from British sources. Since this reduction is no doubt closely linked with that of the quite
separate proclitics described in § 198. 2, it is likely that the two are contemporary. It should be emphasised that this is distinct from and very much older than the Pr.W. reductions about to be discussed, though the two fell together in Pr.W.

(B) REDUCTIONS FOUND IN WELSH ONLY

§ 201.

Before the Pr.W. accent had shifted back from what was now, after the loss of the Brit. final syllables, the new ultimate, there took place a further reduction, this time in the then pretonic syllables which formed an integral part of the word and were not merely prefixes. This affected original Brit. and Lat. ï and â, as well as Brit. and Lat. ê and ô which had been raised to i and ū before certain consonants in Late West British or Pr.W. in the first half of the sixth century (see §§ 4. 1; 6. 2); and IE. ê which had become i before nasal plus stop in CC. (see § 6. 2). The result of this reduction in M. and Mod.W. was œ, written y (MW. sometimes i or e, which is merely graphic); on the spellings in OW. see pp. 667-8.

According to Pedersen there is no evidence that this change ever took place in Cornish and Breton (VKG. i, 282). This appears to be true; and moreover, since ê, ô > i, ū in the circumstances mentioned is peculiar to Welsh, the subsequent reduction could scarcely appear in CB., at least in these instances. It should be noted, however, that there is some testimony in place-names for reduction in the border area of Dorset, and even in Devon, including the very name of the county; see pp. 674, n. 1, 675, 681. The regular CB. equivalent of the W. œ < i is e (<i, see § 7. 2); and of W. œ < ū is o (<ū, see § 5. 1).

One question is, did reduction also affect British ê, ô when these were not raised to i and ū? Pedersen expressed his doctrine in terms which implicitly exclude such ê and ô.\footnote{1 The œ < i and ô in proclitic and quasi-proclitic words is, of course, a different matter, as just shown.}
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(VKG. i, 281, L.P. p. 77): but Baudis states that ð was so reduced (Gr. p. 54). However, three of his four examples (mynet, llynghes, cymhwys) have ð raised first to Pr.W. ð before nasals. The fourth (OW. morthol, MW. myrthvel, Mod.W. morthwyl, OC. morthol, B. morzel) is obscure, and its exact history uncertain; cf. Lewis, EL. p. 42; it cannot be held to prove anything.¹ Baudis admits also that there are many examples of o remaining, as e.g. agores, moroedd, etc. Loth, who apparently regarded o > ð as regular, said that Baudis’s examples of o preserved are due to the analogy of forms where the o was stressed, as agor, mor, etc. (RC. xlii, 438); which is likely enough in theory. Nevertheless, the fact remains that it is impossible to show any convincing evidence for pretonic ð reduced to ð in Welsh unless it was first raised to ñ in the manner described.

There are a few apparent cases where e, either original or having come about by internal affection of ð, seems to give ð without any raising; but these have a late and secondary appearance, specially since in some cases the ð is only an alternative to the correct e. Morris Jones notes Myrddin beside Merddin, ystyn beside estyn < extendo, etc. (WG. p. 16). Compare also Mod.W. Cydweli, Kidwelly, but OW. Cetqueli (HB. c. 14 etc.), a derivative of Cadical (see Thomas, En.Af. i, 127; Cydweli influenced by the prefix cyd- ?); similarly Dygannwy beside Degannwy, <*Decantoujo-. The reverse is also found, e for ð; e.g. MW. tennestl for tymestl. In some instances, apparently before nasals, there is a instead of or beside y. According to Morris Jones (loc. cit.) there was a tendency to lower ð to a before nasals, e.g. canhorthwy beside cynhorthwy. Ekwall sees in this the explanation of Trisanwlu Nennius’ Trea-hannon, etc. (RN. p. 417), but here the ð is not in

¹ An example that Baudis might have used is W. Brychan, Brycheiniog: Ir. Broccain, and Pr.C. (or perhaps Pr.L.) BROCAIN in CHIC. no. 478, mid-sixth century. But this is absolutely exceptional. Förster sees Coriniam > AS. Ciren as having pretonic reduction (FT. p. 299); but it may be explained better as Pr.W. *Corin > Pr.AS. *Curin > *Ciren > Ciren.

² So Förster says pretonic e occasionally gives W. y (FT. p. 235), but his examples are mostly either of ð > ñ > ð, or are corrupt spellings (as dyweth, dygwydlo, which are ghost words and have original ð).
contact with a nasal and the a is probably merely the result of vowel harmony; see p. 525, and cf. WG. p. 17, where Morris Jones remarks that ə, being neutral, is apt to be coloured by the neighbouring vowels.

Examples:—

(a) Of original i. Brit. *inisìi > W. ynys, OB. inis, enes, Mod.B. enez. Lat. initiun > W. ynyd, C. enes, B. ened.

(b) Of ì<è. Brit.-Lat. tênerun > W. tyner, CB. tener.


§ 202. The Date of the Primitive Welsh Reduction

For the relative evidence, it must have taken place after ə, ë before certain consonants had become ū, i in Late West British; ə>û has been dated by inscriptions as first half of the sixth century (§ 4. 1), and ë>i is probably of the same date. Since it occurred in W. only and not in CB., reduction is likely not to be significantly older than the early sixth century, and naturally may well be younger. It cannot, on the other hand, be later than the accent-shift (dated eleventh century, § 207), which often caused the reduced syllables to become accented.

Direct evidence is more varied:—

(1) Reduction of i (and of ì<è).—The evolution of i to ə must have passed from [i] through some sort of low retracted and indistinct semi-reduced i-sound. The exact phonetic description of the intermediate may be left undefined; phonemically the symbol ɨ will be used here. There is no evidence available on this point in early Welsh sources, because both stressed ɨ (= [i]) and the unstressed reduced vowel are written in the same way; in OW. normally i, sometimes æ (see p. 283, n. 2), in late OW. MSS. sometimes y; in MW. normally y, sometimes æ, ɨ. The writing with i in OW. is an effort to spell
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respectively the stressed non-reduced \( \acute{i} \) and the unstressed reduced \( i \) or \( \acute{e} \), whichever of the last two may have been the sound during the OW. period; and for these the Latin alphabet had nothing available but \( i \) or possibly \( e \).

(N.B.—According to Förster (KW. p. 231) W. \( y \) is now a central vowel, \( [\varphi] \), but had a clearer nuance in OW. as the spelling with \( i \) shows (my italics). But how else could OW. have spelt \( \acute{e} \)? Throughout FT. Förster treats the reduced sound as \( [\acute{i}] \), identical with stressed \( [i] \), and relegates the \( [\varphi] \) stage to some unspecified later date; cf. his p. 167. The purpose of the present enquiry is to try to set up a more detailed phonology and chronology.)

(2) Reduction of \( \acute{u} \) (and of \( \acute{u} < \acute{\sigma} \)).—Here the intermediate stage must have been some sort of low advanced and indistinct semi-reduced \( u \)-sound probably still rounded in the earlier part of its career, before becoming fully unrounded and falling together with reduced \( i \) in \( a \). Actually the intermediate stage would no doubt be identical with the \( \omega \) which proclitic and quasi-proclitic \( \acute{u} \) and \( \acute{\sigma} \) had already reached in British a long while before, as the fact of their fusing together entirely in Welsh shows; so that \( \omega \) is used in this book for both types, though they will be distinguished etymologically.

It will be best to take first the testimony of early Welsh written sources, including here cases of the British quasi-proclitic reduction already dealt with, since its history at this time was the same. Here we are at once struck by the very significant fact that whereas the reduction of \( \acute{u} \) (and \( \acute{\sigma} \)) is normally written in OW. in the same way as that of \( i \) (and \( \acute{e} \)), especially in the Glosses, i.e. \( i \), rarely \( e \), it is nevertheless sometimes spelt \( o \) or \( u \); the reduction of \( i \) and \( \acute{e} \) is never so written.

Examples:—

(a) With \( i \). Beginning with the oldest instance known to

\[ ^3 \text{Förster makes no distinction, in FT. (all through, e.g. pp. 167, 299) between reduction of } i \text{ and that of } \acute{u} \text{ from the beginning; writing the latter always } \acute{i} \text{ just as he does the former. That is, he supposes they fell together at once as soon as reduced, and that in } i. \text{ But it would be unnatural for a reduction of } \acute{u} > o \text{ to pass through } i, \text{ and it will not fit the evidence advanced below, which needs a sound of the range indicated by our } \omega. \]
me, this is seen already in the seventh to eighth century Towyn inscription, CIIIC. no. 1033, in the words CINGEN and CIMALTED (see BBCS. xi, 92). Next, in the earliest OW. document, the eighth-century Chad 2, in Cinda. Ninth century, note cimer, Chad 6; Cingal, Chad 1; finnaun, HB. c. 70; Riderch, HB. c. 63; cimadas, cimmaeticion, cimiathress; citremmet (M.Cap.). Ninth to tenth century, cilchetou, Ovid. Tenth century, ciman, Comp.: ciliet, lichou, Ox.2; Cinan, AC. 613, 814, Gen. xviii, xxii, xxvii; Cinglas, Gen. iii; Cinnmarc, Gen. viii; Higuel (references, see p. 659, n. 2); Riderch, Gen. v, vi. Tenth to eleventh century, cisemic, Juvenc. Eleventh century, Ricemarch, TCD. MS. A. iv, 20. Twelfth century, many names in Cin- in Lland.; Hinuel, etc., see p. 659, n. 2; Pen Ichen, Lland. pp. 32 etc.


(c) With o. Ninth century, comoid, coueidid, couer, couid, Juv. 9; fontaun, HB. c. 70 (var. of finnaun); CONCENN five times, CONMARCH, CIIIC. no. 1000; contantou, M.Cap.; HOUELT, CIIIC. no. 1011; Howil, Asser c. 80. Ninth to tenth century, Ourdolat, Chad 8. Tenth century, Broceniauc, AC. 848; Conthigirni, AC. 612; Moniu (sic log.), AC. 601. Tenth to eleventh century, CONBELIN, CIIIC. no. 1016; CONBELANI, no. 1023, c. A.D. 1000. Twelfth century, numerous names in Con- in Lland.; Howel, Lland. pp. 212, etc.; Rodarchus, see p. 658 above.

(d) With u. Ninth century, Durntlu, HB. c. 35; iurgchell, M.Cap.; Durreeceir, Asser c. 49. Tenth century, Dunnquual, AC. 760; Dumnquul, Gen. v; Dumnqual, Gen. v; Dumnqual, Gen. v, vi, vii, x; Dumnquallau, Gen. xxvi; Dubdriu, Gen. xxxiii. Twelfth century, Cun- in names in Lland.; Dun-
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All this shows quite clearly that the stage when the reduced vowel could be written i (and no doubt also e) was reached already by the time of the Towyn stone, seventh to eighth century, and the Surexit memorandum, late eighth century; and that both i and e are subsequently used all through. On the other hand, there are a number of instances where it is spelt o or u, coming down to the Book of Llandaff in the middle of the twelfth century. Loth regarded these examples of o as evidence of copying from archaic sources. So in RC. xl, 25 he says that names in Con- are found to the end of the eighth century or first years of the ninth, as in Concenn on the Elies Pillar (CIIC. no. 1000); and in RC. xlviii, 306 and li, 21 he took Contigirni (AC. 612) as a contemporary seventh-century form. In RC. xl, 25 he regards the names in Con- in Lland., beside those in Cin-, as being all copied from originals earlier than the beginning of the ninth century; and in RC. xlviii, 308 takes those in Con- and Cun- as more archaic than the period of the Glosses.¹

Now it may well be that in some of these cases, Contigirni for instance, an old form is preserved by copying; and similarly in the Book of Llandaff if any of the documents concerned are really transcripts of genuine early ones.² In spite of this, however, there are quite enough examples to show that o and u could be and were written in the ordinary contemporary language in the OW. period, as in the glosses and inscriptions mentioned. Asser's Durnqueir and Houil belong naturally to his own time, and the instances in Lland., where Hywel Dda is called Houel and Huwel are necessarily not archaic. So with names in AC. belonging to ninth and tenth-century events, like Broceniauc. It must be that these are not copied from archaic sources but represent something real and contemporary. The use of i as early as the Towyn stone

¹ The implication that the Glosses, and the marginalia in Chad, never have o or u is, of course, mistaken.
² In sources like Juv.9 or the Elies Pillar which show a special fondness for o, we should remember that this may be due to the practice of some local school of orthography rather than being necessarily a question of date.
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means, admittedly, that the reduced vowel was already some kind of $a$; but the continuing use of $o$ and $u$ can surely only be adequately explained on the assumption that it was still a feebly rounded reduced vowel, still more or less our $\omega$, lasting perhaps as late as the tenth century, if not later. Such a sound would, of course, pose a problem, because the Latin alphabet had no symbol for it; it could either be spelt $i$, $e$ (like the reduced vowel from $i$ with which it fell together), which would be an attempt to indicate the general position of the vowel; or, a scribe who felt the roundedness as phonemic might prefer to use $o$ or $u$. This sort of intermediate stage might linger a long time, though some of the later cases of $o$ and $u$ may indeed be copied from older documents. At least the appearance of $o$, $u$ for the reduced vowel from $\hat{u}$ cannot be entirely meaningless, because it is never used for that from $i$; in other words, the roundedness which it appears to indicate is etymological. This means then that the situation in respect of the spelling of $o$ from pretonic $\hat{u}$ is the same as that of $\omega< proclitic and quasi-proclitic $\hat{u}$ and $\omega$ as described in §§ 198-200; and examples of the latter have been included here as being obviously the same phoneme and having the same history once the former had reached $\omega$.

§ 203.

We can now approach more easily the early inscriptions and other archaic sources from Wales. Here,¹ $u$ is invariably written right down until the Towyn inscription. So CIIC. nos. 320, fifth century, CVLIDO; 374, fifth century, CVNEGNI; 435, fifth century, CLVTORIGI; 446, later fifth century, CLVTO; 362, end of the fifth century, CVNIGNI; 449, end of the fifth or early sixth century, CVNOTAM; 319, beginning of the sixth century, CVNOGVS; 342, early sixth century, CVNOCE; FILIVS CVNOGENI; 455, early to mid sixth century, CAMVORIGI; 323, c. 525, SATVRNINVS; 397, mid to later sixth century, CVNALIPI CVNACI. Even the

¹ In Devon and Cornwall there is sometimes $o$, which, however, represents the Pr.C. $\rho$; see p. 274, n. 2.
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Llangaffo inscription, no. 971, mid seventh century, has CUURIS, which Sir Ifor Williams interprets as a spelling for *Curis = MW. Cyrys (AMCA. pp. cxiv-cxv). In Gildas note Cuneglase. The Life of St. Samson has Dubricius (i, § 13, etc.; early seventh century) = OW. Dibruc (AC. 612), MW. Dyfrig. It has been noted in § 4.1 that before u original ō (which became first ū, then ō>v) is spelt o in no. 413, fifth century, MONEDORIGI, but u in 451, early to mid sixth century, TVNCCETACE.

It is impossible to say, of course, whether in some of these cases, presumably among the later ones, the u does not in fact mean v; it may well do so. But since ō before nasals etc., which became ū apparently in the first half of the sixth century, shares the fate of original ū, the reduction is likely to be later than that time. That the weakening may have been beginning as early as Gildas’ book, c. 540, may be hinted by his Aureli Canine (DEB. c. 30), which, as already suggested (§ 86), is probably a pun on what may have been his real name, *Cunignos, pronounced by this time Cunijн(ɔΣ) or Cunijн(ɔΣ).

§ 204.

The problem cannot be dealt with adequately without fully examining the testimony of English place and personal names. The sounds i and ø (and our i and ø) did not exist in Pr.AS. stressed syllables; and since British names were borrowed with the AS. initial stress, such reduced vowels in initial syllables had to be sound-substituted. In RN. pp. lxiv-lxv, Ekwall notes AS. e, i, and y as being substituted for the reduced vowel from i, which he always takes to have been ø at this time (e.g. RN. p. 242); and e, i, y, u, o for the reduced vowel from ū, which he also generally regards as having been ø. As long as unreduced i and ū existed they would naturally be rendered by the equivalent Pr.AS. i and u; though as all Pr.W. i became i in the sixth century (see § 7.1), any names with this borrowed

1 In what follows it must be remembered that Förster assumes that original pretonic i, e, u, and ø (including the ø which was not raised to u) were his i, apparently all through the period of the AS. settlement.
before the reduction could have any of the possible substitutions. Förster, who throughout FT. assumes a W. pronunciation [ɪ] for both the reduced vowels, says that this was perceived and substituted as e, i, or y in AS. (FT. pp. 299 and elsewhere), and notes names which he says have substitution equally by e or i. We have already seen examples of this for stressed $i = [ɪ]$, § 7. 3. Förster always treats his i as the full vowel, and does not appear to reckon with the possibility that it was a reduced one; his date for $a$ is not clear, but he seems to think it later than the AS. borrowing period; cf. p. 667.

(A) Original $i$, and $i < è$. The examples show substitution by AS. e, i, and y.¹ This is inconclusive as regards the question whether the sound was a half-reduced $i$ or a fully reduced $a$. Förster regards the AS. y as simply another substitution for his $i$ (loc. cit.), but Ekwall finds it difficult to explain (RN. p. lxiv).

(1) With substitution by e. Leadon (Heref.-Gl.-Wo.), AS. Ledene, <Brit. *litane>; RN. p. 242, FT. p. 352. Leven (Lan.; ERY.; NRY.) and Lyne (Cum.), all ME. Leven(e); Ekwall assumes AS. *Lefne, Brit. *Libnios, RN. p. 252, but Förster derives it from Brit. *Lemona, FT. p. 653. Either would give Pr.W. Li->La-, later Lla-, since Brit. *em gave Pr.W. *im (Förster regards im as an AS. sound-substitution here, FT. p. 633, which is unnecessary, see §§ 6. 2. 4. The English $u$, if from Brit. $m$, shows that it is not an early loan; see § 98. 2). Brettones in Bede (HE. ii, 2 and elsewhere), AS. Breatas, is from Brit. *Brittones; that it is an early loan is indicated by the tt not yet th, and this is probable enough in itself, so that the source was likely to be Pr.W. *Brait- rather than later *Breath-. As already seen, Trent (Staf.), Bede’s Treanta, Treenta, and also the Gloucestershire Trent, are from Pr.W. *Trabanton. On Brent and Brentford see p. 679, n. 1.

(2) With equivalent or substituted i. Lympne (K.), Lymn (Li.), Leam (Nthants.-Wa.), Lem Brook (Wo.), from *Lemona

¹ Ekwall thinks AS. Mununae has [u] substituted for [a]–i, deriving the name from *Mīnu- (RN. pp. lxiv and 296); but Förster rejects this as phonetically impossible, and prefers to derive it from *Munugā (FT. p. 50), doubtless rightly; cf. §§ 47. 2 C; 204 B. 4.
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or *Lemena, Förster, FT. pp. 633-4; or from *Lemana, Ekwall, RN. p. 245; which is preferable in view of Rom.-Brit. Lemanis (AI., Rav.) and Lemanonios bay (Ptol.). These were borrowed in AS. with *Lim-, which Ekwall and Förster both take as AS. sound-substitution of *em by *im. As already pointed out, *Lem- would in any case give Pr.W. *Lim-; though for early loans like Lympne and Lymn it may be necessary to follow Ekwall and Förster, on the assumption that Brit. *em had not yet been raised to im. In Leam and Lem Brook, however, we have *Liman or *Limun > Pr.W. *Laman or *Lamun, or else theoretically still later with -a-, borrowed with AS. i. AS. Brittas occurs as well as Brettas (see above), with i-substitution. Creedy (Dev.), AS. Cridie, is derived by Ekwall from Brit. *Critio- or *Cridio-, RN. p. 104; but as this is in Devon the probability is that there would be no reduction here; cf., however, pp. 674, n. 1, 675, 676, 681 below. Eden (We.-Cum.), Brit. Ituna (Ptol.), as well as Eden Burn (Du.), Eden Water (Roxburghsh.) and Eden (Fife), are through AS. *Idun(e) according to Ekwall, RN. pp. 142-3, Förster, FT. p. 225 (leg. *Idon(e), see p. 578 above); here there is AS. i for e or (theoretically) a, cf. W. Ydon, the same name. The two rivers Nymet (Dev.) have AS. Nimed as well as Nymed; see just below. On Wrekin and Wroxeter (Shr.), Pr.AS. *Wricum, from Pr.W. *Wrygon < Brit. *Urichona-, see pp. 601-2.

(3) With substitution by y. Lydden or Liddon (Dor.) and Lodden (Dor.) go back to AS. *Lydene, Brit. *Lituno-, with y substitution, beside the e above in Leadon; Ekwall, RN. p. 242. The rivers Nymet (Dev.) have i and y substitution in AS. Nimed and Nymed; RN. pp. 304-5; and there is also AS. Crydie beside Cridie as above. But Nymet and Creedy belong to Devon, where reduction to i > a would not be expected, and the substitution by y is perhaps for the low front i of Pr.C. i (but cf. pp. 674, n. 1, 675, 681).

(B) Original ă, and ă < ă. Here the vowel appears in AS. not only as e, i, y but also as a, o (and ă), the latter group never appearing for the ă which comes from ľ, ĕ. Förster treats the development as being exactly the same as with Brit.
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i, ē, i.e. sound-substitution of AS. e, ē, or y for his ū; he does not seem to discuss specifically AS. cases of u and o from this point of view, but his words on Munuwí (FT, p. 50) imply that he regards an AS. u as the equivalent of the as yet unreduced British u — which is impossible in most instances, see below. Ekwall thinks of AS. u as partly an early adoption of u before it "was weakened early to [œ]" (RN. p. lxxv), and seems to imply that otherwise AS. u and o are substitutes for [œ]; on p. 132 he says "apparently OE. o was substituted for a variety of the weakened vowel developed in British languages from u, which is in Welsh y [œ]". Again, on Cound Brook, he believes "we must assume . . . that Brit. pretonic u had not become [œ] when the name was adopted, or that OE. u was substituted for an [œ]" (RN. p. 99); and on p. 345, "we have to assume that English o was substituted for a British vowel developed from u, a stage on the road to the Welsh [œ]". Förster ignores this problem, which does not fit his scheme, but it cannot be merely waved aside. Before discussing the question it would be best to give examples.

(1) With substitution by e. Divelish and Devil's Brook (Dor.), both from AS. *Defelís, come from Brit. *Duboglassio, which gave Pr.W. *Dubyls, OW. Dibleis (Lland. p. 191) = [daleis], late OW. Dybleis (Lland. p. 262); cf. Ekwall, RN. pp. 130-33. Förster gives *Dubyleis (sic) with, of course, u > his ū; FT. pp. 168-9. Deverill (Wi.), AS. Deferuel, contains Brit. *dubro, "water"; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. 124, Förster, FT. pp. 168, 640; both give an etymology which would mean W. *Dyfrial. Kent (We.-Lan.) <Cunétio, with [œ] substituted by e according to Ekwall, RN. p. 227 (cf. Förster, FT. pp. 579, 581); W. Cynwyl. Crimple Beck (WRY.), AS. Crempell, with Brit. *crumbo-, [œ] being substituted by e according to Ekwall, RN. p. 105; Förster derives the AS. from his stage *Krîmpull, FT. p. 169. Sem (Wi.), AS. Semene, and Semington Brook

1 The rivers being in Dorset, original pretonic ū preserved might have been expected here, as in Cornish. But the AS. e must be due to Brit. reduction (hardly vowel affection, Pr.C. *Dūbles>*Dūles, since internal affection did not occur in the SW. until after the time when Dorset and Devon were occupied; cf. § 174. 3). Probably, therefore, reduction did take place in Dorset though not in Cornwall; cf. Decos below, and p. 681.
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(Wi.), AS. *Semnel, are taken to be from *Suminā and *Suminetā respectively, by Ekwall (RN. pp. 355-6) and Förster (FT. p. 640; but *Sumenetā), who gives *Sēminā (sic) as an intermediary. Both authorities (RN. p. 120 and FT. p. 174) take Denis Burn, Bede’s Denises-burna and rivus Denisi (HE. iii. 1) as from *Dubnisos, Ekwall apparently with *Denis > Dēnis; Förster with *Dīnīs > *Dīnis, which is unacceptable, see § 67. 7. Devon, the county, AS. Defena-scir (ASC. 851 etc.) and Defnas the Devon men (ASC. 823 etc.), are from Brit. Dumnonia, Dumnonii = MW. Dyfnein(t); cf. Ekwall, Dict. p. 137. Here one might suppose the e is from the vowel affection of Pr.C. u or o (cf. §§ 5. 1; 163); so Pr.C. *Dūnēn’ by affection > *Deēnen. But internal affection did not occur before the seventh to eighth century, in Pr.C. probably not until the eighth. It is unlikely that this can be so late a loan; the name would have been borrowed in the second half of the seventh century, when the English first met the men of Devon. If so, one would not expect reduction of the pretonic u to be involved here, since that did not take place in Pr.C.; but the word may well have been borrowed from the speech of the men of Dorset; cf. pp. 674, n. 1, 676, and 681. On Rutupiae see pp. 661-2.

I know no examples of reduction of ă < original ă, except in the prefix *com-; for these see p. 663.

(2) With substitution by i (but Ekwall suggests that i in the following names may be from older AS. ē, RN. p. lxv).—Devil’s Water (Nb.), AS. *Dīfēles, is derived by Ekwall from *Duboglassiō- with ē or e substituted for ă, RN. p. 133; cf. Förster, FT. pp. 168-9, who gives *Dubgleis (sic) with u>his i substituted by i. Similarly with Deerness (Du.), AS. *Dīferes, derived from *Dubronessā in the same way by Ekwall, RN. p. 119, Förster, FT. p. 168. The river Devon (Leic.-Nott.) apparently from AS. *Dīfēn, taken by Ekwall as either from *Dubno- or from *Dubonā, preferably the second (RN. pp. 124-5); Förster from *Dubonā, with u>his i (FT. p. 168). Seven (NRY.), AS. *Sifen, < Brit. *Sūminā through *Sēminā (sic), according to Förster, FT. p. 640; cf. Ekwall, RN. p. 358.
(3) With substitution by y. Mynet in a Devonshire charter of 938 is interpreted by Ekwall as: W. mynydd (Brit. *monijo-pr.W. *muniad), Dict. p. 344. As this is in Devon, one would expect original *mon to remain, with subsequent internal affection, and the MC. is meneth, from Pr.C. *monid. So far west as this, a late loan in AS. after internal affection had occurred in Pr.C. might theoretically be possible; but if so, one would then expect AS. *menet. Can it be not only that on occasionally gave un in Devon (see p. 272) but also that the reduction already suspected for pretonic u in Dorset penetrated to parts of Devon? Cf. p. 673, 675, 681.

(4) With equivalent or substituted u. Douglas (Lan.), ME. Douglass; Dowles Brook (Wo.-Shr.), ME. Doules; and Dowlish (So.), ME. Dvuelsis, Douelis, all from Brit. *Duboglassio as above, seem to have had AS. u; Ekwall regards this as the original u preserved, RN. p. 132. In the case of Dowlish, being in the SW., there would perhaps never have been reduction, cf. pp. 673, 674, n. 1, 675, 681. Kennet (Wi.), AS. Cynete, is from Pr.AS. *Cunit-Brit. *Cunētū (Rom.-Brit. Cunetio; W. Cymwyd); so with Kennett (Suf.-Camb.)<Pr.AS. *Cunēt or *Cunit-; note also Cound Brook (Shr.), DB. Cunnet, <Pr.AS. *Cunēt; cf. § 28. 2 above, and RN. pp. 227, 99. Ekwall regards Cound as having either original u preserved, or AS. u substituted for e, RN. p. 99; cf. on Kent, § 204 B. 1 above. He appears to treat Cynete as borrowed with original u. Crummock Beck (Cum.), ME. Crumboc, is from Brit. *Crumbāco-, see RN. p. 108, FT. p. 425. A good example of an obviously very late borrowing in which AS. has u is Cundizorna in DLV., c. a.d. 840 (KW. p. 176), clearly a contemporary oral loan; Brit. *Cunotigernos, Pr.W. *Cundizern (= OW. Conthigirni, AC. 612), MW. Kyndeynn.

With u from original ő, note AS. funta, "spring", from Pr.W. *funtón or *funtón; OW. fontuin (HB. c. 70), MW. ffynnew.<Lat. fontāna; cf. Ekwall in Eng.St. liv. 106-7, Lewis, EL. p. 4. Monnow (Monmouthsh.), AS. Munuui, is derived by Förster as from *Munouia.<Monouia; original *Monouia is probably right; cf. footnote, p. 672. On the prefix com->AS. Cum- see p. 663.
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(5) With substitution by o. AS. Doferic (Wo.) is derived by Ekwall from Brit. *Dubric-, ¹ RN. p. 136. Roden (Shr.), ME. Roden, from Brit. *Rutunā; on this Ekwall says (RN. p. 345)
"we have to assume that Engl. o was substituted for a British vowel developed from u, a stage on the road to W. [ə]"—in other words, precisely our ə. Clodock² (Heref.), the ecclesia Sancti Clitauci of Lland. p. 43 etc., is called after the saint, OW. Clitaue, <Brit. *Clutācos. Olchon (Heref.) is taken by Ekwall as from Brit. *Ulconā; OW. Elchon (Lland. p. 196), which is a spelling of [əlkon], and he regards the o as an English substitution (RN. p. 309). Similarly with Olway (Monmouthsh.), OW. Elgui, Ilgui, Ylgui, Ylui (Lland.), Mod.W. Ylwy; Ekwall, loc. cit. Dalch and Dawlish, both in Devon, are AS. Dofisc, Brit. *Duboglassio-, cf. RN. p. 132. Ekwall again treats o here as a substitution for the reduced vowel; but as they are both in the SW. area, where reduction would hardly be expected, these may more likely have English o for Pr.C. ə-ů. For personal names in Brit. *Cuno-, note Conidand and Commessl (var. Coinmail, Coinmaziil) in ASC. 577. These have the look of contemporary records. The English name Condell is given by Förster as a loan from W. Cynddelw, KW. p. 186; which was Brit. *Cunodeluos. With prefix, note Kevell, Covill, Covell(e), and Protheroe, p. 663.

(N.B.—AS. a before a nasal became a sound approaching o (ā or ə), but usually written a. Foreign words which were perceived by the English as beginning with Con- or Com- might very well be written Can-, Cum- in AS. This explains the Candidan of ASC. 577, variant of Conidand. So with the prefix, note ASC. 918 Cameleac, the Welsh bishop whose name in Lland p. 232, etc., is Cimeilliaue and other spellings, <Brit. *Comaltiācos; cf. KW. p. 185. In RN. p. 238, Ekwall thinks AS. Lawern, the Laugherne Brook (Wo.), has AS. substitution of a for the "vowel intermediate between o and

¹ Förster takes it from vowel-affected *dobra< *dubrā plus a later -sc- suffix (FT. p. 118), which is impossible. He is apparently following a hint in Ekwall (loc. cit.), who, however, really says something quite different.
² Clodock in Bowen's map of 1778.
§ 205. Conclusions on the Date of the Reduction

If it were later than internal vowel affection it might be held, in theory, that cases of AS. ø, i, y, etc., for original u in forms like *Suminā are due to Pr.W. vowel affection in the first syllable; and that the W. y (=a) in such syllables is the reduction of an ï which is itself the result of vowel affection of ũ. But the opinion has been reached above, § 176, that the general phenomenon of internal affection of a, o, e is to be dated seventh to eighth century, and that it is never, or practically never, found in English place-names, even the latest loans; whereas a considerable number of instances where Pr.W. reduction appears in English have just been listed, including some quite early ones. That internal affection should apply early to u only, and much later to a, o, e is incredible. Therefore reduction is the older.

It is later than the time when e and o before certain consonants gave Pr.W. i and ũ, in the first half of the sixth century; and being limited to Welsh, is younger also than the division between West- and South-West British. On the other hand, it is earlier than internal affection, seventh to eighth century, as just noted; and than the accent-shift, eleventh century (see § 207). Further, i and ɪ<ɨ passed through an intermediate stage ɪ, and ũ and ū<ø through an intermediate œ, before both fell together in ø. Finally, œ was or became only very feebly rounded, so that it was usually written i (rarely e) in OW., and this was reached as early as the seventh to eighth century Towyn inscription; though the roundedness continued to exist, and sometimes to be indicated in the spellings o and u, at least as far on as the tenth century, and probably vestigially into the twelfth, in the form of some late examples in the Book of Llandaff. Since ø is never written in MW. (except before w, which is a special case), the two sounds had doubt-
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less fallen together completely in ə by the end of the twelfth century.

How does this suit the evidence of English names? Very well, when it is interpreted. That concerning i is inconclusive (§ 204 A), since some of the earlier loans could be from unreduced i=ɨ,1 beside the later from reduced û. But on û it is decisive. The AS. e, i, y, o in these cases must be substitutions for ə. The AS. u could theoretically be the exact rendering of original unreduced û, and up to a point of course, in some eastern names, it may be; but it is found in some which were obviously borrowed later than others in which e, i, y, and o were already being substituted, and hence in these the AS. u must itself be a substitution. Thus we have AS. u in Douglas, early seventh century; Cound Brook and Crummock Beck, mid seventh century; Monnow, probably late seventh century; and Cundiezorn as late as about 840. On the other hand, the earliest cases of i, e, o go back to the later sixth century. Hence Ekwall is right; AS. u, therefore, can be a substitution for the sound midway between unreduced u and fully reduced ə — i.e. for our ə. Again, o in AS. cannot stand for Förster's ɨ (nor his later ə), yet it is found in comparatively recent loans like Roden, Clodock, Olway, Olchon,2 and (with reduction in a prefix) in the very late Cameleac in ASC. 918; not to mention borrowings like Condell, Protheroe, which are obviously not old. It is clear that o can be a substitution for ə, and capable of being used as far on as the end of the seventh century at least. Förster's theory of u>ɨ in the fifth century does not account for this o, any more than for the u in Munuwi etc.3

1 Any borrowed before Late Brit. i>Pr.W. ɨ would be expected to show AS. i, not e or y; I know no instances which contradict this. The names Brent and Brentford, adopted fairly early in the sixth century, appear to show AS. e either substituted for i or representing Brit. e<i by vowel harmony (see p. 447). This must be an early case of Late Brit. i>ɨ: it is hardly old enough to have to be an example of i not yet ɨ.
2 Clodock and Olchon are in Ewysas on the Welsh border, not occupied until after the Norman Conquest, and Olway is in Gwent between Wye and Usk.
3 Förster appears to take u in Munuwi (the Monnow) as borrowed from unreduced u as (see p. 676 above)—in spite of the fact that his own date for reduction is the fifth century (see p. 674).
The earliest definite instances of substitution for original ā and ą < ē, i.e. the oldest AS. proof of the existence of reduction (since reduction of ē = ē, cannot be demonstrated from the existing AS. loans, both ē and ą being rendered alike) are as follows: Candidan and Conmael, A.D. 577; Semington Brook in south-west Wiltshire, probably absorbed in the campaign of that date, and Deverill and Sem in that part of south-west Wiltshire where a thicker area of British river names overlaps from Somerset and Dorset, and was doubtless not settled until about 600 or even later. In the North, the Devil's Water and its tributary the Devil's Burn were probably not reached until about 600, or at least the later sixth century. The Deerness is in the central moors of Durham, which were not occupied before about 600 at any rate. Seven, in the Yorkshire Moors, is likely not to have been adopted before the end of the sixth century (see pp. 197, 212, 238, 491). Devon, in Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire, was probably taken over at the beginning of the sixth century, but the etymology is quite dubious; Ekwall's *Dubnio- may well be right, in which case the English e would be due to AS. umlaut. Rutupiae, which poses various problems, has already been shown perhaps to have been reduced independently and much earlier than the cases discussed here; cf. pp. 661-2.

It appears, then, that the testimony of British names in Anglo-Saxon shows that reduction is not older than the second half of the sixth century,¹ and may be late in that century; which suits very well the indications of Brittonic sources as described above. Only Gildas' pun Canine may hint at weakening slightly earlier—but we cannot tell how bad the pun was! The AS. e, i, (y), and o are substitutions for o contemporary with or later than that date, and so is AS. u except in borrowings earlier than that time (such perhaps are the Wiltshire Kennet, the Suffolk Kennett, and very likely the AS. common-

¹ Forster believes the names Crimple, Deverill, Devil's Water, Devil's Brook, and Divelish show a fifth or fifth to sixth century date for reduction to his i; but this is due to not examining the history of the English settlement in detail (see FT, pp. 82, 168-9). In FT, p. 299 he adduces Corinium (which in any case was conquered in the campaign of 577), but this is not a case of pretonic reduction; see p. 665, n. 1 above.
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noun *fundo*). This indicates that the rounding of *o* was very weak from the beginning, making possible AS. substitution with *e* and *i*, and compare spellings with *i* in Welsh even as early as the Towyn stone. As to Brit. *i* (>*i*)>*Pr.W. i*, the nature of the evidence is indecisive, but it would be reasonable to suppose that its chronology was the same. Hence early adoptions like Lynpne, Lymn, Leam, and AS. *Brittas* ¹ may well show original Late Brit. *i* or already *i* (and others with *e*, such as *Brettas, Breyent* could stand for the second of these), not yet substitution for Pr.W. reduced *i*. Eventually *i* and the weakly rounded *o* fell together completely in *a*, but it is difficult to date this; it may have been as early as the tenth to eleventh century, and in any case not later than the second half of the twelfth, depending on how much weight is to be laid on the *o* and *u* spellings in the Book of Llandaff, and on the *o* in names like Clodock, Olchon, and Olway.²

(N.B.—The evidence from south-western place-names seems contradictory. Since reduction did not take place in Pr.C., one would not expect to find it in Devon, and perhaps not in Somerset and Dorset. Little is known of Somerset and Dorset British; the Brit. *u*>*o*, apparently seen in the name Dorchester, suggests that at least in certain respects Dorset agreed with Cornwall (see pp. 11, 275, and FT. pp. 699-700). However, reduction seems clearly present in Divelish, Devil’s Brook, Lydden, and Lodden in Dorset; in the name *Devon*; and perhaps in *mynet* in Devon. Creedy, Nymet, Dalch, and Dawlish (all DEV.) are inconclusive. Very likely reduction did take place in parts of the Somerset-Dorset area, possibly penetrating into Devon; the name *Devon* itself may have been borrowed from Somerset or Dorset speech.)

¹ The *i* in *Tribanton*>Trent probably goes back to the first century or before; see p. 603.
² Lath guesses that the reduction of pretonic vowels was accomplished in the eighth century, RC. ii, 10, but he draws on only a very small part of the available evidence. Förster’s date, fifth century (FT. p. 173; p. 256, before 450 *) or fifth to sixth (FT. pp. 168-9), has already been rebutted.
§ 206.

The Late British accent fell on the penultimate syllable (see § 1); the final syllable was then lost, and in Mod.W. and Mod.B. (except the dialect of Vannes) the accent is on the new penultimate. The position in late MW. was certainly the same as it is now, as is proved by cyunghanedd (see WG. p. 48). When did the shift of stress take place?

It may be thought that the language was in some way committed by its Sprachgefühl to a penultimate accent, and therefore that as soon as the final syllable was lost the change began. But the supposed cause of that loss is the heavy accent just before (cf. EL. p. 11); if so, the language at this time must have needed to weaken and then lose the final syllable, so that an ultimate accent could not have been offensive to it, if we may put it so. Again, a development like Pr.W. *tridid <Brit. *trithjo- > *trudid would need some lapse of time to become first fixed and then obsolete, since otherwise one might have expected *tridid to have the final syllable reduced, ending in MW. tridod. Williams' view that the accent shifted soon enough to fall (in some cases) on the composition vowel before the general loss of those vowels (see § 194), would imply, according to our dating, that it took place not much later than the first half of the sixth century. It has already been shown, however, that the move of the stress must have happened after the general syncope of composition vowels. Loth speaks of reduced vowels like i in OW. Cinan as being previously (i.e. in British) pretonic but now tonic by the loss of final syllables (RC. li, 3), by which he seems to mean that the shift followed immediately on the loss. He must therefore have supposed that the reduction, which is the consequence of being unstressed, occurred before the final syllables were dropped—actually he spoke of the process of weakening as beginning before the eighth century, and as being completed.

1 Cf. Holmer, Et.Celt. iii, 82.
by that century (RC. li, 10). But to explain how the consequently unstressed ō in Pr.W. final syllables became OW. au he had to fall back on holding that the accent was one of hauteur and did not become one of stress until the thirteenth to fourteenth century, when he said the au became o (op. cit. p. 4). This makes no sense; if it was only a tone accent, so that post-tonic OW. au remained, why should what were previously (on his own view) pretonic short vowels be reduced at all? Cf. p. 265, n. 4 above.

On the other hand, others assume that the accent-shift took place comparatively quite late; Morris Jones thought not until the early MW. period (WG. p. 48), and in Chr.B. p. 59 Loth had spoken of ultimate stress as existing in the eighth to tenth century. Baudis calls the ultimate stress "this OW. accent", and says the shift began quite early (in OW.) but was not entirely accomplished before the end of the twelfth century (Gr. p. 6).

We may point out first that the change of the stress must be later than the general loss of composition vowels and than the type 2 syncope, middle and second part of the sixth century; and later, too, than the W. weakening of pretonic i, ō to i, o about the same time. If so, the fact that the shift took place in W., C., and B. means that it is likely to be an independent development along the same lines in each; and indeed in the B. dialect of the Vannes area, which has ultimate accent to the present day, it seems never to have occurred at all (see LP. p. 75). Compare Loth's conclusion in Chr.B. p. 58 that except in Vannetais the Breton accent was gradually transferred between the eleventh and sixteenth centuries.¹

¹ Fale'hum, L'Histoire de la langue bretonne, chapter xi, has tried to show that the Vannetais ultimate stress is secondary, but goes back to the earliest days of the Breton immigrations, being due to the influence of the Gallo-Roman substratum in southern Brittany. He assumes without discussion that the immigrants themselves used penultimate stress, without apparently reckoning with the evidence set out above for the fact that it was ultimate. That the final syllable was stressed everywhere in OR., and that the accent was thrown back to the penultimate probably in the eleventh century except in Vannetais (in which it remains ultimate), has already been shown in § 13 above, where some of Fale'hum's theories are dealt with. As to the supposed earliness of his Vannetais accent-shift, the conclusion he draws from the
§ 207.

For Breton and Cornish, arguments have already been advanced (§ 13) to show that it happened in or not later than the eleventh century. For Welsh, there is further independent evidence, as follows:—

(1) Initial Pr.W. *sp-, st-, sc- developed a glide vowel, on which see § 119. In old monosyllables this is now stressed, hence the shift must have been later. A slight on-glide here may be as old as the ninth century, but it is probable that it did not become a real vowel capable of taking a stress before the eleventh century.

(2) British *mp, *nt, *nc giving W. *mh, *nh, *ngh; secondary *m+h, *n(n)+h, *ng+h, *r+h, *l+h, and vowel+h, arising by syncope or loss of composition vowel after Σ had become h; intervocal Brit. *x > h; and the rare internal *s remaining as h in MW.; in all these cases the h is lost in Mod.W. unless it stands immediately before the (Mod.) W. accent.1 So MW. brenhin, pl. brenhined but Mod.W. brénin pl. brenhinoedd (original *nt); MW. trymhet but Mod.W. trýmed (m+h); MW. dihanc, dihangawd but Mod.W. dianc, dihängodd; MW. ehawc, Mod.W. éog. It is evident that the loss of h here is due to the present accent—it was dropped when the breath was expended on stressing the previous syllable, and therefore after the accent-shift.2 Now, the spelling of this h where it was later lost is still common in MW. (cf. Baudis, Gr. pp. 134-5), e.g. minheu

accentuation of Cornnoniaiue ansod (op. cit. p. 115) depends on his hypothesis about the date of the colonisation of Belle-Ile, which is shown to be unfounded in the Note on p. 30. His inference from Orkedenu and kercheget, ibid., would only begin to be taken seriously if there were good reason to think the two words connected, which there is not.}

1. Except *k<x, which may remain; e.g. Mod.W. dehau beside deu.

2. An intrusive h appears in the same circumstances in a few cases after original *a, etc., in some words where it has no etymological justification, as in Mod.W. cenhédloedd pl. of cenadh or bonhêldig derivative of bônedd. Morris Jones takes this as being due to the analogy of the history of *n<nt (WG. p. 64). But forms like MW. bônheir (BT. p. 13 l. 12) suggest rather that the analogy of *n<nt influenced single *n in some words even when following the accent; and that *n in these instances was then differentiated into *n : *nh at the same time, and in the same accord with the stress, as was *nh<nt.
THE ACCENT-SHIFT

beside minneu. This matter is discussed above, § 109, and it is suggested there that the writing of hi in a form like minheu in late MW. (e.g. in the Red Book of Hergest) does not necessarily represent contemporary pronunciation, but is a piece of orthographic traditionalism; though at the same time some degree of breathing, enough to warrant the alternative writing of hi, may have lingered on for a good while after the time when the accent was transferred. In any case this evidence shows that the shift can hardly have been very many centuries older than the MW. spellings in question, particularly since the writing of hi at all in such cases does not occur in OW. until the twelfth century (see p. 505). Bandiš thought that this means the change was not complete before the end of the thirteenth century (Gr. p. 135; p. 6, he says before the end of the twelfth), which seems to be inconsistent with his words about the MW. writing of hi being an orthographic traditionalism (cf. pp. 506-7 above).

(3) Pr.W. ù, from Brit. ò, was diphthongised to au in early Welsh in monosyllables and in the ultimate of polysyllables. This is clearly linked to the accent, and since the monosyllables were, of course, accented the condition is without doubt that the syllable was a stressed one. The au probably grew up in the later eighth century, which means then that ultimate syllables were still stressed at that time. Later, au in the final of polysyllables was reduced to o, obviously as a consequence of the accent-shift; and we have seen that this o appears to have arisen in the later part of the eleventh century. See § 12.

(4) The history of OW. *iud by itself and in names has been sketched in § 36. 2. As a monosyllable, and in final syllables, it became iu̯, but in non-final syllables id-. Since the monosyllable was, of course, always accented, its development in the same way in a final syllable implies that the latter too was stressed at the time, so that the form id- must have arisen when unstressed (compare the history of ù). It has been shown that these developments probably took place in the late tenth century; the accent-shift therefore occurred later.

(5) In stressed monosyllables, and in the final syllables of other stressed words (i.e. in the same conditions as those
applying to (3) and (4)), the older diphthongs spelt ei and eu in MW. have regularly become ai and au in Mod.W.; whereas in other syllables of stressed words, and in unstressed monosyllables, ei and eu remain to the present. Once again, the fact that final syllables of accented words develop in the same way as accented monosyllables means that the change took place while the accent was still on the W. ultimate. It is evident that a differentiation of quality began to arise in ei and eu before the accent-shift, whereby they tended to become more open when stressed and closer when not, i.e. late OW. ei, ĕu (or ąu, see pp. 370-71) and ei, ĕu (ąu). This differentiation must have been obscured by the traditional spelling, and once the tendency had started its evolution may have been gradual. In any case, the idea of spelling the sounds as ai, au would probably not occur to scribes until well after it had taken place, the force of tradition in orthography being what it is. Morris Jones shows that the sound ai is at least as old as the fourteenth century, and suggests that the Norman spelling Trefwallkemay for MW. Tref Walchmei, 1294, means that it existed even earlier (WG. p. 115). No very precise date can be deduced from the evidence, but the differentiation may well have commenced (with e, not yet a) a considerable time before

1 ei is also preserved in final syllables and monosyllables before certain consonant groups in r or l, as neâr, heirdd, gelw, deil (="deily"); and both ei and eu when they are late contractions, e.g. ceâr, "will be got."

2 Morris Jones thought: Pr. and MW. ei due to afflection was originally open, and hence did not fall together with original Brit. si > ey; and that therefore the modern ei arises by a secondary closing (WG. p. 92). But original ei was already in Brit., and developed to ey through Pr. W. ë (see p. 334), a quite different sound from the close Pr.W. ë > ë which came from vowel afflication (cf. 1 164) and the mid ei from vocalisation of e, ë, etc. According to Morris Jones his open ë became ë to save lowering the tongue to e and raising it to i in the short time available in an unstressed syllable, and it happened also in e.g. heirdd because the available time was partly spent on the consonant group (WG. p. 115). This is ingenious, but does not explain why ei > ai in other monosyllables before other consonant groups. In fact, the evidence is plain that MW. ei, eu arising by vowel afflication were ei, ëu early, and that other MW. ei, eu were mid sounds, ei and ëu, early, in view of their origin from e and o. The two groups fell together in mid sounds, probably in the ninth century, and these then began to differentiate as described, apparently in the later tenth or early eleventh century; cf. pp. 371 ff. Morris Jones' examples are all cases of vowel afflication.
it was recognised in spelling; so that there is no difficulty about putting its beginnings back to, say, the late tenth or early eleventh century (cf. p. 371 f.); and we may regard the full ai, au as reached in the thirteenth to fourteenth century.

The conclusion on the date of the accent-shift from the above testimony, which is particularly plain in the case of (1), (3), and (4), is that it probably took place in the eleventh century. Hence it was, by coincidence, more or less contemporary with the same phenomenon in Cornish and in Breton.¹

§ 208.

The bearing of Anglo-Saxon place-names on this question is unclear. A date in the eleventh century would mean that throughout the settlement period Pr.W. and Pr.C. words were stressed on the last syllable. When borrowed into English such names, of course, normally had the stress transferred to the initial syllable, to assimilate them to the AS. pattern, in which anything but an initial main stress was impossible; exactly the same was done with early colloquial Latin loan-words in AS. So, for example, Brit. *Colūnan—> Pr.W. *Colān was borrowed in AS. as Cōlun, whence Colne (Ex.; Hunt.; Hert.-Mx.-Buck.); see RN, pp. 87 ff. It is only in Pr.W. improper compound names, borrowed late, that the non-initial accent appears in English, and then only rarely; so Pr.Cumb.

¹ Mr. A. O. H. Jarman has now drawn attention to a dozen instances of rhymes of the type lyddan : gwenlān in ninth and tenth century poetry which he takes to indicate that the accent-shift and consequent shortening of long vowels in the final syllables of polysyllables had already occurred (Yngheddau Myfyllin a Thulaeth; Cardiff 1961, pp. 51 ff.), so that older lyddān and gwenlān were now lyddān and gwenlān : cf. § 34 ad fn. above. But none of the poems are in contemporary MSS., and in any given case it is always possible that a rhyme-word has been substituted at some later stage of oral recitation. More important, these poems are the work of the inferior craftsmen known as the cyfarwyddiadau, and it may well be that rhymes such as lyddān : gwenlān were occasionally admissible in their poetry (compare their use of the so-called “Irish” rhyme). The high-class poets never allowed such rhymes, even when centuries after the accent-shift this rule had long ceased to have any meaning. This cannot be held to weigh significantly against the accumulation of evidence for a later date given above; at the most it may indicate a weakening in the contrasted force of accented and non-accented syllables by the ninth century.]
According to Ekwall, however, some names seem to show that the Welsh accent-shift was earlier than Morris Jones thought (RN. p. lxiii). He notes Carudog borrowed as a place-name as Creadoce (Craddock, Dev.) in a charter of 938, and we may compare Creadoc as a personal name in ASC. 1065. Ekwall mentions also Clun (Shr., W. Colunw), spelt Clune in DB.; and Clowne (Dorq.), spelt Clune in 1002 and in DB.; which he thinks suggests a Welsh stress Colúnwy (>C'łunwy). Förster also remarks on Clun, Clowne, and Craddock, and compares the similar syncope of an initial unstressed syllable in W. Taránnon > Trânnon, Darónwy > D'reónyw, Tarógi > Tr'ógi, etc. (FT. p. 169). As to the date, since it must be later than the reduction of pretonic syllables, he puts this syncope at c. 600 and concludes that the accent-shift itself must therefore have happened at latest in the sixth century. But this is not logical. The fact that the accent-shift and this initial syncope are younger than the reduction of pretonic syllables merely gives us a terminus post quem; later (according to Förster's dating) than the fifth century, or according to ours than the middle or second half of the sixth. It does not tell us how much later, and the date c. 600 is quite arbitrary. Actually, these cases of initial syncope in trisyllables cannot be shown to be early in Welsh; for instance, Tarógi is always Taroci in the Book of Llandaff. As for the supposed AS. examples, it must be pointed out that Clun and Clowne are forms without -wy. Ekwall attributes this to a mere dropping by the English of the -ni seen in W. Colunwy (cf. RN. p. lxxxviii), but they might well both come from a Brit. bye-form *Colúánā instead of *Colunūciągā, the former giving Pr.W. *Colūn; cf. p. 382. This

1 Carlisle, as usually pronounced, is a false analogy from Welsh and Cornish names like Carnarvon, Cardnýnam.

could have been pronounced in Pr.W. as C'łun, with initial syncope, and borrowed as Clûn; if so, no accent-shift would be involved. That such a syncope is quite in order in Pr.W. in a disyllable is seen, for instance, from Pr.W. *cerid > W. crydd, "shoemaker" (in which the first syllable likewise began with c and the second with a liquid); compare also W. ysbryd < *sp'rid < *spíritus beside C. spûrys, B. spered, § 17, 1. This must have happened, of course, before the accent-shift. Hence Clun and Clowne prove nothing about the date of that shift, and only show that initial syncope was possible in disyllables in Pr.W. in the late sixth and seventh centuries, when these names were borrowed. In trisyllables like Turogi the first was not immediately next to the stress in Pr.W. and did not become so until the accent was transferred; hence it would probably not be syncopated until after that time.

This leaves Craddock in east Devon, adopted presumably early in the eighth century.¹ It certainly looks like evidence for the change having happened before the eleventh century, i.e. Pr.C. *Caradóg > *Caráðog > *C'ræðog. If so, note that it would only upset our dating for the accent-shift in Cornish, not in Welsh. But do we know that the name, if stressed Caradóg, could not have been pronounced *C'ræðog in Devon in the eighth century? Or, since the AS. Cerdic seems to have been borrowed (as Förster himself believes) from a syncopated Pr.W. *Car'dig < *Caratècos side by side with unsyncopated Ceredig, why should not *Caratècos > Caradog have had a syncopated bye-form *Car'dôg, which could give then *C'ræðog in Pr.C. by the same kind of metathesis as in Pr.W. *crochid (: OB. corcid) > *crochıld > W. crychydd, "heron"? In any case, the one single word Craddock can hardly overthrow the evidence for an eleventh-century date for the Cornish accent-shift, and has, of course, no relevance at all to that in Welsh.

¹ As to Cradoc in ASC. 1065, this is in any case later than, or at most contemporary with, the date of the accent-shift postulated above, and hence does not disprove it.
CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

§ 209.

As will appear from the table given below, the great majority of the phonetic changes which transformed British into Welsh, Cornish, and Breton belong to the period between the middle of the fifth century and the end of the sixth. As Loth says, "avec le septième siècle nous arrivons à une période nette du néo-celtique, malgré certaines apparences" (RC. li, 4). A century and a half may seem a rather short span for so many drastic developments, altering so fundamentally the whole character of the Brittonic speech. We can be fairly sure that Vortigern around 450 could not have understood Aneirin around 600, though Gildas, living through the first half of the sixth century, could probably have understood both. Such eras of rapid linguistic evolution are not altogether without parallel, for instance the breakdown of Primitive Irish as set out in Chapter IV was quite as striking and took place in just about the same length of time, indeed almost contemporaneously. Periods of unusually marked linguistic corruption are sometimes associated with great social upheavals, or with invasion and conquest by and mingling with a foreign population. So the rather swift decay of Anglo-Saxon into Middle English is generally ascribed, no doubt rightly, to the effects of the Norman Conquest. Even more mild changes in society, causing the upper classes, the conservative guardians of "grammatical" speech, to lose influence in the body politic, may bring about a considerable evolution as the corrupter dialects of the lower levels become predominant. In France in the fourth to eighth century A.D. the educated classes withdrew within themselves as a consequence of the uncertainties and upsets of the period, and their cultured Latin had little restraining effect on the everyday Vulgar tongue, which evolved rapidly through Gallo-romance into the oldest French.¹ Förster believes that such factors as these were

¹ Cf. Richter, CPE. p. 16; and p. 17, "je höher die Kultur und je ruhiger die politische Lage, desto stabiler die sprachliche Überlieferung ",.
responsible for the swift changes in Brittonic. He speaks of a British upper class deprived of its cultural and political leadership by the English conquest, and a lower class coming forward to take its place, using a more corrupted and already much more evolved type of British. It is very likely that the troubles of the conquest and settlement between about 450 and 700 may be responsible in a large measure for the rapid linguistic changes of the time, but whether this was a matter of class is less certain. Apart from the fact that large sections of the upper levels of Romano-British society spoke Latin, not British, we must remember that the restraining influence which such groups are supposed to exercise on the growth of language is chiefly a matter depending upon a written literature and a traditional grammatical norm fixed by instruction in school. The inhabitants of Roman and immediately post-Roman Britain had these things for Latin, but must have lacked them for British. Moreover, the theory would imply that our sources for the British language before the Anglo-Saxon conquest derive exclusively from the speech of the upper classes among the Britons, which is a big assumption and one we have no right to make.

If there is any one dateable phonological change which marks the end of British and the beginning of Welsh, Cornish, and Breton, it is the loss of final syllables (with the resulting break-up of the case system) which was completed about the middle of the sixth century, together with the syncope of composition vowels and certain other unstressed internal syllables which took place at roughly the same time. The consequence of these developments, more than any others of the many which attacked British, was to alter its whole appearance, to modify fundamentally its syntax, and to turn it from an ancient into a mediaeval language. Further, assuming that the traditional metres of poetry were still kept up, it would mean that poems composed before that time

3 FT. pp. 107, 178.

2 Compare Ifor Williams, TAAS., 1939, p. 30, "British became Welsh when the unaccented medial syllables and the unaccented terminations were dropped".
would either come to seem intolerably archaic, barely intelligible, if they were recited with the missing syllables retained, or would make metrical nonsense if they were dropped. We do not know that the oldest Welsh metres go back into the British period. They may; but if so, poetry composed in the new language would have a quite new rhythmical pattern as regards the arrangement of stresses. Technically, stress played almost no part in mediaeval Celtic metrics, which, apart from the ordering of rhyme words and alliteration, depended only on the number of syllables in the line; but there were certain natural inherent rhythms nevertheless, which would be completely disrupted when all the words in the language became one or more syllables shorter.

The question whether Welsh could have been in existence early enough for the poems ascribed to Taliesin and Aneirin to be composed in the second half and towards the end of the sixth century was once a burning one. It was commonly believed that this was impossible, until Morris Jones proved the contrary in his Taliesin (Y Cymmrodor xxviii: 1918). Since then, Sir Ifor Williams has carried on a campaign to support and amplify the thesis of Morris Jones. The latter pointed out that the chief arguments which had been used against the possibility were that Gildas in the middle of the sixth century gives British names with their final syllables and composition vowels intact, such as Maglocune and Cuneiglase, and that the same features are found in the sixth- and seventh-century inscriptions like BROHOMAGLI and CATAMANUS (op. cit. pp. 27 ff.). The opinion had been that the syllables in question were not dropped until some time between the sixth or seventh century and the ninth when the OW. glosses begin; that in the sixth the language was still an inflected one, and could not yet be called Welsh; and that otherwise Gildas would have written for instance, not Maglocune but Mailecune. Morris Jones’ answer was clear—these were archaising Latin forms, just as Henricus in modern inscriptions is a Latinisation of Henry;¹ and the practical identity of Old Welsh and Old Breton proves that the new language already existed in the

¹ The situation was probably not quite so simple as that, see p. 189.
first half of the sixth century. Without entering further into these questions here—and the results reached in this book in respect of these two points differ slightly from Morris Jones—there is no question that he was fundamentally right. One can say that the Welsh language, in the form of Primitive Welsh, had come into existence not by the first but at any rate by the second half of the sixth century, and that the poems of Taliesin and Aneirin could have been composed in Welsh, not British, towards the end of that century. If so, they would be among the very first poets of the new language, the first to establish a tradition of Welsh as distinct from British poetry; and therefore the name of Cynfeirdd, "first" or "original bards", traditionally given to the composers of this period, was very apt and fully justified.

In the table which follows, the various sound-changes are arranged so far as may be in chronological order. Though it is usually possible to assign a given change to a particular century, often half-century, it is not always easy to say in what relation it stands to other sound-changes of about that time. The practice followed here is to give within each period first those features, if any, whose position relative to each other is demonstrable, duly numbered, and then, separately, those which cannot be so placed. Those which belong to the Common Celtic or Gallo-Brittonic stages are omitted here, as this list concerns Brittonic only. Those which can only be dated within wide limits of several centuries are not included. Details on all these are found in the body of Part II. When a given change is said to have happened "already" at a given time, this means that our evidence shows its existence by then, but that it is not known how much older it may be. Of course, it must be made clear that the datings, if at all apparently exact, such as "c. 600", stand in reality only for the approximate period when the development in question may be said to have become established. Förster remarks that all linguistic changes need three generations to complete themselves, and cautions that the dates he assigns in his table represent simply the

\[1\] Something of an over-estimate in many instances; half a century or less is often sufficient.
turning point (Wendepunkt; FT. p. 171). The dates below of course often disagree with Förster's table as set out in FT. pp. 172 ff., and with Loth's in his article in RC. li, 1 ff., for reasons given at the appropriate points in the foregoing pages.

§ 210.

FIRST CENTURY B.C.

st perhaps already > ss; § 122.

SECOND HALF OF THE FIRST CENTURY A.D.

(1) s > Σ; § 115.
(2) Internal -Σ > nil; § 117.

LATE FIRST CENTURY

ai already > ē; § 27. 3.
Vowels of proclitics already reduced; pp. 663-4.
Vowels of final syllables already reduced; § 151.
χs already > Xs; p. 538.

au, eu, ou > ō; § 22. 1.
Internal and final CC. ā > ā; § 23. 1.
oi > ā; § 22. 2.
i > j; § 38 A. 3.

END OF THE THIRD CENTURY

ō (and Latin internal ō) > ō; § 22. 2.

FOURTH TO EARLY FIFTH CENTURY

j > ŋ; § 38 A. 3.

FIRST HALF OR MIDDLE OF THE FIFTH CENTURY

-x already > -s; p. 625.
ā-affection; § 154.
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MIDDLE OF THE FIFTH CENTURY
(ă <IE. ā, -ō, and Latin -ō) > ĭ; § 23. 2.

SECOND HALF OF THE FIFTH CENTURY
Lenition; § 142.

LATER FIFTH TO EARLY SIXTH CENTURY
ā > ŭ; § 9.
Final i-affection; § 169.
Nasal mutation in West British; § 189.

END OF THE FIFTH CENTURY
Beginning of the loss of final syllables; § 182.
Beginning of mb > mm, nd > nn (ng > ny?); § 112.

SIXTH CENTURY
ē (<ai) already > ē; § 27. 3.
ē (<ei) already > ē; § 28. 3.

BEGINNING OF THE SIXTH CENTURY
ʒ > ś in certain circumstances; § 75. 8.

FIRST HALF OF THE SIXTH CENTURY
ō > ŭ before certain consonants in W.Brit.; § 4. 1.
ē > ī before a nasal in W.Brit.; § 6. 2.
ū > ŭ in SW.Brit.; § 5. 1.
ī > ĭ in SW.Brit.; § 7. 2.
Perhaps pretonic W.Brit. ȯ (<ā) > ē; § 10.
Perhaps ŭā > īā; § 39.
l̆, r̆ develop towards lch, rch, in SW.Brit.; § 88.
Gemination in external sandhi; § 185.
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FIRST HALF OR MIDDLE OF THE SIXTH CENTURY

\( i > i \) in W.Brit.; § 7. 1.
\( \tilde{u} (<\tilde{o}, \text{oi, Latin } \tilde{u} \text{ and internal } \tilde{o}) > \ddot{u}; \) § 22. 3.
\( \Sigma > h \) at the beginning of the second element of compounds; § 116.

MIDDLE OF THE SIXTH CENTURY

Completion of the loss of final syllables; § 182.
Syncope of composition vowels; § 195.
Perhaps loss of \( j \) finally after \( e \); § 79. 1.

MID OR LATER SIXTH CENTURY

(1) Syncope of other unstressed internal syllables; § 197.
(2) Provection; § 143.

\( pp, tt, cc > f, th, ch; \) § 147.
\( bp, lc, rp, rt, rc > lf, lch, rf, rth, rch; \) § 149.
Initial \( \Sigma > h; \) § 115.
\( \Sigma u > hw; \) § 118.

SECOND HALF OF THE SIXTH CENTURY

Pretonic \( u, i (<i) > w, i \) in Pr.W.; § 205.
\( nij \) *perhaps* \( > W. aia, CB. oia; \) § 39.
\( jl, jr, 5n (>jl, jr, jn) > jl, jr, jn; \) § 86.
\( nd > nn \) probably complete; § 112. 2.

LATE SIXTH TO EARLY SEVENTH CENTURY

\( \delta u (<\tilde{a}u, \tilde{a}3) > ou; \) § 46. 2.
\( \chi t > \tilde{ph}; \) § 60.
Latin \( \chi s > js; \) § 126.
\( l\dot{s}, r\dot{s}, > lj, rj \) in Pr.W. now or later; § 88.

ABOUT 600

The new quantity system; § 35.
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SEVENTH CENTURY

\( \mu > \bar{v} \); § 100.
Completion of \( mb > mm \) (\( ng > yy \) i); §§ 112, 1, 3.
Internal \( i \)-affection in Pr.W.; § 176.

SECOND HALF OF THE SEVENTH CENTURY

\( \tilde{e} > \text{Pr.W. } ui \); § 28, 3.

EARLY TO MID EIGHTH CENTURY

\( \tilde{e} > \text{Pr.W. } q \iota \); § 27, 3.

EIGHTH CENTURY IN GENERAL

(1) Stressed \( q > au \) in Pr.W.; § 11.
(2) Stressed \( au\bar{v} > any \) (and sometimes > au); § 66, 2.

\( ou \) (<\( ou \), \( \bar{q}u \)) > \( \bar{o}u \) in Pr.W.; § 46, 2.

\( lt > ll \) in W.; § 54, 1.

Internal \( i \)-affection in Pr.C. and Pr.B.; § 176.

\( 3 \) after \( i \) finally, and before \( a, o \), and after back vowels finally and between them internally, perhaps now lost; § 89.

LATE EIGHTH CENTURY

\( w \) already > \( gw \) in W.; § 49.

Beginning of occasional loss of final \( -v \) in polysyllables; § 66, 3.

\( mp, ut, uc \) already > \( m\bar{v}h, n\bar{h}, y\bar{k}h \); § 108.

EARLY NINTH CENTURY

Beginning of svarabhakti in Welsh and Cornish; § 33.

\( \bar{v} \) already > \( v \) before \( r, fr \); § 100.

\( m\bar{v}h, n\bar{h}, y\bar{k}h \) already > \( mh, nh, yh \); § 108.
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THE NINTH CENTURY IN GENERAL

ðu falls together with ðu and ði with ei, in Welsh; §§ 46. 2; 207. 5.

w already > gw in Breton; § 49.
Loss of internal ʒ between front vowels or vowels of different quality, and finally after ð; § 89.
Beginning of an on-gliding before initial s-groups; § 119.

TENTH CENTURY

w already > gw in Cornish; § 49.
Occasional loss of final -d in polysyllables already; § 69.
λ, ρ probably fully established in Welsh; § 93.

LATER TENTH CENTURY

ð already > ð in Cornish; § 13.
ðu > ðu in Welsh; § 46. 2.
ðu > ð, -ð in Welsh; § 36. 2.

LATE TENTH TO EARLY ELEVENTH CENTURY

Differentiation of ðu and ei towards ðu and ðu, ði and ði; §§ 46. 2; 207. 5.
ð > ð in Breton; § 13.

TENTH TO ELEVENTH CENTURY

æ, ð perhaps becoming ø by now; § 205.
Secondary affection by ð in Breton; § 176.

EARLY ELEVENTH CENTURY

ðu > ð, -ð in CB.; § 36. 2.
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Eleventh Century
(1) On-gliding before initial s-groups in W. fully established as ə; § 119.
(2) The accent-shift in W., C., and B.; §§ 13, 207.

th > s in Breton; § 53.

Second Half of the Eleventh Century
-lt, -nt > -ls, -ns in Cornish; §§ 54, 1; 110.

Late Eleventh Century
Reduction of au towards ə in the now unstressed W. final syllable; § 12.
Reduction of ə to ŋ in the now unstressed C. and B. final syllable; § 13.

About 1100
Beginning of final -t = [d] > -s = [z] in Cornish; § 52, 1.

Early Twelfth Century
Denasalisation of ə already complete in W. and C.; § 100.
d > z in Breton; § 68.

Twelfth Century
Final -l₅, -r₅ > -l', -r' in W.; § 88.
s ( < th ) > z in B.; § 53.
APPENDIX

THE NAME BERNICIA

Bede regularly makes use of the name Bernicii for the Anglian inhabitants of the northernmost English kingdom. Two late MSS. of Nennius give the name of the kingdom itself as Bernicia (HB. c. 61); they very likely got it from Bede, especially as they describe this name as being Anglice. These are Latinisations. In the basic text, however, Nennius gives the following OW. forms, on which the Bernicia is a late gloss: Berneich, cc. 61, 63; Birneich, Bernech, c. 61; and the variant Birnech, c. 61. The e of the second syllable of the last two is no doubt a mere spelling for ei, cf. § 160. The name is usually found in MW. poetry as Bryneich, but there is also Byrnech; in the Book of Aneirin Brennych, Brennych, and Breynnuch (this last occurs once, and rhymes in -eich, so that no doubt Breynnuch should be read). Hence we seem to have Welsh forms which in standard MW. spelling would be Berneich, Byrneich, Brennych, Brennych, and apparently one with uncontracted hiatus, Breynnuch or Brenneich. The Anglo-Saxon for the inhabitants of Bernicia was Beornice, from older *Bernice (Bicornice in ASC. 634, MS. E). The evidence from the English side, therefore, gives forms only in Bern-, not Bren(n)- or Breen-.

This name is commonly regarded as a derivative of *brigant-, a participial stem based on Celtic *brig-, "height", as in Brit. *brigā > W. bre, "hill". The Brigantes, the British tribe living in Yorkshire in Roman Britain (Tacitus, Ptol., etc.), are "The High Ones", "The Overlords", or the like; 2 com-

1 See J. Lloyd-Jones, Geirfa Barddolion yr Gymru Gymraeg, p. 80.
3 Förster translates *Brigantia, the supposed district name, as "Bergland" (Anglia lxiv (1940), p. 110), which will not do—if such a name existed, for which we have no evidence, it would mean "The land of the Brigantes".
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pare Brit. *brigantinos > W. brenin, "king ", and Brigantia the
goddess of the Brigantes (CIL. vii. no. 1062, BRIGANTIAE
S (ACRVM), at Birrens in Dumfriesshire), "The High One ",
"The Queen ", whose name is the same as that of the OI. saint
(and perhaps ultimately goddess) Brigit. For this derivation
of Bernicii, etc., a ce-suffix must be assumed in British.
*Briganticiē or *Briganticejā would do for the rare W. form in
-ych and for the English -ice and Latin -icia so far as the suffix
is concerned, but not for the Welsh forms in -eich; for this
*Brigantacciē is necessary, and as it could also give W. -ych
(see § 157), it must certainly be preferable. This would be a
hypocoristic of an adjectival stem *Brigantāco-. The develop-
ment would then be Brit. *Brigantacciē, giving by vowel
affection both Pr.W. *Brzenteich and *Brezentich, which could
become *Brementeich and *Brementeich by vowel harmony (cf.
p. 447), and in MW. these would result in Breneich and
Breennych, and by contraction Brenneich and Brennych—com-
pare the instances in the Book of Aneirin. Bryneich, the
common MW. form, could be from one without vowel harmony,
*Brementeich > OW. *Breenreich > *Brenneich, compare *brig-
antjā > late OW. breyint > breint, p. 447.

There are, however, a number of difficulties about this
derivation and development. In the first place, in Bede,
Nennius, and the AS. form there is not only loss of ë and con-
 traction, but also apparently metathesis of the contracted
Brenn- > Bern(n)-, and in Nennius and MW. of *Brenn-
> Bern(n)- > Bern(n)- too (the AS. could be from Born- or Born-
just as well as from Bern-, cf. § 204 A. 1). Förster notes this
metathesis and says it can hardly be Celtic (Anglia lxiv, 110),
though he does not explain what he thinks it is; in FT. p. 850,
again without accounting for it, he remarks that the metathesis
shows that Bernicia is not a real British form, and that it is a
Latinising of Beornice. Actually, the metathesis could quite
easily occur in AS. Loth, who takes Breenych (sic) as the true
Welsh form, says that the Bern- and Birn- of Nennius are not
British but are Britticisations of Latin Bernicia (RC. li, 30);
and that the metathesis in them is merely graphic, influenced
by the AS. (ibid. p. 10). Similarly, Lloyd treats Bryneich and
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Bryneich as borrowed from Bærnica, itself "possibly" from Brigantes (loc. cit.). Such influence¹ from the AS. or Latin may very well account for the metathesis in W., but it only puts the problem back one step, since it does not explain the forms Bernicii, Bernicia, Beornice, and Bærnice. These would appear to come from a Pr.W. stage *Berce ; or, if the metathesis is AS., from *Brenc, *Brennic,² from older *Bre|en(n)ic. Now there is no particular reason, pace Förster and Loth, why such a metathesis as *Brenn->*Bern(n)- should not occur in an unstressed syllable in Pr.W.,³ and so far as this goes *Berce might be a genuine Pr.W. form.

The difficulty does not lie so much here as in the fact that loss of ʒ and contraction must have taken place to produce it, as well as medial nt>nnh. We have already seen that internal ʒ between front vowels was coming to be no longer heard by the ninth century, and that a probable case of contraction is found as early as the Ovid glosses, ninth to tenth century; see § 78. It is therefore just credible that the forms in Nennius (A.D. 826 or 829) having loss of ʒ and contraction may be genuine in this respect; but what about those in the Book of Aneirin, the nucleus of which is believed to have been composed about 600! Such loss and contraction would be impossible so early. Of course, Aneirin's Brennych raises no difficulty here, as it would be a modernised spelling of Pr.W. *Bryzantich, but Brennych and Brennych in the poem would not scan if restored to their forms of about 600. Quite as serious, indeed more so, is the objection that if Beornice, Bærnice (and Bede's Bernicii, the Latinisation of this) really represents a British tribe-name borrowed for the designation of the northernmost Anglian settlers, it can hardly have been taken over any later than the

¹ Complete borrowing, with Lloyd, will hardly do, since the Latin and AS. forms could scarcely have been adopted with -ich, -ich in W., and they do not explain Brennych at all. It would be preferable to suppose rather that the native Brennic, Brennych, Brenmech, were metathesised under Latin or AS. influence.

² The latter is actually given by Förster, AstNSp. exlvii, 133, from older Breenic (quoted as Brenic and Brennic, but the context seems to show that he meant -ec in both).

³ In fact we have the very thing in Pr.W. *Trhant> *Trahant, if the history of Trisantona given in § 117 is correct.
early part of the seventh century, when their colony was firmly established—indeed since the Book of Aneirin uses it of the Anglians and not the Britons, it is plain that it had become so adopted, and recognised by the Britons as now an English and not a British name, before c. 600. In any event, it could not be later than Bede’s time. Once more, loss of ʒ and contraction, not to mention metathesis, would be inconceivable at that date. In just the same way, we have seen that medial ʒt > ʒnh in Welsh happened in the eighth and beginning of the ninth century (§ 108) ; and while forms with ȝ would therefore be natural in Nennius they would be impossible in the Anglian tribe-name, and no doubt also in Bede. As a parallel we may compare the way in which Late Brit. *Brîȝantia > *Brîȝentí was borrowed in AS. as Breme, the river Brent and Brentford in Middlesex (see p. 447, and RN. pp. 51-2), early in the sixth century, with ʒ and ʒt intact. It is true that this is somewhat before the settlement of Bernicia, but actually in this case the difference in time is not of any significance ; and if the Anglians who occupied Bernicia got their name from the Pr.W. descendant of *Brigantācī, it ought to have appeared in AS. as something like *Breme (with AS. umlaut of ȝ, not Pr.W. vowel affection), not as *Bernice > Beornice, Barnice ; or, if we assume an early metathesis of the r in Brit. or AS., as *Berno (with AS. umlaut of ȝ, not Pr.W. vowel affection), not as *Berno > Beornice, Barnice. In the case of Bede it should be *Bregentici or *Bergeticini, and in Nennius perhaps *Bregenteich or *Bergech, or at least *Brenneich or *Bergechich. In other words, then, while the forms which are found in the Book of Aneirin and later mediaeval Welsh poetry may descend from a Brit. *Brigantācī, it is doubtful that those in Nennius can, and certain that those in AS. and in Bede cannot.

The only way out of the impasse would seem to be to abandon the etymology from *Brigantācī and to look for another.

1 Not impossible, of course, in the text of the Book of Aneirin, where ȝ would merely be a modernised spelling of the ʒt. For Nennius, cf. e.g. *fannon, HB. c. 70, though the variant in late MSS. is the older-seeming *fontann. Note that the evidence of Beornice might be held to constitute disproof of the dates offered in this book for any one of the sound-changes concerned individually, but the fact that it disagrees with so many of them at once is pretty clear testimony that there is something wrong with it, not with them.
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The fact that it has long been accepted, and has had the support of Rhys, Lloyd, Loth, and Förster is no absolute guarantee of its correctness. The following may be tentatively suggested. Old Irish *bern means "a gap, a mountain pass", and may come from a Celtic *bernā or *birnā. Assuming that this stem existed in British, *bernāco- or *birnāco- (=Ir. bernach) would mean "full of gaps", and *Bernāccī or *Birnāccī would be possible place-names derived from this with a hypocoristic suffix, meaning "The land of mountain passes", which is a very good description of the Pennines. *Bernācci or *Birnācci, "The people of the land of mountain passes", would give Pr. W. *Bernea'c', *Berna'c' in the second half of the sixth century, which would be borrowed as *Bernice in Pr. AS. without any difficulty, whence, by "breaking", AS. Bernice (and Bede's Bernicii, as well as Nennius' Bernicia). Nennius' Berne(i)ch would come from *Bernec'e', or could be a spelling for his alternative Birne(i)ch; which last, with MW. Bryneich, could either be directly from *Berna'c' or could have the same kind of late change of era to irn as in OW. -tegwrn, -tigwrn, MW. teyrn, <-*tegerno-. The forms Brenneych, Brennych, Bryneich could be examples of the metathesis seen in W. crychyd (see p. 689). This leaves only the double nn in these forms, and the ee in Breennych in the Book of Aneirin, unexplained. The former is not very important, and may be merely scribal. The latter is the only instance anywhere of a trisyllabic form of the name, and may easily be an error, particularly as the metre of this stanza is very irregular and does not demand a trisyllable—on the contrary, the line as it stands is the longest in the verse.
ADDENDA

P. 10. A further trace of Cumbric dialectism may perhaps be seen in the Galloway word *gosscock, probably the same as W. *gwaseog, and in northern names like Gospatrick = Gwas Padrig, etc.; see CPNS. p. 178. Here W. *gwas seems to have been represented by *gwas>gos in Cumbric, possibly a survival of the original CC. form of this word in -o-, cf. LP. p. 2.

P. 49, n. *Flesor, etc. That is to say, in spelling; the pronunciation would be Fleisôr or Fleô'sôr.

P. 116 (and 123). The date of Cunedda’s migration is possibly to be put somewhat later; cf. H. M. Chadwick, Early Scotland (Cambridge, 1949), pp. 147 ff.

P. 189, n. 1. The SALIGIDVNI stone in the British Museum has only recently been made available to the public again after the war. On examining it, it seems to me that the letter may be a sickle-shaped G; but it is so much obscured by the C which has been painted over it (!), and the letters are so exceedingly shallow to the touch, that it is difficult to be sure.

P. 193. On magistrati for magistriatus, cf. the regular use of -i for the masculine genitive singular, regardless of declension, pp. 187 ff. This suggests that spoken British Latin in the fifth and sixth centuries may have reduced the Latin declensions considerably.

P. 213. The interpretation of HB. c. 63 given here is the one generally accepted. Nennius appears to say that Uiren with his sons fought Theodric (reigned 572-9) and was killed at that time (in illo, ., tempore). But he also says that Uiren fought Hussa (reigned 585-92). If this is correct, at least two interpretations are possible: (1) Uiren fought both brothers, Hussa before he became king. There is nothing inherently improbable about this, since the younger brother might often have led a Bernician army before his accession, and it is supported by the fact that Nennius names Hussa first. If so, the date c. 575 for Uiren’s death would stand. (2) Uiren fought first Theodric, and then Hussa while the latter was king, and hence was not killed till 585 at earliest. In that case, Nennius would have got his chronological order wrong (which is likely
enough; the words *in illo... tempore* would refer to the whole period of the sons of Ida in general, not merely to Theodric's reign; and the people whom Urien besieged in Lindisfarne would be not Theodric and his men but the Bernicians in general, and specifically Hussa and his men. The later date, say *c. 590*, for the siege of Lindisfarne, would help to account for the lateness of the great Bernician expansion, apparently not really beginning until *c. 600–3*.

P. 300, l. 6. Loth sees an early case of *C. e* in *Modredis sunu* in *Bodm.* § 30, a.d. 960–1000 (RC. xxxiii, 298); but it is not certain that this is the same name as OW. *Modraut*, and as the context is AS: the form may in any case be corrupt (read perhaps *Medrodis*). Loth's examples of names from DB. and Cart. Red. confirm our dates for CB. *e*.

§ 38 (B). See now J. Vendryes, "Sur le traitement brittonique de *e* en hiatus", BSLP, xlvii, 1 ff.


P. 410, l. 30. I.e. that an Irish Latin chronicler substituted *Nechtan* for the *Naiton* or *Neiton* of his source, because he knew that the name was *Nechtan* in Irish. This is what the Irish and Scottish Gaels regularly did with Pictish names, and specifically with this name; cf. EHMM. pp. 359 ff. In fact they did so with this very place, the hill beside which is still known as Dunninghen, formerly Dún Nechtain, the *ch* having been preserved in Gaelic and not in Pictish. However, it may be more likely that Symeon of Durham got the name from a Northumbrian Latin source, where the *ch* would also be kept; the Northumbrians would have learned this common Pictish name while it was still *Nechton*, as it formerly was (Pictish apparently had *c* → *k*).

P. 498 (and cf. p. 500). The same development seems to occur with secondary groups arising by syncope of the composition vowel; so *cintulang-* → *cint'long* → W. *cythlunw*; cf. BBCS. xi, 136.

P. 508, n. 1. Förster explains E. Cornish names with *nt* as borrowed before *nt* gave *ns*, or as a matter of dialect (FT. p. 177).

P. 534. There is some slight evidence for the very late survival in
ADDENDA

Britain of the dental affractive mentioned on p. 530, side by side with ss in the same word. See in general Loth, RC. xxxii, 414 fl., many of whose theories however will not suit. In the Harleian 3859 OW. Genealogies the mother of Rhodri Mawr (ninth century) is called Ethhil (Gen. i). The same woman is Ethhilt in the Jesus 20 pedigrees (Cymm. viii. 87), and Ethill in the Life of Gruffydd ap Cynan (ed. A. Jones, The History of Gruffydd ap Cynan, Manchester, 1910, see p. 102); otherwise she is known as Essyllt in MW. sources. There can be no doubt that this is the well-known MW. name Essyllt, Esyllt, cf. OC. Esell (in a charter of 967, Loth, op. cit. p. 420). One may suggest a derivation from Brit. *Adshiltia, "she who is gazed at", "Miranda"; W. syllu. This would regularly give MW. Essyllt. The other spellings seem to point to a Brit. secondary bye-form *Adshiltia or *Asthiltia, and to the rare survival of this dental affractive (in dialect t) in Wales, alongside ss, as late as the ninth or tenth century at least. Another instance may be the name which was Elisse(t) in MW. In Harleian 3859 this is spelt Elisted (AC. 814, 943, 946; Gen. xv. xxx. xxxi twice), but once Elitet (Gen. xxvii). Otherwise, there is only -s- in the early W. sources. So on the "Eliseg Pillar", CHIC. no. 1000, ninth century, Eliseg several times; Chad 8, Elisedi; Asser, c. 80, Helised; Lland. Elised (several). What did the scribe of Harleian 3859 (c. 1100) mean by z and t? He cannot have had z before him in his exemplar, as the use of this letter (pronounced ts) was introduced by the Normans. If the original had s or ts there would be no reason why he should not have copied them, since both were common in Welsh (secondary ts arising by syncope, e.g. MW. aseinnio <-ateson-; Loth confuses this with primary ds etc.): unless we can suppose that the affractive sound still existed in this name in his own day, possibly as something like ths, at any rate in his dialect, and he tried to render it with z and t (and in Ethhil with th). The other sources quoted may have had ss in their dialect, or else made no attempt to spell it other than as s. In any case it must have been rare in early Welsh, since otherwise there would almost certainly have been more instances in spelling. There is no need to conclude then that -st-, -dt-, etc., did not after all become -ss- until very late: but only that in dialect a dental affractive may have remained, as a bye-form, in parts of Wales only, and probably in certain words only. It is remarkable that both the examples are names.
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§ 132. On lenition see now A. Martinet, "Celtic Lenition and Western Romance Consonants", in Language, xxviii (1952), 192 ff. Some of what he says needs modification in the light of a wider knowledge of Celtic philology and a fuller acquaintance with the relevant evidence; for instance, Martinet has not considered the question of Brittonic place-names in English. If he had seen §§ 131 ff. and 93 of the present book he might possibly have altered his views in certain respects. He rejects Pedersen's concept of [tʰ], etc. (op. cit. p. 201), for sound reasons. His definition of lenition for chronological purposes is the beginning of the process distinguishing e.g. proto-Celtic -a ta- from -s ta- (my -s t(l)ta-), which we both agree is very early; whereas mine is the end of it, the full stage -a da- or, in Irish, -a tha-, which I have tried to show was reached both in Britain and in Ireland in the fifth century A.D. It is interesting to see that Martinet envisages tentatively a system of strong and weak consonants, including the stops, similar in many respects to the one outlined above; most of the differences are comparatively unimportant, though Martinet does not allow for all the contingencies. We both regard initial non-lenited consonants as having fallen together with the original geminates, while differing considerably over details. In the matter of the l, r, and n sounds I assume that in CC. they were all one degree stronger in articulation than Martinet does (giving, e.g., LL : L where he has ll = L : l), for reasons which he did not take into account.

P. 620, n. 4. In a letter of 30th November, 1950, Nash Williams says of the (IV)DNERT inscription, "The lettering of this stone brings it definitely into my 'mixed group', but ... this group probably extends into the opening years of the seventh century".

P. 662. Rodercus in Adamnan's Life of St. Columba, i, 8 (the same person as Rodarchus), living in the late sixth century, has o in the same way as ROCATI; apart from the fact that, as with ROCATI, the context is Gaelic, where the o remained. In Jocelin's Life of St. Kentigern (late twelfth century), cc. 29, 30, 33, 45, he is Rederech.
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This Index applies chiefly to Part I. The Table of Contents is an adequate guide to Part II, and the few matters from that Part included here are such as are not clearly indicated in the Table. Words and names which are discussed solely from a linguistic standpoint are listed in the Index of Words and Names; all others mentioned will be found here. The numbers refer to pages.

Abercorn, 214
Æcum in estate names in Roman Gaul, 233
Ascalon, 213
Ælfric’s glossary, 60 f.
Ælfe, of Sussex, 200; of Deira, 211
Aethelfrith, 213, 215, 216, 217
Ætius, appeal of the civitates to, 113
Affection of vowels in Pr.I., 132, 135, 137, 139, 143
Ahm n-oguim, 167 n. 1
Airiol, 170, 174
Aire valley, 215, 217
Aldborough, 212
Alfred, Laws of, 239
Alphabet of Nennius, 47
Ambianarius, glosses on, 65
Ambrosius Aurelianus, 13, 115 f., 199, 249
Andover, 203
Auncin, 693 f.
Anglo-Saxon conquest of Britain, history of the, 198 ff.; beginnings of the, 115 f., 198 ff.
ANM, 167, 168 n. 2
Annales Cambriae, 48, 56
Antonine Itinerary, the, 32, 34, 37, 40; textual corruptions in, 35
Appendix Probi, edition of the, 281 n. 2
Arbedoar, 63
Arcaic Irish, 6
Archaisms in Latin inscriptions in post-Roman Britain, 189 f.
Archaisms in Ogam inscriptions, 138, 153
Archenfield, 211
Arden, Forest of, AS. arrival at the, 202, 210
Area I, 221 f., 224, 225, 243 n. 2; AS. occupation of and British survival in, 235 ff.
Area II, 222, 224, 225, 240 n. 2, 242 n. 2; AS. occupation of and British survival in, 237 f.
Area III, 222 f., 225, 226, 227, 242 n. 2, 244; AS. occupation of and British survival in, 238 ff.
Area IV, 223, 242 n. 2
Argyll, Irish colony in, 173 n. 4, 213
Armorica, Armorici, 15
Arthur, 116, 199
Asser’s Life of King Alfred, 53
British place-names in, 239
Atheistane, 206
Augustine, St., 204, 230, 247, 254
Augustine, St., De Trinitate, 57
Avon (W.), AS. colony on the, 202, 204, 205
Aylesbury, 204
Ayrshire, 218
Badbury, 199, 202
Bamburgh, 212, 213
Barbury, Castle, battle of, 203, 204
Beddcanford, battle of, 204, 236
Bede, 40 f.
Bedfordshire, AS. occupation of, 202, 204; Brittonic place-names in, 224
Belle-lle, colonisation of, 29 f.
Benson, 204
Berkshire, Brittonic place-names in, 224
Berne Logical Fragment, 64
Berne Virgil, glosses, 63
Bernicia, 218; AS. occupation of, 212 ff., 215 ff., 238, 708; survival of Brittonic in, 219
Bili, 41
Bishoprics, sites of the early English, 230
Blackdown Hills reached by the Anglo-Saxons, 205
Bleitiud, 46
Bodmin Gospels, 59 f.
Boniface, St., 206
Book of Llandaff, 6, 45, 46, 58, 68
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BOOK OF ST. CHAD, 42 ff., 46, 74
Bradford on Avon, battle of, 205
Bradshaw, Henry, Collected Papers, 42 n. 1
Breton dialects, date of differentiation of, 29 ff.
Breton language, date of the beginning of, 690 ff.
Britt-, names in, 228
Brieue, St., 15, 41
British, 4
British Church (see also Church), relations with the Gaulish, 163 ff.; with the Irish, 122 ff., 143
British Latin, 5; nature and extent of, 94 ff., 107 ff.; pronunciation of in fifth and sixth centuries, 124
British names among Irish colonists in Britain, 177 ff., 182 f., 185 ff.
British names given Greek and Latin terminations, 38
British town-names derived from rivers, 38
Britons and Anglo-Saxons, relations between, 229, 241 ff.
Brittonic, 3, 4
Bro Werce, 15
Bruncus, 36
Buckinghamshire, AS. settlement of, 236; Brittonic place-names in, 224
Caudwallon, 172 n. 4
Cair-Draithou, 156
Cambridge, 230, 232
Canaloe, 203
Camock-Chase, 210
Canterbury, 230, 232
Carlisle, 217
Carolingian Renaissance, spelling reforms of the, 254
Cassonouna, 36
Cartell, 217, 241
Cartulary of Landevenne, the, 66, 68
Cartulary of Redon, the, 66, 68
Catamarus, 120, 160 ff.
Catilhernus, 14
Catterick, 212, 213
Cawlin, 203, 204, 232 n. 2
Cemeteries, AS. and Romano-British, 234
Centwine, 205
Cerdie and Cynric, 203, 237
Chad, see Book of St.
Cheshire, AS. occupation of, 210 ff.; Brittonic place-names in, 223, 226 n. 2
Chester, battle of, 210, 213, 214, 215
Chervotes, 214
"Chiltern, the deserts of", 202, 204, 236
Chi-rho monogram, the, 158, 163, 166
Chiranne, 15
Christianity, in Roman Britain, 114; in post-Roman Britain, 119, 248 f.
Chronology of sound-changes in Pr.I., 137 ff.; table of, 142 f.
Church, language of the Roman, in Britain, 102, 119, 120, 122, 123 ff.; on the Continent, 119
Cincinnus, mon of Grupind, 43
Clyde, 214, 218
Codex Leidensis Vossianus, glosses in the, 64 f.
Coomwall, 205, 239
Coins, British, names on, 100 n. 1
Coldingham, 216 n. 5
Collatio Canonum, the, 63, 64, 65
Colodubriga, Colodesburg, Coludi urbs, 216 n. 5
Common Celtic, 3
"Compound of the later type", 225 ff., 240
Computus Fragment, the, 54
Concilium provinciale, the, 97, 109
Cononorus, 15
Conmac's Glossary, 155
Cornish and Breton, date of differentiation of, 24 ff., 27 f.
Cornish language, date of the beginning of, 690 f.
Cornovia, Cornovii, 12
Cornwall, AS. occupation of, 27, 206
Corpus Amalarius, glosses in, 65
Corpus Christii Collatio Canonum, 64
Cothrie-group Latin loanwords in Irish, 131 ff.
Cottswold, AS., anquast of the southern, 204
Cotton Collatio Canonum, 65
er, ci, en, ge, of, on reduced in Pr.I., 136, 137, 143
Credton, 206
Crokes on early Christian monuments in Britain, 165
Cumbrice, 8; AS. occupation of, 218 f., 240
Cumbrice, 6, 9, 219, 707
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Cumedia, 116, 117 f., 123, 156, 172, 707
Cumelius, 100 n. 1
Cutha, 204
Cuthbert, St., 214, 217, 219 n. 3; Life of, 214, 215 n. 4
Cuthwine, 204
Cuthwulf, 204
Cynddylan, 210
Cyndeisid, the, 693
Darlington, 212
Dawston Rig, 213
Decuriones, the, 97, 103, 113
De Excicio Britanniae, 40
Deinitive article in Cumbria, 10
Deira, 213, 215, 217; AS. occupation of, 211 f., 238
Désai, the, 155, 156, 157
De Mensuris et Ponderibus, 47
De Raries Fabulis, 54 ff.
Derbyshire, AS. occupation of, 210; Brittonic place-names in, 224
Derwent, 218
Deva, 35
Devil's Dyke, the, 203
Devon, AS. occupation of, 205 f., 229 f.; Brittonic place-names in, 223, 226, 229 f., 241 n. 3; Brittonic spoken in, 11
Dialects of British, 8 ff.
Dind Map Lethain, 155
Din Drachov, 155
Dind Tradui, 155
Dis Manibus, 167
D(S) M(ANIBVS) BARRECTI CARANTI, 107 n. 2
Domnonia, Domnonii, 12, 14
Donastis, 162
Dorset, AS. occupation of, 205; Brittonic place-names in, 223, 224, 227; Brittonic speaking in, 11, 205 n. 4, 239; survival of British population in, 207
Driffeld, 211
Dumbarston, 218
Dumnonii, 12
Durham, AS. occupation of, 212, 213; Celtic place-names in, 213 n. 1, 222, 223; enclave of Britons in, 238
Durham Liber Vitae, 59
-dy, verbal of necessity, 380
Dyrrham, battle of, 16, 17, 18, 25, 26, 204, 237, 240 n. 2
Eadbert, 218
Eadwine, 4
East Anglia, AS. occupation of, 202 f.
Easter, method of computing, 114, 115
Ecgfrith, 217, 218, 410
Edi, Life of Wilfrid, 216 n. 5, 217
Eden valley, AS. occupation of, 217
Edinburgh, 213, 214 n. 1
Education in Roman Britain, 99
Edwin, 210 n. 6, 212, 214, 215 n. 4, 217
Egbert, 206
Ekwall, English River Names, viii, 194 n. 1, 196; notes on British place-names, viii, 223
Eloa son of Gelhig, 43
Elmet, 212, 215, 238
Enclaves of Britons, 197, 202, 204, 205 n. 4, 212, 235 ff., 320, 332, 334, 491, 612
Epigraphie of post-Roman Latin inscriptions of Britain, 159 ff.
EQVESTRI NOMINE, 168
Eran, the, 155, 156, 157
Ergyn, 211
Essex, AS. occupation of, 201; enclave of Britons in, 236
Eutychius, glosses on, 63
Ewyas, 211
Exeter, 206
Exe valley, AS. occupation of, 206
Extermination of British population by English, supposed, 229, 224 ff., 246
Eyam, 204
Falo'hun, L'Histoire de la langue bretonne, 28 ff.
Fastidius, On the Christian Life, 110, 114, 115, 119
f. borrowed as s- in Pr.I., 126, 130 f., 135, 139, 143
Fens, AS. occupation of, 202, 236; enclaves of Britons in, 236
Fethanleag, battle of, 204 f.
Foederati, 116, 154, 156, 174, 198
Forfild, 184
Formulae in post-Roman Latin inscriptions in Britain, 158, 163, 166
 Förster, Der Flusssname Themse, viii, 196; on statistics of Brittonic river-names in England, 224
Forth, Firth of, 212, 214, 218
Franks, relations of the, with England, 247, 253
Gallic, 4
Gallic-Romance influence on Breton, 29
Galloway, 218
Gaulish, 4; loanwords in Romance, 243; spoken until fifth century, 104
Gaulish Church, relations with the British, 163 ff.
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Gelhi son of Arihotud, 43
Genealogies, the Old Welsh, 48, 56
Genitive case in inscriptions, 166 ff.
Gerent, 206
Germanus, St., 15, 113, 114, 164
Gildas, 12, 13, 16, 17, 40, 41, 73, 114, 115, 118, 119, 120, 166, 190, 200, 202, 229
Glen Dhu, 219
Glendue, 219, 226
Gloucestershire, AS. occupation of, 204, 240; Brittonic place-names in, 223, 224, 226, 240; Brittonic spoken in, 11
Gododdin poem, the, 10, 212, 213
Goedelic, 4, 6
Gotha MS. of Isidore, 62
Graffiti, Latin, in Roman Britain, 99, 101
Gregory of Tours, 15
Guemolé, St., 41
Guild of Thanes at Cambridge, 236
Guitoln, 116
Guthlac, Life of St., 236
Gwyrthynian, 116 n. 4

Haelhucar, 63
Haestings, 200
Hampshire, AS. occupation of, 201, 203, 237; Brittonic place-names in, 224
Harleian 2276 MS., glosses in, 67
Harlesian 3859 MS., 48, 56
Harleian Nonius, the, 63 f.
Hatton Collatio Camnunum, 64
Haverfield on spoken British Latin, 95
Hayle, battle of, 206
Hengist and Horsa, 198, 200, 249
Henoc, 40
Hensingham, 216
Herefordshire, AS. occupation of, 211, 240; Brittonic place-names in, 226, 227, 240
Hertfordshire, AS. occupation of, 201
hic loci, see loci
Highland Zone, the, 97, 99, 102, 167, 118, 119, 120; language of the, 105, 106, 111, 165, 169, 212, 247 n. 1, 249, 256; late Romanisation of, 117 ff.
Hingston Down, battle of, 206
Historia Brittonum, 47 ff.
Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum, 40
Hoddom school, 218
Holderness, 211
Holland, AS. occupation of, 207
Horizontal inscriptions, 168
Hübner, Inscriptiones Britanniae Latinae, 36

Hwice, AS. province of, 202, 205, 210, 211
Hybrid names, British and English, 244 ff.
-i suffix in Welsh, 351 ff.
-iacit, hic iacit, 158, 163, 166, 167, 621 n. 5, 622
-c affection, 196
Ids, 213
Illiud, St., 164
Indo-European place-names (non-Celtic and non-Germanic) in Britain, 104 ff.
Ine, 206, 207, 239
Infection of consonants in Pr.I., 137, 139, 143
-inga-, inga-, place-names in, 215, 216
Inscriptions, Latin; in Gaul, 83, 159, 165, 190 ff.; of the post-Roman period in Britain, 70, 89, 118, 149 ff., 157 ff., 159 ff., 176 ff., 187 ff.; of the Roman period in Britain, 36 ff., 89, 98, 99, 162
Inscriptions, Ogam, see Ogam Inscriptions
Inscriptions, Old Breton, 67; Old Cornish, 48, 61 ff., 158, 160; Old Welsh, 58, 74, 158, 160
Intellectual life in Roman Britain, fourth to fifth centuries, 114
Intermarriage between Anglo-Saxons and Britons, 207, 244, 245, 249
Johannes, 57
Irish church, relations with the British, 122 ff.
Irish colonies in Britain, 154 ff., 156, 157, 160, 170 ff.; influence of, on British epigraphy, 166 ff.; Latin names among the, 170, 172, 174
Irish spoken in Britain, 169 ff.
Iron Age A and B, 8
Isle of Man, 151, 153, 154, 157, 172 f., 212 n. 6; evidence for British speaking in the, 173
Isle of Wight, Jutish occupation of, 200, 201
Ithael, 57
-i-umlaut, 196, 252, 253, 254, 599 ff., 611 ff.
IVSTINI CONSULIS, 158

Jordanes, 13
Jutes, 200, 201
Juvenecus glosses, 49 ff.
Juvenecus MS., the, 49 ff.
Juvenecus poems, the, 49, 52 ff.
Keller's theory of Ogam alphabet, 152 n. 1, 156 n. 6
SUBJECT INDEX

Kennet valley, AS. advance up, 202
Kent, AS. occupation of, 200, 212 n. 1; British place-names in, 246; relations of, with the Franks, 247
Kesteven, AS. occupation of, 207
Kinner Forest, 205, 210

Lammmersmoor, 214
Lancashire, AS. occupation of, 210 ff., 214 ff.; Brittonic place-names in, 223, 224, 226, 227
Late British, 4
Latin as intermediary between British and AS., 246 ff.
Latin names among Irish colonists in Britain, 170, 172, 177 ff., 183 ff.
Latin speaking, in Ireland, 174 n. 2; in Roman Britain, nature and extent of, 94 ff., 107 ff., 247; in post-Roman Britain, 117 ff., 247 ff., 261 (called nostra lingua by Gildas, 118)
Leges inter Brettos et Scotos, 9
Leicestershire, AS. occupation of, 202
Lidden Lecchbook, glosses in, 62
Leiden Logical Fragment, glosses in, 64
Lenition, 68 ff.; in Pr. I., 127 ff.; date of in Pr. I., 135, 138 ff., 142, 143
Letter to Lovocatus and Catherinum, 14
Lewannick inscription, the, 141
Liber Commonel, 47, 49, 54, 74
Lichfield, 207
Life of St. Brieuc, 41
Life of St. Cadog, 57
Life of St. Carannog, 57
Life of St. David, 57
Life of St. Malo, 41
Life of St. Samson, 40, 73
Life of St. Winwaloe, 41
Limburg, 204
Lincolnshire, AS. occupation of, 202, 207
Linnsifon, 213, 706
Lindsey, Early Welsh Script, 42 n. 1
Lindsey, AS. occupation of, 207; royal family of, 244.
Linguistic breakdowns, causes and speed of, 890 f.
Linguistic changes, turning-points in, 693 f.
Lives of the Breton Saints, 41 f.
Lives of the Welsh Saints, 57 f.

ll in Cumbric, 10
Loanwords, AS. in Welsh, 243 n. 1; Brittonic in AS., 243, 244, 255
London, 230, 233
Loss of final syllables in Pr. I., 128 ff., 137; date of, 141 f., 143
Loth, J., Les Mots latins dans les langues brittoniques, 247; Vocabulaire vieux-breton, 42 n. 1; theory on dying-out of Latin in Britain, 247 f.
Lothians, Brittonic spoken in, 10
Lovocatus, 14
Lowland Zone, the, 96, 97, 99, 101, 103, 104 n. 1, 105, 106, 111, 117, 119, 120, 165, 216, 248, 249, 255, 256, 261
Luxemburg Folios, glosses in the, 63
Macalister, Corpus Inscriptionum Insularum Celticarum, 150
Maclovius, 41
MacNeill’s theory of Latin loanwords in Irish, 131 ff., 145 n. 1, 146, 147, 148
Maelgwn, 117
Magistrate, 97, 98, 102, 109, 113 (and n. 3), 115, 118
Maglorius, 15
Magannetan, 211
Malo, St., 41
Mansuetus, 13
Martianus Capella, glosses in, 53
mb in Cumbric, 10
Melrose, monastery of, 214
Menevian school, the, 122
Menevian district, and the Moonar, 201
Mercia, AS. occupation and expansion of, 204, 207 ff., 214, 334
Merseburg Alcin, 62
Mersey, 216
Micheldever, 203
Middle Anglia, AS. occupation of, 202, 207
Middle Breton, 6
Middle Cornish, 6
Middle Irish, 7
Middlesex, AS. occupation of, 201
Middle Welsh, 6
Migrations to Brittany, history of, 12 ff., 206; date of, 15 ff.; reasons for, 16 ff.
Missionaries in Brittany, 15, 27
Modern Breton, 8
Modern Cornish, 6
Modern Irish, 7
Modern Welsh, 6
Monastic movement in British Isles, 122

715 3 A
Monmouthshire, 211; abandonment of Welsh in, 243
M. a. s. E. Forest, 205, 210
Morphology of names in post-Roman British inscriptions, 187 ff.
Morris Jones’ theory on date of oldest Welsh poetry, 692 f.
Mount Badon, battle of, 18, 199, 202, 203, 222, 235
Much Wenlock, 211
Munich Sortilegium, glosses on, 67

Natural features, British names of, 228 ff., 233, 238
Nennius, 47 ff.; his Latin style, 119, 121
Newark, 207
New Forest, AS. occupation of, 201
Ninian, St., 164, 166
Nith abraid, 55
Nobis, 47
NOMENA, NOMINE, 168 n. 2
Norfolk, AS. occupation of, 202 ff.
Northamptonshire, AS. occupation of, 202 ff.; Brittonic place-names in, 224
Northumberland, AS. occupation of, 212 ff.; Brittonic place-names in, 223, 226
Northumbria, kingdom of, 213 ff.
Notitia Dignitatum, the, 33; textual corruptions in, 35
Nottinghamshire, Brittonic place-names in, 224
nt, uc giving Pr.I. dd, yy, 129, 138, 142
Nuadu, 49
Nucleated villages, 235, 240 n. 3

Offa’s Dyke, 211
Ogam alphabet and spelling, 137 ff., 151 f., 158 f., 174 n. 2, 177 f.
Ogam inscriptions, 137 ff., 151 f., 166 f., 176 ff., 190; not evidence of paganism, 176 n. 1
Ogam Irish, 6
Old Breton, 5, 42; sources for, 62 ff.
Old Cornish, 5, 42; sources for, 59 ff.
Old Irish, 7
Old Sarmatian battle of, 17, 203, 204
Old Welsh, 5, 42; sources for, 42 ff.
O’Rahilly, The Two Patricks, 144 ff.
Ordo, the, 97, 102, 109
Orleans Collatio Canorum, 65
Orosius, 40, 62, 65
Ostensitut hic entry, 42 ff.
Oswald, 217
Oswy, 217, 218
Ovid, glosses on, 54, 64

Oxford region, AS. occupation of the, 201 f.
Oxoniensis Posterior, 54 ff., 59, 74
Oxoniensis Prior, 47
Pádraig-group Latin loanwords in Irish, 131 ff.
Palladius, 144
Paris 3182 Collatio Canorum, glosses on, 65
Paris 12021 Collatio Canorum, glosses on, 65
Paris Computus, glosses on, 62
Paris Hesperic, glosses on, 62
Parrett, AS. conquest as far as, 205
Patrick, St., 103, 110, 114, 119, 122, 123, 142, 144, 145 n. 2, 146, 147, 164
Paul the Frenchman, St., 15, 41
P-Celtic, 4
Peasantry in Roman Britain, British the language of, 103; survival of into AS. period, 233 f.
Pelagius, 114, 115
Penda, 207, 210, 211, 214
Pennines, 212, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 238
Penrith, 218
Penselwood, battle of, 205
Perpendicular inscriptions, 168
Personal names, Brittonic, in AS., 244
Peutinger Table, the, 33
Pevenson, sack of, 200, 230
Pickering, Vale of, 211
Picts, 114, 118, 198, 212 n. 1
Pinnata Castra, 32
Place-names, Brittonic, borrowed in AS., 194 ff., 203, 204, 205, 206, 213 n. 1, 219 ff., 245; how borrowed, 95 f., 242 ff., 246 ff., 256 ff.; not necessarily adopted when English reached district, 227
Place-names, early AS., 210, 212, 214, 215, 216
Place-names, English, borrowed from Latin, 95 f., 246 ff., 256 ff., 261
Plural names, British, borrowed in AS., 243 f.
Pogatscher, Lautlehre, 246 ff.
Pokorny’s Illyrian hypothesis, 195 n. 1
Pol de Leon, St., 41
Primitive Breton, 5
Primitive Cornish, 5
Primitive Cumbrian, 6
Primitive Irish, 6; chronology of sound-changes in, 137 ff.; table of dating, 142 f.
Primitive Welsh, 5
Pronunciation of Latin in Britain, 70 ff., 80 ff.
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Promunciation of Vulgar Latin, 71, 74, 82 ff.
Protector (title), 118, 175.
Ptolemy, Geography of, 31, 34, 37; errors in the text of, 34 f.
Pytheas, 31

Q-Celtic, 4
Quaintocks reached by the AS., 205 qu, Pr.I., becomes c, 139 ff., 143
qu substitution for p in Pr.I., 126, 127

QVENVENDANI FILI BARCUVINI, 170

Radnorshire, abandonment of Welsh
in, 243
Ravenhill inscription, the, 162
Ravenna Geographer, the, 33, 34, 37, 38 n. 1; textual corruptions in, 35
Religious life in Roman Britain,
forth to fifth century, 114
Rheged, 9, 213, 218
Ribble, 214, 218
Ricemarch, 57; Ricemarch Psalter,
57 n. 1
Ricthamus, 14, 17
Riotinus, 13
Ripon, 212, 217 n. 2
Ris, 46
River names, British, 221 ff., 228,
235, 238, 240 n. 2
Riwalus, 14, 17, 27
Roman administration in Britain,
97 f.; end of, 113, 114 ff., 119,
198 ff., 229 ff., 248 f.
Roman army in Britain, Latin the
language of, 98 f., 105, 111 f.;
withdrawn, 112, 247 f.
Roman Britain, 97 ff.
Romaniisation of Roman Britain,
95 ff.
Romano-British, 5
Romano-British names, stereotyped
spellings in, 313 f., 324, 323
Rowena, 249
Rutland, AS. occupation of, 202
Ruys Life of Gildas, 41
Ryecymarch, 57
St. David's, 51, 122, 143
St. Omer Hisperics, 64
Salisbury a British name, 203
Salisbury Plain, 203, 205: AS. occu-
pation of, 234, 237
Samson, St., 15, 40
Sarauw's theory of Latin loanwords
in Irish, 125 ff.
Saxon Shore, the, 230
Scotland, AS. occupation of south-
east, 214; AS. conquest of south-
west, 218 f.; British speaking in, 7
Scots of Argyll, 213
Secunda manus glosses in OrL.CC., 65
Sedulius glosses, 62
Selsey, AS. landing at, 200
Selwood, 205, 206
Settlements of Britons in Brittany,
12 ff.
Severn, AS. reach the, 204
Shaw's criticisms of The Two
Patrick's, 147
Sherborne, bishopric of, 206
Shortening of long vowels before con-
sonant groups in British, 271; of
unstressed long vowels in Pr.I.,
131 f., 135, 143
Shrewsbury, 210
Shropshire, AS. occupation of, 210,
211, 240; Brittonic place-names in,
226, 227, 240
Sidonius Apollinaris, 14
Silchester, 229, 232
Smaragdus glosses, 50
Solway, 215, 218
Somerset, AS. occupation of, 205;
Brittonic place-names in, 223;
Brittonic speaking in, 11, 239; sur-
vival of British population in, 267
Sound-substitution, 81 f., 195, 242
South-West British, 5, 18, 25 ff.;
table of differences from West
British, 19 ff.
Spelling confusions in Latin, contin-
ental types of, 74
Spelling in Gallic inscriptions, 190 ff.;
in post-Roman British inscriptions,
176 ff., 190 ff.
Spelling of OB., OC., and OW.: 67 ff.,
120, 176
Spelling of OL. derived from Britain,
73, 177 n. 1
Spelling of Romano-British names,
stereotyping in, 313 f., 325, 523
Staffordshire, Brittonic place-names
in, 224
Stour, 195 n. 1, 221
Strathclyde, 9, 218
Stuf and Whitgar, 201
Suffolk, AS. occupation of, 202 f.;
enclosure of Britons in West, 236
Sulgen, bishop, 57; scribe, 46, 64
Surexis memorandum, 42 ff.
Surrey, AS. occupation of, 201
Survival of British population into
AS. period, 229, 234 ff.
Sussex, AS. conquest of, 200 f.
Syncope of unstressed vowels in Pr.I.,
132 f., 136; date of, 141, 143
Table of Pr.I. sound-changes, 142 f.
Tacitus on Latin studies in Britain, 98
Talesin, 692 f.
Tamworth, 207
Taunton, Vale of, reached by the
AS., 205 f.
Tees, 212
Tello, St., 43, 44, 45, 46
Textual corruptions in Latin MSS.,
35
Thames valley, AS. occupation of the
middle and upper, 201 f., 203 f.
Theodoric, 213, 707, 708
Town-names, British, in Roman
Britain, 227; survival of, 231 ff.,
238, 256 ff.
Towns in Roman Britain, language
of, 248, 255, 256 f., 259; decline of,
112 f.; survival of into AS. period,
229 ff.
Traders in Roman Britain, language
of, 99
Trent valley, AS. occupation of, 202,
207
Tre'r Ceiri, 106, 111
Tudwal, 15
Tuthuli son of Lunit, 43
Tweed valley, AS. occupation of, 214;
ef. 213
Tyne valley, AS. occupation of, 213,
215, 238
"Tyrants", the, 115, 116, 117, 120,
162, 165, 198
Ul Lìathain, 156
Urien, 213, 707, 708
Vannetais dialect, 23
Vatican Regimenis 49 Homily,
glosses, 64
Vatican Regimenis 296 Oratius, 65
Vatican Regimenis 691 Oratius, 66
Venice Oratus, 62
Vizani, the, 97
Victoria, 32
Village names, British, 227, 235 n. 2,
238
Villages, survival into AS. period of
Romano-British, 233 f., 237
Villas, owners of the, as source of
Latin loanwords in British, 109;
British and Latin the languages of,
102; survival of into AS. period,
233
Vocabularium Cornicum, 6, 60 f., 68
Vortigern, 115 f., 117, 198 f., 200,
212 n. 1
Vulgar Latin, 71, 74, 77, 80 ff., 94 ff.,
107 ff., 119, 120, 249 ff., 257 f.;
conservatism in, 108 f.

wal(t), village names in, 227 f.
Wansdyke, 202
Waroc, 15
Wat's Dyke, 211
Weald Forest, AS. penetration of,
200 f., 235 f.
Wednesbury, 210
Wednesfield, 210
Welsh language, date of the beginning
of, 690 ff.
Welsh poetry, Morris Jones' theory of
date of oldest, 692 f.
Wessex, AS. occupation of, 202, 203 ff.,
239; northern, conquered by Mer-
cia, 210
West British, 5, 18, 25 ff.; table of
differences from South-West Brit-
ish, 19 ff.
Westmorland, AS. occupation of,
215 ff.
Wharfe, 215
Whithorn, 218
Wilfrid, St., 217 (and n. 2)
Wiltshire, AS. occupation of, 203,
205; Brittonic place-names in, 223,
224, 227; survival of Brittonic
speakers in, 239
Winwaloe, St., 41
Worcestershire, AS. occupation of,
210, 240; Brittonic place-names in,
222, 223, 224 n. 5, 226, 240,
241 n. 3
Wréistien, 41
Wrekin, the, 210
Wreocesetan, 210
Writing, in Roman Britain, 95, 99 ff.;
in Roman Gaul, 100 n. 2
Wrmonoc, 41
Wulfhere, 210
-s ey, Welsh termination, 379 ff.
Wychwood, 205
Wye, 211
Wyre Forest, 205
-s y s suffix, 332

Yarrow Kirk inscription, 166
York, 211, 212 n. 1, 230, 231, 232;
plain of, 212
Yorkshire, AS. occupation of, 211 f.;
Brittonic place-names in, 223
Yorkshire Dales, 215
Yorkshire Moors, 197, 212, 238
Yorkshire Wolds, 211, 238
Yrì, St., 15, 27

Zachrisson on Brittonic place-names in
England, 224, 227 f., 228; on
spoken British Latin, 95; on sur-
vival of town-names, 231 f.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaron, 307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abhaigh, 427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abalbrouanmou, 504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aballava, 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abbatem, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abbed, 254, 255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aber, 413, 427, 547</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberffraw, 416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-aboce, 451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abona, 89, 272, 558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abranguen, 389</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abran, 507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrinum, 518, 577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abrid, 484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-abwy, 451, 462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ae, 656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a(c)allam, 427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accemadas, 572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accepta, 395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acous, 82, 135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegarant, 504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeghiti, 504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aechaws, 82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achhuld, 83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achoiasom, 82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achoos, 308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achub, ao(hubi, 83, 276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achul, 428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acidum, 92 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acqua, 270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acupet, 573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adbogius, 451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adda, 418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDEDOMAROS, 530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addef, 428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addyseg, 429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenor, 426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adefwyn, 432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ald, 65 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADIVNE, 188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admissus, 86, 432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adron, 431 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adyan, 439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adyn, 427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aodan, 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegdept, Aegyptus, 395</td>
<td>609, 461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ael, 609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aer, 461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeron, 431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesc, 281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesica, 324, 523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesia, 523 n. 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeues, 324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aeth, 404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aez, 404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afen, 272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aflon, aflonydd, 590</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afwyn, 415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agallamh, 427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agarw, 427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aghreu, 506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aghiti, 504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agit, 460, 607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agor, aiores, 665</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricola, 461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agustus, 93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aiccept, 395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiff, 395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aill, 509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alipin, 570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aimseuletdedac, 65 n.</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ainder, 508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aimm, 414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air, 461, 465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircol, 461, 465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aire, 359, 362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airim, 472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airma, 459 : airmou, 458, 465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airon, 465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aistire, 132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aitter, 410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alarch, 596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alama, 37, 306, 309, 312</td>
<td>306, 309, 312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alamos, 306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albion, 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alesia, 522 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alionare, 454 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aligenare, 454 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALiortys, 570, 610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alisia, 522 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(IN) ALIXIE, 522 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all-, allo-, 495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alt, 476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alltrawon, 401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aln, 309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alne, 513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alone, 306, 313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir. alt, 400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. alt, 476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>altare, 126, 584 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>altin, 608, 615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>altor, 126, 584 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>altrou, 401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alun, 306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMADU, 184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber, 509, 511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AM)B(I)CATOS M(A)-QI ROC(A)TIO S, 173</td>
<td>623 n. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrosius, 511, 581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anucib(f)ret, 484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anngnabot, 437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angueant, 519</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMMECATI FILIVS ROCATI, 173, 509, 511, 621, 623, 645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMMULANTIBUS, 509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ampar, 65 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ananndi, 510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an, 657</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annele, 455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aman, 485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaraut, 416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANATEMORI, 291, 580, 590, 610, 645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaudat, 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anhiic, 607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancrist, 498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ancwyn, 497, 498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDAGELLI MACY CAVE(TI), and ANDAGELLI IACIT FILI CAVETI, 154, 181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Balehmo, 383
BALITIKA CAVRO, 430
n. 3, 645
banathel, 390
Bancon, Bangor, 557
banvez, 531
baptidio, baptizo, 395
barrores, 439
barazoes, 304
bard, 500
barri, 433
bardouni, 590
barosa, 433
Barnbruch, 484
BARRIVENDI FILIPS VENDVAR, 512, 645
barth, 433
barx, 433
Barza, 424, 425
bat, 572
be, 588
Beaone, 567
Bearruo, 228
bedydd, 395
beio, 450
beirdd, 686 nn. 1, 2
Belatuceadro, 297 n. 2, 430, 431
BELATVCAIRO, 430, 431
BELTAVCAIRO, 430 n. 3
Beli, 352
Belisama, 266
Bellamius, 266, 267 n. 1
Bellinmoor, 244
bendith, 405, 512, 362, 652, 654
benedictio, 405, 512, 562, 652
Benefcyan, 226 n. 4, 567
benffy, 268
ben'ficium, 268
Benli, Benlii, 476
beo, 373
Beornice, 503, 567, 365, 613, 701 ff.
Berkshire, 228
berr, berrauch, 705
Berne(i)ch, 701, 705
Benniea, 567, 701 ff.
Bennici, 613, 701 ff.
berr, 574
berri, 605
Berwyn, 609
bes, 325
Besançon, 89 n. 2
bethaf, 351
Beulan, 370 n.

Benuo, 383
bew, 373
bezaf, 351
bhavasa, 526
biall, 471
Binc dere, 89 n. 2, 260 n. 5
binn, 282
Birdswald, 571
Birne(i)ch, 701, 705
Biss, 286, 343
BIVADI AVI BODI-BEVE, 180
BIVATIGI (RNI), 279, 446
blain, 362 n.
blancus, 335, 336
Blatobulgium, 290
Blatucarlo, 267 (and n. 2), 430
Blavez, 425
Bledri, 456
Bledid, 346
Blehe, 290, 301
Bleidcu, 417
Bleiddi, 346, 347, 588
blein, 465
bleit, 593 n. 1
blen, 465
Blenn., 362 n.
Blencarn, 226, 362 n.
Blencathra, 362 n.
Blencogo, 362 n.
Blencow, 362 n.
Blemerhasseg, 362 n.
bloc, 299
bleuporthetic, 69
Bleyxu, 417, 485
Bleydiid, 346
Blindercake, 362 n.
blinder, 69
bloesg, 335
blwyd, 641
blynedd, 351, 431, 432, 641
bo, 373 n. 2
Bodgu, 387
bodin, pl. -iou, 608
bodlon, 431
Bodug, 387
BODVACVS, 290
BODVOC, 290
BODVOCI, 291
Bodvoces, 290 n. 1
bol, 373 n. 2
Bolgroes, 469
Bon, 432
bonae memoriae, 193
bonedd, 684 n. 2
bonmemorius, 193
bonhed, 684 n. 2
bonheudig, 684 n. 2
boregwith, 288
Bos Carn, 398
Bot-Sarphein, 281
Boudica, 306, 313
bontig, 446, 456
Boyd, 310, 318, 341
Braboniacum, 290
brascau, 55 n.
brachau, 55 n.
(I)braema, 484, 504
Brage, 447, 502
bragat, 385
bran, 596
BRANCUF, 484 n. 1
Brangui, 392 n. 2
BRANHUI, 392 n. 2
Braniud, 346
Brasongenium, 39
Braniud, 346
bráth, 653
braud, 61 n. 2
braut, 293
BRAVECI, 191, 560, 610
Bravonium, 290
bre, 445, 448, 701
Brecheiniu, 465, 668
brechol, 606
breder, 288
breadon, 606
Breudon, 245, 455
Breedon, 245, 455
bresint, 447
brenhin, 447
brenhined, 453, 506
brennin, 453
Breunych, 701, 702, 703, 705
Brefi, 351
Breogent, 447, 502, 602, 681, 704
Bregion, 449
Brejyn, 447, 502
Brequon, 392 n. 2, 415
Brethau, 443 n. 3, 454 n. 2, 460
Brehull, 455
brein, 581
bresint, 447, 702
Breminium, 415
Bremia, 351
Brenci, 463
brenhin, 447, 684
brenhined, 684
brenhineodd, 506, 684
brenin, 606, 684, 702
Branneuych, 701, 703, 705
condiant, 399, 508
Condate, 663
Condell, 677, 679
Condencum, 570
Condican, 647, 677, 680
conerioc, 606
CONETOCI, 274 n. 2, 291, 645
confectio, 496
confessio, 496
confinium, 496
Conguy, 379, 392 n. 2
Congus, 531
CONHINOCI, 274, 279, 521, 646
CONINIE, 188
Conmagl, 464, 465, 647, 677, 680
CONMARCH, 668
Connor, 485
Conocan, 653 n. 2
Conomagl, 42
Conovin, 38, 290, 379
consulium, 307
(C)ONSOSBINO, 192, 193
Constantinus, 86, 595, 653
consuestra, 366
consul, 86
consummatio, 136
Conthigirn(1), 279, 446, 447, 668, 669, 676
contrarius, 498
Connaul, 649
CONVENTINA, 481
Convu, 191
Conwy, 379
Conwu, 531
Conwy, 38, 379
coombe, 510, 511
coquina, 86, 403, 595
coques, 84, 254, 402, 403
CORBAGNI MAIQI BIVITI, 167
CORGALENGI, 845
corcid, 573, 596, 608, 615, 689
corcurr, 126
Corde, 473
coref, 414
corff, 570
corgas, 403, 429
Coris, 473
Corinium, 665 n. 1
CORNIONTOTARVM, 397, 473
Coristiana regio, 611
corn, 65 n.
Cormavi, 377
Corneau, 708
cornicula, 465 n. 1
cornigl, 69, 465 n. 1, 608
Cornou, 378, 383, 708
Corno, 377
CORNOR, 777
CORNOR (IQRVM), CI. VITAS, 577
Cornubia, 377, 587
Cornwall, 376
Corwyl, 379, 383
Core, 338
Corvin, 132
Corone, 132
Coroticus, 653
corp, 570
corrigia, 449, 462, 575
corrului, 449, 452, 462
Corstopitum, 646 n. 1
coruf, 414
Cory, 311, 316, 341
cos, 61 n. 2
cos, 325
Cosco, 402
cosemid, 136
cosul, 86
Cothi, 590, 607
Cothriche, 126, 127, 133
n. 1, 140 n. 2
couann, 404 n. 2
coueiddid, 659, 668
couer, 659, 668
couhann, 454 n. 2, 458
coud, 659, 668
Cound Brook, 332, 333, 555, 676, 679
Cournes, 306
Covell(e), 663, 677
covenenium, 481
COVENTINA, 278, 490, 481, 663
Cover, 372, 434
Covill, 663, 677
COVINTA, 278
Covirus, 304
coxa, 335
coyes, 325
Cradocket, 688, 689
Craddock, 688, 689 n. 1
Craduce, 688
Crake, 557
cre, 351
credur, 290
Creek, 557
creature, 289
Cree, 310
credu, 427
Creech, 310
Crechebar Hill, 310, 621
Creedy, 288, 673, 681
craig, 557
creman, 668
CremPELL, 674
cresy, 427
cretar, 429
Crewkerne, 309, 316
Cric, Crice, Crick, 310
Crichel, 245
Crick, 310
Cricklewood, 245
Cridie, 286, 673
Crimple Beck, 510, 511, 674, 680
Crispus, 529, 536
Crist, Cristian, 412
Crixus, 529, 536
Crixius, 536
croas, crews, 535
 erg, 273, 274
croin, 465
croine, 465
crois, 535
Crombe, 510
Crombok, 509
Crome, 510
Cromme, 510
Crock, 309, 316
Croome, 510, 511, 578, 630 n. 3
Croucing, 37, 306, 313
crou, 535
Cruc Cornou, 378
Crucecm, 273, 274
Cruc Mur, 299
Cruxtan, 239, 310, 621, 631
crumther, 126, 128
Crumboc, 295, 676
Crummack Dale, 295, 509
Crummock Beck, 295, 509, 510, 676, 679
Crummock Water, 295, 509, 510
cru, 535
cruth, 577
creys, 535
creye, 310
Crybecorh, 239, 310, 315, 316, 621
crych, 529
crychyd, 596, 689, 705
crydd, 689
Cryde, 296, 673
Crystcom, 412
cu, 416
cu, 301, 413
cu, 659
cuach, 322
cubiculum, 276
Dungart, 421
Dungarth, 421, 422
Dungual, 422, 423
Dunmagall, 668 f.
Dumfries, 422, 423
Dun Nechtain, 708
Durnoch, 708
DVNOCATI, 171, 184, 318, 644
Dunallans, 421, 422
dunum, 318 f.
Dunwich, 277, 486
Durnacoc, 275 n. 1
Durngerr, 11 n. 2, 239, 668, 669
Durnhill, 668
Durnromagus, 275 n. 1
Durnovaria, 259, 274, 479
Duro-, 260
Durobrivae, 267, 558, 647
Durocornovio, 377 n. 1
Durovernum, 259
Dutigern, 446
Dumela, 676
Durn Metuon, 320 n. 2
duas, 531
duv, 275
C. duw, 275, 415
W. duw, 375
dwf, 418, 423
dwf, 418, 419, 421
Dywallawn, 421, 422
dwr, 275, 418, 421
dwr, 275 n. 1
dyw, 375
dy, 642, 657
dy, "bad", 659
dy, "to", 658
dychwe, 526
dydd, 351
Dyfed, 279, 488
dyfrant, 514
Dyfi, 351, 352
Dyfis, 276, 674
dyn, 419, 423
Dyfnal, 422
Dyfnawal, 648
Dyfnwm(t), 675
Dyfnwal, 422, 648
Dyfnwallt, 422
dyfod, 658
dyr, 285, 418, 630
Dyfrig, 332
Dyfrig, 671
dyfrgeoedd, 421
Dygsant, 36
Dyghow, 535
dyglyddo, 665 n. 2
dyld, 448
dylyt, 448
dyn, 595, 641
Dymber, 320
Dywall, 422, 423
Dywallawn, 422
dyow, 535
dyserth, 665 n. 2
dysg., "u", 271, 534
dyth, 351
Dyneis, 276 n. 1
Dywall, 320
Ean, 586 n. 3, 597
earfe, 252, 255
easth, 405, 596 n. 3, 597
eas, 404
e-baz, 545
ebost, 304
ebost, 592
es, 394
es, 304
Ebrdal, 485
Ebuda, 34
Eburacum, 34, 39, 225, 299, 655
Eccl., 227, 412, 537
ecclesia, 412
Eccleston, 227
ece, 92 n. 1
ececnoc, 134 n. 1
ec, 638
e e-"har", 435 n. 1
eccl., 412
ecclesia, 135, 136, 412, 557
ec, 412
eden, 399
Eden, 554, 578, 673
Edene, 578
Edern, 279
Edfare, 427
Edinburgh, 553 n. 1
edrych, 427
Edyrn, 279, 280
Efengyl, 581
Efotoe, 335
Efrog, 655
Efyd, 582
Efrwn, 613
Egeniud, 453
egid, 605
egla, 135, 136, 412
egwys, 412
equin, 337
eshw, 338
es, 360, 360, 362, 515, 522, 684
es, 362
es, 545
esidion, 397, 399, 596
Eidyn, 553 n. 1
eigion, 308
es, 349, 381
es, 586, 586, 597
es, 429, 430
es, 596
es, 596
es, 573
es, 410
es, 404
es, 405, 596 n. 3, 597
es, 509
es, 605
Eblodg, 337
Eblodgu, 337
Eblodg, 337
Eblodg, 337
Echon, 271, 677
Elc., 417
Eleggiu, 455
elech, 596
ele, 341
eler, 596
eler, 65 n., 299, 300
el, 545
Elsether, 323
Eleanor, 323
Eleanor, 323
efen, 263
Ellin, 570, 605
Elgu, 677
Elham, 475 n. 1
Eluth., 475, 605
OC., 606
OW., 605
Elm., 605
Eliseg, Eliss(4), Elitett, Elized, 709
Elui, 383
Elldrewyn, 401
Ellen, 309, 319
Elmenta, 288
Elmet, 486
ELMETIACO, 192 n. 2, 290
Elutus, 307, 316, 646
Elodugi, 309 n. 1, 387
es, 595
els, 596
em, 605
enoleth, 467
Emynnyon, 596
Emreis, 485
Emreis, 485
en, 657
en., 640 n. 2
ENABARR, 181
ENABARRI, 181, 645
| enchinethel, 399 | esprit, 304 |
| escillo, 511, 513, 646 | fao, 373 n. 4, 443 |
| euderig, 508, 513 | faou, 373, 443 |
| ened, 666 | Farinnagl, Farinnagl, 404, 487, 647 |
| enef, ennoff, 595, 605 | fau, 373 n. 4, 440, 443 |
| eusefawr, 580, 598 | Febrarua, 53, 274 |
| enes, 666 | féile, 462 |
| ENEVIRI, 386, 598, 611, 621 | feis, 531 |
| enez, 666 | fels, felix, 619 n. 1 |
| engel, 92 n. 1 | fèn, 461 |
| engraft, 396 | fenestra, 126, 130 |
| enguave, 387 | feniculum, 331 |
| enk, 509 | fonech, 331 |
| enlidan, 508 n. 1 | for, 529 |
| emenditeruo, 65 n. 1, 606 | für, 461 |
| ennian, 587 | Ferguson, 438, 466 n. 5 |
| Erinium, 606 | Fernmail, 465 |
| Emick, 518, 519, 520 | fesscor, 126 |
| entio, 604, 605 | -fess, 531 |
| entro, 498 | faeth, 405 n. 1 |
| enuia, 588 | fals, 540 |
| enw, 414 | flaywydd, 373 n. 4, 440, 443 |
| Eoferes, Eoferwie, 523 | flæsild, 331 |
| eoofer, Eofor-, 655 | fter, 526 |
| sog, 362, 684 | fleu, 378 |
| eok, 362 | fleinro, 583, 609 |
| contr, 498 | ho, 441 n. 3, 442, 444, 445 |
| episcopus, 82, 652 | Ffraw, 416 |
| EQVESTRI NOMINE, 168 n. 2, 193 | ffrewyll, 130 n. 4 |
| equoctium, 134 n. 1 | ffroen, 412 |
| equus, 394 | ffrowyl, 130 n. 4 |
| ér, 307 | ffrewyl, 541 n. 2, 555 |
| erlyn, 586 | ffrewyth, 271, 405 |
| ercentbidite, 605 | ffurf, 307 |
| erchi, 552 | fournaf, 654 |
| erchim, 417, 605, 614 | Fwrm, 274 |
| ERCILINGI, ERCIL- | fydd, 87 |
| LIVI, 570 | flymawn, 308, 676 |
| erdhirh, 85 n. | Æbula, 126, 276, 304 |
| erew, 368 | FIDARI, 192 |
| Ergyn[g], 557 | fides, 87 |
| eghynnedul, 431 | figs, 452 |
| Erna, St., 487 | fïgor, 126, 128, 131 |
| ermit, 485 | figura, 120, 128, 131 |
| ervum, 252 | fin, 90 n. 2, 123, 304 |
| erw, 368 | finnau, 308, 503, 504, 668, 704 n. 1 |
| Erwyd, 610 | finygle, 251 n. 2, 253 |
| Eryri, 351 | fir, 304 |
| esselenn, 537 | firmament, 485, 507 |
| Escingoreix, 535 n. 1 | firmamentum, 654 |
| escoc, escob, 6522 | fur, 130 |
| Esett, 709 | Fladgus, 438 |
| esgymun, 535 n. 2 | flagellum, 126 |
| Esca, 324, 523 | flair, 465 |
| Esk, 259, 578 | flâirmaur, 465 |
| eskop, 652 | flass, 365 |
| eso, 362 | 731 | 3b |
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gorffien, 395
gormola, 288
gorowen, 380
gospatrick, 707
gosock, 707
gost, 530
gou, 373
goude, 590
gouel, 482
goulerier, 606
goulou, 441
gounid, 461 n. 1
gounidek, 590
gour, 423
gorffien, 395
gous, 531
gover, 434
gow, 373
Gowan, 434, 435
Gowy, 387 n., 434, 435
gyf, 359
Guy, 387 n., 569 n. 1
greaen, 361
Graeaca, 335
grammatical, grammatica, 124 n. 1
Granta, 221
gratzacham, 145 n. 2
grofiait, 606, 614
Grég, 335
grek, 595
gremial, 439 n. 1
greyenin, 339, 361
Griffid, 347
Griffud, 346
Grifiud, 346, 572
Grippiud, 572
gro, 379
Groeg, 335
Groen, 380
grou, 379
grow, 379
gruilen, 593 n. 1
Gruffud, 346
Grwyd, 347
GUADAN, 386
guadegou, 389
guaintoin, 361
guiauca, 306
GVANI, 335, 390
guarica, 459
guaroinfou, 458
guartha, 418
GUARThI, 386
gus, 533
gubemid, 69
Gueatha, 411 n. 2
GVECTI, 385 n. 4
gueid, 405
gueiht, guett, 572
gueith, 411 n. 2, 572
Gueith, 411 n. 2
gueli, 446, 606
guely, 446
Guennargent, 467
guerecedor, 465
guer, 389
guerin, 605
Guerit Carantac, 296, 297
guer, 389
guertheni, 596
guerthennisi, 389
guet, 456
OB. guet(i), 606
OW. guetik, 46, 386, 455, 606, 607, 614, 615
guet, 456
guhien, 607, 608
guibyvunin, 361, 503, 507 n. 1
guichir, 337
Gudno, 383
gulhech, 401, 608
guilhat, 401, 608
Guillaume, 389
Guilhin, 55 n.
guilla, 459
Guilou, 239, 342
guilhaton, 401, 596, 606, 608, 617
Guineum, 417
Guinntgnic, Cair, 503
Guinodroist, 399 n. 1
guns, 507
Guinucor, 299, 300
guir, 386
Guirdglas, 43
Guirgiriam, 594 n. 1, 596
Guirhier, 65 n.
guirleirier, 606
Guiscili, 456
Guistven, 383
Guliel, 389
Guldip, 50
Guelid, 389
Guobiri, 456
Guobriach, 448, 459
Guodrot, 389, 399 n. 1
Gouni, 608
Guoioche, 67
Guolfaist, 293
GUOLLARCU, 386
Guolet, 401, 608
Guolopma, 572
Guol, 67, 596
Guorabui, 380, 451
Guorapui, 451
Guorcher, 64
Guordimintius, 503
Guordoeoe, Guordoeui, 380
Guorennieu, 370 n. 1, 371 n. 2
Guorgnin, 417, 437
Guoorgnni, 380
Guorhaboe, 380, 451
Guorit, 607
Guormui, 382
Guoronoi, 380
Guortepir, 607, 653
Guortha, 389
Guortheigirmus, 447
Guortheimir, 607
Guorthisgirmus, 447
Guorthisgirmus, 447, 448, 653
Guortigirmus, 475 n. 1
Goutan, 389
Guoteguiss, 384, 605
Guotig, 46, 455, 607, 615, 616, 617 n. 1
Guotricusegetocicion, 453
Guotrendit, 445, 460
Guoy, 452
Guupar, 65 n.
Guuparol, 65 n.
Guraboi, 380
Gurabui, 380, 451
Gurarog, 441, 457
Gureneus, Gureenou, 370 n.
Gurelu, 65 n.
Gurdien, 446
Gurek, 393
Gurheret, 390
GURHLI, 446, 456
Guriat, 345
GURIAT, 189
Guricon, 601, 602
Gurient, 439, 507
Guronui, 380
Gurpelethmon, 389, 606
gurt, 572
Gurtier, 280, 446
-gus, 530
Gusigan, 331
-gust, 530
gudlot, 69
guth, 500
Gutto, 383
Gaugeinon, 330, 357, 438
Gwaenaw, 361
Gwaer, 330, 357 (and n. 3), 618 n. 2, 640 n. 3
Gwaith, 405
Gwalch, 571
Gwalchmeri, 449
gwarndaw, 592
gwas, 533, 707
gwaesog, 707
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hoed, 325
hoedl, 325, 521
hoer, 357, 526
hoern, 360, 361
hogg, 567
hoiarn, 360, 361
hoid, 329
holt, 432
hör, 357, 526
hora, 307
härn, 360
Houel, 659 n. 2, 663, 669
Houelt, 386, 659 n. 2, 685
Houil, 659 n. 2, 668, 669
houl, 374
Houuel, 659
Hret, 286 n. 1
Hret Winnian, 478
Hris, 479
Hrudene, 479
Hrofeseaster, 267, 375, 647
Hroff, vivitas, 267, 558, 561
Hryd, 286 n. 1, 478
Hryt, 478
Hu-, 659
hual, 276 n. 4
huelm, 605, 615
hubel, 529
huir, 357, 526
huisicon, 65 n.
Humber, 510, 511, 519
Humberbrook, 510
humilis, 276, 471
humilisatem, 433
humnoid, 333
huvel, 276
Huwel, 659 n. 2, 669
hwch, 567
Hwefral, 274
hwhegel, 684 n.
hwy, 496
hwyrl, 514
hy, 446
hy-, 659
hygad, 518, 663
hygnaf, 279
hyrm, 657
hynt, 278 n. 2, 519, 521
l. "in", 527, 641
IACIT, 158, 621 n. 5, 622
Iaco, Iacob, 418
Iacou, 90 n. 1, 418
iaith, 345, 409
Ianarius, 83, 274
Iamannus, 290
ian, 441 n. 2
iaouank, 384
iarll, 476
iar, 360
iar-, 361
Iarnwallon, 361
IATTI, 566
iau, 441
iau, 370
icant, Ker, 347
icene, 556
ICORI FILIVS PO-
TENTINI, 186, 598,
599, 624, 625
ICORIGAS, 186, 624
Idcant, 346
Idgual, 346
Idgualam, 346
Idgallon, 346
ide, 449
(ID)NERT, 346 n. 2
Inderneth, 346, 562 n. 1
idoite, 588
Idris, 430 n. 2, 562 n. 1
Idwal, 346
iehnimin, 479
iein, 596
ien, 596
ise, 441
Iestin, 345
ieu, 441
ieu, 370
Ieuon, 308
ieuanc, 384
ieuene, 384
Iezcant, Ker, 347
ifarn, 276
iferi, 495
ifern, 276, 281, 496
iferna, 276, 277, 304
IGENAVI MEMOR,
172, 175, 183, 366, 622
Ight, 345
Ightenhill, 410
Igridu, 417, 418
i gultisicion, 528
i heporim, 527
ijemn, 399, 596
Ilgu, 677
ilm, 595, 608
Ilkley, 258
Ilitusus, 307
ILVNETO, 185, 192 n. 2
IMBICATOS, 173, 187
imfer, 85 n.
imrovodant, 387, 510
imruparton, 572
immseline, 588
imperator, 269
impin(ieticion, 594 n. 1
impinion, 592 n. 2, 596
inatoue, 458
inbann, 484 n. 3
increditus, 394
inferna, 276, 281, 304
INGENI MEMORIA,
172, 175, 366, 622
INIGENA CUNIGNI
AVITTORIGES, 171,
182, 185
ins, 666
intium, 666
instituverunt, instituvi,
365 n. 3
inues, 69, 90 n. 1
Iob, 90 n. 1
ioth, 55
Ioedene, 578
Iohannes, 308
Iolo, 383
Ionor, 83, 274, 290
Ior, 430
IORUERT R(I)UAL-
LAUNQUE, 386, 572
ioi, iotum, 55
Iouanaul, 385 n. 1
Iouene, 384
IOVENALI, 291, 385
n. 1
Iovia, diez, 370
ir, 471 n. 2
Irvingafeld, 557
Isar, 523
Isara, 38 n. 2, 523
ISARINVS, 322 n. 1
Isarnus, 360
Iasa, 259
Iscollaticus, 88
Isere, 523
Isgal, 347
Iskel, 347
Isupidatenn, 527
Issi, 427
Istitunet, 50, 527, 528
Istomid, 527
Istrat, 527, 528
Isurium, 38, 473, 523
Ixarnnum, 37, 360, 522
n. 1
Ithoe, 556
Ithel, 346, 562 n. 1
Ithisil, 346, 562 n. 1
Ithr, 498
Itilas, 34
Ituna, 34, 554, 578, 673
Iuhvante, 88
Iudacuas, 345
Iudas, 345
Iudcant, 346, 347
Iudcar, 425
Iudgual, 346
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Isoli, 432, 685
Kollullic, 606
Kerr, 459
Kemble, 487, 663
Ken, 602
Ken, 659
Keneu, 338
Keniat, 606
Kenin, 605
Kern, 602
Kennett, 331, 555, 676, 680
Kennett, 332, 555, 676, 680
Kent (county), 600, 603;
(river), 332, 333, 674
Kentel, 498
Kentigern, 279
Kentr, 498
Kerev, 959
Kerease, 959
Kerentiek, 959
Kerne, 556 n. 3, 555
Kernow, 376
Kernwy, 708
Kers, 402 n. 1
Key, 582
Kiel, 413, 435 n. 1
Kik, 304
Kil, 302
Kilheu, 472, 595, 596
Killi, 596
Kinetheel, 399
King’s Lymn, 513
Kiner, 455, 647
Klao, 373, 379
Klenved, 595
Klevet, 385
Klouar, 359
Knoorrent Bock, 372
Koania, 330
Koat, 325
Koklos, 403
Kollen, 462
Koell, 432
Komm., 559
Kompuez, 658, 659, 660
Kos., 659
Kontrell, 498
Korae, 58, 403, 429
Koukiet, 403
Kraouenn, 384
Kreir, 429, 430
Kreirin, 429
Kridi, 427
Krist, 412
Kristen, 412
Kuzul, 307
Ky, 413
Kyle, 311, 312, 316
Kyledyr, 653
Kyncevyn, 279, 676
Kynhealei, 466 n. 4
Kynheleis, 466 n. 4
Kyniaf, 438
Kyre Brook, 310, 311, 318, 341
Laborem, 315
Lactodoro, 259
Lader, 319, 399, 593
Ladron, 593
Laden, 252, 255
Laefer, 272
Laer, 399
Laghuallium, 444
Laguenius, 475 n. 1
Laiden, 135
Laiower, 55
Laiser, 85, 537
Laiithi, 446
Lam, 416
Lamina, 271
Lam’n’a, 271, 416 n. 1
Lamquinn, 418 n. 1
Lan, 508
Lanceast, 226
Landa, 508
Landian, 226 n. 2
Landivet, 488
Lann, 508
Lann Mhaesgell, 244
Lann San Bregiti, 244,
453, 498; L.S. Breit, 453,
453 : L.S. Freit, 453,
498
Lannrechathin, 571
Lannreaythin, 410, 411
n. 1, 569, 571
Lar ur, 51
Lateina, 135, 252
Latini, 1: IACIT
Filiius Magari,
172, 184
Later, 319, 399
Latro, 399, 593
Olden lab, 273 n. 2, 440
Owen lau, 278 n. 2, 293,
416, 417, 493 n. 1, 495
Laubael, 3 n., 471
Laubuir, 315
Laudem, 322
Laudentem, 322
Laubernae Brook, 677
Laubir, 416
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Page and Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>laur, &quot;alone&quot;,</td>
<td>287 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laur, &quot;laurie&quot;,</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laurus,</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lauto, 678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laver, 272, 558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavenn, 271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawern, 617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luxare, 537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laxis, 271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lax, 540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lazz, 319, 399, 593; pl.</td>
<td>-on, 593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. le, 441, 449, 451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. le, 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. le, 455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lea, 310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadon, 478, 554, 672, 673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leam, 282, 486, 672, 673, 681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leas, 345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leburi, 315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lectio, 405, 507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ledene, 478, 672</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leece, 286, 343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leenming, 487</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lef, 416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lefate, 61 n. 1, 288 n. 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legaide, 134 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legasit, 446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legit, 593 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legendum, 445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legion, 449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logenensis Civitas, 459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loguenid, 387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logui, 442 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lei, 449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leic, 605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leicester, 459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leid, 405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemania, 630, 673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemnianios, 673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lem Brook, 282, 486, 672, 673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lemenic, 604, 605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lemhaun, 458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemington, 486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon, 282, 486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6n, 445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6n, 445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leo, 367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leona, 487 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>larch, larchh, 488</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>les, 595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lesesitt, 605, 615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lester, 596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lestir, 337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lestr, 596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letavia, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lethae, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letocetum, 225, 325, 327, 328, 329 n. 2, 332, 357, 563, 647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettau, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leu, &quot;lion&quot;, 367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leu, &quot;radder&quot;, 382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leuca, 37, 307, 313, 382, 688 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucaenum, 38, 307, 313, 688 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucosamos, 307, 313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licucum, 417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lengassina, 307, 313, 521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lequium, 384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leni, 442 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenirn, 384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leumarch, 442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ieur, 545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leuyrn, 384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leven, Levene, 488, 490, 672</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leuvenec, 592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEVONE, 387 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lew, 382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lew, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexovii, 351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>levyf, 416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ieys, 595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liag, 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iath, 332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBERALI, 193, 291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libunios, 351, 352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licefeld, 332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licefeld felth, 261, 332, 357, 647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichfield, 327, 332, 333, 334, 555, 563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lichon, 668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licid (feldensis), Licet- (feldensis), 332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidden, 286, 554, 673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidwic(o)es, 568 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lige, 452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligacerester, 459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligion, 447, 449, 453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lignum, 462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligceraster, 459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligualid, Cair, 607, 616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lim, 486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(set, on) Liminum, 630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincelm, 258, 309, 316, 512, 513 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindseyene, 258, 273, 309, 316, 512, 513 n. 1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linds(e), 332, 543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindisfarne, 512, 513 n. 2, 543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindocolina, 247, 258, 273, 309, 315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindonion, 316 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey, 512, 513 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindum Colonia, 309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linlithgow, 410, 411 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linnin, 332, 333, 543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lion, Cair, 449, 453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liou, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liscard, 226 n. 2, 285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>li(ou), 535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liskilli, 506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liss, 285, 343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lissio, 535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lissiri, 592 n. 2, 596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litan, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Littavicus, 568</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lithar, 399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>litimal, 650 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>littera, 309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iu, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liuein, 442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liugui, 442 n. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lius, 65 n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>livor, 375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lixivium, 535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iizer, 399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iadron, 594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iaes, 85, 271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iaffin, 271, 416 n. 1, 405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iaffur, 315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iaith, 410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iandyfroig, 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilam, 508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilanvair Waterdine, 488, 490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilas, 476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilath, 340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilaw, &quot;hand&quot;, 416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilaw, &quot;small&quot;, 287 n. 2, 440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilawdd, 322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilawddlen, 332, 323 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilawr, 545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilawrydd, 322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille, 446, 448, 452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illeshwedd, 351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileen, 445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilefeorio, 596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilfeydd, 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iloi, 449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileidr, 319, 399, 593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileill, 686 n. 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileisw, 335 n. 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilen, 445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illedd, 350, 445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileon, 449, 452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illet, 441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illeud, 441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileufer, 441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilew, 367, 373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illeuwenydd, 353, 592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX OF WORDS AND NAMES

machtien, 279, 446, 608, 615
Machyllaith, 635
Maclavaus, 464, 465
maecor, 654
MACV, 140, 154
MACVDEGETI, 172 n. 2, 560
MACVTRENI, 140
Madoc, 554, 557
Madog, 554
Mae, 354
Maedoc, 554
Maelgyn, 463, 466 n. 1
Maeldoc, 465
Ol. mael, 329 n. 1
W. mael, 329 n. 1
Maed., 465
Meilechon, 174 n. 1
Meilfern, 326
Maelgyn, 174, 182, 189 n. 3, 624, 643
Maelo, 299
Maelus, 299, 301
maer, 354, 382, 610
maes, 445
Maes Coed, 226, 328
maesse, 226
maestum, 192, 522 n. 1
magister, 254
MAGISTRATI, 193, 707
MAGLI, 463
MAGLICUNAS MAQI CLUTAR, 182, 188, 463 n. 2
Maglocme, 177, 189, 190, 463, 465, 624, 631, 632 n. 1, 644, 692
MAGLCOVNI FILI CLVTORI, 182, 188, 463, 620 n. 2, 624, 644
Maglorius, 625, 626, 627
Maglus Conamagl flourius, 42, 464, 465 n. 2
Magnus, 466 n. 3
Magosnas, 466 n. 3
Maqni, 440
Maia, 357, 360
maiden, 136
mail, 329 n. 1
mail, 327
Mailcyn, 174 n. 1
Mailcym, 464
MAILISI, 329 n. 1
Mailoc, 291, 464, 465, 550
Mailocus, 464
Mailros, 326
mainaur, 293
Maio, 357, 360
Maionca, 360
maior, 328, 354, 582
O.B., OC. mair, 354
OW. mair, 358, 588, 610
mais, 460
Maisemore, 226
Maits, 354
Malciu, 302
maldico, 268
Maldun, 432
maloedic, 268
maldecictio, 269, 433, 652
Malferna, 326, 558
Mallerstang, 326
malmv, 90 n. 2, 252
Malver, 326
Malveren, 227, 228, 326, 558
Malvyrrestang, 326
mamm, 547
Manuecmum, 487 n. 4
manach, 83
manach, 83, 412
manachlawe, manachlawe, 299 n. 1
manah, 412
Manaw, 376
Manchester, 487 n. 4
Mancomo, 239 n. 3
manuclenn, 641 n. 1
mao, 440
maoed, 350
maouex, 441
maouet, 401
MAQI, 141 n. 1
MAQITRENI SALICI DUNI, 179, 180 n. 1
MAQII, 140, 141 n. 1, 166, 167, 171, 178
MAQII - IARI KOI MAQII MUCCOI DOVVINIAS, 167
MAQITRENI, 140
marcaretor, 281
marcom, 281
marchad, 280, 281
marche, 281
MARCIAU, 570, 611
Marodun, 346, 466
margarit, 260, 466
Margitjund, Margitjund, 346
marshas, 280, 281
MARGITEUT, 347 n. 1
Marbar, 595
Maridunum, 34
MARINI, 610
maro, marow, 368
marogyon, 288
marrouggyon, 288
MARTI, 370
MARTINI, 570, 610
martirium, 395
marw, 368
ma sad, 400
Matauc, 296
Mathafarn, 635
Mathaul, 323, 357, 396 n. 1
Mathew, 367, 373
Matec, 296
Mattheus, 323, 356, 368 n. 1, 367
matutina, 155
Mauthanby, 295, 571
maun, 293
MAVOH(ENI), 440, 444, 521
maw, 440
maxunumus, 276 n. 3
Mé, 354
mes, 367
mealwe, 90 n. 2, 252
meur, 354
mear, 445
mabian, 595, 606
meault, 183
mechseyn, mechtseyn, 615 n. 2
Mechsh, 635
med, 582
mede, 426
medot, 69
Medraut, 708
medwyg, 582
Moi, 354
mebion, 582, 595
mechsh, 420
meidrin, 597
Meilyg, 174, 182, 583, 624, 644
Meilyr, 625
meirch, 495
Meirchion, 571
meiri, 582, 610
meithrin, 583, 609
Mel, 465
Melaeth, 326, 327, 557
Melchi, 461 n. 2
Melocont, 326
Melonuens, 461 n. 2
OC. melin, 605
W. melin, 582, 596
Mellor, 228, 326, 455
meiltith, 269, 400 n. 1, 652
INDEX OF WORDS AND NAMES

muuir, 299
muwy, 357, 358, 360, 380
muwy[h]af, 514
muwyar, 359
muwys, 36
Mycoleifer, 285
mychiad, 420 n. 1
Myddfl, 449 n. 1
myfyr, 183 n. 1, 279
nymach, 83, 412
Mynde, 355
Myndtown, 355
C. mynet, 272 n. 3, 355, 676
W. mynet, 665
Myn(u)gui, 379
Mynu, 379
mynawent, 84, 268, 414, 666
Mynwy, 379, 382
mynwydd, 273, 350, 355, 609, 668, 676
Mynwyw, 376, 378
myz, 340 n.
Myrddin, 665
myrth[w]yll, 665
mysgu, 271, 534
myw, 426
na, 635
nac, 635, 656
naegenei, 504
Nadelik, 290, 402 n. 1
nader, 399
nadoes, 542
Nadolin, 290, 402 n. 1
nadoes, 495 n. 2
nadredl, 351
nadur, 134 n. 1
Naiton, 410, 411, 708
Namboll, 508 n. 1
Nancor, 508 n. 1
Nanny, 503, 505, 612
nana, 507
Nansamabyn, 487
nant, 496, 503
Nant Buordfed, 507
Nant Henog, 518
Nant Mawr, 226
Nant y Gollen, 226
naw, 369, 641
nap, 384
nasweth, 542
Natalieca, 136, 290, 293, 402 n. 1
natura, 134 n. 1
naw, 369
nawr, 307
nawese, 91
Nechtan, 705
Nechtanmore, 410
neclentia, 454 n. 1
Nedelec, -k, 402 n. 1
Nedelic, 402 n. 1
Nen, 332, 333
negos, 91
negligentia, 454 n. 1
neguid, 350, 606
nehuer, 405, 597
niei, 301, 337, 637
nieidr, 686 n. 1
Neflin, 462, 465
neithior, 683, 609
neithier, 405
neithwy, 583
neizeur, 405
Nene, 332, 334
nentydd, 496
NEFVS, 191
nethe, 351
nau, 657
neugned, 606, 608
neumed, 350, 606, 608
neuneth, 606, 608
never, 276
nevez, 350, 384, 596, 603, 606
NEVIOID(VNENSIVM), NEVIOID(VNI), 368
newydd, 330, 354, 596, 606
newyn, 384
newyth, 250, 384, 595
neyzor, 597
neza, 331
ni chaslum, 329
Níl, 558
Nidd, 286, 343, 553
nieal, 369
nifer, 276
Nigrims, 450, 462
Nimeli, 286, 487, 555, 673
nimer, 276
nit, 572
nith, 595, 597
niver, 276
niz, 595
no, 657
noas, 405
noble, 193
NODENTI, 278, 306, 313, cf. 619
Nodlaig, 137, 290
Nodolyce, 290
NODONTI, 306, 313, cf. 619
nodwydd, 542
noe, 380, 382
noeth, 404
NOMENA, 191
NOMINE, 168 n. 2
noon, 307
norn, 307
NONNITA, 188
nos, 535 n. 1
nòth, 405
Notlaic, 293
Notolc, 290, 402 n. 1
notuld, 342
nouel, 477
nouid, 350, 368
nouildgi, 387, 453, 607, 615, 616
nou inna gutoiruscetiseon, 60
nouition, 389, 608
noun, 365
nounid, 350, 368, 608
novareu, 281
Noviomagus, 354, 368
novum, 365
nown, 384
nowyth, 350, 386, 596
nowh, 404
-ow, in Welsh, 496
nue, 365
NVIDENTE, 278, 306, 313, cf. 619
NVISI, 306, 316
NV(I)INTI, 306, 316, 619
numerus, 276
nura, 384
nuptlia, 583
nuyddu, 351
nufed, 279
Nymed, 280, 487, 555, 673
Nymet, 278 n. 3, 286, 487, 555, 673, 681
Nyn, 332, 333, 334
nyver, 276
o, "was", 350, 351
on, "was", 350, 351
oon, 461
Oare Water, 342
ober, 394
occasio, 82, 308
oceludo, 83
ocempo, 83, 276
oceamus, 308
oc'hein, 666
Ock, 362
-oek, 557
Octa, 407
oda, 307
odgan, 397, 596, 608
odon, 397, 399, 596, 607
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Oudocui, 369, 350, 642
Ougein, 324, 370
ouhen, 666
oumen, 542
MC. our, 322
OB., OW. our., 322
Oudolot, 668
Ouse, 221, 342
Outigir(n) 370 n. 1, 446
ow, 640, 642
owr, 322
pa, 657
pahir, pabwyr, 304
pacem, 126, 130 n. 1
Padarn, 280, 281
pader, 126
Padern, 280
Padrig, 91, 610
Pâdrig, 126, 127, 128,
518, 610
padzhâr, 397
pagenses, 91, 442
pagus, 373, 443
parche, 135, 136 n.
palf, 472
pallium, 126
palma, 472
pantctum, 407
pamna, 126
Panett, 327
pant, 407
Pant y Ludan, 226
papilh, 613
papirus, 304
pars, 514
paradisus, 269, 304
paradwy, 269, 304
paratol, 289
parchemin, 485
parhua, 514
paroceia, 135
parotol 289 n. 1
Parrett, 555
Ir. part, 570
OW. part, 572
parth, 570
Parton, 571
partuncel, 503
pas, 545
pace, 271
Paseent, 563 n. 1
pascha, 126
pace, 271
paqg, 271
passar, 281
patel, 477
pater, 126
Patern, 280
Paternus, 280
PATRES, 283 n. 2
Patricius, 91, 93, 126,
127, 128, 145 n. 2, 610
PATRICE, 192
Paul, 322
Paulinus, 323, 446 n. 2
Paulus, 322
paun, 84, 365
pavoneum, 84, 365
pawb, 657
pawm, 84, 365
Pawl, 322
pax, 536, 538 n. 1, 4
pex, 645
pe, 657
pebyll, 553
peccad, 135, 565
peccath, 135
peccatorem, 289, 654
peccatum, 133, 289,
404, 565
pechadur, 289, 654
peche'ded, 404
pechoed, 404, 565
pechoud, 289, 290
Pecht, 410
Peiti, 576, 577, 578
pedeir, 638
peder, 635, 638
Pedredo, 555
pedwar, 368, 397, 638
Peebles, 533, 613
peghes, 404
pehas, 404
peir, 472
peis, 535
Peithwyrr, 410, 576
pell, 476
pelllicia, 92 n. 1
pellinicic, 615
Pembroke, 458
pena, 336
penneoz, 288 n.
penbanguer, 508 n. 1
Penceat, 327
penceirdioed, 582
Penson, 328
Pencie, 260, 309, 557
Penllubbary, 245
Penlle Hill, 245
Penlyton, 245
Penfro, 458
Penge, 227, 228, 327
Pengelli, Pencegely, 479
Penhill, 245
Peniarth, 439
Pen Ichlen, 668
Penketh, 226, 555, 557
Penkotlin, Penketly, 479
Penkevil, 663
septimana, 124 n. 2, 394, 395
sequor, 394
ser, 530
sera, 514
serpens, 83, 280
serpent, 395
serth, 395
sereg, 514
SERVATVR, 191
sith, 513
SETLOCENIAE, 325, 328
sevel, 530, 604
Seven, 488, 490, 519, 675, 680
Severn, 257, 271, 516, 519, 558, 578
sevii, 305
sexatarius, 514, 532, 533, 535 n. 2
sibal, 128
Sibelini, 484
S(I)EL(I)INI (TO)VI-
SACI, 186, 483, 518
n. 1
sicor, 331
sill, 517, 520
sit, 305, 517
SILBANDVS, 192, 384
n. 1
sileo, 305
solid, 305, 519
Silvumus, 364 n. 1
silvaticus, 94, 403, 472
SIMILINI TOVISACI,
186, 483
Similinus, 483 n. 3, 484
n. 3
Simul, 483 n. 3
sire, 330 n. 5
sirig, 330 n. 5
siriu, 130
sizl, 517
sizun, 394
skientoce, 507
slat, 540
slecht–, 126
slond, 527
sluag, 448, 540
Smertae, 542, 570
Smertime, 542
Smatri, Smetrium, 542
smir, 542
snáith, 542
Soar, 221, 342 n. 1, 519
soar, 65 n.
sori, 92, 394 n. 1, 531, 533
solarium, 308
soleus, 295, 432
solea, 83, 472
solidus, 268, 432 n. 1
soler, 308
Sólport, 571
sols, 268, 432
soltus, 432
sols, 307
Sora, 519
Sorbiudon, 259
Sorbiudum, 363
sorn, 126, 132, 135
Sorviudum, 259, 260,
303 n. 1, 519, 602
soul, 92, 531
Sow, Sowes, 372, 519
spéir, 335
spéred, 304, 689
SPERETUS, 233 n. 2
sperno, 529
spethes, 351
spézzi, 351
spheera, 335
spiritus, 126, 304
spirúd, 126
spirút, 304
spólium, 83
spógia, 92 n. 1
spynge, 92 n. 1
spyrís, 304, 689
sráid, 130
arathar, 290
srian, 126
srogeill, 126, 130 n. 4
staffn, 527, 530
stave, 530
stefenie, 530
stíre, 530
sternere, 83, 280
stimulus, 531
stimula, 92, 531
stíreyn, 56 n.
stoir, 132
Stour, 196 n. 1, 221
strual, 458
Strat, 527, 528
strata, 130
Strat Hancr, 503
stratura, 290
streil, 461, 465
struo, 365, 372
struít, 50
Stuccia, 531
stupla, 394 n. 1, 531
Sucat, 518, 663
súist, 126
Sumina, 519
súmpl, 531
superbus, 276, 414
svexos, 536
swilt, 268, 432
swymbwl, 531, 533
swyn, 462, 463
sy, 457
sybers, 276, 414
sych, 283
Sychnant, 569
sychu, 435 n. 1
sydd, 427
Syfnwyn, 519, 529
synwyr, 304
syric, 330 n. 5
sýw, 372, 513 n. 3
t–, 658
T–, 642
Taa, 530
Taba, 370, 522
Tabellarius, 132
taberna, 280
tabernacul, 134 n. 1
tabernaculum, 134 n. 1
tablare, 132
tablatum, 268
Tact, 607
tafarn, 280, 281
tafaw, 396
tafod, 268
tafod, 414
tage, 503 n. 1
Tages, 266, 523
tagel-, 383
tagelgulliat, 389
tairnant, 597
Taixaloi, 536 n. 2, 537
n. 1
Talhaern, 359
Taliesin, 469
Tal lentire, 10
Tamar, 487, 489, 491,
630 n. 3
Tamarus, 487
Tame, 487
Tamedebere, 487, 494
n. 2
Tamer, 487
Tameres, 523
Tamesis, 330 n. 3, 523,
532
Tamur, 630 n. 3
Tamworth, 487
Tan, 342
tanæ, 376
tanow, 378
tanow, 376
TANCORIX, 536 n. 2,
537 n. 1
Tancoysta, 503
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX OF WORDS AND NAMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ureconni, 601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ureconium, 601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uren, 439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urocan, 648, 649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utulidh, 488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrimon Cernonianum, 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umallou, 308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uue, 572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uuerolamium, 386 n. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ummian, 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umutthern, 446, 454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uordenund, 615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urtigermon, 273, 280,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386 n. 3, 446, 452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uvel, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uxacoma, 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uxela, 529, 536 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uxelis, 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uxella, 536 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uxellodumun, 82, 536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uxesor, 536 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VXSOR, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>va, 640, 656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vagina, 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAILATHI FILI VROC-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANI, 566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valde, 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vales, 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valide, 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VASSO, 533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vasus, 533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VECREC, 141 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veeta, 81, 282, 407, 411 n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( )VECTI, 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectis, 282, 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEDOMAVI, 440, 444, 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veggadia, 452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENDESETLI, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512, 521, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENDOGNI, 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENDONI, 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENDVIRARI, 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENDVMAGLI, 386, 633, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENEDOTIS, 188 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551 n. 3, 655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veneris, 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENNISETLI, 325, 512,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>513 n. 1, 521, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vennocas, 291, 385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venta, 278, 282, 386 n. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGOREQ, 141 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERACIVS, 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versugodemunus, 441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verlucio, 397, 313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernetum, 555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verubium, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>versus, 541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verus, 304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vesica, 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vesamento, 89 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vesper, 126, 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vise, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vices(i)ma, 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vicia, 575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTOR, 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTR( ), 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidimacis, 464, 465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vindogladis, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vindomora, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VINDROMORVIC, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VINNEMAGLI FILI SENEMAGLI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viniova, 89 n. 2, cf. 260 n. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vic, 90 n. 2, 123, 304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vir/dis, 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>virginatatem, 652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>virgo, 448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vireconium, 557, 601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viridis, 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRNIN FILIUS CUS-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URIS CINI, 188, 385, 620 f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viroconium, 601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VITALI, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VITALIANI, 183, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vive, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>virisit, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vociatus, Mona, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voran, 551 n. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vortipori, 385, 598, 624,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625, 626, 627, 631, 632,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>633, 633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOTECORIGAS, 139, 169, 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOTEPORIGIS, 139, 169,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175, 177, 188, 456, 500,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627, 633, 644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voules, 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowle, 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VROCHANI, 566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vurecheniat, 606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vynwy, 613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(set) Wendofron, 630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walcat, 227, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walden, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-wallon, 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walpole, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walton, 227, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walworth, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>war, 641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warlens, 431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warocus, 291, 385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchet, 327, 550, 557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenga, 452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weald, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealh, 227, 228, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weall, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weare, 362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wel(e)we, 281, 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welland, 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellow, 281, 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenenebel, 399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendsarn, 69, 279, 447,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendover, 629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenloca, 478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenlock, 388, 478, 479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Went hue Coyt, 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westloog, 479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wen ya Coyt, 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wezgorna civitas, 459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weerf, 382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Werneth, 555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharfe, 282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelock, 526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whegh, 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wic, 252 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wight, 282, 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wight, Isle of, 409, 411 n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiijorna civitas, 459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiht, 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley, 239, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilhelm, 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wit, 90 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winchester, 282, 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wineuff, 69, 417, 485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winefrode, 556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winford, 227, 555, 556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winfrith, 555, 556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winfred, 556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnochus, 291, 385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wintanesator, 282, 387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witham, 221, 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiur, 362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worcester, 459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worf, 282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worm Brook, 382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wose, 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrekyn, 388, 557, 601, 673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroseen-, 557, 601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrysest, 345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrocen-, 557, 601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrozister, 601, 673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.wset, 530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wunfrode, 556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wurfobu, 69, 368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wurgent, 439, 507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wurhinit, 357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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wy, “egg”, 383
wy, “they”, 496
Wye, 452
wyf, 380
wyn, 583, 586 n. 3
Wynford, 555, 556
Wynfrod, 556
Wynfrith, 556
Wyre, 363
Wyrtceorn, 273, 280, 282, 446, 453, 559, 561, 571, 612, 655
-wys, 543
wynth, 405, 583, 586 n. 3
wythfed, 580, 653 n. 2
y, 641
yaou, 370
Yare, 434, 435
Yarrow, 434, 435
Yarwe, 434
yeh, 581
yce, 666
ydnic, 592 n. 2, 596
Ydon, 873
ye(y)n, 596
yfarn, 281, 496
yflarn, 281
Yguli, Yhi, Ylwy, 677
ymherawd, 269
ymoralw, 466 n. 4
ympymnon, 596
yn, “in”, 641, 642
yn, “my”, 642
ynce, 92 n. 1, 253
ynng, 509
yntre, 498
yntse, 92 n. 1, 253, 254
ynyd, 666
ynys, 666, pl. -edd, 351
yow, 370
yowynk, 384
yr, 657
Yr, 362
yrch, 345 n.
Yr El(m)l, 419, 420
yrhawg, 657
Ysarno-, 360
ysbail, 83
ysbryd, 304, 689
ysbydaden, 527
ysbyddad, 351
yscrifen, pl. -neu, 340
ysgien, 360
ysgrin, 123
ysgruthyr, 304, 305
ysgnb, 124 n. 3, 307
ysialth, 540
ysydden, 542 n. 1
yssy(d), 427
ystarn, 83, 280
ystlwnn-, 527
ystrodur, 290
ystryw, 365, 366, 372
Ystwyth, 531, 533
ystyn, 665
ystyne, 535 n. 2
yth, 404
Ythancestir, 568, 570
y vann, 547
Ywein, 324
zoul, 92, 531
Zowzon, 535
## INDEX OF INSCRIPTIONS

The numbers in **Clarendon type** are those of the inscriptions in Macalister's CIC. (see p. 150 above); the other numbers refer to pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>140 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>140 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>141 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>140 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>140 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>140 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>141 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318</td>
<td>188, 486 n. 1, 566, 570, 626, 644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>172, 531, 621, 644, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>193, 597, 610, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322</td>
<td>162, 597, 619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>622, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>118, 158, 279, 323, 325 n. 2, 446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>326</td>
<td>140, 172, 181 f., 566, 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>327</td>
<td>170, 171, 184, 188, 365, 370, 644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334</td>
<td>291, 447, 621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341</td>
<td>140, 179, 319, 518 n. 1, 707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>185, 192 n. 2, 623, 644, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>349</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>348 n. 2, 620, 646, 710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352 A</td>
<td>101, 566, 610, 621, 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>353</td>
<td>187, 643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354</td>
<td>168 n. 1, 619, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>364 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356</td>
<td>502 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>358</td>
<td>139, 159 n. 3, 165 n. 3, 169, 177, 185, 188, 456, 550, 625 n. 1, 626, 627, 644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>306, 445, 619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>118, 158, 159 n. 2, 191, 192, 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>142, 171, 174, 182, 185, 188, 191, 456, 461, 463, 464, 623 n. 1, 625, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363</td>
<td>291, 502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>140, 141 n. 3, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>440, 521, 566, 570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368</td>
<td>512, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>518 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>187, 620 n. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373</td>
<td>518 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>374</td>
<td>191, 622, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375</td>
<td>307 n. 2, 566, 643, 648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376</td>
<td>325, 512, 521, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>312, 325, 359, 521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>378</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>379</td>
<td>230, 290, 384 n. 2, 620 n. 3, 626, 644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>172, 186, 502, 598, 624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>381</td>
<td>192 n. 2, 290, 570, 610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>406, 518 n. 1, 610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385</td>
<td>280, 291, 384 n. 2, 580, 598, 610, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386</td>
<td>570, 610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389</td>
<td>291, 385 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>159 n. 2, 325, 512, 621, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>279, 291, 517, 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393</td>
<td>113 n. 3, 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394</td>
<td>188 n. 1, 191, 192, 193, 403, 502, 551, 568, 624, 655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>168, 159 (and n. 3), 185, 186, 625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>397</td>
<td>291, 645, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>399</td>
<td>142, 172, 186, 291 n. 1, 483, 518 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>512, 517, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>172, 188, 306, 463, 566, 568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404</td>
<td>170, 187, 291, 447, 570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406</td>
<td>385, 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407</td>
<td>323, 502, 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td>180 n. 3, 193, 279, 291, 440, 446, 482, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>170, 187, 598, 625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413</td>
<td>101, 192, 273, 355, 522 n. 1, 626, 636, 671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416</td>
<td>168 n. 2, 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>521, 598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>166, 598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td>168 n. 1, 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424</td>
<td>291, 459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>140, 463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>189, 291, 293, 386, 500, 646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>140, 181, 190, 645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>170, 183, 407, 629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431</td>
<td>142, 180, 621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432</td>
<td>142, 180, 291 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433</td>
<td>140, 154, 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434</td>
<td>312, 333 n. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435</td>
<td>323, 610, 626, 644, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436</td>
<td>168 n. 1, 644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>172 n. 2, 181, 566, 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442</td>
<td>140, 620 n. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445</td>
<td>168 n. 1, 170, 183, 191, 192, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>446</td>
<td>174, 182, 188, 312, 463, 629 n. 2, 624, 644, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>448</td>
<td>168 n. 2, 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>449</td>
<td>171, 180, 182, 290, 518 n. 1, 644, 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>187, 279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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454, 188, 512
455. 626, 644, 670
456. 187
457. 171, 188, 319
460. 566
461. 188, 192, 436, 570
462. 140, 171, 296 n. 2
466. 141, 171 n. 1, 172, 175, 183, 366, 620 n. 2, 622
467. 171 n. 1, 179, 187
468. 457
470. 171 n. 1, 172, 184
471. 274 n. 2, 646
472. 171, 518 n. 1
473. 171 n. 1, 230, 610
477. 274 n. 2, 291, 447, 463, 464, 645
478. 171 n. 1, 463, 566, 665 n. 1
479. 188 n. 1, 188, 329 n. 1
484, 171 n. 1, 172, 187
487, 291
488. 171 n. 1, 181, 645
489, 171 n. 1, 187
490. 190, 274 n. 2, 279, 291, 621, 610, 646
492. 171, 172 n. 2, 177 n. 1, 181 f., 518 n. 1, 566, 610, 627
493. 191, 274 n. 2, 373, 646
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500. 173, 187, 509, 621, 623, 645, 662
510, 407
511. 188
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515. 188, 166, 193, 291, 306
520. 191
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